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Vorr.iien Countries, &3.SO per year.
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BRANCHES:
Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,
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WILLAE.D L. CANDEE, H. DURANT CHEEVER, Managers

INSULATED

TRADE MARK.

WIRES and GABLES
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground C»e.

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES.
MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKOMTE WATERPROOF TAPE.
GEO. T. MANSON, Gen'l Supt. W. H. HODGINS, Sm.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York.
ET.ECT R1C APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDREW > CO , Boston.
ELFCTRICAL ENGINEERING CO , Minneapolis.
>T LOUI* KLECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKET, - - R.I.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-914 C Street, N. W , Washington, D. C.

Largest in the World. Advice Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

&&H- ARMATURES

REWOUND&REPAIRED.

COMMUTATORS
MADE NEW

% C.J.BOGUE.206 CENTRE ST. N.Y. and refilled.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Gable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST ., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" JfaYy Marine Wirps and Cables nsed exclusively
on the principal U. S War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cables,
"Requa V.'h.te Core'* and "Safety" Wire.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO.,

ELECTRIC CABLES, CONDUITS JED ACCESSORIES,
FOR ALL CLASSES OF SERVICE.

HIGH GRADE RUBBER-COVERED AND WEATHER PROOF WIRES

PITTSBURG. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES;
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND, SUBMARINE, and

interior use.

:k::e::r.it:ej tape.
WR.BR1XEY.Mfr. J. E. HAM, Gen. Act.

203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

B. F. B. MOKSE, Chicago, 111.

TRADE MARK. CALIFOENIA ELECTRrC WORKS, San Francisco, CaL
KENNEDY & DUPEROW, Washington, D. 0.

IRON and BRASS

Armored Insulating Conduit

LUNDELL
FAN and

POWER
MOTORS
INTERIOR CONDUIT

GENERAL OFFIC

527 WEST 34th ST.

& INSULATION CO.,
CS AND WORKS:

NEW YORK.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to (he Potent Business heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical A.

W. A. ROSENBAUM. 177 TIMES BLDG . N.Y.

fHE
CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.

Electric Motors,
Dynamos and Railway

Power Generators.

The Finest, the Test, the Highest
Grade and Efficiency.

MULTIPOLAR TYPE

Generators and Motors.

Generators built in capacities of
from$ to2So kilowatts,and Motors
correspondingly, any vo tage, with
Laminated Fields. Gramme King
Armatures with abundance of ra-
diating- surface, perfect insulation.
Commutators of rolled copper and
very large.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ANO
PRICKS, ASSRESS,

CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.,

27 THAMES STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

C * C 2-P. MOTORS
The following- table sho^vs cur-

rent required in amperes to
run our motors free at 220 V.
E M. F.

Horse Power

—

1 2 3 s 71; 10 15 20 25
Free Current

—

U 1 1% 1% 1% 2345
—Amperes.

This record has never been ap-
proached by any other make of
motor.

C. & C. Electric Go.
General Office:

143 LIBERTY ST ,
- N. Y.

Branch Offices:— 63 OLIVER ST , BOSTON. - 683 ABCH ST., PHILADELPHIA,
1143 MARO.UEITE BLDG., CHICAGO.-806 BANK OF COMMEBCfc, ST. LOUIS.

AGENCIES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Have YOU one?
P9P

One of the 1 6,000 Telephone Stations
in New York City.

No? Well, some people like to be peculiar. Large businesses of all kinds
find telephone service useful, small businesses of all kinds find it useful, private

residences and private stables find it a convenience to be prized; the sendee is

rapid, efficient, permanent and far-reaching, and the rates are moderate.

Minimum Bates,
Direct Line,
600 Local Messages,

Party Line, $15 less;

$90 a year.
42

NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO.
18 CORTLANDT STREET. 115 WEST 3Sth STREET

FIFTEENTH YEAR of the ELECTRICAL AGE.
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You will confer a favor on both the advertiser and

publisher by mentioning the Electrical Age when answer-

ing advertisements*

The SCOTT

ELECTRIC

LAMP CO.
Established 1889.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

126 LIBERTY ST.,

NEW YORK.

Sole Manufacturers and
Patentees

"HUNTINGTON"

SEARCH LIGHTS,

MIRROR

LENS PROJECTORS,

AUTOMATIC

FOCUSSING LAMPS.

xVv-

4576
^Electric Light Globes e*

the-LarGEST-LiME-of

\Novel&artistic.Pattehns&Effegt$!m 42 MURRAY ST. NY. A

4492

pORCEWg^ANUFAGTORY.

'm-m Greene St
„ c Station G

'BrooklVn.N.Y.

JOS. A. COLUMBINE,

Electrotyper

AND Stereotyper,

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE. 640 CORTLANDT.

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?Wanted-An Idea

Protect your ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDEKBURN & CO., Patent Attor-

neys. Washington, D. 0., for their $1,800 prize offei

and list of two hundred inventions wanted.

FRANKLIN •

-HOUSE
ESTABLISHED 1837.

Cor. Bates and Lamed Sts.,

DETROIT, MICH.

Only a Bleck from Woodward &
Jefferson Aves. Very Central.

Near All Car lanes*

KS^ H.H. JAMES, Prop.

A. C. JAHL. B. H. ELLIS.

JAHL & ELLIS,
Successors to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS AGENTS,

Electric Light m
39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST.

(Taylor Building)

Telephone 4719 Cortlandt.

Send your name for a Souvenir
of the Works of Eugene Field,

FIELD^FLOWERS
the Eugene field monument Souvenir

The most beautiful Art Production of the cen-
tury. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of blos-

soms gathered from the broad acres of Eugene Field'*
Farm of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's
greatest artists as their contribution to the Mon-
ument Fund. But for the noble contributions of the
great artists this book could not have been manufac-
tured for J7.00. For sale at book stores, or sent
prepaid on receipt of $1.10. The love offeringto-
the Child's Poet Laureate, published by the Com-
mittee to create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.

Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
180 Monroe Street, Chicago, 111..
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An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal.
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10 cents per copy

Subscription, $2.SO per year.
Foreign Countries %3.Mt per ye*r.

THE0K0NITEC0.,Ltd.
412 to 414 POSTAL BLDG., ». T.

BRANCHES:
Thicago, Boston. Philadelphia. Minneapolis, Cincinnati.
Kan««« City, Omaha. Louisville. St. Louis. San Fran-

ciseo, Pittsburgh, London and South America.

VILLAJLD L. CANDEE, H. DURANT CHEEVER, Manaev-

INSULATED

WIRES and GABLES
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uae.

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES.
MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATERPROOF TAPE.
TRADE MARK. GEO. T. MANSON, Cen'l Supt. W". H. HODGINS, See.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDREWS CO , Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO , Minneapolis.
ST LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKET, - - R. I.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-914 C Street, N. W , Washington, D. C.

Uargeet in the World. Advice Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

&&<+ ARMATURES COMMUTATORS
MADE NEW

REWOUND &REPAIRED.
'& C.J.B0GUE.2O6 CENTRE ST. N.Y. and refilled.

Ihe Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

•'SAFETY" Xavj Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively
on the principal U. S War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Undereround Cables,
"Kequa Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

UYDRAULIC PRESSES
5 * and HIGH PRESSURE HYDRAULIC WORK.

Presses, Valves, Hydraulic Lifting Jacks,

Fittings, Dies, Ete. Polishing Machinery.

rhe Wilson-Still nan Co . - 204 o 210 E. 43d St. N Y.

8ritd fob Catalogue II. —
Insulated wires and gables;
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND, SUBMARINE, and

INTERIOR USE.

KZETRITIHJ TAPE.
- ,. BRIXEY. Mfr. J. E. HAM, Gen. Act.

£3 IS) 203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
^~^^

8. P. B. MORSE, Chicago, 111.

TRADE MARK. CALIFOBNIA ELECTRIC WORKS, Pan Francisco. CaL
KENNEDY & LUPEROW, Washington D. C.

IRON and BKASS

bored Insulating Conduit

LUNDELL
FAN AND

POWER
MOTORS
INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO.,

OCHERAL OFFICES AND WORK*:

527 WEST 34th ST., NEW YORK.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM. 177 TIMES BLDG., N.Y.

THE
CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.

Electric Motors,
Dynamos and Railway

Power Generators.

The Finest, thr Best, the Highest
Grade and Efficiency.

MULTIPOLAR TYPE

Generators and Motors.

Generators built in capacities of
from 5 to 250 kilowatts,and Motors
correspondingly, any vonage, with
Laminated Fields. Gramme Ring
Armatures with abundance of ra-
diating surface, perfect insulation,
Commutators of rolled copper and
very large.

FOR ruRTHCR PARTICULARS AND

CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.,

27 THAMES STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

C - * C 2-P. MOTORS
r°>,

The following table shor/s cur-
rent required in amperes to
run our motors free at 220 V.
E. M. F.

Horse Power

—

1 2 3 5 iVt 10 15 20 25
Free Current

—

U 1 1% iK 1% 2 3 4 5—Amperes.
Thia record has never been ap-

proached by any other make of
motor.

C. & C. Electric Co.
General Office:

143 LIBERTY ST ,
- N. Y.

Branch Offices:— 63 OLIVER ST., BOSTON. —683 ARCH ST., PHILADELPHIA,
1143 MAROUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.-806 BANK OF CttMMERCK, 8T. L0DI8.

AGENCIES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Have YOU one?
P P P

One of the 16,000 Telephone Stations
in New York City.

No? Well, some people like to be peculiar. Large businesses of all kinds
find telephone service useful, small businesses of all kinds find it useful, private
residences and private stables find it a convenience to be prized; the service is

rapid, efficient, permanent and far-reaching, and the rates are moderate.

$90 a year.
Minimum Bates,
Direct Line,
600 Local Messages,

Party Line, $15 less.-

NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO.
18 CORTLANDT STREET. 115 WEST 38th STREET

FIFTEENTH YEAR of the ELECTRICAL AGE.
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You will confer a favor on both the advertiser and
publisher by mentioning the Electrical Age when answer-
ing advertisements.

The SCOTT

ELECTRIC

LAMP CO.
Established 1889.

office! and salesroom,

126 LIBERTY ST.,

NEW YORK.

Sole Manufacturers and
Patentees

"HUNTINGTON"

SEARCH LIGHTS,

MIRROR

LENS PROJECTORS,

AUTOMATIC

FOCUSSING LAMPS.

JOS. A. COLUMBINE,

Electrotyper

Stereotyper.AND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

| TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

4576
'Electric Light Globes e*

r
the-Largest-LiMe- of

MOVELaARTISTICPATTEHNSaEFFEGTSf
"* 42 MURRAY ST NY. J

4492

ppELAiNJiANUFAGTORY.

im-156 Greene Si
Station G

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?Wanted-An Idea

Protect your ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBURN & CO., Patent Attor.
neys. Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize offel
and list of two hundred inventions wanted.

FRANKLIN °

-HOUSE
ESTABLISHED 1837.

Cor. Bates and Lamed Sts.i

DETROIT, MICH.
Only a Block from Woodward &
Jefferson Aves. Very Central.

Near All Car lanes.

SfiST* H.H. JAMES, Prop.

A. C. JAHL. B. H. ELLIS.

JAHL & ELLIS,
Successors to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS AGENTS,

Electric Mail aim

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST.
(Taylor Building)

IfcTErffiT YOEK.
Telephone 4719 Cortlandt.

Send your name lor a Souvenir
of the Works of Eugene Field,

FIELD^FLOWERS
Che Eugene field monument Souvenir

The most beautiful Art Production of the cen-
tury. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of blos-
soms gathered from the broad acres of Eugene Field's
Farm of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's
greatest artists as their contribution to the Mon-
ument Fund. But for the noble contributions of the
great artists this book could not hare been manufac-
tured for $7.00. For sale at book stores, or sent
prepaid on receipt of $r.io. The love offeringto-
the Child's Poet ^aureate, published by the Com-
mittee to create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.

Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
180 Monroe Street, Chicago, Ilk
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Hnbaertptton, $2.50 p« year-
Foreign Oountritm, &3.&A pmr year.

THE0K0NITEC0.,Ltd.
412 to 414 POSTAL BLDG., H. T.

BRANCHES

:

Chicago. Boston. Philadelphia. Minneapolis, Cincinnati.
Kansas City. Omaha. Louisville, St. Louis. San Fran-

cisco, Pittsburgh, London and South America.

WILXAJtD L. CANDEE, H. DURANT CHEEVER, Manasrerv

INSULATED

WIRES and CABLES
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground U»e.

CANDEE AEKIAL WIRES.
MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATERPROOF TAPE.
TRADE MARK. GEO. T. MANSON, Gen'l Supt. W. H. HODGINS, Sac

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDREW^ CO ..Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO , Minneapolis.
ST LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKBT, • - - R. I.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-914 C Street, N. W , Washington, D. C.

est 1b the World. Advice Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

< ĈS^ ARMATURES

REWOUND &REPAI RED.

COMMUTATORS
MADE NEW

tb C.J.B0GUE.2O6 CENTRE ST. N.Y. and refilled.

1 he Safety Insulated Wire & Uabie Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225^237 WEST 28TH ST.. NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETT" Nary Marine Wires and Cables nsed exclusively
on the principal U. S- War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cables,
"Requa Wh.te Core" and " Safety" Wire.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CARLE CO..

ELECTRIC CABLES, CONDUITS AID ACCESSORIES,
FOR ALL CLASSES OF SERVICE.

HIGH GRADE RUBBER-COYERED AND WEATHER PROOF WIRES

PITTSBURC. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

E.BUBECK&CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Polished Hardwood

Cases and Cabinets,

Also all kinds of Fancy Wood Wort
115 TO 121 E. 13TH ST., N.Y.

RUHMKORFF COIL CASES.

Have YOU seen
A. S-A.lUEIRr.ZE: OIF1

Standard Iron Armored Insulating Conduit?

INTERIOR CONDUIT & IjUTIOjf CO.,

General Offices and Works:

527 West 34th Street,

NEW YORK, N.Y.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM. 177 TIMES BLDG., N.Y.

THE
CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.

Electric Motors,
Dynamos and Railway

Power Generators.

The Finest, the Best, the Highest
Grade and Efficiency.

MULTIPOLAR TYPE

Generators and Motors.

Generators built in capacities of
from 5 to 250 kilowatts, and Motors
corresponding^, any voltage, with
Laminated Fields. Gramme Ring
Armatures with abundance of ra-
diating surface, perfect insulation,
Commutators ot rolled copper and
very large.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND
PRICKS, A»»*E««.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC I FOUNDRY CO.,

27 THAMES STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

SAMPLE* UPON
APPLICATION.

C * C 2-P. MOTORS
The following table shov/s cur-

rent required in amperes to
run our motors free at 220 V.
E. M. F.

Horse Power

—

1 2 3 5 7% !° IS 20 25
Free Current

—

% 1 i# *Y2 1% 2345
—Amperes-

This record has never been ap-
proached by any other make of
motor.

G. & C. Electric Co.
General Office:

"HI 143 LIBERTY ST ,
- N. Y.

Branch Offices :— 63 OLIVES ST, BOSTON. — 683 ABCH ST., PHILADELPHIA,
1148 MAlUjUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.—806 BANK OF COMMEBCE, 8T. LOUIS.

AGENCIES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES.

Have YOU one?
P P P

One of the 16,000 Telephone Stations
in New York City.

No? Well, some people like to be peculiar. Large businesses of all kinds
find telephone service useful, small businesses of all kinds find it useful, private
residences and private stables find it a convenience to be prized; the service is

rapid, efficient, permanent and far-reaching, and the rates are moderate.

Minimum Bates,
Direct Line,
600 Local Messages,

Party Line, $15 less;

$90 a year.

NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO.
18 CORTLANDT STREET. 115 WEST 3Sth STREET
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You will confer a favor on both the advertiser and
publisher by mentioning the Electrical Age when answer-
ing advertisements*

The SCOTT

ELECTRIC

LAMP CO.
Established 1889.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

126 LIBERTY ST..

NEW YORK.

Sole Manufacturers and
Patentees

"HUNTINGTON"

SEARCH LIGHTS,

MIRROR

LENS PROJECTORS,

AUTOMATIC

FOCUSSING LAMPS.

Ruhmkorf Induction Coils of any Size.

Binding Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fine
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., N.Y

ppELMNJllANUFACTORY.

m-i56 Greene St
Station G

'BrooklV?i,N.Y.

JOS. k. COLUMBINE,

Electrotyper

Stereotyper,AND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE. 640 CORTLANDT.

Wanted-An Idea
Protect your Ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBURN & CO., Patent Attor-
neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prise oflel
and list of two hundred Inventions wanted.

Who caa think
of some simple
thing to patent?

FRANKLIN •

-HOUSE
ESTABLISHED 1337.

Cor. Bates and Larned Sts.,

DETROIT, MICH.

Only a Block from "Woodward As
Jefferson Aves. Very Central.

Near All Car lanes.

Per Day,
SI. 50. H. H. JAMES, Prop. |

A. C. JAHL. B. H. ELLIS.

JAHL & ELLIS,
Successors to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS AGENTS,

Eiecino Lighj anil

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST.,
(Taylor Building)

Telephone 4719 Cortlandt.

Send your name for a Souvenir
of the Works of Eugene Field,

FIELD^eFLOWERS
the Eugene field monument Souvenir

The most beautiful Art Production of the cen-
tury. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of bios*

sums gathered from tbe broad acres of Eugene Field's
Farm of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's
greatest artjsts as their contribution to the Mon-
ument Fund. But for the noble contributions of the
great artists this book could not have been manufac-
tured for $7.00. For sale at book stores, or sent
prepaid on receipt of $1.10. The love offering to
the Child's Poet Eaureate, published by the Com-
mittee to create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.

Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
180 Monroe Street, Chicago, Ilk



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883.

VOL. XIX.—No. 506.

An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal.

NEW YORK, JANUARY 23, 1897.

10 cents per copy

Sobseripttoa, |2.50 p«» y«r.
Foreign OonatHe*, &S.M per y*ar.

THEOKONITECOatd.
5

412 to 414 POSTAL BLDG., H. T.

BRANCHES

:

Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati.
Kansas City. Omaha, Louisville, St. Louis. San Fran-

cisco, Pittsburgh, London and South America.

WILLAB.D L. CANDEE, H. DURANT CHEEVER, Manage*.

INSULATED

TRADE MARK.

WIRES and GABLES
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uae.

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES.
MANSON PROTECT IM; TAPE.

OKONITE WATERPROOF TAPE.
GEO. T. MANSON, Gcn'l Supt. W. H. HODGINS. Sec.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDREWS CO , Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO , Minneapolis.
ST LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY!

PAWTUCKET, - - R. I.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-914 C Street, N. W , Washington, D. C.

Largest ia the World. Advice Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

ARMATURES COMMUTATORS
MADE NEW

REWOUND &REPAI RED. <:

C.J.B0GUE.206 CENTRE ST. NY. andrefuled.

1 he Safety Insulated to ire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETT" Nary JIarlne Wires and Cables used exclusively
oa the principal U. £ War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Undereround Cables,
"Reqja Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
1 I and HIGH PRESSURE HYDRAULIC WORK.

Prewea, Valvei, Hydraulic Lifting Jacks,

Fittings, Dies, Etc. Polishing Machinery.

The Watson -Still man Co.. • 204 to 210 E. 43d St. N Y.

8m fob Catalogue II.

RUHMKORFF COIL CASES.

E.BUBECK&CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Polished Hardwood

Cases and Cabinets,

Also all Ms of Fancy Wood Work.

116 TO 121 E. 13TH St., N. Y.

Have YOU seen
-A. 8AMPLE; OF

Standard Iron Armored Insulating Conduit?

& 11 ••

SAMPLES UPON
APPLICATION.

Qaneral Offioas and Works:

527 West 34th Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM. 177 TIMES BLDG , NY.

THE
CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.

Electric Motors,
Dynamos and Railway

Power Generators.

The Finest, the Best, the Highest
Grade and Efficiency.

MULTIPOLAR TYPE

Generators and Motors.

Generators built in capacities of
from 5 to 250 kilowatts,and Motors
correspondingly, any voltage, with
Laminated Fields. Gramme Ring
Armatures with abundance of ra-
diating surface, perfect insulation.
Commutators ot rolled copper and
very large.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND
MICKS, ASSPKSS

CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.,

27 THAMES STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

C * C 2-P. MOTORS
The following- table shov/s cur-

rent required in amperes to
run our motors free at 220 V.
E. M. F.

Horse Power

—

1 2 3 5 1
TA 10 15 20 25

Free Current

—

H » -*X *X *% 2 3 4 5—Amperes.
This record has never been ap-

proached by any other make of
motor.

C. & G. Electric Co.
General Office:

143 LIBEPTY ST ,
- N. Y.

Branch Offices:— 63 OLIVER ST., BOSTON. —633 ARCH ST., PHILADELPHIA,
1143 9UR0UETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.—806 BANK OF COMMEBCt, 8T. LOUIS.

AGENCIES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES.

Have YOU one?
PP P

One of the 17,000 Telephone Stations
in New York City.

No? Well, some people like to be peculiar. Large businesses of all kinds
find telephone service useful, small businesses of all kinds find it useful, private
residences and private stables find it a convenience to be prized; the service is

rapid, efficient, permanent and far-reaching, and the rates are moderate.

Minimum Bates, r<i i~v /-v
Direct Line, JXhCI a Veai\
600 Local Messages, #>CJV/ " ****»•

Party Line, $15 less;

NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO.
18 CORTLANDT STREET. 115 WEST 38th STREET
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You will confer a favor on both the advertiser and
publisher by mentioning the Electrical Age when answer-
ing advertisements.

The SCOTT

ELECTRIC

LAMP CO.
Established 1889.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

126 LIBERTY ST.,

KEW YORK.

Sole Manufacturers and

JOS. A. COLUMBINE,

Electrotyper

Stereotyper,AND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

Patentees

"HUNTINGTON"

SEARCH LIGHTS,

MIRROR

LENS PROJECTORS,

AUTOMATIC

FOCUSSING LAMPS,

Wanted- fin Idea
Protect your ideas; they may bri

JOHN WEDDERBURN & CO.,

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?

they may bring you wealth.
Write J6HN WEDDERBURN & CO., Patent Attor-
neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize offei
and list of two hundred inventions wanted.

FRANKLIN •

-HOUSE
ESTABLISHED 1837.

Cor. Bates and Larned Sts.,

DETROIT, MICH.

Only a Block from Woodward &
Jefferson Aves. Very Central.

Near All Car Lines.

Per Day,
S1.50. H.H.JMS,Prop.

Ruby Induction Coils of any Size.

Binding Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fine
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., N.Yr

The Wonders of Electricity
are naturally interesting to most people. They are
being explained and illustrated constantly in the
pages of the

Scientific American,
which no electrician, or student of electricity,

can afford to be without. There is nothing in

electrical science that escapes the eagle eyes of
its editors, no matter in what country of the world
it is spoken of, or practiced. The kindred sciences
are also treated of, and, in fact, every branch of
science and mechanical art finds a place in the
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which is recog-
nized in every land as the leading publication de-
voted to the dissemination of scientific knowledge.
$3.00 yearly. $1.50 half yearly. $1.00 for four
months. Send check, draft, postal order or express
money order, payable to Munn & Co., 361 Broad-
way, New York.

A. C. JAHL. B. H. ELLIS.

JAHL & ELLIS,
Successors to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS AGENTS,

Electric Lignj anil

COPIAH^ftNUFACTORY.

M-i166 GreeneSt
Station G

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST.,
(Taylor Building)

Telephone 4719 Cortlandt.

Send your name for a Souvenir
of the Works of Eugene Field,

FIELD^FLOWERS
tne eugcnc field monument Souvenir

The most beautiful Art Production of the cen-
tury. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of blos-

soms gathered from the broad acres of Eugene Field's

Farm of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's
greatest artists as their contribution to the Mon-
ument Fund. But for the nobie contributions of the
great artists this book could not have been manufac-
tured for $7.00. For sale at book stores, or sent
prepaid on receipt of $1.10. The love offering to
the Child's Poet laureate, published by the Com-
mittee to create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.

Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
180 Monroe Street, Chicago, Ilk



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883.

VOL. XIX.—No. 507.

An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal.

NEW YORK, JANUARY 30, 1897.

10 cents per copy

gnbacrlpttoa, $2.SO mi y©«r.
Foreign GoantrfM, A2.3Q f«r y»»r.

THE0K0NITEG0.,Lti
412 to 414 POSTAL BL1)U., N. Y.

BRANCHES:
Chicago. Boston. Philadelphia. Minneapolis. Cincinnati.
Kansas City. Omaha, Louisville. St. Louis. San Fran-

cisco. Pittsburgh. London and South America.

WILLARD L. CANDEE, H. DURANT CHEEVER, Managers

INSULATED

TRADE MARK.

WIRES and CABLES
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Cue.

CANDEE AERIAL AVI RES.
HANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATERPROOF TAPE.
CEO. T. MANSON, Cen'l Supt. W. II. HODGINS, Sec.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PETTINUELL ANDREW* CO Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING' CO , Minneapolis.
hT LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY".

PAWTUn( n-. . - " t

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-914 C Street, N. W , Washington, D. C.

Largest in the World. Advice Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

&&%. ARMATURES COMMUTATORS
MADE NEW

REWOUND & REPAIR ED. ^_
CJ.B0GUE.2O6 CENTRE ST. N.Y. and refilled.

The Safety Insulated ft ire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. KLQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST , NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
GFALLSIZESAND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" Navy Marine Wiros and Cablei ns«d exclusively
On thd principal U. S War Vtestis.

Electric Railwav Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cables,
"Keq'ja Wh.te Core" and "Safety " Wire.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO.,

ELECTRIC CABLES, CONDUITS ASD ACCESSORIES,

HIGH GRADE RUBBER-COVERED AHD WEATHER PROOF WIRES

PITT8BURC. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

E.BUBECK&CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Polished Hardwood

Cases and Cabinets,

Also allMs of Fancy Wiol Work.

115 TO 121 t. 13th St., N. Y
RUHMKORFr COiL Cf-o

Have YOU seen
A SATvUJE'TL,^: OiF1

Standard Iron Armored Insulating Conduit?

1 & •9

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to Ihe Patent RurineM heretofore canAoftei
by "The Electrical World." Kecoiiimended by The Electrical \^-.

W. A. ROSENBAUM. 177 TIMES BLDr, . N Y.

THE
CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.

Electric Motors,
Dynamos and Railway

/* Power Generators.

Jfl ^^^__
rJ The Finen, th» J>st, the Highest

Grade and Krhciency.

MULTIPOLAR TYPE

Generators and Motors.

Generators built in capacities of
from 5 to 2^0 kilowatts,and Motors
correspondingly, any vo tage, with
Laminated Fields Gramme Ung
Armatures with abundance of ra-
diating surface, perfect insulation,
Commutators ot rolled copper and
very large.

FOB rURTHER PARTICULAR* AN O

CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.,

27 THAMES STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

C * C 2-P. MOTORS
The following table sho-vs cur-

rent required in amperes to

|_^_^ run our motors free at 220 V.
•<-.-." v- E M. F.

Horse Power

—

1 2 3 5 7>2 10 15 20 25
,''"-..? ~ Free Current

—

U * *& IX *% 2 3 4 5—Amperes.

H This record has never been ap-
proached by any other make of
motoi.

C. & G. Electric Go.
^- General Office:

143 LIBERTY ST , - IM. Y.

Branch Offlce*: — 63 OLIVER ST., BOSTON. — 633 ABCH ST., PHILADELPHIA,
1143 MARQUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.—806 BANK OF COMMERCE, 8T. LOUIS.

ACENCIES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES.

Have YOU one?
P P p

One of the 1 7,000 Telephone Stations
in New York City.

No? Well, som • people li' e to be peculiar. Large businesses of all kind*
find telephone s-ervie • useful, small hu«ines«es of allkinas find it useful, private
residences and private stables find it a coi/venience to be pr zed; the service is
rapid, efficient, permanent and far-reaching, and the rates are moderate.

Minimum Pntrs,
IMm* i I. tiic.

•AMPLE* UPON
APPLICATION.

G*n*ral Offlo*a and Works:

527 West 34th Street,

NEW YORK, N.Y. I is cortlaxdt street.

$90 a year.
600 Local .Messages,

Partj Line, $15 less;

NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO.
115 WEST 38th grKKMT
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You will confer a favor on both the advertiser and

publisher by mentioning the Electrical Age when answer-

ing advertisements.

The SCOTT

ELECTRIC

LAMP CD.
Established 1889.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

126 LIBERTY ST.,

iEW YORK.

Sole Manufacturers and
Patentees

"HUNTINGTON"

SEARCH LIGHTS,

MIRROR

LENS PROJECTORS,

AUTOMATIC

FOCUSSING LAMPS.

JOS. A. COLUMBINE,

Electrotyper

and Stereotypes

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?Wanted-An Idea

Protect your ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBURN & CO., Patent Attop
neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize offiei

and list of two hundred Inventions wanted.

FRANKLIiV
-HOUSE

ESTABLISHED 1337.

Cor. Bates and Larned Sts.,

DETROIT, MICH.

Only a Block from Woodward &
Jefferson Aves. Very Central.

Near All Car Lines.

Per Day,
$11.50. H.H. JAMES, Prop.

I

Ruhmkoif Induction Coils of any Size,

Binding Posts, Scientific Experimental Wort, Fine
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., N.Y

The Wonders of Electricity

are uatunJiy in'eres'ing to n.ost people They are

be'ng ex lau.ed and illustrated cOLStantly in ths

pagi s i f the •

Scientific American,
which no electrician, or s'udent <f electricity,

can afford to be wuhou'. Tlure is rott ing in

electrical tcience thai (.scapes the eagle eyes ol

its edit' r-, no matter in what country of the world
it is >poken of, or praitictd. The kindred sciences

are also treated of, and, in fact, everv branch i f

science and mechanical art finds a place in ihe

SCIENTIFIC :\M RlilC.tN. which i* recpg
nized in every 1 nd as the leading puohcat < n de-

voted to the d'sst-mination of >c entitle knowVdge.
$300 yearly $1.50 half yearly. $1.00 fur fuu-

m •nlhs. bend check diaft, p <Mal crier <>r eX"resi-

money order. pavab:e to Munn & Co., 361 1>ko*d
way, New York.

A. C. JAHL. B. H. ELLIS.

JAHL & ELMS,
Successors to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS AGENTS,

Eiectilc Liiit and

ANUFACTORY.

m-156 Greene St
„ Station G

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST.,
(Taylor Building)

TELEPHONE 4719 CORTLANDT.

Send yur name for a Souvenir
of the Works of Eugene Field,

FIELD^FLOWERS
Che Eugene field monument Souvenir

The most beautiful Art Production of the cen-

turv. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of blos-

soms gathered from the broad acres of Eugene Field's

F;irm of Love," Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's
greatest artists as their contribution to the Mon-
ument Fund. But for the noble contributions of the

areat artists this book could not hare been manufac-

tured lor J7.00. Forsale at book stores, or sent
prepaid on receipt of fr.io. The love offering to

the Child's Poet Laureate, published by the Com-
mittee to create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.

Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
180 Monroe Street, Chicag*, Ilk



The Electrical Age
Established 1883. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL XIX.—No. 508. NEW YORK, FEBRUARY 6, 1897.
Bnbserfptloii, |3.tO mt y»**

Foreign Oonntrifw, &S.SQ per ywtv.

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES
For AERIAL, SUBMARINE and UNDERGROUND USE.

CAXDEE AERIAL WIRES. MAN80N PROTECTING TAPE. OKO.M I K WATERPROOF TAPE.

General Offices: Postal Telegraph Building, 253 Broadway, N. Y.

TRADE MARK.

W iiiARD L. Canbke, ) Manaa.pr„
H. Dukant Chkever, (

onager3 -

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt.
W. H. Hodgins, Secy.

Branches: Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia. Mhmeapolis,
Cincinnati, Kansas City, Omaha, Louisville,
St. Louis, San Francisco, Plttaborgh,
London and South America.

WEATHEBPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDREWS CO Boston.

* ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO., Minneapolis.
ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKET, - . R. I.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-914 C Street, N. W , Washington, D. C.

Largest in the World. Advice Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

ARMATURES COMMUTATORS
MADE NEW

', REWOUND &REPAIRED. i
'i C.J.BQGUE.206 CENTRE ST. NY. and refilled.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST.. NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS of

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" Nary Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively
on the principal U. S War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Undereround Cables,
"Requa White Core" and "Safety" Wire.

UYDRAUUC PRESSES
I » and HIGH PRESSURE HYDRAULIC WORK.

PreMea, Valves, Hydraulic Lifting Jacks,

Fittings, Dies, Etc. Polishing Machinery.

The Watson. Stillman Co.. - 204 to 210 E. 43d St. N Y.

Sehd fob Catalogue II.

E.BUBECK&CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Polished Hardwood

Cases and Cabinets,

Also allMs of Fancy Wcoil Wort
115 TO 121 E. 13th ST., N. Y.

BUHMKORFF COIL CASES

Have YOU seen
a. sa^vcipi/e: of

Standard Iron Armored Insulating Conduit?

INTERIOR COm & PUITIOfl CO.,

General Office* and Works:

•AMPLCS UPON
APPL CATION .

527 West 34th Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent BusineRH heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSEN BAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., NY.

THE
CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.

Electric Motors,

^^^^ Dynamos and Railway

jt h. Power Generators.

The Finest, the Best, the Highest
Grade and Efficiency.

MULTIPOLAR TYPE

Generators and Motors.

Generators built in capacities of
from 5 to 250 kilowatts,and Motors
correspondingly, any voitage, with
Laminated Fields. Gramme Ring
Armatures with abundance of ra-
diating surt ace, perfect insulation,
Commutators ot rolled copper and
very large.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULAR* AND
PRICKS, A»»RK*)«,

CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.,

27 THAMES STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

C - * C 2-P. MOTORS
The following- table shor/s cur-

rent required in amperes to
run our motors free at 220 V.
E. M. F.

Horse Power

—

1 2 3 5 lY* 10 15 20 25
Free Current

—

% 1 xx iy2 1% 2 3 4 s—Amperes.
Thin record has never been ap-

proached by any' other make of
motor.

C. & C. Electric Co.
General Office:

143 LIBERTY ST , - N. Y.

Branch Offices:— 6S OLIVER ST., BOSTON. —633 ABCH ST., PHILADELPHIA,
1143 MABQUEITE BLDG., CHICAGO

—

806 BANK OF COMMEBCK, 8T. LOUIS.
AGENCIES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES.

HONEST JOHN PACKING
HONEST JOHN "

I"or_

WATER AND

fe HYDRAULICS.
Nothing in the world

HYDRAULIC RAINBOW CORE PACKING. like it.

Patented and Manufactured Exclusively by

PEERLESS RUBBER M F G CO.,
16 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

1 16-24 Woodward Atc., Detroit, Mich. 202-210 Water St„ Chicago. 111.
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You will confer a favor on both the advertiser and

publisher by mentioning the Electrical Age when answer-

ing advertisements.

The SCOTT

ELECTRIC

LAMP CO.
Established 1889.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

126 LIBERTY ST.,

NEW YORK.

Sole Manufacturers and
Patentees

"HUNTINGTON"

SEARCH LIGHTS,

MIRROR

LENS PROJECTORS,

AUTOMATIC

FOCUSSING LAMPS.

Ruby Induction Coils of any Size.

Binding Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fine
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., N.Y

The Wonders of Electricity
are naturally interesting: to most people. They are
being explained and illustrated constantly in the
pages of the

Scientific American,
which no electrician, or student of electricity.

can afford to be without. There is nothing in

electrical science that escapes the eagle eyes of

its editors, no matter in what country of the world
it is spoken of, or practiced. The kindred sciences

are also treated of, and, in fact, every branch c f

science and mechanical art finds a place in the
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which is recog
nized in every land as the leading publication de-

voted to the dissemination of scientific knowledge
$3.00 yearly. $1.50 half yearly. $1.00 for fou
months. Send check, draft, postal order or express
money order, payable to Munn & Co., 361 Broad
way, New York.

pp^Sp
ANUFAGTORY.

/44-jbo Greene St
,c Station G

^fi^Br^'N -Y-
e^*^g^«

JOS. A. COLUMBINE.

Electrotyper

AND Stereotyper,

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

Wanted-An Idea
Protect your Ideas; they may bri

Write JOHN WEDDEBBUEN & CO

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?

bring you wealth.
CO., Patent Attor

neys. Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize offei

and list of two hundred Inventions wanted.

F
©JUNKLIN

-HOUSE
ESTABLISHED t837.

Cor. Bates and Larned Sts.,

DETROIT, MICH.

Only a Block from Woodward &
Jefferson Aves. Very Central.

Near All Car .Lines.

*-** H.H.JAMES, Prop. |
$1.50.

A. C. JAHL. B. H. ELLIS.

JAHL & ELLIS,
Successors to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS AGENTS,

Electric Lighj aim

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST.,
(Taylor Building)

Telephone 4719 Cortlandt.

Send your name for a Souvenir
of the Works of Eugene Field,

FIELD^FLOWERS
the Eugene Tield monument Souvenir

The most beautiful Art Production of the cen-
tury. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of blos-

soms gathered from the broad acres of Eugene Field's

Farm of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's
greatest artists as their contribution to the Mon-
ument Fund. But for the noble contributions of the

great artists this book could not have been manufac-
tured for $7.00. For sale at book stores, or sent

prepaid on receipt of $1.10. The love offering to

the Child's Poet Laureate, published by the Com-
mittee to create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.

Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
180 Monroe Street, Chicago, 111.



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOU XIX.—No. 509. NEW YORK, FEBRUARY 13, 1897.
Hubacriptlon, 82.SA V* T***

.*• perForeign OomtHm, •>*.

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES
For AERIAL, SUBMARINE and UNDERGROUND USE.

CAXDEE AERIAL WIRES. MAN80N PROTECTING TAPE. OKOMTK WATERPROOF TAPE.

General Offices: Postal Telegraph Building, 253 Broadway, N. Y.
WlLLARD L. CANDEE, I

Mana£rers
H. Dukant Cheevbk, f

managers.

TRADE MARK.
Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt.
W. H. Hodgins, Secy.

Branches: Chicago, Boston [phia, Minneapolis,
Cincinnati, Kansas City, Omaha, Louisville,
St. Louis, San Francisco, Pittsburgh,
London and South America.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDREWS CO , Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO . Minneapolis.
ST LOUJ S ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKRT, - - R. I.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-914 C Street, N. W , Washington, D. C.

Largest in Ihe World. Advice Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

ARMATURES COMMUTATORS
MADE NEW

REWOUND & REPAIR ED. 4_
C.J.B0GUE.206 CENTRE ST. NY. and refilled.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225 237 WEST 28TH ST , NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OFALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" \aTT Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively
on the principal U. S War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cables,
"Requa Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO.,
ELECTRIC CJBLES, CONDUITS AHD ACCESSORIES,

FOR ALL CLASSES OF SERVICE

HIGH GRADE RUBBER-COVERED AND WEATHER PROOF WIRES

PITTSBURC. NEW YORK. CHICACO.

RUHMKORFF COIL CASES

E.BUBECK&CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Polished Hardwood

Cases and Cabinets,

Also all Kinds of Fancy Wood Work.

115 TO 121 E. 13TH ST., N. Y

Have YOU seen
a. saievi::pj_,:e3 oif

Standard Iron Armored Insulating Conduit?

&
General Office* and Works:

527 West 34th Street,
SAMPLES UPON
APPLICATION. NEW YORK, N. Y.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to (he Patent RusineHH heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSEN BAUM. 177 TIMES BLDG .NY.

THE
CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.

Electric Motors,
Dynamos and Railway

Power Generators.

The Finest, the Best, the Highest
Grade and Efficiency.

MULTIPOLAR TYPE

Generators and Motors.

Generators built in capacities of
from 5 to 250 kilowatts,and Motors
correspondingly, any vo tage, with
Laminated Fields Gramme King
Armatures wiih abundance of ra-
diating surface, perfect insulation.
Commutators of rolled copper and
very large.

FOR FU RTHER PARTICULAR* ANO
PRICII, *•(«•

CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.,

27 THAMES STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

C * C 2-P. MOTORS
|fW||P|i|0^

The following table shor/s cur-
rent required in amperes to
run our nioiors free at 220 V.
EM. F.

Horse Powei1—
1 2 3 5 7>2 10 15 20 25
Free Current-

*K [ /-4 3 4 5—Amperes.
Thifl record has never been ap-

proached by any other make of
motor.

C. & C. Electric Go.
General Office:

14.3 LIBERTY ST ,
- N. Y.

Branch Offices:— 63 OLIVER ST., BOSTON. —683 ABCH ST., PHILADELPHIA
1143 MABOUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.—806 BASK OF COMMERCE, ST. LOUIS.

AGENCIES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES.

HONEST JOHN PACKING
HONEST JOHN "

Por.

WATER AND

HYDRAULICS.
Nothing: in the world

HYDRAULIC RAINBOW CORE PACKING like it.

ratcnted and ^farmfactur/•<i Exclusively by

PEERLESS RUBBER M'F'G CO.,
16 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

16-24 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. -202-210 Water St„ Chicago. 111.
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You will confer a favor on both the advertiser and

publisher by mentioning the Electrical Age tvhen answer-

ing advertisements.

JOS. ». COLUMBINE.

The SCOTT

ELECTRIC

LAMP CO.
Established 1889.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

126 LIBERTY ST.,

NEW YORK.

Sole Manufacturers and
Patentees

"HUNTINGTON"

SEARCH LIGHTS,

MIRROR

LENS PROJECTORS,

AUTOMATIC

FOCUSSING LAMPS,

Electrotyper

AND Stereotyper,

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?Wanted-An Idea

Protect your ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDEBEURN & CO., Patent Attor.
neys. Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize offei

and list of two hundred inventions wanted.

Ruhmkorf Induction Coils of any Size,

Binding Poets, Scientific Experimental Work, Fine
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., N.Y^

The Wonders of Electricity
are naturally interesting to most people. They an
being explained and illustrated constantly in tht
pages of the

Scientific American,
which no electrician, or student of electricity,

can afford to be withou 1
;. There is nothing in

electrical science that escapes the eagle eyes ol

its editors, no matter in what country of the world
it is spoken of, or practiced. The kindred sciences

are also treated of, and, in fact, every branch ol

science and mechanical art finds a place in th«

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which is recog
nized in every land as the leading publication de-

voted to the dissemination of scientific knowledge.
$3.00 yearly. $1.50 half yearly. $1.00 for foui

months. Send check, draft, poMal order or express
money order, pavable to Munn & Co., 361 Broad
way, New York.

O. W. COE.

n T. G. SELLEW,
ROLL TOP DESKS,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.

CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I I I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK.
THEO. GOLDSMITH.

F
oRANKLIN

-HOUSE
ESTABLISHED 1837.

Cor. Bates and Larned Sts.,

DETROIT/MICH.

Only a Block from "Woodward &
Jefferson Aves. Very Central.

Near All Car Lines.

Per Day,
$1.0O. H.H. JAMES, Prop.

A. C. JAHL. B. H. ELLIS.

JAHL & ELLIS,
Successors to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS AGENTS,

Electric Lioll

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST.,
(Taylor Building)

2srE"csr Trolls:.

Telephone 4719 Cobtlandt.

Send your name for a Souvenir
of the Works of Eugene Field,

FIELDoeFLOWERS
the €ugene Tidd monument Souvenir

The most beautiful Art Production of the cen-
tury. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of blos-

soms gathered from the broad acres of Eugene Field's*

Farm of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's
greatest artists as their contribution to the Mon-
ument Fund. But for the noble contributions of the

great artists this book could not have been manufac-
tured for $7.00. For sale at book stores, or sent
prepaid on receipt of $r.io. The love offeringto
the Child's Poet Laureate, published by the Com-
mittee to create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.

Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
180 Monroe Street, Chicago, III.



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL XIX.—No. 510. NEW YORK, FEBRUARY 20, 1897.
HurmorlpUon, $2.60 tor

foreign Conntrina, 0JI.S0 per y«ar.

TRADE MARK

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC C"., New York.
ELEC1RIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago
PETTINGELL ANDREW, CO Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO , Minneapolis.
ST LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKET, - - R. I.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-9 14 C Street. N. W., Washington, D. C.

largest in the World. Advice Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

ARMATURES COMMUTATORS
MADE NEW

', REWOUND & REPAIR ED. g_
i C.J.B0GUE.206 CENTRE ST. N.Y. and refilled.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Gable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225*237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" Nary Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively
oa the principal U. S War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cables,
"Kequa Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
I I and HIGH PEESSTJEE HTDEAUUC YWORK.

Presses, Valvei,

Fittings, Dies, Etc.

Hydraulic Lifting Jacks,

Polishing Machinery.

The Witson- Still man Co., • 204 to 210 E. 43d St. N. Y.

-Sure fob Catalogue II.

E.BUBECK&CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Polished Hardwood

Cases add Cabinets,

Also allMs of Fancy Wool Worl
115 to 121 E. 13TH St., N. Y

RUHMKORFF COIL C**-5

Have YOU seen
A. SAMPLE OIF

Standard Iron Armored Insulating Conduit?

General Office* and Works:

Sample* upon
application.

527 West 34th Street,

NEW YORtf, N.Y.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM. 177 TlWlES BLDG., N.Y.

THE
CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.

Electric Motors,
Cl^ Dynamos and Railway

/*? Power Generators.

The Finest, the Best, the Highest
Grade and Efficiency.

MULTIPOLAR TYPE

Generators and Motors.

Generators built in capacities of
from 5 to 2=jO kilo watts, and Motors
correspondingly, any vo.'tage, with
Laminated Fields Gramme Ring
Armatures with abundance of ra-
diating surface, perfect insulation,
Commutators of rolled copper and
very large.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ANQ

CENTRAL ELECTRIC L FOUNDRY CO.,

27 THAMES STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

THE NEW "BUG."
Reynolds' " Self—Insulating " Cut-Out Small, Simple, Safe,

ACTUAL BIZB.

No cover required. Insulation effected with the connection. It cannot
"ground" the fixture. Quickly adjusted. Tape useless. Cheaper and smaller
than any covered " Bug " on the market and wholly different. Complies with.
Underwriters' requirements. For sale by all Supply Houses.

S. K. REYNOLDS, Agent, 136 Liberty St., New York.

The
Peer/ess Spiral

PISTON and
VALVE ROD Packing

Spiral, piston
avALVE ROD PACKINS.

Expressly for High Speed Engines.

^ Will Hold 400 lbs. Steam.

20 YEARS OLD AND NO EQUAL.
Manufactured Exclusively by

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO..
M. to 2 inch dia.

in boxes 3 to 8 lbs. 16 Warren St., New York.
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You will confer a favor on both the advertiser and

publisher by mentioning the Electrical Age when answer-

ing advertisements.

The SCOTT

ELECTRIC

LAMP CO.
Established 1889.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

126 LIBERTY ST.,

NEW YORK.

Sole Manufacturers and
Patentees

"HUNTINGTON"

SEARCH LIGHTS,

MIRROR

LENS PROJECTORS,

AUTOMATIC

FOCUSSING LAMPS,

JOS. A. COLUMBINE.

Electrotyper

Stereotyper

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

AND
T

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?Wanted-An Idea

Protect your ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDEBBURN & CO.. Patent Attor.
neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize oriel
and list of two hundred inventions wanted.

FRANKLIN •

-HOUSE
ESTABLISHED 1837.

Cor. Bates and Larned Sts.,

DETROIT, MICH.

Only a Block from Woodward &
Jefferson Aves. Very Central.

Near All Car Lines.

Per Day,
$1.50. H. H. JAMES, Prop.

Ruhmkorf Induction Coils of any Size,

Binding Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fine
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., N.Y

The Wonders of Electricity
are naturally interesting to most people They an
being explained and illustrated constantly in th;

pages of the

Scientific American,
which no electrician, or student of electricity

can afford to be without. There is nothing ii

electrical science that escapes the eagle eyes 01

its editors, no matter in what country of the world
it is spoken of, or practiced. The kindred science;
are also treated of, and, in fact, every branch of

science and mechanical art finds a place in th<

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN", which is recog
nized in every land as the leading publication de
voted to the dissemination of scientific knowledge
$300 yearly. $1.50 half yearly. $1.00 for fou
months. Send check, draft, pos-tal order or expres*
money order, payable to Munn & Co., 361 Broad
way, New York.

T. G. SELLEW,
ROLL TOP DESKS,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.
CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I J I FULTON ST., NEW YORK.
O. W. COE. THEO. GOLDSMITH,

A. C. JAHL. B. H. ELLIS.

JAHL & ELLIS,
Successors to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS AGENTS,

Electric Light and

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST.
(Taylor Building)

Telephone 4719 Cortlandt.

Send your name for a Souvenir
of the Works of Eugene Field,

FIELD^FLOWERS
Che Eugene Tieldmonument Souvenir

The most beautiful Art Production of the cen-

tury. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of blos-

soms gathered from the broad ncres of Eugene Field's

Farm of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's

greatest artists as their contribution to the Mon-
ument Fund. But for the noble contributions of the

great artists this book could not have been manufac-

tured for $7.00. Forsale at book stores, or sent

prepaid on receipt of $1.10. The love offering to

the Child's Poet Laureate, published by the Com-
mittee to create a fund to build the Monument-
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.

Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
180 Monroe Street, Chicago, 11L.



The Electrical Age.
'Established 1883. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL XIX.—No. 511. NEW YORK. FEBRUARY 27, 1897.
Hnbacrtptlon, 92. SO par tmt.

Kowelgn Countrim, &A.&0 per y»»r.

TRADE MARK.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC C<\, New York.
ELEC1RIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago
PETTINGELL ANDREWS CO Boston
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING' CO , Minneapolis.
ST LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO , St. Louis
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY!

PAWTUCKRT, - - R. I.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-914 C Street. N. W , Washington, D. C.

Largest la the World. Advice Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

^frfth.
ARMATURES COMMUTATORS

MADE NEW

REWOUND &REPAIRED.
% CJ.B0GUE.2O6 CENTRE ST. N.Y. and refilled.

The Safety insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OFALLSIZESAND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" >'avy Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively

on the principal U.S- War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cables,

"Req'ja Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO.,

ELECTRIC CABLES, CONDUITS AID ACCESSORIES,

FOR ALL CLASSES OF SERVICE.

HIGH GRADE RUBBER-COYERED AHD WEATHER PROOF WIRES

PITTSBURC. NEW YORK. CHICACO.

E.BUBECK&CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Polished Hardwood

Cases and Cabinets,

Also all finds of Fancy WcoflWorl

115^0 121 E. 13TH ST., N.Y
RUHMKORFT COIL CASES

LUNDELL

Motors.

Hew Styles Now Ready,

General Offices and Works:

527 West 34th St., NEW YORK, N.Y.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Bustim-^ heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Blectrieal Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N.Y.

THE
CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.

Electric Motors,
Dynamos and Railway

Power Generators.

The Finest, the Best, the Highest
Grade and Efficiency.

MULTIPOLAR TYPE

Generators and Motors.

Generators built in capacities of
from 5 to 250 kilowatts.and Motors
correspondingly, any voltage, with
Laminated Fields Gramme Ring
Armatures with abundance of ra-
diating surface, perfect insulation,
Commutators of rolled copper and
very large.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND
PB1CBS, A»BBia«.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC & FOUNDRY CO.,

27 THAMES STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

THE NEW "BUG."
Reynolds' "Self-Insulating" Cut-Out. Small, Simple, Safe.

ACTUAL SIZE.

No cover required. Insulation effected with the connection. It cannot
" ground " the fixture. Quickly adjusted. Tape useless. Cheaper and smaller
than any covered "'Bug " on the market and wholly different. Complies with
Underwriters' requirements. For sale by all Hupply Hous.es.

S. K. REYNOLDS, Agent, 136 Liberty St., New York.

Combination metallic STOP VBLVE

HERCU LErS (9MBINATI9N

Leaves toe Stem Clean.

Write for Testimonials.

MtTAlUOSToPVALVE PACKING
Patented and Manufactured Exclusively by

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO.,
I6

"SZFUS
"'

16-24 Woodward Ave., Detroit. Miota. 202-810 So Water St., Chicago. I1L
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INDIA
MICA

UNCUT AHD CUT TO SIZES.

Stamped Solid Sheet Mica Segments and Rheostats;
Larg. Stock. Prompt Shipments. Lowest Prices. Write for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER, Importer,
166 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Western Agents with full stock on hand; H. H. Williamson, 5a Public Square.

Clereland, Ohio; Reger & Atwatfr, 214 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.

The SCOTT

ELECTRIC

LAMP CO.
Established 1889.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

126 LIBERTY ST.,

NEW YORK.

Sole Manufacturers and
Patentees

"HUNTINGTON"

SEARCH LIGHTS,

MIRROR

LENS PROJECTORS,

AUTOMATIC

FOCUSSING LAMPS.

JOS. A.

Ruhmkorf Induction Coils of any Size,

Binding Poets, Scientific Experimental Work, FiD.6
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., N.Y

The Wonders of Electricity
are naturally interesting; to most people Thpyart
being explained and illustrated constantly iu the
pages cf the

Scientific American,
which no electrician, or student cf electricity,

can afford to be withou'. There is notfing in

electrical tcience that escapes the eagle eyes ol

its editors, no matter in what country of the world
it is spoken of, or practiced. The kindred sciences
are also treated of, and, in fact, every branch < f

science and mechanical art finds a place in the
SCIENTIFIC AMEHICAN, which isrecog
nized in every land as the leading publication de-
voted to the dissemination of scientific knowledge.
$300 yearly $1.50 half yearly. $1.00 for fou'
months, bend check, draft, postal order or express
money order, payable to Munn & Co., 361 Broad
way, New York.

O. W. COE.

T. G. SELLEW,
ROLL TOP DESKS,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.
CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I I I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK.
THEO. GOLDSMITH.

COLUMBINE.

Electrotyper

Stereotype!*,AND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

Wanted-An Idea
Protect your ideas; they may bri

Write JOHN WEDDEBBUKN 8c. CO..

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?

they may bring you wealth.
IRBURN & CO., Patent Attor.

neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize offet
and list of two hundred inventions wanted.

FRANKLIN •

-HOUSE
ESTABLISHED 1837.

Cor. Bates and Lamed Sts.,

DETROIT, MICH-

Only a Block from Woodward &
Jefferson Aves. Very Central.

Near All Car Lines.

StT.Sr* H. H. JAMES, Prop.

A. C. JAHL. B. H. ELLIS.

JAHL & ELLIS
Successors to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS AGENTS,

Electric Light and

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST.
(Taylor Building)

Telephone 4719 Cortlandt.

Send your name for a Souvenir
of the Works of Eugene Field,

FIELXUFLOWERS
the Eugene field monument Souvenir

The most beautiful Art Production of the cen-
tury. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of blos-

soms gathered from the broad acres of Eugene Field's

Farm of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's-
greatest artists as their contribution to the Mon-
ument Fund. But for the noble contributions of the
great artists this book could not hare been manufac-
tured for ?7.oo. For sale at book stores, or sent
prepaid on receipt of Jr.io. The love offering to-

the Child's Poet Laureate, published by the Com-
mittee to create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.

Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
180 Monroe Street, Chicago, Ilk



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883.

^VOL XIX.—No. 512.

An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal.

NEW YORK, MARCH 6, 1897.

10 cents per copy

Hnnaerlptton, j$2.SO par fear.
Foreign Voantrtcm, »3.5e per y««».

TRADE MAF1K

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC C<\, New York.
ELECT RIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PE1TINGELL ANDREW, CO Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING* CO , Minneapolis.
-NT LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO , St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKET, - - R.-I.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-914 C Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

largest In the World. Advice Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

<&&<€ ARMATURES COMMUTATORS
MADE NEW

REWOUND &REPAI RED.

\& C.J.B0GUE.2O6 CENTRE ST. N.Y. and'refilled.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" Navy Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively
on the principal U. S- War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cables,
"kequa Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
* 5 and HIGH PRESSURE HYDRAULIC WORK.

Presses, Valres, Hydraulic Lifting Jacks,

Fittings, Dies, Eta. Polishing Machinery.

The Watson -Still man Co., - 204 to 210 E. 43d St. N Y.

Sens fob Catalogue II.

,7; .-i
.(.''?

RUHMKORFF COIL BASE.

E.BUBECK&CO.
Boxes and Bases for

m Electrical Work,
CASES FOR SURGICAL AND
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

ESTIMATES INVITED.

115-121 E. 13th St., New York.

LUNDELL

Fan Motors.

New Styles Now Ready.

,
,._ ....... *

General Offices and Works:

527 West 34th St., NEW YORK, N.Y.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N.Y.

ALTERNATING
Enclosed Arc Lamp,

FOR ANY FREQUENCY.

BURNS IOO HOURS.

NOISELESS.
SHORT AND ORNAMENTAL.

Immediate Shipments can be made.
Write for Particulars.

Puritan Electric Company,
150 Nassau Street, New York.

178 Devonshire St , Boston, Mass.

THE NEW "BUG."
Reynolds' "Self-Insulating" Cut-Out. Small, Simple, Safe,

ACTUAL SIZE.

No cover required. Insulation effected with the connection. It cannot
" ground " the fixture. Quickly adjusted. Tape useless. Cheaper and smaller
than any covered " Bug " on the market and wholly different. Complies with
Underwriters' requirements. For sale by all Supply Houses.

S. K. REYNOLDS, Agent, 136 Liberty St., New York.

A WORLD BEATER
EQUAL TO

LEATHER.

'i

16 WARREN STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.
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INDIA
MICA

UNCUT AMD CUT TO SIZES.

Stamped Solid Sheet Mica Segments and Rheostats,
Largs Stock. Prompt Shipments. Lowest Prices. Write for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER, Importer,
156 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Western Agents with full stock on hand; H. H. Williamson, 52 Public Square,

Cleveland, Ohio; Reger & Atwatfb, 314 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.

The SCOTT

ELECTRIC

LAMP CO.
Established 1889.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

126 LIBERTY ST.,

MEW YORK.

Sole Manufacturers and
Patentees

"HUNTINGTON"

SEARCH LIGHTS,

MIRROR

LENS PROJECTORS,

AUTOMATIC

FOCUSSING LAMPS.

Ruhmkorf Induction Coils of any Size.

Binding Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fine
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., N.Yr

The Wonders of Electricity
are naturally interesting- to most people. They art
being explained and illustrated constantly in tht
pages of the

Scientific American,
which no electrician, or student of electricity,

can afford to be withou*. There is nothing in

electrical science that escapes the eagle eyes ol

its editors, no matter in w hat country of the world
it is spoken of, or practiced. The kindred sciences
are also treated of, and, in fact, every branch i f

science and mechanical art finds a place in the
SCIENTIFIC AMEHICAN, which is recog
nized in every land as the leading publicat on de-
voted to the dissemination of scientific knowledge
$300 yearly $1.50 half >early. $1.00 for fou
months. Send check draft, postal order or exoress
money order, payable to Munn & Co., 361 Broad
way, New York.

T. G. SELLEW,
ROLL TOP DESKS,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.
CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I I I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK.

JOS. A. COLUMBINE,

Electrotyper

Stereotyper,AND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

Wanted-An Idea
Protect your ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBURN & CO., Patent Attor*
neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize offet
and list of two hundred inventions wanted.

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?

O. W. COE. THEO. GOLDSMITH.

FRANKLIN •

-HOUSE
ESTABLISHED 1837.

Cor. Bates and Lamed Sts.,

DETROIT, MICH.
Only a Block from Woodward &
Jefferson Aves. Very Central.

Near All Car lanes.

Per Day,
Si. SO. H.H. JAMES, Prop.

A. C. JAHL,
Successor to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS' AGENT,

Electric liojt am

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST.
(Taylor Building)

Telephone 4719 Cortlanot.

Send your name for a Souvenir
of the Works of Eugene Field,

FIELD^jFLOWERS
the eugcnc field monument Souvenir

The most beautiful Art Production of the cen-
tury. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of blos-

soms gathered from the broad acres of Eugene Field's*

Farm of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's-

greatest artists as their contribution to the Mon-
ument Fund. But for the noble contributions of the*

great artists this book could not have been manufac-
tured for $7.00. For sale at book stores, or sent
prepaid on receipt of $1.10. The love offering to-

the Child's Poet Laureate, published by the Com-
mittee to create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.

Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
180 Monroe Street, Chicago, III,



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883 An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. io cents per copy

VOL XIX.- No. 513 NEW YORK, MARCH 13, 1897.
Huhwcrlptlon, g2.SO per year.

Foreign Vonntrltm, $3.50 per yrmt.

TRADE MARK

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRTC Co., New York.
ELECT RIC APPLIANCE CO , Chicago.
PElTINGELL ANDREW, CO Boston.
ELFCTRICAL ENGINEERING CO , Minneapolis.
ST LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CU ,

s t. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKBT, - - R. I.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-914 C Street, N. W , Washington, D. C.

Largo* ia the World. Adriee Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

^Cf3^
ARMATURES COMMUTATORS

MADE NEW
OSKDl

REWOUND &REPAIRED.

% C.J.B0GUE.206 CENTRE ST. NY. and refilled.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST.. NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

" SAFETY " X»ty Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively

on the principal U. S War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cables,
"Requa Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO.,

ELECTRIC CABLES, CONDUITS AND ACCESSORIES,

FOR ALL CLASSES OF SERVICE

flIGH GRADE RUBBER-COVERED AND WEATHER PROOF WIRES

PITTSBURG. NEW YORK. CHICACO.

"• -MKORFF COIL BASE

E.BUBECK&CO.
FANCY POLISHED WOOD

Boxes and Bases for

Electrical Work,
CASES FOR SURGICAL AND
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

ESTIMATES INVITED.

1 15-121 E. 13th St., New York

LUNDELL

Fan Motors.

New Styles How Ready.

&
General Offleea and Works:

527 West 34th St., NEW YORK, N.Y.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N.Y.

ALTERNATING
Enclosed Arc Lamp.

FOR ANY FREQUENCY.

BURNS 1 O O HOURS.

NOISELESS.
SHORT AND ORNAMENTAL.

Immediate Shipments can be made.
Write for Particulars.

Puritan Electric Company,
150 Nassau Street, New York.

178 Devonshire St , Boston, Mass.

ONE OF

THESE

ELEGANT

MOTORS
SENT

EXPRESS

PREPAID ON
RECEIPT OF

SI.OO.

WM. MUELLER,

World Bldg., N. Y.

Fac-simile of a 6-inch section of Eclipse

Gasket, showing name and trade
mark imbedded.

Rainbow

Packing
For Unions
Hand Holes
and
Man Holes.

Patented and marufactured
exclusively by

Peerless Rubber M'f'g Co.

16 Warren Street. New Vork.

1G-34 Woodward Ave.. Detroi 802-210 So. Water St.. Chicago
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INDIA
MICA

UNCUT AMD CUT TO SIZES.

Stamped Solid Sheet Mica Segments and Rheostats,
Largo Stock. Prompt Shipments. Lowest Prices. Write for Samples and Quotations

A. O. SCHOONMAKER, Importer,
156 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Western Agents -with full stock on hand; H. H. Williamson, « Public Sau»*e

Cleveland, Ohio; Roger & Atwatee Co., 36 Second St.. San Francisco; Central Union
Brass Co. 823 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo.; John Chila, 1563 Monadnock Eldg., Chicago, 111.

The SCOTT

ELECTRIC

LAMP CO.
Established 1889.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

126 LIBERTY ST.,

SEW YORK.

Sole Manufacturers and
Patentees

"HUNTINGTON"

SEARCH LIGHTS,

MIRROR

LENS PROJECTORS,

AUTOMATIC

FOCUSSING LAMPS.

Ruhmkorf Induction Coils of any Size.

Binding Poets, Scientific Experimental Work, Fine
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., N.Y

The Wonders of Electricity
are naturally interesting to most people. They are
being explained and illustrated constantly in the
pages of the

Scientific American,
which no electrician, or student of electricity,

can afford to be without. There is nothing in

electrical science that escapes the eagle eyes 01

its editors, no matter in what country of the world
it is spoken of, or practiced. The kindred sciences
are also treated of, and, in fact, every branch of
science and mechanical art finds a place in the
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which is recog
nized in every land as the leading publication de-
voted to the dissemination of scientific knowledge
$3.00 yearly. $1.50 half yearly. $1.00 for fou
months. Send check, draft, postal order or express
money order, pavable to Munn & Co., 361 Broad
way. New York.

O. W. COE.

T. G. SELLEW,
ROLL TOP DESKS,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.
CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I I I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK.
THItO. GOLDSMITH.

JOS. A. COLUMBINE,

Electrotyper

StereotyperAND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

f

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?Wanted—An Idea

Protect your ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBURN & CO., Patent Attorv
neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize oriel
and list of two hundred inventions wanted.

RaNKLIN*
^HOUSE
ESTABLISHED 1337.

Cor. Bates and Larned Sts.,

DETROIT, MICH-

Only a Block from Woodward &
Jefferson Ayes. Very Central.

Near All Car Lines.

SSS* H. H. JAMES, Prop.

J

A. C. JAHL,
Successor to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS' AGENT,

Electric Ligj) anil

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST.
(Taylor Building)

Telephone 4719 Cortlandt.

Send your name for a Souvenir
of the Works of Eugene Field,

FIELD^eFLOWERS
tbc euflcnc Ticia monument Souvenir

The most beautiful Art Production of the cen-

tury. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of blos-

soms gathered from the broad acres of Eugene Field's

Farm of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's
greatest artists as their contribution to the Mon-
ument Fund. Bat for the noble contributions of the

great artists this book could not have been manufac-

tured for ?7.oo. For sale at book stores, or sent
prepaid on receipt of $1.10. The love offering to

the Child's Poet laureate, published by the Com-
mittee to create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.

,

Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
180 Monroe Street, Chicago, III.



The Electrical Age
Established 1883. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL XIX.—No. 514 NEW YORK, MARCH 20, 1897.
Hubacriptlon, $2.SO p*tr y«*r.

foretell CounlrifM, ^S.SO pmr year.

1SS9.

PARIS EXPOSITION, MEDAL FOR
RUBBER INSULATION.

iON/>

TRADE MARK

1893.

WORLD'S FAIR, MEDAL FOR RUBBER
INSULATION.

THE STANDARD FOR RUBBER INSULATION.

Sole Manufacturers of OKONITE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE,
S'ferRAS^cHBEvil:^*-« CANDEE WEATHERPROOF WIRES.
GEO. T. M*>»OX. General Sopt.
W. H. HODGl>!». secretary. 253 JKTJE1X7V

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDREWS CO Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO . Minneapolis.
*T LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.. St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY.-

PAWTUCKET. - - R. T.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-9 f 4 C Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

largest in the World. Advice Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

&&k ARMATURES COMMUTATORS
MADE NEW

REWOUND &REPAIRED. |

% C.J.B0GUE.206 CENTRE ST. N.Y. and refilled.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" Nary Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively

on the principal U. S- War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cables,
"Requa White Core" and "Safety" Wire.

UYDRAULIC PRESSES
I I and HIGH PRESSTJBE HYDRAULIC WORK.

Presses, Valv'ei, Hydraulic Lifting Jacks,

Fittings, Dies, Eto. Polishing Machinery.

The Watson. Stillman Co.. • 204 1o 210 E. 43d St. N. Y.

8gHP FOB CaTAIXMJITE II.

RUHMKORFF COIL BASE.

E.BUBECK&CO.
FANCY POLISHED WOOD

Boxes and Bases for

Electrical Work,
CASES FOR SURGICAL AND
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

ESTIMATES INVITED.

115-121 E. 13th St., New York.

LUNDELL

Fan Motors.

New Styles Now Ready.

&
General Offices and 'Works:

527 West 34th St., NEW YORK, N.Y.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to thePalent BuhIim-mh heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N.Y.

LATEST AND BEST.

Sure Grip

Lamp Adjuster.
Illustration shows the SURE GRIP Lamp

Adjuster in position with lamp suspended on

the flexible cord. It can be placed on the cord

without removing the lamp and holds the lamp
in position, without slipping, so common in

other adjusters. Samples and prices sent on
application. Agents wanted in every city.

Detailed description in The Electrical Age,
March 20th issue. Manufactured by

CHAS. SHUETZ,
211 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE CO.,

Cables.Wires, Conduits, i/IKi Conduits, Cables, Wires.

To Get the Best Buy

OF ALL KINDS FOR ALL

New York. Pittsburg.

Wires and Cables.

CLASSES OF SERVICE.

Chicago.

KNAPP

BATTERY

MOTORS,

Up.

Enapp Electric

& KoreltT Co.,

47 Warren St.

NEW YORK.

RAINBOW PACKING.

Patented

Thousands of
Imitators.
No equal.

Will hold high-
est pressure.
Don't hare to

use wire and cloth
to hold.
Rainbow. Can't

blow it out.
The color of

Rainbow Packing
is Red.

"

Three rows of
Diamonds in Black
extendingthrough
out the entire
length of each and
every roll of Rain-
bow Tacking,

nd manufactured exclusively by

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO.,
16 WARREN" 8T„ NEW YORK.

10-21 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich, 202-210 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.
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INDIA
MICA
Brass Co.

'UNCUT AMU CUT lu nztua

Stamped Solid Sheet Mica Segmeuts aud Kheosrats.
Large Stock. Prompt Shipments. Lowest Prices. Write for Samples and Quotations

A. O. SCHOONMAKER, Importer,
156 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Western Agents with full stock on hand; H. H. Williamson, 52 Public Sauce
Cleveland, Ohio; Roger & Atwateb Co., 36 Second St.. San Francisco; Central Union

823 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo.; John Chila, 1563 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, 111.

The SCOTT

ELECTRIC

LAMP CO.
Established 1889.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

126 LIBERTY ST.,

NEW YORK.

Sole Manufacturers and
Patentees

"HUNTINGTON"

SEARCH LIGHTS,

MIRROR

LENS PROJECTORS,

AUTOMATIC

FOCUSSING LAMPS.

JOS. A. COLUMBINE.

Electrotyper

Stereotyper,AND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE. 640 CORTLANDT.

Wanted-An Idea
Protect your Ideas; they may bri
Write JOHN WEDDERBURN & CO

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?

they may bring you wealth.
IRBTJRN & CO., Patent Attor.

neys, Washington, D. C. for their $1,800 prise offel
and, list of two hundred inventions wanted.

Ruhmkorf Induction Coils of any Size.

Binding Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fine
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., N.Y-

The Wonders of Electricity
are naturally interesting- to most people They are
being explained and illustrated constantly in the
pages of the

Scientific American,
which no electrician, or student of electricity,

can afford to be without. There is nothing in

electrical science that escapes the eagle eyes ol

its editor?, no matter in what country of the world
it is spoken of, or practiced. The kindred sciences
are also treated of, and, in fact, every branch < f

science and mechanical art finds a place in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which is recog
nized in every land as the leading publication de-
voted to the dissemination of scientific knowledge.
$300 yearly $1.50 half yearly. $1.00 for fou
months, bend check, draft, postal order or eXDres:-
money order, pavable to Munn & Co., 361 Broad
way, New York.

©. W. COE.

T. G. SELLEW,
ROLL TOP DESKS,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.
CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I I I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK.
THEO. GOLDSMITH.

FFANKLIN •

-HOUSE
ESTABLISHED 1837.

Cor. Bates and Larned Sts.,

DETROIT, MICH.

Only a Block from "Wood-ward &
Jefferson Aves. Very Central.

Near All Car Lines.

itr.r* H. H. JAMES, Prop.

J

A. C. JAHL,
Successor to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS' AGENT,

Electric Light ami

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST.
(Taylor Building)

Telephone 4719 Cobtlandt.

Send your name for a Souvenir
of the Works of Eugene Field,

FIELD^FLOWERS
Che euaene Tield monument Souvenir

The most beautiful Art Production of the cen-

tury. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of blos-

soms gathered from the broad- acres of Eugene Field's

Farm of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's

greatest artists as their contribution to the Mon-
ument Fund. But for the noble contributions of the

great artists this book could not have been manufac-

tured for $7.00. For sale at book stores, or sent

prepaid on receipt of $1.10. The love offering to

the Child's Poet Laureate, published by the Com-
mittee to create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.

,

Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
180 Monroe Street, Chicago, Ilk



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883.

VOL XIX.—No. 515.

An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal.

NEW YORK, MARCH 27, 1897.

10 cents per copy

HubaeriptlOD, g2.SV par *••*.
Kovftlpn Countrlm, <M 3* r* r y«»»-

1889.

PARIS EXPOSITION, MEDAL FOR
RUBBER INSULATION.

&>N>>

TRADE MARK

THE STANDARD FOR RUBBER INSULATION.

1893.

WORLD'S FAIR, MEDAL FOR RUBBER
INSULATION.

Sole Manufacturers of OKONITE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE,
CANDEE WEATHERPROOF WIRES.WILLARD L. «*>OKE, I..

H. DCKAftT CHEEVER,
I

M*n"sers '

<JEO. T. HANSON, General Supt.
W. H. HOnGISS. Secretary. 253 NEW
WEATHERPROOF WIRE

agencies:
WESTERN ELECTRIC C^., New York.
ELECT RIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PETTINOELL ANDKKW. CO Boston.
ELFCTRICAL ENGINEERING' CO .Minneapolis.
ST LOUIS ELECTRICAL --UPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKRT, - R. I.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-914 C Street, N. W , Washington, D. C.

largest In the World. Advice Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

$>CB^ ARMATURES COMMUTATORS
MADE NEW

REWOUND &REPAIRED.

% C.J.B0GUE.206 CENTRE ST. N.Y. and refilled.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" Nary Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively

on the principal U. $ War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Undereround Cables,
"Kequa Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
and HIGH PRESSURE HYDRAULIC WORK.
Presses, Valves, Hydraulic Lifting Jacks,

Fittings, Dies, Ete. Polishing Machinery.

The Watson. Stillman Co.. - 204 to 210 E. 43d St. N Y.

—

—

Sehb fok Catalogue II.

RUHMKORFF COIL3U

E.BUBECK&CO.
FANCY POLISHED WOOD

Boxes and Bases for

Electrical . Work,
CASES FOR SURGICAL AND
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

E8TIMATKS INVITED.

115-121 E. 13th St., New York.

LUNDELL

Fan Motors.

New Styles Now Ready.

&i
General Office* end "Works

527 West 34th St., NEW YORK, N.Y.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Buslnexs heretofore conducted
by "The Electricnl World." Hecommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N.Y.

LATEST AND BEST.

Sure Grip

Lamp Adjuster.
Illustration shows the SURE GRIP Lamp

Adjuster in position with lamp suspended on

the flexible cord. It can be placed on the cord

without removing the lamp and holds the lamp

in position, without slipping, so common in

other adjusters. Samples and prices sent on

application. Agents wanted in every city.

Detailed description in The Electrical Age,

March 20th issue. Manufactured by

CHAS. SHUETZ,
211 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CADLE CO.,

Gables.Wires, Conduits, a/|\j, Conduits, Cables,Wires.

To Get the Best Buy

OF ALL KINDS FOR ALL

Pittsburg.

J Wires and Gables.

CLASSES OF SERVICE.

[\*ew York Chicago. St. Louis.

KNAPP

BATTERY

1 MOTORS,

Up.

EnapD Electric

i Kmelir Co.,

47 Warren St.

NEW VO.K

HONEST JOHN PACKING
"HONEST JOHN"

Por.

WATER AND

HYDRAULICS.
Nothing in the world

HYDRAULIC RAINBOW CORE PACKING. like it.

Patented and Manufactured Exclusively by

PEERLESS RUBBER M'F'G CO.,
16 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

16-34 Woodward Atc.. Detroit, Mich. 202310 Water St., Chicago*^
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INDIA
MICA

UNCUT ADD CUT 10 S>lZfci>

Stamped Solid Sheet Mica Segments and Rheostats.
Large Stock. Prompt Shipments. Lowest Prices. W rite for Samples and Quotations

A, O. SCHOONMAKER, Importer,
156 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Western Agents with full stock on hand; H H. Williamson, o Public Scmsu-e

Cleveland, Ohio; Roger & Atwatee Co., 36 Second St.. San Francisco; Central Union
Brass Co. 823 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo.; John Chila, 1563 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, 111.

The SCOTT

ELECTRIC

LAMP CO.
Established 1889.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

126 LIBERTY ST.,

NEW YORK.

Sole Manufacturers and
Patentees

"HUNTINGTON"

SEARCH LIGHTS,

MIRROR

LENS PROJECTORS,

AUTOMATIC

FOCUSSING LAMPS.

Ruhmkorf Induction Coils of any Size,

Binding Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fine
Wire Winding, Iuventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., N.Y

A HAND DYNAMO
Price, $1.75

Suitable for Experi.
mental Work.

Eights a small Incan
descentLamp. Can be
used as a Medical Bat-
tery. No induction
coil necessary. Does
away with all poison-
on acids, etc. It will
ring telephone mag-
neto bells on a circuit
from 3 to 5 miles of
wire. Will light coal
gas; hence can be used
for gas lighting. It is

the most practical
and interesting novelty of the age. Perfectly harmless,
no danger. Price of Dynamo, $1.75. Lamp 75c. extra.

This is a PractiCHl Machine, Not a Toy.
Weight about8 lb. Worth twice the money asked for it.

Book telling How to Build a %, h.p. Dynamo or Motor, 10c.

Address Bnbier Publishing Co., Box X, Lynn, Mass.

O. W. COE.

fc
T. G. SELLEW,

ROLL TOP DESKS,
BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.

CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I I I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK,
THEO. GOLDSMITH.

JOS. ». COLUMBINE,

Electrotyper

StereotypesAND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE. 640 CORTLANDT.

Wanted-An Idea
Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?

Protect your ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBtJRN & CO., Patent Attort
neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize offel
and list of two hundred inventions wanted.

r
FRANKLIN •

«HI0USE
ESTABLISHED 1337.

Cor. Bates and Larned Sts.,

DETROIT, MICH.

Only a Block from "Woodward &
Jefferson Aves. Very Central.

Near All Car Lines.

Per I>ay,
$1.50. H. H. JAMES, Prop.

A. C. JAHL,
Successor to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS' AGENT,

Electric Lioni am

SUDDllBS.

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST.
(Taylor Building)

Telephone 4719 Cortlandt.

Send your name for a Souvenir
of the Works of Eugene Field,

FIELD^eFLOWERS
the Eugene fieldmonument Souvenir

The most beautiful Art Production of the cen-
tury. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of blos-

soms gathered from the broad acres of Eugene Field's

Farm of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's
greatest artists as their contribution to the Mon-
ument Fund. But for the noble contributions of the

great artists this book could not hare been manufac-
tured for $7.00. For sale at book stores, or sent
prepaid on receipt of $1.10. The love offering to

the Child's Poet Laureate, published by the Com-
mittee to create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.

Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
180 Monroe Street, Chicago. Ill,



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883.

VOL XIX.—No. 516.

An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal.

NEW YORK, APRIL 3, 1897.

10 cents per copy

Habacrtptian, §2.SO p«* yMtr.
FoMlgn Conn trios, 4X.60 pmr y«*».

1889.

PARIS EXPOSITION, MEDAL, FOR
RUBBER INSULATION.

*0N/>

TRADE MARK

1893.

WORLD'S FAIR, MEDAL FOR RUBB1
INSULATION.

THE STANDARD FOR RUBBER INSULATION.

Sole Manufacturers of OKONITE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE,
CANDEE WEATHERPROOF WIRES.

253 BROADW -A.TT, N"BV7
WILLARD L. CA.XDEE, I „„„.,
H. DCRAST CHEEVER, ,- Managers.

GEO. T. MASSO\, General Supt.
W. H. HODG1M-. Secretary.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC Cn., New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO , Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDRKWi CO Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO , Minneapolis.
*T LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFPICE AND FAPTORY:

PAWTUCKRT, - - R. I.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-914 C Street. N. W , Washington, D. C.

largest In the World. Advice Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

>^ ARMATURES COMMUTATORS
MADE NEW

REWOUND & REPAIR ED.

% C.J.B0GUE.2O6 CENTRE ST. N.Y. and reeled.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" Nary Marine Wires and Cabins used exclusively

on the principal U. S War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cables,
'•Requa Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
I I and HIGH PRESSUBE HYDBAULIC WORK.

Presses, VaWes, Hydraulic Lifting Jacks,

Fittings, Dies, Etc. Polishing Machinery.

The Watson. Stillman Co., - 204 1o 210 E. 43d St. N Y,

Sbhd fob Catalogue II.

pnuuKnopc COIL BASE

E.BUBECK&CO.
FANCY POLISHED WOOD

Boxes and Bases for

Electrical Work,
CASES FOR SURGICAL AND
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

ESTIMATES INVITED.

115-121 E. 13th St., New York.

LUNDELL

Fan Motors.

New Styles Now Ready.

k
General Office* and Works:

527 West 34th St., NEW YORK, N.Y.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent DusincHs heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSEN BAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N.Y.

LATEST AND BEST.

Sure Grip

Lamp Adjuster.
Illustration shows the SURE GRIP Lamp

Adjuster in position -with lamp suspended on
the flexible cord. It can be placed on the cord
without removing the lamp and holds the lamp
in position, without slipping, so common in

other adjusters. Samples and prices sent on
applica'ion. Agents wanted in every city.

Detailed description in The Electrical Age,
March 20th issue. Manufactured by

CHAS. SHUETZ,
211 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE CO.,

Cables.Wires, Conduits, J$\& Conduits, Cables.Wires.

To Get the Best Buy

OF ALL KINDS FOR ALL

Pittsburg.New York

Wires and Gables.

CLASSES OF SERVICE.

Chicago. St. Loots.

KNAPP

BATTERY

MOTORS,

Up.

Knapp Electric

k Novelj Co.,

47 Warren St.

NEW VORH.

Thi

Peerless Spiral
PISTON and
VALVE ROD Packing
Expressly for High Speed Engines.

W'll Hold 400 lbs. Steam.

20 YEARS OLD AND NO EQUAL.

Manufactured Exclusively by

•»«. PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO.,
EgRLESS'
SPIHAL. F._.
* VALVE ROD PACh

M to 2 inch dia.

a boxes 3 to 8 lbs. 16 Warren St., New York.
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INDIA
MICA

UNCUT AND CUT TO SIZES.

Stamped Solid Sheet Mica Segments and Rheostats.
Larga Stock. Prompt Shipments. Lowest Prices. Write for Samples and Quotations.

A.. O. SCHOONMAKER, Importer,
156 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Western Agents with full stock on hand; H H. Williamson, ei Public *(in>»e

Cleveland, Ohio; Roger & Atwateb Co., 36 Second St.. San Francisco; Central Union
Brass Co/833 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo.; John Chila, 1563 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, 111.

JOS. ».

The SCOTT

ELECTRIC

LAMP CO.
Established 1889.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

126 LIBERTY ST.,

NEW YORK.

Sole Manufacturers and
Patentees

"HUNTINGTON"

SEARCH LIGHTS,

MIRROR

LENS PROJECTORS,

AUTOMATIC

FOCUSSING LAMPS.

COLUMBINE,

Electrotyper

Stereotype^AND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

Wanted-An Idea I
Protect your ideas; they may brine you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDEKBURN & CO., Patent Attoi*
neys. Washington, D. C, for their #1,800 prize offea
and list of two hundred Inventions wanted.

Who can think
some simple

thing to patent?

Ruby Induction Coils of any Size,

Binding Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fine
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., N.Y

A HAND DYNAMO
Price, $1.75

Suitable for Experi-
mental Work.

Lights a small Incan-
descentLamp. Can be
used as a Mediral Bat-
tery. No induction
coil necessary. Does
away with all poison-
ous acids, etc Itwill
ring telephone mag-
neto bells on a circuit

fr m 3 to 5 miles of
wire. Will lipht coal
gas ; nence can be used
for gas lightin g. It is

the most practical

and interesting novelty of the age. Perfectly harmless,

no danger. Price of Dynamo, $J.75. Lamp 75c. extra.

This is a Practira' Machine, Not a Toy.
Weigh*, about 8 lb Worth twice their oneyaeked forit.

Book fatting How to Build a %,h.p. Dynamo or Motor, 10c.

Address Bnbier Publishing Co., Box X. 1 ynn, Mass.

O. W. COE.

T. G. SELLEW,
ROLL TOP DESKS,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.
CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I I I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK
THEO. GOLDSMITH

FRANKLIN •

-HOUSE
ESTABLISHED 1837*

Cor. Bates and Lamed Sts.»

DETROIT, MICH.

Only a Block from Woodward &
Jefferson Avea. Very Central*

Near All Car Lines.

Per Day,
SI.50. H.H. JAMES, Prop. J

A. C. JAHL,
Successor to Frederick NoIJ,

MANUFACTURERS' AGENT,

Electric Llilt ill

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST.,
(Taylor Building)

Telephone 4719 Cohtlandt.

Send your name for a Souvenir
of the Works of Eugene Field,

FIELD^FLOWERS
the Eugene field monument Souvenir

The most beautiful Art Production of the cen-

tury. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of blos-

soms gathered from the broad acres of Eugene Field*

Farm of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's

greatest artists as their contribution to the Mon-
ument Fund. But for the noble contributions of the

great artists this book could not have been manufac-

tured Jor $7.00. For sale at book stores, or sent

prepaid on receipt of $1.10. The love offering to

the Child's Poet Laureate, published by the Com-
mittee to create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.

Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
180 Monroe Street, Chicago, IIL



FAN MOTOR EDITION.

The Electrical Age.
Established 1883. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL. XIX.—No. 517 NEW YORK, APRIL 10, 1897.
MulmcrlptktD, $2.SO per y«*r.

Fo*ei«m Countries, &3.SO per ynar.

1889.

PARIS EXPOSITION, MEDAL FOR
RUBBER INSULATION.

*.«"//.
1893.

WORLD'S FAIR, MEDAL FOR RUBBER
INSULATION.

THE STANDARD FOR TRADE MARK. RUBBER INSULATION.

Sole Manufacturers of OKONITE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE
"WEATHERPROOF "WIRES.

253 ^Bxroa,c5L\xr&,-y, - JXTex^r Yorlx..
WILLARO L. CAXDBE,i M
H. DfRAM CHEEVER, |

»lanB*ers -

GEO. T. MAXKOX, General Sunt.
W. H. HOI)GI.\8, Secretory.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC C"1

., New York.
ELECT RIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDREW, CO Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO ,

Minneapolis.
hT LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE GO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKKT, - - R. I.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-914 C Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

In the World. Advice Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

^B^ ARMATURES COMMUTATORS-
MADE NEW

REWOUND &REPAIRED.
%> CJ.B0GUE.206 CENTRE ST. N.Y. and refilled.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" Jfavy Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively

on the principal V. S- War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Undereround Cables,

"Kequa Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
1 \ and HIGH PRESSURE HYDRAULIC WORK.

Presses, Valves, Hydranlic Lifting Jacks,

Fittings, Dies, Ete. Polishing Machinery.

The Watson -Still man Co., - 204 to 210 E. 43d St. N Y.

SMTP FOB CATAI/KHJE II.

PIIWMKOPrf COIL BASE.

E.BUBECK&CO.
FANCY polished wood

Boxes and Bases for

Electrical Work,
CASES FOR SURGICAL AND
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

ESTIMATES INVITED.

115-121 E. 13th St., New York.

LUNDELL

Fan Motors.

New Styles Now Ready.

ft.
General Office* and Works:

527 West 34th St., NEW YORK, N.Y.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N.Y.

LATEST AND BEST,

Sure Grip

Lamp Adjuster.
Illustration shows the SURE GRIP Lamp

Adjuster in position with lamp suspended on
the flexible cord. It can be placed on the cord
without removing the lamp and holds the lamp
in position, without slipping, so common in

other adjusters. Samples and prices sent on
applica'ion. Agents wanted in every city.

Detailed description in The Electrical Age,
March 20th issue. Manufactured by

CHAS. SHUETZ,
211 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO.,

Cables.Wires, Conduits, 4/IK1 Conduits, Cables,Wires.

To Get the Best Buy

OF ALL KINDS FOR ALL

Pittsburg.JVew York

Wires and Gables.

CLASSES OF SERVICE.

Chicago. St. Louis.

KNAPP

BATTERY

MOTORS,

Up.

Kiiapp Electric

* ltoveliy COj.

47 Warren SI.

NEW YO.K.

ComDlnallon metallic STOP VBLVE
HERCULES' (9MBINATI9N

Leaves the Stem Clean.

Write for Testimonials.
MtTALUOSToPVALVEPACKING

Patented and Manufactured Exclusively by

PEERLESS ROBBER MFG. CO.,
"« w

N
ALREYNORsKT.RECT'

16-24 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 802-210 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.
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INDIA
MICA

UNCUT AMD CUT TO SIZES.

Stamped Solid Sheet Mica Segments and Rheostats,
Largo Stock. Prompt Shipments. Lowest Prices. Write for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER, Importer,
156 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Western Agents with full stock on hand; H. H. Williamson, 52 Public Squco
Cleveland, Ohio; Roger & Atwatee Co., 36 Second St.. San Francisco; Central Union

Brass Co. 823 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo.; John Chila, 1563 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, 111.

O. W. COE.

T. G. SELLEW,
ROLL TOP DESKS,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.
CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I 1 I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK.
THEO. GOLDSMITH

JOS. A. COLUMBINE,

Electrotyper

AND Stereotyper,

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

Wanted-An Idea SivS
Protect your Ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBTJRN & CO., Patent Attor.
neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize offet
and list of two hundred Inventions wanted.

The Riker Electric Motor Co.
45-47 YORK ®TTKLE>E:Tr,

WE DO NOT EXCEED % OF AN AMPERE.

WRITE US
BEFORE
PLACING
YOUR
ORDERS.

IT

WILL

PAY
YOU. THE HIGHEST GRADE.

Ruhmkorf Induction Coils of any Size.

Binding Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fine
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc

International Electric Co., 76 BeekmanSt., N,Y

A HAND DYNAMO
Price, $1.75

Suitable for Experi-
mental Work.

Lights a small Incan-
descentLamp. Can be
used as a MedicalBat-
tery. No induction
coil necessary. Does
away with all poison-
ous acids, etc. Itwill

ring telephone mag-
neto bells on a circuit
from 3 to 5 miles of
wire. Will light coal
gas; hence can be used
for gas lighting. Itis

the most practical

and interesting novelty of the age. Perfectly harmless,

no danger. Price of Dynamo, $ 1 .75. Lamp 75c. extra.

This is a Practioa' Machine, Not a Toy.
Weight about 8 lb Worth twice the money asked font.

Book telling How to Build a %h.p. Dynamo or Motor, 10c.

Address Rubier Publishing Co., Box X, 1 ynn, Mass.

A. C. JAHL,
Successor to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS' AGENT,

Electric Light aofl

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST„
(Taylor Building)

Telephone 4719 Cortlandt.



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL XIX.-No. 518 NEW YORK, APRIL 17, 1897.
gufcacripttoB, %%.*• mm yw

1889.

PARIS EXPOSITION, MEDAL. FOR
RUBBER INSULATION.

THE STANDARD FOR

AW*
TRADE MARK.

1893.

WORLD'S FAIR, MEDAL FOR RUBBIR
INSULATION.

RUBBER INSULATION.

Sole Manufacturers of OKONITE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE
'WEATHERPROOF WIRES. «EO. T. MA IVHON, General 8opt.

253 Broadway, - JWeTV York..
WILLARD L. C4\DBB,I M
H. niBAM CHEEVEB, f

lWanaser* W. H. HOIM;l\8, Secretary.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC C<\, New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO , Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDREWS CO Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO , Minneapolis.
ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKRT, - - R. I.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY
908-914 C Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

largest 1» the World. Advice Free. ELECTRICAL EXPERTS.

&&<**
ARMATURES COMMUTATORS

MADE NEW-

REWOUND &REPA1RED.

% CJ.B0GUE.2O6CENTRE ST. NY. and refilled.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. RLQUA, General Manager,

2 25 237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" X.ivy Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively

on the principal U. i? War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cables,
"Requa Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

UYDRAUUG PRESSES
and HIGH PRESSURE HYDRAULIC WORK.
Presses, Valves, Hydraulic Lifting Jacks,

Fittings, Dies, Etc. Polishing Machinery.

The Watson-Still-nan Co., - 204 lo 210 E. 43d St. N Y.

Send fob Catalogue II.

pnuuKnJrr COIL BASE.

E.BUBECK&CO.
FANCY POLISHED WOOD

Boxes and Bases for

Electrical Work,
CASES FOR SURGICAL AND
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

ESTIMATES INVITED.
115-121 E. 13th St., New York.

LUNDELL

Fan Motors.

Hew Styles Now Ready.

&
General Office* and Works:

527 West 34th St., NEW YORK, N. Y

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N. Y.

HEW WHTERWEL-
The

Cazin Wheel.
SEE ARTICLE

IN
THIS NUMBER.

impulse wneei Go. of J.Y.
1 20 Liberty Street.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE CO.,

Cables,Wires, Conduits,

To Get the Best Buy

OF ALL KINDS FOR ALL

New York. Pittsburg.

Conduits, Cables, Wires.

Wires and Gables.

CLASSES OF SERVICE.

Chicago. St. Louis.

KNAPP

BATTERY

MOTORS,

Up.

Inapt Electric

4 ftvel.j Co.,

47 Warren St.

NEW YORK.

EoniinatloD metal STOP VALVE
HERCULES' (9MBINATI9N

Leaves the Stem Clean.

Write fjr Testimonials.

MEJAUJOSroP.VALVE PACKING
Patented and Manufactured Exrlut'rrh/ by

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO., "™
0R
S
K

TREET'

10-24 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 202-210 So. Water St.. Chicago. I1L
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INDIA
UNCUT AND CUT lO SIZES.

Stamped Solid Sheet Mica Segments and Rheostats.
Large Stock. Prompt Shipments. Lowest Prices. Write for Samples and Quotations

A. O. SCHOONMAKER, Importer,
166 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Western Agents with full stock on hand; H H. Williamson, 52 Public Squ<"«

Cleveland, Ohio; Roger & Atwvtek Co., ?6 Second St.. San Francisco; Central Union
Brass Co, 833 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo.; John Chila, 1563 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, 111.

O. W. COE.

T, G. SELLEW,
ROLL TOP DESKS,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.
CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I I I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK.
THEO. GOLDSmitu

JOS. A. COLUMBINE,

Electrotyper

StereotyperAND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

5

Wanted-An Idea I
Protect your ideas; they may brine you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBURN * CO.. Pateat Attar*
neys, Washington, D. 0.. for their $1,100 prin «Ca
aid list of two hundred Inventions wasted.

Who can think
of some simple
thine to patemt?

RUHMKORFF COILS
GUARANTEED TO

PRODUCE A

Continuous Spark
OF THE LISTED SIZE.

STANDARD COILS
FOR

ROENTGEN RAY WORK.

4, 5 and 6-inch FAT SPARK.
Larger Sizes at Short Notice.

EDWARDS & CO.. ™UL**™*"
5

NEW CATALOGUE, JUST OUT, SENT FREE ON APPLICATION. MENTION ELECTRICAL A6E.

Ruhmkorf Induction Coils of any Size,

Binding Poets, Scientific Experimental Work, Fin*
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., N.Y

A HAND DYNAMO
Price, $1.75

Suitable Tor Expert,
mental Work.

Lights a small Incan-
descent Lamp. Can be
used as a Medical Bat-
tery. No induction
coil necessary. Does
away with all poison-
ous acids, etc. It will

ring telephone mag-
neto bells on a circuit

from 3 to 6 miles of
wire. 'Will light coal
gas ; hence can be used
for gas lightin g. It is

the most practical

and interesting novelty of the age. Perfectly harmJas,
no danger. Price of Dynamo, ® 1.75. amp 75c. extra.

TIiIn is a PmctirV Machine, Not a Toy.
Weight about8 lb Worth twice the money asked for it.

Book tfUing How to Build a %h.p. Dynamo or Motor, 10c.

Address Bubier Publishing Co., B x X I ynn, Mass.

A. C. JAHL,
Successor to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS' AGENT,

Eleoinc ugm and

Railway Supplies.

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST-
(Taylor Building)

TlL'PhONr 4710 CORTLANDT.



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL. XIX.—No. 519. NEW YORK, APRIL 24, 1897.
HahaoriptWn, *%.*• f~* J—

PowaiajB (JotuittiM, fcS.se pmr y»t.

1889.

PARIS EXPOSITION, MEDAL FOR
RUBBER INSULATION.

THE STANDARD FOR

*$«/>

TRfinr >(isr<t

1893.

WORLD'S FAIR, MEDAL FOR RUBBER
INSULATION.

RUBBER INSULATION.

Sole Manufacturers of OKONITE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE
willard l < *>DBE,i >Ianaeerg WEATHERPROOF WIRES.
H. dcka.nt CHEEVER,

)

Mana6er9
- as3 Broadway, - New York.

«EO. T. MANMW, General Hunt.
VV. H. HODG.N8, Secretary.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PEl'TINGELL ANDREWS CO Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO , Minneapolis.
i>T LOUIS F.LECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKET, - - R. I.

After April 22d the New York Address of the

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE GO.

Will be Rooms 506-8-10,

Telephone Bide.. 18 Cortlandt St.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALLSIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

''SAFETY" >'arj Marine Wires and Cablet used exclusively

or the principal U. S War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cables,
"Rcq'-ia Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

UYDRAULIC PRESSES
I I and HIGH PRESSURE HYDRAULIC WORK.

Presses, Valrei, Hydraulic Lifting Jacks,

Fittings, Die., Et«. Polishing Machinery.

The Watson. Stillman Co., - 204 to 210 E. 43d St. N Y.

——8wr» for Cataioocb II.

ptiuMKOorc- COIL BASE.

E.BUBECK&CO.
FANCY POLISHED WOOD

Boxes and Bases for

Electrical Work,
CA8ES FOR SURGICAL AND
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

ESTIMATES INVITED.
115-121 E. 13th St., New York.

LUNDELL

Fan Motors.

New Styles Now Ready,

INTERIOR COHDUIT & PLHTIOK 60.,

General Offloee and Works

527 West 34th St., NEW YORK, N.Y.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by «The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES Bldg., N.Y.

A New Power Wheel

The cazin wheel
(Pat. March 16, 1897.)

Operated by Water or Steam.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

American Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y.,

120 LIBERTY STREET,
NEW YORK.

STANDARD UHDERCROUND CABLE CO.,

Cables.Wires, Conduits, ./fNi Conduits, Cables,Wires.

To Get the Best Buy

OF ALL KINDS FOR ALL

New York. Pittsburg.

Wires and Gables.

CLASSES OF SERVICE.

Chicago. St. Louis.

KMP
BATTERY

MOTORS,

Up.

Knapp Electric

k iimj Co.,

47 Warren St.

NEW VORK.

A WORLD BEATER
EQUAL TO

LEATHER.

16 WARREN STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.
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I
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INDIA
MICA

UNCUT AMD CUT TO SIZES.

Stamped Solid Sheet Mica Segments and Rheostats,
Large Stock. Prompt Shipments. Lowest Prices. Write for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER, Importer,
156 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Western Agents with full stock on hand; H. H. Williamson, 52 Public Squ»>e

Cleveland, Ohio; Roger & Atwatee Co., 36 second St.. San Francisco; Central Union
Brass Co. 823 North Second bt., St. Louis, Mo.; John Chila, 1563 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, 111.

O. W. COE.

T. G. SELLEW,
ROLL TOP DESKS,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.
CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I I I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK.
THEO. GOLDSMITH

JOS. ft. COLUMBINE.

Electrotyper

Stereotyper,AND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

Wanted-An Idea
Protect your ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBTJRN * CO., Patent Attor*
Beys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize «tSU
and list of two hundred Inventions wanted.

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?

RUHMKORFF CoiLS
GUARANTEED TO

PRODUCE A

Continuous Spark
OF THE LISTED SIZE.

STANDARD COILS
FOR

ROENTGEN RAY WORK.

4, 5 and 6-inch FAT SPARK.
Larger Sizes at Short Notice.]

EDWARDS & CO.,
IMTJJJ^JIHJVE

NEW CATALOGUE, JUST OUT, SENT FREE ON APPLICATION. MENTIOH ELECTRICAL ABE.

Ruhmkorf Induction Coils of any Size.

Binding Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fine
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., NX

A HAND DYNAMO
Price, $1.75

Suitable for Experi-
mental Work.

Lights a small Incan-
descentLamp. Can be

''•iTS '**& used asaMedicalBat-

^^B^^iJ^^a^M^ tery- No induction

eO'Jiillillj^^^^a^W coil necessary. Does
lM^lllillllllfe.*^FI •" ffl away with all poison-

ous acids, etc. It-will

ring telephone mag-
neto bells on a circuit

from 3 to 6 mileB of
wire. Will lipht coal
gas ;hence can be uBed
for gas lighting. Itis

the most practical

and Interesting novelty of the age. Perfectly harmlers,

nodanger. Price of Dynamo, §1.75. Lamp 75c. extra.

This is a Practira* Machin'e, Not « Toy.
Weight about 8 lb Worth twice the money asked font.

Book telling How to Build a %.h.p. Dynamo or Motor, 10c.

Address Bubier Publishing Co., Box X, 1 ynn, Mass.

A. C. JAHL,
Successor to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS 1 AGENT,

EIkuie Lint an

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST*
(Taylor Building)

Telephone 4719 Cortlandt.



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL XIX.—No. 520. NEW YORK, MAY 1, 1897.
HahaerlpUoa, %t.f mm y***

( ttanlrlM, £S.i* par y«a>t.

1889.

PARIS EXPOSITION, MEDAL FOR
RUBBER INSULATION.

THE STANDARD FOR

^>N/>

TRADE MARK.

1893.

WORLD'S FAIR, MEDAL FOR RUBBER
INSULATION.

RUBBER INSULATION.
Sole Manu/aetnrers of OKONITE WIRES, OKONTTE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE
« '^baSt^Seever i

M'"«- WEATHERPROOF WIRES.
H. dcbam chekur. 2Sfl Broadway, - JXT©w -JTcxrls..

«BO. T. MANSON, General hupt.
W. H. HODGIXS, Secretary.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC C"„ New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDREW, CO Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING' CO , Minneapolis.
ST LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO. St. Louis
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKET, - - R. I.

After April 22d the New York Address of the

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE GO.

Will be Rooms 506-8-10,

Telephone Bide., 18 Cortlandt St.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable CeM
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS Of

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" Wavy Marine Wires and Cablet used txclasivelr
on the principal U.£- War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cables,
"Requa White Core" and "Safety" Wire.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
and HIGH PRESSUEE HYDRAULIC WORK.
Preiaea, Vihfi, Hydraulic Lifting Jacks,

Fitting*, Dies, Et«. Polishing Machinery.

The Watstn- Still man Co., - 204 to 210 E. 43d St. N Y.

8khb fob Catalogue II.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N.Y.

A New Power Wheel

The cazin wheel
(Pat. March 16, 1697.)

Operated by Water or Steam.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

American Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y.,

120 LIBERTY STREET,
NEW YORK.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE CO.,

Cables,Wires, Conduits, a/IX^ Conduits, Cables,Wins.

To Get the Best Buy

OF ALL KINDS FOR ALL

piiUMKARrr COIL BASE

E.BUBECK&CO.
FANCY POLISHED WOOD

Boxes and Bases for

Electrical Work,
CASES FOR SURGICAL AND
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

ESTIMATES INVITED.
115-121 E. 13th St., New York.

LUNDELL

Fan Motors.

New Styles Now Ready.

JVew York. Pittsburg.

Wires and Gables

CLASSES OF SERVICE.

Chicago. St. Loula.

National Conduit & Gable Go.
Original Manufacturers and Patentees of

PAPER INSULATED CABLES AND CEMENT LINED PIPES
for all classes of electric service. Electric Railway, Light and Power.

Telephone and Telegraph.
A t least three-quarters of the underground cables ordered in the United States

during 1890 and 1897 are paper insulated. Our Strongest endorsement is found
in the fact that our competitors are endeavoring to put cheap imitations on the
market. BEWAKE OF INFRINGERS.

If you want the best, or to learn what is the best, communicate with us.

Main Office, Times Bnilcling;, New York.
Branches—Chicago. Rookery; Philadelphia, Bet/. Bldg ; Boston. Ames Bid?.

&
General Offloee and Works:

527 West 34th St., NEW YORK, N.Y.

ECLIPSE

GASKET
For Fnions
Hand Holes
and
Man Holes.

Fac-simile of a 6-inch section of Eclipse
Gasket, showing name and trade
mark imbedded.

Patented and marufactured
e*ciusivel> :>•

Peerless

Warren Street.
10-24 Woodward Ave, Detroit.

ew York.

?02-31u So. Water St.. Chicago
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INDIA
MICA

Uncut and cut to sizes.

Stamped Solid Sheet Mica Segments and Rheostats,
Large Stock. Prompt Shipments. Lowest Prices, Write for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER, Importer,
1S6 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Western Agents with full stock on hand; H. H. Williamson, 52 Public Squo«e

Cleveland, Ohio; Roger & Atwatee Co., 36 Second St.. San Francisco; Central Union
Brass Co. 823 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo.; John Chila, 1563 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, 111.

©. W. COE.

T. G. SELLEW,
ROLL TOP DESKS,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.
CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I I I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK.
THEO. GOLDSMITH

JOS. ft. COLUMBINE.

Electrotyper

Stereotyper,AND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE. 640 CORTLANDT.

Wanted-An Idea
Protect your Ideas; thoy may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBURN A CO., Patent Attor
neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize Offet
and list of two hundred inventions wanted.

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?
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Rutimlorf Induction Coils of any Size.

Blading Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fin*
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., N.Y

A HAND DYNAMO
Price, $1.75

Suitable for Experi-
mental Work.

Lights a small Incan-
descentLamp. Can be
used as a Medical Bat-
tery. No induction
coil necessary. Does
away with all poison-
on! acids, etc. It will

ring telephone mag-
neto bells on a circuit

from 3 to 5 miles of
wire. Will light coal

gas ; hence' can be used
for gas lighting. It is

the most practical

and interesting novelty of the age. Perfectly harmUts,

no danger. Price of Dynamo, ® 1 .75. Lamp 75c. extra.

This is a Prsctira" Machine, Not a Toy.

Weight about 8 lb Worth twioe the money asked for it.

Book telling How to Build a %h.p. Dynamo or Motor. 10c.

Address Bubier Publishing Co., Box X, 1 ynn, Mass.

A. C. JAHL,
Successor to Frederick NoU,

MANUFACTURERS' AGENT,

Electric liqji and

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST*
(Taylor Building)

Telephone 4710 Cortlanot.



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL. XIX.—No. 521. NEW YORK, MAY 8, 1897.
SokaerielUn, g*.5©

Cm K£
1889.

PARIS EXPOSITION, MEDAL FOR
RUBBER INSULATION.

THE STANDARD FOR

*S>M/>
1893.

WORLD'S FAIR, MEDAL FOR RUBBER
INSULATION.

RUBBER INSULATION.TRADE MARK.

Sole Manufacturers of OKONITE WIRES, OKONTTE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE
WEATHERPROOF WIRES. OHO. T. HANSON, Genera, gap..258 Broadway, - New "STorb.. w - H - hobgiivs, Secretary.

WILLARD L. C4NDBE, I MaM _ew
H. DCRAM CHEEVBR, f

n g

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC Co., New York.
ELEC1RIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PE1TINGELL ANDREWi CO Boston.
ELFCTRICAL ENGINEERING' CO ,

Minneapolis.
.VT LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTOBT:

PAWTUCKRT, - - R. I.

After April 22d the New York Address of the

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO.

Will be Rooms 506-8-10,

Telephone Bids:.. »8 Cortlandt St.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

" SAFETY" Nary Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively

oa the principal U. S- War Teasels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Undereround Cables,
"Requa Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
> * and HIGH PRESSURE HYDRAULIC WORK.

Presses, VaWes, Hydraulic Lifting Jacka,

Fittings, Dies, Ete. Polishing Machinery.

The Wttson-Stillman Co., - 204 to 210 E. 43d St. N Y.

FOB Catalogu"e II.

PUHMKnnrr COIL BASE.

E.BUBECK&CO.
FANCY POLISHED WOOD

Boxes and Bases for

Electrical Work,
CA8E8 FOR SURGICAL AND
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

ESTIMATEB INVITED.
115-121 E. 13th St., New York.

LuNDELL

Fan Motors.

New Styles Now Ready,

WTBioripoiT & mum no.,

General Offloee and "Works:

527 West 34th St., NEW YORK, N.Y.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N.Y.

A New Power Wheel

The cazin wheel
(Pat. March 16, 1897.)

Operated by Water or Steam.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

American Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y.,

120 LIBERTY STREET,
NEW YORK.

83
ULTON
ST.

NEW YORK. N.Y.

National Conduit & Gable Go.
Original Manufacturers and Patentees of

PAPER INSULATED CABLES AND CEMENT LINED PIPES
for all classes of electric service, Eiectric Railway, Light and Power,

Telephone and Telegraph.

At least three-quarters of the underground cables ordered in the United States
during 1896 and 18!)7 are paper insulated. Our strongest endorsement is found
in the fact that our competitors are endeavoring to put cheap imitations on the
market. BEWARE OP INFRINGERS.

If you want the best, or to learn what is the best, communicate with us.

'

Main Office, Times Building, New York.
Branches—Chicago. Rookery; Philadelphia, Betz Bldg.; Boston. Ames Bldg.

RAINBOW PACKING.
Thousands of

Imitators.
Nb equal.

Will hold high-
est pressure.
Don't have to

use wire and cloth
to hold.
Rainbow. Can't

blow it out.
The color of

Rainbow Packing
is Red.
Three rows of

Diamonds in Black
extending through
out the entire
length of each and
every roll of Rain-
bow Packing.

Patented and manufactured exclusively by

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO.,
16 WARREN 6T,, NEW YORK.

1G-24 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. £02-210 So. Water St.. Chicago. 111.
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INDIA
UNCUT AMD CUT TO SIZES.

Stamped Solid Sheet Mica Segments and Rheostats,
Larg* Stock. Prompt Shipments. Lowest Prices. Write for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER, Importer,
166 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Western Agents with full stock on hand; H. H. Williamson, 52 Public Squ<»e

Cleveland, Ohio; Roger & Atwatek Co., 36 Second St.. San Francisco; Central Union
Ifass Co. 813 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo.; John Chila, 1563 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, 111.

e. w. coe.

T. G. SELLEW,
ROLL top desks,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.
CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I I I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK.
THEO. GOLDSMITH

JOS. A. COLUMBINE,

Electrotyper

Stereotypes',AND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?Wanted-An Idea

Protect your Ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBURN & CO., Patent Attor
neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize offei
Mid list of two hundred Inventions wanted.
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Ruby Induction Coils of any Size.

Wading Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fine
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 Beekman St., N.Y-

A HAND DYNAMO
Price, $1.75

Suitable for Expert
mental Work.

Lights a small Incan-
descent Lamp. Can be
nsed asa Medical Bat-
tery. No induction
coil necessary. Does
away with all poison-
on acids, etc. It will

ring telephone mag-
neto bells on a circuit

from 3 to 5 miles of
wire. Will light coal
gas ; hence can be used
for gas lighting. Itis

the most practical

and interesting novelty of the age. Perfectly harmleis,

nodanger. Price of Dynamo, §1.75. Lamp 75c. extra.

This is a Praotica' Machine, Not a Toy.
Weight about 8 lb Worth twice the money asked font.
Book telling How to Build a Xh.p. Dynamo or Motor, 10c.

Address Bnbier Publishing Co., Box X, Lynn, Mass.

A. C. JAHL,
Successor to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS' AGENT,

lectric Light and

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST.,
(Taylor Building)

Telephone 4719 Cohtlandt.



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883.

VOL. XIX.—No. 522.

An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal.

NEW YORK, MAY 15, 1897.

10 cents per copy

Huhacrlptlon, 02.60 per ymg.
Ko«*ign VouatwUm, *S-50 p+r year.

1SS9.

PARIS EXPOSITION, MEDAL FOR
RUBBER INSULATION.

THE STANDARD FOR

*.0N/>

TRADE MARK.

1893.

WORLD'S FAIR, MEDAL FOR RUBBER
INSULATION.

RUBBER INSULATION.
Sole Mannfartnrers of OKONITE WIRES, OKONTTE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE

WEATHERPROOF WIRES. «bo
;
t..mav,o\, General s„P t.

J&gxxt- York.,
WILLARD L. ^AXDBB,i M
H. DCRA\T CHEEVER, \

,lanaSers 258 W. H. IIODGIVH, «errelar\

THE ONLY RUBBER INSULATION RECEIVING MEDALS OF AWARD AT WORLD'S

INSULATED WIRES and GABLES;
AERIAL. UNDERGROUND. SUBMARINE, and

INTERIOR USE.

BLEMTU T-A.JE»3B.
W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr

203 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

TRADE MARK.
WALLA.CE ELECTRin CO., Western Agents. Chicago, 111.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC WORKS. San Francisco, Cal.

M. Dt" PEROW, Washington, L\ 0.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDREWs CO Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING' CO , Minneapolis.
ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKET, - - R. I.

After April 22d the New York Address of the

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE GO.

Will be Rooms 506-8-10,

Telephone Bids:., 18 Cortlandt St.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
of allsizes and descriptions.

"SAFETY" Navy Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively

oa the principal U.S War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Undereround Cables,

"Requa Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

UYDRAUUC
and HIGH PRESS

PRESSES
PRESSURE HYDRAULIC WORK.

Presses, Valves, Hydraulic Lifting Jacks,

Fittings, Dies, Et«. Polishing Machinery.

The Watson-Stillman Co., - 204 1o 210 E. 43d St. N Y.

Siwd fob. Catalogue II.

PUMMK BASE.

E.BUBECK&CO.
FANCY POLISHED WOOD

Boxes and Bases for

Electrical Work,
CA8ES FOR SURGICAL AND
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

ESTIMATES INVITED.
115-121 E. 13th St., New York.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N. Y.

A New Power Wheel

The cazin wheel.
(Pat. March 16, 1*97.)

Operated by Water or Steam.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE,

American Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y.,

120 LIBERTY STREET,
NEW YORK.

NEW YORK. N.Y.

National Conduit & Cable Co.
Original Manufacturers and Patentees of

PAPER INSULATED GABLES AND CEMENT LINED PIPES
fur all classes of electric service, Eiectric Railway, Light and Power,

Telephone mid Telegraph.

At least three-ouarters of the underground cables ordered in the United States

during 1896 and 1897 are paper insulated. Our strongest endorsement is found
in the fact that our competitors are endeavoring to put cheap imitations on the

market. BEWAKE OF INFRINGERS.
If you want the best, or to learn what is the best, communicate with us.

Main Office, Times Building, New York.
Br. inches—Chicago. Rookery; Philadelphia, BetzBldsr.: Boston. Ames Bide.

HONEST JOHN PACKING
HONEST JOHN"

3?"or_

WATER AND

HYDRAULICS.
Nothing in the world

HYDRAULIC RAINBOW CORE PACKING. like it.

Patented anil Manufactured Exclusive!;/ by

PEERLESS RUBBER lYTF'G CO.,
16 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

16-24 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 202 210 Water St„ Chicago.W
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INDIA
MICA

UNCUT AND CUT TO SIZES.

Stamped Solid Sheet Mica Segments and Rheostats,
Large Slock. Prompt Shipments. Lowest Prices. Write for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER, Importer,
156 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Western Agents with full stock on hand; H. H. Williamson, 52 Public Squs^o

Cleveland, Ohio; Roger & Atw^tek Co., 56 -econdSt.. San Francisco; Central Union
Brass Co. 823 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo.; John Chila, 1563 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, 111.

e. w. coe.

T. G. SELLEW,
ROLL TOP DESKS,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.
CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I I I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK.
THEO. GOLDSMITH

JOS. A. COLUMBINE,

Electrotyper

Stereotype^AND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE. 640 CORTLANDT.

Wanted-An Idea
Who can thins:
of some simple
thing to patent?

Protect your ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDEKBURN & CO., Patent Attor
neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize oftej
and list of two hundred Inventions wanted.
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Ruhmkorf Induction Coils of any Size.

Binding Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Flue
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co. ,76 BeekmanSt., N.Y

A HAND DYNAMO
Price, $1.75

Suitable for Experi-
mental Work.

Lights a small Incan-
descentLamp. Can be
used asaMedicalBat-
tery. No induction
coil necessary. Does
away with all poison-
ous, acids, etc. It will

ring telephone mag-
neto hells on a circuit
from 3 to 5 miles of
wire. Will light coal
gas;hence can be used
for gas lighting. Itis

the most practical

and interesting novelty of the age. Perfectly harmleis,

no danger. Price of Dynamo, $1.75. Lamp 75c. extra.

This is • Practioa' Machine, Not a Toy.
Weight about 8 lb Worth twice the money asked for it.

Book telling How to Build, a%.h.p. Dynamo or Motor, 10c.

Address Bobier Publishing Co., Box X. Lynn, Mass.

THE BEST DRY BATTERY
HI MANUFACTURED BY

VITALIS HIMMER,
The Pioneer Maker of Dry Batteries

in the United States
Our Prices can not be Beat,

and our Batteries are Guaran-
teed Perfect. All sizes and
shapes made to order on short

notice.

Bicycle electric bell and bat-

tery complete sent to any ad-
dress on receipt of price, $2.00.
Sample Dry Battery and Bell

sent to any address, express pre-
paid, on receipt of $1.00.

Special Dry Cells made for

medical batteries. Write for

prices and discounts to the trade.

VITALIS HIMMER,
162 William St., New 1 ork.

M lf:BES* ,0
Ihttery °

"lit!"



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883.

VOL XIX. -No. 52;

An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal.

NEW YORK. MAY 22, 1897.

10 cents per copy

Bnbacrtptioa, 1*2.50 por year.

1SS9.

PARIS EXPOSITION, MEDAL FOR
RUBBER INSULATION.

*»»/>
1893.

WORLD'S FAIR, MEDAL FOR RUBBER
INSULATION.

THE STANDARD FOR TRAOE MARK. RUBBER INSULATION.
Sole Manufacturers of OKONITE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE
WILLARD L. rA.XDBE, I

H. DCRAVT CHEEVEB, |

WEATHERPROOF WIRES.
253 Er-oad'CTT'a-y, - JSre>\xr York.

GEO. T. MAI\80.\, funeral gnpt
W. 11. HODGIXS, Secretary.

THE ONLY RUBBER INSULATION RECEIVING MEDALS OF AWARD AT WORLD'S

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES;
AERIAL. l'.\DERGBOl"\P. SUBMARINE, and

INTERIOR USE.

KERIT3 TAPE.
W. R. BRIXEY. Mfr.,

203 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

TRADE MARK.
WALLACE ELECTBIO CO., Western Agents. Chicago. 111.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC WORKS. San Francisco, Cal.

M. l)V PEROW, Washington, D. C.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDREWS CO Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO ,

Minneapolis.
ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKET, - -R.I.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE CO.,

Cables, Wires, Conduits,

To Get the Best Buy

OF ALL KINDS FOR ALL

New York. Pittsburg.

Conduits, Cables,Wires.

Wires and Gables

CLASSES OF SERVICE.

Chicago. St. Louis.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST , NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" Nary Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively

on the principal V.S War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cables,
"Requa Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

UYDRAUUC PRESSES
and HIGH PRESSTJEE HYDRAULIC WORK.
Presses, Valres, Hydraulic Lifting Jacks,

Fittings, Dies, Etc Polishing Machinery.

The Watson-Stillman Co.. • 204 to 210 E. 43d St. N Y.

Sxm to* Cataixxjue II.

BUWMKORFF COIL BASE.

E.BUBECK&CO.
FANCY POLISHED WOOD

Boxes and Bases for

Electrical Work,
CA8ES FOR 8URGICAL AND
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

ESTIMATES INVITED.
115-121 E. 13th St., New York.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N.Y.

A New Power Wheel

The cazin wheel
(Pat. March 1«, 1897.)

Operated by Water or Steam.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE,

American Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y. f

120 LIBERTY STREET,
NEW YORK.

89
ULTON
ST.

NEW YORK. N.Y.

National Conduit & Gable Co.
Original Manufacturers and Patentees of

PAPER INSULATED CABLES AND CEMENT LINED PIPES
for all classes of electric sfrvice, Eiectric Railway, Light and Power,

Telephone and Telegraph.

At least three-quarters of the underground cables ordered in the United States

during 1896 and 1897 are paper insulated. Our strongest endorsement is found
in the fact that pur competitors are endeavoring to put cheap imitations on the
market, BEWARE OP INFRINGERS.

If you want the best, or to learn what is the best, communicate with us.

Main Office, Times Building, Pvew York.
Branches—Chicago. Rookery; Philadelphia, BetzBldg. : Boston, Ames Bl _

The
Peer/ess Spiral

PISTON and
VALVE ROD Packing
Express'y for High Speed Lneines.

Will Hold /joo lbs. Steam.

- >»LVE HOD FACKING

20 YEARS OLD AKD A'0 EQUAL.

Mnnu'nr iirt'.l Fxclusivrly by

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO..

,K"
2
'™"ito. 1 6 Wi rrcn St., New York.
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INDIA
MICA
Brass Co. 823 North Second at.

UNCUT AND CUT TO SIZES.

Stamped Solid Sheet Mica Segments and Rheostats,
Large Stock. Prompt Shipments. Lowest Prices. Write for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER, Importer,
156 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Western Agents with full stock on hand; H. H. Williamson, 52 Public Squ^e
Cleveland, Ohio; Roger & Atwater Co., 36 second St.. San Francisco; Central Uniu^

St. Louis, Mo.; John Chila, 1563 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, 111.

O. W. COE.

T. G. SELLEW,
ROLL TOP DESKS,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.
CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I I I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK
THEO. GOLDSMITH

JOS. A. COLUMBINE.

Electrotyper

Stereotyper,AND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

Wanted-An Idea
Protect your ideas; they may brl_
Write JOHN WEDDEKBURN & CO.,

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?

they may bring you wealth,
IKBURN & CO., Patent Attor

neys, Washington, D. O., for their $1,800 prize offel
and list of two hundred inventions wanted.
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Ruhmkorf Induction Coils of any Size,

Binding Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fine
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co. ,76 BeekmanSt., N.Y.

A. C. JAHL,
Surcebsor to Frederick Noll,

MANUFACTURERS' AGENT,

Electric Lion) eon

Railway Supplies.

39 and 41 CORTLANDT ST*
(Taylor Building)

ITEISr "TOKK.
Telephone 4719 Cortlandt.

THE BEST DRY BATTERY
MANUFACTURED BY

VITALIS HIMMER,
The Pioneer Bin ker of Dry flatteries

in the United Slates
Our Prices can not be Beat,

and our Batteries are Guaran-
teed Perfect. All sizes and
shapes made to order on short
notice.

Bicycle electric bell and bat-
tery complete sent to any ad-
dress on receipt of price, $2.00.
Sample Dry Battery and Bell

sent to any address, express pre-
paid, on receipt of $1.00.

Special Dry Cells made for

medical batteries. Write for

prices and discounts to the trade.

VITALIS HIMMER,
162 William St., New Tork.



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883.

VOL. XIX.—No. 524.

An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal.

NEW YORK, MAY 29, 1897.

10 cents per copy

Huburrlptlon, $2.50 p«r year,
foreign Countrlea, @3.5<> per year.

1889.

PARIS EXPOSITION, MEDAL FOR
RUBBER INSULATION.

THE STANDARD FOR

*$>•"/:

TRADE MARK.

1 893.

WORLD'S FAIR, MEDAL FOB RUBBER
INSULATION.

RUBBER INSULATION.
Sole Mannfaetnrers of OKONITE WIRES, OKONTTE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE

WEATHERPROOF WIRES. «bo. t. mannon, «ener.i 8upt .2S8 Broadway, - JST&X?V TTOI-Iac. W
-
H - HODGINS, Secretary.

WILLARD L. VASDtt,) M
H. DURAXT CHEEVER, f

Man"ger8

THE ONLY RUBBER INSULATION RECEIVING MEDALS OF AWARD AT WORLD'S

, 'r\ V INSULATED WIRES and CABLES;
kV>L AERIAL, UNDERGROUND. SUBMARINE, and

INTERIOR USE.

KBRITE T-A-IETES.
W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.,

203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
WALLA.CE ELECTRIC CO., Western Agents. Chicago, 111.

3£!i.#
TRADE MARK. CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC WORKS, San Francisco, Cal.

H. DU PEROW, Washington. D. C.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS. .

"SAFETY" Navy Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively

on the principal U. £- War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cables,
"Rcqua Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE CO.,

Cables.Wires, Conduits, i/lK* Conduits, Cables,Wires.

To Set the Best Buy

OF ALL KINDS FOR ALL

.New York. Pittsburg.

Wires and Gables

CLASSES OF SERVICE.

Chicago. St. Loals.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.. Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDREWS CO Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO . Minneapolis.
ST LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKET, - - R. I.

TELEPHONE 507- 1 8th ST.

J. L. CHAPIN,

Electrical Contractor,

50 East 20th Street,

NEW YORK.

PATENTS PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSEN BAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N. Y.

A New Power Wheel

The cazin wheel,
(Pat. March 16, 1897.)

Operated by Water or Steam.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE,

American Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y.,

120 LIBERTY STREET,
NEW YORK.

©o

ULTON
8W ST.

NEW YORK. N.Y.

National Conduit & Cable Co.
Original Manufacturers and Patentees of

PAPER INSULATED CABLES AND CEMENT LINED PIPES
for all classes of electric service, Eiectric Railway, Li j; lit and Power,

Telephone and Telegraph.

At least three-quarters of the underground cables ordered in the United States
during 1896 and 1897 are paper insulated. Our strongest endorsement is found
in the fact that our competitors are endeavoring to put cheap imitations on the
market. BEWARE OP INFRINGERS.

If you want the best, or to learn what is the -best, communicate with us.

Xlain. Office, Times Building, New "Vortt.
Branches—Chioago. Rookery; Philadelphia, BetzBldg.: Boston. AmesBldg.

CoiinatioD metallic STOP VHLVE
HERCU lES > (9MBINATI9N

Leaves the Stem Clean.

MtTALUOSToPVALVE PACKING
Write ,or Testimonials

Patented and Manufactured Exclusively by

PEERLESS ROBBER MFG. CO.,
I6 W™E1™

18-34 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 202-210 So. Water St., Chicago, DL
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INDIA
MICA

UNCUT AMD CUT TO SIZES.

Stamped Solid Sheet Mica Segments and Rheostats,
Large Stock. Prompt Shipments. Lowest Prices. Write for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER, Importer,
156 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Western Agents with full stock on hand; H. H. Williamson, 52 Public Sqtwa
Cleveland, Ohio; Roger & Atwvtek Co., }b second St.. San Francisco; Central Union

Brass Co. 823 North Second at., St. Louis, Mo.; John Chila, 1563 Monadnock Blag. ..Chicago, 111.

O. W. COE.

T. G. SELLEW,
ROLL TOP DESKS,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.
CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I I I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK.
THEO. GOLDSMITH

JOS. A. COLUMBINE.

Electrotyper

Stereotyper,AND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

Wanted-An Idea
Protect your ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBURN & CO., Patent Attor-
neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize offei
and list of two hundred inventions wanted.

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?

h,5X»yv«&A«&^«&^«te/v«&A«&A£^

THIS
IS THE
BOILER

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

Selected by leading Electric Light Plants and Street Railway Companies throughout the United States.

The following are the acknowledged requirements in water-tube boilers : Straight tubes which can be thor-

oughly inspected and cleaned inside and outside; perfect suspension, allowing free movement of whole boiler

expanding and contracting; perfect flexibility for the difference in expansion between upper arid lower tubes;

interchangeable parts, built to fixed standards; facilities for making quick and easy repairs which can be done
by your own engineer or machinist; a cover joint which can easily be made tight, and frequently broken and
replaced without injury; provision made to introduce the feed water where it will not chill and moisten the

steam; provision made to carry feed water impurities direct to the mud drum and not past the ends of the

tubes ; provision made to supply the lower tubes with a bountiful supply of cool water; the use of the best materials
and fittings the market can afford; the best possible workmanship; a large disengaging surface for the steam
to escape from, the water; small cast iron pressure parts; ample heating surface to prevent injury to parts should
boiler be forced above its rating.

Examine these Points in the Improved Root Water-Tnbe Boiler.

Send for our Illustrated Catalogue.

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG. CO, tstiec-w toek citt.
*

I tg^p^F^F^&^ir^r^^

ils of any Size.

Blading Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fin*
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co. ,76 BeekmanSt., N.Y,

BIB WEY FOR EJUS
WHO WILL USE THE

BEST DYNAMO BRUSH.
Address, S, care electrical Age,

World Building, New York.

THE BEST DRY BATTERY
MANUFACTURED BY

VITALIS HIMMER,
The Pioneer Maker of Dry Batteries

in the United States
Our Prices can not be Beat,

and our Batteries are Guaran-
teed Perfect. All sizes and
shapes made to order on short
notice.

Bicycle electric bell and bat-
tery complete sent to any ad-
dress on receipt of price, $2.00.
Sample Dry Battery and Bell

sent to any address, express pre-
paid, on receipt of $1.00.

Special Dry Cells made for
medical batteries. Write for
prices and discounts to the trade.

VITALIS HIMMER,
169 William St., New York.



N. E. L. A. CONVENTION REPORT NUMBER.

The Electrical Age.
Established 1883. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL. XIX.—No. 526. NEW YORK, JUNE 12, 1897.
gnbacrlatioa, |2.50 pw year.

Pereiga Ceaatrioa, §*.&• per year.

1889.

PARIS EXPOSITION, MEDAL FOR
RUBBER INSULATION.

THE STANDARD FOR

*$N/>

TRADE MARK.

1 893.

'WORLD'S FAIR, MEDAL FOl

INSULATION.

RUBBER INSULATION.

RUBBER

S«le Manufacturers of OKONITE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE
££?!££'^Managers. WEATHERPROOF WIRES. GEO. T. MANSON, General Supt.WILLARO L

M. DURAXT CHESTER 258 Broadway, XV&xtv Vorls.. W. H. HODG1NS, Secretary.

TtHC ONLY RUBIER INSULATION RECE1V.NG MEDAL* OF AWARD AT WtHLD'S
FAIR, 1*93.

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES;
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND. SUBMARINE, and

INTERIOR USE. .

decEnitus ix>JB.x»zi.
W. R. BRIXEY, Mm.,

203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
WALLACE ELECTHIO CO., Wostarn Agents. Ckicago, I1L

j|. B r m i k CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC WORKS, San Francisco, Cal.•"*»= "*»"»• M . DTj *ER0W, Washington, D. O.

The Safety Insulated Wire ft Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AN DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" Nary Marine Wir«g ana Cables used «eJ«slT«JT
M the principal U. S- War Vessels.

EUotric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underrreund Cables,
"Requa White Core" and "Safety" Wire."

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GADLE CO.,

Cables, Wires, Conduits, { Conduits, Cablos,Wiros.

To Get the Best Buy \ ~J\
Wires and Gables

CUSSES OF SERVICE.

Chicago. St. Louis.

OF ALL KINDS FOR ALL

New York. Pittsburg.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDREWS CO Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING' CO . Minneapolis.
ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKET, - - R. I.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore eonatxtei
by "The Electrical World." Recommended by The Eleearieal Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N. Y.

A New Power Wheel

The cazin wheel
(Pat. March 16, 1897.)

Operated by Water or Steam.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

American Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y.,

120 LIBERTY STREET,
IMFW YORK.

TELEPHONE No. 3957 CORTLANDT.

wood cms,

Photo-

engravings,

Hair-Tones, NEW YORK. N.Y.

For'

Catalope

ULTON J™ _

st. Circular

Illustrations.

TELEPHONE 507- 1 8th ST.

J. L. CHAPIN,

Electrical Contractor,

50 East 20th Street,

National Conduit & Gable Go.
Original Manufacturers and Patentees of

PAPER INSULATED GABLES AND CEMENT LINED PIPES
for all classes of electric service, Eiectric Railway, Light and Power,

Telephone and Telegraph.

At least three-ouartersof the underground cables ordered in the United States

during 1896 and 1897 are paper insulated. Our strongest endorsement is found
in the fact that our competitors are endeavoring to put cheap imitations on the

market, BEWARE OP INFRINGERS.
If you want the best, or to learn what is the best, communicate with us.

IVIain Office, Times Building, New York.
Branches—Chicago. Rookery; Philadelphia, BetzBldg.: Boston, Ames Bldg.

ECLIPSE

GASKET
For Unions
Hand Holes
and
Man Holes.

NEW YORK.

Fac-simile of a 6-inch section of Eclipse
Gasket, showing name and trade
mark imbedded.

Patented and manufactured
exclusively by

Peerless Rubber M'f'g Co.

10 Warren Street. New York.
16-24 Woodward Ave, Detroit. 202-210 So. Water St., Chicago
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WE GUARANTEE
The Dynamos and Motors here
illustrated to befirst'dass in every
respect. In

Efficiency,
Speed, Weight

and Workmanship
they compare favorably with the

best on the market,

SIZES FROM .6 TO 6 K. W.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

THE ELBRIDGE ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
ELBBIDGE. N. Y.

JOS. A. COLUMBINE,

Electrotyper

Stereotyper,AND

32 & 34 Frankfort St.,

NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE, 640 CORTLANDT.

Wanted-An Idea
Protect your Ideas; they may brine you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBURN * CO., Patent Atta*
Beys. Washington, D. C, for their $1,*00 prise offot
and list of two hundred Inventions wanted.

Who can think
of some simple
thine to patent?

&s&l~^~£&^-&*^&*£&a£^^
f

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

THIS
IS THE
BOILER

Selected by leading Electric Light Plants and Street Railway Companies thronghont the United States.

The following are the acknowledged requirements in water-tnbe boilers : Straight tubes which can be thor-

oughly inspected and cleaned inside and outside; perfect suspension, allowing free movement of whole boiler

expanding and contracting; perfect flexibility for the difference in expansion between upper and lower tubes;

interchangeable parts, built to fixed standards ; facilities for making quick and easy repairs which can be done
by your own engineer or machinist; a cover joint which can easily be made tight, and frequently broken and
replaced without injury; provision made to introduce the feed water where it will not chill and moisten the

steam; provision made to carry feed water impurities direct to the mud drum and not past the ends of the

tubes ; provision made to supply the lower tubes with a bountiful supply of cool water; the use of the best materials
and fittings the market can afford; the best possible workmanship; a large disengaging surface for the steam
to escape from, the water; small cast iron pressure parts; ample heating surface to prevent injury to parts should
boiler be forced above its rating.

Examine these Points in the Improved Hoot Water-Tube Boiler.

Send for our Illustrated Catalogue.

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG. CO.,
a L-IFF ST1
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Buhmkorf Induction Cols of any Size,

Mating Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fin*
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 Beekman St., N.Y

Bid MET FOR ENGINEERS
WHO WILL USE THE

BEST DYNAMO BRUSH.
Address, S, care Electrical Age,

World Building', New York.

THE BEST DRY BATTERY
MANUFACTURED BY

VITALIS HIMMER,
The Pioneer Maker of Dry Batteries

In tho United States
Our Prices can not be Beat,

and our Batteries are Guaran-
teed Perfect. All sizes and
shapes made to order on short
notice.

Bicycle electric bell and bat-
tery complete sent to any ad-
dress on receipt of price, $2.00.
Sample Dry Battery and Bell

sent to any address, express pre-
paid, on receipt of $1.00.

Special Dry Cells made for
medical batteries. Write for

prices and discounts to the trade.

VITALIS HIMMER,
161 William St., New York.

HP?



The Electrical Age.
Established 1883. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL. XIX.—No. 527. NEW YORK, JUNE 19, 1897.
Subscription, $2.SO per year.

Foreign Countries, $3.SO per year.

1889.

PARIS EXPOSITION, MEDAL FOR
RUBBER INSULATION.

*9«fe
THE STANDARD FOR TRADE MARK.

1893.
WORLD'S FAIR, MEDAL FOR RUBBER

INSULATION.

RUBBER INSULATION.
Sole MAnufaeturers of OKONITE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE

GEO. T. MANSON, General Soot.
W. H. HODGINg. Secretarv.

WILLARD L. CANDBE,
H. DCRAVT CHEBVER;r Man*6er"

WEATHERPROOF WIRES.
258 Broadway, - JCToxKr Yorlt. HODGINS, Secretary.

THC ONLY PUBB R INSULATION RECEIVING MEDALS OF AWARD AT WORLD'S
FAIR, 1893.

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES;
AERIAL, ODERGROl *D. SUBMARINE, and

INTERIOR USE.

KBRITE T-£
W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.,

203 BROA DWAY, NEW YORK.
WALLACE ELECTRIC CO., Western Agents. Chicago, 111.

TRinr MARK CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC WORKS. San Francisco, Cal.innwcmnnn. M DU pER0W> Washington, D. 0.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OP

Submarine Cables
OFALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

"SAFETY" Xutt Karine Wires and Cables used exclusively

on the principal U. S- War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Undereround Cables,
"Requa Wh.te Core" and "Safety" Wire.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
I I and HIGH PRESSTJEE HYDRAULIC WORE.

Presses, Valres, Hydraulic Lifting Jacks,

Fittings, Dies, Etc Polishing Machinery.

Th* Watson- Stillman Co., - 204 to 210 E. 43d St. N Y.

fob Catalogue II.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
agencies:

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago.
PETTINGELL ANDREWS CO Boston.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO , Minneapolis.
ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., Cincinnati.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

PAWTUCKET, - - R. I.

H ABIRSHA
INSULATED w

WIRES AND CABLES.
GLENWOOD WORKS,

jxt. -s-.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 15 CORTLANDT STREET.
PHONE CALL, 191 CORTLANDT.

TELE-

PATENTS PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by " The Electrical World." Recommended by The Electrical Age.

W. A. ROSENBAUM. 177 TIMES BLDG., N. Y.

A New Power Wheel

The cazin wheel
(Pat. March 16, 1897.)

Operated by Water or Steam.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

American Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y. t

120 LIBERTY STREET,
NEW YORK.

Wood Cuts,

Photo-

Engravings,

Hair-Tones,

TELEPHONE No. 2957 CORTLANDT.

89
ULTON
ST.

NEW YORK. N.Y.

For

Catalogue

and

Circular

Illustrations.

National Conduit & Gable Go.
Original manufacturers and Patentees of

PAPER INSULATED CABLES AND CEMENT LINED PIPES
for all classes of electric service, Electric Railway, Light and Power,

Telephone and Telegraph.

At least three-quarters of the underground cables ordered in the United States

during 1896 and 1897 are paper insulated. Our strongest endorsement is found
in the fact that our competitors are endeavoring to put cheap imitations on the

market. BEWARE OP INFRINGERS.
If you want the best, or to learn what is the best, communicate with us.

Tvlain Office, Times Building, New York.
Branches—Chicago. Rookery; Philadelphia, Betz Bldg.: Boston, AmesBldg.

RAINBOW PACKING.
Thousands of

Imitators.
No equal.

Will hold high-
est pressure.
Don't have to

use wire and cloth
to hold.
Rainbow. Can't

blow it out.
The color of

Rainbow Tacking
is Bed.
Three rows of

Diamonds in Black
extending through
out the entire
length of each and
every roll of Rain-
bow Packing.

Patented and manufactured exclusively by

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO.,
16 WARREN 8T„ NEW YORK.

16-24 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. £02-210 So. Water St.. Chicago, 111.
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WE GUARANTEE
The Dynamos and Motors here
illustrated to be firsUclass in every
respect. In

Efficiency,
Speed. Weight

and Workmanship
they compare favorably with the
best on the market.

SIZES FROM .6 TO 6 K. W.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

THE ELBRIDGE ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
ELBRIDGE. N. Y.

Telephone * Books.
How to make Telephones, and all

about them.

SEND FOR LIST.

ELEfTRICAL AGE, - World BIdg., N. I.

Wanted-An Idea
Protect your Ideas; thev may bi.
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Ruhnnkorf Induction Coils of any Size.

Binding Posts, Scientific Experimental Work, Fine
Wire Winding, Inventions Perfected, Small

Machinery Constructed, etc.

International Electric Co.,76 BeekmanSt., N.Yr

STANDARD TABLES
FOR

ELECTRIC

WIREMEN.
By C. It. DAVIS.

Gives Rules, Diagrams and
Useful Data.

PRICE $1.00.
ELECTRICAL AGE. NEW YORK.

THE BEST DRY BATTERY
MANUFACTURED BY

VITALIS HIMMER,
The Pioneer M» ker of Dry Batteries

in tlie United States
Our Prices can not be Beat,

and our Batteries are Guaran-
teed Perfect. All sizes and
shapes made to order on short
notice.

Bicycle electric bell and bat-
tery complete sent to any ad-
dress on receipt of price, $2.00.
Sample Dry Battery and Bell

sent to any address, express pre-
paid, on receipt of $1.00.

Special Dry Cells made for

medical batteries. Write for

prices and discounts to the trade.

VITALIS HIMMER,
161 William St., New Tork.
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A New Power Wheel
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Engravings,
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16-24 Woodward Are., Detroit, llioh. 202-310 Water St„ Chicago,
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Efficiency,
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best on the market,
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Telephone * Books.
How to make Telephones, and all

about them.
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Protect your Ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBURN & CO., Patent Attor-
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ana list of two hundred inventions wanted.
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Machinery Constructed, etc.
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WIREMEN.
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tery complete sent to any ad-
dress on receipt of price, $2.00.
Sample Dry Battery and Bell

sent to any address, express pre-
paid, on receipt of $1.00.

Special Dry Cells made for
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prices and discounts to the trade.

VITALIS HIMMER,
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25 H.-P. Motor Used at the Granite Steel Co., of East St. Louis, Mo.

Motors for Driving Brick Machinery, Works of the Lehigh Fire Brick Co., Catesauqua, Pa.

INTERESTING APPLICATION OP ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Many new applications are being made of electrical its presence lifelike and an element almost organic in its

machinery that have provided new fields for the inventor, nature. The most interesting applications of special ap-

bf:tter investments for the capitalist, and steadier labor pliances is shown in the accompanying illustrations.

for the workman. The Crocker & Wheeler Co., 39 Cortlandt st.,N.Y., have

In all the hurry of busy city life, the mechanism of its given particular attention to the design and construction

busiest centres whirls with a whirr and buzz that renders of separately excited, low frequency, alternating-current
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dynamos. They are put to new use, that is, the manu-
facture of carbide calcium. The current, passing into an
electric furnace or retort at a pressure of 60 volts and a

strength of 1600 amperes, quickly reduces the lime and
carbon to a fit chemical condition for the production of

The advance that has so recently been made in the
construction and economical working of high speed en-

gines and dynamos makes their present excellence a high
tribute to the ingenuity and perseverance of American
manufacturers.

One of the 100-K.W. Generators and Ideal Engines of the Walton Hotel Plant.

acetylene gas. A most excellent use to which acetylene

is put of late is that of producing light for the stereop-

ticon. Its use in the home is still a matter of speculation.

The Hotel Walton, in Philadelpnia, has had installed

in it a beautiful plant consisting of three 100-kilowatt

direct-connected generators and three Ideal engines.

The present system of using "boosters" or "rotary
transformers," has benefited the station to an enormous
extent. The illustration gives a view of a C. & W.
booster, consisting practically of a motor and dynamo
direct-connected. Boosters are made by the Crocker &
Wheeler Co. as large as 80 kilowatts. They are used in

Plant Installed in Hotel Walton, Philadelphia.

One cut gives a view of a C. & W. generator and Ideal

engine; the other, of the entire plant. The smoothness
and quietness of this plant places it unquestionably

among the best in the country. Mr. H. S. Smith, an
eleetrical contractor of Philadelphia, had charge of the

installation and performed his work with the utmost
credit and dispatch.

transforming the 500 volts of street railway circuits down
to no volts for lighting. The Pacific Coast Jockey Club
of San Francisco uses a system similar to the above.

For station work they are very convenient in keeping

the pressure up to its normal value, saving considerable

copper and difficult regulation.

In addition to the last-mentioned uses which have in-
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creased the range of electrical applications, the Lehigh of some form of new electrical contrivance. The dis-

Fire Brick Co., of Catasauqua, Pa., use motors for driv- cerning eye that sees the advantages of its immediate in-

ing their brick machinery. One 40 horse-power motor troduction has but to scan the future to judge of the

geared to grinding apparatus and one 25 horse-power value of priority as an element of greatest success.

©

Separately^Excited Low Frequency^Alternating-Current Dynamo for CalciurrTCarbide Furnace.

motor geared to a brick-forming machine make one of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS
oldest of known industries dependent upon the newest of

power-producing machines. This knitting together of

ancient methods and modern machinery acts like the

transfusion of healthy blood into a decrepit frame. A
new prosperity reigns for the business that its use has

benefited and the disease of age is shaken off.

Gentlemen : — The Executive Committee of the

National Association of Manufacturers met in Philadel-

phia on December 18. Their proceedings were prepara-

tory to the annual convention which will occur in Phila-

delphia on January 26, 27, and 28, 1897. The convention

Rotary Transformer Used for Lighting-the Pacific Coast Jockey^Club.

The last illustration brings to our notice the application

of a 25 horse-power motor used at the Granite Steel Co.

of East St. Louis, Mo., geared direct to a large pump.
Its success dated from its first moment of use. The
Crocker & Wheeler Co. have been the pioneers in intro-

ducing electrical machinery in places and under condi-

tions hitherto unthought of. A myriad of cases daily

arise where the opportunity [is ripe for the introduction

will be held in the new Horticultural Hall, which will

provide ample accommodation for a large assembly.

The Executive Committee extends a cordial invitation

to all manufacturers of the United States, members or

non-members, to attend this convention. Those holding

certificates of membership will be entitled to the privileges

of debate and voting.

Another important matter dealt with by the Executive
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Committee was the adoption of the following resolutions:

"Resolved: That it is the sense of this Executive
Committee that the tariff laws should be revised at the

earliest possible moment, in order that uncertainty be re-

moved, confidence restored and business permitted to re-

vive.

SOME ACCOUNT OF THE EVOLUTION OF THE
INDUCTOR ALTERNATOR.

(Concluded from Page 767.)

Figures 26 and 27 show clearly the construction of

'SXC 1893

a imxio ctxs

C HtXKRS.

That rates of duties should be made as low as possible,

consistent with the fair protection of our industries and
the labor they employ."

the machine. The rotary inductor is a cylindrical steel

casting with outwardly projecting, laminated pole-pieces

at either end. The armature consists of two rings con-

Fig. 27.

During the convention a number of interesting ad- nected by wrought-iron tie bars. The induced coils are

dresses will be delivered by men of high standing. sunk below the surface in grooves in the armature rings,

The Executive Committee holds in high appreciation and the stationary exciting coil lies in the space between

the friendly offices of the press throughout the country, the pole-pieces and the armature rings. The machine is

and extends a cordial invitation to its representatives to very effectively ventilated by means of openings in the

be present at the convention. Very truly yours, middle of the inductor under4 the exciting coil and the

E. P. Wilson, Secretary, spaces between the tie bars. The exciting coil itself is
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protected from injury by a massive hollow ring of cast

copper, inside which it is wound.
I have already called attention to the importance of

keeping the flux constant in the inductor, so as to avoid

hysteresis and Foucault-current losses therein. The
only thing tending to disturb the inductor flux is the

varying reluctance caused by change in the relative

position of the armature slots and the inductor poles.

To keep this at a minimum is the chief reason for pre-

in parallel is suggested and this points to the solution.

Consider for a moment two laminated rings as electrical

mains and the tie bars as translating devices. Then, if

the two mains be of low and the translating devices of

high resistance, the current through the translating

devices will be substantially independent of the points of

attachment of the feeders—the analogues of the inductor

poles. Similarly, if the reluctance in the direction of the

lamination be low in comparison with that in the direction

'nmmmr'
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ferring a double wreath of induced coils to a single one.

Mechanical interruption at both ends is necessary in

either case, and it is wise to take advantage of it in dis-

tributing the induced coils. With the same amount of

wire, the space variation of reluctance is much less when
both air-gaps are utilized than when only one is, and, at

the same time, the regulation of the machine is better.

As complete lamination of the body of the inductor is

difficult, even a slight change of flux is to be sedu-

lously avoided. Lamination of the pole-pieces is neces-

sary, even with the constant flux, as the slots necessarily

change its distribution.

But, even with the flux through the inductor constant,

the difficulties are by no means surmounted. A large

mass of iron in the armature is a necessity of the con-

struction, and the losses in this way may be such as to

make the machines practically inoperative. Only thorough
lamination would put an end to the Foucault losses, and
thorough lamination is, for structural reasons, out of the

question. Another solution is imposed. Now., when the

flux is constant in the inductor, it is obvious that in

amount it must also be constant in the armature. It but
shifts in position without altering in magnitude. But to

give rise to the electromotive force in the induced coils,

it is unnecessary that the shift should take place through-
out the mass of the armature. It is necessary only that

the shift should take place through the coils; that is, to

the depth to which the coils are embedded. The prob-
lem is, therefore, to combine a steady flux in the centre

of the armature with a shifting flux in the armature faces;

or, in other words, the distribution of the flux in the
middle of the armature must be independent of the points

in the faces at which the flux enters. Stated in this way,
an anology with the conditions of electrical distribution

of the tie bars, the magnetic flux in each bar will be con-

stant, no matter what the position of the inductor poles.

In this manner, the change of flux is confined to a small

portion of the armature iron, which may be thoroughly
laminated, and thus Foucault-current losses are sup-

pressed and hysteresis losses reduced to a minimum. It

thus becomes possible to use in the armature any quantity

and form of iron demanded for structural reasons.

It will be noticed that the inductor poles are curved in

a special manner. This is done to make the electromotive

force curve as nearly as possible a sine curve. You will

remember that some time ago much space was given up
in the electrical journals to a controversy as to the best

form of electromotive force wave. Nearly every form of

wave found some advocate for some purpose, but some-
how the sine wave seemed always to be second-best. As
we are building machines for general service, we are en-

tirely satisfied with that curve which is second-best for

each special purpose, believing it to Jbe in consequence
the best for general distribution work.
The heavy copper bobbin surrounding the exciting coil,

besides being a mechanical protection for the coil, is also

of use in that it prevents the development of an excessive

electromotive force in either exciting or induced coils, if

the exciting circuit should be accidentally broken. It

resists very powerfully any sudden change of flux.

An important advantage of all stationary induced-coil

machines, and, of course, therefore, of inductors, is the

possibility of regulating separate circuits or feeders with

little or no auxiliary apparatus. Since it is possible to

tap the armature coils at any point, any desired electro-

motive force between zero and the maximum may be ob-

tained for one circuit without altering the excitation, and,

consequently, without interfering with the electromotive
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force of any other circuit. Circuits or feeders having
different drops may thus be provided for. Figures 28
and 29 show two methods of operation. The coils AA in

the first are the main inducing coils, giving the electro-

motive force necessary for all circuits or for the mains in

a feeder and main system. BB are the auxiliary or
regulating coils. The number of regulating coils in cir-

cuit is controlled by the switches CC. The diagram
shows only two circuits; but, of course, any number may
be branched on, each with its own regulation switch.

This method is the simpler for the operation of only one
or two machines. With a larger number of machines I

would recommend the method shown in Figure 29, as it

gives simpler switch connections. In this method, the
auxiliary induced coils do not act directly upon the cir-

cuits, but only through the intermediary of the auto-con-
verters D. This method of regulation has the advantage
over the ordinary "booster" system that the auto-con-
verter D has, for the same regulation needs to be only one-
half the size of the corresponding "booster," and it is,

besides, more efficient. The adoption of either method
secures the same flexibility and ease of control of the

individual circuits as if a separate machine were used to

feed each one, while, at the same time, we get the lower
first cost and greater economy of operation of large

machines.

mysteriously endowed with the power of self-motion.
The clothing was no hindrance to the vision, the rays
passing through clothing as readily as the naked flesh.

Then Dr. Novy tried a few objects in the field, and finally

sat before the tube and allowed the spectators to count
his ribs, and suddenly it was discovered that the heart
was visible, and that its pulsations could be watched and
counted. The heart was misty in outline, not distinct

like the bones; but there it was, moving regularly, and
the spectator counted its pulsations while Dr. Herdman
stood with his finger on Dr. Novy's pulse to verify the
count, and make sure it was not the flickering of the light

that misled the eye. The inside of the screen to the
curious box was covered with a layer of tungstate of cal-

cium, by means of which layer the X rays were trans-

ferred into rays of light that affect the eye, thus making
the X ray visible. An effort will be made after a while
to fix a large screen in a doorway, so that all of an audi-
ence in a dark room can see the pictures simultaneously,
the room supplanting the box. In this way the whole
skeleton of a man may perhaps be shown at once, and
at the same time walking about."

NOTES WORTH NOTING.

HEART BEATS MADE VISIBLE.

The daily papers are becoming the most eager recipients

for scientific news. They evaluate at once the commercial
importance of an invention and help the experimenter
along in the most friendly manner. As an illustration of

this fact, the " Detroit Free Press" publishes the follow-

ing news:
"A most extraordinary series of experiments were tried

last evening and tonight at the physical laboratory of the

University of Michigan, under the direction of Prof. H.
S. Carhart, assisted by Dean V. C. Vaughn, of the medi-

cal department, and Drs. W. J. Herdman and F. G. Novy.
By means of skilfully contrived apparatus these gentle-

men and a few invited guests were able to see the heart

pulsations of a living man and watch the play of the bones
in various parts of the body when in motion. It was a

marvellous sight, and one that inspired the less scientific

beholders with profound awe. When the guests entered

the room in which the experiments were to be tried there

was nothing in sight but a lot of familiar electrical appara-

tus. A new induction coil stood on a table. Four cells

of a storage battery stood under the table. A resistance

coil stood alongside. A few scraps of insulated wire, a

pair of Crookes tubes and a curious-looking box completed
the equipment. It was soon explained that this box was
the important element in the experiment. The spectator

was to glue his eyes to the opening at the small end and
look hard at the black pasteboard in front of him. The
room was then darkened and the battery turned on, a new
Crookes tube of great power being put in the circuit. As
soon as the box was turned toward the tube the inky dark-

ness of the interior of the box disappeared and the black

pasteboard became grayish-white, like a pane of ground
glass. Prof. Carhart then thrust his hand between the

tube, now brilliant with the peculiar greenish phosphores-

cent light that accompanies the production of the X rays,

and every bone became distinctly visible on the paste-

board screen, surrounded by a cloudy outline showing the

limits of the fleshy covering. The X-ray photograph is

shadowy, vague and unsatisfactory, compared to the re-

sults obtained in this new manner. The thinnest gauze
more obscures an object to the eye in sunlight than

did the covering of skin and muscle obscure the bones in

Prof. Carhart's hand. Then his wrist was put in, and his

arm to the shoulder. The wrist was turned, the elbow
flexed and straightened, and the arm twisted back and
forth. It was like watching a skeleton in a slight haze,

Santa Clara Lights Itself.—The town of Santa Clara,

Cal., is now lighted by its own electric lighting plant.

The system was put into operation December 3, and for

the first time in three months the streets were lighted.

The plant was erected at a cost of about $10,000, and is

operated in connection with the town's water-works,
which was completed about a year ago at a cost of

$50,000. The streets are lighted with forty-two arc
lamps.

Tupelo-Jackson Telephone Line.—The Tupelo Journal
says the promoters of the telephone line from Tupelo,
Miss., to Jackson, Tenn., were in Tupelo a few days ago,

and gave assurances that the line was being rapidly

pushed and would be completed in a short time. They
were in Tupelo for the purpose of arranging for an
entrance into that town.

Wenstrom Electric Company.—The annual meeting for

the stockholders of the Wenstrom Electric Company was
held at Hotel Rennert. The board of directors for the

ensuing year were elected as follows: Messrs. G. M.
Hutton, James A. Gary, Ferdinand C. Latrobe, Robert
Rennert, Seymour Mandlebaum, Peter E. Tome and H.
Marcus Dennison.

J. N. V. Lane, the electrician, this city, has just com-
pleted equipping the Hathorn Manufacturing Company's
new establishment in Brewer with a 350-electric-light

plant and has commenced to install a 300-electric-light

plant into the big lumber mill built at Ashland in Aroos-
took County by the Ashland Manufacturing Company.

Tacoma.—The board of public works announces that

the new 1,000-lamp dynamo loaned to the city by the

General Electric Company until the 2,000-lamp machine
arrives, is now in place and the city is now in a position,

the board says, to furnish more incandescent lamp-
lighting.

Trolley and Battery Combined.^Electric street cars in

Berlin, Germany, will be propelled by means Of storage

batteries in the central part of the city, while trolley

lines, with overhead conductors, will be used in the out-

skirts of the capital.

Chicago's Electric Bridges.—Electric power for draw-

bridges is to be adopted for all the bridges over the

Chicago River at Chicago, 111., replacing the steam
plants now required for each bridge.

Biloxi, Miss.—John Carraway, Biloxi, Miss., wants to

correspond with makers of telephone equipments.
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ELECTRICITY AND PINTSCH GAS.

The elevated roads in this city have decided to adopt

Pintsch gas in their cars.

The expense of installing a Pintsch system of lighting

is such that we are surprised at the conclusions reached

on the subject. The Brooklyn Bridge officials were of-

fered a Pintsch system of gas lighting, but refused to

have anything to do with it. An eminent authority from

Brooklyn states that the comparative figures regarding

the cost and expense of maintaining either gas or electric

systems is as follows:

Pintsch gas installment offered the Brooklyn

Bridge, ..... Is 2
,
000

Maintenance, .... 11,000

Electric light plant for same, . . . 9,000

Maintenance, . . . . 1,800

The reader can judge of the convenience and merits of

each system from a standpoint that is entirely distinct

from commercial considerations, and only based upon
the personal satisfaction derived from the use of each.

There is, of course, something self-contained about

the use of gas tanks that is most inviting to the mechan-
ical engineer. But no doubt at present exists as to the

feasibility and practicability of lighting and heating cars

by electricity. It is therefore strange that a trial was

not made by which the qualifications and cost of each

could be ascertained.

It is not a difficult matter to predict the future popu-

larity of electricity in car lighting, that its introduction will

be wide-spread, even in those cases where a most con-

servative attitude is displayed towards it.

THE MUNICIPAL OWNER SI II I' Ob PLANTS.

There is every reason to suppose thai in the course of

time the ownership of plants for municipal lighting will

be a matter of past comment. It has been claimed by
some that the control of such institutions by the city

would retard the proper development of the art ; that

improvements either in apparatus or methods are due to

a competition that would in such a case cease to exist.

Whether the truth of such opinions would be borne out,

or not, time and experience only would demonstrate.
But the control within itself of so necessary a part of a

city's equipment seems to be naturally in line with its

postal service, street cleaning and other city departments.
If the problem of the municipal ownership of plants is

to be considered, even without analysis, the conclusion

reached would be that such a change is only beneficial if

it offers inducements to the customer or consumer of

power, that is, the city itself—if the expense is less and
the convenience greater ; if the chances of progressive

development exist in an undiminished degree. The ad-

vocates of this future change claim that the city has no
right to use its taxpayers' money through a middleman,
when it has the right and possesses the capacity of acting

otherwise; that great sums are frittered away because
of the sluggish insight of municipal officers, and that

economical changes might result of direct benefit to the

people which would invite either more service for the

same money or the same service for less money.
The expense involved in an electric light plant is a

feature of considerable prominence at present. Compet-
ing companies have forced each other down to the very
lowest pitch in price. The responsibility of supplying
light is upon other shoulders, and the payment for such
dependent upon the uniform satisfaction its use en-

genders. The city is excempt from the local storm of

office-seekers in this quarter and the ever-present chance
of so important a department being controlled by an in-

competent political agitator. The commonly prevalent

idea regarding the wealth of electric light companies is

similar to that held in relation to railway corporations.

They are not able at present to acquire even an alder-

manic prosperity, because, instead of being the recipients

of a largess, they are today unfortunately systematic
disbursers. Continual investments are forced from them
for new lines and improvements, and to a great extent
their sorrowfully relinquished profit finds its way entirely

into the ground. The particular department of city

lighting is a stand-by that shelters them from financial

adversity. It is questionable, therefore, whether the sum
paid out for public illumination would be better spent if

it were part of the expenditures required for a municipal
plant with its attendant troubles of management and
repair.

A FIFTEENTH ANNIVERSARY.

We call the attention of our friends and readers to the

fact that this coming January 2 completes the fifteenth

year of our existence in the field of electrical journalism.

Beaumont, Tex.—The contract for the construction of

the East Texas Telephone Co.'s line from Beaumont to

Sabine Pass, Port Arthur and Orange, a distance of about
sixty miles, has been let.

Norfolk, Va.—The Citizen's Bank will construct a nine-

story building with steel interior architectural work, three

elevators, steam heat, electric light, etc. An electric

light plant and a steam-engine will be required: no con-
tracts let; estimated cost, $100,000; architect's "address,

Charles E. Cassell, 401 Law Building, Baltimore, Md.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF CURRENT.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OP ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

In order that currents may be measured with accuracy,

current through this instrument, the liquid (a weak solu-
tion of sulphuric acid), becomes decomposed and a mixed
gas is evolved, composed of oxygen and hydrogen. The
greater the current applied to the voltameter the more
rapidly is the gaseous mixture set free. Each unit of cur-
rent is capable of producing equal quantities of oxygen
and hydrogen, or equal volumes of gas are produced by
equal currents flowing for an equal time. Thus it may be
proven that the strength of the current is proportional to the

number of cubic inches of gas developed in one minute. If by

Steel Yard Dynamometer.

either for purposes of comparison or direct use, certain previous experiments the volume of gas set free from water
methods- must be adopted which may be generally classed undergoing electrolysis be ascertained, the strength of cur-
undef the following headings : rent corresponding to a given volume of gas may be used

Volume Voltameter for all future experiments. A volume voltameter may be
Metal " constructed by means of two copper plates, a glass jar and

(b) Electro-Thermal, a deep basin.

(c) Electro-Magnetic. The number of cubic inches or cubic centimeters of the

(a) Electro-Chemical
•I

Hot Wire Ammeter.

The electro-chemical, as denned by its title, is one
closely allied to certain chemical reactions produced by.
the passage of a current through a solution. It is there-

fore possible to review the means by which a current
passing through an electrolyte, either of metallic salts or

water, produces effects of a reliable and visible nature
capable of immediate measurement.
The electro-chemical method calls into use a simple

form of instrument called a voltameter.

Voltameters, while serving the same purpose in this

case, are divided into two kinds—the volume voltameter and
the metal voltameter.

A volume voltameter consists of a glass vessel containing
a conducting liquid in which is immersed two narrow
plates of platinum called electrodes. Upon passing a

jar must be determined. A scale is affixed to the side of

the jar denoting this capacity in graduated steps with the

zero mark at the bottom of the jar. A wide cork or cover
is placed over the jar containing a tube and the two elec-

trodes. If the jar be filled with acidulated water and in-

verted into the half-filled basin, the jar will remain full;

but when the two electrodes are attached to a source of

current, decomposition ensues and the gas forces the water

out.

The number of cubic inches or centimeters of gas re-

maining between the level of the water and the bottom of

the jar can be at once determined.

A metal voltameter consists of two electrodes dipping into

a solution of metallic salts. If the electrodes or plates

are of copper, a solution of copper sulphate will be most
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satisfactory. Upon passing a current between the two
electrodes, pure copper is deposited upon the negative elec-

trode. If the negative plate is weighed before and after

the experiment, and the time in minutes and seconds care-

fully noted, the amount of copper deposited each second
or minute is quickly determined in grams.

This is due to the fact that the heat does not depend di-

rectly upon the current, but upon C X C, or the square oi

the current. With a current of three amperes the heat
becomes 3 x 3, or nine times as great, etc.

If a wire carrying a current exercise its expansion or
contraction upon a hand or pointer placed before a dial,

Metal Voltameter.

A repetition of this experiment will prove that equal
currents always deposit equal weights of the same metal.
The current flowing between the plates can be computed
by calculating the weight of the metal, in grams, deposited
per second.

One ampere deposits 0.32709 milligramme per second;
therefore, knowing the weight actually deposited, the true
current in amperes is obtained by division.

A coulomb being equal to an ampere flowing for one see-

the wire passing over a little wheel attached to it, and a

spiral spring hold the pointer at zero when no current

passes, the wire would expand when the current flowed

through, the spring would gather in the slack wire, and by
doing so move the pointer, thus indicating a current. The
elements of an electro-thermal instrument are contained in

this illustration.

Prof. Forbes, of England, invented an electro-thermal

instrument in which a coil of high-resistance metal being

Volume Voltameter.

ond, the above method calls for the number of coulombs
per second.

Electro- Thermal.—If the extent to which a metallic wire

stretches when heated be determined by experiment, the

term "coefficient of expansion" clearly defines such an
effect, if referred to as the increase in length per foot, or

even the percentage of increase over all.

A current passing through a wire heats it, although not

in direct proportion to the current. If the current is one
ampere and the heat be measured, by increasing the cur-

rent to two amperes the heat becomes four times as great.

heated by the passage of a current caused a small wind-
mill with mica blades to rotate.

The current would affect the velocity of the prime mover
by the least variation, but its extreme delicacy forbade its

use as a practical instrument. This instrument might
more properly be classed under the head of recording am-
meters, as that was its evident object. There are other

types of instruments which record both current and pres-

sure, but the principle of their action is not thermal, and
they cannot be included here. Hot-wire instruments or
their equivalent have fallen into disuse of late, because of
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the greater accuracy and more attainable perfection of

electro-magnetic devices.

Electro-Magnetic. — Electro-magnetic instruments de-
pend for their current-measuring properties upon the rela-

tion existing between a current and the magnetic effects

that follow from it. Although the methods of measure-
ment employed under this head are very numerous, the
means by which effects are produced may be briefly

stated:

the angles. Triple the current will swing the needle
around to an angle whose tangent is three times that of

the previous angle. A value termed the constant of the
galvanometer is found and the current calculated by the
rule

—

current = constant X tangent of angle of deflectioh.

The constant is obtained by sending in a known current
—observing the deflection—and its tangent is obtained.

Dynamometer.

stationary coil

following are

(i) A coil carrying a current affects a movable magnet.

(2) A magnet affects a movable coil.

(3) A coil affects a movable coil.

Practically all the devices of the above order, with the

exception of the last, might be termed galvanometers.
For the absolute measurement of current the galvanom-

eters of the following order come into prominence; they
belong to the first order:

A stationary coil and a movable magnetic needle:

(a) Tangent galvanometer.

(b) Sine galvanometer.

A most unique type belonging to the second class was
invented by M. D'Arsonval, with an immovable magnet
and a movable coil. The famous Weston instruments act

on the basis of this principle.

Under the head of the third class—

a

actuating a movable coil—both of the

practically dynamometers:

(c) Dynamometer.
(d) Ampere balance.

An intermediate and very common form of current in-

dicator consists of a coil whose entire function is the

attraction of a soft iron core. As the extent of the attrac-

tion depends upon the current, the movement of the

core after the proper attachment to a pointer has been
made may be marked on a dial and thus used for future

reference.

The process of calibration is adopted with such devices,

that is to say, the use of currents whose strength is varied

and successive values known and recorded on the hitherto

unmarked dial. The Edison Company employed this form
of instrument, which is generally known as the Bergmann
ammeter.
The tangent galvanometer is composed of a coil of large

diameter, more aptly designated as a narrow reel. At the

centre is a pivoted magnetic needle above a circular dial

marked in degrees. The currents passed into the instru-

ment cause different angular deflections. The currents

are not proportional to the angles themselves, because by
doubling the current the deflection is not increased twice.

The currents, however, are proportional to the tangents of

The constant which can be used for all future cases is

current
constant =

tangent of angle of deflection.

A sine galvanometer works on an equally simple princi-

ple, the current being proportional to the sine of the angle
of deflection—the rule being

current = constant X sme °f angle of deflection;

the constant is a quantity determined in a similar manner
for practical use.

The D'Arsonval galvanometer has a permanent steel

magnet with a coil suspended between its poles. A metal
cylinder upon which the wire is wound gives to this in-

strument the peculiar and useful property of being dead beat.

The Weston ampere-meter, or ammeter as it is com-
monly called, with some slight changes is identical with
the above. The coil in this instrument is suspended on
pivots. A pair of watch-springs convey current to the

coil and bring it back to zero when it ceases.

The springs do not lose their temper, because the entire

current passes freely on through the instrument, while a
slight portion required for the movement of the coil is

shunted into it. The instrument is calibrated by passing
known currents into it and the deflections marked on the

dial. They are equal, and in ammeters of this particular

construction accurate to within rs of one per cent. The
springs unwind as the deflection increases and thus serve

in part to equalize the deflections.

Dynamometers record readings which are proportional

to the square of the current. A fixed coil is so situated

that a coil in the same plane, both being of rectangular

shape, is inclined by the effect of the current; the move-
ment of the inner coil acts upon a wire by which it is sus-

pended and also moves the hand of a dial. To bring the

coil back to its former position requires a twisting or

torsional force, which must be applied to the wire. The
current is proportional to the square root of this angle of

torsion.

The ampere balance, invented by Sir Wm. Thomson
(Lord Kelvin), depends upon a very simple principle for

its action.

A pair of coils are placed side by side and another pair
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placed above, but balanced like a pair of scale pans on
two fulcrums, both being connected rigidly by a bar or
pair of bars. The repulsion and attraction are compen-
sated for by weights, which increase the range of the in-

strument or diminish it. The weights are slid along an
arm and thus bring about a balance. The coils are cali-

brated so as to give a variety of readings, dependent upon
the weights, and the extent of correct readings runs into
hundreds of amperes. Its great advantage lies in the fact
that it can be used equally as well for alternating cur-
rents.

Ampere meters are of a variety of shapes as well as
kinds, but the majority work on an exceedingly simple
principle, as previously described.

Recording ammeters of a somewhat expensive pattern
have been produced by various inventors, but today it can
hardly be said that there is really a single moderately
cheap form of recording ammeter on the market. The
Edison Illuminating Co. still adhere to the electro-chemi-
cal method in their meters, and the prevalent types of

ammeters that are called recording have failed to appeal
to them. The hot wire mica-vane instrument of Forbes
and possibly a system of photographing a moving spot of

light reflected from a mirror, employed by the Walker
Co., are the few that utilize complex methods for that
purpose.

A famous inventor and scientist suggested the use of

a wheel of copper, immersed in a copper sulphate solution,

for the purpose just described. The copper wheel being
gradually loaded on one side with copper that has been
plated on it would slowly rotate, and thus record the
current consumed in the circuit. While the idea is in-

genious, the practical development of it is full of diffi-

culties.

A simple form of ammeter of sufficient accuracy to be
depended upon, and an equally simple form for the ac-

direct consideration in this method, it being well known
that the transference of a metal never varies in quantity
when carried over by one coulomb. Whereas one coulomb
of electricity will transfer a different weight of copper than
iron, and a different weight of silver than gold, the amount
of metal carried over by a coulomb for each particular
metal never changes.

Certain fixed proportions always exist, and their im-
mutability has been repeatedly tested without failure.

v v = cu. cms.
For Volume Voltameter C= t = seconds.

t X -1734

ELECTRO-CHEMICAL EQUIVALENT .

Grammes per Coulomb.
Hydrogen 00001035
Silver 0OII8
Copper 000326
Water 000003 1

5

GEIPEL'S PATENT STEAM TRAP.

We illustrate the Geipel steam trap, which has some
features of particular interest.

The illustration shows the trap with the valve free to

open and discharge. Heat expands and lengthens the

brass pipe, causing the valve to rise and closing it against
the lever. The reduced temperature of water contracts
the tube, causing the valve to fall away from the lever

allowing it to open. Thus, when there is water in the

brass pipe, the valve will always be open, and when there
is steam, it will always be closed. It is apparent, there-

fore, that the trap is capable of delivering a stream of

water equal to the full bore of the pipe, if water in suffi-

cient quantity is present to be removed.
The only working part to this trap is the valve, and

Geipel's Patent Steam Trap.

tual recording of the current, would be of value and im-

portance to those practically interested. Were it possible

to suppress other phenomena, which invariably make their

appearance when a current passes in a circuit, the decom-
position of water might be utilized as a possible means by
using its accumulated pressure for the movement of a

mechanical system, which would record the volume of gas

passing.

An ampere has been defined as the current which passes

through a resistance of one ohm at a pressure of one volt.

The true unit of current is based upon the absolute sys-

tem of units sometimes called the C. G. S. system—the

centimeter, gramme and second being the quantities in-

volved.

If an arc of wire of one centimeter radius and one centi-

meter length be brought near a unit magnetic pole, if the

unit pole be placed at the centre of a circle of which the

wire is a part, it will be affected by the force of one dyne.

A dyne is the unit of force developed by the unit of weight
moving a unit of distance in a unit of time. As the units

have been specified, the movement of one gramme a dis-

tance of one centimeter in one second brings into being
one dyne.

The arc of wire producing such an effect will then be
carrying a unit of current. This, however, is so large

that the practical unit has been made one-tenth of it, and
is called the ampere.
The electro-chemical method of determining the ampere

has already been considered. The coulomb comes into

that can be seen rising and falling as the trap performs
its duties. By pressing down upon the lever, the resis-

tance to the valve opening is removed and a simple means
is thus afforded of blowing through when necessary.

The trap consisting only of two tubes, there is no
place in which scale or dirt can lodge. It will work
equally well in any position, and if placed upside down
will drain entirely dry; it cannot, therefore, freeze.

This trap has been attached direct to the jackets of

steam-engines and, being compact in form, it is not un-
sightly when placed on an engine base plate. It will re-

move water as rapidly as formed from any point of con-
densation.

It has been largely used in connection with heavy
pressures, and it works equally well at a pressure of one
pound per square inch.

Amongst the users abroad we note the names of Earle's

Shipbuilding Co. ; Palmer's Shipbuilding Co.
; John Penn

;

Wighamj Richardson & Sons; Willans & Robinson, makers
of the famous Willans engines, and many others whose
names are household words in the engineering world.

The traps are not high-priced, and it would appear
that there should be room for another article in this

trade.

Sole manufacturers, Thorpe, Piatt & Co., 97 Cedar
street, New York.

Allandale, Ont.—Allandale will be lighted by the
Barrie, Ont., Electric Light Company.
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THE RUGGLES SNOW PLOW.

MANUFACTURED BY THE PECKHAM CO.

Show on tracks has frequently hampered the operation

of street railways to an alarming extent. The clean snow
insulates the car from the track and impedes progress
of any description.

The rotary snow plow illustrated is identical with a

steam rotary plow in general, except that its operation

depends upon an electric current instead of steam.
We append the letters from different concerns with

their opinions and sentiments on the subject, as well as

their actual experience:

Buffalo, Bellevue & Lancaster Railway Co.

Superintendent's Office,

Bellevue, Erie Co., N. Y., April 15, 1896.

Capt. Geo. W. Ruggles, Charlotte, N. Y.

Dear Sir:—It is with pleasure that we tell you of the

wonderful work done by the rotary track cleaner built by
you, which has just been through its second winter.

moved in any other way were likely to tumble in again
upon the track ; and after having gone through once the
track can be widened, which is a strong point. I con-
fidently assert that it will do more work in an hour than
fifty men with shovels in a day. No push plow or
sweeper could do the work that we did with the cleaner
last winter.

Four men are all that is necessary to operate the
cleaner. I can assert with all truthfulness that I know
of nothing that would do our work as cheaply and as well

as the Ruggles track cleaner, and take pleasure in recom-
mending it to all electric roads. Any further questions
or information in relation to the working of the cleaner
on this road last winter, I will cheerfully answer at any
time. Very truly yours,

(Signed) C. A. Derr, Supt.
Niagara Falls & Suspension Bridge Railway Co.

Niagara Falls, N. Y., March 31, 1896.
Geo. W. Ruggles, Esq., Charlotte, N. Y.

Dear Sir:—Referring to your letter of the 20th inst.

,

I have no hesitation in saying that the Ruggles rotary

The Ruggles Rotary Snow Plow.

Drifts from six to twelve feet deep are common on our

lines, but the "Rotary" walked through them with ease.

We wisely put the plow in the hands of two of our men
who, almost unaided, kept our lines open.

As a result we were not blocked a single day and our

cars are not crippled up from " bucking snow."
Very truly yours,

(Signed) Richard E. Danforth,

Superintendent.

We also refer to the Buffalo Railway Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Rochester Electric Railway Company.
Charlotte, N. Y., April 13, 1896.

Mr. Geo. W. Ruggles, Charlotte, N. Y.

Dear Sir:—In reply to yours of the 17th, asking if I

could give a testimonial in favor of the Ruggles track

cleaner, would say that it gives me great pleasure to do so.

Our road is between four and five miles long, running

north and south through a country where we have heavy
drifts to encounter, and I know it would have been im-

possible to have kept the road open many days during

the past winter, only for the above cleaner.

The cleaner went through drifts in many places four

feet deep, leaving a clean cut and not throwing up the

objectionable piles of snow on either side, which if re-

track cleaner is the best device on the market for remov-
ing snow. I know of no other plow that can be com-
pared with it.

We bought two of them last fall and I consider we have
saved $ 1,000 by their use. Without them we would have
been unable to keep some of our lines open. They are

most economically operated, only two men being neces-

sary for a crew. During the past winter your machines
have removed snow from four inches to five feet in depth

without the aid of a shovel, and one machine can remove
more snow in an hour than fifty shovellers could in a day.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) J. C. Brewster, Supt.

Dynamo Electric Machinery, by S. P. Thompson, has

been placed upon the book market by the American Tech-
nical Book Co. The matter inside has been carefully re-

vised and added to, and the illustrations are particularly

fine. The volumes are neatly bound and cannot be too

highly recommended.

Washington, D. C.—The Metropolitan Railway Co. has

decided to extend its electric line in the suburbs. Ad-
dress S. L. Phillips.
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INQUIRY COLUMN.

In this column ive shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds

of our subscribers.

(Q.)—RELATIVE COST OF GAS, ELECTRICITY,
ETC.

Bangor, Dec. 22, 1896.

To the Editor of Inquiry Column.
Dear Sir:—The lighting of districts has been the most

interesting subject of my life. Would you kindly give

me your opinion of the relative cost of lighting by gas,

electricity or other illuminants? I would be under the

greatest obligations to you for the same.
Yours most respectfully,

Simon R. Pring.

(A.)—Gas costs the consumer in this city $1.25 per

thousand cubic feet; electricity costs one cent per ampere
hour on the average. Oil is decidedly cheaper than

either. The cost of producing electricity, gas, etc., is

not easily given because of the difference in rent, fuel,

etc., in different localities. The electric light plant must
always charge enough to include the interest on its

machinery and subways to make ends meet.

(A.)—Welded rails are excellent from an electrical

standpoint, saving binding and its accessory difficulties.

On the other hand trouble is experienced in keeping the
rail in place and in repairing any part that may get worn.

(Q.)—HOME LIGHTING.
Toledo, Dec. 20, 1896.

Electrical Age Pub. Co.

Dear Sirs:—In your interesting Inquiry Column I have
obtained much valuable knowledge. Being earnestly

desirous of putting to some practical use my electrical

information, I thought it best to seek your opinion first

on the matter I have in mmd. Would electric lighting

pay in the home on a small scale ? If it were only as

dear as gas I would be satisfied. Awaiting your reply,

I am, Yours truly,

A. Seymour Knowles.

(A.)—Electric lighting on a small scale pays provided
a steam or oil engine is used. Gas engines are not
economical, unless several horse-power is developed.
House lighting with low watt lamps, that is, lamps using

the least possible current, is likely to compare favorably

with gas if about 20 or 30 lamps are run.

(Q.)—THE GENERATION OF E.M.F.
Montreal, Dec. 18, 1896.

Electrical Age Publishing Co.

Dear Sirs:—Your invitation to readers to use the In-

quiry Column is kind in the extreme.- I take advantage
of the same in asking you the following technical question :

Why is an E.M.F. generated by a wire moving across or

cutting lines of force ? The reply you may give is being
waited for with considerable curiosity.

Yours faithfully,

Pierre Delong.

(A.)—When a wire cuts a line of force a magnetic
whirl is set up around the wire. A molecular change
occurs of a purely physical character, but of a nature un-

known to us. The wire becomes the centre of a whirling

ether vortex generating potential instantaneously. Max-
well's works may be of interest to you.

(Q.j—TROLLEY ROADS.
Boston, Dec. 20, 1896.

Editor Electrical Age.
Dear Sir:—Will you kindly inform me in your valuable

columns whether the welded rail is a success or not ? 1

have been sufficiently interested in the subject to ask
your aid. In many cases adverse reports have reached
me regarding their use and I am desirous of being cor-

rectly informed. Yours respectfully,

M. Maclntire.

NOTES.

Mr. H. C. Hawks, president of the Anchor Electric

Co., Boston, Mass., was in town this week and closed

with Messrs. Jahl & Ellis, of No. 39 Cortlandt street, N.
Y., to hustle their goods in this territory.

James L. Dixon, of San Francisco, California, is in town
this week. Mr. Dixon is introducing his frosting process

for incandescent lamps, by placing agencies in every
large city. The process is owned by the United Specialty

and Frosting Process Co. That he has met with success

can be gathered from the many orders he has received in

New York, Boston and Washington. Lynch's big jewelry

store, 14th street and Broadway; Baumgarten & Co., 5th

avenue, and Michaels & Popham, 5th avenue, this city,

have all their lamps treated with this process and are de-

lighted. They claim one-third increase in diffusion of

light by this process.

C. L. Warrick & Co., of 136 Liberty street, N. Y., are

a popular and energetic young firm who are not only

able to pick out a good thing but, better still, know how
to utilize the same to the best advantage of their cus-

tomers. They are doing a big trade in the "Essex"
incandescent lamp, for which they are the sole agents;

this lamp being the equal, if not superior, to the best.

They are also direct selling agents for all kinds of elec-

trical supplies and construction material, the best makes
of arc lamps (long life) with or without enclosed globe,

and either plain or ornamental. They supply goods just

as ordered and take the greatest pains to please their

customers, thus securing future orders. Drop in and
see them at the above address or write them and they

will call with prices and samples.

In our issue of Dec. 26, 1896, we stated that Messrs.

Jahl & Ellis, 39 Cortlandt street, N. Y., were agents for

the Interior Conduit & Insulation Company. This was
an error, as they are only selling the Interior Conduit
& Insulation Company's goods. Messrs. Jahl & Ellis are
" hustlers " in the true sense of the word, and are anxious

to handle all first-class lines of electrical goods.

Mj. Chas. E. Brown, who will be remembered as one

of the pioneers in central station work and recently at-

tached to the sales department of The C. & C. Electric

Company, has resigned his position with that company
with a view to taking up special work.

Mr. S. C. Schenck, for a number of years the New York
expert for The C. & C. Electric Company, has resigned

his position and has formed a connection as an associate

with Mr. Thos. J. Fay, the late general manager of The
C. & C. Electric Company. They are New York Agents

and exclusive exporters to Mexico, Central America,

South America and the West Indies for the Crocker-

Wheeler Electric Co.

CANADIAN LETTER.

Montreal, Que.—The increase in incandescent lights in

the Royal Electric Company for the week ending on the

5th of December numbered 592. The total number now
.in operation is 61,283.

Gananogue, Ont.—W. J. Hands, late of the Electric

Light Co. of this town, has been appointed chief elec-

trician at the Upper Canadian College, Toronto.

Arnprior, Ont.—It is said that an Ottawa firm will put

in an electric plant in Arnprior, locating the power house

at McCuan's Mill.
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Three Rivers, Que.—The electric light plant has been
out of order for nearly a week and no one seems to know
when it will be in the working order of last week. Oil

lamps are in great demand.

Chatham, Ont.—The city council have decided to sub-
mit a by-law, providing for the expenditure of $15,000 in

the purchase of a civic electric lighting plant.

Frederickton, N. B.—It is probable that an electric

fire alarm system will be installed.

CUSTOMERS OF THE MANHATTAN ARC LAMP.

Kaslo, B.

light plant.

C.—George Alexander will put in an electric

Rossland, B. C.—J. T. McLaughlin, late of Toronto,
has purchased the charter of the Spokane and Columbia
Telephone Company. He intends to put in a system at

Rossland first, then extend it to Trail, and from that

point to Spokane.

Amherstburg, Ont.—The Amherstburg Electric Light
and Power Co., which was recently organized to take

charge of the incandescent lighting business of W. H.
McEvoy, has purchased a 1,000-light single-phase alter-

nator from the Canadian General Electric Company, the

500-light unit of the same make originally installed two
years ago having proved too small to keep pace with the

rapid growth of their lighting business.

Hamilton, Ont.—Some change has been made in the

plans of the Cataract Power Co. of Hamilton. It has

been decided not to acquire the De McCue's Falls, but to

cut across the country for a short distance with the water
course. Professor Paterson has made satisfactory ar-

rangements with the St. Catharine's Water Commissioners.
The company has closed contracts to supply power to

the Hamilton Electric Light Co. and H. G. and B., and
has applications for terms from a number of other com-
panies.

Emil Gabel & Co., sole eastern agents for Monarch
rivetless and Bradford dynamo leather belting, lace

leather and general mill supplies, also direct agents for

the original Gandy stitched cotton duck belting, 44 Dey
street, New York, through their representative, Mr. F.

H. Johnson, secured orders for the largest belts ever fur-

nished, as follows :

The largest belts ever furnished to an electric light and
power plant east of the Mississippi; one belt 80 inches

wide, 165 feet long and three hides thick, pure oak
tanned in the old-fashioned way. It is to go into the

Jersey City plant of the People's Light and Power Co.

One 72 inches by 130 feet long for the People's plant in

Orange, besides 48-inch, 36-inch, 21-inch and smaller

widths of belts averaging 70 feet in length.

Emil Gabel & Co. furnished all the belts exclusively for

the Manhattan, Mt. Morris, Madison avenue Electric

Light Companies in New York City, the Yonkers, N. Y.,

Electric Light Plant and the Brooklyn Heights Railway
Company.

The Midvale Steel Works, Nicetown, are about to ex-

tend their ordnance machine shop 128 feet, at a cost of

about $20,000. Alterations are also to be made to the

hammer house, the entire work costing about $25,000.

Orders. Lamps.
Edison Electric Ill'g Co., Boston, Mass., . 15 1,027
Edison Electric Ill'g Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. . 6 911
Metropolitan St. R'y Co., New York, . -. 32 389
Edison Ill'g Co., Cleveland, O., .... 56 360
Edison Electric Co., New Orleans, La. . . 19 282
Edison Ill'g Co., Detroit, Mich., .••'.'

;

-'.

35 280
A. E. Brooke Ridley, San Francisco, Cal.

,

7 164
U. S. Capitol, Washington, D. C, . . . 4 148
N. Y. and Brooklyn Bridge, Brooklyn, N.Y. 6 137
Washburn & Moen Mfg; Co., Worcester,

Mass., ............ 2 41
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Wash-

ington, D. C, 1 30
Bloomingdale Bros., New York, . . . . 4 22

Keith's Theatre, Boston, Mass., ..... 4 21

Charleston, S. C.—The Enterprise Railroad Co. will be
ready to receive bids for the reconstruction of its line for

the use of electric motors, in the near future.

Washington, D. C. — The Metropolitan Railway Co.
has decided to extend its electric system to the Zoological
Gardens, if permission is obtained from the district au-
thorities. William

J«.
Wilson, secretary.

Savannah, Ga.—The franchise and property of the
Electric Railway Co. will be sold at public auction in this

city on January 5, 1896. .

DAVID LEONARD BARNES.

David Leonard Barnes, consulting engineer, died in

this city on Monday, December 21. Mr. Barnes's name
had become well known to the public recently as consult-

ing engineer to the Baldwin-Westinghouse combination
for building electric locomotives. In the service of those

companies Mr. Barnes designed a set of standard electric

locomotives for a variety of services.
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Arrangement or Trap Doors

THE SPRING SUSPENSION OF MOTORS.

A famous railway engineer once stated at a public magnitude, and the wheels traversing it must move up to

gathering that with poor tracks the locomotive or moving its crest.

vehicle is always climbing up hill. The rail being poorly The gentleman furthermore stated that a considerable
attached to the road-bed bends into an arch of appreciable percentage of power was lost, due to this fault. In other
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similar fields of work, difficulties lie hidden of the same only in the case of steam cars, but of those depending
simple nature that are only discovered by a thoughtful upon the electric current for their progress. The leap
mind and experienced observer. the wheels make in passing from the end of one rail to

There is hardly a person living in civilized communities the beginning of the next means the landing of a crush-

The Wheelbarrow Method of Suspending Railway Motors.

who has not at some time in his career noticed, while

travelling, the systematic bounce and jolt of the car as it

passes swiftly along. The sound increases in frequency
and distinctness with each fresh impetus, and its

ing dead weight that will, in the course of time, pound
the rail into a flattened mass and endanger the wheels.

The landing of this mass, especially if it is due to a motor
in a trolley car, will act like the delivery of a sledge.

The Effects of Pounding on Rails.

rhythm becomes a noticeable feature of the car's motion. hammer blow wherever it strikes, and a vibration and
The thump from one rail to another and the bending shock extremely unpleasant to the passengers within.

of rails is the cause of much of this disturbance. The The weighty mass must therefore be suspended in an

weight of the car as it passes over the intervening space elastic manner, so that the blow is not that of a colossus

Front View of Spring-Mounted Street Railway Motor.

between two rails will be the factor that diminishes or but of a springy and well-supported car motor. The
accentuates this noise. The reduction of this sound will Walker Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, have carried out

bring certain advantages of an unmistakable nature, not this idea in a practical manner by suspending their car
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motors on this plan. Their spring suspension relieves the
track and passengers of the abrupt blows and discomfiture
the previous absence of this improvement incurred. The
illustrations show the principle upon which their method

by its utilization an amount of capital that can be but
faintly conjectured.

The destruction of good machinery is likewise avoided
and an important element of loss checked and reduced.

Walker 125 H. P. Street Railway Motor.

of motor suspension depends, as well as a few of the va-

rious styles of car motors they are at present manufac-
turing.

An engineering journal has stated that at a speed of

ten miles an hour the pounding effect was seven and one-

half times greater with a rigid load when passing over an

Shawville, Que.—An electric light plant is to be estab-

lished in Shawville. The town has offered the company
twenty years' exemption from taxation.

Almonte, Ont.—The Almonte Electric Light Company
has recently added to its plant and the company is extend-
ing its service.

Rear View of Spring-Mounted Street Railway Motor.

eighth of an inch obstruction than with the load spring

supported; and that, at twenty-five miles an hour, the

blows delivered were forty-two times as great. This,

then, is one of the great mechanical secrets that will save

Scotstown, Que.—The Canadian Telephone Co. propose
to extend its line from Scotstown, via Milan, and Mars-
boro, to Lake Megantic Village. Electric light is also

talked of for the village.
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LTERNATING currents have been
employed for lighting in this coun-
try, and they have been especially

valuable where a district is to be

supplied in which the distances are

considerable as compared with a

number of customers. It has been
almost the universal custom to

supply small transformers for each
consumer, and while the average
size of transformers is greater now
than it was a few years ago, yet

they are comparatively small. No power has been sup-

plied from such stations, and although alternating arc

lamps are used to a limited extent, yet the number is

not increasing, and in some cases continuous current arc

lamps have been substituted for the alternating. Under
these conditions the load on the station is even more
variable than in the case of a continuous current supply

where motors may be employed and the constant loss due
to the large number of small transformers used, places

this system at a disadvantage as compared with the con-

tinuous current system. The great advantage it possesses

lies in the increased area of distribution rendered pos-

sible by the high voltages that are used, together with

the possibility of locating the stations where power can
be cheaply made. Abroad in the last few years most of

the new stations that have been built use continuous cur-

rents, although some years ago the greater proportion of

them were alternating current stations. It is also the

custom abroad to use sub-stations with large transformers

for distribution, thus doing away with a considerable part

of the constant loss due to the small transformers used
here. It is not possible, at the present time, without
greatly complicating the system, to obtain a steady load

on the station, and the only question that arises is the

value of sub-stations, and the possibility of using some
form of alternating current other than the single-phase.

METHODS OF ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.

Coming to the question of transmission of electrical

energy as distinguished from the supply to customers
from distributing centres, there have been great advances
made in the last few years, and these mainly through the

introduction of multiphase alternating currents. Single-

phase alternating currents permit the transmission of

power to long distances and its distribution for lighting

purposes. It is also possible to supply power from such
circuits to large motors working under a steady load. It

is not possible, however, to distribute power economically
for ordinary uses. As most long distance transmission

schemes contemplate the substitution of electrical motors
for steam-engines, and as their success will, in many
cases, depend upon the possibility of such substitution,

single-phase alternating currents are not at present able

to comply with the conditions imposed by the desired

service. The introduction of multiphase alternating

systems, where two or more alternating currents are em-
ployed, the currents differing in phase, has completely
changed the situation with respect to long distance trans-

mission. I shall consider briefly the possibilities of such
systems and their value as compared with any direct cur-

rent system.

CONTINUOUS CURRENT TRANSMISSION.

The first long distance transmission plant was operated

by the continuous current system, and even now plants

are being built in which continuous current of high

potential are used to transmit energy to distances up to

15 miles. As compared with transmission by means of

alternating currents, we will find that the continuous cur-

rent system possesses some advantages and some disad-

vantages. If we consider the relative cost of the copper
in the line for a given amount of power transmitted and
for a given maximum potential between the conductors,

we will find that the relative amounts for the continuous

current and the different alternating current systems
will be as follows:

Continuous Current, - 100
Single-phase Alternating, ... 2oo
Two-phase " ... 20o
Three-phase " - - - 150

We see, then, that the continuous current has a marked
advantage over the alternating current systems as far as

the cost of copper is concerned. There are, however,
certain practical disadvantages belonging to this system.
The high voltages necessary for long distance transmis-
sion make it impossible to distribute the current at the
receiving end without first reducing the voltage. With
continuous current this can only be done by employing a

rotary commutator of some kind. A plan which has
been practically and successfully used has been to run a

number of dynamos in series at the generating end of a
line, while at the receiving end are a number of motors,
also arranged in series, which are used to drive other
generators to give the required type of current and the

desired voltage. It has not been found possible to make
either dynamos or motors of any great output, as there

are practical difficulties in running dynamos of high
potential where the current taken from them has a con-
siderable value. M. Thury has installed a number of

continuous current transmission plants that have appar-
ently given excellent results. At Biberist, a transmission
of 15 miles is employed. At Brescia, 700 h. p. are trans-

mitted over 12 miles at a maximum of 15,000 volts. M.
Thury states that generators for 45 amperes can be con-
structed up to 3,000 volts, and he thinks that 4,000 could
be successfully used. These machines, however, are

small when compared with the 5,000 h. p. dynamos in use
at Niagara, for instance, and where the transmission is a

large one the great number of machines necessary would
be a serious objection to this type of transmission. It

will be seen that the greatest possibility of trouble, in

such a transmission, lies at the ends of the line, in the

generating and receiving apparatus. It is necessary, no
matter what our voltage is, that both the dynamos and
motors shall be directly subjected to it, and this with
commutated machines will always be a source of danger.
If we are to do any considerable amount of lighting from
such a station, our energy for this purpose undergoes
three transformations before it reaches the lamps, and
the efficiency would not be so high as in a corresponding
alternating current system. It would hardly be possible

to supply motors for ordinary work at the high voltages

used for transmission, and the current for them would
have to be transformed in the same manner as the cur-

rent for the lamps. It must be recognized, however,
that this system has been successfully used and has given

excellent results in a few cases of transmission. Its

great advantage lies in the decreased amount of copper
as compared with the alternating systems, and in the ab-

sence of induction effects, which are a drawback to alter-

nating current transmission.

TRANSMISSION BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

A large proportion of the transmission plants that have
been installed in the last few years have been of the

alternating current type. These have, as a rule, given

satisfactory results, and the installations that are now
being erected or planned are almost exclusively on an

alternating current basis. The great advantage of this

system lies in the fact that it is possible to change the

voltage of the current without the use of rotating appara-

tus, and at once economically and safely. Low voltage

dynamos may be used; the voltage may be increased in

any desired ratio by stationary transformers; the energy

may be transmitted at an increased voltage and at the

receiving end the voltage may again be reduced by trans-

formers. If we compare this method with the continuous

current system, we will see that to obtain an alternating

current of the required pressure at the receiving end of
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the line, we would use the same number of transforma-
tions required by the continuous current system. We
have the great advantage, however, that our changes in

voltage have been obtained by the agency of stationary
apparatus, which is much cheaper, is more efficient and is

safer than that required in the continuous current system.
It is possible to increase the voltage by means of trans-

formers to almost any value with perfect safety and with
an efficiency as high as 98 per cent, or 99 per cent. If

then our alternating current, when it has been reduced at

the receiving end, is as valuable for distribution as the

current obtained by the direct-current system, there will

be no doubt that alternating transmission has great ad-
vantages over continuous currents.

(To be continued.)

is very desirable that this subject should be thoroughly
investigated, and rides laid down for those working in

coal-mines or coal-laden ships.—London Invention.

SPONTANEOUS IGNITION OF COAL.

The spontaneous combustion of coal has been a fruit-

ful cause of discussion in the past, and many are the

theories advanced to account for the phenomenom. One
of the latest writers on the subject is Professor Meden,
who traces spontaneous combustion to the oxidation of

iron pyrites. He gives the following account of the

causes of the combustion of hay and coal, and the meth-
ods provided for its suppression and prevention. He
tells us that the simplest form of spontaneous ignition is

exhibited by dry spongy platinum, and is distinctly due
to the absorption and condensation of oxygen within the

pores of the metal itself. If this metal is exposed to a

current of hydrogen gas, chemical combination will be
the result, with a rapidly rising temperature, sufficiently

high to ignite the stream of hydrogen. In the case of

charcoal, it is only when some of the volatile hydro-
carbons have been left behind that any pyrophoric ten-

dency is observed. These hydrocarbons which are left

behind after the distillation process enter very quickly

into combination with the absorbed oxygen. On the

other hand, when such charcoal is freely exposed to the

air, the external portions very rapidly lose this property,

because the pores themselves become fully saturated with
air. If, however, it is reduced to powder, it soon regains

its pyrophoric character, and it is discovered that all the

internal layers are enabled to absorb oxygen.
The combustion only goes on in the interior of a heap

of charcoal; thus the way to arrest it would be to spread
the charcoal out in thin layers. Any attempt to block it

by drawing air through the mass would only increase the

combustion tenfold. Powdered charcoal once cooled by
direct exposure to the air loses its pyrophoric properties,

and never regains them, although in the lump, however
much it may be broken, the danger of ignition will con-

stantly occur. The hard and brown coal are both subject

to explosion and ignition, but from different causes. Ex-
plosion is due to the liberation of a certain gas known as

fire-damp, which follows on a decrease of the atmospheric
pressure, whereas ignition results solely from the oxida-

tion of the iron pyrites contained in the coal, the said

pyrites being exposed to the action of oxygen and moist-

ure. The finer the state of division of the coal, the

greater the danger will be. Coal stacked above ground
is particularly liable to this.

Numerous attempts to reduce this danger have been
made, principally by ventilating the stacks. This course

has, however, failed on account of the increased amount
of oxygen introduced into the interior of the mass. The
practice of ventilating the coal bunkers of ships has not,

even up to the present, been totally abandoned, notwith-

standing the unfavorable reports which have been made
upon the subject, and such impressive warnings as that

given by Liebig as far back as 1866. Many very lament-
able fatalities have occurred owing to the authorities ne-

glecting this warning, and no less than 97 coal-laden

vessels are said to have been destroyed by spontaneous
ignition of the cargo since the date above mentioned. It

TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF J HE
STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.

A noteworthy event in the annals of technical educa-
tion in the United States will be the forthcoming cele-

bration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Stevens
Institute of Technology, on the 18th and 19th of Feb-
ruary next.

The festivities will consist of a banquet, at the Hotel
Waldorf, New York, to which representative engineers
and technical educators throughout the country will be
invited. On the following day the institute will be open
for inspection, and the methods of instruction, together
with the apparatus in the various laboratories, will be ex-
plained.

Not the least interesting feature of the exhibition will

be the collection illustrating the work of the alumni, and
consisting of machinery, apparatus, drawings, etc., rep-

resenting the product of their activity during the twenty-
five years. .

The festivities also include a reception, tendered to

the faculty, graduates and undergraduates, by Mrs. E. A.
Stevens, widow of the founder of the institute, at Castle
Point, Hoboken; a promenade concert and dance in the
evening will conclude the celebration.

The Stevens Institute of Technology was founded by
the late Edwin A. Stevens, of Hoboken, N. J., and in

1870 the erection of a building was commenced by the
trustees, Mrs. E. A. Stevens, Mr. S. Bayard Dod and Mr.
W. W. Shippen. Dr. Henry Morton, at that time secre-

tary of the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, was ten-
dered tne presidency of the institute, and gathered a

faculty of eight members about him. To this number
others have from time to time been added, as the work
of the institute increased, until at the present time the
faculty includes twenty-two professors and instructors.

The total number of student graduates is 675, and the
number in attendance during recent years has been about
260 each year.

The Stevens Institute has always taken high rank
among the institutions devoted to technical education in

the United States, and its twenty-five years of successful

effort is amply exemplified in the work accomplished by
its graduates in all departments of mechanical and elec-

trical engineering.

A reference book of much value to the trades is the
" Building and Engineering Trades Directory," issued

from the office of F. W. Dodge, publisher, 146 Franklin
street, Boston. It contains a complete list of the archi-

tects and engineers of New England, also the contractors

and builders, manufacturers and dealers in all materials,

apparatus and appliances used in the construction, fur-

nishing and equipment of modern buildings and engineer-

ing projects, and includes the various branches of en-

gineering; such as bridge, civil, electric, hydraulic,

mechanical, mill, steam, street railway and ventilating.

It is so arranged and classified as to render it useful for

reference to both buyer and seller. The system of cross

indexing makes it very convenient for ready reference,

and it contains features not to be found in any other
work.
We congratulate the publishers on the high class of

advertising, representing the leading firms of New Eng-
land, which is well arranged and finely displayed. It re-

flects great credit upon the publishers, and the trades are

fortunate, indeed, in having a work so thorough and
reliable. Their next annual edition promises to even
surpass this one.
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BOOK REVIEWS. ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE FOR SWITCHING.

We have received a prospectus of " The National Elec-

trical Code," of which Messrs. Pierce & Richardson, of

Chicago, are the authors. Mr. R. H. Pierce is a member
of the American Association of Mechanical Engineers,
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and the

British Institution of Electrical Engineers, and was the

chief electrical engineer of the World's Columbian Expo-
sition.

The book is written in "ordinary language," and the

text is the Fire Underwriters' Rules and Requirements,
which must now be observed, and which directly concern
architects, builders, contractors, electricians and engi-

neers.

The book of 222 pages is printed on thick paper and
bound in flexible leather covers, and is of convenient
pocket size. Price, two dollars, cash. Sent postpaid on
receipt of price. Address, The^Electrical Age Publish-

ing Co., World Building, New York.

The use of the electric locomotive for switching pur-

poses in steam freight railroad yards is likely to receive

a marked impetus by the fact that one is now employed
in connection with the New York, New Haven and Hart-
ford Railroad at New Haven, Conn.

This locomotive is in constant service switching freight

cars between the main line of that road and a number of

factories located along the river front.

The line over which it operates is about two miles long
and is the property of several large manufacturers—the

Bigelow Company, manufacturers of boilers; the National
Pipe Bending Co., the Quinnipiac Brewing Co., the New
Haven Rolling Mills and others. It starts at the tracks
of the N. Y., N. H. and H. R. R. at Cedar Hill Junction,
which is located about one mile from the New Haven
passenger depot, and follows a devious course, throwing
off sidings at each of the different factories. The track

is of regular steam railroad type, with heavy steel rails,

Electric Locomotive used on the N. Y., N. H. & Hartford R. R.

We have received from the American Technical Book
Company, 45 Vesey street, New York, Dynamo-Electric
Machinery, by Silvanus P. Thompson, D. Sc. , B. A., F. R.

S. The work is published in two large 8vo volumes,

handsomely bound in cloth and well printed on good
paper, including 19 folding plates.

It is the fifth edition, recently revised by Prof. Thomp-
son, and is undoubtedly the most important work on the

subject. It is the graduating text-book in all colleges

and schools of technology, and no electrician who has

ambition to rise in his profession can afford to be without
this excellent work.
We have also received a copy of Thompson's Polyphase-

Electric Currents and Alternate Current Motors. This
is the best work that we have seen on the subject. It is

printed and bound in a style similar to Dynamo-Electric

Machinery. The publishers inform us that they are plac-

ing these works, in both cloth and half leather binding, on
easy payments. We cannot recommend the purchase of

these excellent books too highly, as in all the range of

electrical literature they are unquestionably the most
important. The leather-bound three-vulume set is very

handsome and is in keeping with the high standard of

the work.

well-ballasted and provided with switches and turnouts.

In addition to the curves there is a 2^ per cent, grade
against the load both ways on each side of Grand
avenue.
The practice followed by the manufacturers hitherto in

switching their cars has been for the freight engines of

the N. Y., N. H. and H. R. R. to drop the cars at the

junction; from here they were hauled to the different

factories by horses. This method was so slow with the

several curves and grades, and so hard upon the horses,

that the manufacturers were driven to the conclusion that

some other method of traction must be employed. Steam
traction was rejected, for the excellent reason that the

line runs for some distance along a frequented thorough-

fare where a switching engine would be a dangerous ad-

junct. That the steam locomotive would also be stand-

ing idle under steam for a large part of the day and
consuming coil uselessly was also a weighty considera-

tion.

Electric traction was finally adopted as presenting

many economical and other advantages, and an order was
placed with the General Electric Company for a 30-ton

locomotive, which the company could guarantee would
(Continued on Page 26.)
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PROGRESS IN ELECTRIC TRACTION.

Menlo Park was the scene of the first endeavors of

Edison to secure traction by means of the electric motor.

Siemens, of Germany, had made a series of systematic ef-

forts which terminated in the design of a successful elec-

tric car. And in England the ground was being broken
from which was to spring a rich crop of inventions rela-

tive to electric locomotion.

The policy of conservatism has not affected the progress

of electric traction. The first toy model built by a Ver-

mont blacksmith, of what was destined to be the most
popular of city conveniences, has at least marked the

starting-point of which the heavy electric locomotive is

the final consummation.
For so short a time a marvellous development has oc-

curred. Leo Daft and Frank J. Sprague are names so

dovetailed with the recent history of the subject that

their association will never fail to revive a host of pleas-

ing recollections to those whose fortune it was to help

build the present solid foundation. The difficulties en-

countered and overcome ; the numerous objections raised

by that potent factor of municipal life, prejudice, and the

eloquent arguments of the " I-told-you-so " fraternity at

each retrogression, were collectively sufficient to have

stemmed advance and fostered a waning ambition. But
merely as memories do these things remain. The steam
roads have long since realized that a new renaissance ap-

proaches; that not only may steam count its cars from
this time on as a decreasing factor, but the flight from
town to town and city to city will be accomplished in the

near future with the rapidity and safety that only the

high-speed electric car can give.

Heavy electric freight locomotives will be a common

sight in the next few years, and the guarantees offered by
our leading companies can hardly fail to impress the di-

rectors of all large steam roads, not only of the feasibil-

ity, but of the practical and commercial success that their
introduction will establish.

THE RAPID DELIVERY OF ELECTRICAL MA-
CHINERY.

The fact that about $55,000 worth of electrical ma-
chinery was delivered in the city of Newark two days
after its great station had burned down speaks well for

that particular concern, the Brush Electric Company,
whose fortune it was to be able to show the ability and
despatch required under such circumstances for the in-

stant shipment of the apparatus.

We understand that passenger cars were utilized for the
purpose of facilitating the transportation of the goods,
showing that the greatest efforts were made to get the
station in full working order as rapidly as possible.

The fire that burned this station and destroyed all its

generators and switchboard was unusually severe. So
total an annihilation is almost unprecedented in the an-

nals of electric-light stations. Yet it has shown the sur-

prising vigor possessed by its manager, to whom the
shock of such a misfortune was the strongest spur to a

most remarkable activity.

BANK FAILURES.

Tidal waves of financial ruin periodically pass over a

country's banking and commercial institutions, leaving

behind a debris of business ruin that is unrecognizable.
Many students of these catastrophes believe that an
analysis of them will enlighten us as to their cause and
perhaps originate a suggestion that may prove to be an
efficacious remedy.

But the strange medley of causes always presenting
themselves are sufficient evidence of the fact that a

chain of circumstances, the links of which were forged
perhaps in days of balmiest prosperity, only find their

final termination at this period. There is therefore no
sudden cure to so advanced a disease. Speculation based
upon expectation, and expectation born from the fevered
investments of unconservative speculators, give rise to so

complete a series of collapses as this year has caused us

to witness. Then the hungry desire of those possessing
" money power" gives them weapons for the attack and
unworthy victory over their less fortunate brethren.

The reflective mind will also realize that many have
patiently waited for an excuse to "turn their faces to the

wall and weep." The dependence and interdependence
of interlinking business circles is so great that the least

disturbance destroys the fine balance, which, to the ordi-

nary observer, expresses the utmost solidity and sub-

stance, but which is to the discerning eye a constant in-

dication of impending distress.

ANOTHER CHAPTER FINISHED.

Last week a great many of our friends spent the last

few hours of the afternoon before New Year's in the so-

ciety of Messrs. Godfrey, Harrington & Olsen at their

offices, No. 15 Cortlandt street. They are the agents

for the Habirshaw wire, and threw open their rooms to

the stream of people that considered it both a pleasure and
a duty to call upon them. Friends arrived whose meetings
with each other were of an annual nature, yet it is to the

credit of their hosts that these meetings occurred within

their rooms, in the warmth and geniality of a most
friendly atmosphere. The last few business hours of the

old year ding-donged on their swift career, leaving God-
frey, Harrington & Olsen's guests absorbed in each other

and the rich redundancy of bottled happiness.
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haul two loaded freight cars up a 2.y2 per cent, grade at

a speed of seven miles an hour.

The locomotive was delivered at New Haven on the

8th of December/and on the nth was put into actual

operation without preliminary test on the line. Since

that date it has been handling the entire movement of the

cars between the factories and the junction.

On receipt of the locomotive the manufacturers painted
upon the cab the words "Manufacturers R. R. No. i,"

and after two weeks' experience are extremely proud of

their new acquisition.

The dimensions of the locomotive are as follows:

58,000 pounds
7,000

16 ft., 6 in.

n ft., 6 in.

8 ft., 3 in.

5 ft. , 6 in.

44 in.

4

5
ZA in -

4 ft., Sy2 in.

500

600

300

Weight ......
Draw-bar pull .....
Length over draw-bar
Height over all .... .

Width over all .

Wheel-base ......
Diameter of drivers ....
Number of drivers (with cast iron centres

and steel tires) . . . ...
Size of journals .....
Gauge .......
Voltage ......
Amperes, full speed and normal draw-bar

pull

Amperes, fair speed and normal draw-bar
pull ......
The motors are two in number, each axle being pro-

vided with its own motor. The motors are gearless and
are supported upon a system of spiral springs resting on
the side frames of the locomotive truck. The suspension

being entirely upon springs, the wheels are free to adjust

themselves to the irregularities of the road-bed, and the

wear on both tracks and motors is consequently dimin-

ished.

In the armatures the iron-clad type of construction has

been followed; that is, the windings are placed in a mica-

lined slot cut in the surface of the laminated core. The
armature and conductor are upon a sleeve through which
the axles pass. The sleeve rests in bearings on the

motor frame. Two projecting arms from the sleeve fit

into the openings in an iron plate loose upon the axle,

and similar projections from the wheel enter the plate

from the other side so that, as the armature revolves, the

wheels are revolved also. This coupling, being flexible,

allows perfect freedom of motion. The commutators are

of substantial construction and each motor has four sets

of brushes.

The truck is constructed of I-beams and forms the

foundation for a locomotive cab of sheet iron, with slop-

ing shields at each end. It has two hinged doors, one on

each side, and sliding windows at the sides, the front

ones being stationary. As there are windows on all sides

the motorman has a view in all directions. The interior

of the cab is finished in cherry and contains the rest of

the electrical equipment—automatic circuit breaker, con-

troller, lightning arrester, reversing switch, air pump, air

gauge, etc.

The controller is the L2-series parallel type, arranged

for the control of two motors. It is of the same general

type as the K2, with which we are so familiar in ordinary

street practice, and is provided with separate reversing

switch and the magnetic blow-out. The resistances are

set beneath the shields and are of the packed ribbon

type.

The automatic circuit breaker is of 500-ampere capacity

and involves also the magnetic blow-out principle, as does

the lightning arrester, which is set upon the floor of the

cab behind the controller. In the front of the cab and

above the controller is a circular-dial ampere meter read-

ing to 500 amperes, and facing the motorman is the air

pressure gauge. On the other side of the cab, opposite

the controller, is an oscillating cylinder air pump driven

by a motor. This furnishes air to two air tanks sus-

pended beneath the cab and is automatic in its action.

The air pressure pump is controlled automatically by a

pneumatic governor, consisting of a cylinder containing a

piston working against a spring. The action of this au-

tomatic control is as follows : A pipe running from the

main reservoir enters the cylinder below the piston. As
the pressure rises the piston is forced upwards against a

spring. The other end of the piston rod carries the con-

tacts through which the pump motor circuit is made and
broken. When the pressure falls below that at which the

automatic control is set, the spring forces the piston

down and the circuit is broken. Any arcs that may be
formed when the contact is broken are blown out in the

magnetic field. The locomotive is provided with a chime
whistle blown by the compressed air, and a railroad head-
light is set upon each shield. Beneath each one of the

shields is an iron sand box provided with pneumatic feed-

ing device.

Electricity for this locomotive is furnished from the

Fairhaven & Westville power house, which stands on
Grand avenue, about the middle of the line, and the cur-

rent is taken by trolley from an overhead wire suspended
from brackets. The operation of the locomotive is

marked by extreme smoothness, and without load it can

be run at almost any speed, and with load starts without

jerk of any kind. It responds immediately to the motion
of the controlling lever and can be backed up to a freight

car for coupling as gently as the movement of a hand.

One of the difficult duties it has to perform is the kickingof

the freight cars over the curves in the New Haven Rolling

Mill, in which there is one with a radius of only 50 feet.

The locomotive can handle seven heavily loaded cars

around this curve as easily apparently as it can two. Its

operation is already attracting considerable attention

from railroad engineers, several of whom have already

visited the scene of its operation. In order to show one

of these engineers what the locomotive would do, six

loaded cars were hauled up the steepest grade with the

slack all out, the start being made on a grade of about

one per cent. 150 amperes only were required to start

this heavy train, and it moved off very smoothly and

gradually.

ELECTRICITY ON THE NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN
AND HARTFORD RAILROAD.

We find in the "American Engineer" the following:

Recent dispatches in the daily press state that while

the leading officials of the New Haven road will not give

the details of the reported three-rail electrical branch be-

tween New Britain and Hartford, via Berlin, they admit

that the power station is practically assured, and that

similar power-houses will be constructed in a short time

on various branches of the main lines in this State.

President Charles F. Clark, of the road, was interviewed

and said:
" I am not prepared to say that work will immediately

be begun on the erection of the power station at Berlin,

but its erection has been under consideration for some
time. An announcement that work will be immediately

undertaken may or may not be made within a short time.

"The general policy of the New Haven road relative

to the introduction of electricity as a motive power may
be given as follows: Electricity as a motive power is

foreshadowed in the last annual statement of the road.

On the south shore branch of the Old Colony system,

the current has been successfully and economically con-

veyed in a third rail, insulated upon wooden blocks in the

centre of eaeh track. The results have surprised experts,

and it is now probable that a third rail will be laid at

various points upon the company's property during the

year to come. Short branches to the centres of business

and population may then be constructed from the com-

pany's lines."
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THE MEASUREMENT OF PRESSURE.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

The flow of a current of electricity is directly due to the

existence of an electric pressure in a wire. Although the

evidence of its existence is not such as to give the same
impression as would be received by viewing the steam

The best known type of instrument utilizing this prin-

ciple is the Cardew voltmeter. A long wire of high resist-

ance is strung between two pulleys, a pointer placed in

front of a graduated dial is attached to one of them;
when the wire stretches, due to the influence of the cur-

rent, the little pulley over which the wire passes rotates

and assumes different positions dependent upon the ex-

tent to which the wire has expanded.
By sending in known currents of increasing strength the

positions of the pointer may be permanently marked for

future measurements; the voltmeter is then said to be
calibrated.

A spiral spring of high resistance material might be

Mechanisn of Weston Instrument.

gauge on a boiler, or the barometer of an air-pump, the

reality of its presence soon becomes firmly established in

the observant mind.
The forms of apparatus used for the purpose of meas-

used; when the current had caused it to become percep-
tibly heated the elongation of the spring would become
visible by its tendency to untwist. If one end be rigidly

held the other could move a pointer, and thus perform

Connections of Weston Voltmeters.

uring an electric pressure may be subdivided into three

general groups,

Electro-Thermal.
Electro-Static.

Electro-Magnetic.

The electro-thermal voltmeter is one in which the expan-
sion and contraction of a metallic body causes a dial or

pointer to move by the agency of some intermediate

mechanism. The elongation of the wire is caused by the

current, which can only increase or decrease when the

pressure does likewise. Practically all current carrying

voltmeters are of high resistance, and in this case there is

xception.

the function required of it—the registration of different

pressures.

The great object to be held in view in the construction
of voltmeters should be their high resistance. The strik-

ing difference always noticeable between current and
pressure measuring instruments is the very low resistance

of the one and the extremely high resistance of the other.

Electrostatic instruments that measure volts do so without
the consumption of any current.

If any electric circuit be broken and the extremities
examined, they will be found individually to possess a

positive and negative charge. These terms are merely
relative expressions for the potentials existing between
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two points. An electrostatic instrument therefore simply
indicates this condition and measures the difference of

potential.

The electrometer which serves the above purpose acts

upon a very simple principle. If two oval-shaped pieces

of metal be placed at right angles to each other, one in-

sulated and tightly held and the other suspended above
the first by a silken thread, the following will occur:
By charging one positively and the other negatively,

the upper one will be attracted out of its position and try

The result is:

Volts = constant X square root of deflection.

The constant can be found very easily by applying a
known number of volts and noting the deflection, because

volts

constant =
square root of deflection,

thus giving it for future use.

The development of the electrometer into a direct read-

Standard Cell.

to assume a new one directly above the stationary plate.

The greater the charge on each, the greater the attrac-

tion exerted between them. By attaching a light pointer

to the movable plate, or a mirror throwing a beam of

light on a scale, the deflection can be accurately ob-

served.

The laboratory instrument is the quadrant electrometer,

while that employed for practical pressure measurements
is the electrostatic voltmeter. As both depend upon the

same principle, the only difference lies in their respective

delicacy of construction.

ing voltmeter was effected by Lord Kelvin in an interest-

ing manner.
The electrometer was reduced to two long-shaped plates

placed vertically, and between them on two light pivots

swing the needle with a pointer attached. A small weight
holds the needle at zero when readings are about to be
taken, but do not prevent the two fixed plates from at-

tracting it out of a perpendicular position where both they
and it are oppositely charged. The weight can be changed,
and thus increase or decrease the range of the instrument
—a heavier weight requiring more difference of potential

Mam- NVVWr-

Electrometer.

The quadrant electrometer consists of four quadrants ly-

ing in one plane and insulated from each other by sup-

ports of glass. A metal neecrre-, shaped like two opposite

blades of a four-bladed fan, is suspended above by a fine

fibre. A mirror attached to the thread and a scale in

front for observing tht deflection complete the outfit.

Two opposite quadrants and the needle are charged posi-

tively and the other two quadrants negatively from the

circuit whose pressure is to be measured.

to move it than a light one. Thus the same scale can be
used for hundreds or thousands of volts. The two fixed

plates, though in a vertical plane, are inclined in position,

the needle being held perpendicularly between tl.em until

acted upon by the electrostatic attraction of the two par-

allel plates.

A quadrant electrometer can measure a very small dif-

ference of potential, a fraction of a volt from h to 50 be-

ing accurately determined.
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An electrostatic voltmeter is used for very great pressures,

their range including five or six thousand volts. An
electrometer possesses the great advantage of being able

to measure the pressure of an alternating current, al-

though, to do so, the ordinary connections must be some-
what changed.
The electrostatic voltmeter can be immediately used

for this purpose without change, as the reversals of po-

tential do not destroy the attraction existing between
plates and needle, whether the needle be positive and the

two plates negative, or the needle negative and the two
plates positive.

Electro-Magnetic.—A difference of potential can be
measured by the electro-magnetic effects produced in a

coil of wire, provided the general adjustment of parts be
such as to enable the changes that occur to become evi-

dent. Those of the last named type have made use of

the electrostatic force and do not depend upon a flow of

electricity to produce readable effects; in this respect

there exists an essential difference between them.
The simplest form of instrument by which an electric

pressure can be measured consists of a coil of wire that

attracts a soft iron core. The resistance of the coil is

very high, being made of fine wire, and an additional re-

sistance sometimes added in the form of a reel of german
silver brings the resistance up to a very high point. A

needle subject to the influence of a thousand disturb-

ances, there is a heavy steel horseshoe magnet whose ex-

tremities are hollowed out to receive a small coil of fine

wire mounted on pivots. Two watch-springs convey the
current to the coil, one being connected to each end of

it, though insulated from each other. The current after

traversing this coil passes through a series of finely-

wound reels of german silver wire of exceedingly high re-

sistance.

The metallic drum around which the coil rotates pre-

vents any unsettled swing, thus rendering it dead beat.

The magnet is rigid in this instrument, and the coil swings
freely in contradistinction to the last and more familiar

style of ordinary galvanometer.

A pressure can be measured by a system of comparison,
as follows: A known high resistance is connected be-

tween two points, the difference of potential between
which is to be measured. A standard cell and galva-

nometer are then connected to it so that their respective

currents tend to flow in opposition. When a point in the

high resistance is reached at which no deflection takes

place, the pressure from the cell and the difference of po-

tential between the extremities of that portion of the

high resistance balance. Supposing the standard cell to

be two volts and the resistance creating this equilibrium

between its ends twenty ohms, there will then be as

Magnetic Vane Voltmeter.

dial placed in front of an arm actuated by the moving
core can be easily calibrated by the application of a se-

ries of known pressures, each being individually marked
on the dial as the needle or pointer shifts, due to their.in-

fluence.

A galvanometer can be used for the purpose of measur-

ing great differences of potential by utilizing a shunt in

connection with it.

Great use of the standard cell has been made in test

work of the finest kind. This is simply a very well made
primary cell of constant E.M.F. at a certain temperature.

The two generally known in laboratory practice are the

Clark and Carhart cell. The deflection obtained on a

galvanometer with one of these and a fixed resistance and
shunt can, by comparison, be made the basis for further

calculations with greater pressures under the same con-

ditions.

Weston Voltmeter.—A voltmeter of well-known make is

that invented by Edward Weston. It is built upon the

principle of the D'Arsonval galvanometer, and for accura-

cy and reliability stands unequalled. It is inherently a

galvanometer, but of so practical a construction that in

spite of its delicacy it can suffer rough usage before be-

coming injured to a perceptible degree.

It is to be remembered that the ordinary type of gal-

vanometer consists of a fixed coil and a movable magnet-

ized needle. In the above instrument, however, these

conditions are reversed. Instead of a small magnetic

many times two volts in the wire as twenty ohms are

contained in its entire resistance. Were the entire re-

sistance of the wire one thousand ohms, the difference of

potential existing between its ends would be one hundred
volts.

Drop ofpotential \% ascertained in a very simple manner
worthy of notice.

When a known current is passed through a wire of

known resistance, the fall of pressure throughout the wire

can be at once calculated by the rule:

Drop of potential = current X resistance. The pres-

sure at one end of the wire will vary from that of the

other end by that difference. In order to make this

method of avail, an ammeter must be used and the resist-

ance of the wire carefully determined.

In shop practice, where an ammeter is the only acces-

sible instrument, a definite number of feet of copper wire

will use up a pressure that is not great. The resistance

of the wire per thousand feet is given in catalogues of

wire manufacturers. The current passing through it will

complete the data necessary, and the calculation can be

made

with 1,000 feet No. 10 wire = 1 ohm,
with 30 amperes flowing.

Drop of potential = 1 X 3°
= 30 volts.

Many interesting problems arise from a study of the
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drop of potential in a wire. The system of subway dis-

tribution, the network of circuits to be supplied to a

house, are all built upon the basis of a certain estimated
drop from point to point. And the illumination within

depends entirely upon the care with which such consider-

ations are made.
Thus the methods above outlined contain the essential

principles depended upon for any reliable result in the

measurement of pressure.

Electromotive force and difference of potential differ in this

respect from each other. The inherent cause of electrical

phenomena is due to the presence of a current or charge,

but an electromotive force has given rise to the current by
establishing a difference of potential between two points,

thus allowing a flow of electricity to occur when the circuit

is completed. In a cell of battery there are electromotive
forces at work within the cell creating a difference of

potential outside, by whose means a current can flow if

permitted.

Thus electromotive force may be looked upon as the

prime cause from which follow the subsequent effects of

difference of potential and a current of electricity.

The volt is a unit of pressure. It will send a current of

one ampere through a resistance of one ohm.
It is defined in other ways by reference to a magnetic

system. The unit of electromotive force is that which is

created in a conductor moving through a magnetic field at such

a rate as to cut one unit line per second.

This definition has practically been adopted by all as

the basis of the volt. The volt, such as considered in

practice as a unit, would be equal to that electromotive

force generated within a conductor cutting 100,000,000
lines of force per second. ,

Some molecular action within a wire sets up a disturb-

ance whose effects are heat, magnetism and electricity;

when the agitation becomes extreme, the heat accumu-
lates with too great a rapidity for instant radiation and
the phenomenon of light appears in all its gradations. The
original cause of such effects is an electromotive force free

to display its activity in so striking a manner.

effect, a temperature of 100 degrees Fahrenheit must be
maintained for five and a half minutes. The effect on
the skin is powerful. The elimination of carbonic acid is

put at an average of five per cent., while with the Turkish
bath, the highest percentage is 4. 07, and with the Russian
bath 3.96. The interior of the bath is, as may be ex-

pected, dazzling in its brilliancy. The sides, ceiling and
floor of the cabinet are constructed entirely of mirrors.

Rows of lamps run perpendicularly and horizontally, mak-
ing a framework of light, which is reflected a thousand
times in the innumerable mirrored facets with which the
cabinet is studded. In the centre is a couch, upon which
the patient reclines. It is so constructed that the whole
of the body of the patient can be at the same time exposed
to the influence of the radiant light and heat. The in-

strument for denoting the play of the vital forces, called

the biometer, is said to have been discovered in France
by Dr. Barraduc. The impulses of the body are sup-
posed to be indicated by the movement of a needle. Ac-
cording to a description which has been given of the

operation of this instrument, when a man is in perfect
health, the current induced within it plays from right to

left, the right hand attracting the needle about 15 degrees,

while the left repels it an equal distance. When a man
is under the strain of prolonged physical or intellectual

work both hands repel the needle; there is a loss of vital

force, which is shown by fatigue. During sleep, conva-
lescence and rest both hands attract the needle. Very
often the waste of vital force continues long after the

physical or cerebral effort is over, to the great detriment
of the body. There is a "flight" of vital forces, which is

quite as depressing in its way as an actual loss of blood.

Dr. Barraduc finds that the most effective way of repair-

ing this serious loss and restoring the vital equilibrium is

to shut himself up in an electro-luminous bath for a few
minutes. This bath of light, he says, fills his head with
life-giving warmth, and within an hour he is enjoying a

quiet and recuperating rest. After this rest, the indica-

tions of the biometer become normal.—St. Louis Globe-
Democrat.

Samples of Holophanes.

Bathing in Electric Light.—The efficacy of the electric

light bath would appear to have received some confirma-

tion in connection with the reputed discovery of an in-

strument for measuring the vital force of the human or-

ganism. The luminous bath has long been known as the

pet scheme of a progressive electrotherapist in this coun-
try. He says he can get better results by bathing his

patients in light than in simply hot air, and perspiration

is induced very quickly. The light bath makes the patient

perspire in four minutes at a temperature of 80 Fahren-
heit, whereas in the Turkish bath, to produce the same

HOLOPHANES.

Mr. Reinhard Schmitt, the well-known manager of the

Boudreaux Dynamo Supply Co., of 253 Broadway, has

taken the Eastern agency for the " Holophane " globes.

These globes are the invention of Messrs. Blondel &
Psaroudaki, of Paris, and have attracted the attention of

the scientific world. They are made of clear flint glass,

having external and internal ribs and flutings, the forms

of which have been so calculated that they give the

most advantageous distribution and perfect diffusion of
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the rays from the various light sources. The Holophane
is the only globe giving the soft and pleasing effect of
perfectly diffused light without decreasing the efficiency,

as in the case of opal or ground glass shades. The entire

surface of the globe shines with a sparkling but not
dazzling light, and is far more beautiful than the most
expensive cut glass. It is impossible to give an adequate
description of their beauty and utility; they must be seen
to be understood.

Mr. Schmitt has fitted up an exhibition room in the
Postal Telegraph building, where these remarkable globes
may be seen. The name of the manufacturers, the Geo.
A. Macbeth Co., of Pittsburg, of "Pearl glass " fame, is

a sufficient guarantee of the mechanical excellence of the
"Holophane" globes.

(Q.)—BEST WOOD FOR POLES.
San Antonio, Dec. 22, 1896.

Electrical Age.
Dear Sir:—Your very useful Inquiry Column has been

of much consequence to me in my daily work. At pres-
ent I am erecting a new line and do not know what kind
of wood to choose for poles. The labor here is native
and not very dear. Kindly inform me as speedily as pos-
sible. Yours truly,

John Rossel.

(A.)—For the construction of telegraph lines the best
wood is the least absorbent and least hygroscopic. Select
timber of this nature and, if possible, saturate the end
that enters the ground in tar or creosote. Poles decay

The Holophane.

INQUIRY COLUMN.

In this column we shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds

of our subscribers.

(Q) —ETHER WAVES OR MATERIAL PART1CLFS.
Boston, Jan. 2, 1897.

To the Editor.

Dear Sir:

—

In reading the different reviews concerning
the nature of X rays, I have been surprised at the variety

of opinions existing in regard to their nature. There
seems to me to be at least one direction toward which all

opinions should have their trend. The diversity of eligi-

ble theories amazes me. Can you in this little column
point out at least the most reasonable opinion to hold ?

Yours very truly,

Arthur Saucey.

(A.)—Two prominent theories exist possessing value

and weight on the nature of X rays:

(1) Ether waves.

(2) Rapidly moving material particles.

The major portion of scientific evidence seems to bear
out the opinion that X rays are ether waves, whose exist-

ence and characteristics are new and strange to us.

quickly in southern climates, unless given the best of at-

tention durine installation.

1S96.

(Q.)— TELEPHONIC SPEECH.
Bangor, Dec. 15,

Electrical Age.
Dear Sir:—Your journal has afforded me much pleasure

by its instructive contents and fund of information. I

am led to use the Inquiry Column in my effort to discover
why telephonic speech is not possible completely around
the world. Kindly state the reasons, if any, why it is

not. Yours most respectfully,

Josiah Hampden.
(A.)—Telephonic speech around the earth is only

limited by the conditions of the weather.

The longest line at present extends from New York to

St. Louis, a distance of 1,400 miles. The reasons why
telephony in any case is limited is, because the "self-in-

duction " and "capacity" of the line are too great. With
good insulation and a copper wire, the distance can be
extended.

Byron, Mich,-

in this city.

-An electric light plant will be erected
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Mr. C. L. Warrick, of the firm of C. L. Warrick &
Co., 136 Liberty street, New York, has lately returned
from a successful trip throughout the Western States. He
reports an excellent business outlook, with every sign of

a growing and permanent prosperity. In evidence of

this he brought home a good supply of orders and is nat-

urally pleased with his trip. The Essex incandescent
lamp, for which they have the sole agency, is earning a

solid reputation for itself, as well as the arc lamps, snap
and knife switches, Essex tape and other excellent spe-

cialties of this concern. -

An energetic and wide-awake business man, who has
been engaged in general electrical engineering and con-
tracting, and also has many of the well-known specialties

of the trade, desires the agency for some new and quick-

selling articles. Address, T. L., care of " Electrical

Age," World Building, N. Y.

Bainbridge, Ga.—The establishment of an electric

light plant is contemplated by S. Nussbaum.

Culpepper, Va.—Jeffries Brothers can give information
about the construction of an ice plant and electric plant

which is being talked of.

Lookout Mountain, Tenn.—The electric plant of the

Lookout Mountain and Lulu Lake Incline Railway Co.

has been destroyed by fire.

New Orleans, La.—The Great Southern Telephone and
Telegraph Co. has obtained a permit for the construction

of a $25,000 office building.

San Antonio, Tex.—Chicago capitalists have about
decided to build a $300,000 hotel in San Antonio. Jules

de Horvath, of Chicago, has completed preliminary plans

for the proposed structure, a building of steel construc-

tion, eight stories high; passenger and freight elevators,

electric fixtures, etc.

Knoxville, Tenn.—About $15,000 will be expended by
the East Tennessee Telephone Co. in improving and
extending its Knoxville lines and plant.

Truro, N. S.—The Chambers Electric Light and Power
Co., of Truro, has received a 1,200-light dynamo from
Connecticut recently, and have installed a 175-H.P. side-

crack engine from the Robb Engineering Co.

Embro, Ont.—Embro is to have incandescent lights.

The Canadian General Electric Company has the contract

for a 500-light alternating plant.

James Braid, chief of the electrical department of the

Tennessee Centennial Exposition, is in town.

The Prudential Insurance Co. of America,
Home Office, 761-769 Broad Street.

Newark, N. J., Oct. 13, 1896.

W. H. Fleming, Esq.

Dear Sir:—In answer to your inquiry of Sept. 30, as to

the 12 gauze wire brushes purchased by us from you and
put in use on our dynamos Feb. 25, 1894, would say that

they are still in daily use, having worn down about 1%
inch. As to our commutators, our No. 2 ran one year

without having a piece of sand-paper or other grinding
material put to it, and all of them are in good shape.

I remain very respectfully,

Geo. A. Warren, Chief Engineer.
Size of brush, 1^ x 5-16 x 8 inches. Dynamos run

16^ hours daily continuously.

Very truly yours,

STANLEY & PATTERSON,
Sole Selling Agents for the U. S.

32-34 Frankfort St., N. Y.

ELECTRIC STOCK QUOTATIONS.

Allegheny County Light Co.,
Brush Electric Company,
Bridgeport (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,

Edison Illg. Co. (St. Louis), .

Eddy Electric Mfg. Company,
Edison Elec. Illg. Co., New York,
Edison Elec. Illg. Co., Brooklyn,
Edison Ore Milling Co.,

Edison Elec. Storage Company, .

East End Electric Light Co.,

Fort Wayne Electric Company, .

Ft. Wayne Elec. Co. T. Sec. Series A
General Electric Company;
General Electric Company pf.

,

Hartford (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,

Hartford (Conn.) Lt. & Power Co.,

Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.,

New Haven (Conn.) Elec. Lt. Co.,

Narragansett (Prov. R. I.) Elec. Co.,

Rhode Island Elec. Protec. Co.,

Toronto (Canada) Elec. Light Co.,

T.-H. Elec. Co., T. Secur., Series D,
Thomson-Houston Welding Co.,

United Elec. Lt. & Power Co.,

Woonsocket (R. I.) Electric Co.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., pf.,

Westing-house El. & Mfg. Co., assd.,

Bid. Asked.
100 —
— 40

35 38
10 17— 1 9
102^ io3^
97 99
7 10

28 29

3 ZV2

3 4

33 33^
75 7

6^
i°5 —
— 15

i45

8i^ 82

1 10 122

126 !33

sH 4X
. 5

—
5

—
. 100 109

5° 5!#
23 24

WESTON STANDARD
ILLU10HATZL DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are

based up..n ilie same general
principle and are just asaccuiaie ls
our regular Standard Poitable Di-

rect Current Voltmeters &nd Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working parts are inclosed in a
neatly designed dust-proof rat-
iron case, which effectively shields

the instruments from disturbing
influences of external magnetic
fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St., Xewark, X. J., U.S.A.

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
"ViTisa-f'.n.l-k'l -3 salt **<-< lATR *
DSst»Tt>lielx©cl 1073.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In S eets, Tubes Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. C >lor.=t, ltd 1, Black and Gray. Send for Catal 'gue and Prices.

w.l»Sn,
:

del. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. udK"";*.*
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F. M. F. CAZIW,

The Discoverer of the Natural Law, by which Resistance to Motion in a
Medium is Measured.

{The Journal of the Franklin Institute, March to May, 1803.)

AN IMPORTANT NATURAL LAW

RELATING TO HYDRAULICS, NAUTICS AND AERONAUTICS,

Compare:

Newly Discovered by F. M. F. Cazin.

The Journal of the Franklin Institute, March to May,
1893, and July, 1894.

A solid, when moving in a medium, causes a stated

uantity of the medium to move in a direction inverse to

ne movement of the solid; and this quantity of the me-
ium moved inversely is as the product of the volume
isplaced by first immersion, by the distance of travel,

ivided by the length of the solid, such length being
leasured in the direction of relative motion, and the

istance, for which this stated quantity of the medium is

loved inversely, is as the length of the solid, measured
1 the direction of relative motion.
By introducing into theoretical mechanics the (also)

ew value

B Buoyancy

w
d Length

transverse average section," this newly discovered

tw was made serviceable for measuring the resistances

j motion of ship, and the theoreticalpower required for

ropelling her. And it was shown that aside of the quan-

tity of the medium permanently and inversely moved by
the movement of ship, another stated quantity* of the

medium is moved by the motion of ship, such other quan-
tity returningto the position previously occupied without
exercising any resistance or increasing power-require-
ment.
The resistance to motion of ship, and to motion of a

solid in a medium in general, was shown to be correctly

expressed by
B v

R = y . — . v X kgm — ms.

d 2 g
B signifying buoyancy or displacement by first immer-

sion in cubic metres.

* This quantity is the product of the length of travel by the dif-

ference between the transverse major section of the solid and its

transverse average section, which latter is as the immersed volume
divided by its length, such length being measured in the direction
of relative movement.
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d signifying length of solid, measured in the direction the product of 1,000 by the density of the medium rela-

of relative motion, in metres. tive to water.

v signifying velocity per second, in metres. And*from the equation for resistance to motion in a

*mB80**m\ ,

-

Walker Generator Direct Connected.

y, relating to the movement in water, signifying i, ooo, medium, other important equations were evolved, by
as changing cubic metres or metric tons, in which the which the speed of a solid I falling in any medium what-
value B would otherwise appear, into kilograms, and in ever is measured. The final speed of such fall is as

Walker Lightning Generator.

consequence the total value into kilogram metres, all

values for distance, area or volume being expressed in

metres.

For other media than water the concrete value forjj> is

C • A d . 6
d— i

$ + i
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d signifying the density of the falling solid, relative to

the medium in which it falls.

But previous to falling with the final and maximum ve-

locity, all solids fall a certain distance in a medium with

a modified acceleration
d — i

6 + 1

C
N 3 r , d . 8 .

6 + 1

such ultimate uniform velocity of submerged fall being

conditioned

—

Assembling Department, Cleveland Department.

(if, on account of higher density, it falls at all), and such (1) By the solid's form, being closely adapted in its

distance of primary fall is longitudinal lines to the molecular division lines of the

= d . 6 medium;

Testing Room.

this is the distance, within which it causes to move in-

versely (this is to ascend) its own weight of the medium
for the distance of its own length, and the aggregate ve-

locity with which this limited distance is passed is only

one-half of the ultimate uniform velocity of submerged

fall, or

(2) On modifying the value d to the real length of the.

moving form, whether solid or in part of the medium it-

self, on account of nature itself adapting the moving

length to the molecular division lines of the medium.
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The Walker Generators at Detroit.

Direct Connected 800 K. W. Railway Generator.
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A GREAT MODERN INDUSTRY.

The nervous energy displayed by the average Ameri-

The company's principal factory is located at Cleve-
land, O. It covers twelve acres of ground and is devoted
almost exclusively to dynamo and motor works, its

New Haven Factory.

can citizen is such that it characterizes him above all foundry, lathes, planers and special tools are capable of

others as unique, both in effort and the application of handling the largest sizes of castings, and some of its

his abilities in a practical and progressive manner. planers are able to carry, for example, a complete 8oo-

New Haven Factory.

Perhaps no. concern represents this tendency more k. w. generator assembled, weighing 170,000 pounds,

strikingly than the Walker Co. The Cleveland shops, exclusive of the further extensions

Insulating Department.
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now planned, have a capacity for turning out about 200,- has acquired a large factory at New Haven for the manu-
000 h. p. of railway and lighting generators, 75,000 h. p. facture of switchboards and all of the smaller accessories

of motors, and 15,000 h. p. of arc lighting generators per of railway and lighting equipments. Views of these

annum. works are submitted in the four accompanying cuts.

-
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Draughting Room.

. A general idea of the extent and facilities of the Cleve- The idea that dynamos and other types of electrical

land ^works can be gained from a glance at the accom- machinery are not reliable, but likely to become inoper-

W^ ^,5^ '/?'/. Uoarn'ol

800 K. W. Rope-Driven Railway Generator.

panying cuts. The views of the interior of the works
demonstrate the enormous amount of work that is now
being carried on, and the necessity of increase of even
these magnificent facilities.

Besides the extensive plant at Cleveland, the company

ative at the least sign of trouble, is gradually being swept

aside as false and totally incorrect. Nothing is perhaps

better prepared, in the line of machinery, to stand the

strains of overload or the hammer and bang of daily

(Continued on Page 40.)
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HIGH PRESSURES OVER GREAT DISTANCES.

The present disposition on the part of engineers is to

try and extend as far as possible the distance over which
power can be transmitted.

There is in the history of all efforts of this kind a
tain amount of interest. The gradual unfolding of the
petals of a flower could not be a more fascinating study
to the botanist than the development of so remarkable a
field of engineering as the transmission of power.

Since Marcel Deprex, of France, assumed the initiative

on this subject and practically demonstrated the possibil-
ity of sending electrical energy between points widely
separated, a host of experiments have been made of a
similar nature.

The following list, compiled by Mr. Louis Duncan,
shows the extent and character of the systems installed :

It is not a harsh criticism of practical work to say that,

until within a few years ago, the subject of electric power
transmission could be contained within the limits of a
purely experimental field. The great demonstration at

the last German Fair illustrates the successful transmis-
sion of 300-horse power between Frankfort and Lauffen,
a distance of 100 miles, at a pressure of 30,000 volts.

This and a series of other installations show conclusively
that the difficulties confronting the engineer are only
successfully coped with by using a high pressure and an
alternating current. There was a time when consider-
able doubt was expressed as to the proper system to em-
ploy; but practice has definitely decided the matter, and
an alternating, high-pressure, multiphase system is un-
doubtedly the one at present popularly prevalent.

Andrew P. Tallmadge and Henry C. Wilson, two elec-

tricians of this city, started yesterday with Congressman
John J. Gardner, of New Jersey, for the purpose of

establishing an electric plant on his farm near Egg Harbor
City, a short distance from Atlantic City. An electrical

generating apparatus will be installed near Mr. Gardner's
dwelling to furnish power for lighting, pumping, wood-
sawing, feed-cutting, thrashing, etc. A portable truck

motor will also be one of the features of equipment. Mr.
Gardner, in connection with his large berry farm, operates
an extensive canning plant, so that this electric power
will also contribute to the economical working of that

branch of the business.—-Washington Post.

NAME.

Ouray, Col
Geneva, Switzerland

San Francisco, Cal

Brescia
Pomona & San Bernardino
Telluride, Col
Bodie, Col
Rome, Italy

Davos, Switzerland

Schongeisung, Germany
Springfield, Mass
Quebec, Canada
Anderson, S. C
Fitchburg, Mass
Winooski, Vt
Baltic, Conn
St. Hyacinthe, Canada
Concord. N. II

no, Cal

Big Cottonwood to Salt Lake City, Utah . .

ell, Mass
Sa.' ramento-Folsom, Cal

Redlands, Cal

Lauffen to Frankfort, Germany
Ocrlikon to Heilbroun, Germany

kon Works, Zurich, Switzerland

;and, Ore
Silverton Mine, Col

TYPE.

Direct.

Sing. ph. alt

2-phase alt.

3-phase.

p g -

3'

< \

to a
a>

X

re

O
5=

n>

4 800 1,200

20 6,600 400
12 8,000 1,000

12 1 5 , 000 700
13^1028^ 1,000 800

3 3,000 400
12^ 3.4oo 160

18 6,000 2,000

2 3,660 600

\
XA 2,600 820

VA 3,600 820
8 5,000 2,130
8 5,500 200

2X
2%

2,150

2,500

400
150

5 2,500 700

5 2,500 600

4 2,500 5,000

35 I I.OOO 1,400

14 10,000 1,400

6 to 15 5,500 480
24 1 0, 000 4,000

1% 2,500 700
100 30,000 300

9 5,000 600

15^ 13,000 450
12 6,000 5,000

4 2,500 400

REMARKS.

increasing.Successful,

Successful.

Successful, 9 years.

Successful, inc., 4 years.

To be inc., 3,200 H. P.

Successful.

Increasing to 9,000 H. P., 3 years.

Successful.

Successful.

Successful.

Successful.

Successful.

Successful.

Successful.

Successful.

Successful, 2 years.

Successful, -2 years.

To be increased.

Successful.

Successful.

1 year.

3 years extending lines in other towns.

(Experimental.)

Successful.

Successful.

Successful.

Successful, to be inc.
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practice than the modern generator. The Walker Com-
pany have wisely departed from the old paths of tradition,

and in beginning their work on all occasions have not

failed to consider it of as positive and legitimate a nature

as the construction of the mightiest Corliss engine ever

made.
Dynamos and motors have now been built in this coun-

try and abroad for about fifty years. The principles and
details of their construction- have long been well under-

stood by scientists and manufacturers. There are no
valid patents whatever which prevent any company from
constructing such machines substantially in any form
desired.

The Walker direct-connected generators for railway

service are of the multipolar type, the number of poles

varying from six in the smaller sizes to fourteen in the

huge i,6oo-k. w. (2,150 h.-p.) generator.

The mistake of providing too little iron and copper for

the rated horse-power of generators is too often made by
manufacturers, and the Walker Company has preferred

to be liberal in its use of iron and copper, to the end of

building machines which will run at high efficiency

throughout the range of their rated power, and which
will have a large reserve power to be called upon in case

of emergency. For example, before the installation of

the four Walker 800-k. w. generators in the Detroit Rail-

way Company's power station, the railway company was

for electric lighting. The common complaint that the
lighting machine deteriorates more rapidly than the
heavier railway generator is in many cases true, but
experience has shown clearly that haste in construction,
poverty of design or a general carelessness in assembling
is apt to produce a series of local faults in a dynamo that
eventually cause a degeneration that is rapid and com-
plete.

The company have realized in full that discrepancies
such as these exist because of a lack of hard knocks in

the beginning. The manufacture of railway apparatus
calls for the highest skill and forethought. The direction
of an experience gained in the manufacture of this

machinery to the designed construction of lighting gen-
erators naturally represents a step from a higher to a

slightly lower but not less elaborate class of work.
The result of this practice has been to gain for the

Walker lighting generators a great reputation for dura-
bility and excess load capacity. In a railway power
station where there is ample and expert attendance, a

dynamo that sparks at every change of load can be toler-

ated, although it is a great source of expense and annoy-
ance. In an isolated plant, however, where the attend-

ance is limited, and often ignorant, careless, or both, a
sparkless machine is absolutely necessary to prevent
periodic renewal of the commutator. The Walker rail-

way generators have become famous on account of their
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Winding a Large Armature.

trying to do a very large business with two 400-k. w.

Walker generators, and on several occasions it ran these
machines for upwards of ten hours with a fifty per cent,

overload without the slightest sparking or other injurious

effect in any part of the machine. In fact, on one occa-
sion each machine was forced to carry 1,400 amperes for

four hours at the time of a heavy snow-storm, the rated

output being 725 amperes. At that time the current was
so excessive that the insulation of the 1,500,000 c. m.
cables running from the generators to the switchboard
was melted.

From the appended cuts, illustrating general appear-
ance and detail of the Walker generators, an idea can be
gained of their thoroughness of construction.
The material and workmanship incorporated into these

machines is of the very highest grade. The commutator
bars are of drop forged copper, the armature conductors
of carefully selected rolled copper ribbon, and the insu-

lation is of the purest India mica. There are no soldered
joints in the coils, and every bend made in this member
is carefully inspected before taping. This precludes the
possibility of incipient cracks, which so often pass un-
noticed in armatures where the insulated conductor is

formed.

The Walker Co. have paid great attention to machines

non-sparking qualities, and the lighting generators are in

no wise inferior. With the Walker dynamo, the commu-
tator lasts as long as the machine. These generators

are supplied either as direct-connected units or arranged

to be belt-driven, as the customer may prefer. The
direct-connected generators are notably lower in speed

than any of the competing makes of equal capacity.

The units of the electrical combine have occupied the

field for many years. It is not strange that many of

their machines have been sold and that they are doing a

large business. But. on the other hand, it is a matter

worthy of some thought as to how the Walker Company
have in three years placed upon the market a line of

electrical apparatus and sold it in such quantity as to

overtax productive facilities that outrival those of any

of their competitors. There can only be one reason that

has enabled the Walker Company to do in almost a day

what has required years of labor on the part of its rivals.

It is found in the superiority of the product, and the fair

prices at which it is offered to the public.

Baltimore, Md.—$1,000,000 will be appropriated for the

city's proposed subway system. Plans for the same have

been' prepared by the engineer for the commission, N. S.

Hill, Jr.
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Interesting Facts in Science.

The Davy-Faraday Laboratory.—Dr. Mond's new lab-

oratory at the Royal Institution will be open for research

work after the iSth inst. The object of the laboratory

is the promotion of original research in pure and physical

chemistry, and under the deed of trust workers in the

laboratory are entitled, free of charge, to gas, electricity,

and water, as far as available, and, at the discretion of

the directors, to the use of the apparatus belonging to the

laboratory, together with such materials and chemicals as

may be authorized. Any person desiring to use the lab-

oratory for the purpose of conducting a research must
send to the directors evidence of scientific training and
previous experience in original research, along with a

statement of the nature of the investigation he proposes

to undertake. Application should be made in the first

instance to the assistant secretary, Royal Institution, from
whom further information on the subject of the purposes
for which the laboratory is available will be forthcoming.

The directors are Lord Rayleigh and Prof. Dewar, and
the superintendent of the laboratory is Dr. Alexander
Scott. As this is the only institution of the kind in ex-

istence, it may reasonably be anticipated that the direc-

tors will have somewhat of a task to decide between the

applicants desiring to use the facilities offered. Should
these prove very numerous, the position will be one of

some delicacy, since not only are there no precedents to

fall back upon, but there is the consciousness that, besides

what is actually accomplished there, the working of the

Davy-Faraday laboratory may have indirectly most im-

portant effeets on the future of science, since a few years

of conspicuous success there would almost certainly serve

to turn some portion of the stream of public beneficence

into the direction of similar institutions and the much
desired endowment of pure research.—Electric Engineer
of London.

Farming by Electricity.—It appears that the applica-

tion of electric power to agricultural purposes is being
practically tried in the United States with favorable re-

sults. Experimental farms have been established, where
nearly all the work has been performed by means of

electricity, fields ploughed, harrowed, fertilized, and
rolled, seeds planted and covered with soil, weeds killed,

and crops harvested and threshed. It would, remarks
the North American Review, be difficult to conceive the

ultimate effect upon our industrial and economic life

of the development of such an industry. The world's

supply of bread-stuffs would be increased beyond the

point of consumption, while the reduced prices and the

cost of an electric plant would make it impossible for

most of our present farmers to remain engaged in agricul-

ture. The horse will be crowded out of his legitimate

work in this field, as he has been on the city car lines.

An experimental farm to show the use of electric power
has been established in the West. The electricity is

generated by a turbine wheel, which is turned by a small

stream dammed up for the purpose, and the cost of the

power is reduced to a minimum. Sufficient power is

generated by the wheel to light the whole place, run the

threshing machines, plough the fields, harvest the crops,

and run motor bicycles or wagons anywhere within the

limits of the farm. A large Western farm, consisting of

thousands of acres, with a good stream of water flowing

through it, could probably be now conducted on a cheaper

scale by electricity than by steam. In fact, the owners
of some of the large farms are eagerly watching the

development of electric locomotion, and as soon as

experiments justify their actions, the steam plough,

reaper, threshers and rakes will be supplanted by those

run by electricity.—Yarmouth Times.

INQUIRY COLUMN.

In this column we shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds

of our subscribers.

(Q.)—AN AMPERE TURN.
Toledo, Jan. 4, [,897.

Electrical Age Pub. Co. :

Dear Sirs:—The technical significance of the term
ampere turn has bothered me to a considerable extent.

Kindly let me know whether it expresses a given amount
of magnetism, or if it is merely used as a phrase in

science? Yours respectfully,

Robert Carrol.

(A.)—An "ampere turn" or ampere turns measure
the magnetizing force applied in any given case. The
magnetizing force derived from an ampere turn is always
the same, whatever its size may be.

From two turns carrying one-half an ampere, or four

turns carrying one-quarter of an ampere, etc., we obtain

the equivalent of one ampere turn. The expression

4 7rn c, where nc represents ampere turns, gives a value

to the magneto-motive force or magnetic energizing

power of a coil.

(Q.)_FLASHING AT COMMUTATOR.
Red Bank, Jan. 5, 1897.

To the Editor:

Dear Sir:—I have been having some trouble with a

dynamo lately that sparks very freely at the brushes.

Not having had the experience or training required, I am
not at present able to explain this difficulty. By publish-

ing this in your Inquiry Column, with the answer beneath,

you will greatly oblige a constant reader.

Yours truly.

Albert Hough.

(A.)—Sparking at the commutator is the direct result

of either one or many of a series of troubles. The
brushes may be out of line, the commutator have a loose

connection; armature reaction may be very severe. By
trying to set the brushes in line and moving them to the

neutral point, the sparking may entirely disappear.

Johnson City, Tenn.—A good 200-light dynamo is

wanted by the Jonesboro Cotton Mills.

(Q.)_BEST PLANT TO INSTALL.
Miamisburg, Dec. 30, 1896.

Dear Sirs:—The questions you have answered have
been read with the deepest interest by me. I shall only

call upon you for an answer to this question:

How shall the nature of a lighting plant be determined
in any locality ? Must an arc, incandescent, continuous

or alternating plant always be installed under certain cir-

cumstances, or is it merely a matter of opinion ? For
your expected kindness I remain,

Yours respectfully,

Benjamin Lionne.

(A.)—The question you ask demands considerable

analysis. For bunched districts lo.w tension, continuous

is best. For long distance, arc or incandescent lighting:

over scattered and straggling districts, high tension and
alternating is commonly used. If capital is limited the

rules are sometimes departed from.

(Q.)_USE OF STORAGE BATTERIES.
Toledo, Dec. 27, 1S96.

Electrical Age Publishing Co.

Dear Sir:—Can you tell me why there is not a more
popular use of storage batteries at the present day ?

The objections to them have been greatly removed and
I think in many cases they would prove a great help. I

do not quite understand their use in central stations. Are
they charged at heavy load and discharged when the sta-
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tion has a light load, or are they charged at light load

and discharged when the station has a heavy lood ?

Yours respectfully,

Emil Gross.

(A.)—Storage batteries are now in a high state of per-

fection, being reliable and substantially made. They are

used in stations as follows: Charged when the load is

light and discharged when the station is becoming heavily

loaded or very light. If a station is apt to be overloaded
their use is almost indispensable, unless more dynamos
are installed.

MEASUREMENT OF CAPACITY.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

One of the most curious phenomenon, is that of the

charge and discharge of a Leyden jar. Under certain

conditions a body, especially if it be made of metal,

Laboratory Condenser.

WALDORF'S HUGE ELECTRIC PLANT.

Poughkeepsie, Jan. 4.—John Jacob Astor, who lives at

Rhinebeck, near here, has made a contract with the
Walker Company for an electric plant for the new Astor

possesses the power of absorbing a charge of electricity..

The quantity of electricity it retains in any given case is

entirely dependent upon the surroundings. An ordinary

sphere of brass exercises an inductive effect upon all ob-

jects around it. When the adjacent objects are placed in

tim.e -

Discharge Through a High Resistance.

Hotel, in Fifth avenue, New York City. The apparatus nearer proximity, the ability of the brass sphere to absorb

in the present Waldorf will be taken out and a new plant a greater charge increases.

installed suitable for doing everything necessary in the A Leyden jar is simply a pair of metallic plates sepa-

enlarged hotel, which will be more than double its present rated from each other by an insulating material of either

Discharge Through a High Resistance.

size. The Waldorf system will be the largest isolated air, glass, ebonite or their equivalent. Without referring,

plant in the world. It will run easily 25,000 lights, and at present, to the insulating material, let attention be
when pushed it will be able to develop 50,000 lights, or called to the conditions which determine the amount of

enough for a small city. charge a condenser or Leyden jar is capable of receiving.

Time in -uJjthscro^c^r^ga^

Oscillatory Discharge from a Condenser.

Those principally interested in the Walker Company
are ex-Governor Flower, J. W. Hinkley, Perry Belmont,
Anthony N. Brady, of New York; Dallas Sanders, of

Philadelphia, and several Boston capitalists, together
with S. E. Williamson and Jacob B. Perkins, of Cleve-
land.—N. Y. Tribune.

From a simple review of the situation it seems more
than likely that the capacity of a body to receive a charge

of electricity would depend upon certain geometrical as

well as electrical conditions.

The question of importance, therefore, is one that brings

them into prominence.
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The larger a body is, the greater its area, the more
competent it becomes to accumulate a great charge. And
furthermore, not only, as previously remarked, will its

nearness to another conducting body accentuate this

property, but the fact that if the air were replaced by

Unfortunately, a Farad is so large a unit that it could

not be considered in a practical sense. The unit used in

daily practice is the microfarad, the one-millionth part of

a farad.

The quantity of electricity is spoken of in coulombs.

+ ,+ + ..

-3 !-" —Condensers in JIulth'le Arc.

some other material it is more than likely that the effect The number of coulombs or the amount of charge a

would be further increased and the charge aggravated.

Thus from a glance so brief it is seen that the

Size,

Distance,

and Insulator

+ I-

body is capable of receiving, taking the past facts also

into consideration, is dependent upon two factors

—

The capacity of the condenser and the pressure. The
amount of air in a room or closed tank would depend
upon the size of either and the pressure applied; likewise

IMMh
—Condensers in Series.

have a very noticeable effect upon the charge a body can a condenser.

accrete and hold. The rule, therefore, illustrating these facts is as fol-

A comparison can very aptly be made between a con- lows:

denser and a room. „. „ n .

The amount of air a room can hold depends upon its
Charge - Pressure x Capacity,

size and the pressure at which the air is driven in. The Q = E X F.

S and SI—Shunt Circuits.
0—Condenser.
hr—Lever of Discharge Key.
o—Lower Stop of Key.
d—Upper Stop of Key.
H, P. Q. O, N—Main Connections.
O—Ballistic Galvanometer.
Kl, K2, K3—Simple Keys.
B—Battery of Standard Make (Clark's or Carhart's.

number of cubic inches of air are therefore solely deter-

mined by this. In speaking of the capacity of a room
the number of cubic feet would designate this idea, but
the geometrical conditions, the very dimensions are thus

referred to. A condenser has no fixed capacity. It

may be compared with another condenser by charging
both with the same pressure, but otherwise the compari-

fails.

The meaning of capacity when a condenser is consid-

ered is spoken of in Farads.

where Q. = Coulombs,

E = Electromotive force,

F = Farads capacity.

It must be understood that the area of the plates, the

distance between them, and the nature of the material sepa-

rating them, will directly affect the capacity in all cases.

Definition of Capacity.—The capacity of a condenser is

determined by the number of coulombs which will raise

its pressure to one volt.
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A Farad is the capacity of a body which is raised to

one volt pressure by a charge of one coulomb.

Specific inductive capacity is an expression defining the

extent to which an insulator will allow a charge to affect

another body by induction.

It may be understood that air, glass, hard rubber, etc.,

retard the inductive effect of one body upon another to

different extents.

Air is usually referred to as a standard, the induction

occurring through it being very slight; the others are

rated accordingly.

Specific Inductive Capacity.

Air
Rubber
Paraffine .

Gutta-Percha
Mica
Glass

i

2-3

2-3

2-5

6.6

IO.O

Glass and insulators made of materials likely to vary

in quantity have a specific inductive capacity dependent

upon their purity. The power of glass changes with the

amount of lead, etc., it contains.

Condensers in Series.—When a set of condensers of equal

capacity are connected in series the capacity of the group

is reduced, but the pressure increased.

With capacities equal.—When the condensers are of

equal capacity, the capacity of all connected in series is

equal to the capacity of one divided by the number.

With capacities unequal.—When the condensers have

different capacities and are connected in series, the capac-

ity of the whole is equal to the reciprocal of the sum of the

reciprocals.

Represented in symbols

K = etc.

K\
H +

K e
1

-"-2 -""3

where K = total capacity

Kj = capacity of first condenser

K,
K 3

=
" second
" third

Condensers in Parallel.—When condensers are connected

in parallel, the entire capacity is equal to the sum of the capac-

ities.

Method of Direct Deflection.—The capacity of a conden-

ser can be ascertained by reference to another condenser

in a very simple manner.

In order that two charges may be compared, a galva-

nometer must be used whose deflection depends upon the

amount of the charge sent through it.

A ballistic galvanometer serves this purpose to perfec-

tion. It does not differ in principle essentially from a

reflecting galvanometer, except in regard to its swing.

It swings very slowly when subjected to a sudden dis-

charge from a condenser.

Method.—If two condensers of unequal capacity are to

be compared, one must.be known.

Instead of a condenser, the other may be a section of

submarine cable, etc.

Both are charged by_a constant E. M. F.—a standard

cell, for instance.

When the condenser of known capacity is charged, it

is discharged through the galvanometer and the deflection

noted.

The other conductor or condenser of unknown capacity

is likewise connected and discharged through the galva-

nometer. The charges are compared by means of the

deflections, and the capacities correspond likewise.

Supposing a condenser of one-half a microfarad is

charged by a standard Clark cell, when discharged the

deflection
<L = 8o;

with the condenser to be measured the deflection

d
3
= 200.

The rule states as follows: Capacity of the first : capac-
ity of the second = first deflection : second deflection.

In symbols

F
x

: F 2
= d

x
: d 2

F
1
= capacity of first condenser = r/2 M. F.

F 2
= " to be determined.

d
1
= deflection due to yi M. F.

d 3
= " " unknown capacity;

therefore,

d
2

F2 = F
l
X

«1

1 2 00
= — X

2 8o

= 1.25 micro-farads.

Condensers are generally made of alternate layers of

tinfoil and mica, or tinfoil and paraffined paper.

A knot of cable about 1^ miles equals yi micro-farad
capacity.

A condenser in many respects resembles a battery of

very high internal resistance.

It has been discovered that condensers when exposed
to a rapidly alternating electric current become heated.

The paper if paraffined may dissolve the wax. This effect

is due to dielectric hysteresis.

If the capacity of the great Atlantic cable could be re-

duced the passage of signals "would be greatly accelerated.

At present the cable must first be charged before a signal

reaches the other end.

When alternating or interrupted currents are used a

condenser prevents rapid communication; a coil of wire,

if properly arranged in circuit, will in such a case neu-

tralize its effect.

There being no practical limit to the capacity of a

body, the greater the pressure the greater the charge it

will hold. In telephone practice the wire is surrounded
by crinkled paper, and the insulation over that, to sur-

round it with air if possible—air having a specific induc-

tive capacity equal to unity—thus reducing the induction

and consequent charge.

Looking broadly at the value of alternating transmis-

sion as against continuous current transmission, we have
a gain in the simplicity and safety in the transmission,

and at the distributing end the use of multiphase cur-

rents enables us to supply both lamps and power with an
economy and success comparable to that of the continu-

ous-current system. If it is necessary to use continuous

currents for certain types of distribution at the receiving

end, they can be obtained by the use of rotary trans-

formers, by which the alternating current is transformed

into a continuous current. These machines have ap-

proximately the efficiency of corresponding continuous

current dynamos, while the output for a given size is about

50 per cent, greater.

Amongst the contributions to Electrical Age by Mr.

F. M. F. Cazin, the following may be mentioned as surely

remembered by our readers:

Losses of Efficiency in Electric Transmission and
Water-Power. July 6, 1895, etc.

A Simple Law, by Which the Diameter of Standpipes

May be Adapted to the Natural Movement of Falling

Water.
A Gauntlet Thrown to the British Board of Trade in

Matters of Electrical Units.

Can an All-Solid Electric Incandescent Lamp be

Made ?

Solids, Falling in a Medium, I. and II. (Transactions

of the American Institute of Mining Engineers).
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SO-CALLED SOUL PHOTOGRAPHY. Munich he exhibited no less than four hundred photo-
graphs of this kind. Put his critic reminds us that no

The latter part of this article was translated for the one else has ever succeeded in obtainingthe same results,

•'Literary Digest," through whose kindness we are able and that if we believe his statements we must also be

to reproduce the following extract complete with illustra- ready to give up a large part of accepted physical laws,

tions. However, one or two of his alleged experiments may be

Fig i—Human and El
(By courtesy of

As a peculiar combination of science with seance, we
think it indisputably the leader in its way:

France is the paradise of those who frequent the border-

land between science and quackery. So closely do the

two domains approach that it is often difficult to tell on
which side of the line we are, and this is especially hard
in the land of the Gauls, for fhe successors of the famous
Cagliostro are very successful in aping the language and
the methods of true scientific investigators, and reputable

ectric Fluid Combined.
Literary Digest.)

interesting to our readers. Says Dr. Pattandier:
" First we have a curious experiment made in collabo-

ration with M. Narkiewicz, which shows the combina-
tion of the human fluid with the electric fluid. An induc-

tion-coil is placed in the middle of an apartment. One
of its poles is put to earth; the other terminates in a sort

of condenser—a glass tube with copper stem surrounded
with water. A spectator holds this condenser in his left

hand and a Crookes tube in his right. The circuit being

-
.

1"

Fig. 2—Human Hair
(By courtesy of

scientific societies and journals are much readier to give

such men a hearing than are we in this country. Of late

a school of investigators has arisen which claims to have
reached remarkable results in the borderland between
psychology and physics, although we shall hear nothing

of it if we rely on the staid scientific journals of England,

Germany, or the United States. Put, as has been said,

the French are more lenient, and hence we have in Cosmos

(Paris, November 28) a long review by Dr. Albert Pat-

tandier, of the investigations of one Dr. Paraduc, on cer-

tain emanations from the human body that he has suc-

ceeded in photographing both with and without the aid

of electricity. Dr. Paraduc thinks he has caught the

human soul itself on his sensitive plates. Recently at

from a Fever Patient.
Literary Digest.)

open, the Crookes tube is not illuminated, but, if another
person approaches, it lights up, and, if he touches the

globe with his finger, sheafs of light escape from his

hand, penetrate the glass, and disappear in contact with
the hand that holds the globe. This sheaf of light is

milky, opalescent and whitish, with a golden-yellow
centre; it has not the green tint of ordinary cathodic
rays, and—here is the important point—it seems more
brilliant when the person who approaches is strong and
has great vitality. If this person withdraws, the globe
ceases to glow. . . .

" This action is shown by the accompanying photograph
(Fig. 1). . . .

"We have seen electricity combined with the human
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fluid; here is a photograph where we have the human
emanation alone. A person has a burning fever; a pho-
tographic plate wrapped in black cloth is placed on the

epigastric region, the glass face against the skin. The
exposure lasted an hour. In this abnormal state there is

a superabundance of activity, projection without and ex-

piration, as M. Baraduc calls it. What is expired? That
is difficult to say."

Dr. Battandier goes on to say that we may have two
theories of these photographs, assuming them to be bona

fide; we may either go back to the old idea of some sort

of material emanations from the organism, in which case

we should have to explain in addition how such emana-
tion could affect a sensitive plate; or we may believe in a

"vital fluid" of some sort—a new kind of radiant energy,

proceeding outward from the body and able, like light

and electricity, to make an impression on a photographic
plate. But probably it is too soon to offer an explana-

tion at all. It would be doubtless more profitable to wait

until Dr. Baraduc's results have been confirmed by some
one else. It may be added that Dr. Baraduc claims also

to have produced more wonderful results-—photographs
of familiar spirits and the like—which in themselves

would, with most persons, discredit his whole work.

THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE DISTRIBUTION
AND TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICAL

ENERGY.

HAVE spoken of the relative amounts
of copper required by the single-

phase, two-phase and three-phase al-

ternating currents. I do not think

it necessary to explain minutely the

difference between these systems, as

they are well understood. In a

single-phase system a single alter-

nating current is used. In a two-

phase system two alternating cur-

rents, whose phases differ by 90 ,

are employed, while in the three-

phase system there are three cur-

rents differing in phases by 6o°. I shall consider the

characteristics of these three systems, as there has been
much discussion, especially as to the relative value of the

last two of them for transmission work. I shall not dis-

cuss the various modifications of the systems, but shall

confine myself to general considerations. There is no
single-phase motor in successful commercial operation

that does not require to be started from rest by some
outside means. This prevents a single-phase current

from being used at the present time for power distribu-

tion; and as, in most transmission, the distribution of

power is an important item, single-phase currents' are not

suitable for this purpose. In a two-phase system the

currents are usually carried on separate pairs of wires,

while in the three-phase system three wires are generally

used, a common return being unnecessary, as the sum of

the currents is zero; unless the circuits are unbalanced.

In distributing on the three-phase system a fourth wire

can be employed, as it gives an advantage in the amount
of copper used.

In all these alternating systems the great difficulty lies

in the fact that the inductance of the circuit causes the

current to lag behind the electromotive force. This de-

creases the amount of energy transmitted by a given cur-

rent at a given voltage; it causes a drop in the voltage of

the line, and it increases the armature reaction of the

dynamo for a given current. The total inductance of the

circuit is made up of the inductance of the transformers,

of the dynamos, of the receiving apparatus and of the

line. In the case of transmission to very long distances

the line inductance is a large proportion of the total,

while the inductance of the receiving apparatus depends

upon whether lights or motors are to be supplied and
upon the construction of the latter. When the different

wires of the multiphase system are fed from windings on
the same dynamo armature, then the drop in voltage due
to any excess of load on one of these circuits cannot be
compensated for on the dynamo itself. If the amount of

current and the lag of the current is the same for all of
the circuits of the system, then it is easy by a compound-
ing-winding of the dynamo, or by changing the current
in the field winding, if there is no compounding, to keep
the voltage constant at either the sending or receiving
end. When the load on the different wires of the system
is not the same, however, it is, as I have stated, impos-
sible to keep all of the circuits at the proper voltage.

Where a two-phase transmission with separate circuits is

used, then if the separate circuits are wound on different

armatures, each can be regulated to give a constant volt-

age at the receiving end. This is the case, for instance,

in the large dynamos built by the Westinghouse Company
for use at the World's Fair in Chicago.

The difficulty due to the uneven loading of the circuits

is specially marked in the case of the three-phase system,
and it is one of the principal objections that have been
urged against the employment of this system for distribu-

tion. It should be pointed out, too, that it is not enough
to balance the quantities of current for the three branches
of the system, but the character of the current must also

be considered. A non-inductive load on one wire, with

an inductive load of equal value on the others, would
cause an unbalancing just as if the currents differed in

amount. In most of the transmission plants that are be-

ing operated and that are proposed it is required to run

both lamps and motors from the same circuits, and while

a slight variation of potential on the motors would not

cause any particular trouble, yet the successful operation

of the lamps requires a practically constant voltage. I

think, however, and the same grounds have been taken by
others, that in any practical transmission of considerable

size it is possible to so balance the loads that this diffi-

culty will not exist to an extent to cause any serious

trouble. When the distributing part of the lines is reached

it is usually the custom when a three-phase transmission

is used to employ four instead of three wires. As for

line inductance in the two-phase and three-phase systems,

there is no question that the latter has an advantage in

this respect. By suitable arrangement of circuits the line

inductance can be brought to a minimum, and this is of

the utmost importance in long-distance transmission. I

will not take into account the supposed increased effi-

ciency of three-phase motors and dynamos as against two-

phase apparatus, as there is a question as to whether a

superiority exists; but simply considering the decreased

amount of copper required and the decreased inductance

of the line, there is no question, in my mind, that for

transmission the three-phase system is superior to the two-

phase. It is well known, of course, that the inductance

of the circuit can be, in some measure, compensated for

by the use of condensers or over-excited synchronous
motors. The first of these remedies is, however, a very

uncertain quantity commercially, while the second should

be used as much as possible; that is, as many synchro-

nous motors should be connected as is practicable. The
best remedy, as things stand at present, lies in the care-

ful construction of the line and the apparatus, so that the

effects, although they exist, can be reduced to a mini-

mum.
It has been shown by Mr. Scott, and others, that it is

possible to transform a two-phase into a three-phase cur-

rent, to transmit it and to transform it back again to a

two-phase current. This will allow us, if we wish, to use

two-phase dynamos for generating the current, to trans-

mit with the advantage incidental to the use of three-

phases, and at our reducing end-to use two-phase cir-

cuits for transmission. This has some advantages as far

as balancing the voltage on the circuits goes, and it has

been proposed in the case of several plants whose instal-

lation is being considered.

(To be Continued.)
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Great Storage Battery.—The Hartford Electric Light
Company has lately set up and is now using the largest

storage batten* ever made. It consists of 130 cells, and
it holds so much electricity that if the supply should be

entirely shut off this battery would keep twenty-four

thousand lights burning for an hour.

As is well known, the Hartford Electric Light Company
receives a large amount of its power from the water-

wheels at its great dam on the Farmington River near

Poquonock. Part of the time the demand upon the works
is greater th#n can be met by the water-power alone; at

other times the water goes to waste, for the stream of the

river is continuous, while the call for light is most of it

condensed in a comparatively brief part of the day. It

begins, say, about 4:30 o'clock and continues until 10 or

1 1 o'clock.

By means of this storage battery a great economy is

effected. As soon as the demand for light slackens, the

power is turned into this battery and the water,instead of

going to waste over the dam,' is used for manufacturing
electricity to be accumulated for use when needed. As
a result of this change the fires will soon be practically

extinguished altogether at the State street station, and no
steam, except for heating purposes, will be generated by
the company except at its leased Pearl street plant, where
the boilers will do duty as auxiliary to the Farmington
River and the storage battery.—Hartford Courant.

POSSIBLE CONTRACTS.

Columbus, Ga.—The wa£er-power development of the
Brush Electric Light & Power Co. will be enlarged to about
2,000-H. p. from 1,200-H. p., thereby enabling it to furnish

electric power to small industries. Address John F.

Flournoy, president.

Sistersville, W. Va.—Endeavors are being made to

organize a company for the purpose of constructing an
electric light plant. Address Cashier, Tyler County
Bank, for further particulars.

Proposals for the construction of an electric light plant

for a town of 1,600 inhabitants will be opened January
20. Plans can be seen at the office of the city clerk,

Rockville, Md., or at the office of John C. Morgan, 1012
New York Life building, Chicago, 111.

Webster Groves, Mo.—The residents of Webster
Groves propose to establish an electric light plant. The
estimated cost of the plant is $20,000, and it is proposed
to issue bonds and secure the money.

Cumberland, Md.—An ordinance has been passed by
the city.council for an election to be held for the purpose
of securing a $20,000 electric light plant. Address the
mayor for further information.

Hagerstown, Md.-—The Hagerstown Electric Co. will

enlarge its plant. It intends building a new power house
of 700 horse-power, to be supplied to commercial and
private houses.

Raleigh, N. C.—The electric lighting plant of the
Raleigh Street Railway Co., which was recently destroyed
by fire, will be rebuilt by the company.

Albany, N\ Y.—An immense electric plant will be
erected on Pleasure Island by the Paul Boynton Co., and

!;x 200 electric lights will be distributed throughout
the place.

Bancroft, Ont.—Bancroft is trying to secure electric

lighting.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Co., has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$300,000. The incorporators arc James M. Pemberton
and Albert L. Chester, Westerly, R. I.; George V.

Foster, N.Y. City; Wallace Hackett, Portsmouth, N. II.;

Herbert T. Jennings, Mount Vernon; Paul Armitage,
Bay Shore, and Henry D. Donnelly, Brooklyn. '1 be
company will supply gas and electricity for heat, light

and power in the villages of New Rochelle, Larchmont,
Mamaroneck, Harrison, Rye and Port Chester.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Ward & Upright Engineering
Co. has been incorporated to carry on a general machine
manufacturing business. Capital, $7,000. Directors,
George W. Ward, Chas. W. Upright and James B.

Upright.

N. Y. City.—The Vice-Versa Electric Lamp Co. has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000, by
Joseph Worth, Maurice L. Hayman, and George W.
Gorton.

Renfrew, Ont.—The Renfrew Electric Light and Power
Co., ltd., is applying for an Ontario charter. Place of

business, Renfrew. Capital, $90,000. The applicants
are W. H. Mackay, A. A. Wright, W. T. Guest, A. C.

Mackay, H. Wright, Renfrew.

NEW TELEPHONE COMPANIES.

Savannah, Ga.—The Savannah Telephone Co. has been
incorporated by J. A. G. Carson and others, with a

capital stock of $25,000; to construct and operate tele-

phone systems, etc.

Marlington, W. Va.—The Pocahontas Telephone Co.
is being incorporated by W. A. Bratton. The company
will construct a telephone system from Rouceverte to

Marlington by way of Lewisburg. The line will cost

about $1,500.

TELEPHONE NOTES.

Nebo, N. C.—The Cumberland Telephone Co. is con-
sidering the extension of its lines to Dalton, Richland
and Silent Run.

Angleton, Tex.—A fifteen and one-half-mile line is

being constructed from Angleton to Velasco, by the

Angleton Telephone Co. The company also intends

constructing a line to Alvin, a distance of twenty-three
miles. G. C. Garrett, contractor.

REORGANIZED.

President Charles Schimmelfingand Vice-President and
General Manager Alfred Short, of the newly organized

Eureka Tempered Copper Company, of North East, Pa.,

were in town January 6 and 7, attending to some im-

portant interests they have here. The new company has

a paid-up capital of $100,000. In conjunction with their

New York enterprise they will carry on a more extensive

electrical business than ever before.

ELECTRICAL and STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
Issued November 10, 1896.

X. V. City.—The Westchester Gas & Electric Co.,
which has succeeded the Consolidated Gas & Electric

570,906. Electric Burglar Alarm. C. Coleman, Chicago,

111. Filed Dec. 21, 1895.

570,911. Electrical Self-Playing Piano. G. H. Davis.

New York, N. Y. Filed Sept. 14, 1895.

570,914. Dynamo-Electric Machine. G. E. Dorman,
Chicago, 111. Filed Feb. 4, 1896.

570,945. Electric Locomotive. J. F. McLaughlin,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed June 24, 1891.
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57°>955- Automatic Safety Circuit Closer. W. L. Pratt

and F. E. Ripley, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 20,

1896.

570,967. Electric Annunciator. J. Stamm, Stuttgart,

Germany. Filed July 10, 1895.

571,032. Electric Meter. C. Wirt, G. R. Green and H.
Burger, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed March 7, 1896.

571.036. Electric Meter." H. Burger and W. H. Mc-
Fall, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed March 7, 1896.

571.037. Electric Meter. H. Burger and W. M. Mc-
Fall, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed March 7, 1896.

571,043. Electric Motor. G. R. Green, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed March 7, 1896.

571,050. Detent for Ratchet Wheels. W. D. Marks,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Aug. 22, 1896.

57 I »°S9- Electric Storage Battery. T. W. Allen, Lon-
don, England. Filed Feb. 18, 1896.

571,092. Trolley for Electric Railways. P. C. Mac-
Evoy, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Dec. 10, 1895.

57 I >°93- Multiple Fuse-Block. E. H. Montgomery, St.

Paul, Minn. Filed Aug. 10, 1895.

571,097. Automatic Circuit-Breaker. W.. H. Powell,

liartford, Conn. Filed June 15, 1896.

571,099. Electrical Discharge Device. C. E. Skinner,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed May 21, 1896.

571,103. Lightning Arrester. A. J. Wurts, Pittsburgh,

Pa. Filed March 11, 1896.

571,107. Electrically Controlled Derails for Railway
Crossings. J. P. Coleman, Edgewood Park, Pa. Filed

June 1, 1896.

571,109. Lightning Arrester. J. P. Culgan, Swissvale,

Pa. Filed June 1, 1896,

571.119. Electric Switch. W. W. Hibbard, Rochester,
N. Y. Filed Nov. 21, 1893.

571.120. Electric Railway Trolley. H. D. Hinckley,
Hartford, Conn. . Filed Aug. 12, 1895.

571,137. Electric Arc Lamp. H. R. Palmer, Norfolk,

Va. Filed March 25, 1896.

571,143. Electrode for Secondary Batteries. H.Wood-
ward, Toronto, Can. Filed March 22, 1896.

571,162. Telephone Switch. E. M. Harrison, Chicago,
111. Filed Nov. 21, 1894.

571,181. Field Magnet Pole. J. J. Wood, Fort Wayne,
lad. Filed Sept. 8, 1896.

571,190. Magneto Telephone. E. M. and W. S. Har-
rison, Chicago, 111. Filed, Nov. 21, 1894.

571,248. Electric Light Attachment. J. H. Rusby,
Nutley, N. J. Filed April 30, 1896.

571,257. Electric Heating Apparatus. A. E. Appleyard,
Natick, Mass. Filed Jan. 30, 1896.

System of Electrical Distribution

C. Chesney, Pittsfield, Mass.
J. F. Kelly

Filed July 30,

571,270.
and C
1896.

571,288. Electric Gas Lighting Device. E. Schmidt,
Berlin, Germany. Filed Aug. 1, 1896.

571,297. Electric Wall Box. W. F. Bossert, Utica, N.

Y. Filed Aug. 3, 1896.

571.300. System of Electrical Distribution. C. C.
Chesney and J. F. Kelley, Pittsfield, Mass. Filed Dec.
3, 1895.

571.301. Station Indicator. D. E. Conner, Covington,
Ky. Filed June 29, 1896.

571,305. Magneto Generator. J. C. Francis, New York,
N. Y. Filed Jan. 2, 1896.

571,310. Dynamo-Electric Machine. R.Lundell, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. Filed Oct. 7, 1895.

ELECTRIC STOCK QUOTATIONS.

Allegheny County Light Co.,

Brush Electric Company,
Bridgeport (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,
Edison Illg. Co (St. Louis), .

Eddy Electric Mfg. Company,
*Edison Elec. Illg. Co., New York,
Edison Elec. Illg. Co., Brooklyn,
Edison Ore Milling Co., . .

Edison Elec. Storage Company, .

East End Electric Light Co.,

Fort Wayne Electric Company, .

Ft. Wayne Elec. Co. T. Sec. Series A
General Electric Company,
General Electric Company pf.,

Hartford (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,

Hartford (Conn.) Lt. & Power Co.,

Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.,

New Haven (Conn.) Elec, Lt. Co.,

Narragansett (Prov. R. I.) Elec. Co.,

Rhode Island Elec. Protec. Co.,

Toronto (Canada) Elec. Light Co.,

T.-H. Elec. Co., T. Secur., Series D,
Thomson-Houston Welding Co.,

United Elec. Lt. & Power Co.,

Woonsocket (R. I.) Electric Co.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., pf.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., assd.,

*Ex dividend.

Bid.

100

35
10

102^
98

7

28

3

3

33 3A
75

i°5

i45

no
126

3^
5

5

ioo

5o^
2 3

Asked.

40

38

17

19

100

10

29

3%
4

77

i5

82

122

J 33

109

52

24

STANDARD
"""mmiiP-WESTON

PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS and

WATTMETERS
FOR ALTERNATING AND DIRECT

CDRRENT CIRCUITS.

The only standard porfnble instru-

ments of the type deserving

this name.

Write for Circulars and Price Lists
3 and i.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 WILLIAM STEEET, NEWAEK, IT. J.

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
33steuTolisslioca. 1873.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In S eets, Tubes Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Itad, Black and Gray. Send for Catal ^gue and Prices.

«ilM"S,del. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, h^/s^Vv
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10-inch Stratton Combined Separator and Steam Receiver connected to 1,200 H. P. Compound Westinghouse Engines at the

Power House of the United Electric Light and Power Company, 28th Street, New York City.

AUXILIARY APPLIANCES IN CONNECTION WITH A MODERN STEAM PLANT.

It has been stated by a distinguished French writer

that the fault of the present epoch is due to the fact that

we aim at perfection in the lesser things of life. It is but

a matter of a moment's reflection to realize that mere
aggregates compose the greater things, and that the per-

fection of the smaller invites the finished completion of

the whole. In the field of steam engineering there is

nothing that appeals more strongly to the observant eye

than the elaborateness of the modern steam plant. It

seems that a prevailing sentiment has left its impress

upon the entire mechanism and written in unmistakable

language the word "economy" on every part.

Modern steam plants are therefore composed of two
essential elements, the boiler and engine, and a series of

accessories whose function it is to add convenience and

prevent waste of heat, of steam and, consequently, of

power.

A feed-water heater is a device that stands prominently
forth as a factor of this nature. It absorbs heat that in

the recent past had always been wasted. The steam that
leaves the engine after having expanded and given up the
power we have availed ourselves of still retains consider-
able heat, which may be used for increasing the tempera-
ture of the water the boiler is being fed with. The steam
gives up its latent or hidden heat to the fresh water, thus
saving considerable fuel that would otherwise be required
for equivalent thermal conditions. This exhaust steam
may be either brought in contact with the feed-water or
merely in proximity with it. It is dangerous to the life

of the boiler to follow the practice of using heaters in
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which the exhaust steam and feed-water meet. But there

is no objection to having the exhaust steam enter a cavity

or shell within which is a similar apparatus through which*

the feed-water passes and is thereby heated. Within
either the one or the other the steam enters, and it is well

to state that those feed-water heaters, composed of a large

shell to hold the steam and a set of tubes within to carry

the water, are of the most durable and economic design.

The Goubert feed-water heater contains the essence of

these principles. Exhaust steam enters an enclosed shell

containing a set of tubes; it strikes their outer walls, de-

The illustration shows the application of a Gouber
feed-water heater to a modern condensing engine. A
heater of the horizontal type is introduced in the path of

the steam between the engine and the condenser. The
feed-water is forced by the feed-pump through this

apparatus, and therein becomes heated to a temperature
very near that of the steam. Under such conditions as

may be due to the vacuum carried, this temperature
ordinarily averages somewhere near 120 , with a vacuum
of, say, 26". The feed-water leaving this first apparatus
is then forced through, on its way to the boiler, another

Arrangement of Primary and Supplementary Heateis in Connection with Condensing Engine.

livering its heat to the water within and then condensing.

The shell is of sufficient area to remove all danger of

back pressure and is likewise provided with a drip for the

condensed steam; neither grease nor sediment collects

either in the outer shell or inner tubes. The drip carries

off with it all oil or grease that may have accidentally

entered with the steam; and a deflector prevents the in-

soluble mineral matter of the feed-water from rising

upward through the tube, but allows it to collect at the

bottom, which in the vertical type represents a cup-

shaped cavity.

heater, called a supplementary. Into the shell of this

heater is exhausted the steam from the various auxiliaries,

such as the air-pump, the feed-pump, jacket-pumps, etc.

This exhaust being under atmospheric pressure, and
consequently at a temperature of 212 , the feed-water

that has already been primed in the first heater to 120°

can be heated in the second to very nearly 200°, that is

to say, to as high a temperature as would be the case if

the engine were non-condensing.

An additional appliance that has added greatly to the

period of usefulness of engines is the "separator." This
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device separates the water or moisture from steam about
to enter an engine, thus removing entirely the danger
arising from water in the cylinder head. Dry steam is so

essential in the successful operation of a steam plant

that moist steam is like the introduction of deadly
disease germs into the human blood; a general disorgani-

zation ensues and the mechanism becomes entirely dis-

abled. An extract from a report on this subject by J. E.

Denton, Professor of Experimental Mechanics in the

Stevens Institute, regarding the Stratton separator, reads

as follows:

EFFICIENCY OK STRATTON SEPARATOR.
An average of five experiments aggregating one hundred

and fifty minutes.

Pounds of dry steam per hour .... 608
Percentage of moisture entering separator . . .27

Percentage of moisture leaving separator . . . o

Proportion of moisture eliminated by separator . 100

THE RENO INCLINED ELEVATOR.

* What may prove in the course of time to be one of the
most popular devices used in office buildings or apart-

ment nouses is now being tried at the New York end of

Brooklyn Bridge.

In principle it is that of the endless belt driven by a
source of power, the people trying it merely standing on
the belt and being carried with it to the head of the
stairs. Mr. Jesse W. Reno is the inventor of this remark-
able machine. Its novelty has attracted crowds in the
past, it being estimated that at least 75,000 people en-
joyed the pleasure of a ride on it at Coney Island last

year.

The endless belt spoken of carries on its surface a set

of cast iron strips attached at right angles to the length
of the belt. The metal strips are so linked together that

they form a substantial but flexible foothold. Sprocket

BY COUSTESY Or THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Reno Inclined Elevator at the Brooklyn Bridge.

As the basis of economical operation there is not the

slightest doubt but that it rests upon the use of a properly

designed separator. The illustration shows a Stratton

Combined separator and steam receiver used in the U. S.

Light and Power Co., 28th street, N. Y. City. It com-
bines within itself the features of a separator and steam
receiver. It not only insures a supply of dry steam but

furthermore passes it over at the full working pressure.

It occupies but little space and looks neat and compact.

The Goubert Manufacturing Company, 14-16 Church
street, N. Y., have manufactured and introduced this

separator with the greatest success in all the best known
steam plants of the United States.

St. Louis, Mo.—Bids will be opened April 9 for lighting

the streets and public places of the city by electricity.

Address Robert E. McMath, president board of public

improvements, for full particulars.

wheels carry the entire chain-like belt with a uniformly

continuous motion. Small rollers or wheels carry the

cast iron strips over the inclined support. This support

is rigid and consists of two I beams parallel to each other

and flanged. The rollers rest upon these flanges and
make the upward movement of the slats pleasant and
even.

The transfer of a passenger from the floor to the mov-
ing machine and then to the upper platform is unique

and ingenious.

The cast iron cross-pieces are ribbed and these hand-
like ribs are met at the base and top of the staircase by
an iron platform, which by means of comb-like projec-

tions fits snugly into the grooves below while preserving

the continuity of the floor, and meets the same above,

belonging to the platform upon which the passenger is

almost unconsciously deposited.

The upward rise below prevents any possible danger of

clothing, etc., catching, while above the parallel ribs fit
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so snugly into the interstices of the upper platform that

the transfer is made of the foot upon the stationary metal

plate almost imperceptibly. The hand rail likewise move?
on the same principle, being composed of an endless

sprocket chain covered with leather and rubber. This

rail and the platform move at a uniform and equal speed.

THE CITY OF DALLAS.

The following resolutions were passed at our council

meeting last Tuesday, January i, 1897:

Whereas, the contract for lighting the city now held by

Floor
Line

Fiy. 2.—Showing Method of Transferring Passenger.

In the illustration the motor driving the device is under
perfect control, as it may be controlled from either end

of the staircase by means of a button. It is bolted

directly to the main framework of the machine, as

shown in cut. The capacity of an elevator is over 2,500

per hour of the 2^-feet width. The double file elevator

is four feet wide and has a capacity of 5,000 passengers

an hour.

If used in combination with a narrow staircase, the

Reno elevator can be used for ascending and the stairs

for descent.

The safety and convenience of this arrangement is so

the Dallas Electric Company expires November 3, this year;

And, whereas, considerable time is necessary to inves-

tigate matters connected with same looking to the better-

ment and cheapening of said lighting system; therefore,

Be it resolved that the light committee, in connection
with the city electrician, investigate and report to this

council at as early a date as possible what, in their opinion,

would be the most economical and satisfactory course to

pursue, and what system of lighting would be the most
satisfactory and cheapest for the city to use.

Be it further resolved that said committee and electri-

The Reno Inclined Elevator.

obvious that we believe either this or some equivalent

device will be used for the purpose that its use implies.

The inventor believes the value of the second floor in

buildings will be greatly increased by its introduction

and a considerable appreciation in the value of the prop-

erty will follow.

cian investigate the surplus boiler capacity now at Turtle

Creek pump house, and bring in an estimate on the neces-

sary machinery and construction material for 300 arc

lights.

W. A. Eraser,
City Electrician.
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THE PRESEXT STATUS OF THE DISTRIBUTION
AND TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICAL

ENERGY.

DR. LOUIS DUNCAN.

POSSIBLE VOLTAGES AND DISTANCES OF TRANSMISSION.

NUMBER of calculations have been
made as to the possibility of trans-

mitting electrical energy to very

long distances. If the question of

cost of transmission alone is con-

sidered, then where water powers or

culm heaps are within distances of

100 miles of some large centre of

consumption, it has been shown
that it would be profitable to gener-

ate and transmit electrical energy.

In these calculations, however, volt-

age; are assumed that have never been employed for

commercial plants, and whose availability is problematic,
while sufficient stress is not apparently laid on'the ques-
tion of the reliability of the power. If the industries of a

large city depended upon a single transmission plant, it is

evident that the question of reliability is of paramount
importance "Where energy is supplied to manufacturers,
to street car systems and for lighting, a break-down that

would involve the cutting off of current for a day would
mean an enormous pecuniary loss to the community. As
the distance of transmission increases, the possibility of

accident is increased in greater ratio because we have not
only the higher voltages to control, but the length of the
line that must be looked out for is also increased. The
best guide lies in the practical experience which has been
obtained in the present transmission plants and the con-
sideration of the difficulties that have arisen and the

remedies that have been employed. I have prepared a

partial list of the principal transmission plants that are
now in operation.*

It will be seen that the longest transmission is at Fresno,
Cal., the distance being about 35 miles. The highest
alternating voltage used is 13,000 volts at Zurich, Switzer-
land. The highest direct potential is 15,000 volts at

Brescia.

All of these plants are working successfully, and this

fact will lead to still longer transmission and higher volt-

ages. No limit of either distance or potential has as yet
been reached. If we consider the record of the present
transmission plants, we can safely say that it would not
be going outside of the safe limit of development to trans-
mit at least 50 miles at a potential of 20,000 volts, pro-
vided the energy could be delivered at such a price as to

be considerably lower than the cost of a corresponding
amount of energy obtained from a steam plant. This,
of course, is a matter of local condition entirely, and the
commercial value of such a transmission will depend upon
local conditions.

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION FOR RAILROAD WORK.
The possibility of long distance electric railroad lines

is intimately connected with the possibility of long dis-

tance transmission of power. We have seen that it is

possible to transmit considerable distances from a single
station. The current so distributed is not, however,
such that it can be applied directly to railroad motors,
but it must be transformed at points along the line, the
distance apart of these points of distribution depending
upon the system that is employed. At present continu-
ous current motors are used, and considerations of
safety would lead us to use line potentials not greater
than 700 volts. By distributing rotary transformers at
distances of five or six miles apart, we would be able

*The table referred to is found on the editorial page of January
iCth issue.

to supply motors with current without any great invest-
ment in copper. The amount of copper required could
be still further reduced by using rotary transformers with
storage batteries, thus keeping a constant load on the
transmission line. It will be found, however, that on any
long distance railroad line, the load on any section of
the line is exceedingly variable and the discharge rate of
the batteries will have to be very high in order to prevent
excessive cost for our reducing stations. It is doubtful
whether we have reached a point in battery construc-
tion that this system of transmission would be economical.
It is certain, however, that when the distances are com-
paratively short, say within 15 miles, and where the traffic

is not evenly distributed, that rotary transformers, with
or without batteries, can be economically employed for
railroad work.

CONCLUSIONS.
My conclusions, subject always to the influence of local

conditions, are as follows :

1. In both direct-current lighting and traction sys-
tems, where the power is generated in or near the area of
distribution, it is best to use one station situated at the
most economical point for producing power.

2. In the case of the traction systems, where the
economical area of direct distribution is passed, boosters
should be employed directly or in connection with bat-
teries, to a distance of ten or twelve miles from a station,
and beyond this rotary transformers, whether with or
without batteries should be used.

3. In the case of direct current lighting systems, the
energy should be transmitted to storage batteries situ-

ated at centres of consumption either directly or by
means of a rotary transformer and distributed from them.

4. Where batteries are used it is best to place them
at the end of feeder wires to obtain the advantage of a
constant load on the wire.

5. The best system for the long distance transmis-
sion of energy, for general purposes, is the three-phase
alternating system.

6. Commercial transmissions are in successful opera-
tion for distances of 35 miles, and for voltages as high as

15,000 volts.

Experience with these plants shows that the transmis-
sion of 50 miles with a pressure of 20,000 volts is prac-
ticable; beyond these limits the transmission would be
more or less experimental.

Telegraphing Without Wires.—On December 12, at

Toynbee Hall, Mr. W. H. Preece delivered an address to
a crowded audience on "Telegraphing Without Wires."
Mr. Preece said that in 1884 he was astonished to learn
that the operators in the offices of the Exchange Tele-
graph Company in Gray's Inn Road were able to read by
ear the messages that were going along the wires over-
head from London to Bradford. He set himself to think
about the matter, and eventually found that it was due to
the electrical waves in the air. After this the matter was
carried further, and experiments, which were made in the
North of England, showed that it was possible to bring a
system of telegraphy without wires into practical and
excellent effect. The system was a very simple one, and
consisted practically in conveying electrical magnetic
waves across space. The waves, and thus the messages,
could be conveyed between England and France, and all

that was wanted was a coil of wire on each side of the
Channel of the same length as the Channel's breadth.
The current thus generated on the one side would be ob-
served on the other. The system was of practical value,

too, in that the messages, although received at one point,

could be distributed to any number of other points. An
attempt to establish means of communication by this sys-

tem between the shore and lightships had been tried, and
^1,000 had been spent on the experiment. Up to the
present the experiment had not turned out a success, but
he did not despair of being successful.—London Inven-
tion.
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OSBORN ELECTROMAGNETIC RAILWAY.

The Osborn system of electric traction, illustrated in

our pages, is practically a type of the so-called block

system that on various occasions has been tried with

of an overhead trolley and the practical continuity of

the roadbed. During the recent agitation of the last

few years against trolley roads a great many inventors

turned their attention to the solution of so important a

problem - the design of a system devoid of the unsightly

Fig. 2.

varying degrees of success. One of the first to bring a trolley, yet whose source of supply was just as convenient
system of this kind to the writer's notice was Mr. Wilcox, for instant use.

of Newark. In the cellar of his home or factory he had In Mr. Osborn's system the roadbed has the usual sur-

in working operation a four or five-horse power railway face rails, and situated midway between them is a third

Fig. i.

truck, running on a circular track provided at intervals

with electromagnetic devices working automatically and
supplying current to the car when required.

The difficulty of overcoming certain objectionable fea-

tures that have always been stumbling-blocks in the way
of the inventor or improver practically prevented any
headway being made in this particular phase of electric

railroading.

One of its most inviting characteristics is the absence

rail, shaped like an inverted V, in the interior of which,

insulated and sealed from air and water, is secured the

wire leading from the positive pole of the dynamo. The
two surface or car-wheel rails and the central rail are each

furnished with a trolley and friction shoes, which are held

in a yielding frame, and this is attached to the frame of

the truck. Each car carries a small storage battery or

a few couples of galvanic cells beneath a seat, and this

(Continued on Page 56.)
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THE INSTITUTION OF PUBLIC
TORIES.

LABORA-

In England Mr. Ludwig Mond, F.R.S., has expressed
a practical feeling of generosity that is unique in its

character. He has founded and endowed a laboratory
which is at the disposal of every worthy scientific investi-

gator. The laboratory is situated at No. 20 Albemarle
street, London, equipped with the latest scientific appa-
ratus. It will prove a perfect elysium to those whose
lives are devoted to their work.
There are at least sixteen separate laboratories for re-

search work, many additional rooms for special experi-

ments and a museum richly endowed with a variety of

scientific appliances. The building in which these labora-

tories have been installed was at one time the residence
of Lord Cowley. A wine cellar, in which this gentleman
took a certain amount of national pride, has been trans-

formed into a vault preserving within its confines a con-
stant temperature. Many eminent men attended the
opening of this institution. Dr. Mond, on Tuesday,
December 22, 1896, formally transferred this $500,000
gift to the care of its distinguished directors, Lord
Raleigh and Prof. Dewar, who, with the aid of Dr. Alex-
ander Scott, the superintendent, will undertake its man-
agement. The Prince of Wales in addressing Prof. Mond
said: "It affords me much satisfaction to assist at the

opening of the series of beautifully arranged and well

equipped research laboratories which this country owes
to your generosity, and I congratulate the members of

the Royal Institution of Creat Britain on this most im-

portant accession to the resources which have been
placed at the command of the institution for the advance-
ment of chemical and physical science." Neither Lord
Raleigh nor Prof. Dewar receive any remuneration for

the work they have undertaken.

There is no statement received with greater incredulity
by the semi-wise public than that which refers to a
method of telegraphing without wires. The reason why
so much doubt is expressed is due to the fact that the
field of science embraced by experiments in this direction
is beyond the ken of the ordinary layman, and suffi-

ciently advanced to cause the superficially educated indi-
vidual to smile in a suggestively knowing way upon
results obtained in it.

It is fortunate for us that in the economy of nature
there is sufficient groundwork for us to build upon in our
attempt to establish a practical system of wireless teleg-
raphy. The phenomenon of induction which exhibits
itself either with a static charge or a current is the basis
upon which all our hopes depend for a telegraphic system
dispensing with wires between the points of communica-
tion. Let it be clearly understood that telegraphy with-
out wires in this sense loses none of its usefulness because
it would be impossible for even the greatest storm to in-

terfere with a system of this description.

Mr. Preece, of England, has been so impressed with
the advisability of further and immediate investigation of
the subject that he secured an appropriation for that pur-
pose. His object was to find the means by which signals
can be transmitted and the conditions affecting their

clearness and continuity. It seems that the limitations
of each particular experiment attempted depends upon
the distance and nature of the current. The instant a
current is started in a wire it becomes the focus of a

series of magnetic whirls extending along the length of
the wire. These magnetic "maelstroms" radiate out-
ward into space, and when they strike another conductor
create in it an electrical disturbance strong or weak de-
pending upon their intensity and the distance traversed.
To demonstrate the usefulness of this principle a long
wire is stretched upon poles and a mile or so away another
wire is suspended parallel to the first. If the current in

the first wire is interrupted or varied, the second wire will

become similarly affected and give issue to a series of

electric impulses corresponding to the first. If appro-
priate apparatus is employed, signals may be thus ex-

changed between points widely separated and having no
metallic connection with each other of any description.
In times of war the usefulness of this device can hardly
be questioned. At sea, vessels that have not appeared
within each other's horizon could by this means corre-

spond freely. There is no doubt but that a rapid develop-
ment will follow the first successful series of experiments
conducted on this principle. We believe that a problem
of this kind is as important as that of producing cold
light, and it seems that the time is almost ripe for us to

receive the practical benefits of such work.

Transforming Wood into Gas.—-A useful discovery is

announced in L'Echo Foreiestr by F. Riche, an engineer.

It is known that motive power, instead of being produced
by steam, can be had directly from the coal transformed
into gas. The defects of this gas, however, are its small
per cent, of richness, its cost, and the scarceness of the
coal, from which, in certain localities, it can be extracted,

though even with these disadvantages the motive power
thus produced is cheaper than that obtained by ordinary
means. Means have now been found by M. Riche for

transforming the whole of wood into gas, the latter hav-

ing, he says, a power four times greater than that vielded

by bituminous coal, which can be applied to the produc-
tion of numerous ceramic products, such as glass manu-
facture, Bessemer hearths, and like industries. Owing
also to its richness in carbonic oxide, it can be made use
of in the manufacture of various chemicals, such as oxalic

acid, and this at a much lower cost than at present.—In-

dustrial World.
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generator makes its circuit through the surface rails, pass-

ing through certain electromagnets sealed in
ra chamber

or box, where a metal yoke attracted by the electromag-
nets is forced into contact with the stationary contact

pieces, one of which is in contact with the dynamic wire

and the other with the V-shaped rail. The current passes

through this yoke to the said rail, and is thence trans-

wires or track, as the whole electrical current is confined
to the space underneath the car. The system is adapted
to any street railway or to any railroad.

The great point of having a track that is rendered
automatically alive or dead, active or inactive at the

instant of use makes it an unusually attractive problem
to work upon. *

Fig- 3-

mitted to the controllers, and by motorman switched on
to the motors of the car. The central rail is sectional

and embedded in insulating material. After the car has

The description of the cuts is taken direct from the

company's circular and reads as follows:

Figure i is a transverse section of the roadbed showing

Fig. 5-

gone over one section of the central rail, which may be of the third rail used in the complete system. Within this

any desired length, but in cities preferably less than the convexo-concave rail is seen the positive wire from dy-

length of a car, the circuit in that section is broken, and namo. This rail may be entire or composed of two see-

instantly the exposed central rail becomes electrically tions, as shown. The manner of attachment of metallic

dead. In this way no danger can be feared from live ribbons or conductors together with the connecting pieces,
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also the position of the yoke when the electromagnets
are energized, the common service rails and connecting
wire, these are the conductors through which the genera-
tor on the car transmits its current to the solenoids or

electromagnets, which operate the armature that makes
contact through the yoke with the connecting pieces over
which the dynamic current passes to the third rail. When
the magnets cease to be energized the armatures drop to

the permanent magnet, thus breaking the circuit in the

dynamic current, and by said magnets held in position.

happen to be above. The track then becomes alive and
remains so until the car moves on to another section of

the track.

The writer's experience has showed him that the sys-

tem depends greatly for its success, from a practical

point of view, upon the reliablity of the electromagnet.!',

device; and, from a commercial point of view, upon the
cost of installation which though high is apt to be accepted
with resignation if the road meets the exigencies of city

traffic without failure.

1 v»»mwm ww*< ywmwwm ymw wmvawzz^
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Figure 2 is a side elevation of trollies used in the sys-

tem.

Figure 3 is a transverse vertical section of the same. .

Figure 4 shows a common street car and with figure 5

exhibits a line of one side of the railroad, and manner of

uniting the rails in series, through which the generator
on car transmits its current to the solenoids to energize
their cores. Conditions may arise where this form may
be in requisition.

Figure 6 is an electric locomotive operated by the

Ffg. 4.

THE INTERNATIONAL THERMAL UNIT.

According to the "Scientific American," at the recent

meeting of the British Association the electrical standards

committee provisionally approved a set of propositions

relating to a thermal unit, and for the purpose of inviting

international discussion of the question, proposes to send

a copy of the propositions to representative bodies

throughout the world. These bodies will be invited, says

the " Electrical World," to take what action they may

Fig. 6.

Osborn system, showing position [of trollies and sectional

rails for long trains, as on a steam railway. These sev-

eral ways for operating street cars may also be performed
through the agency of three narrow metallic strips secured
to the surface conduit in which these solenoids, armatures,
and contact pieces are situated, and all within the claims
and scope of this company's patents.

The sum and substance of this system is the principle

of rendering the devices beneath the roadbed automatic-
ally active in any given section of the road the car may

deem most desirable, with the view to bringing about
international agreement on the matter. The propositions
are as follows:

I. For many purposes heat is most conveniently meas-
ured in units of energy, and the theoretical C. G. S. unit of

heat is 1 erg. The name joule has been given by the elec-

trical standards committee to io 7 ergs.

For many practical purposes heat will continue to be
measured in terms of the heat required to raise a meas-
ured mass of water through a definite range of temperature.
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If the mass of water be one gramme and the range of

temperature i° C. of the hydrogen thermometer from 9.5
C. to 10.

5

C. of the scale of that thermometer, then, ac-

cording to the best of the existing determinations, the

amount of heat required is 4.2 joules.

It will, therefore, be convenient to fix upon this number
of joules as a secondary unit of heat. This secondary
thermal unit may be called a "calory." .

Accordingly, for the present a second proposition is:

II. The amount of heat requisite to raise the tempera-
ture of one gramme of water i° C. of the scale of the hy-

drogen thermometer at a mean temperature which maybe
taken as io° C. of that thermometer is 4.2 joules.

If further research should show that the statement in

II. is not exact, the definition could be adjusted by a

small alteration in the mean temperature at which the

rise of i° takes place. The definition in I. and the num-
ber (4.2) of joules in a calory would remain unaltered.

The more expanded use of these processes leads to the
purification of ores by electrolysis, the extirpation of

microbes and microscopic organisms from drinking water,
and the treatment of sewage for the purpose of rendering
it harmless from a hygienic standpoint and useful as a
renovator of the soil.

The smelting of ores and the treatment of aluminum
can almost be classed under the same head. The pro-
duction of fine gold and silver ware, executed by the

process of plating on glass, has created a new field in the

application of electroplating to the higher arts.

And the sub-department of electrotyping in all its

phases has established' a firm footing in publishing and
engraving firms.

Almost 100 years ago the first experiments in the de-

positing of metals was performed in a small way, and
from then on until a period of forty years had passed the

germ of growth was stayed.

anode
n

Electrolyte

I Cat Hock

\

Theory of Electrolysis.

ELECTROPLATING.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OE ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

PART I.

The essential requirements for electroplating are clean-

liness and a slight knowledge of chemical reactions.

There is much that may appear to be beyond the scope

of the home experimenter in this work, but such is not

the case, as the apparatus used is within the means of

every careful worker.

The study of electrolysis is based upon the curious

though familiar fact that the passage of a current through

a solution made of the salts of any metal will cause a de-

posit to occur.

This deposit may be brought about by the current from

a few small primary batteries of closed circuit type or

the heavy current of a plating dynamo built and used

especially for this purpose. The growing industry of

electroplating has made this quite an important branch

of the commercial arts. The most common department

of plating is comprised under the heads of copper, nickel

and silver plating.

The gradual evolution of the different methods now
prevailing grew from that time on.

Electroplating is the process of depositing a layer of

metal on another body by an electric current.

One of the simplest forms of plating coming into notice,

and one within the scope of the reader, is the process of

copperplating.

Copperplating.—A solution is made of pure water and
crystals of sulphate of copper.

The copper crystals or bluestone, as it is commonly
called, is dissolved in sufficient water to make a semi-

saturated solution. The addition of a few drops of sul-

phuric acid greatly improves the conductivity of the bath.

About four tumblerfuls of water to one-half a pound of

crystals will suffice.

A plate of pure copper is secured to the positive pole of

the battery or dynamo, and the object to be plated to the

negative pole. The passage of the current will cover

the object with a copper film of gradually increasing

thickness.

The purity and excellence of the deposit is subject to

the following conditions :

Pressure in volts.

Current in amperes.

Condition of solution.

Pressure in volts in copperplating is determined by the

condition and nature of the bath.
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A copper solution acidulated and a copper cyanide
require the following :

Volts.

Copper acid bath, .5 to 1.5

Copper cyanide bath, .3 to .5

The following facts in relation to copperplating will

prove of value. The electro-chemical equivalent, or the
amount of metal deposited by one ampere per second, is

the basis of this table.

A coating of oxide sometimes forms from exposure to

the air; both can be removed by using two baths for

cleansing, as mentioned below:
Stripping or acid bath.

Cleansing or lye "

part II.

The stripping bath if used for a dip or two of the metal
to be plated will remove all traces of oxide; in fact, it will

Method of Connecting up.

simple plating cell.

Copper.

Weight in Grammes.
Current 1 ampere deposits .000326 per second.

11 _ 11 «

<

11
T

11 i<

851.8

386.4

.01957 minute.
1. 17390 " hour.
1. kilogramme per hour
I. pound per hour.

The further facts worthy of consideration depend upon
the extent to which the plating is done for their usefulness.

act so successfully on a plated object that it will remove
all the deposited metal in short order. The alkali bath of

caustic soda attacks any and every form of grease, oil,

etc., leaving the object clean and ready for a second
cleansing in a vat of live water.

Metal, especially copper, can sometimes be deposited

on a body due to the fact—the relation existing chemically

will cause a coating of pure metal to form.

Bright steel dipped into a copper solution receives a red

coat of copper, the metal being precipitated without the

Arnoux and Hochhausen Plating Dynamo.

When a great quantity of copper is to be deposited each
day, the following is a valuable fact to remember:

One hundred pounds of copper deposited in a day of ten
laboring hours would require 3,864 amperes of current.
To return to the process and precautions necessary

aid of any current. A weak current will deposit upon
the cathode or negative pole a deposit that is inclined

to be brittle and crystalline in nature.

A strong current will cause a deposit that appears to

be composed of disintegrated particles of copper. They
the material to be plated must be thoroughly free from are black and powdery and of no use at all, though con
grease and oil. sisting of pure copper
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The proper current will give a characteristic deposit of

tough and close-grained copper.
The determination of the proper current can be obtained

by noting the current in amperes for a given surface of

copper and regulating it as the table indicates.

Proper current for deposit.

Amperes per ioo Sq. inches.

Copper cyanide bath, - - 2 to 3

Tough deposit, - - 1.5 to 4
Very tough, - - - 4 to 10

Very solid, - - - 10 to 25

Solid, but sandy at edges, - 50 to 100

For weak solution and a strong current a black deposit

ensues, and gas is liberated at the cathode pole.

For a strong solution and a weak current the deposit is

crystalline and useless.

It is sometimes considered good practice to connect a

number of vats together in series; in such a case the

volts required for the total number of baths on the basis

given must be applied. For ten baths of three volts each

30 volts pressure is necessary. Plating can be done
with a solution and a carbon anode.

If such were the case, however, the anode being unable
to waste, the liquid would suffer, becoming greatly weak-
ened, and unless strengthened by the addition of more
salts ultimately losing all its metal, whether copper,nickel,

silver or gold.

It is the practice to refine copper by using large vats in

series with each other, as described. A dynamo of the
'

requisite pressure sends the current through the series.

Huge blocks of the crude ore are connected to the posi-

tive pole and used as anodes.
The cathode is a thin plate of copper. Only pure cop-

per is deposited upon it, and this is allowed to thicken
until it is in the shape of thick plates or large ingots.

They are taken, and rolled into wire or used for miscel-

laneous purposes, being about 96 to 98 per cent, pure
copper.

The sediment or sludge is retained and the metal it

holds, either in the shape of salts or particles, is recov-

ered.

About three dollars' worth of gold and silver is obtained
from each tank after a few days' run. The richness of

the copper ore in these valuable impurities greatly varies,

being from a dollar to three or even more per ton if the

ore is rich.

Quicking a piece of metal is the process of covering its

surface with mercury before plating. A solution made by •

dropping mercury into nitric acid will be useful for this

purpose, if applied to the surface of the object.

When the article has received a coating of sufficient

thickness it is removed from the bath and dried in saw-

dust, after being washed. It is then buffed, or, if the sur-

face is rough, exposed to the action of a circular brush

having wire instead of hair or bristles as its effective por-

tion.

Scratching is the name applied to such work, and be-

tween the two the object becomes perfectly smooth and
endowed with a bright lustre. To perfect the work fur-

ther and produce a surface of excellent quality, the proc-

ess of burnishing is carried on.

This is done by means of a smooth curved surface

applied to the deposit very briskly and with considerable

pressure. An object that has been covered with a coat-

ing of metal under which exists a surface of oxide, is likely

to peel. The way to eradicate this trouble is to treat the

surface beforehand to a dilute solution of acid, or to give

it a rapid dip in the stripping bath.

Certain classes of solutions do not conduct electricity

very well, such as tetra-chloride of zinc for instance;

nitrates in solution are very difficult to handle because of

their rapid oxidizing power. The deposit of metal can

only be obtained by the greatest care. The free acid

released by electrolysis is the direct cause of the trouble.

The best solutions are made up of sulphates or cyanides of

the metal.

An excellent formula for a copper sulphate solution is

as follows :

Acid copper solution.—Prepare a saturated solution of

copper sulphate; warm water will be very effective in

this respect for the rapid preparation of an intense so-

lution.

Take 1 gallon of saturated solution.

1 quart of water.

1 ounce sulphuric acid.

The preparation of ah alkaline solution for deposition
upon iron and zinc is covered by the following:

Alkaline solution of copper.—Mix a solution of copper
sulphate and cyanide of potassium together. A precipi-

tate falls to the bottom of copper cyanide. The precipi-

tate is washed in pure water and strained, then redissolved
in a solution of cyanide of potassium and water.

A cyanide ofpotassium solution is made by dissolving two
pounds of cyanide to one gallon of water.

After the copper solution has been obtained by the

above method, two ounces of cyanide is added to each gal-

lon of copper solution.
.

This so.ution works but at ioo° F., but a heavy cur-

rent will cause a good deposit at 30 F.

In nickelplating certain precautionary measures are

adopted to insure good results. A very strong solution

will be as injurious to the deposit as a heavy current.

The solution and current therefore determine the quality

of the deposit, while it is known that about 30 to 40
grains per hour of copper express the limit for good plat-

ing; the conditions of nickelplating forbid a similar state-

ment.
Nickel is best deposited from a salt composed of two in

active conjunction—salts of nickel and ammonium. The
processes of preparation are two-fold; when separately

obtained they are mixed as described.

Sulphate of nickel.

(I-)

3 parts nitric acid.

1 part sulphuric acid.

4 parts water.

Dissolve in this solution two pounds of nickei to each

gallon and gradually heat until the nickel is entirely dis-

solved. When this occurs add one-quarter of its volume
of hot water and filter.

(II.)

Ammonia -solution.—Dissolve sulphate of ammonia in hot

water until the solution is saturated; about four pounds
to the gallon will be sufficient.

The two solutions of nickel and ammonia are mixed in

equal quantities.

The precipitate.that falls when both are mixed is then

washed in a portion of the ammonia solution.

This sediment is the plating salt, the double salt of

nickel and ammonia.
For use mix three-quarters of a pound of this salt to

one gallon of water. The solution must be chemically

neutral. This is accomplished by testing with litmus

paper.

The paper is simply dipped in.

If the litmus paper becomes red add sulph. ammonia.
" " " " blue " " nickel.

The wave length of Roentgen rays has been ascertained

by Dr. Fromm, of Munich, at fourteen millionths of a

millimeter, that is about seventy-five times smaller than

the smallest wave length for light. This determination

was based upon interference phenomena observed by Dr.

Fromm, says Prometheus.—Scientific American.
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HARD RUBBER GOODS
FOR ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL PURPOSES A SPECIALTY.

Phonograph Tubes,

Hook Insulators,

Magnet Heads,

Battery Cells,

Sounder Covers,

Relay Covers,
Cord Adjusters,

Socket Bushings,

Switch Handles,

Key Knobs,

Nipples

MEET, ROD, TUBING Always on Hand.

ESTIMATES FOR SPECIAL WORK GIVEN.

THE GOODYEAR VULCANITE CO,
OFFICE,

353 Broadway, N. Y.

FACTORY,

Wlorrisville, Pa.

M. DITTENHOEFER,

Gen'l Manager.

GEO. PELLINGER,

Manager Electrical Department.
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THE MODERN POWER-HOUSE. INQUIRY COLUMN.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE BY RICHARD MCCULLOCH.

In beginning a paper of this kind it is usually consid-
ered proper to start with a sort of historical review, but
in this case we are immediately struck with the fact that,

unlike most modern institutions, the eventful history of

the street-railway power-house has been condensed into

the last few years. The conditions, the general design
and the greater part of the machinery itself have been
evolved during the last ten years. All of these have
changed rapidly, and the manager who now deplores as

antiquated a power-house built six years ago, with the best
existing machinery and in the light of the most approved
practice, can say with Cicero, that it was not his fault,

but the fault of the times.

It may be readily seen that there are two standpoints
from which the design of the power-house may be viewed.
That of the one, who strives that the general plan that

each machine, and that every arrangement shall tend
solely towards the cheapest possible production of power;
and that of the other who, while appreciating the position

of the former, desires also that nothing shall enter into

the design which will materially affect either the simplicity

or the reliability of the plant. The cost of power on a

large road is about ten per cent, of the total operating
expenses, and it is almost a self-evident fact that the use
of any apparatus which might produce unreliable service,

and thus impair the receipts and ruin the prestige of the

road in order to save a small percentage of this cost of

power, would be very bad business policy. The first cri-

terion of any machine installed in a power-house should
be absolute reliability, and the second, economy.

LOCATION.

A great deal has lately been written concerning the
proper location of power-houses and formulae, and graph-
ical methods for determining this point have been derived;

but we doubt very much whether any street-railway power-
house has ever been located either by graphics or by the
differential calculus. Unfortunately it usually happens,
especially in cities, that the electrical centre of the distri-

bution system falls in very valuable ground entirely un-
suited for a power-house location, and the final location

is very often influenced by the extremely unscientific fact

that the railroad company owns that particular piece of

ground and cannot find a purchaser for it. In selecting a

location it is very important that a large power-house
should be placed on a railroad track, so that coal may be
readily and cheaply delivered, and it is very desirable,

that the location should also be on some water supply, in

order that condensing engines may be used, unless the

conditions will warrant the use of self-cooliug condensers.

If a location fulfilling these conditions may be found
somewhere near the electrical centre of distribution, it is

an ideal spot for a power-house; but if in order to secure

coal and water it must be moved from this point it should,

if possible, be moved in the direction of future extensions

of the street railroads. There are cases where power-
houses cannot be located on the steam-railroad tracks, but
the only excuse for such a location is where the interest

on the cost of copper feeders running from the steam-
railroad tracks to the centre of distribution would greatly

exceed the cost of hauling of coal in wagons.

(To be continued.)

New Orleans, La.—The idea of changing the animal

power, which is now required to operate three miles of

its lines, to electric motors, is being considered by the

New Orleans Traction Co. Address, C. D. Weyman,
general manager.

Read before the American Street Railway Association.

In this column we shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds
of our subscribers.

(Q.)—SPECIFIC INDUCTION.
Hartford, Jan. 5, 1897.

Dear Sir:—Having frequently heard the expression
"Induction" used, I take this opportunity of inquiring
whether it has but one meaning or many, and, if many,
what they are?

By answering this you will greatly oblige,

Yours truly,

F. E. Simpson.
(Kindly include the term Specific Induction).

(A.)—The word induction has several meanings.

(1). A charged body affects the mutual body by static

induction.

(2). A varying current in a wire excites a current in a

neighboring circuit by mutual induction.

(3). A varying current in a wire excites within its own
circuit additional currents by self-induction.

(4). The number of lines of force per square cm. is

called the specific induction of the iron.

(Q.)—POWER FROM COAL MINES.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 8, 1897.

Dear Editor:—Kindly inform me whether the scheme
of using coal at the mines for producing power which
could be sent broadcast to the adjoining towns is new or

not? I have an idea that power could be generated there

very cheaply and a great deal of expense saved by the

erection of a large plant at the mine. Kindly give your
opinion to

A Constant Reader.

(A.)—The idea is not new. It is valuable and may in

the future be carried out. Coal at the mine is very cheap;
but many lighting and power concerns now use either pea
coal or culm. Thousands of tons of this are still to be
consumed, and the price is low. The cost of fuel is not

the first element of consideration at present.

(Q.)_WHY X-RAYS BURN.
Newark, Jan. 8, 1897.

To the Editor of Inquiry Column:
Dear Sir:—Kindly inform me whether the burns ex-

experienced by those using Crookes tubes are caused by
an electrical or thermal condition ? The burns I have
seen are so like sunburn that I doubt whether they are

due to anything other than heat rays. I would be greatly

obliged for your criticism of this opinion.

Yours respectfully,

L. F. Martens.

(A.)—The burns that users of Crookes tubes are

affected with are similar to heat burns. In all likelihood

the Crookes tubes give issue to X-rays and heat rays in

conjunction with each other. There may be some other
influence at work that exercises a strong physiological

effect upon the flesh, but as far as is known none are

cognizant of its presence. An electrification alone, the

peculiar breeze blowing near powerful Crookes tubes, can
hardly be the cause of such severe inflammation.

Roanoke, Va.—The city council has instructed the or-

dinance committee to prepare an ordinance on the ques-

tion of erecting an electric lighting plant, which is to be
submitted to the voters, and the city engineer has been
instructed to prepare plans and estimates. Address the

mayor for further information.
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POSSIBLE CONTRACTS.

Demapolis, Ala.—A franchise for the erection of an

electric light plant has been granted to the Demapolis
Electric Light and Power Co., by the city council.

Sheffield, Ala.—The water and electric light plants of

the Electric Light and Water Company has been leased by

J. A. May, of Tecumseh, and C. B. Ashe, of Sheffield,

who will thoroughly repair the same incidental to their

early operation.

Fernandina, Fla.—The advisability of erecting a new
electric light plant is being considered by the city. Ad-
dress the mayor.

Augusta, Ga.—A charter will be applied for by The
Moore-Edenfield Electric and Manufacturing Co., who
will continue the business of Moore & Edenfield, manu-
facturing dynamos, motors and supplies. George P.

Welch, treasurer, and R. J. Edenfield, general manager.

Savannah, Ga.—The Savannah Electric Railway has

been purchased by Herman Myers for $211,000, acting

for the majority bondholders. The property will be

improved at a cost of from $75,000 to $100,000; among
the improvements being the erection of a new $50,000
power house, which will be equipped with the latest mod-
ern machinnry; the track will be relaid and new rolling

stock added.

New Orleans, La.—About $100,000 will be expended
by the New Orleans Traction Co. in improvements in

establishing its own power house.

Cortland, N. Y.—The village of Homer is becoming
so thoroughly dissatisfied with the electric light service

given by the Traction Company that they contemplate
the erection of a plant by home capital for the purpose of

supplying lights.

Pern Yan, X. Y.—The committee havingin charge the

working up of the new electric railroad that is to be built

between Penn Yan and Branchport reports that the pros-

pects are good, and that work on the same will commence
in the early part of spring.

Charleston, S. C.—The erection of the power house of

the Charleston Street Railway Co. will be shortly com-
menced.

Petersburg, Ya.—The city has the erection of an elec-

tric light plant for street lighting under consideration.

Address the mayor.

Raleigh, N. C.—The erection of an electric light plant

for lighting the streets is being contemplated by the city.

A company, with J. C. Drewrey as chairman, has been
appointed to investigate.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Gainesville, Ga.—The Gainesville and Chattahoochee
Power and Manufacturing Co. has been incorporated by
C. C. Sanders, J. W. Bailey, Z. T. Castleberry, G. W.
Walker and S. C. Dunlap. Capital stock, $50,000; to

develop and utilize the water-power of the Chattahoochee
River; also to erect an electric power plant, with all

necessary machinery for generating electricity by water
and otherwise, and to erect and operate a system of elec-

tric lights for public and private use.

Albany, N. Y.—The New Paltz and Wallkill Valley
Railroad Company has been incorporated to operate a

street surface electric road, nine miles long, from the

Poughkeepsie Fei ry at Highland, N. Y., along the New
Paltz turnpike to the Wallkill River at New Paltz, Ulster
County. Capital, $150,000; directors: Hugh H.Douglass
and G. Howard Harman, Boston; Paul Shaffer, Charles

G. M. Thomas, James F. Reid, Joseph [[. Devoe and
George E. Woods, New York; Henry M. Brundage, Port
Chester, and William G. Hoyt, Garden City. The com-
pany's principal office will be at 71 Broadway, New
York.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—A certificate has been filed with the
Secretary of State, setting forth that the Edison Electric

Illuminating Company, of Brooklyn, has increased its

capital stock from $3,750,000 to $4,000,000, consisting of

shares of $100 each. The amount of capital stock paid
in is $3,750,000, and the debts and liabilities of the com-
pany are placed at $1,250,000. The directors include

Ethan Allen Doty, Edwin Packard, Darwin R. James,
George Foster Peabody, Julian D. Fairchild, Frank L.

Babbott, Charles E. Crowell, E. LeGrand Beers, George
H. Southard, Martin Joost and Lowell M. Palmer.

NEW TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Baltimore, "Md.—The Drawbaugh Telephone and Elec-

trical Appliance Co., Limited, of Washington, D. C, has
been incorporated by B. Butterworth, of Cincinnati, O.

;

J. E. Blair, of Gettysburgh, Pa. ; A. G. Davis, of Balti-

more; H. D. Walbridge, of Washington, D. C, and
others; to manufacture telephones and appliances patented
by Daniel Drawbaugh, of Pittsburgh, Pa.

Montpelier, Vt.—The People's Telephone Company
(incorporated) was organized here today, and will begin
the work of installing a telephone system in Addison,
Washington, Chittenden, Lamoille, Orange, Franklin and
Windsor Counties. The officers chosen were as fohows:
Directors, Henry James, E. C. Hooker, C. D. Robinson,
of Waterbury; George H. Almon, of Montpelier, and N.

N. Power, of New York. Henry James was elected pres-

ident; C. D. Robinson, vice-president; E. G. Hooker,
treasurer; and George H. Almon, secretary and general

manager.

TELEPHONE NOTES.

Savannah, Ga.—The Southern Telephone and Tele-

graph Co. will ask the city council for a franchise to con-

struct a telephone system in Savannah.

St. Louis, Mo.—H. J. Hanford, general manager, is

supervising the drawing of plans for the telephone plant

of the newly-formed Kinlock Telephone Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Keystone Telegraph and Tele-

phone Company will soon commence the erection of

poles in the various towns throughout the Schuylkill

valley.

Rockport, N. Y.—The franchise of the Bell Telephone
Company has been renewed by the common council. The
company agrees to give the city six free telephones, the

use of poles for fire alarm service, and also to put its

wires underground upon notice from the city authorities.

Islip, L. I.—A telephone company will shortly be
organized in this village by George C. Randall, a local

electrician. The lines will reach from Patchogue to

Babylon, taking in all the villages between the two places,

and extending as far north as the villages on the main
line of the Long Island railroad.

ELECTRICAL and STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.

Issued November 17, 1896.

571,351. Electromagnetic Signal Receiving Instrument.

S. D. Field, Stockbridge, Mass. Filed Aug. 11, 1896.

571,362. Magnet Separator. J. B. Hamilton, Spring-

field, Mass. Filed Dec. 5, 1893.
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. Thomson and •

Filed- Aug! 18,

E. Thomson,

57 I >363- Electric Governor for Water-wheels. W. W.
Handy, Baltimore, Md. Filed June 19, 1896.

57 I >399- Telephone Transmitter. D. N. Rowan, Irving-

ton, N. Y. Filed Dec. 10, 1895.

571,420. Commutator-brush. A. K. Warren, New
Brighton, N. Y. Filed May 16, 1896.

57 1,435. Electric Railway System. G. J. Forrey,

Carlisle, Pa. Filed Feb. 29, 1896.

571.440. Cable Carrier. E. L. Heidenreich and G.

Monrath, Chicago, 111. Filed Aug-. 15, 1896.

571.441. Electric Signal Box. W. W. Hibbard, Roches-
ter, N. Y. Filed June 16, 1894.

57.1,445. Annunciator. F. A. Jennings, Ithaca, N. Y.

Filed May 11, 1895.

571.454. Rail Support. .' W. B. Potter, Schenectady, N.

Y. Filed Aug. 25, 1896.

57 1.455. Rail Support. W. B. Potter, Schenectady, N.

Y. Filed Aug. 25, 1896.

571,460. Primary Battery. S. N. Smith, Minneapolis,
Minn. Filed Nov. 16, 1895.

571 462. Field Magnet Structure. D.

H. Geisenhoner, Schenectady, N.- Y
1896.

571,463. Controlling Electric Arcs.

Swamscott, Mass. Filed June 26, 1896.

571,467. Regulating Polyphase Circuits. A. H. Arm-
strong, Schenectady, N. Y. Filed May 2, 1896.

571,472. Track Instrument. T. B. Dixon, Henderson,
Ky. Filed Nov. 15, 1895.

571,478. Alternating-Current Motor. . M. Hutin and M.
LeBlanc, Paris, France. Filed May 25, 1895.

571.488. Foot Belt. J. W. Madden, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Filed July 11, 1896.

571.489. Manufacture of Electrical Resistances. A. J.

Marquand, Cardiff, and D. Lowden, Barry Dock, Eng-
land. Filed Jufie 25, 1896.

571,502. Electrical Elevator. R. Wilson, Louisville,

Ky. Filed July 8, 1895.

571,504. Microphone Transmitter. E. A. Barkalow
and N. Crawford, Kokomo, Ind. Filed July 31, 1896.

571,507. Electric Signalling System. J. P. Buchanan,
Boston, Mass. Filed Feb. 5, 1894.

571,517. Automatic Trolley Switch. L. M. Erb, Leaven-
worth, Kan. Filed Feb. 29, 1896,

S? 1^^ Electrical Switch Conductor. W. H. Sawyer,
Providence, R. I. Filed Aug. 12, 1896.

517,594. Cable Terminal Box. W. H. Johnston; St.

Louis, Mo. Filed Sept. 14, 1896.

571,598. Manufacture of Plates for Electric Accumula-
tors. J. Korner, Mannheim, Germany. Filed Jan. 6,

1896.

571,600. Controller for Electric Pumps.
Duluth, Minn. Filed Feb. 14, 1896.

571,669. Lightning Arrester. A. DeKhotinsky, Boston,
Mass. Filed Sept. 24, 1896.

571,695. Telegraph Switch Mechanism. F. P. Scott,

Terre Haute, Ind. Filed March 25, 1896.

571,706. Electric Cable. S. P. Thompson, London,
England. Filed July 20, 1892.

F. W. Merritt.

571,707. Electric Cable. S. P. Thompson, London,
England. Filed July 20, 1892.

571,710. Trolley for Electric Cars. S. F. Tufts, West-
brook, Me. Filed Oct. 9, 1895.

571,723. Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus. C. W. De
Mott, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed May 8, 1896.

571,734. Electric Cut-out. B. F. Rout, Stanford, Ky.
Filed March 27, 1896.

ELECTRIC STOCK QUOTATIONS.

Allegheny County Light Co.,

Brush Electric Company,
Bridgeport (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.

Edison Illg. Co. (St. Louis), -
.

Eddy Electric Mfg. Company,
*Edison Elec. Illg. Co., New York,
Edison Elec. Illg. Co., Brooklyn,
Edison Ore Milling Co.,

Edison Elec. Storage Company, .

East End Electric Light Co.,

Fort Wayne Electric Company, .

Ft. Wayne Elec. Co. T. Sec. Series A,

General Electric Company,
General Electric Company pf.,

Hartford (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,

Hartford (Conn.) Lt. & Power Co.,

Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.,

New Haven (Conn.) Elec. Lt; Co.,

Narragansett.(Prov. R. I.) Elec. Co.

Rhode Island Elec. Protec. Co.,

Toronto (Canada) Elec. Light Co.,

T.'-H. Elec. Co., T. Secur., Series D
Thomson-Houston Welding Co.,

United Elec. Lt. & Power Co.,

Woonsocket (R. I.) Electric Co.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., pf.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. 1 Co., assd.,

*Ex dividend* •

Bid. Asked.
100 —
— 40

35 38
10 17— x 9

. 103% 104^
98 100

7 10

28 29

3 2>%
3 4

Z\% 35

n lA 79
i°5

i5

•
x 45 —
81^2 82

1 10 122

• 125 132

z
lA 4K

. 5
—

5
—

. 100 109

5° lA 52

24 25

ARO
LIGHTWESTON

AMMETEE.
CHEAP, RELIABLE, AKD VERY

ACCURATE.
AB§OLUTELY "DEAD BEAT."

The scale is so proportioned that a
change of 1-10 of one ampere can be seen
from a considerable distance. Three
different ranges

:

No. 1—5.8 6.8 7.8 amperes in 1-10 am-
pere dlv.

No. 2—8.6 9.6 i0.6 amperes in 1-10 am-
pere div.

No. 3—9.5 10.6 11.5 amperes in 1-10 am-
pere div.

Mention Electrical Age when writing for
Catalogues.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U.S.A.

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
£Istal3lisb.ecl 1873.

*

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In S ieets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, B^d, Black and Gray. Send for Catal -gue and Prices.

ilKmel. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, u £"£?.'; «x
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General View Crocker-Wheeler Electric Company's Works, Ampere, N. J., U. S. A.
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Direct Connected Type," Armature Core, Partially Wound.

THE LATEST OF MODERN APPLIANCES.

The introduction of new methods into shops or engine
rooms has always been a cause of dissension to those used
to the old and well-trodden paths of conservative engi-

neering.

There is in the growth of certain industries the same
chance for critical examination, the same opportunity for

discerning elements which bear to it relations that have
been honored by the title of evolutionary characteristics
in other fields of work. What has been said of any
development may well be repeated in connection with the
history of electric motors. There was a time when it

would have been hard to tell whether it was not doomed
to occupy a place beside that of any other new toy—

a

pretty application of an interesting and to many a fasci-

nating principle. But the old well-worn war-cry may

still find its meaning trite if we should individualize the

motor's career and say vent, vidi, vici.

With the hesitancy that characterizes the preliminaries

to great popularity, tbe motor in the United States began
to find its sphere of action broadening wonderfully when
its recognition as an economical power factor became
properly appreciated. The firm to whom much of this

advance is due to is the Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co., of

Ampere, N. J. They were in the recent past manufac-
turers of smaller types of motors, but realizing that the

time was ripe for greater changes, then enlarged their

works and made preparations for a more extensive busi-

ness in heavier classes of machines.

In the different cuts illustrating different parts of ma-
chines and various phases of their work the reader will
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not fail to be struck with the consistent adherence in

almost every case to the belief that direct-connected ma-
chines are of the utmost importance to shops, to electric

light plants and in a hundred miscellaneous ways, from
the standpoint of economy and convenience.
We have no doubt but that it is generally accepted as

Compactness as a feature of direct connection is inevit-

ably present, with many advantages that an attendant
can dilate upon most eloquently.

The winding of a ioo-K. W. armature and the finished

article are represented in the illustrations.

Some smaller direct-connected plants, ranging from

Armature for Direct Connection on Engine Shaft.

true that a waste of power occurs in plants and shops
that in the course of a year represents a great item of the

expenses for that period. It is frequently mentioned as

an aphorism that "money is power," but it is likewise

time to understand that "power is money." The saving
of power is the saving of money, because (without insult

to the readers' intelligence), in this and other large cities'

power and coal are almost synonymous, and one thousand
horse-power hours saved in either an electric light plant or

machine shop possesses an equivalent in pounds of coal and

four to seven K. W., are represented in the illustration.

Likewise a 225 horse-power generator running at 400

revolutions a minute is shown in cut. The peculiar «6tyle

of winding overlapping conductors, patented by Bradley,

in which no bar conductor projects beyond the double

laryer that this method creates, is an example of the ut-

most ingenuity. A 10-horse-power Brake motor with

changeable gears is a sample of the nature of the branches

of the machine art entered into by the concern.

Another example of the combination effected by the

Interior View of Power House, Crocker-Wheeler Electric Company's Works, Ampere, N. J., U. S. A.

therefore in dollars and cents. The element of conven-

ience must meet with some consideration, and from an

aesthetic standpoint, the look of a place having in oper-

ation direct-connected machinery. In an electric light

plant space is slaved as well as power, and the general

£ir of neatness is m appeal that js welj .remembered.

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. is that of an armature disk

slotter and a motor. The ideal condition for any shop

is that of having self-controlling tools, each with its mo-

tive power distinct from the rest and actuated by it only

when required. The various other applications directly

made of the Crocker-Wheeler motor to pumps, hoists,
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etc., need but passing mention here. The future home line of regular telegraph wires and a house. A red lan-

will regard such devices as commonplaces; today they tern was attached to an end of wire passing through a

consider them as wonderful conveniences. If the time pulley, held at a height of about five hundred feet, and
arrives when labor will be only that of handling switches paid out upward and beyond the intervening obstacles.

tfelted Electric House Pump.

and directing power, we think the winning spurs will be
worn by those whose efforts are hurrying us forward
in this race toward perfection; a pair of golden spurs
will hang in the office of the worthiest of competitors,
the Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co.

When the lantern had been carried over the line of Lex-
ington avenue it was slowly lowered, carrying the wire

with it to the earth, where Dr. Mitchell soon established

ground connections at each end of the wire, when the

first telephone message was received by Mr. Eddy. Dr.

>
g

—

n

O

Telephoning from the Sky.—William A. Eddy, Dr.

William H. Mitchell and Henry L. Allen sent the first

kite telephone and telegraph message in t.ie world over a

mid-air wire, sustained by three large kites, at Bayonne,
N. J., on December 6, 1896. Morse sounder telegraph

signals were also sent by means of a battery. The wire

was carried aloft by the kites beyond three lines of trees,

two roadways, one line of fire alarm telegraph wires, one

Mitchell's voice was heard with perfect clearness. A
telegraph signal by the usual Morse sounder was also

successfully transmitted. The telephone messages and
telegraph signals were continued about an hour and a

half. Those using the telephone were William A. Eddy,
Mrs. Eddy, Henry L. Allen, George S. Bogert and F. M.
Wilson, all of Bayonne.—Paterson Call.
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TELEGRAPHY WITHOUT WIRES.

An invention which promises to be of the greatest prac-

tical value in the world of telegraphy has received its first

public announcement at the hands of Mr. W. H. Preece,

the telegraphic expert of the London post-office. During
the course of a lectui e on "Telegraphy Without Wires,"

recently delivered in London, Mr. Preece introduced to

the audience a young Italian, a Mr. Marconi, who, he said,

had recently come to him with a system of telegraphy

phone company. In 1893 telegrams were transmitted a

distance of three miles across the Bristol Channel by in-

duction, and during a break in the cable connecting the
island of Mull with the mainland communication was es-

tablished by means of parallel wires as follows: On the

mainland an insulated wire was laid along the ground,
earthed in a running stream at one end, the other end
being in the sea. Skirting the coast of the island was an
overhead wire suited to the purpose. In the course of

four days one hundred and fifty-six message's were dis-

Two-Circuit Bar-Wound Armature, Snowing Connection Details.

without wires "which depended, not on electro-magnetic,-

but on electro-static effects, that is to say, on electric

waves of a much higher rate of vibration, not less than

250,000,000 a second; that is, Hertzian waves." These
vibrations were projected through space in straight lines

and, like light, were capable of reflection and refraction,

patched.

The invention of young Marconi solved the problem on
entirely different principles. The post-office officials had
used it successfully on the roof of the general post-office,

and then made a successful test on Salisbury Plain at a

distance of three-quarters of a mile. The great difference

/'jltf/err.

10 Horse-Power Automatic Br^ite Motor tor Overhead Cranes.

and, indeed, they exhibited all the phenomena which
characterized light.

Telegraphing without wires was, of course, no new idea.

Mr. Preece stated that in 1884 operators in the telephone

exchange* London, were able from sounds.heard to read

messages that were in transit from London to Bradford
by the telegraph wires. The post-office wires were under-
ground and the telephone wires above ground, and care-

ful experiment showed that this fact accounted for the

telegraphic messages to Bradford being read by the tele-

between the Marconi and the inductive methods of wire-

less telegraphy was that the former did away entirely

with the wires at each end. Vibrations were set up by
one apparatus and received by the other.

The apparatus shown at the lecture consisted of two

plain boxes which were placed at opposite ends of the

hall. The current was set in motion in one box, and im-

mediataly a bell was rung in the other. Mr. Preece said

that the British post-office authorities had decided to

(Continued on Page 75.)
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AN APPARATUS FOR ILLUSTRATING PHASE
DIFFERENCES.

READ BEFORE THE SOCIETY OF ARTS, BOSTON, BY LOUIS

DERR, M. A.

Republished from the January 20, 1S97, issue of the Electrical

Review.

When a harmonic electromotive force is applied to a

circuit of ohmic resistance R, inductance L and capacity

C there exists in general a phase difference 6 between

To show these and other phase relations on a scale

suited to lecture room illustration the apparatus here de-

scribed has been devised by the writer, its operation de-

pending on the principle that, when an electric current is

sent through a wire lying perpendicularly across a mag-
netic field, a force is developed which urges the wire at

right angles to both the direction of the field and the

current. A powerful electromagnet is mounted on an

upright stone base and a wire is stretched across the field

between its poles. At the top of the apparatus the wire

terminates in the free end of a light metallic hinge, to

which a small mirror is cemented. The to-and-fro vibra-

Voti rent

.

Fig. 2—Switch and Connections. Apparatus for Illustrating' Phase-Differance.

the electromotive force and the resulting current, whose
magnitude is expressed by the equation

tan 6 =
Lp

R

I

CRp

tions of the wire may be observed by a beam of light re-

flected from the mirror to a screen, the hinge preventing

all lateral motion and twisting. The other end of the

wire carries a tuning-pin and a device providing a slight

angular motion of the whole wire for adjusting the

mirror

Fig. 3—Apparatus for Illustrating Phase-Difference.

in which p is a quantity equal to 211 times the number of

alternations of the current per second. From this equa-

tion it appears that H may be positive, negative or zero,

according to the relative magnitude of the two terms. If

the circuit consists of an impedance coil, the second term

is negligible, H is positive and the current is behind the

electromotive force in phase; if the circuit contains a

condenser only, the second term predominates, 6 is nega-

tive and the current is ahead of the electromotive force.

An alternating current sent through the wire urges it

alternately backward and forward, and if the tuning-pin

is tuned until the period of free vibration of the wire

coincides with that of the current, the wire springs into

vigorous and distinctly audible vibration, and the spot of

light reflected from the mirror on the screen elongates

into a vertical line.

That this line is traced by the moving spot is easily

shown by putting in the path of the reflected beam a
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mirror revolving about a vertical axis and thence reflect-

ing to the screen. On turning the second mirror the suc-

cessive positions of the spot fall in verticals, and the

result on the screen is a very perfect sine curve, a faith-

ful representation of the vibrations of the wire. Figure

i shows the arrangement of mirrors, using two wires.

With two such wires the observation of the phase dif-

ference between two currents is easily made. With every-

thing at rest, the mirrors are adjusted until the spots of

light reflected on the screen are coincident. If now the

wires are connected into separate circuits carrying cur-

rents, the lines of light on the screen remain superposed,

the one corresponding to the stronger current appearing
slightly longer than the other. On turning the revolving

mirror any phase difference between the currents is at

once shown by the horizontal displacement of the lagging

curve past the other, exactly as text-book diagrams of

such curves are drawn.
To observe phase differences between voltage and cur-

rent under various conditions, one wire is connected to

the terminals of the given circuit through a suitable non-
inductive resistance. The resulting current will then be
sensibly in phase with the applied electromotive force,

and the curve on the screen maybe taken as representing

the changes of the electromotive force itself. The other

wire shunted, if necessary, carries the current to be
studied. One of the curves on the screen may be colored,

and thus identified by putting a slip of colored glass in

front of the corresponding mirror. The phase relations

between voltage and current in circuits of different char-

acter may be conveniently compared by using a three-

PROGRESS IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

BY ALFRED HAY, B.SC, A.I.E.E.

Probably no other branch of applied science has ever
advanced with strides as rapid as those which have
characterized the progress of electrical engineering. To
some extent this may be accounted for by the fact that

whereas most other branches of industry had their origin

at a remote date of human industry, electrical engineering
came into existence at a time when the spirit of scientific

enquiry had already become a dominant factor in shaping
human progress. It is, like many another industry of

recent date, the direct result of scientific research. Elec-

trical engineering without a scientific foundation is an
anomaly, an impossibility.

To an outsider, the marvellous growth of the new
industry is somewhat difficult to realize. The time is not
far back when dynamos were regarded with curiosity, and
an arc light excited a feeling of wonder. The extraordi-

narily rapid development of electric lighting does not seem
to have been brought home to the mind of the general

public. Large central stations for electric lighting and
power distribution are a growth so recent that we have
not yet ceased being told that " electricity is in its in-

fancy," a saying repeated so often that it is apt to excite

a feeling somewhat akin to nausea. At this time of day,

indeed, when millions of pounds are invested in costly

electrical plant, it seems somewhat late to be made the

recipient of this startling piece of information. Never-
theless, the saying has a moral of its own; it indicates a

development so rapid that the mind of the general public

X—

Fig. i—Arrangement of Mirrors, Apparatus for Illustrating Phase Difference.

point switch and connections, as shown in Fig. 2, where

L represents an impedance coil, R a non-inductive resist-

ance and C a condenser. The circuits can thus be inter-

changed as rapidly as desired; and the instant shifting of

the curves on the screen, corresponding to the character

of the circuit employed and agreeing with the conclusions

of a preceding paragraph, is quite striking. With the ap-

paratus here shown a current of one ampere in the wire

and a total length of about 30 feet in the reflected beam
gives curves on the screen of two feet amplitude.

The angular relations between the currents in a poly-

phase circuit may be shown to an audience if the neces-

sary number of mirrors is employed; the reactions of con-

denser and impedance coil upon each other in a circuit

adjusted for resonance may be illustrated if a high-volt-

age condenser of large capacity is available; and the

phase relations between the primary and secondary volt-

age and current of a transformer may be demonstrated.

Figure 3 shows two-wire and three-wire apparatus, to-

gether with the 17 microfarad condenser and color screens

used in the experiments. A foot rule is also photographed

to show the size of the instruments. Exact dimensions

are not given, as the size of every part may be varied

within wide limits.

It should be stated that the results given by the appa-

ratus in its present form are not quantitatively accurate

within several per cent., especially if the currents in the

wires are not truly sinusoidal. The discrepancies be-

tween calculated phase differences and those observed

with the apparatus, while unfitting it for precise measure-

ment, do not, however, interfere with its usefulness as an

instrument for purposes of illustration.

has been unable to keep pace with it. What was new
some three or four years ago is pretty well matter of

ancient history today.

In surveying the rapid growth of the electrical industry,

it may be said that development has proceeded along

certain well-defined lines, and that along many of these a

very advanced state has been reached. Early in the cen-

tury we had the discovery of the electric arc, which first

rendered electric lighting a possibility. Then came the

development of the dynamo, by means of which the pro-

duction of currents on a commercial scale was rendered
possible; and the introduction of the incandescent lamp
solved the difficulty of "distributing" the electric light.

For a time, however, the high hopes which had been
entertained regarding electric lighting were doomed to

disappointment. A large number of companies, formed
somewhat prematurely, came to an untimely end, and a

reaction set in. Meanwhile, those who were capable of

seeing somewhat more clearly than the promoters of ill-

starred companies did not despair of the problem they

had taken in hand. During the years of comparative

inactivity which intervened between the first spasmodic
efforts to introduce the electric light as a general illumi-

nant and the subsequent successful solution of the problem,

the dynamo received such careful study and attention as

transformed it from a somewhat crude optician's toy into

a substantial engineering structure perfect in every detail,

and possessed of an efficiency which few other machines

could boast. The calamities which overtook the earlier

companies cannot, therefore, be looked upon as having

produced wholly undesirable results. They prevented

the introduction of machinery which eventually would

only have retarded the progress of electrical engineering.
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that they had troubles enough with their belt-driven

PHASE. plants at that period. But this antagonism to innova-

tions wore off when the valve gear became improved, and
The thorough comprehension of the meaning of the it was not prejudicial to a man's career to believe that

word "phase" has been attended with considerable closely regulating engines were realities, especially when
difficulty by students engaged in electrical engineering. he had the proofs always behind him.

It seems that two views may be taken which appeal Then were the changes that may truly be said to have,

respectively to the theoretically inclined and practical Phoenix-like, raised the dynamo from the flames, it being

mind. common tradition today that the first Edison dynamos
The mathematical and physical interpretation of the were supplied with a water-pipe circulating system to

term invites certain attitudes on the part of the student keep them cool. Now that this first shell of crudity has

endeavoring to enlist his sympathies and exercise his been removed from both pieces of apparatus, there is no

power of mental absorption in both directions at once. objection, in any case, to the direct connection of both.

It becomes necessary to appreciate the full physical In fact, so far has this idea gained ground that when a

meaning of a phenomenon which, although peculiarly in- source of power has been perfected mechanically and the

volved with the flow of electrical energy through a circuit, device to which it is to be applied is likewise a member
is in certain respects of a common and familiar nature. of the "smooth-running order," that the immediate ap-

There are many occasions when a perceptible period of plication of one to the other is becoming a common prac-

rest occurs between an active cause and its effects—the tice. In the machine shop we find this idea prevailing

lightning flash and the subsequent silence until the deep in the direct connection of motors to tools—in the abso-

reverberation and boom of atmospheric tidal waves are lute reliability of the machine shop superintendent upon
heard re-echoed with deafening intensity. these innovations of today by the entire removal of

And in the flow of a current, between its condition of belts,

fulness and moment of origin, an interval elapses. When Losses in power represent ten times the amount used.

an electromotive force is applied to create a flow through In the electric-light plant this positive relationship be-

a given resistance, the maximum flow is not an instanta- tween engine and dynamo is a feature that will always be

neous result of it, but a comparatively gradual growth present,

takes place. On board ships the direct-connected plant is at present

It is as though the wire suffered from a material in- the usual sight, as it will in the course of time be upon

capacity to instantaneously convey the electrical energy land. The use of direct-connected machinery has be-

at its maximum value onward. come so general that we doubt whether any new up-to-

lt therefore becomes evident that if the retardation or date machine shop would hesitate in the installation of

self-induction were entirely absent, the current would motor-driven machinery. The number of shops of this

attain its full strength the instant the electromotive force kind is daily increasing, with a satisfaction and saving to

was applied. the owners that they will readily admit.
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THE TELEGRAPH.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OP ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

The art of transmitting signals is of recent growth,

but the history of earlier attempts dates back to at least

a century ago.

When the fact became known that bodies naturally ar-

ranged themselves into two general classes—conductors

and non-conductors—it was deemed probable that the

transmission of signals electrically to distant points was
a possibility.

At present the Western Union Telegraph Company
possesses 600,000 mdes of wire and sends annually about

50,000,000 messages.

This is the result of one man's work, in certain re-

spects, who was impressed with the importance of a tele-

graph system, and. through whose earnest efforts we are

able today to sit in our homes and send messages thou-

sands of miles away with inconceivable quickness and

dispatch. Mr. S. F. B. Morse is the man whose name
will be almost a synonym for the telegraph as long as it

exists.

The labors of Henry in practically inventing the elec-

tro-magnet made Morse's work a simpler matter than had

been expected. It is even believed and substantiated by

considerable proof that an electric telegraph was invented

by an armature controlled by an electro-magnet and a
key at some distant point.

The telegraph systems of today are about reducible to
one—the Morse system.

Wheatstone, of England, and others produced printing
and needle telegraphs, but none other than the printing
telegraph besides the Morse has survived. The Morse
outfit in its simple form consists of

Key,
Sounder,
Line,

and a set of cells to operate the same.
The Key consists of a simple switch, the part pressed

by the hand making contact with a point below, but
springing back when pressure is released. The spring or
lever portion connects with one wire and the point below
with the other wire of the circuit.

The Sounder—whose original form was that of an elec-

tro-magnet which moved an armature, connected to

which by an arm was a marking or cutting point making
a series of dashes upon a paper strip—has been replaced
by the original electro-magnet and lever with armature at

the end. It was eventually noticed that the click of the
older form of apparatus was capable of imparting a signal

as well as the mark. Telegraphers became so experienced
that the audible click was all they required to frame their

sentences. The tape was then dispensed with for long-
distance work, leaving the modern sounder in its place.

The great value of Morse lay in his ability at that pe-

riod of comparative ignorance to place before the public

HEBB

Key, Sounder and Battery.

by him, consisting of an electric bell actuated by a key,

and in all respects of practical value. This was in the

year 1831. But it seems to the reflective mind that per-

haps the. greater discovery of all was the invention of the

electro-magnet, irrespective of its innumerable applica-

tions. It is in all reality the breath of life to electrical

mechanism, such as motors, all signalling devices and a

host of other important pieces of laboratory apparatus.

We can look back to a period prior to either Morse or

Henry's and meet with Oersted, whose notice of the re-

action between a compass needle and a current-carrying
coil sent a wave of discussion through the scientific

world.

Sturgeon subsequently built an electro-magnet whose
core was of soft iron in place of the steel previously used.

Henry constructed a powerful electro-magnet capable
of holding 2,000 pounds in suspense, which is in existence

today.

The genius of Morse lay in the thorough appreciation

of the value of a telegraphic instrument for direct use,

the same in his time being practically an electromagnet
with a stylus or point cutting or marking the band of pa-

per automatically fed beneath it, the point being actuated

an instrument whose simplicity and essential elements

were so complete that today they are as great require-

ments as before.

The Line was supported then, as now, upon poles with

insulators. The first line connected with Washington
and was only erected after a donation from Congress had

been received. Its success was heralded all over the

world as the results of an invention that at once elevated

mankind immeasurably above the plane of life he had been

living for untold ages.

Since Morse constructed the first simple, single-mes-

sage telegraph, other inventors have improved upon it by

the addition of mechanism for sending two, four or more
messages over the single connecting wire at the same
time.

A two-message system is called a duplex, if coming
from opposite ends; from the same end, a diplex mes-

sage. A double diplex or duplex constitutes the quadru-

plex. A system covering more than a single message at

a time might justly be called a multiplex system, but is

usually called such only when the number exceeds four

at a time.
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spare no expense in experimenting with the apparatus,

and one of the first trials would be from Penarth to an

island in the English Channel.

If the experiments were successful, it would be of in-

estimable value to shipping, for it would provide another

easv way of communicating with lightships and light-

houses. To take an instance: Since last year they had
had a cable with the Fastnet Light (the first light seen

by Atlantic voyagers), but in the early part of this year it

broke down, and they had never been able yet to land on

the rock in order to repair it. But there was a possibility

beyond this of enabling ships as they came near danger-

ous rocks and shallows to receive an intimation of the

fact by means of these electric waves. Neither day nor
night made any difference, fog or rain or snow would not

interfere with them, and if the invention was what he be-

lieved it to be, our mariners would have been given a new
sense and a new friend which would make navigation in-

finitely easier and safer than it now was.—Scientific

American.

Light, Visible and Invisible, is stated by London In-

vention to have formed the subject of the usual Christmas
course of lectures adapted to a juvenile audience, delivered

by Professor Silvanus P. Thompson, at the Royal Institu-

tion. In his first lecture on December 29, 1896, the

professor explained that light waves were very small, and
travelled at a prodigious speed, which he explained by
comparing them with the rate of travel of an express

train. In the time the latter took to go 500 feet, if travel-

ling at the rate of 60 miles an hour, sound would go one
mile, while light would go a million miles. The behavior
of waves towards obstacles, and the way in which they

cast shadows were illustrated by experiments with ripples

of water. The action of mirrors was also discussed, and
it was shown how concave mirrors made the reflected rays

converge while convex ones made them diverge. The
action of lenses in making rays converge or diverge was
explained to depend on the fact that light did not pass

through glass at the same rate as through air, and that

the rays being more retarded by the thick part of the lens

came out with a hollow or a bulging wave front, as the

case might be. Refraction in glass and water was then
illustrated, and the quality of reflecting light from the

upper surface commented upon. A beam of light was
thrown upon a jet of running water and a piece of bent
glass, which, in the darkened room, became luminous for

a considerable distance, owing to the reflection from the

inner surface, while no beam of light traversed the the-

atre itself. The Japanese magic mirror was then shown,
reproducing from its polished surface in the reflected

light the pattern on the back. The lecturer explained
that the mirrors, made of bronze, had certain crests and
images in relief on the back. When the polished front is

being made, scraped with iron and severely scoured, the

thicker parts offered more resistance than the thinner,

and the result was a delicate hollow tracing of the back
on the polished surface.

Jungfrau Mountain Railway.—One of the boldest
schemes now proposed is an electric railway to the top of

the Jungfrau peak in Switzerland. The peak is 13,670
feet above sea level. While heights approximating this

have been attained in some of the mountains of the

Andes and in the Rocky Mountain passes, no such grades
as will be here employed have been attempted. A vivid

idea of what the undertaking involves may be gathered
from the fact that from the lower terminal at Scheldegg
to the Jungfrau Peak, the difference in level is 7,000 feet,

which rise will be accomplished in the total length of the
road of only seven and a half miles. The road will alter-

nately pass through tunnels and wind along the edge of

mountains and glaciers, giving the passengers unique
opportunities of gazing on superb landscapes. On the

Monch mountain there will be a station, which, from its

situation, will be of especial inti rest. It i-. in the centre
of a circle of magnificent glaciers. Krom Monch the

grade of the line descends to the jungfrau Mountain, and
then rises sharply to a point; just beneath the summit.
Krom this an electric elevator with a lift of 330 feet car-

ries passengers to the peak itself. A remarkable feature

of this and similar roads is that, whereas invalids were
formerly cut off from the enjoyment incident to the as-

cent of famous peaks, even paralytics can now be taken

to any altitude and can avail themselves of the succession

of new and unexpected bits of Alpine scenery to which
even pedestrians could not in many cases formerly gain.

Electricity will not only be used for the propulsion of the

cars, but for the lighting and heating, for the elevator,

and even for the drilling and excavating of the six miles

of tunnels, which have to be pushed often through the

solid rock. The electric current will be derived from the

waters of the Black and White Lutschine, a few miles dis-

tant. In winter these mountain roads are shut down on

the higher levels, the main sections being retained for

ordinary communal traffic. The traffic, in fact, corre-

sponds with the season. When the snow line recedes up
the mountain, the trolley cars climb after it, and as it ex-

tends clown the sides of the peaks and valleys-, the oper-

ation of the electric car is confined to the lower ranges.

Several of the lines are controlled absolutely by the condi-

tion of the weather, due notice being given by telephone as

to whether it is desirable for the cars to ascend to the upper

parts of the system, and whether a view of the spectacu-

lar portions of the road can be secured by the passengers.

It is said that a scheme is on foot to run an electric rail-

way up Mont Blanc itself. Up to a certain altitude it

would follow an inclined plane, and the ascent would be

completed by a vertical shaft of a depth of 2,539 metres,

through which powerful electric elevators would convey
the passenger to the observatory on the summit.—Provi-

dence Journal.

Editor Electrical Age.
Dear Sir: -In the "Electrical Age" of January 9,

1897, Mr. Josiah Hampton asks, through the Inquiry

Column, " Why telephonic speech is not possible com-
pletely around the world." According to the state of the

art as it exists today I believe that it is possible, or, at

least, the distance of telephonic communication can be

greatly increased. The most formidable article to over-

come for long distance work is self-induction. This can

be fully eliminated by thoroughly insulating the conduct-

ing wire and then encasing it with a metallic sleeve,

using the sleeve for a return current. The next best

device would be to place two wires side by side, and as

closely together as good insulation will permit. The in-

sulation placed on one wire only; the other bare and
occasionally connected to ground and used for the return

part of the current. Iron wire, on account of its mag-
netic properties, can never be used for long distance

work. The distance of telephonic speech would only

then be limited by imperfect insulation. The ohmic re-

sistance can be overcome by adapting the current to the

requirements. It is generally believed to be impractic-

able to use a large battery for telephonic work; but, on the

contrary, the current that can be used for telephonic

transmission greatly exceeds that which is now used for

the telegraph, which the telephone will supplant in the

near future. Respectfully,

•A. G. Holcombe.

While investigating the properties of ozone, M. Otto

was led to the conclusion that the luminosity produced

when ozone and water are in contact is due to the

presence in the water of organic matters of animal or

vegetable origin. He is also of the opinion that most

organic matters are capable of giving rise to the phenom-
ena of phosphorescence, in the presence of ozone.—Comp.
Rend.
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INQUIRY COLUMN.

In this column we shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds

of our subscribers.

(Q.)—WINDING OF A TWELVE-INCH SPARK
COIL.

Anaconda, Mont., Jan. n, 1897.

Electrical Age, New York.
Gentlemen:—Will you kindly advise me, by mail, from

what source I can secure information in detail on the

winding of an induction coil giving twelve inch spark ?

Thanking you in advance and hoping I may sometime be
able to reciprocate, I am,

Yours very truly,

W. B. Holmes.

(A.)—We have opened this Inquiry Column for the

purpose of giving all the benefit of sensible questions and
their answers, therefore we do not answer by mail.

There are two books which treat of the construction of

coils.

Ruhmkorff Induction Coils, $0.50.

Induction Coils, - .50.

The sparking qualities of the secondary depend greatly

upon the relation between the turns on the primary and
secondary. A little experimenting with primaries of

various turns will soon establish the best working condi-

tions.

As an induction coil is merely a transformer, through
the primary of which passes an interrupted current, the

general formula might be kept in mind

—

turns on secondary volts of secondary

turns on primary volts of primary.

(1) By building up the secondary in sections of sepa-

rate coils, apart from each other, internal sparking is

avoided.

(2) By having as few turns as possible on the primary
self-induction is reduced.

(3) Good insulation between primary and secondary
and in the secondary itself reduces leakage.

Further data rests upon an arbitrary basis and is greatly

the result of personal experience. We hope to give de-

tailed information with drawings on this subject in the

near future.

(Q.)_POUNDS OF COAL PER HORSE POWER
HOUR. *

To the Editor of the Electrical Age:
Will you kindly advise me through the columns of your

valuable paper what would be a first-class result; what
would be a fair result, and what would be a poor result

with reference to the rate of consumption of coal per

horse-power per hour (giving the pounds of coal per

horse-power per hour), under the following conditions,

viz. : An electric light plant, using high-speed compound-
condensing engines, the engines being two in number,
each 225 h. p., the cards indicating 160 h. p. on each en-

gine, the run being fourteen hours long, the boilers being
water-tube, the steam no, the vacuum 25 inches, and
the coal being Packer pea of fair quality, and oblige,

A Subscriber.

(A.)—In our opinion the following would be about
right:

First-class result 3 pounds.

Fair " - - - - 4

Poor "
5

An opinion kindly rendered by one of our friends,

which we consider of value, is likewise appended:

Boilers might evaporate ten pounds of water per pound
of coal. For long term charged with banking, etc., prob-
ably nearer eight. Engines at normal load would take
seventeen or eighteen pounds of steam per h. p. hour;
probably twenty with the underload mentioned. Two
and a half or three pounds of coal per average h. p. would
be good practice. The actual consumption would be
greater than this, due to condensation, leakage, steam
lor auxiliaries, heating, etc.

(Specially contributed).

(Q.)—DOES A CURRENT KILL?
Atlanta, Jan. 3, 1897.

Editor of Electrial Age:
Dear Sir:—The common opinion at present prevailing

is that criminals guilty of murder are executed at Auburn
Prison by electricity. I consider it of consequence to

many to know that an electric current itself does not kill,

but the secondary reactions induced by its passage are
the causes that exercise the deadly influence. If an
antidote or at least instantaneous measure of relief were
applied the patient would in many cases recover.

Truly yours,

Virgil Meeks, M. D.

(A.)—It is somewhat unfortunate that the causes of

death are so separated from their inevitable effect. A
current kills as effectually as a drug, or a wound, or a dis-

ease. Vitality is retarded and obliterated with a sudden-
ness entirely dependent upon the extent of the cause.

A fatal electric shock decomposes the blood, destroys
the nervous system and causes an accumulation of blood
in the head which results in so-called dynamic apoplexy.
The cause in itself is not death, but its superinduced
effects with a current are as fatal as with any other
agency.

Thomas J. Fay & Associates, New York agents and
general exporters for the Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co.,

143 Liberty street, New York, have been awarded the

contract for the ventilating motors to be used in Mr.
John Jacob Astor's new hotel, comprising as folllows:

Two 24-H. p. motors, maximum speed 190 r. p. m.

One 30-H. p. motor, maximum speed 140 R. p. m.

One 32-H. p. motor, maximum speed 175 r. p. m.

One 40-H. p. motor, maximum speed 115 r. p. m.

One 6o-h. p. motor, maximum speed 175 r. p. m.

One 90-H. p. motor, maximum speed 140 r. p. m.

These motors will be direct-connected to exhausters
and blowers, and the plant is probably the largest and
most complete electrical equipment for ventilating work
for which a contract has ever been let.

NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SOCIETY.

The 179th meeting of the society was held at Co-
lumbia College on Thursday, January 14, at 8 p. m.

Mr. E. Leavenworth Elliott gave a paper on
"Light: Its Distribution and Diffusion as Related to

Quality and Efficiency."

The recent great advances in the economical produc-
tion of gas and electricity have suggested in its turn the

desirability of better means for the distribution and dif-

fusion of the light when manufactured, an aspect of the

light problem that has hitherto been to a great extent

neglected.

Mr. Elliott's paper was directed to the discussion of the

means for making the light-giving element most effective.

It [was illustrated with diagrams and apparatus bearing
directly on the question.

The treasurer has notified me that for the convenience-

of members he will be glad to receive payment of dues at

any meeting of the society. Yours truly,

George H. Guy, Secretary.
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Water Power Phenomena.—Some interesting pheno-

mena have been noted at the high fall water-power plant

at Fresno, Cal., where the Pelton wheels are operated

under a fall of 1,411 feet and an enormous pressure and

jet velocity are developed. A sudden stoppage of the

water flow will raise the hand of the pressure gauge to

the astounding height of 1,000 pounds per square inch,

the pressure returning eventually to nearly a correspond-

ing distance below the normal, accompanied for over

thirty seconds by a sharp reverberation. The great pipe

writhes like a huge serpent, and the commotion in its in-

terior sounds like the firing of distant cannon. The only

safeguards in such sudden changes of flow are the great

strength and elasticity of the steel. The water is applied

to the Pelton wheels by deflecting nozzles. The terrific

force that this stream of water is capable of is almost in-

credible. It will bore a hole through a three-inch plank

in a few minutes; it will tear a hole through a three-

eighths-inch piece of steel in a few days; concrete melts

before it like sugar. The only successful mode yet known
of safely stopping the motion of the water from the

nozzle, is to put a heavy casting plate in the tail-race in

such a manner that it can be quickly replaced when worn
out.—National Recorder.

Some small cars propelled by motors driven by acety-

lene gas have lately been constructed in Italy. The
charge consists of acetylene gas dissolved in fifteen times

its volume of air, and with this mixture it has been found

unnecessary to use water for cooling the cylinders. The
method of igniting the charge has not, however, been

made known. According to the Gastechniker, the motors
maintain a speed of 600 revolutions throughout a working
period of 15 hours. The weight is only about 20 pounds;
and 0.8 brake horse-power is developed. The cost of

working is said to be about o.6d per hour.

The last decade has witnessed the establishment of

central stations in all the more important towns through-

out the United Kingdom. Something still remains to be

done (in some towns, at any rate) towards rendering the

supply pressure between the distributing mains somewhat
more constant than it is at present. The price charged

per supply unit will also probably be reduced when fur-

ther advances have been made in dealing with the incon-

venience caused by the peaky nature of the load curve.

It is to be hoped that with a more general use of electric

motors this latter difficulty will be to a large extent over-

come.
Electric traction and the applications of electricity to

chemical processes nave up to the present not received in

this country the full share of attention which they seem
to merit, and during the next few years we shall proba-

bly witness considerable progress in these directions. The
same remarks apply to power distribution by multiphase

alternate-current motors.
It is easier to look back upon the past than to peer in-

to the future. Yet one cannot but help looking forward

to many important changes which future inventions and
discoveries will work upon present-day practice. Loom-
ing large above all other problems is the one which is al-

ready engaging the attention of many able workers—the

problem of " electricity direct from coal." It is probably

rash to say that the day is not far distant when electrical

energy will be got by the direct oxidization of carbon,

and with an efficiency of conversion which will altogether

outstrip all present-day indirect methods, in spite of all

the sensational announcements of too-sanguine inventors

and the jubilant articles singing their praises (somewhat
prematurely) in popular monthlies. But although we have

not yet learned how to do it, we have, at any rate, gained

some knowledge as to how not to do it, and future workers

will at least have some beacon lights to guard them in

their arduous task. The quest is a difficult one, but the

e is high, and we can only hope that there will be found

a Sir Galahad to whose enraptured gaze will be revealed

the secret of what, when found, will undoubtedly prove
one of the greatest achievements of modern science.

—

Electrical Engineer, of London.

NEW YORK LIGHTING CONTRACTS.

Contracts for lighting New York City during 1897 have
been let. The number of lights furnished by each com-
pany and the price per light for each gas lamp are as

follows:

—

Equitable, 4,045, $12; Standard Gas Light Company,
2,215, $ I 3-°4/1^; Consolidated Gas Company, 14,107,

$[7.50; Central Gas Company, 1,460, $24; Northern Gas
Company, 2,667, $2 &; Yonkers Gas Light Company,

799, $28; New York and New Jersey Company, 808, $22;
128, $21.50, and the Welsbach Company, 47 double
lights, $47; 30 single, $30.
The electric light contracts as awarded were, per night:

Brush Company, 710, 40 cents 92, 45 cents; Mount
Morris Company, 361, 40 cents; Madison Square Com-
pany, 308, 40 cents; Manhattan Company, 241, 40 cents;

Harlem Company, 209, 40 cents; Edison Company, 169,

50 cents, and the North River Company, 843, 45 cents.

The Edison Company's charge of 50 cents per night

per light is for the new twin light used on Fifth avenue.

—City Government.

The Gamewell Company has just sold 75 fire and 25

police alarm boxes to the city of Chicago. Chief Sweine,

of the Chicago fire department, is a great admirer of the

Gamewell alarm system and always recommends its use.

—City Government.

Little Falls, N. Y.—The Little Falls Electric Light

and Power Company and the Little Falls Gas Light Com-
pany have consolidated under the name of the LJnited

Gas and Electric Co., of Little Falls. Capital, $90,000;
directors: Nelson R. Gilbert, William F. Lansing. Elijah

Reed, Thomas Bailey and Watts T. Loomis, all of Little

Falls. •

Albany, N. Y.—The Auburn and Western Railway
Company has been incorporated, to operate a street sur-

face electric road, eleven miles long, from Auburn to the

village of Seneca Falls. Capital, $300,000; directors:

Robert Wetherill, of Chester, Pa.; William C. Gray, Jr..

and Norman H. Becker, of Seneca Falls; George B. Long-
street, of Auburn; George B. Leonard, William P. Goo-
delle, W. A. Holden, Hiram W. Plumb and C. D. Beebe,

of Syracuse. The company's principal office will be in

Auburn.

St. Louis, Mo.—It has been decided by the St. Louis

and Suburban Railway Co. to extend its electric line to

Kirkwood, in the suburbs. Address, J. B. Case, vice-

president of the company.

Depew, N. Y.—It has been learned that the Niagara

Power and Conduit Company will soon connect this city

with the Falls. They hope to get the patronage of such

manufacturing concerns as the Central Locomotive Works,

the Union Car Company, the Gould Coupler Company,
Rood's Malleable Iron Works, the Brass Company and the

National Car Wheel Works.

Cherry Creek, N. Y.—Cherry Creek is to have electric

lights.

Houston, Tex.-—The city proposes to erect an electric

light plant for the purpose of lighting streets and public

buildings. Address B. R. Warner, city secretary.

Winston, N. C.—Work will be shortly commenced on

the erection of the proposed electric light plant. Ad-
dress J. B. Temple, mayor, for information.
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THE "VIM" BATTERY.

An excellent dry cell is being sold by A. L. Bogart, of

22 Union Square, N. Y. Its reliability and steadiness of

discharge make it a superior cell for operating electric

bells, burglar and fire alarms, telephones, annunciators,
door openers, railway signals, medical apparatus, electric

gas lighting, incandescent iamps, gas engines, Ruhmkorff
coils and small motors. It is made in four sizes: No. i,

for spark coils, small motors and heavy work; No. 2, for

ordinary bell work, etc. ; No. 3, or midget, for bicycle bells,

and No. 4, called the "Square," for clocks, or in cases
where space is an object.

The following data may assist customers in selecting:

No. 1

No. 2 -

No. 3

No. 4 -

The above cell has a long life and will recuperate
rapidly after heavy discharge. Being devoid of local

Size. Amperes. Volts.

1% x 3 8 to IO i-5

6 x 2^ 6 to 8 i-5

4% x 1^ 3 to 4 i-5

6^ x 2^ x 2 6 to 8 i-5

The American Electric Meter Co., of the Betz Building,

Philadelphia, have undertaken to supply the stations of

this and other large cities with a reliable and com-
paratively inexpensive meter. The customers' bills have
frequently been the cause of litigation to electric light and
power companies. The power absorbed in the course of a

year by meters that require too much energy is another
source of loss.

The American electric meter requires to operate its

pendulum about four-tenths of a watt for a twenty-two
light meter; 1,865 of these meters only require in total

one horse-power to run them. Each meter costs about
13 cents per annum to run.

The meter is supplied hermetically sealed. One screw
on top of the box, a little care to see that the plumb bob
is straight, and the meter is up.

The meter does not need recalibration after being in-

stalled. About once a year it may be overhauled, although
this is not absolutely necessary. The meter consists in the 3-

wire system of two solenoids and cores placed above a self-

starting pendulum actuated by the electric current. The

Made in Four Sizes.

action its excellence in this respect makes it unusually

acceptable to the trade.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

The 1 nth meeting of the institute was held at 12

West 31st street, January 20, at which President Duncan
presided. Seventy-five members and guests were present.

The topic for the evening was " Electrically Driven
Vehicles," the discussion being opened by Mr. A. L.

Riker and participated in by Messrs. Duncan, Recken-
zaun, Coho, Corson, Adams, Duryea, Sachs, Van Hoeven-
bergh and Pope.

At the meeting of the Executive Members in the after-

noon the following Associate Members were elected:

Putnam A. Bates, student, Columbia University; resi-

dence, 113 West 72d street, N. Y. City. John Louis

Hermessen, chief of data department, Union Elektrici-

taets-Gesellschaft, Kleist Strasse, Berlin, Germany.
Ludwig Hommel, superintendent of construction, Stand-

ard Underground Cable Co., Westinghouse Building,

Pittsburg, Pa. Wm. R. Kenan, Jr., chemist and elec-

trical engineer, Australian Carbide vCo., Sydney, N. S.

W. Willard H. MacGregor, draughtsman, 359 West
27th street, New York City. Calvin Winsor Rice, con-

sulting electrical engineer, 8 Eaton street, Winchester,

Mass. (Entrance fee paid). Francis Arthur Rich, con-

sulting mining and electrical engineer, Auckland, New
Zealand. D. Franklin Stakes, electrical expert, The
Fort Wayne Electric Corporation; residence, 240 West
Washington street, Fort Wayne, Ind. Samuel G. F.

Townsend, electrical engineer in testing department, with

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Hoboken, N. J.; residence

131 Fifth avenue, N. Y. City.

pendulum, by means of a cam, raises a pawl on a ratchet

wheel to a uniform height each stroke. The solenoids,

by means of their cores, shift the angular position of a

pendent arch attached to their axis so as to permit this

pawl to drop along the ratchet wheel a number of teeth

proportional to the current passing through the meter;

thus at each stroke of the pendulum the load in amperes
passing to the consumer is, by means of the ratchet wheel

and the dial register, measured and added up in ampere
hours. That is all there is of the meter save a pointer

and scale showing through the glass the amperes passing.

The interior mechanism is supported by a brass frame,

similar to that of a Yankee clock, and the case is cast

iron, thus acting as a magnetic shield and preventing

tampering with the meter by means of magnets on the

outside.

The accuracy of this instrument is such that it could be

used for the closest measurements. The absence of

permanent magnets, etc., makes it an invaluable meter
to the station and trustworthy in every emergency.

POSSIBLE CONTRACTS.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—It is reported that the building at

Bay Shore, used as a clam factory by Henry L. Brown,
has been purchased by the stock company, which will

manage the lighting of Bay Shore streets. The electric

light plant will be located in this building.

Woodstock, Va.—Address L. W. Brown regarding the

erection of an electric light plant, which is being talked

of.

Albany, N. Y.—The Southwestern Telegraph and

Telephoue Company has certified to the secretary of state

of an increase of capital from $3,000,000 to $4,000,000.
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WARD ELECTRIC SUPPLY AND CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY.

A strong combination of interests that speaks well for

the electrical trade and also for buyers has been incorpo-

rated under the name of the Ward Electric Supply and
Construction Company, 39-41 Ann street, New York City.

The firm is comprised of Mr. O. B. Greene, formerly of

No. 14 Cortlandt street, New York City, who carried on

an extensive business in arc lamps of all kinds; Messrs.

Deronda Levy & Co., of 39 Ann street, who have estab-

lished a iarge construction and supply business, and
Messrs. Greene 6c Dikeman, a firm popular in the elec-

tric light line. The parties named combined forces on

the first of December as contractors and dealers in Ward
and Knight arc lamps for low tension circuits, imported

and domestic caibons and supplies. Mr. O. B.- Greene
was elected president; Chas. O'Keefe, vice-president, and
Deronda Levy, secretary and general manager. This
enterprising and energetic company are making them-
selves a necessity to the mauufacturers of electrical sup-

plies, and there is a general demand for their services for

the installation of arc lamps for incandescent lighting,

photo-engraving, theatrical effects, motors for power
work and general electrical construction of all kinds.

They carry in stock a large supply of lamps and supplies,

thereby being enabled to fill all orders with promptness
and dispatch.

We compliment Mr. Deronda Levy upon his rapid prog-

ress, and feel sure that this consolidation of interests

will be productive of one of the most substantial concerns

we have.

ALEXANDER-CHAMBERLAIN ELECTRIC CO.

The Siegel-Cooper plant, designed and installed by the

Alexander-Chamberlain Electric Co., 52 West 22d street,

besides being the largest installation of its kind in the

world, practically demonstrates the use of electricity for

light, heat, power, ventilation and cooking on a larger

scale than heretofore attempted. The construction of

this plant and its details, many of which are novel, were
admirably carried out.

Great credit is due the firm for its excellent work in

installing and successfully completing the vast contract

they had undertaken according to time and specifications.

NOTICE.

C. C. Sibley & Co.—-Notice is hereby given that the

partnership lately subsisting between Clarence C. Sibley

and T. M. Randolph Meikleham, under the firm name of

C. C. Sibley & Co., was dissolved on the first day of Jan-

uary, 1897, by mutual consent. The business of said

firm will be continued by said T. M. Randolph Meikle-

ham at No. 329 Fourth avenue, New York City, and all

debts owing to the said partnership are to be received by
him, and all demands on said partnership presented to

him for payment, and he is authorized to settle all debts

due to and by said firm.

Dated New York, January 1, 1897.

(Signed)
Clarence C. Sibley.

T. M. Randolph Meikleham.

SUCCESSOR.

I beg to inform you that the partnership lately existing

between Clarence C. Sibley and myself, under the firm

name of C. C. Sibley & Co., was dissolved on the first of

January, 1897, by my purchasing the interest of Mr.

Sibley.

I propose to continue the business of the said firm at

, 329 Fourth avenue, New York City, under my name
.essor to C. C. Sibley & Co., and am authorized to

receive and give proper receipt for all debts owing to the
said partnership.

Trusting that you will kindly '.out inn'.- to favor me
with your patronage, I beg to remain,

Yours respectfully,

T. M. K. Meikleham.

REMOVAL NOTICE.

Owing to increase of business the Phoenix Interior

Telephone Company have been obliged to remove to

larger quarters, and have leased the fine, light, five-story

building at 93 Washington street. They will occupy the
same on and after January 14, 1897. The first floor will

be devoted to the officers of the company, the second and
third to machinery, and the top floor to the process o
assembling. The Phoenix Interior Telephone Compan
have been steadily progressing in their particular line of

work and have earned a great reputation amongst the

trade for the excellence of both their goods and methods

THE TRADESMAN 18TH ANNUAL.

The 18th annual number of The Tradesman, published
at Chattanooga, Tenn., contains over 260 pages, and pre-

sents the most complete, exhaustive and valuable review

of the South, its resources, development and possibilities,

that to our knowledge has ever been published. The
special articles are from the leading thinkers, statisticians

and business men in our country; the information given

is the result of careful investigation and practical knowl-
edge. The business directories and statistics are most
valuable features of this valuable number and it will be

preserved as a reference book on all subjects pertaining

to the South and its resources. Among its contributors

are six southern governors, the chief statistician of the

United States census bureau, twelve leading southern

journalists, twenty leading southern chamber of commerce
officials, such writers as Edward Atkinson and a score or

more of statistical writers and industrial authorities in

their special lines, whose reputation is national and inter-

national. Of the many features is a complete directory

of 5,000 of the leading industrial plants of the southern
states.

CITY GOVERNMENT.

As a well written, up-to-date and interesting sheet we
recommend "City Government" to our readers.

It covers a field that has long lain neglected, but which
in this new periodical receives the proper and correct

attention.

It is a valuable paper to the city official, because, as its

sub-title informs us, it is "devoted to the practical affairs

of municipalities." Mr. Clarence E. Stump, the presi-

dent and treasurer, has devoted himself to this paper,

and with the assistance of B. F. Gilkison, the vice-presi-

dent and secretary, will make City Government a pro-

nounced success.

CALENDARS.

Some of our friends have been kind enough to send us

handsome souvenirs that have frequently prevented us

from getting our dates mixed. We tender our thanks to

them for this great service.

The following concerns honored us by sending pretty

calendars to the " Electrical Age:"
Puritan Electric Co., manufacturers of noiseless en-

closed arc lamps for alternating and constant potential

circuits, 150 Nassau street, N. Y.

Commercial Cable Co., whose enterprise has built up

the practice of sending' transatlantic communications
with the readiness of a land message.
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Shultz Belting Co., whose ability to compete has

taken strange hide off many a concern.

Cutter Electric & Manufacturing Co., of the automatic

magnetic circuit-breaker fame—a calendar of choice and
artistic excellence.

The Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co., of Meriden,

Conn., manufacturers of telephones, supplies and entire

equipments, of whom we received a calendar that has

been clothed in gauze. All our friends would feel like-

wise that saw one.

H. B. Coles & Co., electrical engineers for electric

light, heat and power machinery.

Indianapolis, Ind., January 14, 1897.

The Electrical Age Pub. Co.

Gentlemen:—Having on the 19th of December retired

from the firm of MacCurdy & Smith, I have opened an

office in the Baldwin Block, this city, as manufacturers'

agent and cousulting electrician. I have already closed

contracts for a number of first-class agencies and have
negotiations pending for a number more.

I intend working this state and parts of Illinois, Ohio,

Michigan and Kentucky, and have every prospect for an
excellent business in the near future. Trusting that this

item may be of interest to you, I am,
Very truly yours,

Wm. C. MacCurdy,
Manufacturers' Agent, Expert Electrical Engineer,

Room 42, Baldwin Block.

TELEPHONE NOTES.

Camden, N. J.—The ordinance granting a franchise to

the Camden Telephone Company has every prospect of

passing city council. As more than 300 subscribers have
made contracts for the new service it will, no doubt, re-

ceive favorable consideration. No tangible objection has

been raised against the enterprise, in which a number of

well-known business men are interested, and as it assures

excellent service at reduced rates it has popular ap-

proval.

Lockport, N. Y.—At a meeting of the common council

held on January 18, the Bell Telephone Company of Buf-

falo was granted a franchise to operate in this city for the

next fifteen years. Under the new franchise the company
must furnish the city with six telephones free, erect poles

and make all needed repairs to the fire alarm system
within twenty days, furnish a $15,000 bond and be pre-

pared to place all of their wires and those of the fire alarm
system in underground conduits anytime the council may
designate. The franchise was granted over the veto of

Mayor Peterson. The franchise granted to the Citizens'

Mutual Telephone Company a year ago was modified,

leaving the two companies open to competition.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Notice is hereby given that an ap-

plication will be made to the Governor of the State of

Pennsylvania on Monday, February 8, A. D., 1897, by
Cornelius J. Carney, Eugene T. Clark, Thomas A.

Carney, Claude B. Early and James C. Doyle for the

charter of an intended corporation, to be called The
Southwark Merchants' Electric Light and Power Com-
pany, the charter and object of which is*to supply light

and power by electricity to the public in the county of

Philadelphia. Suddard, 'Mclnnes & O'Donovan, solici-

tors.

The annual meeting for the election of directors by the

stockholders of the corporation of L. J. Wing & Co., was
held at the office of the company, 245 Washington street,

Jersey City, N. J., from 2 to 3 p. M.,on January 21, 1897.
Mr. L. J. Wing was re-elected president; Mr. Silas P.

Wheeler, vice-president, and Mr. G. A. Wing, secretary
and treasurer.

ELECTRIC STOCK QUOTATIONS.

Allegheny County Light Co.,

Brush Electric Company,
Bridgeport (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,

Edison Illg. Co (St. Louis), .

Eddy Electric Mfg. Company,
*Edison Elec. Illg. Co., New York,
Edison Elec. Illg. Co., Brooklyn,
Edison Ore Milling Co.,

Edison Elec. Storage Company, .

Fort Wayne Electric Company, .

Ft. Wayne Elec. Co. T. Sec. Series A,
General Electric Company,
General Electric Company pf.,

Hartford (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,

Hartford (Conn.) Lt. & Power Co.,

New Haven (Conn.) Elec. Lt. Co.,

Narragansett (Prov. R. I.) Elec. Co.,

Rhode Island Elec. Protec. Co.,

Toronto (Canada) Elec. Light Co.,

T.-H. Elec. Co., T. Secur., Series D,

Thomson-Houston Welding Co.,

United Elec. Lt. & Power Co.,

Woonsocket (R. I.) Electric Co.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., pf.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., assd.,

*Ex dividend.

Bid. Asked.
100 —
— 40

35 38
10 17— 1 9

. 104 105

98 100

7 10

28 29

3 3H
3 4

34^ 35%
77^2 79

i°5 —
— 15

M5 —
81^ 82

1 10 122

125 132

3^ aVa
• 5

—
5

—
. 100 109

5° 51
2 2>Va 24^

JQN STANDARD
ILLUXINATID DIAL

STATION
'INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are

based upt n the same general
principle and are just asaccuiaie < s

our regular Standard Foitable Di-

rect Current Voltmeters &nd Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working parts are inclosed in a

neatly designed dust-proof < a t

iron case, which effectively shit Ids

the instruments from disturbing

influences of external magnetic
fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-l?(t William St., Newark, K.J. , U.S.A.

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
XIstAlolieilaLed 1873.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In S <eets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, livid, Black and Gray. Send for Catal igue and Prices.

wil^nJtonVdel. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. hdet""
:

n.y
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Two 20 II. -I'. Induction Motors in the Threading and Finishim*; She >P-

POWER TRANSMISSION TO NORTH TONAWANDA.

Although the transmission of power outside the limits

of Niagara Falls is not yet a month old, a large nut and
bolt works at North Tonawanda has been waiting, fully

equipped for the appearance of the current, for the past

year. These works, the largest nut and bolt factory in

the country, are those, of Messrs. Plumb, Burdict &
Bernard.

At the time the electrical equipment was under con-

sideration, the question of utilizing Niagara power
naturally arose, and it speaks volumes for the foresight

both of the owners of the works and the equipping com-
pany, the General Electric Co., that the three-phase

system was selected, instead of the two-phase. The
three-phase system having been chosen by the Niagara
Palls Power Co. for the transmission of power from
Niagara Falls to Tonawanda and Buffalo, the bolt and
nut works can be operated directly from the transmission
line by simply connecting the necessary static trans-

formers.

The factory of Messrs. Plumb, Burdict & Bernard is

situated at North Tonawanda, directly on the lines of the

New York Central and Erie Railroads, and about half a

mile from the route taken by the overhead wires of the

Niagara Buffalo transmission. It is divided into three

single-story brick shops, running north and south, the

forge being nearest the railroad; the cold shop, engine
room and machine shop lying in the centre, and the

threading and finishing shops on the side nearest the

transmission line. All the work, with the exception of

the cold work, starts at the forge shop and passes on

through the various operations until it leaves the finishing

shop ready for the market. Thc:re is no waste of labor

and time passing material from different points in the

shops. The progress is methodical, each succeeding
operation being set next to the previous one.

Until Niagara power can be obtained, the works are
being operated from their own generating station, which
will be abandoned as soon as the Niagara Power Company
is ready to tap the three-phase lines into the factory.

The generating station is set between the cold and
machine shops in the central building. Steam from the
engine is supplied by three Riter Brothers return tubular
boilers, each of ioo-h. p. capacity. The engine is an im-
proved Green of 400-H. p., belted to a General Electric
Co. three-phase, six-pole, 150-K. w., 25-cycle, 500-R.p. h.

generator. The exciter is a 3-K. \\\, 125-volt bipolar
machine. The switchboard is of panel type, built up of

two panels, one for the generator, the other for the
feeders. The generator panel carries potential indicator,

two current indicators, field-switch, main switch, and two
Carpenter enamel rheostats. The feeder board in addi-
tion to the fuses is equipped with four three-blade knife-

switches, each controlling one circuit and labelled ''cold

press," " machine shop," "thread shop," "forge shop,"
respectively.

The forge shop, where the nuts and bolts are cut off

from the raw rods and bars, is about 360 feet long, having
the forges and machines set down each side of a central

aisle, along which a track is laid. Above the machines
on each side runs a line of shafting, and in arranging the
line of shafting Messrs. Plumb, Burdict & Bernard have
adopted a very simple method. Suspended from the roof

girders down each side are four lines of channel iron in

two sets, each set bolted back to back. Each line is

separated from the other about 20 inches. Through the

space between each pair of channels pass long bolts which
support the hangers for the shafting, and allow of a ready
rearrangement at any time. This method is adopted
throughout the shop.

The forge shop contains five 20-H.p. General Electric
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induction motors, four driving the shafting and one by one 20-H. p. motor, set on the floor and belted to jack-
operating a blower. The shafting is divided into four shafts and coutershafts as necessary.
sections, and each one is belted to one of the induction In the maciiine shop, lying on the south side of the
motors. engine-room, is another 20-H. p. motor, also set upon the

Three-phase Central Station.

The driving motors themselves are set upon a platform floor. It is used to drive a variety of tool-making
above the shafting in the centre of the shop, and are machinery, such as planers, milling machines, drills, slot-

boxed in. The blower motor directly connected to the ters, shapers, etc.

One Corner of the Machine Shop, Showing 20 H.-P. Induction Motor.

blower occupies a platform at the south end of the shop. The threading and finishing shop, 400 feet long, is next
The machinery driven by the motors in the forge shop in length to the cold shop, which is 430 feet in length.

are different sizes of bolt headers, and nut punchers, and In it the bolts and nuts travelling from the other shops

20 H.-P. Induction Motor Driving Tool Making and Other Machinery.

shearing machines for shearing the bolt lengths from the are threaded and tapped and put together ready for the

rod. • market.

In the cold shop the pointing department is operated This threading and tapping of the smaller pieces
u
is
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effected automatically for some and semi-automatically

for others, and in all cases the operations involve some of

the prettiest automate and semi-automatic work to delight

the eye of the mechanic. The automatic nutters which
put the nuts upon the bolts are more than human in their

accuracy and speed.

This shop is driven by six 6-h. p. motors set on small

platforms, and three 20-H.p. motors. The smaller motors
and one 20-H. p. motor are used to drive the automatic
and semi-automatic machines. For the former they are

belted to jack-shafts, from which belts are dropped to

pulleys on a shaft running underneath the machinery.
For the semi-automatic machinery, the pulley is on the

level of the machines and is belted to the jack-shaft

above.

The other 20-H.p. motors are set on the floor and are

belted to shafting on the opposite sides of the shop, as

shown in the illustrations. These serve to drive the heavy
threading and tapping work not automatic, and some idea

of the variety of machinery in these shops, and the work
the motors are called upon to do, may be gathered from
the fact that the sizes of bolts made run from rVinch up
to ii-inch.

The advantages of electric drive are markedly notice-

able in this plant. There are no separate engines for the
individual shops and no belt holes in the walls, as would
have been the case had the steam driving plant been con-
fined to an outside building. The wires come through
three small porcelain bushed holes in the wall of each
shop. The central steam and generating station is con-
fined to one room at present, and will probably shortly
be entirely abolished. The motors in the forge shop oc-
cupy no space on the floor of the shop, and those in the
other shops occupy either small space upon the floor or
are erected on small platforms. They require no atten-

tion beyond the filling of oil wells, which is performed
but once in six months. They are started by the throw-
ing of a switch, and maintain a steady and constant speed
under all conditions of load. This is noticeable in the

quality of the output.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING FOR JAPAN.

A Pittsburgh journal notes the fact that two import-
ant Japanese representatives vvere in that city recently.

J. Kobori and S. Ishidi, of Yokohama. They were there
to purchase an entire electric lighting outfit for the muni-
cipality of Yokohama. They spent the day at the West-
inghouse works. Upon arriving there they found that
the apparatus could not be purchased, but must be bought
from the general office in New York. They left for that
city.

During their visit to East Pittsburgh, the Japanese
were taken through the shops. Both are mechanical en-
gineers, and pronounced the works the most thoroughly
equipped they had ever seen.

We must realize that the world is moving on, and that
every year thousands of new plants are being installed
and shops equipped with machinery arranged according
to a new plan.

No man disbelieves more thoroughly in the continual
waste of power than Tesla, and we find in the leading in-

vention of the age—in the oscillator—a crystallization of
this idea: a direct combination of engine and dynamo; a

complete union between the source of energy and the de-
vice it is to exercise its power upon.

Hawkinsville, Ga.—As soon as plans can be prepared
ity will arrange for the construction of its water and

electric light plants. J. L. Ludlow, constructing and
gning engineers.

THE DETERMINATION OF THE LOS'I 01 ELEC
TRIG LIGHTING BY GAS ENGINE.

BY MESSRS. J. L. CHRISTY, M.E., AND S. A. HASBR01 CK, I.K.,

IN THE STEVENS INDICATOR.

1. Abstract of Thesis, submitted by authors before the Stevens
Institute of Technology, June, 1896.

The plant consists of a 10-horse-power gas engine, of

the "Otto" type, belted to a counter-shaft and thenoe to

an "Excelsior" dynamo of the Churchward four-pole

type. A counter-shaft was used so that a dynamometer
could measure the power delivered to the dynamo.

Description of Engine.—The valves of the engine are

both positive in action, being actuated by levers which
receive their motion at the proper time, by means of

cams. These cams are keyed to a shaft at right angles

to the main shaft and receiving its motion by means of

gears of the " worm and wheel " type.

The air is taken from the base of the engine, thus
muffling the sucking noise; while the gas is governed by
a small valve worked at the proper time by the governor.
The governor is of the "pendulum" type; its method

of operating being such that if the speed of the engine is

too great the "toe" of the governor is lifted, thus miss-

ing the gas valve and preventing an explosion until the

engine has resumed its proper speed. The ignition is

"hot tube." The exhaust is first expanded into a large

iron pot and then passes into the air.

The dynamo is a four-pole compound wound machine
with carbon brushes, which feed perpendicular to the sur-

face of the commutator, thus insuring the constancy of

the "neutral" point. The "mains" lead from the dy-
namo to the " bus-bars " of a marble switchboard, being

controlled by a double knife-switch. From the " bus-

bars," mains, controlled by a double knife-switch, lead to

ten pull-switches, each controlling ten lights. The
"lights" are banked on a swinging board in the window,
and there is also a "pilot" light, across the brushes of

the dynamo. Each of the two main circuits and of the

ten small circuits is protected by fuses. A Weston am-
meter is on circuit from the dynamo and a Weston volt-

meter is across the "bus-bars." The shunt field of the

dynamo is controlled by a rheostat on a switchboard.

Indicators.—-The indicators are the new form Tabor,

the spring, 207 pounds, as connected by a Crosby testing

set. For a reducing motion a " Bromble " pulley was
used.

The " explosion " recorder designed and built by the

writers will be very easily understood by reference to the

cut. It is simply an indicator, whose piston area is one-

quarter of a square inch, to reduce the shock of the ex-

plosion which moves the figures or dials of a revolution

counter instead of a pencil. The electrical instruments

are the Weston standard, and were accurately standard-

ized at the electrical laboratory of the institute.

The Tables.—The following tests contain the data

taken at the engine; the averages for each test, and a

table of comparison of costs at different loads:

Test I.

No. of Rev. of
Card. Engine.

280

9
10

t r

12

'3

14

15

i6

17

284
280
280
280
2 so

276
280
272
2S0

272

270
264
268
2(>S

272
264

Explo-
sions.

434,533

Gas
Meter.

9,620

450,619 10,163

Volts.

115
112

108

1 10

115
1 12

1 12

109
TOS

I07

I TO

10S

IO9
IO9
I07

I07
IO6

Am- No. of
-Revolutions.—.
Dv- Counter-

peres. Lights, uamo. shaft.

9-5
9.1
9.0

9-5
9.0
9.0
8.8

8.5

8.5

9.0
8.5
S.8
S.6

8-5
8-5

8.4
8.8

21

21

21

21

21

i\

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

1,280

1,300
T.320

1.355
t,3go

1,336
1,33s

1,324
1,321

1

1,360

1.300

t-332

1,294
1,340

1,298

1,260

49 s

510
^20

508

512
5io

500
520
500
500
520
500
500

49s
500

490
490
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Ignition tube requires 4 cubic feet of gas per hour.
Spring used, 207 lbs.

Bore of cylinder, 7 inches. Stroke, 13 inches.

Test i.—Calculations.

Revolutions per minute.

Explosions (total)
" per minute

Gas (total) ....
" used by engine = 543 — 4X4
" per hour 527 -r- 4
" " indicated h. p.

Volts . .

Amperes ....
Watts = 109.6 x 8.8

i 1

Electrical H. P. =

M.E.P.
Initial pressure, average

highest

lowest

964.48

746

a

274.7
16,066.0

66.94
643. feet.

5 2 7-

22.6

109.6

8.8

964.48

1.29

68.79

249.4 lbs. abs.

366.6

165.8

< i

1

1

13 X 38.48 x 66.94 X 68.79

I. H. P. =
12 X 33,000

Cost per hour, gas costing $1.25
i3 J -75

per 1,000 cubic feet X 1.25

5.82 I.H.P.

Cost per lamp hour—
1,000

£0.165

$0,165

0.78

21

Test II

The following set of readings were taken at intervals

of 15 miuutes, from 8:45 A - M - t0 II:45 A - M - :

No. of Rev. of
Card. Engine.

1

2

3

4

5

6
'

7

8

9
10

11

12

13

Avg.

256
240
248
248

254
254
254
256

254
264
264
268
268

256

Explo-
sions

382,660

384-470
386,170

Gas
Meter

11,561

12,146

585

Remarks

At 8.45 consumption

9-45
10.15

10.50

11.30

n-45

n
a
t i

t t

a

.—Revolutions.^
Am- No. o£ by- Counter

Volts, peres. Lights, namo. shaft.

108.0 36.0 81

106.0 35.5
106.0 35.5
106.0 35.5
107.0 37.0
108.0 37.5
108.0 37.5
110.0 38.0

108.0 37.0
112. o 39.0
in.o 38.5

110.0 38.0

112. 38.5

108.6 37.2

180.0 feet.

2 1 1.7

196.5

196.7
181.

8

182.8

i t

i t

Calculations of Test II.

Revolutions per minute . . 256.

(256 — 4)

Explosions (total)-

" per minute

Gas (total)

" used by engine, 585

573
" per hour

-Xj8o 22,320.

4 X

< 1

Volts

a per I.H.P.

124.

585-

573-

191.

18.51

108,6

Amperes
Watts—108.6 X 37.2

4,o39-9 2

Electrical H.P. =

746
M.E.P. .

Initial pressure, average
highest

lowest

< <

13 x 38.48X 124X 65.91

37-2

4,039.92

5-4i

65.91 lbs.

277.53 lbs. abs.

314.85
186.51

10.32

1 c

i i

I H.P. =
12 x 33,000

Cost per hour at $1.25 per 1,000

191

cubic feet, x 1.25 . $°- 2 39
1,000

Cost per lamp per hour . 0.29

Test III.

The following set of readings were taken at intervals

of 15 minutes, from 5.10 p. m. to 7.10 p. m.

No. of Rev. of
Card Engine.

Explo-
sions.

I

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9
Avg.

252.0

256.0
250.0

254.0
250.0
250.0
248.0
250.0
250.0

251.

1

394,506 13

Gas
Meter.

505

408,619
I4,H3

13,903

398

Volts.

108.0

102.0

104.0

105.0
106.0

103.0
102.0
1 OO.O

104.0

103.7

Am- No. of
peres. Lights.

^-Revolutions.^
Dy- Counter-

namo. shaft.

41.0

43-0
41.0
4i-5

41.0
40.0
38.0

34-3
32.0

39-5

9i

101

96
96
91

91
86

7i

7i

1,320.0

1,290.0

1,320.0

1,360.0

1,355-6

1,350.0

1,350.0

1,365-0
1,360.0
i,34i-i

460.0

478.0

475-0

47 5 -o

476.0

473-Q
473-o

470.0
470.0
472.2

Remarks—Fluctuation of 1.5 volts:

At 5.40 gas used
6.00 "...
6.15

6.30

6.50

1 i

a

189.3 feet.

189.3
190.0

193-5

195.6

1 <

<<

<<

1 <

Calculations of Test III.

Revolutions per minute
Explosions (total)

" per minute .

Gas (total) ....
" used by engine, 398— 2 x 4 .

39°
" used per hour =

.

2

" used per hour per I.H.P.
Volts

Amperes .....
Watts

4,096.15
Electrical H.P. =

.

746
M.E.P
Initial pressure, average

highest

lowest

13 X 38.48 x 1 17.6x64.67
I.H.P. =

.

12 x 33,000
Cost per hour at $1.25 per 1,000 feet

cu. feet.

1 1

*95
x 1.25

Cost per lamp per hour
• 244

251.

1

14,113-
1

117.

6

398.

39°-

195-

20.28

103.7

39-5

4,096.15

5-49

64.67 lbs.

293.69 lbs. abs.

308.64
283.80

9.61

p. 244

o. 2 7 7

it

a

88

Time P.M. No. of Card.

I.25 I

I.30 2

!-35 3

Prony Brake Test.

Rev. of
Engine. Explosions.

260 388,881

272

25 6

Gas.

13,^0

Weight
on Scales

25olbs.

256

250
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1.40

i-45

1.50

i-55

2.00

2.05

2. 10

2.15

2. 20

Average

3

6

7

8

9
10

1

1

12

256

256
272

264
272

264
240
264
264

J3,355

394,5°5

5, 62 4
Remarks: Initial weight on scales = 45 lbs

Calculations of Prony Brake Test.

300
250

300
300
300
300
300

300

300
283.8

INQUIRY COLUMN.

Revolutions per minute
Explosions (total)

" per minute .

Gas (total)

" used by engine, 185 — 4X-
55

60
" used per hour ....
" used per hour per I. H. P.

M.E.P
Initial pressure, average

" " highest . . :

" " lowest

13 X 38.48 X 102.26 X 67. 19

I. H. P. = .

12 X 33,000
Prony Brake H. P.

Diameter of pulley ....
Circumference of puUey
Weight on scales, average

initial

final

4.188x258.3x238.83
P. B. H. P =

i 1

258.3

5, 62 4.

102. 26

185. cu. feet.

181.34 "

197.

22.69 "
67.19 lbs.

302.94 lbs.abs.

333-48 "
281.73 "

8.68

16"

4.188'

283.83 lbs.

45-

238.83

1

<

i 1

7.8

33,000
From the foregoing data it will be seen that for private

houses, summer hotels and other isolated plants a gas
engine is a very convenient and economical source of

power for electric lighting. To obtain a light of 16-

candle-power, by burning the gas in the usual way, re-

quires 5 cubic feet of gas per hour. Taking the cost of

the gas at $1.25 per 1,000 feet, a 16-candle-power light

would cost 0.625 cent per hour. Under a very light load

the plant is more costly than by burning the gas directly;

but as the load increases the cost diminishes, so that at

full load it is far cheaper, in this plant, to use the gas in

an engine to generate the electric light than to burn the

gas for light.

By using producer gas, which can be furnished at 75
cents per 1,000 cubic feet, the cost is correspondingly
reduced. At that rate, in Test II., instead of the cost of

a lamp hour being .29 cent, it would be .17 cent.

There are a few small expenses for oil, waste, etc., that

will somewhat increase the cost, but all conditions con-

sidered, the production of the light by a plant of this

kind is more economical than the direct consumption of

the gas in burners.

The Bertrand-Thiel Steel Making Process.—A paper
on this subject, to which we hope to refer more fully in

our next issue, was read before the Cleveland Institute of

Engineers, on December 14, by Mr. Percy C. Gilchrist.

The process consists in doing in two furnaces, or two
series of furnaces, what has hitherto been done in one
furnace, and in employing a temperature sufficiently high

to cause the metal flowing from the first series of furnaces

to emit a copious vapor which, when seen, is reddish

brown. The results obtained are: 1. Quality equal to

Swedish from any non-sulphurous pig. 2. A yield hither-

to unapproached, viz., 100 of pig produces much more
than 100 of steel. 3. Speed of working is greater per

furnace than heretofore. Possibly this speed will be 24

charges in 24 hours from five 20-ton furnaces, say, 480
tons of steel per day of 24 hours.—London Invention.

In this column we shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds
of our subscribers.

(Q.)—EQUIPMENT OF STATION.
San Antonio, Jan. 23, 1897.

Electrical Age Pub. Co.
Dear Sirs:—The people in an adjoining district I,

intend to install a system of electric lighting. Kindly
let me know which in your opinion is best—an arc, incan-
descent or alternating current? By giving this your
immediate attention you will oblige,

Yours truly,

Andrew Silke.

(A.)—If the town is distributed over a large area use
an alternating system for indoors and an arc in any case
for street lighting. The low tension, continuous current
is all right if the homes are grouped together.

(Q.)—LIFE OF LAMPS.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 1, 1897.

Editor of Inquiry Column.
Dear Sir:—The lamps we use in our factory burn very

brightly, but do not last. Can you let me in to the secret
of their life and durability? I would value the informa-
tion from a financial and practical standpoint.

Yours respectfully,

Robert Calhoun.

(A.)—Lamps last in proportion to the energy they con-
sume per candle-power. For instance

—

A 16-c.p. lamp, taking 64 watts, lasts 1,200 hours.
A 16-c.p. lamp, taking 50 watts, lasts 800 hours.
A 16-c.p. lamp, taking 40 watts, lasts 400 hours.
These figures will bear criticism, but at least indicate

the idea set forth. A lamp taking only 16 watts for 16-

c.p. could not be guaranteed one hour. Either mechan-
ical vibration, low wattage or poor construction ruins
your lamps.

(Q.)—AMALGAMATED ZINCS.
Brooklyn, Feb. 1, 1897.

To Electrical Age.
Dear Sirs:—In setting up primary batteries I find the

zincs dissolving very rapidly; how can this be remedied,
and what is its cause?

Yours faithfully,

A Subscriber.

(A.)—Amalgamate the zincs by letting them rest a few
minutes in a dilute sulphuric acid solution. Then let

them be dipped into mercury until thoroughly coated.
Use pure sulphuric acid in your cells and repeat this

process with the zincs once or twice a day if used con-
stantly. The cause is, impurities in the zinc forming local

circuits with it. Pure zinc is exempt. Impure zinc
requires amalgamation.

(Q.)—NUMBER OF LIGHTS ON A CIRCUIT.
Albany, Jan. 25, 1897.

Electrical Age.
Dear Editor:—Kindly let me know in your valuable

Inquiry Column how many incandescent lights can best
be burned on one circuit? The friends I have here think
five quite sufficient. Yours very truly,

Ernest Bei-anee.

(A.)—The number of lamps to be burned on a circuit

is decided in a private installment by yourself; the drop
determines it. A lighting company will recommend only
a certain number of lamps or amperes on a given sized

wire. You can get their book and find this out yourself
or consult a wire table.
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MULTIPLE TELEGRAPHY

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OP ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

It is a matter of considerable difficulty to describe

within a limited space the principles of multiple teleg-

raphy; yet by careful analysis it is possible to reduce the

subject down to a few principles, the comprehension of

which will involve the most intelligent appreciation of

the methods employed in this marvellous system of teleg-

raphy.

Relay.—A relay consists of an electromagnet whose
armature, when attached to the poles of the electromag-
net, closes a switch; that is, brings two contact-points
together which open and close a small circuit containing
a series of cells and the sounder. The original current
coming over the line operates this relay, which a very
weak current will actuate. At the end of a long line a
relay will prove a most serviceable piece of apparatus, be-
cause the current it takes would never be sufficient to

work a sounder distinctly, yet proves enough to move the
armature of the relay a trifle, thus closing the independ-
ent, local circuit in which the sounder and new cells are
placed. The sounder, by this means, gives a most em-
phatic signal perfectly audible and satisfactory.

EARTH

c --- *-.p Single-Current Duplex.

This is the Diagram Referred to in Article,

Single-Message System.—A simple circuit, including with-

in its limits a key, sounder and battery, offers no difficul-

ties to the understanding. The line may be a double
metallic circuit or it may consist of an overhead line with
an earth return. To secure an earth or ground return,

the extreme ends of the line are twisted around a gas or

water pipe respectively, or attached to a metal plate sunk
into moist earth and involved in a bed of coke, charcoal
or scrap metal. But one message can be transmitted
through a circuit of this description, and over but a

limited length of line, if no accessories are added. The

Importance of the Relay.—The entire practice of duplex
and quadruplex telegraphy depends to a great extent

upon the relay, modified, of course, to suit either, but

still retaining its position and performing its functions as

described.

Kinds of Relays.—There are several kinds of relays

known under the names of

Neutral relays,

Polarized relays,

each of which may be wound with a form of winding that

PLATE XV.
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STEARNS' DUPLEX WITH BATTERY AT ONE STATION ONLY.

longer the line the greater the battery power required to

compensate for the leakage occurring throughout its

length. It is impossible to send a current many miles

without great loss; it therefore becomes necessary to em-
ploy a device called a relay to remedy this difficulty.

it is best to introduce now, called differential winding.

Differential Winding.—When a magnet core is wound
with wire half way in one direction and the remainder in

the opposite direction, a current passing through it would
(Continued on Page 88.)
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GAS ENGINES FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

The various applications of power have always been
an interesting study to the technical student. Not only

the purposes to which power is applied, and which has had

so much to do with its subsequent development, but the

gradual evolution of kindred sources of power for indus-

trial purposes.

The early experiments of Watt and the vast impetus

given to his work by the efforts of Stephenson and
Fulton made steam power the most common source of

energy on this globe.

But in common with other things vjhose supremacy is

due .to its peculiar fitness at a particular time, the use of

steam has in many respects been displaced by other power
producers, amongst which may be found petroleum,

gasoline, kerosene and gas engines.

The mining of coal was looked upon as a necessity

when, in the course of this earth's history, manufacturers
and railroad men used it for the production of steam. It

was not long before the kindred bi-products were ex-

amined as to their respective values and, one by one, each

found a place in the industrial arts.

The general use of gas as an illuminant has had much
to do with the widespread acceptation of it as a conven-

ient source of mechanical energy. The use of it in many
homes for light and heat makes its introduction for other

purposes a foregone conclusion. And in this respect the

peculiar adaptation of the gas engine to power-produc-

ing purposes within the home has become a common
event.

There is, tben, no opposition to its use for electric

lighting provided it does not infringe upon the limits of

economy or cause excessive expense.
The use of heavy gas engines of 500 h. p, has become

a feature of station practice in Germany. In this coun-
try, in which one might almost say we find the home ol

the gas engine, such applications have not been made.
The conclusions arrived at by Messrs. J. L. Christy,
M.E., and S. A. Hasbrouck, M.E., are valuable. They
show the drift of modern progress and its inevitable
effect upon the art of electric lighting.

The glorious light of the north, as seen by those that
have ventured beyond the limits of human habitation,
survives the memory of all else. The aurora borealis

—

now streaming across the heavens with ghastly flicker-

ings, now blazing forth with the fury of a vast conflagra-
tion—undoubtedly has its origin in -some electrical dis-

turbance of a far-spreading nature. During the long,

dark days of blighting cold, when fearful storms rage
with shriek and cry, and the ice hut of the Eskimo sinks
from sight beneath the heaping coverlet of snow, the
dreamer within sleeps on—for the storm and rushing
wind will pass away, the northern constellations gleam
in the black sky, and the pale, quivering flash of northern
lights scintillate' and fade, above, in the widespreading
arch of heaven.

What is the cause of this wonderful light, this cold
corona of the far north ? It would be looked upon today
as an unsolvable mystery were it not for a few facts with
which we try to reason out its probable origin. It would
seem strange to say that the sun plays its part in bring-

ing into existence this earthly halo. Yet, by some
means or other at present entirely unknown, the storms
that rage at the sun's surface, that cast out fiery waves
thousands of miles in height, take effect upon this puny
earth and make it thrill from pole to pole. The magnetic
needles are violently shaken, the pole appears to palpitate

and the warning light of the aurora flames out anew with
a most transcendent glory.

Across millions of miles of space the sun has sent a

touch of its own agony. The slumbering powers of the
earth are awakened, and the ice fields relit by the cold
fires of the north. The sun with its cyclonic storms, the

centres of magnetic force, and the nimbus that crowns
the snowy tracts are all united by some mysterious bond
—some kinship that reaches across the very abyss of

space. In these ice-bound regions lies the body of John
Franklin and his ill-fated crew. Beyond is seen the un-

fortunate ship Jeannette. On their all but forgotten

graves—in the silence of death and desolalion—the

aurora sheds its cold and ghostly gleams.

The Amazon Cable Impracticable.—Consul Matthews
writes the department of state from Para that the Brazil-

ian government is having a hard time in trying to operate

the new cable to Manaos. The cable, costing about
$1,000,000, was guaranteed by the company for thirty

clays. On the thirty-first day it failed, and no message
has been sent over it since last February. It is hoped to

have it in working order by the end of the year. Engi-
neers now assert that a cable up the Amazon cannot be
made a success on account of the current and many ob-

structions in the river bed. The cable is of Siemens
make, and one of the best ever laid, but the conditions

are said to be worse than those encountered even by
cables in the busy Hudson River.

To disinfect rooms or closets a device composed of a

rotary fan, run by an electric current, has just been in-

vented. The blades of the fan are covered with an ab-

sorbent material, which is kept moist by the liquid disin-

fectant, the revolution of the fan throwing gas therefrom
into the air.—Philadelphia Record.
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produce no magnetic effect. One set of turns would neu-

tralize the other and the magnet or relay remain un-

affected.

Duplex Telegraphy.—This system of sending and receiv-

ing a signal at the same time over one wire is possible in

the following manner:

Capacity,

the other grounded to the earth requires an artificial

equivalent of the same. A condenser and a rheostat

are therefore inserted between it and the ground con-

nection.

Artificial line.—When a current is sent out, one half

PLATE XIX.

BAT. LINE GND. LOCAL
LONG ENDCPOLE CKn'g'r) TA1> LOCAL

LOCAL •=£$ For Duplex
LOCAL =®a For Quad.

To S. END To LINE To GND. To TRANS.
No.'l SIDE

LOCAL LOCAL

LOCAL LOCAL BAT. LINE R1IE0. LOCAL LOCAL ToRIIEO. To RELAY No.1 SIDE To LINE

FIG. 3 INB FIG. 4

DUPLEX & QUADEUPLEX APPARATUS.

Home end unaffected by outgoing signals.—The operator
desiring to send a message out does not want his relay

disturbed under such circumstances. If the relay used is

differentially wound, and the current is sent through it,

the outgoing signal leaves it unaffected.

goes through one of the windings of the differential re-

lay and then on to the main line; the other half passes
through the remaining winding to the earth.

Cu,rrent in each winding of differential relay alike.—By
this balancing up of the real line by artificial means the

PLATE XVII.

No. 2 Side

No. 1 Side 6-^tt rih m 7"

''I'A

THE QUADRUPLEX.
Balancing the line.—The differential relay is supplied

with two opposite windings; when the current issues from
the station it is necessary to preserve each winding of the

same strength, the one connected with the outside line

and the other connected to the earth. If one of the

differential windings connects to the line which pos-

sesses

Resistance and

MATTHEWS, NORTHRUP & CO., ENGRS. & PRS., BUFFALO, N. Y.

current is equally split in each of the relay windings and
it is totally unaffected by an outgoing signal.

Direction of current and signal.—It may be known that

a false opinion prevails regarding the direction of a cur-

rent and a signal. It is not necessary to have both cur-

rent and signal moving in the same direction. A signal

sent from one end of a line may be due to a current leav-.

ing the other end, and vice versa.
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In this case the single-current duplex, the outgoing

current, leaves the station unaffected; but it is still sensi-

tive to signals sent in from the other end, although these

signals are only received by more current being drawn
from the first end.

Diagrammatic Explanation.—In the diagram these prin-

ciples are illustrated as follows:

(1) Signal sent out: K is depressed,

D is attracted,

O is lifted,

B supplies current to point a,

where it divides between 4 and 2; one half through dif-

ferential winding and 3 to line; the other half through

differential winding, 5, C and X to earth. Result, relay

unaffected.

(2) Signal being received.

Batteries at other end in series with B,

K depressed at other end,

More current drawn from 3 station sending signal,

Strengthens one of the differential windings;

with the result that relay operates and works its sounder.

Both keys at each station may be simultaneously pressed,

yet each station receives what the other has sent without

interference.

The technical names of the principal devices used in

this system are the

—

Transmitter
Differential Relay
Rheostat
Condenser

K
M
X'

C

It is absolutely necessary to keep the line balanced at

each end, otherwise the sending of signals is impossible

without working the relay.

Signals travelling in opposite directions do not mean
currents opposing each other. In this system, according

to diagram, the current producing a signal passes through

line, 3, 2, n, 9, 6 to earth.

ELECTRIC ORE SEPARATION.

SEPARATION AND CONCENTRATION OF NON-MAGNETIC

ORES.

Among the most interesting topics brought before the

Chemical Section of the Franklin Institute at its last meet-

ing was the subject, " Recent Developments in the Mag-
netic Treatment of Ores," by H. C. H. Nitze. This paper

dealt with the mechanical concentration and separation

by means of powerful and specially-devised electromag-

nets of various mineral and chemical substances of such

low magnetic permeability as have usually been called

non-magnetic. These separations may take place from

each or from absolutely inert substances. There are sev-

eral commercial concentrations ai ting on ores ordinarily

known as magnetic, but this particular apparatus treats

successfully ores which are not capable of being lifted by

ordinary permanent or electromagnets. A large model

of this machine, known as the Wetherill concentrator,

was exhibited in operation with iron and zinc ores and

monazite. The distinguishing feature of this apparatus

as compared with other magnetic separators is that, owing

to the intensity of the magnetic field acting on the ore

particles, the ores when fed between the magnet poles,

while not attracted to the magnet, are deflected towards

it, and thus fall into brass chutes, where they are carried

to receiving pockets; while the inert substances fall per-

pendicularly.

The apparatus consists of specially-designed electro-

magnets producing intense magnet'c fields, and means for

ing the crushed ore to and feeding it into such

field, and also means for preventing the ore particles from

sticking to the magnet poles and thus obstructing its

.ration. The magnets, weighing about 1,200 pounds,

are wound with about 915 ampere-turns at 25 ampen
The chief cost of the process is in the crushing and sizing

of the ore. The ores, though not ordinarily considered
magnetic, are treated with but small cosl for electrical

energy, the exciting current being from three to eight

amperes, and in rare cases as high as twenty-five. Such
ores as franklinite, red hematite, brown hematite, chro-

mite, rutile, pyrolusite, rhodomite, garnet, hornblende,
pyrite, siderite and limonite, etc., may be commercially
treated. This system is being installed at the new Ster-

ling Zinc and Iron Company's works, in New Jersey, in a

plant having a capacity of 200 tons a day. An important
field for this invention lies in the treatment of southern
fossil iron ores. It has been urged that the comminuted
state of the concentrated ore produced by this process
would restrict its use in blast furnaces, but with the new-
est types of these this objection does not hold.

Dr. Joseph Richards read a paper entitled "Recent
Determinations of the Electrical Conductivity of Alumin-
ium," according to which it appears that 99.75 per cent,

pure aluminium has a conductivity equal to 63 per cent,

of that of hard-drawn, pure copper. Lyman F. Kebler,

secretary of the Section, contributed a communication on
"The Volumetric Estimation of Acetone." A new labora-

tor grinder for agate-mortar work was also exhibited.

—

Philadelphia Record.

A Great Scheme.—The announcement is made, appar-

ently in all seriousness, by a newspaper published in

Washington, that Dr. B. H. Johnstone, a scientist of that

city, intends to establish a diamond factory at Niagara
Falls, where, by means of the great electrical power that

will be available there, he will turn out gems to order of

any desired size. That it is possible artificially to pro-

duce the crystallized carbon that is called diamond was
proven some time ago, and has become generally known;
but the artificial diamonds thus far produced are so very
small that they are of no value as gems. Dr. Johnstone's

idea is to use, not the impure carbon, such as charcoal,

which has been used heretofore by the scientists who
have experimented with the manufacture of diamonds;
but the pure carbon that is found in the mines. He will

require at least 6,000 volts of electricity to effect the

crystallization of such carbon, and as power of that ex-

tent is not easily obtained elsewhere he will go to Niagara
Falls to get it. He expects to be able to produce in a

few days gems which through the natural process would
require a million years to reach perfection. Anything
desired in the shape of diamonds, from the ordinary soli-

taire to a gem like the kohinoor, will be turned out of

Dr. Johnstone's factory—perhaps.—Albany Express.

The Power of a Lightning Stroke.—The well-known
Berlin firm of Siemens & Halske was recently enabled to

estimate the actual power produced by a stroke of light-

ning, which melted a piece of iron the w7eight of which
was known. A careful calculation shows an equivalent

of seven thousand horse-power spent during one second.
—-Philadelphia Record.

GROWTH OF AN ENTERPRISING ELECTRIC
ELEVATOR MFG. COMPANY.

The A. B. See Mfg. Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y., man-
ufacturers of complete electric elevators for passenger

and freight service, have bought all the property surround-

ing their present factory on the southwest corner of Front
and Pearl streets, 102x140 feet, and are remodelling it to

meet the requirements of their increasing volume of busi-

ness. The corner rooms on the main floor are being

altered for winding motors, fields and armatures and fin-
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ishing motors of all sizes from no to 500 volts. A por-

tion of this department will be used for storing a full line

of all sizes of motors for immediate orders.

The second floor is being fitted out in light colors for

street side of main floor is being equipped with heavy
machinery for boring out motor frames and all parts of

the elevator machinery. The boiler and engine rooms
are south of the machine shop. A 7

5 - h . p. T. H. gener-

a,
o
,c
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a

C

the drafting department and manufacturing of their auto- ator^has [been set ;\n place and will be used for running

matic elevator switches. The office will be retained in the motors throughout the different departments, which

the present department, No. 116 Front street. The Pearl are connected to various machine tools. The centre of
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the building, 60 by 100 feet, is the erecting room, in which and ventilation. One particularly interesting machine
is to be installed an electric travelling crane. To the left run by their electric motor is used for cutting the grooved
of the erecting shop is the machine tool department. The timbers used for guides in elevator shafts. Wherever
second floor in the rear is used for the storage of lumber you turn motors arc set in convenient isolated parts of the

u
O

hi

and for the erection of passenger and freight elevators, building running machines for iron and woodwork of

pattern shops and woodworking departments. The roof every possible nature used in the construction of eleva-

over these departments will be raised to give more light tors. All the motors are of their own construction and
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are of the ironclad type, so much in demand today for all of the very best throughout. With the use of their
light and power work. Speaking of the business Mr. A. specially wound motors and automatic switches their ele-

B. See escorted the writer to Adams street, one block vators can be operated by an unskilled attendant, and all

away, and showed him the little one-story building, Nos. danger is obviated. The elevators start with a gradual

79 and 8i Adams street, where they started building ele- speed and stop gracefully and easily, overcoming all jars

vators twelve years ago. or jumps which are prevalent in some elevators. The
The passenger elevators built by this company are all largest and finest private and public buildings in New

made from their own designs and the materials used are York and Brooklyn and surrounding cities are fitted out
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with these elevators. A list of users will be sent upon
application.

The A. B. See Manufacturing Company makes a spe-

ciality of electric elevators, building every part of the

elevator in their own factory and entirely under their own
patents. This company early saw the great future of the

electric elevator, and determined to invent and put on
the market an electric elevator that could be operated as

easily as any other type of elevator then in use—an ele-

vator that could not be made to arc in stopping, that

could not be suddenly reversed nor have the current

thrown on the motor suddenly. This was thought to be

an impossibility until the "A. B. See" electric elevator

was put on the market, and to this is largely due their

THE PECKHAM TRUCK COMPANY.

Thousands of miles of road reach in and out of the

nooks and crannies, main roads and side streets of large

cities. Between each centre of life and activity a myriad
of lines extend, stretching far and wide as part of the

conformation of a vast web—a great industrial web, upon
whose filaments we are carried back and forth thousands
of times in the course of our existences.

The safety and ease with which we are transported en-

ters into the sum total of our happiness as an important
factor. Women and children, invalids and the chronic
sick, would look with horror upon a journey if it were not
for the efforts of those who have devoted themselves to

'
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Peckham's Improved "Standard" Cantilever Extension Truck.

great business success. Purchasers at once appreciated

the great advantage of an electric elevator that was freed

from the disagreeable buzzers or flashing lights, which up
to this time had been used on electric elevators and which
was thought to be necessary to guide the operator in the

car when stopping and starting the elevator.

Success in largest measure always comes to those who
leave the beaten tracks and start out for themselves along
new lines, and so radical a change and so marked an im-

provement in an industry as that made by the A. B. See
Mfg. Company must of necessity mean a vast increase of

business and of business prestige.

the task of procuring comfort and ease to the traveller,

and whose ingenuity and persistent energy eventually

made travel in cars a pleasure. The thump and jolt have
gone and the disagreeable swaying and oscillation are

things of the past.

Edgar Peckham, to whom so much of the present lux-

ury of travel is due, is the originator of the Peck-
ham Truck. The different classes of power vehicles

that call for trucks and their appurtenances can be
chosen from the following list manufactured by this con-

cern :

Cantilever extension trucks,

-^ffilffllBliliBn^
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Peckham's Improved " Double Cnshioned " Centre Bearing Double Truck.

New York City.—Negotiations looking toward the con-

solidation of the three electric light companies on Staten

Island are under way. Col. G. B. M. Harvey made the

following statement yesterday: "While there has been no
definite consolidation, the negotiations have been suc-

cessful.

'The Richmond Borough Electric Company, which
was incorporated by Erastus Wiman; the Richmond
County Electric Light Company, which was started some
months ago by E. P. Doyle, and the Port Richmond
Electric Company, which was started and is owned by
Mr. Boardman, Mr. Gamon, and their associates, will go
into the consolidation.

Interchangeable cushioned trucks,

Motor axles, life guards,

Emerson's truck scrapers,

Ruggles rotary snow-plow,
for electric, cable and steam cars.

The illustrations represent the appearance of two
trucks, the first, called Peckham's improved "standard "

cantilever extension truck, is constructed with hot rivets,

driven by a pneumatic riveter, with bearings and bolts

machine fitted. It is supplied with an improved truss

for open cars, and is supported upon journal boxes by
graduated spiral springs. Pounding and crystallization

of rail joints are thus prevented.
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The Peckham patent adjustable life and wheel guard is

supplied at an extra cost of fifteen dollars per truck for

both ends. The noiselessness of this truck is truly re-

markable and speaks well for the scientific care taken in

its general construction.

The second illustration is that of the Peckham improved
" double-cushioned " centre-bearing double truck. It is

purposely designed for long, open or closed car bodies,

and high speed service. Similar in general principles to

the cantilever extension, it embodies the most desirable

features of steam railroad practice.

Likewise constructed with hot rivets, power driven,

side frames spring supported and journal boxes dust-

proof, it represents a substantial, reliable and most satis-

factory style of double truck.

With its short wheel base it possesses the even motion
of a steam road palace car truck. There may be technical

points brought forward without end in analyzing the ex-

cellent mechanism of these trucks. The double-com-
pound lever brakes, with their tenacious grip and the de-

tails of their construction, might also awaken interest;

But with this rapid sketch we merely hope to give a faint

idea of the general qualities that stand prominently forth

in the design of Peckham apparatus.

X RAY MOTOR.

The neatest attachment conceivable has been brought
out by the North American Electric Co., 181 William
street, New York. It consists of their finely furnished
and beautifully mounted motor with a break-wheel attach-
ment, to be used instead of a vibrator for large Ruhm-
korff coils. These excellent and substantial machines are

decorated with black enamel, have bronze bearings and
mountings and a well-fitting shaft. Their smoothness of

operation is a great feature, which, with the switch and
break-wheel attachment, makes them particularly conven-
ient to owners of X ray outfits. They are built for either

incandescent or battery current. The ingenuity and neat-

ness of this motor, along with the other motors this com-
pany manufacture, is an eloquent testimonial to their

great merit and serviceability.

OBITUARY.

E. CARL BREITHAUPT.

Mr. E. Carl Breithaupt, an electrical engineer of Berlin,

X-Ray Motor with switch and Break Wheel Attachment for Incandescent or Battery Current.

A Syndicate Wanted.—To company promoters in search

of something really striking to attract public attention we
venture to throw out a suggestion. Out in Natal, in a

pool near the Inanda Falls, "a party from Durban" has

discovered what is described as a " lamp-snake," whose

eyes are stated to be "two large illuminants, equal to 32-

candle electric power." This is an opportunity not to be

missed. A syndicate ought promptly to be formed to capi-

talize the snake at, let us say, ^3,000,000 sterling, of

which ^2,700,000 should go to the vendor, leaving ,£300,

000 available as working capital to buy up any other

snakes with eyes of more than 32 candle-power. We are

perfectly sure that the snake in question, if approached

in a reasonable spirit, would be delighted to place himself

at the disposal of the syndicate; and he might even be

persuaded to join the board after allotment.—The Rialto

and London Invention.

Ontario, Canada, died there on Wednesday, aged about
thirty years. Mr. Breithaupt was well known in Balti-

more, having been for two years a post-graduate student
in the electrical department of the Johns-Hopkins Uni-
versity, from which he was graduated in June, 1892. His
preliminary education was obtained at the North-western
College, Illinois. After graduating from the Johns-Hop-
kins University he became a member of the Beta Theta
Pi fraternity of that institution. Mr. Breithaupt went
to Berlin and became the electrical engineer of the Berlin

Gas and Electric Light Company and president and gen-

eral manager of the Berlin and Waterloo Railway Com-
pany. He was for some years a member of the executive

committee of the Canadian Electrical Association and
was last year elected vice-president of the association. He
was also a member of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers.—Baltimore Sun.
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L. H. Hart, well known by the familiar name of Lou
Hart in the trade, died Jan. 25, at his home in Brooklyn.

Services were held under the auspices of his lodge of

Odd Fellows. Among those present were a large number
of the electrical fraternity.

Mr. L. H. Hart was an old friend of the president of

this paper, and we, destined to witness his final exit,

testify to the sorrow and grief his departure has caused

us. It is our happiness to state that those who knew him
recognized his perfection of character, happiness of dis-

position and charity of sentiment. His efforts in estab-

lishing the publication known as "Ventilating and Heat-

ing," and his success brought deserving praise. Now
that it has pleased the Deity to still his pulsing heart, let

his name, a name that we shall always respect, be kept in

our minds as a pleasant memory of one whose example it

shall ever be our desire to emulate.

NEW TELEPHONE COMPANIES.

THE TRADESMAN.

We received under separate cover a copy of the 18th

annual number of The Tradesman, and commend the

same to our readers' attention. They will find its con-

tents of very great value and of great service for refer-

ence during the year. It contains the most complete and
valuable review of the South and its resources ever pre-

sented.

POSSIBLE CONTRACTS.

Hagerstown, Md.—The Hagerstown Electric Company
has purchased ground and will construct a new 800-horse-

power electric plant, 80 by 130 feet, 30 feet high.

Boston, Mass.—A six-story store and office building is

to be erected at the corner of Charlestown and Beverly
streets, by Edward Doherty, of 50 Charlestown street,

from plans by C. J. Bateman.

Utica, X. Y.—The projectors of the Bath and Ham-
mondsport Electric Railroad, which will follow the east
- le of Reuka Lake, through Wayne to Penn Yan, have
secured the right of way from Savona to Reuka. It is

said that there is no question that the road will be built

this spring.

Morristown, N. J.—The subway commission, Alderman
Hurtzig, chairman, appointed by the board of aldermen
of Morristown, N. J., to investigate the question of com-
pelling all overhead telephone, telegraph and electric

light wires to be placed under ground, has decided it is

practicable to put the wires under ground and will draft

an ordinance to that end.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Albany, N. Y.—The Catskill Electric Railway Com-
pany has been incorporated to operate an electric street

surface railroad line two miles long, from Catskill to

Jefferson, Greene county. Capital, $30,000 and directors,

Charles S. Williamson, M.D., Wm. R. Robert, Louis E.
Robert, Michael W. Conway, William C. Cuurtney, Wil-
liam C. Wood and Howard A. Mock, of Brooklyn; Daniel
W. Sharpe of Catskill, and Schuyler W. Mattison of

Newark, X. J.

Articles of incorporation have been filed with the
retary of state by the Bay Shore Electric Light Com-

pany. Capital stock, $10,000. Directors for the first

year, Josiah Robbins, Freeman T. Hulse, William W.
Hulse, J.elah T. Clock, Kugene P. Strong, and John R.
Howell, all of Bay Shore, and E. B. Mowbray, of Brook-
lyn.

Springfield, 111.—The secretary of state has licensed

the incorporation of the Jackson Union County Telephone
Company, at Anna. Capital stock, $35,000. Incorpora-

tors: W. FI. Cisne, C. T. Maris, C. M. Brock.

Albany, N. Y.—The Walton Telephone Company has

been incorporated to operate a telephone line in Walton
and connecting the villages of Delhi and Deposit. Capi-

tal, $4,000. Directors: S. P. Wilber, George Paine and

J. R. Honeywill, Delhi; J. K.

Walton and others.

Munn, Fred C. Ward,

TELEPHONE NOTES.

St. Louis. Mo.—It is the intention of the Home Tele-

phone Co., of Baltimore, Md., to enter the local field of

telephone competition and take part in the fight against

the Bell Telephone Company's monopoly here.

St. Louis, Mo.—New York dispatches announcing that

the Bell Telephone Company contemplates entering the

telegraph field as an active competitor of the Western
Union Telegraph Company in the event of the latter

opening long distance telephone lines in opposition to the

Bell Company are pronounced by General Manager Geo.
F. Durant of the Missouri Bell Company to be absolutely

without foundation in fact.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Jan. 25, 1897.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Stand-

ard Underground Cable Company was held at the com-
pany's office, Room 61, Westinghouse Building, at 2:30
o'clock p. m. today, over ninety per cent, of the capital

stock of $1,000,000, being represented in person or by
proxies.

The old board of directors, of leading Pittsburgh

financiers and manufacturers, was re-elected for the

ensuing year, among them being one prominent gentle-

man who entered the board during 1896, namely, Hon. B.

F. Jones, of Jones & Laughlin's, Ltd., one of the largest

iron manufacturers in the United States.

The report of the board of directors showed a total

business of nearly three-quarters of a million dollars for

the year 1896; four dividends of two (2) per cent, each

were paid out of the earnings for the year, and the re-

mainder was added to the surplus account.

The assets of the company aggregate $1,412,046.06,
and the liabilities, exclusive of capital stock, are $106,-

925.08, while the surplus over and above all liabilities

(including capital stock of $1,000,000.00) is $308,107.19.
The company's factories are reported in first-class con-

dition for economic and rapid manufacture of wires and
cables of all kinds, all departments running, and the rub-

ber department being especially crowded with orders at

this time.

The prospects for 1897 are considered very flattering,

a number of large contracts, aggregating nearly $250,-
000.00 being now on the company's books, most of which
have been secured since January 1, and covering all

classes of this energetic company's products. A spec-

ially gratifying feature pointed out by the board of direc-

tors is, that the number of customers on the company's
books for the year 1896 is fifty per cent, greater than for

any previous year.

The newly elected board of directors will probably

meet on Saturday next, at which time it is expected that

the present officers will be re-elected to their respective

positions. The company's branch offices are managed by
experienced men in this line of business, viz. : New York
office, Geo. L. Wiley, manager Eastern sales department,
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assisted by T. E. Hughes, as manager of the bare and
insulated wire department; Philadelphia office, 336 North
Broad street, E. W. Dugdale, superintendent of construc-

tion; Chicago office, the Rookery, J. R. Wiley, manager
Western sales department, including St. Louis, Mo., Se-

curity Building, with F. C. Cosby as assistant manager.

BALL & WOOD CO.

The Ball & Wood Co. are occupying their handsome
new suite of offices, 120 Liberty street, N.Y. They cover
the greater portion of the building facing south, overlook-

New York harbor.

The situation of the rooms is as follows: At one end
is the clerical department, next to which is Mr. Wood's
private reception room. Adjoining this is Mr. Vincent's

office. This gentleman is a thoroughly alive business

man and has the keenest scent for prospective orders.

The room at the eastern end is devoted to correspondence,
next to which is the engineering and draughting depart-

ment.
With this new camping ground the hunt for game has

gained a new stimulus. Any one desiring to cooperate
with them can shoot as many orders as they please into

their telephone. It has a most efficient receiver.

The majority of these orders were received from old
customers for enlarging their steam plant. The Hazel-
ton Co. is now building 400 h. p. for Memphis Light
& Power Co., Memphis, Tenn., in whose plant 1,000 h. p.

of these boilers have been in successful operation for

nearly six years. The Hazelton company is building a
stock of 200, 250 and 300-H. p. boilers (these sizes being
most popular with their customers,) in anticipation of a

lively spring trade, and to enable them to give prompt
deliveries. Numerous inquiries for prices, and recent
sales, indicate that an active revival of business may be
expected in the near future.

H. P. Ball Manufacturing Co., office, 101 Beekman
street, New York; factory, Atlantic and Schenectady
avenues, Brooklyn, are manufacturers of electric light,

power and railway station switches, switchboards, panel

boards, baby-knife switches and all appliances used on the

latest designed boards. The yare just completed fifty

panel boards for all the cable stations on the Third Avenue
cable road, New YorkCity. The boards are two by three

feet and are using from ten to sixteen switches, varying
from twenty-five to fifty amperes each. Nine panel and
one main switchboard were shipped to the Camden
Armory, Camden, N. J.

Three handsomely finished slate switchboards with
Weston meters, voltmeter switch of special design, two
main and four double-throw dynamo switches, two rheo-

stats, with handles on face of board, ground detector and
two-light brackets on each board, were made for Harlan
& Hoilingsworth, of Wilmington, Del. The above are

only a few of the large orders received since McKinley's
election. That the high grade of workmanship is cer-

tainly appreciated is shown by the contract they have re-

ceived for equipping the Woodbridge Building, William
street, New York, notwithstanding the fact that their bid

was the highest.

NOTE.

The Hazelton Boiler Company, New York, report hav-

ing recently installed boilers in the plants of the North
Adams Electric & Railway Co., North Adams, Mass.;
the Bristol and Plainville Tramway Co., Bristol, Conn.;
the Goodyear Rubber Co., Middletown, Conn.; the

Central Railway & Electric Co., New Britain, Conn. ; the

Equitable Gas Light Co., New York City, and the Lam-
bertville Spoke Manufacturing Co., Lambertville, N. J.,

aggregating 1,600- h. p.

ELECTRIC STOCK QUOTATIONS.

Allegheny County Light Co.,

Brush Electric Company,
Bridgeport (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,

Edison Illg. Co (St. Louis), .

Eddy Electric Mfg. Company,
*Edison Elec. Illg. Co., New York,
Edison Elec. Illg. Co., Brooklyn,
Edison Ore Milling Co.,

Edison Elec. Storage Company, .

Fort Wayne Electric Company, .

Ft. Wayne Elec. Co. T. Sec. Series A,
General Electric Company,
General Electric Company pf.,

Hartford (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,

Hartford (Conn.) Lt. & Power Co.,
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.,

New Haven (Conn.) Elec. Lt. Co.,

Narragansett (Prov. R. I.) Elec. Co.,

Rhode Island Elec. Protec. Co.,

Toronto (Canada) Elec. Light Co.,

T.-H. Elec. Co., T. Secur., Series D,
Thomson-Houston Welding Co.,

United Elec. Lt. & Power Co.,

Woonsocket (R. I.) Electric Co.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., pf.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., assd.,

*Ex dividend.

WESTON -SJANfiARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS and

WATTMETERS
FOR ALTERNATING AND DIRECT

CURRENT CIRCUITS.

The only standard portnble instru-

ments of the <ype deserving

this name.

Bid. Asked.
100 —
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35 38
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98 100

7 10

28 29
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76 78
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125 132
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Write for Circulars and Price Lists

3 and i.

WESTOtt ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

,114-120 WILLIAM STEEET, NEWAEK, F. J.

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
XiStalslisliecl 1873.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In S eets, Tubes Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order, dlora, R^d, Black and Gray. Send for Catal <gue and Prices.

w.lmSnVoel. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.
OFFICE:

14- DEV ST., N.Y
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Power Plant, Granite City Steel Company, Granite City, 111.—Three 100-Kilowatt 230-Volt Dynamos.
(CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.)

POWER APPLICATIONS.

But five short years ago, though the distribution of

electrical energy from central stations and the installation

of isolated plants for the supplying of electric lights had

power in his mills and paying $3 to $5 per ton for coal

could save money by utilizing a water power which might
be within a mile or two of his mill, transmitting this power

Size 15 Motor Geared To 15-Ton Sellers Jib Crane.

(CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.)

become a recognized practice and an established commer-
cial industry, the utilization of this same energy for the
supply of industrial power was still in its nebulous condi-
tion, and the marvellous possibilities in this direction

comparatively neglected.

That a manufacturer who was using 500 to 1,000 horse-

electrically to be used in operating his mill, was conceded
as not only practical but productive of a great saving in

power cost over the use of steam power direct.

That this same manufacturer, did he not have water
power available, could well afford to install an electric

generating plant to be driven by his engine, taking out,
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as far as possible, the belting and shafting in his mill and In considering the introduction of electric power, the
substituting non-wasteful electrical conductors therefor, possibility of a saving in initial power and, therefore, coal,

attaching an appropriate electric motor to each of his should be given only a passing consideration, for, as a
tools or machines where size and conditions made it con- rule, the cost of power is but a small percentage of the

Size i Motor Built on Boring Head, Supplying Power to io-Ton Boring Mill, Speed Changes Obtained by Gearing.
(CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.)

sistent, and conveniently grouping other tools or ma-
chines, each group to be driven by a motor of suitable

capacity, has been more difficult to establish as an

economic proposition. That the designing and installa-

tion of generating and distributing plants of this char-

acter for both power and light has become a recognized

and a classified industry is evidenced by the thousands of

horse-power already installed.

total cost of a manufactured article. If, however, a sav-
ing can be made in labor or an increased product can be
obtained from the same labor, a considerable advantage
is at once assured.

With an electric motor directly geared to a tool or ma-
chine the condition of increased product is an absolute
certainty, for the reason that the slippage of belts is

eliminated. This slippage will readily average 10 per

Power Plant, Granite City Steel Company, Granite City, lll.^Three ioo-Kilowatt 230-Volt Dynamos.
(CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.)

As a matter of course, the use of electric power should
not be universally employed, and the C. & W. Co. are
always glad to place at the disposal of power users such
data and information as they have been able to accumu-
late, that a proper solution of each proposition may be
made.

cent., and where tools are pushed to their maximum out-

put will sometimes run as high as 20 or 25 per cent. This
increase of labor and tool capacity will often warrant a

very large investment.
The flexibility, cleanliness and reliability of an electrical

power distribution are also to be commended, and the
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fact that lighting and power are both to be derived from ment of returns derived from the branches they have cul-

the same source, adds further desirable and economical tivated should be theirs. The organization and growth
features. of the Crocker-Wheeler Co. was not the result of a day.

The various illustrations used in connection with this It has passed through the battle of competition and re-

Radial Drill Press.—Equipped with C.-W. Size 2 Motor. Diameter of Bed Plate, n Feet.

(CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.)

article indicate the ways in which electric power can be
applied. In previous articles we have described the many
ingenious methods employed for the transmission, gener-
ation and utilization'of power for specific purposes by the
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co., of Ampere, N. J.

It is, of course, interesting to investigate the many

mained unscathed. The installation into the public mind
of the necessity of using electrical apparatus, that is to

say, the creation of a demand for special forms, is due
greatly to the efforts of this concern. There is therefore

connected with the Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. a cer-

tain historical as well as electrical interest, and its innova-

Printing Room Showing Electrically Driven Presses and Absence of Belting and Shafting.

(CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.)

ways (the finer and more scientific applications as well as tions are accepted as the signs of a deep-seated experi-

those involving commercial interests of a large nature) in ence and thorough appreciation of the requirements o^

which people find out how to use generators and motors practice.

when they once appreciate their value. There is this to

say of those that have grown with the science it has been
the resultof their persistence that certain practices became
general, and it is but natural that on this basis the enjoy-

Orion, 111.—Village trustees contemplate the purchase

of defunct creamery plant, for the purpose of converting

it into an electric light plant.
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THE WAY TO SECURE JAPANESE TRADE.

BY ASSOCIATED TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL PRESS.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 5, 1896.

Hon. James F. Connelly, U. S. Consul at Hiogo, Japan,
has forwarded to the state department the following valu-

able and timely report:

The report encloses a copy of a letter from the National

Association of Manufacturers requesting the names of

dealers of certain goods, and his answer was as follows:

Your favor of the 24th of October, 1896, in which you
desire information as to the Commercial Museum at Osaka,
and as to the names of the largest dealers in lamps at that

place, has been received.

You will pardon my stating that it would have been
better to have forwarded your letter to me through the

state department at Washington, and that I shall trans-

mit the following reply to your requests through that

channel.

Replying to your first query enclosed herewith you will

find a pamphlet issued by the management of the museum
regarding which you make inquiry—which very fully

answers your questions. I am of the opinion that it

would be wise for your association, if the members deter-

mine to exhibit their productions, to send a competent
person as their agent, who must be able to explain all

matters relating to the exhibits and take orders. So far

as the exhibiting of novel labor-saving machinery is con-

cerned, I would advise that the agent secure Japanese
patent office protection for such machinery before placing

the same on exhibition. I am pleased to state that such
protection is made possible under the provision of the

lately ratified treaty between the Empire of Japan and
that of Germany, as, under the favored nation clauses, its

advantages extend to our republic.

As to the possibilities for increased trade in American
productions with Japan by exhibiting at the Osaka Com-
mercial Museum, I am clearly of the opinion that the sale

of American productions will be increased if your associa-

tion will send such articles as are used generally by the

people of the United States that can be produced at prices

that will place them in competition with like productions
of European markets. It seems to me there is a large

and growing market here for the following articles of

American and European manufacture, to wit: Iron piping,

wire nails and tacks, stoves, gratings, shoes, bicycles,

watches, gold and plated jewelry, travelling bags and the

different parts used in the construction of the same: all

kinds of door, chest and trunk locks, trunk hardware,
electrical appliances and machinery of all kinds, and for

the different products of cottonseed oil, including com-
mon and toilet soap. I name the above productions because
my attention is often directed to them, but it should not
be taken for granted that they constitute the entire list

of those that can be marketed here ; and in this connection
I repeat that all articles used generally, by the consumers
of the United States can be sold to the consumers of

Japan.
As to the most practical and least expensive method

which the members of your association can employ in

making their exhibits and securing profitable results there-

from, I would suggest that the producers who desire to

enter the commercial field of Japan agree upon an agent
who, after posting himself thoroughly as to detail of the

productions he is to represent, shall come to Japan, secure
the required space, have his samples sent to him, and,

after displaying them, proceed to do business in precisely

the same manner as he would in the home market. If

the agent does not understand the Japanese language he
can employ a thoroughly equipped interpreter (who are

known here as " Bantos ") at from 75 to 100 yen per
month, which would be equivalent to about $40 United
States currency.

As to your query about lamp dealers in Osaka I sub-

mit the following names as those of the principal dealers:
Waichi Araki, Minami Kiuhojimachi, Kitayi iru, Shinsai

Bashidori, Osaka, Japan.
Shotaro Komai, Minami Houmachi, Shichome, Higashi,

Ku, Osaka, Japan; but you will pardon me for suggesting
that should the members of your association determine to
send an agent to Japan, as hereinbefore advised, it would
be wise to leave the lamp business to him.

In conclusion permit me to express my thanks for your
reference to my reports and to enclose for your consider-
ation a copy of my latest report to the department of

state, comparing the foreign trade of the Empire of

Japan and of Osaka and Hiogo (Kobe) for the first six

months of 1896 with the corresponding period of 1895.
Hon. Alfred C. Johnson, U. S. Consul at Stuttgart,

has forwarded to the department of state the following
report:

Mr. Henry Weissenberger, of Cannstatt, requests me
to call the attention of American manufacturers and ship-

pers to the fact that on July 4, next, he proposes to open
in this city a museum for the exhibition of American
products.

Being convinced that such a measure might be of ma-
terial benefit to American exporters, I herewith give
notice of his undertakings.

Mr. Weissenburger assures me that as soon as he had
100 American houses to represent he will give his entire

time to the undertaking. Mr. Weissenburger, while per-

sonally unknown by me, is well-spoken of, and yet, while
assuring him of my interest in his plan, I have informed
him that he must be prepared to give the best of refer-

ences as to the American business world before he can
expect business houses to enter heartily into his under-
taking. All that I know of Mr. Weissenburger is favor-

able; at the same time I am not willing to take any per-

sonal liability in recommending American firms to enter

into negotiations with him.

EDISON'S IRON MILLS.

According to the "Industrial World" the Pittsburgh
" Dispatch " gives a graphic account of the new Edison
iron works, at Edison, N. J., in the heart of a wild moun-
tain region. The first thing noticed is a frightful roar

that comes from some of the buildings. From a little

wooden chute which juts out from a big wooden structure

that resembles a grain elevator more than anything else

there drops each day thousands of little black objects.

They are the size of and shape of butter cakes. They
are little cakes of Bessemer, baked hard as flint and roll

into cars ready for transportation to the blast furnaces hi

Pennsylvania. Those little black cakes mark the greatest

achievement in the career of Thomas A. Edison. He
worked on the problem for years. Now his plant covers

eleven acres, and is the biggest mill in the world. It has

cost in round figures, $2,000,000. He has a stretch of

mountains thirty-three miles long as a basis of supply.

The mills take a boulder weighing five tons, and chew it

up faster than a healthy small boy could eat a peanut.

He employes over 700 magnets to separate the ore from
the rock. The whole process is done automatically, at

the rate of 5,000 tons a day, and the finished product is

put into cars ready to be shipped at a cost of 78 cents a

ton. It costs almost $3 a ton to get the richest ore in

Pennsylvania. The mills pay 15 per cent, on the capital

invested. He began to work on the problem ten years

ago, and at odd moments constructed a small model
which satisfied him the plan was feasible. While
everybody laughed at him, he went on. The first thing

to do was to find the ore. He started out with magnetic
needles and was out six weeks; visited the mountains in

New Jersey, and at last found some rock which looked

like gneiss, common in the state of New York. He found

stretches of that gneiss four and a half miles long and
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i, 600 feet wide, and much of it deflected the magnetic
needles. At the mill there is one ledge 400 feet wide
and one mile long, and another that is two miles long

and 200 feet wide, and these bodies contain 28 per cent.

of oxide of iron.

The works are something tremendous. The rock is

crushed. The first mill breaks the rock into particles

eighteen inches in diameter; the second to eight inches;

the third to three and one-half inches; the fourth to two
inches, and the fifth to one-half smaller. From the last

mill it passes to a big tower, where it strikes one hot
plate after another in descending, and is dried at the rate

of five tons a minute. From the dryer it passes into a

stock house, where it is kept until used. There are

three sets of magnets; seventy-four in the first, 420 in

the second, and 320 more in the last. The magnets are

about four feet long and the ore in its journeyings has to

pass a mile of face magnets, in the course of which every
particle of the iron is saved and every particle of the

base thrown away.

railroad to Stockholm and back; ten days' stay at first-

class hotel (rooms only), both in Copenhagen and
Stockholm.

For further information and illustrated pamphlet re-

lating to the free port of Copenhagen, apply to

George Kirkegaabd, Manager,
28 State Street, New York, N. Y.

THE MODERN POWER HOUSE.

BY RICHARD m'cULLOCH.

EMIL DU BOIS-REYMOND.

Emil du Bois-Reymond, the eminent physiologist and
philosopher, died in Berlin on December 26, 1896, at the

age of 78. He was the last of those four bright stars

that illuminated the horizon of natural sciences for more
than half a century. They are all gone now. Briicke

died first (1892); then Helmholtz (1894) then Carl Lud-
wig; and now du Bois-Reymond, last but not least, has

passed away. These four eminent men who made ever-

lasting marks in science have been long-life friends. All

four were pupils of that grand master Johannes Miiller.

All four started out on their phenomenal scientific careers

in the beginning of the forties and, though each one
worked in a different line ot research, they all had one
object in common, which was paramount to them, and
that was the liberation of the biological sciences from the

deadening grasp of the obscure natural philosophy of those

days, and the building up of physiology on a scientific

rational basis. In combating the paralyzing idea of a
" vital force," none was as energetic, none as perseverant

as du Bois-Reymond. Only recently the old warrior in

service of rational science again entered the arena to

fight the old enemy in disguise, the " neovitalism " of a

Bunge, a Rindfleish and others. Du Bois-Reymond and
the other great physiologists are no more, and there is at

present no one to fill their places. Who will protect

physiology against the onward course of these new "vital

forces."

AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS' AND
PORTERS' EXCURSION.

EX-

Gentlemen: You are hereby invited to take part in an

excursion to Denmark and Sweden, from New York, in

May or June this year.

The object of this excursion is for American manufac-
turers and exporters to investigate for themselves the

facilities of opening trade with the northern part of

Europe through the free port of Copenhagen.
A stop of ten days will be made in Copenhagen;

thence the excursion will proceed to the industrial exhi-

bition in Stockholm, Sweden.
Another stop of ten days will be made there, which

which will enable the participants to examine the indus-

tries of the Scandinavian countries, and thereby judge for

themselves to what extent American products could be

introduced in these countries.

The whole trip can be made in two months, and the

ordinary expenses will not exceed two hundred and ten

dollars, including first cabin on steamer from New York
to Copenhagen and return (Thingvalla Line) ; first-class

(Begun in January 23d, 1897, Issue.)

BUILDING.
The main points which should be borne in mind in the

design of the building are that it should be light, airy,

compact and fireproof. The shape and size of the build-

ing will be largely governed by local conditions, but there
is one general arrangement which has been adopted in a
number of the most recent power houses. This will be
discussed later. There is no reason why anything com-
bustible should enter into the construction of a power
house. The walls may be brick, the roof of slate, tile or
iron, and the floors of concrete or iron. This method of
construction not only increases security against fire, but
it obviates the necessity of carrying insurance, the saving
of which will in a few years pay the extra first cost. The
building should be substantially constructed, but unless
the location is on an important street there is no neces-
sity of going to great expense to render the building
ornamental, especially as all money which can be spared
for this purpose may be far better invested in machinery
to put inside the building. In erecting a building for use
as a power house it is advisable to decide first on the
style, size and arrangement of the machinery so that no
part of the building will interfere with the proper repairs,

renewals and inspection of the apparatus. This may seem
unnecessary advice, but it is a very common oversight
for railroad companies first to decide on the style of build-

ing they wish, then let the contract for the erection of the
power house building, and then find themselves hampered
in the use of some particularly desirable form of appara-
tus by the shape or contracted area of their buildings.

As by far the greater number of the modern railway

power stations are operated by steam-power, steam alone
will be considered in this article. For convenience in

discussion the apparatus in a power station may be divided
in three classes: (1) The steam generating part, consist-

ing of the boilers, pipes and all their accessories, such as

coal and ash conveyors, mechanical stokers, stacks,

economizers, feed-water heaters, pumps, etc. (2) The
steam consuming part, consisting of the engines, steam
separators, oiling devices, condensers, etc. (3) The
electric part, consisting of the dynamos, cables, switch-

board, electrical instruments, etc. The division between
the first and second parts is more easy and more marked,
as it is usually accentuated in the power house itself

by means of a brick wall.

STEAM GENERATING APPARATUS.

Beginning with what we have called the first part, we
start with the choice of fuel. This is largely a matter of

location. In a general way the proper fuel to use is that

which will evaporate the greatest quantity of water per

dollar's-worth of fuel. It does not pay to burn too poor
a quality of fuel, however, because slack containing a

great quantity of ash and sulphur will cake and clinker on
the grate bars, make a great deal of work for the firemen,

refuse to be forced when necessary and make much ash
to be removed. On the other hand it will not do to make
all arrangements for using a very expensive fuel, as a very

little wasted in times when the furnaces must be rushed
will make a great difference in the cost of operation. As
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an expensive fuel usually means one which is brought
from a great distance, any furnace prepared for burning
this would operate under unfavorable conditions if the

supply is cut short by strikes or railroad blockades.

Where the conditions are favorable for the use of oil it

makes an ideal fuel, requiring no handling, making no
smoke or ashes, and allowing the fire to be regulated

with the utmost nicety. Buckwheat anthracite coal is

used largely by power houses in the eastern cities. It

is of high calorific value, clean, making no smoke and
little ash, and capable of being readily handled in coal

conveyors and mechanical stokers. In the western cities

soft, bituminous coal is used by force of necessity. This
brings with it the troubles of ash, clinker and dirt, and
in the city renders necessary some form of smoke con-

sumer. As has been stated, it usually happens that the

choice of fuel is a matter of location, but in cities where
several competing grades of coal come to market, it

would probably pay to have expert tests made to deter-

mine what grade of coal or what mixture is most economi-
cal for the work.

It is hardly within the limited scope of this article to

discuss the numerous forms of coal and ash conveyors
which have been put in use. Several large companies
make a specialty of this form of machinery and special

designs are developed for each power house. We may
say in a general way that in power houses handling large

quantities of coal, where the coal is all delivered at the

same place as by rail or boat, the installation of coal and
ash handling machinery will pay. Where coal is delivered

in small quantities and where it is delivered in wagons
and may be dumped at any part of the boiler room, the

reverse may be said. The advantage of 1?his form of ap-

paratus is its saving in labor, and its disadvantages are

its great first cost, its expensive maintenance and the fact

that it is desirable for the best service that the coal should

be fairly uniform in size, which is a requirement not

always easily fulfilled.

In the East the use of mechanical stokers has grown to

such an extent that no large power house is considered

complete without them. In most of the western cities,

however, and especially here in St. Louis, the mechanical

stoker has not been a success. This difference in results

may be attributed to the difference in the fuels used. The
buckwheat coal of Brooklyn and Philadelphia feeds evenly

on the stoker and causes no trouble by cementing the

grate bars together by clinkers. With the soft, fragile,

bituminous coal, however, clinkers soon form on the grate

bars, and very often the fire must be almost completely

destroyed to remove them. No mechanical stoker will

bear crowding to any great extent, and any power house

using them must be supplied with a greater capacity of

boilers than one where hand firing is in practice. By
reason of the fact that the coal is introduced gradually

into the hottest part of the fire and the volatile matter

slowly driven off, the mechanical stoker is a partial smoke
consumer. With the exception of this there is no advan-

tage in the use of mechanical stokers, except the labor

saved, as the great efficiency which was formerly claimed

for them has never been proved in actual practice.

(To be continued.
-

)

A WATER-POWER AND COMPRESSED AIR
TRANSMISSION PLANT, FOR THE NORTH
STAR MINING CO., GRASS VALLEY,

CAL.

canals, the water being conveyed to the lowest conven-
ient point by a 20-inch rivetted steel pipe, the total dis-

tance being nearly four miles, with a head of 735 feet, or

a static pressure of 335 'pounds per square inch.

The consideration of transmission from Pelton wheels
to pumps was between electricity and compressed air,

and was decided in favor of the latter, on account of less

first cost of plant, greater economy of power and less

liability of accident, but chiefly because almost absolute

security against stoppage could be obtained by having a

set of boilers on hand, as the air motors could be driven
by steam by changing a few valves.

To obtain a rim velocity of Pelton wheel one-half of

spouting velocity, and not to work compressors more than
60 or 70 revolutions per minute would require a wheel 30
feet diameter. The Pelton Water Wheel Company did

not care to attempt such a large wheel. A compromise
was effected by building a wheel 18 feet, six inches diam-
eter, with a guaranteed efficiency, at full load, of 85 per
cent., and an average efficiency from one-half load to full

load of 75 per cent., and to so govern the wheel as to not
give more than 120 revolutions per minute, or to not raise

the air pressure above 105 pounds in any case. The ordi-

nary pressure was 90 pounds, and the air being used in

hoisting engine, pumps, drills, blacksmith's forge, etc.

The Pelton wheel has four sets of nozzles for one-quar-

ter, one-half, three-quarters and full loads, and for inter-

mediate loads hoods are used, efficiencies of over 90 per

. cent, were obtained in tests at each one-quarter load,

these efficiencies becoming slightly less at intermediate

stages, where the hoods were brought into use to throttle

the supply. A novel feature of the air compressors is the

inter-cooler. The air compressors work in duplicate, the

air leaving the first compressor at a temperature of 200

degrees F. passes through a nest of 49 soft copper pipes

one inch diameer, 18 feet long. The water from the Pel-

ton wheel dashes against these pipes, and reduces the

temperature of the air to 60 degrees F. before it enters

the second compressor.
The air is led to the mines by 5^ inches screwed pipe,

and is there reheated to from 350 degrees F. to 400 de-

grees F. before being used; one-half cord of pine wood
per day is needed to heat 700 cubic feet of air per

minute.

The exhausted air from air motors is used for heating

and for drying clothes.

The air conducted to the pumps in the mines arises at

275 degrees F. and exhausts at 60 degrees F., giving cool,

fresh air to the man.
The following efficiencies were obtained by tests made

by Mr. Rix:

—

Efficiency of wheels 93 p. c.

Efficiency of compression and transmission of

air, including reheating. . 78^ p. c.

Efficiency reckoned from water delivered to

air motors, including cost of reheating 73 p. c.

Efficiency from water delivered to work done

by air engines 61^ p. c.

Electricity was not needed for lighting or tramways, or

otherwise the comparison would not have been so favor-

able to compressed air. C. B. S.

BY ARTHUR DE WINT F00TE.

Trans. Am. Soc. C. E. Vol. XXII, 1896.

The writer states that the price of water used was one

cent per 1,000 gallons taken from old placer mining

New York, Feb. 3, 1897.

Dear Sirs:—Can you give me any information concern-

ing galvanic action in boilers.

A Subscriber.^

(A.)—Differences of temperature may create^galvanic

action. The so-called galvanic action is frequently merely

corrosion of a chemical nature, or possibly due to " pit-

ting" from watery impact.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT CORPORATIONS.

Every age has its ambitions. The ancient days of re-
mote antiquity—the days of the Rameses,the Pharaohs of
Egypt are marked by the construction of vast pyramids.
Each great ruler built his own monolith, which remain to
this day intact,as a time-worn monument of human ambi-
tion.

In large cities the monuments built are those of wealth,
and in the mad rush of masons eager to build only those
that rear these lofty edifices acquire the joy of public
fame—the rest compose a worshipful audience.

It has been thought that certain fields in electrical en-
gineering offered broad highways to success. Electric
lighting represented the means by which great profits
could be accumulated and enormous dividends disbursed.
These fits of enthusiasm are passing away. The more
prosaic side of business life has ultimately created a spirit
of greater patience and steadied the unbridled aspirations
of money seekers. With a realization of the fact that
electric lighting, like other fields of work, must be slowly
built up in order to be successful and that a great expense
attaches itself to the installation and operation of a plant
many a financier's expectations cooled down.
The following report published in the Brooklyn Citizen

of the Edison Illuminating Co., of Brooklyn, is of a most
interesting nature:
The Edison Electric Illuminating Company, of Brook-

lyn, reports for the year ended December 31, 1896 aross
earnings of $810,266, an increase of $189,117; expenses
of $451,266; increase, $110,558; net earnings of $359,-

000; increase, $78,558, and surplus of $59,412; increase,

$10,000.
The report shows the gradual increase that leads to

financial success, and indicates a condition of true pros-

perity.

A New York electrician has devised a scheme for the in-

definite preservation of eggs. For years the only successful

method of accomplishing this result has been to submerge
the hen fruit in lime water long enough to close up the

pores in the shell, and kill any germs which might be lurk-

ing about, reports the Journal. With this treatment it has

been possible to preserve eggs in such a state as to per-

mit their use three or four months after the submersion.

But at the expiration of this time, while the eggs are in a

condition to be used by confectioners and bakers, they

have lost the delicacy and freshness which make them
appetizing for the matutinal meal.

However, if the electrician's scheme proves to be a

success eggs can be preserved for an indefinite period in

as eatable a condition as when first laid. The treatment
proposed involves the placing of the eggs in a vacuum
chamber. It is a well-known fact that the shell is not
absolutely air-tight, and there is always more or less air

inside the outer covering, which hastens its decay. Put-

ting them in the vacuum chamber will have the effect of

drawing the air from the interior. They will then be
painted with a composition which will render the shells

air-tight.

After this they will be packed in barrels of water and
an electric current will be introduced sufficient in strength

to destroy any germ life that may be present. If the

scheme is successful it will mean a revolution in the price

of eggs in the winter.—The Boston Journal.

The great Anaconda mine is a source of wonderful

wealth. Tons of copper are daily refined and turned out

for commercial use with an undiminished regularity.

While this particular mine, equipped in every possible

manner with electric appliances, stands forth unexcelled

as an example of scientific applications, many smaller

mine owners have held back until recently, being in

doubt as to the reliability and cheapness of this power
in mining. But compressed air machines are becoming
obsolete in this great field of work, and according to

the report of the State Inspector of Mines, the best min-

ing practise calls for the installation of electrical ma-
chinery wherever possibie.

The following extract contains the eventual history of

not only England but the other countries of the earth.

The remarks taken from the "River Falls, Wis.,

Times," have the following drift: "That the commercial

supremacy of the British empire was initiated by our being

the first to employ, on a large scale, the coal at our dis-

posal. If coal ceased to be necessary for our industries

he doubted whether the empire would maintain its com-

mercial supremacy. In the falls of Niagara there was a

waste of more power than could be derived from all the

coal that could be raised throughout the world, and there

were many other falls than Niagara. It would be the

work of the engineer to utilize those falls, and then we

should either have to live on our accumulations or we

would have to fight. The commercial supremacy of Great

Britain would have gone."

It seems that America at least will possess those funds

of charity from which will be dispensed at herwill national

prosperity to less fortunate nations. The great African

falls, the torrid heat of Sahara, will give a surplus of power

to England when her mines are exhausted. America and

England may be the last to require aid and the first to

extend it.
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MULTIPLE TELEGRAPHY.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

The Quadruplex.—The meaning of a quadruplex system
of telegraphy may be traced to a combination of two
systems, the single and double-current duplex systems.

Double-Current Duplex.—The explanation of the quadru-
plex necessarily involves the analysis of the double cur-

rent duplex upon the basis of which a four-message sys-

tem on one line becomes possible. In double current

received by the station at that point, and operates the
relay there. When the key is depressed a current issues

outward, a positive current; when it is raised a current
enters, a negative current. The direction of the current
sent out therefore is the only means of affecting the polar

relay at the other end, and this system may be distin-

guished as one dependent upon direction and not volume
as in the last single-current duplex system. While one
end is sending a message the other may be also doing
likewise; both signals are therefore sent and received at

the same time at each end respectively. .

The System.—The artificial line is supplied in this as in

the single-current system, and the main point to recol-

lect is the fact that it involves the use of a double key at

each end, which reverses the current, and a differentially

LINE

Double-Current Duplex.

Double-Current Duplex.
]

duplex work a double-action key is employed at each

end of the line. When either is depressed they reverse

the direction of the current without breaking the circuit.

Polar Relays.—The use of the polar relay is found in

this method of telegraphing, and it serves the following

purpose: When current is sent into a polar relay, the

relay is only effective in opening or closing the circuit

when the current flows in a given direction. A polar relay

wound polar relay sensitive to such changes.
Quadruplex Telegraphy.—For the quadruplex transmis-

sion of signals a double set of keys are used. One sim-

ilar to the last described performs the function of re-

versing the current. The other merely controls the cur-

rent of greatest strength.

Its Principle.—Perhaps the fact has been already noted

that in single-current duplex telegraphy, the relay is

L/NE

Basis of Quadruplex.—Duplex Telegraphy,

is an electromagnet whose armature is a magnetized piece

of steel. The steel, having poles, is attracted either one

way or the other according to the polarity of the electro-

magnet, the polarity of which is determined by the direc-

tion of the current circulating in its coils. A polar relay

therefore possesses a polarized armature; an armature

with poles.

Polar relay differentially wound.—The relay, if differ-

entially wound, will leave the armature unaffected even

with a current circulating, at the same end as that at which

the key is depressed. This current at the distant end is

affected by the changes in the strength of the current,

and in double-current duplex entirely by the direction of

the current. It seems evident that upon this basis a

double system could be constructed, such that either the

strength of current affected one relay or the direction of

the current the other; and with this combination, cur-

rents could be sent and received depending upon their

quality to the extent of four at one time.

Polar relay and neutral relay in series.—By having both the

polar and neutral relays in series, a given direction of cur-

rent will only affect the polar and a given strength the
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neutral relay. Two keys are therefore used controlling

each condition.

The reversed currents moving the polar relay are too

weak to operate the neutral relay, therefore it is exempt
from that influence, being entirely under the control of

the stronger current sent forth by the other key.

copper is clear gain to the owner. In coal mining a great

deal of waste occurs which might be prevented by the

use of superior machinery. The United States Geological

Survey, in reviewing the mining products of the United
States, show in their report an increase in copper of from

265,115,133 pounds in 1890 to 381,106,863 pounds in

West Line PLATE XVI. West Line

1 111*-^

DUPLEX ARRANGEMENTS FOR
WORKING INTO SINGLE SETS.

"The use of electric power in mining is coming into ex-

tensive use in Ohio, and is displacing compressed air ma-
chines. In 1895 eighty-two air and eighty-two electrical

machines were in use, while in 1894 the air machines
were one hundred and twelve and the electric machines
fifty-nine. The total amount of coal mined in the state

1895, traceable to the superior facilities offered by the

use of electricity. The call for more copper and the

ability to produce it rapidly are two different things.

Reference is merely made to the increased production of

over 100,000,000 pounds in five years. The losses that

have occurred, due to power wasting machinery and poor

PLATE XVIII.
. To re
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DETAILS OF QUADRUPLEX APPARATUS.
MATTHEW?, r*GRTHRUP & CO., ENGHS. £. PR5-, BUFFALO, N. T.

in 1895 was 13,683,87-9 tons, of which 3,120,456 tons methods, seem to belong now to the earlier days. There
were mined by machinery, a gain over 1894 of 546,990 is every evidence that mining engineers have found the
tons." use of electric power an essential part of their education.

In copper works the electrolysis of copper supplies to know which means success.

1 igh silver to pay for the expense of refining it. The
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SOME USEFUL BOOKS.
Every Electrical Engineer, Contractor, Central Station Manager and Wire-

man should have a copy of these Books.

DICTIONAEY

-OF-

Electrical Woflfe

TERMS and PHRASES.

BY E. J. HOUSTON.

562 Pages. 570 Illustrations.

Price, $5.00.

This book contains definitions

of about 5,ooo distinct Words,

Terms and Phrases, and is as

indispensable to Electricians as

is Webster's dictionary to the

scholar and reader.

Bell Hangers

HAND-BOOK.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

1 06 Pages. 97 Illustrations.

Price, $1.00.

This Book gives plain direc-

tions in Wiring for Electric Bells,

Annunciators, etc., and is the

best work of the kind.

Tie Electric Railway

IN

THEORY and PRACTICE.

BY CROSBY and BELL.

400 Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

Price, $2.50.

This is a complete treatise on

the Construction and Operation

of Electric Railways, and will

commend itself to the Electrical

Engineer and to the Practica 1

Manager.

The Practical Management
$

•OF-

Dijnamog aqd Moforfr

BY CKOCKEK and WHEELEK.

Fully Illustrated.

Price, $1.00.

This Book is the only one

published giving information on

the Management of Dynamos

and Motors. It is very practical

and no one in charge of Electrical

Machinery can ever get "caught"

if he follows the instructions

given in this book.

HOW TO
WIRE
BUILDINGS.

A MANUAL OF THE ART

OF INTERIOR WIRING.

By AUGUSTUS NOLL, E. E.

Cloth 12mo. Illustrated.

162 Pages. Price $1.50.

CONTENTS.
Chap. 1.—Introduction; Chap. 2.—Gen-

er-il Considerations; Chap. 3.— Location of

Conductors; Chap. 4.—Division of Circuits

and Distribution of Current; Chap. 5.—Loss
of Electrical Energy in Conductors; Chap.
6.—Plans; Chap. 7.—Conduit Wiring; Chap.
8.—Switchboards: Chap. 9.—Appliances and
Connections; Chap. 10.—Converter Work;
Chap. 11.—Overhead Wiring; Chap. 12.

—

Fuse Wire; Chap. 13.—Insulation; Chap.
14.—Electrolysis; Chip. 15.—Adverse Wir-
ing Conditions; Chap. 16.—Theatre and
Stage Lighting; Chap. 17.—Plans of Dis-

tribution; Chap. 18.—Distribution of Light;

Chap. 19.— Distribution of Labor and Hints
to Foremen; Chap. 20.—Preliminary to

Rules, Electrical Data, etc.; C.iap. 21.—Rules

for Ascertaining Required Sizes of Wire'

Chap. *?2.—Energy Power; Chap. 23.—Dy
namos and Motors; Chap. 2±.—Pulleys,

Chap. 25.—Belting; Chap. 26.—Engines
,

Chap . 27 —Conclusion

.

Inventions,

Researches

and Writings
of :

—

NIKOLA TESLA.
By THOMAS COMMERFORD MARTIN.

A fascinating and yet practical description or

Mr. Tesla's wonderful experiments
and inventions.

Cloth. 8wo. 330 Cuts and New Portrait

500 Pages. Price, $4.00.

Sent Postage Free,
on Receipt of Price. ELECTRICAL AGE PUBLISHING CO.

World Building:!

New York.
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Valuable Books on Every Electrical Subject.

Practical Management of

Dynamos and Motors.

By Cbockeb and Wheeler.

The title explains the char-

acter of the book. The

Lest work ever published.

Fully illustrated. Every-

one should have a copy.

PRICE, ONTiY Sl.OO.

How to Wire Buildings.

By Augustus Noll.

The most complete and best

work ever published on

this important subject.

Practical details by a prac-

tical man. The standard.

Fine illustrations and

diagrams.

PRTCE. $1 50.

Telephone Hand Book.

By H. L. Webb.

The most complete and con-

cise work on telephones

ever published. Every

detail of the business fully

explained and all practical

systems described.

PRICE, $1.00.

Electric Railway Motors,

Their Construction,

Operation and

Maintenance.

By Nelson W. Pebby. This

book is written in the plainest

language, and the subject is

treated so cleariy that a young
school-boy can understand the

operation of electric railways.

Worth ten times its cost.

PRICE, ONLY $1.00.

ONLY 50 CENTS.

Electrical Tables
AND MEMORANDA.

By SILVANUS P. THOMPSON.

Valuable to every one in the electrical busi-

ness . Just fits the vest pocket, and is always
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World Building, New York.

STANDARD WIRING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

By H. C. CUSH-INC. Jr.

It contains every table, formula and rule for all sys-
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twenty-five illustrations of the newest and
safest methods for the installation of Pole
Lines, Dynamos, Motors, Switchboards,
Transformers, etc., etc., as required by
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Russian Leather Cover, Pocket Size, $1.00.

ELEMENTS OF

Electricity and magnetism.

BY S. P. THOMPSON.
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best book published. Concise,
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library in itself.
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"ECK" DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

In reading the circular of C. A. Eck, the modesty of

his first remarks appeal strongly to the finer sentiments;

he says " I shall endeavor to maintain a high standard

some of its parts. In line with the design of the com-
pleted machine we find sizes made ranging from T

3 to 8T\
kilowatts capacity. The dynamos and motors turned
out in Mr. Eck's shop have been made with self-oiling

bearings (that once in a fortnight require attention), hav-

>**<o

""*
- \ -

%»m»c i

Slotted Drum "Eck" Armature Core.

of quality in all the articles I make, and hope to receive

the approval and confidence of the trade." There is

much in the attitude of manufacturers that affects the

rapidity of their sales; and to the outer public the de-

meanor assumed inevitably produces strong effect. A

ing phosphor bronze bushings which rest in a spherical

seat, giving perfect alignment.

The armature is slotted drum type, built up of well

laminated iron. Each slot is insulated with mica, and

when wound, has no bulging strands above its surface.

Type of "Eck" Motors 1-8 and 1-6 H. P. for no and 120 Volts.

hue-and-cry over a bad article that is represented as Each slot is likewise covered with a strip of insulation

good, kills the future of it, and although advertising may (fibre or mica) before binding takes place. The great

influence the sales the public must become personally radiating surface of the armature enables it to stand a

acquainted with its good qualities before it is looked upon heavy overload without injury, and its excellent construc-

with distinct favor. Mr. Eck has therefore made no loud tion mechanically and electrically places it among the

Standard Type " Eck" Dynamos; Sizes, .3 to 8.4 K. W.

assumptions in introducing his machinery to the trade best in the field.

knowing that their appreciation of it will spread outward in The dynamos are supplied with brush holders of two

widening circles of good opinion. styles, either with brushes pressing at 45 degrees orpress-

The illustrations represent the completed machine and ing radially upon the surface of the commutator. The
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simplicity of the brush holder would appeal to the ob-

servant eye at once, as well as other details in connec-

tion with the construction of these machines.

.The illustration of the smaller machine represents the

land J-h. p. types for no or 120 volts. In general it has

received the same close attention as the larger machines

and in serviceability cannot be excelled. Self-feeding

a wire is, the more current it will take without heating.

About 1,000 amperes per square inch is the usual allow-

ance, but the current density is best determined by the

radiating surface of the wire and not represented by any
specific value. A given size of flexible cord and its

equivalent in a solid conductor will be possessed of dif-

ferent current capacities, the flexible carrying more cur-

Self-Oiling Bearing on " Eck " Dynamo.

carbon brushes, self-oiling bearings, wrought-iron cores

and a slow speed make it a most desirable machine.

Many excellent points, that for lack of space cannot be

mentioned, show the care bestowed by Mr. Eck upon
the design and construction of his apparatus. By corre-

sponding with the able sales agents, Messrs. Goldmark &
Wallace, 29 Chambers street, New York, particulars and
prices can be obtained.

INQUIRY COLUMN.

rent without heating. Coils may be safely wound on the
basis of 1,000 circular miis per ampere. Armatures
about 500 circular mils per ampere.

In this column we shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the ?ninds

of our subscribers.

(Q.)—CURRENT DENSITY IN CONDUCTORS.
Albany, Feb. 5, 1897.

Electrical Age.
Dear Sirs:—Your Inquiry Column has offered so many

(Q.)—OIL INSULATION.

Key West, Fla., Feb. 2, 1897.

Electrical Age Pub. Co.

Dear Sirs:—Can you recommend some good insulation

for high potentials; which is preferable, oil or paraffine ?

There seems to be something which will insulate a press-

ure of this kind. By recommending it you will oblige,

Yours truly,

Joshua Hein.

(A.)—For alternating currents of high potential paraf-

fine oil is a good insulator. Paraffine itself is very good,
but is apt to dissolve, due to the effects of the lengthened
temperature of the coil.

advantages to me lately that I refer to it for all the in-

formation I require. Can you let me know how much
current is required for the different sizes of wire used, or

in what way it is possible to decide upon the proper size

in any case ? Yours very truly,

William Dunton.
(A.)—The amount of current a wire will carry depends

upon its diameter, that is, its cross-section. The thicker

Nearly all heavy oils will serve for this purpose, but
the best seems to be paraffine.

(Q.)—CALCULATION OF ETHER WAVES.
Montreal, Feb. 5, 1S97.

Dear Editor:—Kindly supply me with the following in-

formation: What is the equation of discharge of a con-
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denser ? If the resistance is small I have heard that the
discharge is oscillatory; how can I calculate the number
of oscillations ?

What purpose does it serve in a spark coil ?

Yours respectfully,

Ernest Du Bois.

(A.)—The equation of discharge of a condenses with a
negligible resistance is

d 2 q q
L -f — = O

d t* C

it has stored to the primary circuit in the form of a re-
versed current and increasing the total charge of induc-
tion.

The best capacity for the condenser is determined -by
trial.

DE VEAU & CO.

The many grades of apparatus used in connection with
telephonic systems have stimulated competing manufac-
turers in the production of some remarkably ingenious
and practical devices. The accompanying illustrations

a ni.y

t = time,

C = capacity of condenser,

q = current,

L = self-induction.

The time of a complete oscillation is calculated by the
formula

t = 2 71^/ L C.

The number per second can be obtained from this for-

mula. Leyden jars, according to Fleming, discharged

Office and Factory Telephone.

show appliances used in connection with an intercom-

municating system diagram of telephone connections and
an office and factory telephone supplied with either a

Blake or coal grain transmitter manufactured by De Veau
& Co., 32-34 Frankfort street, New York. A visit to the

factory and salesrooms of this enterprising and progress-

ive concern will enable the visitor to gain a clear idea of

the details covered and care required in the construction

of telephonic apparatus.

The combination sets sold by De Veau & Co. consists

Telephone Set for Inter-communicating System.

through short circuits give rise to millions of oscillations

per second.

In a spark coil a condenser serves the purpose of rais-

ing the potential of the secondary.
It acts at the break in this wise: Returning the energy

of a coal grain transmitter, hook, receiver, cord, bell and

switch well-mounted on a backboard. This extremely

useful piece of apparatus requires no switchboard, possess-

ing its own. The switch seen below establishes communi-

cation by turning it to the desired number; the greatest
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number of points supplied being equal to 24 for metallic

circuits only.

The office and factory telephone can be used as a gen-

eral telephone, and is useful for either ground or metallic

circuits. Being well-constructed, nicely finished and very

serviceable, it will brook the greatest competition. The
diagram represents the connections required for this par-

ticular style of 'phone. Many valuable suggestions may
be found in De Veau & Co.'s catalogue as well as other

interesting types of telephonic apparatus. They are pre-

pared to supply complete equipments, and possess the

experience and skill required to make their installations

a pronounced success.

Advantages of the Combination Wire.—With an iron

wire telephonic conversation cannot be carried on at a

distance exceeding 250 miles; but with a compound wire,

consisting of a steel core surrounded by copper, it can be
carried on very well between New York and Chicago,

which are rather more than 1,000 miles apart.

POSSIBLE CONTRACTS.

Valley Junction, Iowa.—An electric light plant is in

contemplation.

Worth Wales, Pa.—Muir & Hall, of Philadelphia, will

operate an electric plant in this town.

Finn's Point, N. J.—An electric light plant will be es-

tablished.

Maxton, N. C.

lished.

-An electric light plant is to be estab-

Cambridge, Mass.—An electric light plant is to be in-

stalled in the City Hall, and Superintendent Hopewell is

receiving bids for construction of same.

Xenia, Ohio.—J. S. Jones, president board of trustees
Ohio Soldiers and Sailors Orphans' Home, is receiving
bids for construction of an electric light plant. Bids will

be opened February 23.

Troy, Ohio.—City clerk may be addressed concerning
contemplated municipal electric light plant.

Sparta, Tenn.—Mayor may be addressed concerning
contemplated electric light plant.

Norfolk, Va.—The Old Dominion Steamship Co. will

put in an electric light plant and fire apparatus.

Oxford, N. C.—A. S. Hall is interested in the construc-
tion of an electric light plant.

Red Springs, N. C.—A. B. Pearsall may be addressed
concerning erection of an electric light plant.

Sparta, Tenn.—A company will probably be organized
for the purpose of establishing an electric light plant.

Berkley, Va.—A §15,000 electric light plant will be
established.

Lima, Ohio.—Mayor may be addressed concerning pro-
posed construction of an electric light plant.

Memphis, Tenn.—An electric light plant is to be estab-
lished to light the jail and court house.

Forest City, Pa.—The electric light plant will shortly
be completed.

Sherman, N. Y.—The electric light question is being
agitated at Sherman.

TELEPHONE NOTES.

Haymarket. This will be especially convenient to busi-

ness men in town and country.

Spring Valley, N. Y.— The Westchester Telephone
Company will run a direct line to Tuxedo, and will in all

probability take in Nanuet, Spring Valley, Monsey, Tall-

man and Suffern. The company now has lines through
Nyack, New City and Haverstraw, and if the above plans

are carried out all the most important points in Rockland
county will he connected by telephone.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Corning, N. Y.—The Corning Construction Company
has been incorporated by Hosea A. Clark, Thomas C.

Frenyear, Marc W. Comstock, Edward J. Slattery, and
W. A. S. Chipman; to manufacture electricity for pro-

ducing light, heat and power. Capital stock, $5,000.

Standish, Mich.—Standish Electric Co. has been incor-

porated with a capital stock of $20,000.

New York, N. Y.—The United States and Hayti Tele-

graph and Cable Co., incorporated with a capital stock of

$1,800,000, certified that one-half of its capital stock has

been paid in.

Big Rapids, Mich.—The Farrman Electric Light and
Power Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$15,000.

Albany, N. Y.—The Reynolds Turbine Governor Co.,

of Altamont, has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $10,000. Directors, John M. Van Heusen, Garrit Y.

Lansing and George D. Atkins of Albany ; Willis G.

Reynolds of Troy and John C. Pennie of Washington, D.

C. ; to manufacture patent turbine governors.

N. Y. City.—A charter has been granted to the Pel-

ham Electric Light & Power Co. Directors, Charles W.
Smith, John T. Boyd, Thomas F. Conville and Joseph A.

Spratt. Capital stock, |ioo,ooo.

N. Y. City.—The Midland Electric Lighting Company
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000 and
the following directors: William B. Rockwell and Merle J.

Wightman, of New Brighton, and Ernest G. Wightman, of

Stapleton; to operate in the villages and towns of Rich-

mond County.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The Sewickley Valley electric passen-

ger railroad company, capital $15,000, has been chartered

at Harrisburg to build a line about two miles and a half

long, beginning at the easterly line of Osborn borough,
on the Beaver road ; thence extending westwardly through
Osborn borough, and through Sewickley. President,

James D. Callery, Pittsburgh. Directors, James D. Cal-

lery, W. H. Keech, J. C. Reilly, George C. Wilson,

Pittsburgh; J. M. Tate, Jr., Sewickley.

Harrisburg, Pa.—A charter has been issued to the Mu-
tual Telephone Co., of Erie. Captal stock, $25,000.

Baltimore, Md.—Alexandria will soon be connected by
the Home telephone line with Centreville, Manassas and

ELECTRICAL and STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.

Issued November 24, 1896.

571.738. Electric. Street or Station Indicator. Herman
Alwies, St. Louis, Mo. Filed August 10, 1896.

571.739. Electromagnetic Sentinel. Francis B. Badt,

Chicago, 111. Filed February 15, 1896.

571.760. Means for Insulating Electric Conductors.

Theodore Guilleaume, Muhlheim-on-the-Rhine, Ger-

many. Filed November 2, 1895. Patented in Eng-
land May 13, 1895, and in Belgium July 2, 1895.

571.761. Electric Light Cord Adjuster. George L.

Gulliford, Bement, 111. Filed May 9, 1896.

571,769. Electric Igniting Device for Gas Burners.
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Gottfried F. Krieger, Kiel, Germany. Filed May 4,

571,780. Dynamo-electric Machine. William F. Mar-
zahn, Buffalo. N. Y. Filed September 21, 1896.

571.791. Switch for Electric Lamps. Henry R. Quinby,
Rochester, N. Y. Filed December 4, 1895.

571.792. Electric Arc Lamp. Henry R. Quinby, Roch-
ester, N. Y. Filed March 12, 1896.

571,802. Globe Attachment for Electric Lamps. Ed-
ward Schrantz, St. Louis, Mo. Filed August 15, 1896.

571,825. Electric Motor Railway Truck. John A. Brill

and George M. Brill, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed June 25,
1888.

571,832. Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed February 17, 1886.

571,836. System of Alternating Current Regulation and
Distribution. Benjamin G. Lamme, Pittsburg, Pa.
Filed April 6, 1896.

571,839. Station Potential Indicator. Ralph D. Mer-
shon, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed December 23, 1895.

571,849. System of Electrical Distribution. Oliver B.

Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa. Filed November 8,

1896.

571,863. Rotary Transformer Regulation. Ralph D.
Mershon, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed April 6, 1896.

571.906. Apparatus for Multiple Switchboards for Tele-
phone Exchanges. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.

Filed February 7, 1893.

571.907. Telephone. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago,
111. Filed February 7, 1893.

571,910. Telephone Exchange System. Charles E.
Scribner, Chicago, 111. Filed October 16, 1894.

571,927. Electric Switch. James T. Norton, Boston,
Mass. Filed January 28, 1896.

571,946. Electric Arc Lamp. Charles Eschwei, Long
Island City, N. Y. Filed September n, 1896.

571,948. Telegraph. Leo W. Hildburgh, New York, N.
Y. Filed March 5, 1896.

571.950. Fire Alarm Signal Box. Geo. F. Milliken,

Boston, Mass. Filed December 14, 1891.

571.951. Means for Generating Electricity from Car
Wheel Axles.

_
Morris Moskowitz, Newark, N. J.

Filed July 19, 1895.

571.952. Electric Switch. Morris Moskowitz, Newark,
N. J. Filed June 11, 1896.

57 r, 974. Electric Arc Lamp. George R. Lean, Cleve-
land, Ohio. Filed May 23, 1896.

571.976. Electric Arc Lamp. George R. Lean, Cleve-
land, Ohio. Filed July 7, 1896.

571.977. Binding Post for Electric Bells, etc. Frederick
W. Manger and Otto H. Huebel, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Filed March 24, 1896.

571,994. Trolley Finder. William J. Donahue and
Ward B. Hausman, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed October
10, 1895.

572,008. Electric Fan for Ventilating Streets or Alleys.

Vespasian V. Hedges, Coffeyville, Kan. Filed Nov.
13, 1895.

572,013. Underground Electric Power System for Rail-
ways. William L. King, Winston, N. C. Filed May
21, 1896. - •

572,036. Wheel with Electric Motor Hub for Vehicles,
Charles Theryc, Marseilles, France. Filed July 31,
1896. Patented in France January 30, 1896.

572,057. Annunciator. Franklin A. Jennings, Ithaca,
N. Y. Filed May 11, 1895.

572,081. Automatic Temperature Annunciator. John
A. Young, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed May 11, 1896.

572,064. Arc Lamp. John Rae, New York, N. Y.
Filed November 26, 1895.

E. du Bois-Reymond was born on November 7, 1818,
in Berlin. He received there his general education at the
College Francais, and in 1837 he entered the University
of Berlin, where he registered at first in the philosophical
faculty, attending various lectures on philosophy, history
and even theology. An accidental attendance at one of

the lectures of Mitscherlich on experimental chemistry,
however, had a deciding influence upon du Bois-Red-
mond's future. He began to study mathematics and the
natural sciences, and went over later to the study of med-
icine, thus coming in contact with Johannes Muller, who
was at that time the professor Of physiology and anatomy
at the University of Berlin. Du Bois-Reymond became
first the ''famulus," and later on the "assistant," of

Johannes Muller. In 1846 he established himself as
" privat-docent" at the University, and in 1855 he was
made professor extraordinarius." In 1858, after Midler's

death, the chair of physiology was separated from that of

anatomy, and du Bois-Reymond was made professor of

physiology and director of the physiological laboratory in

the University of Berlin, a position which he held to the

last day of his life. In 185 1, at the proposition of Alex-
ander von Humboldt and Johannes Muller, du Bois-Rey-
mond was elected to the Berliner Academie der Wissenschaft,

a very high honor for a young man of only 33 years, and
since 1867 he was the permanent secretary of the acad-

emy. Du Bois-Reymond was an honorary member of nu-

merous scientific societies all over the Old and the New
World.
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View of Trunk Line Subway Consisting of Eight Pipes Built for the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company, Hay-
market Square, Boston,

THE LAYING OF CONDUITS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND POWER.

(jeneral Introduction.—In the days of Queen Elizabeth
a discovery was made which links itself with this present
hour, and, in fact, with all the great discoveries of the

An experimenter of Shakespeare's time named
ere'd by accident that a wet thread allowed a.

charge of electricity to pass freely through it. The dry

thread and wet thread thus became objects of the closest

inspection. We hear of a damp cotton thread many feet

in length being suspended by silken loops and used for

the transmission of a static charge. In other words, the

years may be rolled back four centuries and we meet
with an appreciation of the properties of a conducting
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and insulating medium, simple and crude in conception,

but still bearing so strongly upon the modern work of the

day that an admission of the identity of methods used

then and now to conduct and insulate is a foregone con-

clusion.

Use of Copper.—It may seem to be but a step to make
a trial of other materials for the purpose of discovering

conducting properties, and to pass through the entire list

occasional suspension of it at intervals by insulating sup-
ports seems at the first glance a simple enough problem.
The long telegraph circuits stretch around the earth like

a huge girdle and provide the most familiar example of

how electricity may be transmitted from point to point,

whether for signals or power it is immaterial. But if the
wind and storm of inclement weather be considered and
the risks that would attend the flow of a powerful cur-
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of known metals until the practical conclusion is reached
that for commercial purposes copper is the best.

These explorations in the fields of applied science thus

enable the men to meet on common ground, those whose
lives are spent in the laboratory and those that make use

of their discoveries.

The mere passage of a current through a wire and the

rent, from an overthrow of the poles, fne breaking of

wires or the destruction of insulators, then the use of

overhead lines becomes a matter of serious contempla-

tion.

Advantages of Conduits—Heavy power or electric light

lines, even if well supported overhead, would be a con-

stant menace to the people of large cities. The dangers
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of fires and shocks, as recent history indicates, is the in-

evitable result of this practice. A long-distance overhead

power line in Germany is supported on poles decorated

with the melancholy insignia of a death's head. There is

therefore no lack of appreciation on the part of owners

mediums of electrical communication have therefore in

common been forced to adopt some method of sending

the current in underground conductors whose presence

there assures the safety and peace of mind of municipal

inhabitants.

View of Trunk Line Subway Built for the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company, Springfield, Mass.

of power and light circuits of the necessary inference

to be drawn—of the necessity of putting the wires under-

ground.
A crusade has been successfully carried out against

not only electric light, power and railroad companies, but

The use of many methods for the successful attainment

of this object have marked the introduction of the under-

ground conduit.

Generalprinciplesfollowed.—As a rule, the copper conduc-

tor is surrounded by some insulating material, and that

telephone aud telegraph concerns as well, by city and again by a sheath of protecting armor—giving us as the

town authorities. The producers of power, light and essential parts of a complete conduit,
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Conductor,
Insulator and
Protector.

Thus, with these three requirements a great number of

conduits and conduit systems appeared of greater or less

value. Without criticising those that have passed and
gone, or are going, let us pay a moment's attention to the
conduits of the National Conduit Manufacturing Company,
of the Times Building, New York.
They have drawn, from their fund of experience, cer-

tain pregnant conclusions that apply unbiassedly to a suc-

cessful underground system.

(i) "Properly insulated conductors covered preferably

with lead casing to exclude moisture, made sufficiently flex-

ible to permit of drawing into the conduits."

(2) Conduits of a smooth interior that are water-tight,

gas proof, non-inflammable non-conductors; that are

easily and rapidly laid, free from expansion and contrac-
tion, made in convenient lengths for handling and laying,

possessing greater strength, adapted to all places and
conditions, absolutely permanent and cheap.

Manholes or openings into the street giving ready ac-

cess to the conduits and intermediate boxes for distribu-

tion to subscribers, so constructed that easy access can be
obtained to the cables without disturbing the surface of

the streets.

Many trials and tribulations have been the lot of those

trying to lay wires underground. A common conclusion

reached points to the use of four materials—lap-welded
iron tubes, wood, terra-cotta and wrought iron cement-
lined conduits.

The National Conduit Manufacturing Company, desir-

ing to sell a permanent conduit and having in mind the

possibility of internal corrosion, selected the wrought iron

cement-lined conduit as the superior in durability and
strength.

Their tubes are of the toughest wrought iron, lined with

pure hydraulic cement, and are laid in the ground in a

mass of hydraulic concrete which, solidifying, becomes
like solid rock. The cable may thus be slipped in and
out with the greatest ease. Illustrations are herewith
given showing certain stages of the work and the proc-

esses of installation. The National Conduit Manufactur-
ing Co. contract for complete subway systems. Since

1887 they have been laying conduits in this city and have
furnished at least eighty-five per cent, of all those laid in

America and Canada.
The officers of this company are Edw. S. Perot, presi-

dent; C. Gallagher, vice-president; James P. McQuaide,
secretary and treasurer. The engineering staff is com-
posed of W. H. Lewis, superintendent manufacturing;
D. P. Regan, superintendent construction, and H. F.

Tate, Western manager. The factory and works are at

Hastings-on-Hudson; the Western office, Rookery Build-

ing, Chicago.

EJectric light by the penny-in-the-slot system is advo-

cated by an English writer. It places the light, he says,

within the reach of a much larger number of customers,

because it enables them to economize at will in the

amount of consumption, and to pay for the commodity
by small and immediate installments. When we consider

that at the rate of 5d per unit a 3^-watt candle-power

lamp will remain alight for over seven hours for one
penny, it is more than likely that the consumer will be
perfectly satisfied with his bargain. In small towns where
the price of gas is not less than three shillings per

1,000 cubic feet, the prepayment system of electricity

supply would be a real boon to the working classes, and
even where the price of gas is lower the consumer would
not notice the small extra cost of electricity when paying

for it a penny at a time. The electric light would no doubt
receive a great help forward by the adoption of these

meters, and it would then become more trnly " the poor
man's light," which, in a prophetic spirit, it has already

been christened.—Springfield Republican.

EMIL DU BOIS-REYMOND.

(Coutinued from page 101.)

The brilliant scientific career of du Bois-Reymond was
again determined by a single accident. In 1841 Johannes
Miiller handed to his amanuensis Matetucci's paper
(Essai surles phenomenes electriques des Animaux, Paris,

1841) for the verification of the experiments on the so-
called frog current of Nobili. It became the task of du
Bois-Reymond's life, and he solved it by creating a new
science, the science of animal electricity. Already, a
year later, appeared his first short paper on this subject
(Ueber den sogenannten Froschstrom und die electro-

motorischen Fische, Poggendorff's Analeri der Physik,
Vol. 58), and was followed by his thesis (Quas apud ve-
teres de piscibus electricis extant argumenta, 1843.) Then
years of silence followed, years of hard labor, of seclusion
in his small private laboratory, where " the frog and the
multiplicator were the whole world " to that most energetic
of all investigators. The problems, the methods, the instru-

ments, were thoroughly worked out with unparalleled
energy, ingenuity, precision and self-criticism, before they
were communicated to the world. But then, when his

book on animal electricity came out, it was a revelation,

it marked an epoch in physiology. In 1848 appeared the
first volume of that book, " Untersuchungen ueber
thierische Elektricitat." In 1849 followed the first part,

and in i860 the second part, of the second volume. It

was not simply a communication of new striking facts and
new methods; it was an exhaustive statement of the cre-

ation and completion of a new science, presented in a
brilliant style and in a language unusually clear and full

of life and force. His later contributions to the physics
of nerve and muscle appeared mostly in the reports of

the Berlin Academy of Sciences, or in the Archiv
fur Physiologie, of which du Bois-Reymond was the
editor. Among the fundamental facts which were added
by du Bois-Reymond to physiology we have to men-
tion, in first place, the establishment and development of

the laws of the muscle current, the discovery of the nerve
current, the discovery of the so-called negative variation

in muscle and in nerve, the discovery of the electrotonus,

etc., etc. Du Bois-Reymond has devised and invented
numerous and important scientific apparatus, many of

which are to be found in all well-equipped physiological

laboratories ; for instance, the induction coil, the elec-

tric key, the non-polarizable electrodes, etc., etc. Du
Bois-Reymond's name will live forever in the science of

physiology.

Aside from his special scientific work, we should not

omit to mention the public speeches (Reden) delivered by
du Bois-Reymond on many special occasions. In those

speeches, as a rule, an important subject was treated

in a classical style. They were models of clearness and
brilliancy, and nearly everyone of his speeches has been
an event in its time, and many of them have been trans-

lated into all civilized languages. We need only to men-
tion here the following: "Darwin versus Galiani," "Die
Lebenskraft," "Ueber die Grenzen des Naturerkennens,"
with his ignorabimus, and "Die Sieben Weltrathsel. " He
was as forcible a speaker as a writer. And both his pen
and his speech have been employed only for a fearless

propagation of high ideals and in defence of the rational

principles underlying modern sciences.

His last work was one of love. Shortly before he died

he finished reading the proofs of his carefully prepared

memorial of his friend Helmholtz.
S. J. Meltzer.—Science.

Sturgeon Falls, Ont.—The ratepayers voted on a by-

law on the nth inst. to provide" funds for the purchase of

an electric light plant.

Shawville, Que.—A local company proposes putting in

a plant for electric street lighting.
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THE MODERN POWER HOUSE.

BY RICHARD M CULLOGH.

(Continued from Page 102.)

Notwithstanding the great number of types of boilers

on the market, they may be divided into two general

classes, fire tube and water tube. In most of the more
recent power houses, some form of water tube boiler has

been adopted, as this type possesses some marked advan-

tages over the fire tube. They are non-explosive; they

may be operated at a higher pressure and, consequently,

are more suitable for use with compound engines; they

have a large heating surface and are quick to respond to

calls for power; they occupy less floor space and are

usually more intelligently designed than the other class.

On the other hand, their first cost is greater, there is a

greater number of joints to be looked after and the clean-

ing is more difficult, especially in those forms which use

a curved tube. It has usually been considered that the

efficiency of water tube boilers was much higher than the

fire tube, but there is now a form of fire tube boiler being
made consisting of a shell of large diameter and extra

length, containing a large number of flues, which ap-

proaches the water tube boiler very closely in efficiency.

The high efficiencies obtained in boiler tests are seldom
reached in actual practice, as they usually result not so

much from excellence of design in the boiler itself as

from careful and intelligent firing during the test.

It is hardly necessary in presenting a paper before this

intelligent body to discuss the reasons why water should

be fed into the boilers as hot as possible. Besides pre-

venting the straining of the boiler shell from the sudden
changes in temperature, there is a large quantity of fuel

saved, and the percentage of this saving will be found
tabulated in nearly every work on thermo-dynamics. The
usual methods employed in heating the feed-water tube

are, first by the heat of the exhaust steam, and second by
the heat of the escaping flue gases. There are numerous
patented devices for utilizing the heat of exhaust steam,

either by passing the exhaust through a number of pipes

surrounding the feed-water, or by spraying the feed-

water across an opening through which the exhaust steam
is admitted. Most of these devices are very simple in

their construction, and their efficiency depends very

largely on the length of time the feed-water and the ex-

haust steam are in contact, and in case they are in sepa-

rate chambers upon the conductivity of the separating

medium. Care should be taken that the opening for the

exhaust steam is never contracted, so that any possible

back pressure on the engine is avoided.

The method of heating feed-water by the heat of the

escaping flue gases has been applied in apparatus under
the general name of economizers. The arrangement
usually employed is a coil of pipe containing the feed-

water placed in the flue. In order to keep the soot from
settling on the pipes, most forms of economizers are sup-

plied with a mechanism for scraping off the pipes when-
ever necessary. Sometimes the economizer consists of

one large bank of pipes placed in the main flue, and some-
times the apparatus is divided into a number of banks
each placed in a flue leading to one furnace. The choice

of arrangements depends largely upon the size of the

plant and the general location of the boilers. By means
of a properly designed economizer, feed-water may be

heated to a very high temperature, even above the atmos-
pheric boiling point of water. In the use of any device

in which feed-water is heated by the flue gases, care

should be taken that the escaping gases will still retain

sufficient heat for the maintenance of the necessary draft

after part of their heat is taken from them by the feed-

water. In the case of power houses using natural draft

.nomizers should not be used, where the draft is not

already sufficiently strong, or is just barely strong enough
/or th': work to be done, There are in operation, how-

ever, many plants using natural draft, discharging flue

gases at a very high temperature, much higher than is

necessary to maintain the required draft. Economizers
used in such cases would result in a marked gain in

economy.
Whatever system of heating feed-water is used, the ap-

paratus should be made abundantly large for the work to

be done; first, that the water should pass through slowly

and receive the full benefit of its contact with the heated
gas or steam; second, that a large store of water may be
kept on hand which is of great service in case of a sud-

den demand on the boilers; and third, that the feed-water
heating apparatus may act as a water purifier. It has
been found that water kept for some time at a high tem-
perature will deposit a great portion of the carbonates
and sulphates of lime and magnesia which it has in solu-

tion. This is probably due to the expulsion by the heat
of the carbonic acid gas contained in the water, thus free-

ing from solution the lime and magnesia, which it is well

known are slightly soluble in water containing carbonic
acid gas.

(To be continued.)

COPPER PRODUCTION.

If the production of copper ore should continue through-

out the year 1897 on the scale it has thus far shown, states

the "Industrial World," and with the same degree of

profit to the producers, prospectors will be likely to turn

their attention from silver and gold deposits to copper.

A special dispatch from Houghton, Mich., thus tells of

the profits of Michigan companies:
"The Boston and Montana dividend, declared last

Friday, already brings this year's dividends from Michi-

gan cppper mines up to $2,000,000, and this company's
to $5,375,000 as a total. The Osceola has paid $50,000,
and the Quincy, Atlantic and Kearsage are looked on to

declare heavy dividends in the coming month. Starting

the year with the record-breaking dividend of $1,500,000
from the Calumet and Hecla, local copper mines are fig-

ured on to make a better record in 1897 than ever in his-

tory. Several of the local companies are said to be able

to lay copper down in New York at five cents a pound.
Brokers look for a $5 dividend from Calumet and Hecla
every two months during the year. But if the foreign

demand for copper continues as now a further extra divi-

dend is likely in the year. The control of the Calumet
and Hecla is in the Agassiz and Shaw families, which have

63,500 out of its 100,000 shares. Stock in the company
is now selling at about $350, its par being $25.

"The Tamarack mine has been sinking No. 5 shaft

fifteen months, and it is now 1,000 feet deep: it is to go

3,500 feet more to the vein. It will be six years before it

is at this depth, but when it reaches 3,600 feet it will be-

come a possible producer. The single shaft will hoist

more copper than many a large mine. The depth of the

shafts of copper mines in the Lake Superior district is

something that astonishes miners from all over the world,

as nowhere else are there such holes and so many of

them. At present the deepest is the 5,000-foot shaft of

the Calumet and Hecla, but there are some 4,500 feet

deep, while one has been started to be sunk to a depth of

10,000 feet. With the completion of the deep shafts in

this district at present uuder way, there will be more than

$13,000,000 sunk in these holes in the ground and the

machinery to equip them."

Speed of Telegraph Signals.—Experiments were re-

cently made at Montreal to discover the length of time

required for a telegraph signal to pass from that point to

Greenwich by Atlantic cable. Two hundred signals were
sent, and it was found that the average time taken by the

current to cross the Atlantic and back—a distance in all

of 8,000 miles—was exactly 1 1-20 seconds.—Newark
Call.
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MEASURING SUNSHINE BY ELECTRICITY.

A daily journal makes a most interesting note of the

invention of an instrument for measuring sunshine by
electricity:

So infinitely delicate is this tiny instrument that not
the faintest ray of sunshine that may break through
the cloudy arch of a gloomy day is lost, even if it

be but of a moment's duration. Not only does it catch

these rays of sunlight, but by an extremely clear electrical

contrivance it also records the exact amount of sunshine,

and the period of the day during which it occurs.

The instruments which record intensity consist gen-

erally of two thermometers, the bulb of one of which is

coated with lampblack. The records are merely records
of temperature—exposed radiation and isolation by black

and bright bulb thermometers.
Three forms of recorders of bright sunshine are in use,

the Campbell-Stokes burning recorder which consists of

a ground and polished crystal sphere, which, acting as a

lens or burning glass, scorches a trace, showing the dura-

tion of bright sunshine upon a strip of cardboard placed

at the proper focal distance from the sphere; the Jordan,

the spark at the contact-breaker. Likewise it builds up
the pressure of the coil, so that with a condenser of the
proper size the coil sparks at its best. The construction
is simple; merely layers of well-paraffined paper and tin-

foil, the first, third, fifth, etc., of tinfoil connected to-

gether and the second, fourth, sixth, etc., likewise.

The two terminals are connected between the vibrator
points. By experiment the proper size of condenser is

found.

(Q.)—LAMP WIRING.
Toledo, Feb. 4, 1897.

To Editor Electrical Age.
Dear Sir:—I have considerable contracting to do which

I sublet to my foreman. I am curious to know how the

size of wire is obtained and what means are taken to in-

sure the proper selection ? Begging your pardon for

what may be a foolish question, I remain,

Yours respectfully,

Myron Deland.

(A.)—The general rules of wiring depend upon the

fact that a drop in pressure occurs in a wire carrying a

current. The drop is decreased either by decreasing the

or photographic recorder, and finally the electrical, ther-

mometric recorder, spoken of in the introduction of this

article. A sectional view of this instrument is shown in

the accompanying illustration.

The principle is essentially that of a Leslie differential

air thermometer in the form of a straight glass tube, with

cylindrical bulbs " C" and "D " at each end; the whole

enclosed in a protecting glass sheath, "A." Mercury is

used to separate the air in the two bulbs, a small quantity

being inserted in the bottom and stem of the lower bulb,
" D," which bulb is smoothly coated with lampblack.

The bulbs are filled with pure, dry air and hermetically

sealed. The space between the bulbs and the protecting

sheath is then perfectly exhausted of air and also sealed.

When the sun shines, its attraction for the blackened

bulb drives the mercury up through the stem leading to

the clear glass bulb. In its passage it forms a circuit by
contact with the two fused-in fine electric wires, at " FF,"
and the record is carried like a flash to the triple regis-

ter in the observer's office below. This register is op-

erated by clockwork, and upon its brass cylinder a sheet

of paper bearing lines indicating the minutes and hours of

the day is traversed by an automatic pen, which, in con-

nection with the electric wires attached to the sunshine

on the roof above, keeps an absolutely accurate record of

the sunshine duration each day.

INQUIRY COLUMN.

In this column we shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds

of our subscribers.

(Q.)—A CONDENSER; ITS CONSTRUCTION.
Albany, Feb. 10, 1897.

Electrical Age Pub. Co.

Dear Sirs:—The majority of spark coils for X ray work

have a condenser for the betterment of the coil. What
use is it in coil work and how is it made ?

Yours truly,

Lyman Cooley.

(A.)—A condenser is used for the purpose of killing

current or increasing the size of wire.

Two per cent, loss for no-volt circuits. Lamps X dis-

tance x 11 = circular mils.

Two per cent, loss for 50-volt circuits. Lamps X dis-

tance x 22 = circular mils.

(Q.)—WEIGHT OF A DYNAMO FROM DRAWING.
New Orleans, Feb. 8, 1897.

Editor Inquiry Column.
Dear Sir:—Having occasion to prepare drawings of a

dynamo for college work I thought of asking you to give

me an easy way of calculating the weight beforehand.
In marine work this is a feature of the utmost import-
ance. Kindly consider this question as soon as possible.

Yours respectfully,

Alfred Deems.
(A.)—The cubic inches of iron can be estimated from

the drawings—a cubic inch of wrought iron weighs .28

pounds. The number of pounds of copper on armature
and field may be estimated from the number of feet. The
weight of shaft bearings, foundation, commutator and
pulley can be found.

The coils on field may be considered as so many cubic

inches of copper. One cubic inch of copper weighs .3214
pounds.

(Q.)—BEST STORAGE BATTERY CONSTRUC-
TION.

St. Paul, Feb. 5, 1897.

To Electrical Age.
Dear Sir:—Before buying a storage battery outfit I

would like to know how I can judge of the best con-

struction. If you will kindly jot down what you consider

the essential requirements of a good cell you will greatly

oblige, Yours respectfully,

John R. Besoin.

(A.)—The first requirement is mechanical stability;

next, great capacity per pound weight; also, great dis-

charge rate without injury; no buckling; no sulphating;

no disintegration. The buckling is generally due to a

heavy discharge; in strong, thick plates it never occurs.

Sulphating is caused by acid acting on plate forming a

white coating. Occurs if the discharged plates remain

in the solution too long.
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THE EVOLUTION OF CONDUITS.

There is some pleasure in retrospection, in the sweeping
glance that gathers in the alpha and omega of an hour or
day, of a year or century. Since the complexities of

electrical engineering have unfolded themselves—the
mere result has become incidental to the means that
caused it—it has become impossible to lay a wire without
obeying the rules defined by the municipality unless a
flagrant misdemeanor is intended by their defiance. The
empirical and too often impractical methods employed in

the installation of wires in street or structure have been
cried down. Conduits in the thoroughfare and home are
now laid according to the best experience, and in durabil-
ity cannot be excelled. The careless and dangerous
methods that entitled those laying wires to sling them in

as they saw fit have fortunately been abandoned. The
use of wires is no longer an experiment. The subway of

an electric light company or the wiring of a building to

which it is connected are now departments of engineer-
ing that call for skill and experience. They have lost

the arbitrariness of construction that surrounded them of
old. The use of conduits with their cables within is now
thoroughly in line with an adopted system, adherence to

which is required by the fire department, and which ex-

punges the great risks previously existing by the intro-

duction of wires poorly insulated and carelessly in-

stalled.

The use of conductors of deficient covering became a
noticeable feature of electric lighting at an uncertain
period in its evolution. The use of so-called under-
writer's wire, which invited such risks that it was called

' Undertakers' wire," marked an epoch in the use of bad
protective insulation for electric power lines. It was

deemed necessary to protect as well as insulate conduc-
tors. Long before conduits were used in houses conduit
subways were being laid in large cities for electric light

and power lines.

The dangers arising from the exposure of wires soon
aroused public dismay and a war began against all com-
panies whose lines were in open view. This healthful

reaction stimulated wire and conduit manufacturers to

such an extent that good insulation and protective cover-
ings were soon deemed an essential requirement.

Within buildings the condition of wires received im-
mediate consideration. Safety was only insured by the

use of a reliable conduit or a method of insulation that

removed all possible doubts. Not so very long ago a

building on fifth avenue wired at a time coincident with

this change was examined. The wires lay between the

floor and ceiling as though they had been thrown there,

merely connecting to the cut-out through a hole in the

plaster. The proprietor informed an interested observer
that a fire had occurred there, whose cause was probably
due to the wires. He was then having his place rewired,

but conduits predominated on this occasion.

The introduction of a serviceable conduit for the street

and building use has created a wonderful change in the

attitude of the public. It has inspired confidence and
entirely removed that feeling of unreliability that for so

long a period attached itself to electric lighting. Millions

of feet of conduit have been laid in the streets of large

cities, and within the plaster of buildings. Fires due to

electric light wires or explosions in manholes are practical-

ly impossible. A point has now beenreached in the dis-

tribution of electric power, such that the most perfect

safety and the greatest durability can be expected from
the conduits installed for the protection of those wires

its use implies. If evolution calls for the survival of the

fittest, then certainly the present conduit is best adapted
to the demands of the day, both as regards its fitness

and its benefits.

Herbert Spencer believes that there is in certain classes

of men a lacking power of description. The novelists

supply the glow of color, the greater masses the grey
background. We will leave it to the reader's judgment
to decide whether the following extract is glowing or

colorless, whether its indefinite enthusiasm does or does

not merit this quiet notice, and finally whether the

famous sea serpent of the Massachusetts coast wonld
not feel morally defunct at the news of an engine fifty-

seven feet long that possessed, like itself, an "elastic

character."

Extract.—The French are now keeping in line with

other nations in electric invention. A new electric loco-

motive of large dimensions, calculated to draw trains of

double the weight of those attached to ordinary engines

at a rate of sixty-two miles an hour, has been tried with

success on the Western Railroad of France line. It is

fifty-seven feet, long and of 1350 horse-power. These
engines are safer than the others, owing to their elastic

character, which enables them to make curves with secu-

rity at full speed. Great things are, in fact, expected

from these contrivances, which, when perfected, will do
100 to 115 miles an hour.

A farmer in Germany does all his work by electric

power. A small brook furnishes all of the power needed

to run the dynamos, which, in turn, drive all of his farm

machinery, pump his water, and light his house and out-

buildings. Every operation for which steam or horse-

power was formerly used is now performed as well, or

better, by this electric plant, which has also the advan-

tage of being always ready for any call upon it. The
biook is dammed, and, with a six-foot fall, drives an

eighteen horse-power turbine, the prime mover in the

circuit of machinery.—Boston Ploughman.
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THE TELEPHONE.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

The Receive}-.—The invention of the telephone has
added greatly to the comforts of civilization by making
communication rapid and easy and facilitating business
transactions to an extent previously unimaginable.

Transmitter,
Receiver,

Line.

In the ordinary form of Bell telephone the parts com-
posing the whole are three, namely:

Permanent magnet,
Coil of wire,

Diaphragm of iron.

The rod of magnetized steel is placed in a convenient
receptacle and a coil of fine wire slipped on one end.

Gillett's Granulated Carbon Transmitter.

The simple principle of its action has been a source of

surprise to the novitiate, and the ingenious methods by
which it is possible to throw in and out subscriber after

subscriber from a telephone switchboard is truly admi-
rable.

The diaphragm is mounted in front in close proximity to

the end of the magnet, and a mouth-piece placed so as

to focus the sound on it. There is little difficulty in

transmitting speech over several miles distance by such

a system. In the practice of telephony the Bell tele-

A Double Diaphragm on the Bell Principle.

The most prominent figure in the field of telephony is

Graham Bell. After him follow the names of Berliner

and Edison, as inventors of valuable additions to the

original idea. A vibrating diaphragm is the basis of

most acoustic instruments. The purely acoustic tele-

phone consists of a piece of stretched membrane across a

hollow drum with a cord or wire connecting both.

The vibrations of the voice striking the diaphragm
are transmitted along the wire to the other receiver and
there distinguished. The parts constituting a system
are, therefore, the

phone is simply used as a receiver for the sound and a

somewhat different device used as a transmitter. Refer-

ence will be made to this shortly. The receiver, such as

it has been described, depends for its action upon a very

simple principle. The vibrating diaphragm disturbs the

magnetization of the permanent magnet, as follows: When
moving nearer to the magnet it increases the permeability

of the field and in a corresponding manner decreases it

when it moves away. The field is therefore varied in a

corresponding manner, and to so definite an extent as to

cause these changes to affect the coil surrounding the
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magnet. It may be stated at once as a fact in science diaphragm, due to the fact that its coil connects with the

that the movement of a magnet in the neighborhood of a other coil and all currents set up in the first at once affect

coil has an immediate effect upon it, developing an E.M. F. the second, attracting and releasing its soft iron in perfect

A Telephone Transmitter.

in its turns. This physical fact is the basis of the action

in a telephone.

The vibrating diaphragm varies the magnetic field of

the magnet, the coil placed on its end is at once affected

and very small currents are set up in the convolu-
tions.

accord with the other.

There is in this simple principle the basis for an invest-

ment of twenty-five millions of dollars, which today repre-

sents the capital of the Bell Telephone Co. While the

delicacy of the Bell receiver cannot be doubted, it is not

effective over a long line.

Ffy,1. JF&&

Original Berliner Transmitter.

The instrument at the other end is perfectly similar in De la Rue estimates the current as not exceeding that

-.truction and reproduces the vibrations again in its which would be produced by one Darnell's cell in a cir-
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cuit of copper wire one-sixth of an inch in diameter, of a
length sufficient to go 290 times around the earth.

Siemens, a distinguished electrician of Germany, does
not think that more than ixnhnr °f tne entire sound the

transmitter receives is reproduced by the receiving in-

strument, and Roentgen concludes that no less than 24,-

000 currents are transmitted in one second by the instru-

ment.
The extreme delicacy of the device employed needs no

further discussion here, yet it is at times surpassed in

this respect by the unequalled sensitiveness of the line

itself to external influences of an electrical nature. The
diaphragm can be dispensed with and a clear sound heard
through the remaining parts.

This is simply cited as an experiment, not as the usual

practice.

A rod of soft iron can be used instead of steel for the

core of the coil. This necessitates the use of a battery

in circuit, which would otherwise be dispensed with.

There is no doubt that the telephone is extraordinarily

sensitive, and may be used for the detection of currents

which would otherwise escape notice.

Contrary to the expectation of practical men the tele-

phone works best with a diaphragm of ferrotype iron in-

stead of very thin iron. The extreme susceptibility of

the receiver places it in excellence far beyond any of the

acoustic inventions of the age.

The microphone.—Before explaining the details of con-

struction of the modern transmitter it is necessary to

understand the principle of the microphone, of which the

transmitter is simply a development.
This peculiar piece of apparatus was invented by Prof.

Hughes, and depends for its action upon the change of

resistance in two pieces of carbon placed loosely in con-

tact, and forming part of an electric circuit in which is

included a Bell telephone receiver.

Two blocks of carbon are slightly hollowed out to re-

ceive between them an upright piece of carbon pointed at

each end.

THE TELEPHONE AND LINE.

This is in circuit with a receiver and a battery. If the

carbon attachment be mounted on a well-built sounding
board, the least vibration affects it at once and causes

the carbon pieces to jar together, causing a harsh, crush-

ing sound to be heard in the telephone, greatly magnified,

and giving the impression of a large body dragged over

rough gravel. The ticking of a watch sounds like the

heavy blows of a sledge-hammer, and the walking of a

fly approaches in loudness the stamp of a horse.

The tap of a finger on the board, scratching of the nail

or beating of the pulse, has been heard by means of this

contrivance miles away. It is on this principle the trans-

mitter of a telephone has been constructed, and its appli-

cation is due to the combined efforts of Emile Berliner

and Thomas A. Edison.

The compression of the carbon by these slight vibra-

tions allows the current to increase or decrease an imper-

ceptible amount. To the telephone, however, this minute

change in resistance means a variation in current that

at once produces the extraordinary effects above de-

scribed.

Transmitter.—The wonderful delicacy of the microphone

has therefore been the basis for the construction of a most
easily affected piece of apparatus susceptible to sounds

Otherwise lost. It is, perhaps, the only apparatus by

which the voice could be heard over a long distance; and

its ready application to telepnone practice has been the

means of saving the system from other than local use,

allowing its extension over hundreds of miles—with the

possibility in the future of its further use for transatlantic

communications.
The outgrowth of the transmitter from the microphone

has been most effective in developing telephony to an ex-

tent otherwise inconceivable.

The transmitter,which renders speech clearer than any

other piece of mechanism at the other end, is a direct
duplication of the microphone. The sounding-board is

not necessary, because the minute changes of current ex-
perienced by the transmitter at once affect the receiver
and cause it to repeat acoustically and instantaneously
the uttered sounds.

Principle of Transmitters.—The grating of the carbon
pieces upon each other varies the resistance of the con-
tact. A decrease in resistance occurs when the carbons
are compressed and an increase to the normal status when
the pressure is relaxed.

Many forms of telephone transmitters may be built on
this basis. A contact which varies with the vibrations of
the voice is the means by which a telephonic system may
be constructed. The pieces whose resistance is supposed
to vary and thus change the current need not necessarily
be made of carbon. Many compounds have been used
for this purpose of a metallic nature. The changes which
occur and shake the enclosed particles are sufficient at
times to pack or compress them to so great extent as to
render the transmitter insensitive to delicate vibrations
and consequently useless for long distances. The varying
contact and diaphragm are the subject of much thought by
inventive minds.

The diaphragm sounds which fall ineffectively against
the diaphragm are lost, and the timbre of the voice with
them, for they constitute the distinguished feature be-
tween voice and voice and the most characteristic tones
of the ordinary speech.

The carbon contact may be in the form of a tube with
a carbon block at each end. The tube is filled' with
granulated carbon and varies in resistance as the blocks
at each end compress the particles within. As remarked
before, the degeneration of the transmitter is heralded
from the time the carbon begins to pack. Alloys of high
resistance metals have been used ground into powder
with no success.

Diaphragms made up of laminae have appeared on the
market, but the delicacy of the instrument has not ap-
preciably increased by their use over a long line, and the
overtones do not leave their impression on the receiver.

A large transmitter is equally ineffective and impractic-

able, by conveying the sound in greater volume but with
corresponding deficiencies in tone and evenness.

Carbon Button.—The carbon button upon which Edison's
invention rests is attached to a strip of metal, and the

vibrations of the diaphragm reach it through the medium
of a double-pointed attachment touching the diaphragm
and the button. In circuit with the transmitter is a bat-

tery and coil of wire. When the transmitter is used, the
changes of current vary the magnetism of the coil by
increasing and decreasing it. A coil of fine wire wound
around the first responds to these changes and sends the

minute pulsations over the line to which it is connected.
Lines.—Lines are made either of copper or iron. The

usefulness of a line as an efficient means of communica-
tion between two distant points depends upon its con-

ductivity and insulation; with good insulation and bad
conductivity, or poor insulation and excellent conductivity

the fault is equally reprehensible.

A relation between the conductivity of the line and its

insulation resistance should exist and if possible be pre-

served in practice.

Long lines for either telegraphic or telephonic purposes

are necessarily subjected to more leakage, because of the

increased number of poles, than short lines. Yet short

lines may be very defective, having high resistance in

themselves and a character of insulation which compels
criticism Long lines have their insulation pulled down
because the many glass insulators to which they are at-

tached each allow a slight leakage to occur and thus in

total create quite a flow of electricity to the earth. A
relay at the end of a telegraphic line in such a case may
be affected or lose its sensitiveness, and a telephone sys-

tem fail in many respects, by leaving itself open to acci-

dent from other power-bearing lines in the vicinity.
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CONDUITS FOR BUILDINGS.

The universal acceptance of the fact that in the course

of time, not very far distant, electric wiring will be com-
moner than gas fitting, gives a commercial importance to

electric light work, its machinery and accessories that can

hardly be too well appreciated.

The experimental stage of electric lighting has passed.

It is now a matter of as much security to install a lighting

generator as a heavy Corliss engine. The science of.

electrical engineering in its practical branches has be-

come positive and unimpirical. And the use of electri-,

city for light, heat and power is no longer a matter of

doubt but of distinct assurance. When the pages of the

to produce the new irbh-armOred insulating conduit for

that purpose. This conduit, which is the safest encase-
ment a live wire can have, consists of a wrought iron pipe
of about one-sixteenth of an inch thickness lined inside

with a durable and highly insulating material. While
building construction is going on, the conduit may be in-

stalled with perfect immunity from danger. Neither
mason, mechanic nor any other workman can injure this

highly protective covering. The conduit system becomes
convenient and flexible by the use of junction boxes, fit-

tings, etc., similar to those employed with the standard
iron-armored and brass-armored conduit systems men-
tioned in this company's catalogues.

There is an element of surety about the new iron-

New Iron Armored Insulating Conduit.

past are turned back there is a noticeable drift perceiv-

able in the methods of electric lighting that stands prom-
inently forth from amidst the mass of data and experi-

ments. It would seem that electric lighting could only

succeed when the dynamo was perfected; this is a fallacy

as great as that which would be accepted were we to

believe that reservoirs of water outside a city solved the

problem of its supply. The great and important point

therefore lies in a proper understanding of the best

armored insulating conduit which gives it all the qualities

of gas or water pipe; the same tools being used in either

case for its handling. Under concrete or tiled floors its

superiority is at once manifest and its durability unques-

tionable.

Some samples are illustrated showing the flexibility of

the system, how any twist or turn can be made by the

use of elbows of all curvatures.

The great superiority of this conduit to all previously

Showing Styles of Elbows of New Iron Armored Insulating Conduit.

method of distributing the water; the use of pipes that
will not corrode and which will stand the strain of pass-
ing drays. In a similar manner, though within a building
and seemingly exempt from such difficulties, we have be-
fore us the problem of supplying current to its different

Sections without the risks of fire or the losses of leakage.
In order that a wiring system may endure it must be pro-
tected from injury and thoroughly insulated from contact
with external objects. Both strength and insulation are
prime requisites in the successful installation of electric
light wires.

The Interior Conduit and Insulation Co., with offices

and works at No. 527 West Thirty-fourth street, New
York, have made a careful study of the best method of
installing wires, and their experience has enabled them

usedjfqr interior work removes any discussion as to the

best choice. Fires are impossible with wires thus en-

closed, and no better proof can be adduced to strengthen

this opinion than that of the underwriters' in allowing the

insertion of a twin conductor in a single tube of this new
iron-armored conduit.

(Extract from Underwriters' International Electric As-
sociation).

"Note.—The use of two standard wires (see page 34),
either separate or twin conductor, in a straight conduit

installation is approved in the iron armored conduit of

the Interior Conduit and Insulation Company, but not in

any of the other approved conduits. (See page 15, Rule
22 , e)."
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REYNOLDS' SELF-INSULATING CUT-OUT. A NATIONAL UNIVERSITY.

An invention that possesses some new and valuable
features has been placed upon the market in the form of

a "bug."
It requires no cover; the porcelain cap and the base

practically compose the entire apparatus. Pressure of the
upper cap, secured by the use of two knurled nuts, forces

the wire extremities in place. The fuse wire lies between
the two. A pair of metal posts keeps the cap in position.

The illustration gives the actual size of bug and indicates

the method of adjustment described. S. K. Reynolds,
agent, 136 Liberty street (Limited), N. Y.

'

The reconstruction of the University of Paris, the
efforts in and out of the British Parliament to make a
University of London, the great success of the Univer-
sity of Berlin, and the renewed advocacy of a National
University at Washington, indicate a movement which,
we believe, makes for the progress of education and
science. There are dangers in centralization, but these
are small in comparison with the promise of great centres,

where specialization and co-operation can be carried for-

ward to the degree demanded by the present state of

learning and science.

Reynolds Self-Insulating Cut-Out.

It is suggested that the windsails on board steamers

might be replaced with advantage by electric fans. In

war ships the fan ought to be placed where room can be

found for it low down in the ship, far below the water line.

An electrically driven horizontal fan, with its motor, can

be got into the thickness of a deck with its beams, if need
be. This would clearly be better than depending on a

flimsy construction, which would certainly be greatly

damaged, if not entirely shot away, in action. If clear

decks are wanted, the windsail is as inconvenient as it is

ugly, and that is saying a great deal.—N. Y. Commercial
Advertiser.

The Edison Company Meeting.— The annual meeting
of the Edison Electric Light Company, of Philadelphia,

was held yesterday at the principal office of the company,
northeast corner of Tenth and Sansom streets. As the

capital stock is now owned principally by the Heat, Light

and Power Company, there was no general interest and
but few were present.

The annual report showed an increase in business, rep-

resented, partially, by an increase of 18,575 lamps in

use. There were increased net earnings of $35,000, and
an increase of 16,471 feet in the length of underground
conduits. All the conductors of the Edison Company are

placed underground.
The annual election for directors resulted in the choice

of Martin Maloney, William L. Elkins, Charles M.. Swain,

Samuel B. Huey, George S. Graham, Sidney F. Tyler and
W. W. Gibbs. The number of directors has been reduced
to six, instead of eleven, as the board was formerly con-

stituted.—Philadelphia Ledger.

Instruments have been placed in position at the Utica

electric light works whereby city officials can ascertain the

amount of light being furnished, and if it is not up to con-

tract specifications deductions can be made. The instru-

ments were prepared by the Bristol Manufacturing Com-
pany of Waterbury, Conn., and Utica is said to be the

first city to put them into use. The city's contract with

the electric light company provides for a reduction in the

bill for any light reported out for over thirty minutes,

one for measuring the amperes and the other for taking

the voltage.—Binghamton Republican.

liberal

some-
Berlin

It is not necessary to take up space in this journal to

set forth in detail facts on which we are all agreed—that

universities are necessary for the progress and even the

preservation of our present civilization; that America
should have universities equal to those of any other coun-
try; that the founding of new universities, such as Johns
Hopkins, Chicago and Stanford has been productive of

good; that the establishment by gifts or bequests of a

university at Washington greater than any other would
be received with universal satisfaction. It is, however,
desirable to consider the objections that have been urged
against the establishment, by the government, of a na-

tional university at Washington. These may be reduced
to three; the cost of maintenance, the risk of political

intermeddling and the alleged interference with existing

institutions.

A national university should be supported by
appropriations, but the cost is not as great as is

times supposed. The annual salaries paid at

amount to less than $200,000. The United States spends
about $175,000,000 annually on its common schools. No
one grudges this large sum, and yet it is spent chiefly

for the benefit of the individual, whereas the higher edu-

cation is chiefly for the benefit of the state. All the

money spent on universities since the first beginnings at

Paris and Salerno has been paid back by the results of

the education of one man such as Faraday or Pasteur.

Higher education in America has been liberally endowed
by rich men, but if it is desirable to have these endow-
ments it seems needless to be dependent on individual

initiative. Whether the money come from endowments
or from taxation it must be taken from the wealth of the

country. It may represent a part of the extra price paid

for each gallon of kerosene oil, or it might result from a

tax paid on the $10,000,000 worth of precious stones

annually imported and used chiefly for purposes of osten-

tation. We might as well wait for rich men to give our

government ships of war as to be dependent on them for

our educational institutions. A university supported di-

rectly by the people would have peculiar influence and

special dignity.

(To be Continued.)
, ,
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E have a number of sets, three vol-

umes each, of Thompson's Dynamo
Electric Machinery, up-to-date.

Call and see them. We will make
advantageous terms so that you
can have these valuable works.

The Electrical Age Publishing

Company, World Building, New
York.

POSSIBLE CONTRACTS.

Grenada, Mass.—The mayor may be addressed for in-

formation concerning construction of electric light plant.

Maiden, Mo.—G. W. Peck, mayor, may be addressed

concerning erection of electric light plant.

Clarksville, Tenn.—The mayor may be addressed for

information concerning the establishment of an electric

light plant.

Van Buren, Ark.—The mayor may be addressed con-

cerning erection of an electric light plant.

Jacksonville, Fla.—Superintendent Patterson will rec-

ommend the expenditure of $20,000 for increasing the

capacity of the electric light plant one-third.

Penacook, X. H.—An electric lighting plant will prob-

ablv be established at the Valley of Industry, Boscawen
Plain.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—U. J. L. Peoples may be addressed

concerning erection and completion of electric light

plant.

Salem, Mass.—City Clerk may give information con-

cerning establishment of electric lighting plant.

East Hardwick, Vt.—A movement has been begun to

establish an electric light plant.

Vassar, Mich.—City Clerk may be addressed concern-

ing establishment of electric lighting plant.

Deer Creek, 111.—Town Clerk may be addressed con-

cerning proposed erection of electric light plant.

Redwood Falls, Minn.—A. C. Bunheister has been
granted franchise to construct and operate an electric

light plant in this city.

Salisbury, Md.—Philadelphia capitalists will erect an

electric light plant.

Takoma Park, D. C.—Town Clerk may be addressed
concerning proposed erection of electric light plant.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Chicago, 111.—The Evans Electric Company has been
incorporated by Andrew J. Evans, Walter Simpson and
Theresa Durham. Capital stock, $2,500.

Jacksonville, Fla.—L. R. Benjamin, Luther M. Clem-
ents and William H. Harwick have incorporated the Ben-
jamin Park Railway Company, with a capital stock of

$5,000.

Harrisburg, Pa.—A charter has been issued to the
Mcintosh Electrical Company, of Beaver. Capital stock,

$20,000.

St. George, S. I.—The certificate of incorporation of

the Midland Electric Light Company has been filed in

the Richmond county clerk's office. The capital is $100,-
000.

Baltimore, Md.—The Catonsville Ice, Light and Power
Co. has been incorporated by Bernard N. Baker, Victor
(j. Bloede, Wm. H. Gorman, Chas. C. Macgill, Wesley
M. Oler, Hanson Robinson and Conway Robinson. The

company will erect: a plant for supplying electricity foi

light and for manufacturing ice, etc. Capital stock,

$100,000.

Downievdle, Cal.—The Downieville Electric Co. han
been incorporated by William V. Lockwood, K. 15. Elder,
Robert Forbes, Earl McDonald and Adam Denmir'

.

Capital stock, $20,000.

Barnesville, Minn.—A stock company will be organ-
ized for the purpose of putting in an electric light plant.

Rome, Ga.—The Rome Lighting Co. has been incor-

porated by J. L. Bass, R. J. Ragan, S. S. King and others;

for the purpose of erecting electric light plants, etc. Cap-
ital stock will be not less than $20,000 nor more than
$100,000.

Ann Arbor, Mich.—Ann Arbor Electric Co. has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $60,000.

Arkadelphia, Ark.—The Arkadelphia Water and Elec-

tric Co. has been incorporated, with C. V. Murray, presi-

dent; E. W. McCorkle, secretary, and W. E. Barkman,
treasurer. Capital stock, $50,000.

Bellbuckle, Tenn.—The Bellbuckle Telephone and
Electric Light Co. will be organized to erect electric

light plant and establish telephone system.

Excelsior Springs, Mo.—The Excelsior Springs Gas
and Light Co. has been incorporated by R. L. Yeager,
A. R. Strother and J. B. Forbis, Jr., with a capital

stock of $2,000.

NEW TELEPHONE COMPANIES.

Hazelton, Pa.—A new telephone company has been
organized in this city, and application for a charter, with
right of way privileges extending over Luzerne, Lacka-
wanna, Lehigh, Carbon, Columbia and Schuylkill Coun-
ties, has been filed. The incorporators are Hon. C. W.
Kline, John G. Seager, Frank McHugh, Charles Mans
and John W. Crellin. This company is organized under
the name of the Anthracite Telephone Company.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Home Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated by Louis F. Vetter, Alonzo B. Case, F. W.
Braun and John D. Works. Capital stock, $500,000.

TELEPHONE PATENTS.

572,108. Ear-Piece for Telephone Receivers. De Witt

C. Farrington, Washington, D. C. Filed April 3,

1896.

572,182. Telephone Transmitter. Forest A. Ray, Bos-
ton, Mass. Filed October 23, 1895.

572,188. Telephone Transmitter. Louis D. Appleman,
Waynesborough, Va. Filed March 19, 1896.

572,218. Needle Plug Test System for Multiple Switch-

boards. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111. Filed June

572.219. Cord Switch for Telephone Switchboards.

Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111. Filed May 14,

1894.

572.220. Electric Signal Bell. Charles E. Scribner,

Chicago, 111. Filed May 31, 1894.

572.221. Telephone Exchange System. Charles E.
Scribner, Chicago, 111. Filed October 10, 1894.

572.222. Telephone Circuit. Charles E. Scribner, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed August 1, 1895.

572.223. Apparatus for Telephone Switchboards. Charles
E. Scribner, Chicago, and Frank R. McBerty, Downer's
Grove, 111. Filed June 6, 1894.
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572,111. Combined Electric and Gravity Pleasure Rail-

way. James A. Griffiths, Philadelphia, Pa. F'led

April 7, 1896.

572,124. Insulated Joint for Light Fixtures. William
McElroy, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed July 26, 1892.

572,131. Electric Clock. Joseph A Schulte, Arcadia,
Iowa. Filed August 12, 1895.

572,158. Electric Sign. William Connell, Pittsburgh,

Pa. Filed March 10, 1896.

572,162. Magnetic Separator. Joseph B. Hamilton,
Springfield, Mass. Filed December 5, 1893.

572,169. Electrically Actuated Railway Switch. Ru-
dolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed July 25,

1894.

572,198. Accumulator or Secondary Battery. Friedrich

W. Ellermann, Vienna, Austria-Hungary. Filed De-
cember 16, 1895. Patented in France August 24, 1894;
in Belgium August 24, 1894; in England August 24,

1894; in Hungary May 30, 1895; in Austria July 23,

1S95, and Germany August 24, 1895.

572,215. Insulated Electric Conductor. William R.

Patterson, Chicago, 111. .Filed December 10, 1894.

572,285. Battery Cell. Charles Willms, Baltimore, Md.
Filed August 15, 1896.

572,301. ' Electric Door Operating Apparatus. Oliver

H-. Hicks and Robertus F. Troy, Chicago, 111. Filed

January 28, 1896.

572,319. Electric Switch. Charles B. Sterling, New
N. Y. Filed June 13, 1895.

Electric Lamp Post/ James Buckner, Boston,
Filed December 26, 1895.

572.369. Magnetic Ore Separator. Charles J. Reed,
Orange, N. J. Filed September 3, 1891.

572.370. Mechanism for Separating Magnetic from Non-
Magnetic Substances. Charles J. Reed, Orange, N. J.

Filed December 30, 1891.

57 2 >377- Electric Towing Apparatus. Adam E. Schatz,

New York, N. Y. Filed January 19, 1893.

572,378. Annunciator Drop.- William Schwagerman,
Yonkers, N. Y. Filed February 24, 1896.

572,380. Voltmeter. Alvan A. Simonds. Dayton, Ohio.

Filed March 20, 1896.

572,421. Regulator for Incandescent Electric Lamps.
William Hawker, Montreal, Canada. Filed May 29,

1896.

572.430. Electric Lighting Mechanism for Bicycles.

Francis E. Magee, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed March 25,

1896.

572.431. Electric Lamp. Francis E. Magee,, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed March 25, 1896.

572,438. Cell or Box for Electric Batteries. John M.
Moffat, London, England. Filed May 23, 1896. Pat-

ented in England May 30, 1894, and in Germany March
26, 1895.

572,449. Electric Steam' and Gas Engine. Francis A.

Rich, Telluride, .Colo. Filed May 9, 1896.

York,

572,354
Mass.

572,467. Electric Heater. Burton E. Baker, New
Britain, Conn. Filed June 4, 1894.

572,472. Anode for Electrolytic Processes. Hamilton
Y. Castner, London, England. Filed July 26, 1895.
Patented in England October 20, 1893, and in France
August 11, 1894.

572,510. Method of and Apparatus for Transforming
Alternating Electric Currents. Maurice Hutin and
Maurice Leblanc, Paris, France. Filed November 4,
1892. Patented in France September 3, 1892, and in
England October 6, 1892.

ELECTRIC STOCK QUOTATIONS.

Allegheny County Light Co.,
Brush Electric Company, •'•_'.

Bridgeport (Conn.) Elec. Light Co., .

Eddy Electric Mfg. Company,
Edison Illg. Co (St. Louis), .

*Edison Elec. Illg. Co., New York,
Edison Elec. Illg. Co., Brooklyn,
Edison Ore Milling Co.,

Edison Elec. Storage Company,
East End Electric Light
Fort Wayne Electric Company, . , ....

Ft. Wayne Elec. Co. T. Sec. Series A,
General Electric Company,
General Electric Company pf.

,

Harl ford (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,
Hartford (Conn.) Lt. & Power Co.,
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.,

New Haven (Conn.) Elec. Lt. Co.,

Narragansett (Prov. R. I.) Elec. Co.,

Rhode Island Elec. Protec. Co., ;

Toronto (Canada) Elec. Light Co.,

T.-H. Elec. Co., T. Secur., Series D,
Thomson-Houston Welding Co.,

United Elec. Lt. & Power Co.,

Woonsocket (R. I.) Electric Co.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., pf.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., assd.,

*Ex dividend.

Bid. Asked.
100 —
— 40

35 38
—— 19

1 2

104^ 1Q5A
96^ 91A
7 10

28 29— 10

A I

3 3/2

34K '

347/8

74 76
i°5 —
— i-5

• 145 —
81^ 82

1 10 122

• 125 132

i% 4

5 ;

5

100 IO9

5°A 5°H
24^ 25A

WESTON ILLUYJNATZD DIAL

INSTRUMENTS.
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influences of external magnetic
fields.
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VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
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The Laying of National Underground Conduit for the Installation at the Capitol—Contractor J. P. Hall.

ELECTRICITY AT THE CAPITOL.

An able and highly commendable piece of engineering
has been completed at the United States Capitol, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Mr. J. P. Hall, electrical engineer and contractor, of

143 Liberty street, New York, installed the plant to which
reference is made.
Many additions and changes have been proposed in the

lighting of the legislative buildings in Washington. The
work recently performed by Mr. Hall represents, in many
respects, the crystallization of these ideas and will, wc

think remain an unchanged and permanent feature of the

Capitol's equipment.
The plant consists of a Kodak type of direct-connected

Westinghouse generator and engine.

The generator is of 187-kilowatts capacity, and fur-

nishes current for one-hundred enclosed globe arc lamps
of the Manhattan construction. These lamps are placed

on old-fashioned gas lamp posts of ornamental design.

Likewise installed within the capitol grounds are plain

gas posts similarly equipped.
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In the^illustration the foreground shows one of the
ornamental posts.

Mr. Hall used the National underground conduit, cement
lined to the extent of 16,000 feet.

A section of the same is shown in the illustration. Mr.
Hall wired the ceiling of the House of Representatives
for 1,200 thirty-two-candle-power lamps, and the Senate
for 1,100 thirty-two-candle-power lamps. Moulding was
used throughout the work, and the wire manufactured by
the New York Insulated Wire Co. The contract was
carried to a successful issue, meeting the expectations of

all parties concerned.

SOME FACTS RELATING TO GAS AND ELEC-
TRICITY.*

BY J. F. SEAMON.

With these preliminary remarks, I desire to call your
attention to the central station as compared to the gas

plant. We must recognize the efficient means which are

applied to the different stages of gas manufacture, and
while a gas plant's success to a great extent depends upon
a correct registration of the product manufactured and
sold, and the ample storage of the same, the same prin-

ciples are applicable to a central station and the distribu-

tion of their product, which principles are now being

adopted by electrical engineers in the designing of them.

It is necessary for the sale of any product to require some
suitable means of measurement. As electric power is

undoubtedly a product requiring the erection of a costly

plant for its production, a unit of measurement is neces-

sary, as well as an apparatus to record the units delivered

to the consumer by the producer, and as appliances for

recording electric eftergy, which register in ampere hours

(the unit of quantity) and watt hours (the unit of work),

are now being generally adopted, it thus makes electricity

an equal competitor with gas when such devices are used

for the measurement of their product. The writer's ex-

perience with the plant in his charge, when electric meters
were applied to the consumer, found a reduction in the

daylight load of 60 percent., and the night load of 25

per cent., against that of the contract system. As elec-

tric stations receive the benefit of this reduction, and
where the revenue by the adoption of meters is not de-

creased, a majority of electric stations have been unable

to lessen the cost of their product to the consumer on
account of the variable load they are subject to, making
it a necessity to have the machinery and dynamo capacity

of sufficient size to carry them through the maximum
hours of lighting, which covers an average of three hours

in twenty-four. As this machinery represents an invest-

ment of capital, and, considering the interest, deprecia-

tion, insurance and repairs, with no reduction in the cost

of attendance, we readily see that in a majority of cases

the cost of electricity to consumer is not lessened. The
only material reduction would be that of the fuel and
water account, which, under the peculiar conditions

stated above, amounted to a saving of 20 per cent. In

view of the facts stated, gas companies have been able to

hold their share of the lighting business, and in many
cities they have increased their output by the aid of effi-

cient methods of applying their product as a source of

illumination.

Comparing the storage battery with that of a gas holder

the electrical engineer, in order to store hies energy, must
incur a loss of not less than 20 per cent, of the energy
stored, and must pay for his storage battery at the rate

of $30 per horse-power hour, whether tee capacity be

large or small, but, on the other hand, the method of

storing gas involves no appreciable loss of energy. A
50,000 cubic foot holder, at a cost of $7,000, would be 14
cents per cubic foot capacity, and $3.50 per horse-power

*From a paper read before the thirteenth annual meeting of the

Ohio Gas Light Association.

hour capacity. Assuming that the consumption of gas is

25 cubic feet per horse-power hour, making a difference
of 88 per cent, in the cost of storing an equal amount of
energy by the means of a storage battery compared to
that of the gas holder. And again, if we desire to com-
pare the cost of installing a storage battery to that of a
gas holder of equal capacity, we find that, allowing for
leaks and condensation, and using the factor of 10 cubic
feet per burner per hour, a holder of the size mentioned
will furnish gas for one hour to 5,000 burners, at a cost
per burner capacity of $1.40. To ascertain the cost of a
storage battery of sufficient size to furnish energy to
5,000 16-candle-power lamps at 50 volts, it is necessary
to reduce to watt hours, adding 20 per cent, for loss of
energy, which equals 300 kilowatts, which reduced to horse-
power hours we get a product of 402 horse-power hours;
multiplying this by $30, the cost of a storage battery per
horse-power hour, we have a total of $12,000 for the cost
of the installation of the same of equal capacity to that
of a gas holder. It may be stated that storage batteries
are confined to the direct current system of electric dis-

tribution, and that system is now being superseded by the
adoption of the alternating current system in central
stations, as the latter, on account of its high potential,

covers a greater area in long distance transmission. With
the comparisons just stated above, we find this important
question of the storage of electric energy a costly one to
install, not mentioning the fact of its cost of maintenance,
and as the question of capital invested carries with it to a
great extent the selling price of any commodity, we can
see in this instance its direct application to electric sta-

tions, for it necessitates either a means of storage or a
sufficient dynamo capacity to carry them through the
maximum load.

The gas engine is now being recognized as an import-
ant factor for the generation of energy in electric lighting

stations, and also in isolated plants, and as it is conceded
that it is cheaper to distribute an equal amount of energy
by the aid of gas mains than by the method of electrical

distribution, and, admitting this to be a fact, it remains
for the gas engineer to set forth the practical economy
which can be obtained through the agency of the gas en-

gine. The writer calls your attention to one plant in

particular at Belfast, Ireland, where gas engines have
been installed for the generation of electricity. The gas
used was somewhat less than 24 cubic feet per electrical

horse-power, the test extending over a duration of six

hours at full load. The electrical equipment in this in-

stance consisted of four bipolar dynamos, of Sl% kilo-

watts capacity each, and two similar dynamos of 26^
kilowatts capacity each, making a total of 380 electrical

horse-power.

In the large cities we find a number of isolated electric

plants, and as it is necessary for the electrical engineer

in the design of these installations to use a means of pro-

ducing his energy at a minimum cost, it would suggest

that a little enterprise on the part of the gas manager,
and with the co-operation of the electrical engineer and
the gas engine manufacturer, the means can be employed
to extend the further use of gas as a productive power,

thus closely identifying these branches of business, mak-
ing them dependent to a certain extent upon the other.

In regard to gas as an illuminant as compared to that

of electricity, the writer's experience has been, where gas

dispelled that of electric light of equal luminosity, a sav-

ing of 71^ per cent, was gained in favor of gas, thereby

benefitinsf the consumer. The Welsbach burner was used

in this comparison, and the cost of renewing mantles in

obtaining the above result is included. With the adop-

tion of the Welsbach burner for gas illumination it cer-

tainly was and now is a serious obstacle in the general

advancement of electricity for illumination where there is

competition. And as the success of the prepayment
meter plant is established, a combination of both burner

and meter used would enable gas companies to obtain a
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trade that hitherto was an unknown factor to them. As
a manager of a combined gas and electric plant, the writer

recognizes whatever is to the consumer's interest, in the

method of lighting, is to his interest also, and it only

remains for him to give an uninterrupted service and a

good quality of light at a minimum cost, using his best

judgment in the economical running of his plant, and
what additions of extension will be the most profitable to

the interests he represents.

BICYCLE FACTORY OPERATED BY ELEC-
TRICITY.

An installation interesting to bicycle manufacturers in

particular and to all other manufacturers in general, is

now underway at Middletown, Conn., where the Keating
Wheel Co. have just completed a factory unique in its

construction and in the application of its motive power.

First Fioor of Main Building—Room 1,000 Feet Long.

President Tyler of the Southern New England Tele-
phone Company has made a statement showing his insti-

tution to be in prosperous condition. They have 8,000
established stations and operate in 140 towns. The
gross earnings for the fiscal year ending December 31
will be $550,000; the net earnings, $160,000.
The new stock has all been taken, and all but $97,000

of the $355,000 debenture bonds have been redeemed.
Of the $630,000 in new stock issued, $630,000 was sub-

When complete the factory and offices will cover a

floor space of 168,250 sq. ft., of which about 150,000 sq.

ft. will be devoted entirely to the manufacture of the well-

known Keating bicycle.

The factory is situated on the west bank of the Con-

necticut River, between the river itself and the Hartford-

Middletown branch of the New York, New Haven and

Hartford system. The establishment is divided into three

buildings of brick and stone. The main building is 1,000

View7oCKcating""Factory,"January*30,^1897.

scribed on or before the date set for closing the books. feet long, 50 feet wide and two stories high. Projecting

1'resident Tyler believes the company will earn $50,000 from this on the river side are six L's, each of which is

above the sum necessary to pay 6 per cent, dividends on devoted to some special operation on the wheel. Refer-

the capital stock, which is now $2,500,000.--New Haven ence to the plan shows the different departments which

Register. occupy these L's. The main L, 200 feet long, 50 feet wide

and two stories high is the repair department and the

The Westinghouse Electric Company, encouraged by store room. The others are respectively, the blacksmith

the volume of foreign business which it has lately been shop, the brazing shop, the polishing shop, the plating

doing, has opened branches in Japan, Argentine, Chili shop, and the'enameling shop, each of them about 100 ft.

and Mexico,—Philadelphia Times. long and about 50 ft. wide.
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The north-east corner of the plot will be occupied by
spacious offices, ioo ft. long by 50 ft. wide and two stories

high, entirely separate from the factory and yet in suffi-

ciently close touch to make it an integral part of the

main factory building.

The unique feature of this factory lies in the fact that

it will be entirely operated by electricity, not an engine

or a main belt coming into the factory proper. The sys-

tem chosen is the three-phase system of the General Elec-

tric Company, which is now in use in a large majority

of power transmission and distribution plants in this

country.

seen by the diagram of the building that the main shafting

is about 800 feet long and runs down the central aisle,

being divided into three sections, between each of which
is a 50-H. P. G. E. induction motor of the inverted type.

There are other shorter lines of shafting which are about

350 feet long, one on each side of the main shafting in the

north part of the building. Still another line of shafting

about 200 feet long runs through the repair department.
The motors driving the shafting in the main building are

two 50-H. P., while the line of shafting running through
the repair shop is driven by a 20-H. P. motor, secured to

the ceiling of the first floor in the main building.
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Fig. 1.—Layout of the Keating Factory at Middletown, Conn.

The engine and generating plant is located in the south-*

east corner of the plot in a two-story brick and stone
building. Steam is generated by a Babcock & Wiloox
boiler of 250 h. p., separated by a brick partition from
the engine-room. The engine, a Cross compound-con-
densing Greene engine of 500 h. p., the high-pressure
side only of which is installed, is erected upon the second
floor, upon brick and stone cap piers built up from the
ground. On the same floor is a General Electric three-

phase generator, known as an A-T 16-pole, 250-kilowatt,
450-revolution, 60-cycle machine, also placed on piers

carried up from the ground. The main belt from the
engine and fly-wheel passes down to the ground floor

where a countershaft runs in bearings set upon brick and
stone piers. The shaft is carried the entire length of

the room and from it will be driven eventually another
three-phase machine, probably of similar capacity, as well

as a set of lighting machines, to be erected at Middle-
town, as soon as they can be removed from the present
factory of the Keating Wheel Co., at Holyoke. This
countershaft is arranged with couplings so that any por-

tion may be cut in or out as may be required.

The exciter for the generator is a 4^-kilowatt machine
of the I. B. type, run from a pulley on the shaft of the

three-phase machine. Facing the generator is a Vermont
marble switchboard carrying packed cord rheostats, current
indicator, voltmeter and the necessary switches for con-
trolling the exciter and the generator. From the switch-

board, six wires, forming two circuits, issue from one of

the windows of the power-house and pass to the main
factory, supported on one pole only. .They are carried

above one of the windows on the second floor of the fac-

tory and there three of the wires terminate, while the
other three, which constitute the circuit in service, follow

the centre of the roof of the second story for about three-

fourths of the length of the whole building. At the

proper place they are tapped off, descending their re-

spective pillars and passing through the floor of the seeond
story to the motors suspended from the ceiling of the first

story.

The main building, 1,000 ft. long, is one great hall, sup-

ported on rows of pine pillars set ten feet apart. It will be

All of the motors are equipped with two pulleys on each
end so that four independent shafts can be driven from
each motor. The extent of this shafting and the method
of driving the motors can be gathered from the illustra-

tion made from a photograph taken from one end of the

main building. There is about 160 feet of shafting on the

other side of the far motor shown in the pictures; this will

give some idea of the extent of the installation.

There is no bicycle machinery in the factory at the

present time, the construction work not being sufficiently

advanced to enable the Keating Company to undertake

its '97 production there. The 1897 wheels are being man-
ufactured at Holyoke, and as soon as any piece of ma-
chinery can be dispensed with there, it will be shipped

at once to Middletown.
The entire factory has been laid out by Mr. R. H.

Keating himself, with all the care which a man can bestow
upon a child of his own creation. It is protected from
fire by a system of sprinklers located in the building. Fur-

thermore, a water-pipe shown in the diagram surrounds

the entire factory and is connected with an eight-inch city

water main on one side of the building and with a 1,000-

gallon fire-pump on the other. Into this water-pipe are

let hydrants at intervals through which, should a fire occur

in any part of the factory, water can be immediately turned

upon it. The wall between the L's and the main factory

is a fire wall fitted with fire doors automatically closing

in case of conflagration.

In order that the factory should not be dependent en-

tirely upon city water, Mr. Keating has sunk upon the

side of the power-house nearest the river, a deep well

into which water from the river runs through a 24-inch pipe.

In addition a stand pipe will also be erected between the

river and the main building.

The Keating Factory when in running order will be

one of the most complete and modern cycle factories in

the world. Nothing has been left to chance. It is the

outcome of two years' close study and we may be excused

if we say that the engineering talent which developed the

"curve" in the bicycle diamond has found ample and

sufficient scope in the magnificent factory which has been

erected at Middletown.
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THE MODERN POWER HOUSE.

RICHARD M CULLOCH.

(Continued from Page 117.)

With condensing plants the waste from the condensers

is never at a greater temperature than 100 degrees Fahr.,

and if hot feed-water is desired the use of an economizer

becomes almost a matter of necessity as the water from

the pumps and the other non-condensing machinery would

not have sufficient effect in heating the feed-water of a

large plant.

Several of the large power houses built during the last

few years have abandoned the use of stacks for producing

draught, and are operating by means of an induced draft

produced by fans placed in the flue or short stack. In

this case the stack is just high enough to clear the roof.

This system has many advantages. First, there are no

stacks to blow down or fall down, and this point is of

special importance in a region subject to tornadoes. The
second and most important advantage, however, is the

absolute control which it affords in governing the fires,

and this point will appeal especially to those power houses

subject to sudden and rapidly changing loads. As an

illustration of this may be cited the power house recently

erected to operate the Baltimore tunnel road. A great

part of the time there is no load on the power house as it

is only operated when there is a freight train to he hauled

through the tunnel. The manner in which the load is

handled is as follows: The boiler room is supplied with

blowers in place of stacks, and a slow fire is kept con-

stantly under each boiler. When a telegram is received

that a freight train is approaching, the blower is started

and on the arrival of the train steam has been raised in

sufficient quantity to supply the great demand put upon
the boilers. This illustrated the extreme flexibility of

the system and it would be difficult to handle this load in

any other manner. Economizers are operated with great

efficiency in connection with an induced draft as this sys-

tem permits the flue gases to be robbed almost entirely

of their heat, since it is not necessary to have a large

quantity of heat in the flue gases in order to create a

proper draft.

Passing from the steam generating system to the en-

gines we find as a connecting link, the system of piping.

In regard to the general plan of the piping, opinion is

very much divided. Some favor a single-header with

leaders to the engines. Others claim that a complete
duplicate system is necessary, so that a failure in any
part of the system need not cause a serious stoppage.
The objection to a duplicate system is the greatly in-

creased cost. In the installation of a duplicate system,
it is only human that the material and workmanship em-
ployed will be cheaper than if a single system were em-
ployed, because it is reasoned that if one side breaks
down there is always the other to be depended upon.
The other side, however, is often never used until a case
of necessity arises, and on account of this very lack of

use, the valves and joints are apt to be found leaky and
in bad condition when suddenly put in operation. A
compromise system has been used is some cases in which
all pipes are duplicated, each side, however, having only
one-half the capacity required, necessitating the use of

both side at all times. In case of accident to one side

the other half of the system may be used, at a disadvant-
age, of course, by increasing the steam pressure. The
best plan, however, seems to be to use a single-header
divided at convenient intervals by valves according to

the size of the plant and the number of units employed,
and in laying out the system to use only the best valves,

material and workmanship. The power houses having
the least amount of trouble with their piping are those
having a simple system, probably because it is natural to

erect better, and take better care of something which is

in constant use, than something which may easily be dis-

pensed with. All steam and hot water pipes should, be
covered so as to prevent as much as possible loss of heat

by radiation and consequent condensation of the steam.

And in this connection it should be noted that there is a

great difference in efficiency in the different kinds of pipe

covering. Tests have shown that the magnesia plastic

and sectional coverings and the asbestos fire felt cover-

ing give the best results. (Journal of the Association of

Engineering Societies, January, 1895). A water separa-

tor should be placed in the leader to each engine. It

should be large in size and placed as close as possible to

the engine. A number of patented separators are on the

market, but very good results may be obtained by the

use of a simple, large tank with the steam entering at the

side and leaving at the top and supplied at the bottom
with a connection to a steam trap to catch any water col-

lecting in the separator.

STEAM CONSUMING APPARATUS.

The question of the selection of the proper engine to

operate the plant is so dependent upon what dynamo is

to be used, that it will be best to abandon our arbitrary

classification temporarily and take up first the question

of the dynamo. During the past four years the street

railway generator has undergone a radical change. In

the spring of 1893 there were installed in this city in the

power house of the Cass Avenue and Fair Grounds Rail-

way Company, then being built, the first large, direct

driven generators of the type which has since become so

common. Soon after this the Intramural power house at

the World's Fair was put in operation, containing one
generator of the same size as those in St. Louis, and an-

other of twice the capacity. Since that time there have
been few large power houses built in which direct-driven

generators have not been installed, and some of the large

railway system have found that economy of operation re-

quired a change from the belt, counter-shaft and unit of

small size to the large direct-driven generator. At the

present time The West End Railway Co. of Boston, which
may be considered the pioneer in this country in electric

traction, is changing its central power station, which had
originally been equipped with a very complete and elab-

orate system of belting and counter-shafting to a direct

coupled plan.

(To be continued.)

TALKING UNDER WATER.

Some time ago, in one of the daily papers, a story was
printed to the effect that a Russian inventor had per-

fected a process by which a telephone line could be oper-

ated over a submarine cable. It was stated also that a

large amount of capital had been secured and that in a

short time telephonic connection would be established

between New York and London. The story has been

copied and reprinted quite generally, and there seems to

be some popular idea that the report is authentic. Unless

some new and remarkable discovery with regard to elec-

tric transmission of sound waves has been made, it may
be doubted whether there is any truth whatever in the

story, so far as concerns a telephone line between New
York and London.

It may be true, as announced, that the Russian inven-

tor has perfected a machine by which a telephone cable

lying ten miles under water has been successfully oper-

ated; but in the matter of submarine telephone operation

as the distance is increased arithmetically, the difficulties

are increased in geometrical ratio. The obstacles which

would be evident in operating a cable ten miles long

would be about 65,000 times as great over the Atlantic

cable, for example. Under these conditions it will be

realized that the Russian inventor has a tremendous job

before him.

It may be doubted also whether such a cable telephone
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could be operated successfully from a financial standpoint,

even' if the mechanical difficulties were surmounted. The
longer the distance of the line the larger must be the

diameter of the copper wire making the circuit. In

laying the cable of thick copper wire 2,600 miles, under-
neath the ocean, and in maintaining such a cable, there

would be involved a very large expenditure account. It

is at least doubtful whether a telephone line operated un-

der such conditions could be made to pay its running
expenses, even if no profit were to be considered.

INQUIRY COLUMN.

Gas in London.—Although electric lighting has made
giant strides during the last two years in London, it has

not done much to displace gas. Edison once remarked
to me that " Electricity is a ten-acre lot, and at present

we are looking through the fence." And, although Edi-

son has got through the fence, and Tesla and Lord Kel-

vin, not to mention many others, electricity has not yet

put out gas. For, to a certain extent, the problem remains
whether it is cheaper to burn coal or to burn copper. At
all events London is not yet prepared to give up burning
coal. The Board of Trade has just issued the figures re-

lating to gas companies in London. There are five com-
panies in this metropolis with a paid-up share capital of

$66,865,445 and a loan capital of $19,877,495, a total

of $86,742,940 invested in the commodity. These five

companies supplied 423,696 private consumers and 81,580
public lamps through 3,258^ miles of mains—more than

would stretch from New York to San Francisco. The
total quantity of gas sold in 1895 was the almost non-

comprehensible quantity of 30,474,256,000 cubic feet. It

was sold for $26,822,495, and it cost to produce and de-

liver, $19,454,725. There was therefore, $7,369,570
with which to pay a profit on nearly eighty-seven millions

of capital, about 10 per cent, on the stock. — N. Y. Mail

and Express.

Alleged Infringement of Patent.—Trenton, N. J., Jan.
22.—Judge Acheson in the United States Circuit Court
here today dismissed, with costs, the suit of the Shaw
Electric Crane Company of New York against Henry
R. Worthington, incorporated, of Elizabethport. The
suit was brought by the Shaw Crane Company against

the Worthington Company for the alleged infringement

of patents on electric cranes. The case has been in

the courts a long time.—North American, Philadelphia.

Pneumatic Car Fender.—Pneumatic car fenders have
recently been patented, consisting of a number of elastic

tubes set in metal frames shaped like ordinary fenders.

—

Philadelphia Record.

The Commissioners yesterday submitted to Congress
a comparative statement of the cost of telephone ser-

vice in this and other cities. In the last appropriation

bill the Commissioners were directed to furnish Congress
with such a statement, and they transmitted it without
recommendation or comment. Rates in the following

cities are shown: Washington, New York, Philadelphia,

St. Louis, Boston, Brooklyn, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleve-

land and Minneapolis. The service given the public in

other cities being different in many respects to that

given. here, it is impossible to make a perfect compari-
son between the rates here and elsewhere.—Washington
Post.

Viroqua, Wis.—O. C. Stevens may be addressed con-

cerning lighting of Alms House with electricity. The
electric wires connecting the asylum and county alms
house have been put up and new engine and dynamo are

here.

Plainfield, Wis.—An electric road will be constructed
from Oshkosh, Winnebago County, through Waushara
County to Stevens Point.

Bellows Falls, Vt.—Bellows Falls, Saxton River Elec-

tric Road; J. H. Holton says that the electric road will

be constructed this summer.

In this column we shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds

of our subscribers.

(Q.)—ECONOMICAL THERMO-ELECTRIC GEN-
ERATORS.

New York, Feb. 23, 1897.
Dear Sir:—The historical thermo-electric generators

we read about so much seem to have fallen into disuse.

I would like to know whether as a commercial article they
can ever be a success, or if any forms at present exist of

any consequence to users of current. Kindly answer an
interested reader.

Herbert Eslie.

(A.)—Thermo-electric generators do exist of some
commercial importance. A concern in England called

the Cox Thermo-Electric Co. sell sizes of generators that

depend upon the heat from gas for their operation. They
are very convenient and supply quite a want in the

market. The largest size gives ten volts and three am-
peres.

(Q.)—INSULATION RESISTANCE.

Newburg, Feb. 21, 1897.

To Electrical Age.
Dear Sirs:—A conductor carries current, an insulator

presumably refuses to—is there therefore any other dif-

ference than that of degree between a good insulator and
a poor conductor ? It seems to me that starting from a

very good conductor a list of materials mny be cited

whose conductivity becomes less and less until a vacuum
is reached. Is this the best insulator known ?

Yours truly,

L. R. Mason

(A.)—The conducting power of different materials is

measured by the standard of silver. A poor conductor
with a high pressure applied acts like a good conductor
with a low pressure. Therefore the difference is one of

degree. An absolute vacuum is the best insulating

medium known.

(Q.)—REDUCTION OF ORES.

Los Angeles, Feb. 18, 1897.

Dear Sirs:—The mining in the vicinity of this city is

such that I think it provides a rich field for the engi-

neer.

I am particularly interested in the application of elec-

tricity to the reduction of ores. Can you tell me whether
the electrical and technical side of ore reduction is diffi-

cult to understand, and if it requires much electrical

knowledge ? Yours truly,

Emile Barron.

(A.)—The electrical reduction of ore is, in my opinion,

a simple process.

The methods employed either involve the fusion of the

ore or the electrolytic purification of the crude metal.

Many details are to be known in order that a complete

comprehension of the subject becomes possible. The
reduction of aluminium and the methods employed in the

Anaconda mine constitute examples. The latest volumes

on metallurgy also contain descriptions of an interesting

nature.

A hot fight is on at Hart between the Bell Telephone

Co. and a local company organized sometime ago. Citi-

zens are standing by the local company, although the

Bell has cut rates until they are considerably lower than

the former's.—Detroit Free Press.
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THE INCREASED SCOPE OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS.

Within the confines of the United States a develop-

ment has occurred in the field of electrical engineering

that has not had its equal in rapidity of growth in any
other case on record.

The organization of the Edison and Westinghouse cor-

porations was made with an object in view that today
seems foreign to those early anticipations; and persuades
us into belief that the natural development of an applied

science prevents any particular branch of engineering
from growing to the exclusion of the rest.

The present day, with its untold trolley systems and
great power plants, seems wonderfully alive in compari-
son with the relatively sluggish advancement of the last

ten years.

Advance in particular fields of work is usually slow,

but after a certain period has been passed the progress
made is almost proportional to the square of the time.

This is undoubtedly manifest in the unusual pace set

by electrical workers in the civilized quarters of the

globe.

It is particularly noticeable in the almost universal use

of electrical equipments for traction and lighting. And
in certain undeveloped fields there is also a certain ex-

pectation afloat, that the same marvellous progress will

be an accompaniment to its commercial ripeness.

In one particular respect this electrical impetus has
become strikingly apparent in the installation of large

power plants in this country.

In recent issues of the Electrical Age the horse-power
and character of such plants has been set forth and the

conclusions noted. They seem to follow along these gen-
eral lines:

That the great power plants of the near future will be
polyphase.

That the limitations of distance are not a matter of the
same serious consideration as before.

Present indications point to the universal dependence
of groups of cities, towns and villages upon central
sources of supply derived from the use of water power,
consumption of coal at the mines or the use of natural
agencies, such as the wind, tide or waves.

Considered not so very long ago as a luxury, the use
of electricity for many purposes has passed that stage
and is today regarded as a great necessity. All history
points to the ultimate adoption of many so-called luxuries
as necessities.

The greatest change will be that which will make us
regard the introduction of electric light and power within
the home as a necessary accessory to its modest joys;
much the same as water and gas are looked upon today
by the general public.

WORTH WHILE REALIZING.

The world contains two classes of men. One class be-
lieve and accept the latest innovations with perfect com-
placency. The other surrounds all new moves on the
great dress of nature with as much of the mysterious as
their time will allow. The Philadelphia Record makes
note of the following in a very sensible manner.
A writer in one of the English electrical papers calls

attention to the fact that people who are supposed to be
well educated have not yet rid themselves of the errone-
ous idea that the force of electr.city is not yet under-
stood, that it is mysterious in all its actions, and more-
over these actions cannot be accounted for by perfectly
definite laws. An instance of this is given in the recent
public address of a prominent English nobleman, who
spoke of the divining rod for discovering water, and sug-
gested that perhaps its action was of electric origin. It

should be perfectly understood, the writer continues,
that the laws of electricity are perfectly determinable,
that there is no mystery about its actions and that its

name should, not be dragged into all sorts of gross frauds
and impostures.

A $20,000,000 mortgage, given by the Commercial
Cable Company to the Farmers' Loan and Trust Com-
pany of New York City, has been filed in the county
clerk's office. It is a first mortgage, and covers all the
property and franchises owned by the Postal Telegraph-
Cable Company, which has recently been consolidated
with the Commercial Cable Company. As the Postal
Company owned property in this county it was necessary
to file a copy of the mortgage here. The mortgage is

not written by hand, but is a printed book of forty-two
pages.—Syracuse Courier.

Winston, N. C.—The Fries Manufacturing and Power
Co. has had plans prepared for the development of water
power on the Yadkin River to be transmitted electrically

to Winston.

Long Branch, N. J.—The Atlantic Highlands, Red
Bank and Long Branch (N. J.) Electric Railway Com-
pany is negotiating for the purchase of mill property at

Eatontown, with the intention of converting it into a
power plant for supplying motive power for its trolley

lines. The company intends to build a trolley line be-

tween Asbury Park and Freehold, in addition to the
road it now operates between Long Branch and Bed-
ford.
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

LESSOH LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

The Line.—The consideration of a line from certain

standpoints makes the subject one of deep interest and
importance to the earnest reader. A line is merely a con-
ductor supported at frequent intervals by insulators. Its

utility and efficiency depends entirely upon the excellence

of these supports and its own conductivity. The material

of the line merits the closest attention, and its resistance

as compared with that of its supports provides a means of

estimating the loss or gain by any specific change in

either. Usually conductors are of either iron or copper
for line work.
The insulators are usually of glass, although those used

indoors are made of hard rubber. To give an idea of the

extraordinary difference between a good conductor and
an insulator a comparison made by Fleeming Jenkin might
be recalled.

"The difference between a copper conductor and a

gutta-percha insulator is about as great as the difference

between the velocity of light and that of a body moving
through one foot in 6,700 years." The following table

gives a list of conductors in the order of their conducting
power, also showing the decreasing insulating property of

various materials:

Conductors.

Silver

Copper
Zinc
Platinum
Iron
Carbon
Acids

Insulators.

Air
Glass
Hard Rubber
Shellac

Gutta-percha
India Rubber
Porcelain

Salt Solution Earth
Water Ice

Wood (damp) Oxides.

A copper conductor is used as a basis for estimating

the resistance of wires of other metals. In a table given

by Franklin Leonard Pope a means of arriving at this fact

by a simple calculation is shown:

For brass, multiply copper resistance by 4-5
" German silver, " t < 1 i <( 12.9
" iron, " < ( i 1 (<

5-9
" platinoid, " i i 1

1

< < i9-5

" platinum, < i 1

1

1 i 14.8

This valuable little table will prove very useful when
wires of the same length and diameter are compared, and
equally so should their diameters vary, because two wires

of the same material and same length have a resistance

inversely proportional to the square of their diameters.

For such purposes a mil foot of each would show the de-

sired relationship in an easy manner. A mil foot is one

foot of the metal .001 of an inch in diameter.

The line in telegraphic practice is gradually being

changed from galvanized iron wire to copper. This is an

advantage in every respect, but means a heavy expense

to the company. The leaks that 'occur from the line to

the earth, due to the following

—

Grounds,
Crosses,

Poor insulation,

are at times very bad, draining the system of its current

and thereby destroying its effectiveness to a great ex-

tent.

The insulators may be covered with a film of rain

water, the poles may decay and get soaked, and floating

dust settling upon both insulator and line may provide a
path to earth. In comparison with pure copper, clean
rain water has 40,653,723 times the resistance. When
mixed with foreign matter its conductivity greatly in-

creases.

The [earth in telegraphy acts as a return circuit ; the
extremities of the line being grounded by means of a
large plate, either of copper or iron. This is se^ into the
earth and from it the signals either extend forward or
return through the instruments at each end. The earth,
if very dry or sandy, will be a poor return circuit and
the line suffer in consequence; therefore moist earth is

the best material in which to ground the line. In a city

the gas or water-pipe system is sufficient.

The resistance of an earth return is practically negli-

gible, and is therefore lightly considered when tests are

made.
Its specific resistance is very high, but the enormous

cross section is ample enough to secure an almost com-
plete reduction in resistance.

The ground plates, if made of copper, are about ^-inch
thick and about 4X4-feet in area. A galvanized iron

plate is very much cheaper and just as serviceable. Con-
tact is made with the connecting wire by soldering it,

and the joint is protected by a non-corrosive substance
from electrolysis and chemical action. If the soil is very
dry a pit should be dug and the plate laid in it, sur-

rounded by coke or charcoal, or other refuse equally ap-

plicable. A granitic district would probably develop
some such a peculiarity.

Posts.—The poles will last long if their ends are creo-

soted or soaked in some silicic or protecting compound.
In moist soil the decay quickly commences, and when
aided by the burrowing of insects rapidly weakens the

structure. A pole when wet falls quite considerably in

resistance. As a rule the comparison is made between
the resistance of the pole and that of the insulator and
arm.

resistance of pole

resistance of arm + resistance of insulator.

This expresses the ratio between the two in a simple

manner.
Cross-arms.—When the cross-arms of a pole are dry the

resistance is about 100,000 ohms, but when wet this may
fall as low as 4,000 ohms.

If left exposed to the air without even a coat of paint,

the fall in resistance is very noticeable. The least resist-

ance a cross-arm will have is about 1,000 ohms, that has

not been absolutely soaked in water.

Treating the poles and arms to a preparation that does
not absorb moisture would enhance the excellence of

them as insulators quite considerably. The supporting

power of a pole and its resistance in ohms are two en-

tirely different and unproportionate qualifications, though
they may bear a slight relation to each other.

Insulators.—The common form of insulator for line use

is the single petticoat glass insulator so familiar to all.

This is not a very excellent device for the purpose, as it

is hydroscopic and brittle; but its cheapness and con-

venience make it a most popular article of use. The
floating dust and begriming smoke soon impair their in-

sulating property in a city or its suburbs. The maximum
resistance per mile is about 60,000 to 100,000 ohms, de-

pending upon the humidity of the air and their cleanliness.

This may fall as low as 25,000 ohms per mile, if dam{
and dirty.

Varley, in his report to the Western Union Telegrapl

Co., states that the cleansing of insulators almost triples

their resistance.

The improvement of a line depends greatly upon the

insulators used, German porcelain are about the best.

The glass insulator is about 5 megohms in resistance,

while German porcelain insulators are over 15 and some-

times 20 megohms in resistance (1 megohm = 1,000,000
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ohms). It is generally cheaper to improve the insula-

tion of the line than to use a copper line. It costs about

four times as much to increase the conductivity by the

use of copper as to use new insulators of high resist-

ance.

The ratio between the conductivity of the line and

that of the insulators is i : 10,000 with a No. 9 iron wire

(Pope) of 15 ohms per mile, mounted on glass insulators

of 4.5 megohms a piece, and 30 poles to the mile. This

is generally about the average condition of a line, and

any increase in this ratio means a gain in current.

W. C. VOSUUROn MP'G. </)., LIMITED

269 to 281 State street, Brooklyn, X. Y.

114 and 116 Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111.

It gives us pleasure to bring to the attention of our
readers in this issue the establishment of the W. C. \

-

burgh Mfg. Co., Limited, by illustrating below a cut

showing the factory and warerooms of this concern which
are located at Brooklyn, N. Y. The concern has also a

branch warehouse at 1 14 and 1 16 Wabash avenue, Chicago,

Vosburgh Fixture.

—The following out-of-town visitors were registered at

headquarters of the National Electric Light Association,

136 Liberty street, for the week ending February n.
S. G. Booker, St. Louis, Mo.
Jas. I. Ayer, Boston, Mass.
F. S. Terry, Chicago, 111.

111., from which the trade is supplied in the west, north
and southwest.

The plant of this company is one of the largest in the
country and is given up entirely to the manufacture of

gas, electric and combination fixtures for lighting pur-

poses, and is fully equipped with all modern and improved

W. C. Vosburgh Mfg. Co.'s Factory.

W. C. Bryant, Bridgeport, Conn.
F. Z. McGuire, London, Eng.
'1 H. Brady, New Britain, Conn.
f*. A. Gilbert, Boston, Mass.
E. B. Hatch, Hartford, Conn.

J. H. Rhotehamel, St. Louis.

machinery for the making of this class of goods. The
goods manufactured by this concern are noted for origi-

nality of design and high standard of workmanship and
finish. The principal outlet for same is to and through
the dealers, who appreciate well-made goods and who the

W. C. Vosburgh Mfg. Co., Limited, make it a point to
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protect in any and all sales made by them at retail to

consumers.
Among some of the many places recently furnished

with high-class goods by this company might be mentioned
the following: The Central M. E. Church, Oskaloosa,
Iowa; First Presbyterian Church, Winona, Minn.; Ma-
sonic Temple, Logansport, Ind. ; Wayne St. M. E. Church,
Fort Wayne, Ind. ; Irving Savings Bank, New York City,

N. Y. ; City Hall, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Mr. W. E. Eng-
lish's new residence at Indianapolis, Ind. To any of the

above the W. C. Vosburgh Mfg. Co., Limited, has no

sign and first-class workmanship would call attention to
the Newel-light in the Rococo style, made for use with
both gas and electricity. This was recently placed in the
new Montauk Theatre, of Brooklyn, the entire house
being furnished with goods of same style.

We do not hesitate to say to the dealer or electrician
who has not as yet had goods of this company's make,
that it would be to their interest to call on them, either
in Chicago or Brooklyn, give them a trial order and you
will thereafter not want to handle any other make of
goods.

:, ,
',

• <
.
—

v~

v* .UP

Gas and Electric Chandelier. Newel Light, Rococo Style Combination Fixture. Gas and Electric Chandelier.

hesitancy in referring for quality and class of goods and
workmanship.
Among some contracts recently taken by this company

and upon the fixtures for which they are now at work are

the following: A number of buildings for the Hon. W. H.
Reynolds; the City Building, Parkersburg, W. Va. ; the

new building of the Title Guarantee and Trust Co., and
the Manufacturers' Trust Co., the last two being in

Brooklyn. Space prevents enumerating many others that

attention might well be called to.

There is one thing that we must not fail to mention,
and that is that dealers who are practical men and who
have once handled the goods as made by the W. C. Vos-
burgh Mfg. Co., Limited, are ever after permanent cus-

tomers because they get well-made goods and prompt and
courteous business treatment.

We illustrate also a few of new and popular designs

recently gotten up by this concern, and for beauty of de-

NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SOCIETY.

The 180th meeting of the society was held at Columbia
University, Madison avenue and 49th street, on Wednes-
day, February 24, at 8 P. M.

Mr. Willard E. Case delivered a lecture on "Electricity
From Carbon Without Heat."

Special importance attaches to this lecture at the pres-

ent time, when so many advances and ideas are being
brought to notice by inventors. Mr. Case has long been
an experimenter in this field, and has a great deal of in-

teresting and valuable data, which will be appreciated by
electrical engineers and students.

Mr. Case prepared for the occasion a variety of appa-
ratus to illustrate types and principles.

George H. Guy, Secretary.

South Paris, Me.—South Paris Board of Trade may be
addressed concerning electric light plant.
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THE SCOTT FOCUSSING LAMP. A NATIONAL UNIVERSITY.
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The illustration depicts the general construction of the

Scott automatic focussing lamp, manufactured by the

Scott Electric Lamp Co., No. 126 Liberty street, New
York. A very laudatory criticism of the lamp, taken
from Wilson's Photographic Magazine, is to be found in

the form of a printed circular distributed by the Scott

Company.
The difficulties of adjustment are absent in this special

construction and all the good qualities of the lamp stand
forth prominently.
The steadiness with which they burn and the absence

of noise makes it very eligible to a position of popularity

(Continued from page 126.)

There is, perhaps, a more serious question as to whether
the representatives of the people at Washington are com-
petent to manage a university. Might they not regard it

as part of the spoils of victory ? We think the risk is

slight and transient. The Smithsonian Institution and
the Military Academy at West Point have not become in-

volved in practical politics, and the state universities

have in nearly all cases not only remained non-partisan,

but have set a salutary example to other departments. A
national university should not offer patronage and high

salaries, but permanency of office, the most perfect facili-

Wi

Wm

Scott Focussing Lamp.

among consumers. The photographer and engraver will

find in the Scott lamp a balm that will soothe the many
pains, the irregularities of other focussing lamps may
have caused.

Among the many using this lamp are:

G. G. Rockwoocl, New York City.
W. Kurtz, New York City.

The Gill Engraving Co., New York City.

The Moss Engraving Co., New York City.

Central Bureau of Engraving, New York City.

Electro Light Engraving Co., New York City.
Hopkins & Blaut, New York City.

Pennsylvania Railroad Co., Altoona.
Marcus Ward Co., Belfast.

Electro Tint Co., Philadelphia.
The Hub Engraving Co., Boston.
Post-Express, Rochester.
'I he Courier, Buffalo.

Rockwood Solar Printing Co., New York City.

ties for research and publication, the ablest students to

teach and the best intellectcal environment. It would by
its own nature be self-conservative. A national univer-

sity would not only be, in all probability, itself free from
political influences, but would tend to preserve the scien-

tific bureaus from these and to purify and elevate all

offices under the government.
It may be said that our existing universities supply the

need and that a new university would interfere with these.

This was not the opinion of the heads of Cornell, Penn-
sylvania and Stanford Universities, who have been anions:

the ablest and wisest advocates of a national university.

The growth of the University of Berlin has not weakened
the other German universities. A great national univer-
sity would be the head of our educational system. It

would not interfere with existing universities any more
than these interfere with our colleges or our colleges with
our schools. Our present universities consist chiefly of

professional schools, on the one hand, and of colleges for
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the instruction of boys, on the other. They are, indeed,
developing toward true universities, but nothing could
better hasten and direct this development than a national
university.

From a theoretical point of view it would seem that all

the arguments which have been urged against the estab-
lishment of a national university turn out to be in its

favor. The cost, the incompetence of government and
the claim that existing universities suffice are, however'
practical difficulties which we do not underestimate. In-

deed, these are so evident that that we should regard it

as useless to advocate the immediate establishment of a
great national university. We rather hope for a gradual
growth from the national institutions already existing at

Washington.
We have there great libraries, museums and laborato-

ries, able investigators engaged in advancing pure and ap-
plied science, and younger men learning from them the
methods of research. These are the essentials of a uni-

versity. No university in the world includes so many or

such able investigators, teachers and students of geology
as the United States Geological Survey, and in many de-

partments the work at Washington surpasses any Ameri-
can university in the amount of investigation accomplished
and in the number of investigators trained.

We should recommend the development of the Bureau
of Education somewhat in the direction of the University
of the State of New York. Let it have power to regulate
academic degrees and to confer them. Degrees may be-

long to an immature civilization, but this is just the kind
of civilization of which we must make the best. Workers
in the different government divisions and others having
the proper preliminary education could, on presenting a

thesis showing original work and passing an examination,
receive the doctorate of philosophy, and this would qual-

ify them as a civil service examination for promotion.
The present Commissioner of Education, and perhaps the

regents of the Smithsonian Institution, could govern the

university. Examiners could be appointed from leading

representatives of science and learning who would meet
yearly for a week of convocation in Washington. We
believe that, without radical changes and with nominal
expense, there could be established at Washington a

national university likely to become the world's greatest

university.—Science.

POSSIBLE CONTRACTS.

DeValla Bluff, Ark.—An electric light plant is to be
established immediately.

Newton, Mass.—City Clerk may give information con-

cerning proposed erection of electric light plant.

Fremont, Mich.—A municipal electric light plant is to

be established in the spring. City Clerk may give further

particulars.

Port Huron, Mich.—The City Electric Railway will

erect a plant of its own.

Chicopee Falls, Mass.—A large number of Falls resi-

dents have put in circulation a petition to the Springfield

Street Railway Co., asking for an extension of the St.

James line to the Falls.

Beaver Falls, Pa.—Frank R. Pearson is at the head of

a company which is being formed to harness the waters

of the Beaver River, at Beaver Falls, for the purpose of

manufacturing electricity.

Brockton, Mass.-—An electric road will probably be
constructed from this city to East Bridgewater.

Pelham, N. H.—A bill is before the New Hampshire
legislature to charter an electric railroad from the state

line in Dracut to Derry, N. H.

BEACON LAMP CO.

The Beacon Lamp Co., of New Brunswick, N. J., man-
ufacturers of incandescent lamps and Crookes tubes have
lately opened up a fine suite of offiees on the 9th floor of the

fine new building, No. 120 Liberty street, N. Y. Mr. W.
Armitage, the manager of the N. Y. office, is a very ener-

getic and progressive business man. Great credit is due
him for the excellent management of the company's affairs

in this locality. Lamps of every pressure, as high even as

300 volts, are manufactured by the Beacon Lamp Co.'

The great reputation of this lamp has made its name a

familiar by-word to buyers and consumers all over the

United States.

KINSMAN & KNUDSON.

A new firm called Kinsman & Knudson has been estab-

lished. The partners are supervising and consulting
electrical engineers. They make expert investigations

and reports on all of electrical enterprises. Their ad-

dress is Manhattan Life Insurance Building, No. 66 Broad-
way. Mr. Kinsman was the originator of the old Elec-
trical Construction and Supply Co., the concern that gave
the Ward lamp such prominence. Mr. Knudson in-

vented the K. K. wire, a most familiar make to the

trade.

A VALUABLE CONTRACT.

W. C. Ballda, manager of the Utica Electrical Manu
facturing and Supply Company, closed a contract with
the Walcott & Campbell Spinning Company,of New York
Mills, for a complete modern lighting plant for their new
yarn mill. The installation will consist of an 800-light

Eddy incandescent dynamo, forty-five of the celebrated
Manhattan 150-hour enclosed arc lamps, and 262 Buck-
eye incandescent lamps, together with switchboard.

(Copy of clipping from the Utica Sunday Journal).

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS.

The American Electrical Works, of Providence, R. I.,

have proved their loyalty and patriotism by distributing

among the trade souvenirs of Washington's Birthday.
The "Father of His Country" is depicted in one of

them contemplating a fallen cherry tree. This story has
its moral; it illustrates the overthrow of British rule by
the broadaxe of American independence.

George Washington did justice to his country and him-
self in not denying this allegorical tale. His expression,
though immature, is that of stern pity and self-conscious-

ness.

It has been the pride of American people to admire it

ever since.

The other souvenir is from a very fine steel engraving,
giving a medallion-shaped impression of Washington's
head. It is a worthy memento and fit for framing.

This testimonial to Washington will likewise advise the

public that the largest makers of bare and insulated elec-

tric wires and cables are the American Electrical Works.
Their offices in New York are 10 Cortlandt street; Chi-

cago, 241 Madison street; Montreal, Eugene F. Phillips'

Electrical Works, Limited; Phillipsdale, R. I., main
offices and factories.

Rochester, N. Y.—Citizens' Light and Power Co. will

hold meeting of stockholders at office of company, 7,9

Market street, on February 26, for purpose of consider-

ing the matter of increasing the capital stock of the cor-

poration from $150,000 to $400,000. If the capital stock

is increased the company will enlarge its plant and bid

for street lighting.
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MICA.

The manufacturers of electrical goods find the use of

mica indispensable in every case. The most common
method of utilizing it is in connection with the commu-
tator of a dynamo. In order that the results obtained may

to all other similar products. The largest concerns make
use of Mr. A. O. Schoonmaker's mica, who is an importer of

the East India article. His address is 158 William street,

New York. The mica is cut to sizes, as per illustrations,

and is supplied of various grades according to the con-
sumer's option. Mr. Schoonmaker carries many solid

Steel Type D

teel Type

Mica Segments.

be satisfactory it is necessary to use good mica that has sheet mica segments in stock and his promptness in fill-

>een tampered with but which retains its natural and ing orders can be tested at any time,
therefore valuable properties of insulation. Mined in the Segments built up and gauged to various thicknesses

-f of India, the mica is of unaffected purity and comes are also in his line. He will supply all demands in the
from the best source in the world. Uniform in its thickness line of mica with the greatest satisfaction to customers,
of laminea and free from iron it then may claim superiority
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CANADIAN LETTER.

Chatham, Ont.-^The promoters of the proposed Chat-
ham City and Suburban Electric Railway will apply to

council for an extension of their franchise to include elec-

tric lighting.

Niagara Falls South, Ont.—A. G. Hanan and Ed.

Davis, of Niagara Falls, have secured the control of the

Niagara Falls, Clifton and Drummond Street Railway and
will probably convert it into an electrical system in the

spring.

Rossland, B. C.—A company of eastern capitalists have
been formed to construct an electric railway between this

place and Spokane, a distance of 160 miles. It is likely

that the Rossland will be built this year, but steps will be

taken at once to build that portion of the line from Spo-

kane to the boundary line.

Hamilton, Ont.—The International Radial Railway
Co. will make an application for a bonus of $65,000
towards the construction of an electric railway to

Guelph.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

New York, N. Y.—New Power and Light Co., of New
York and Brooklyn, has been incorporated by B. F. De
Freece, T. C. Hunt and M. J. Katz. Capital stock,

$100,000.

Hatboro, Pa.—Hatboro Electric Light Co. has been
incorporated, with a capital stock of $20,000.

New York, N. Y.—The Rockaway Electric Railway

Co. has been incorporated by Remington Vernon, Joseph
McLean, Geo. F. Keller, Cornelius Connelly, Theodore
Bernard and others; to construct a double track street

surface railroad about four miles in length. Capital

stock, $250,000.

Buffalo, N. Y.—The Proctor Raymond Manufacturing

Co. has been incorporated by Charles H. Proctor, Nelson
H. Raymond and H. H. Fink; to manufacture electrical

and hardware supplies and appliances. Capital stock,

$30,000.

Milford, Pa.—The Milford Electric Light and Power
Co. has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $10,-

000.

NEW TELEPHONE COMPANIES.

Cuero, Tex.—The Gulf Coast Telephone Co. has been
incorporated, with a capital stock of $10,000.

Brookfield, Mass.—The Warren, Brookfield and Spen-

cer Street Railway Co. have applied for franchise for an

electric railway in the public street from the North Brook-

field branch railroad crossing at East Brookfield to the

North Brookfield town line.

Rutland, Vt.—City Clerk may give information con^

cerning establishmeut of a municipal light plant.

Frederick, Md.—The Myersville and Catoctin Railway
Co., Reno S. Harp, secretary, will build a power plant to

supply electricity for its railway.

Charleston, S. C.—The Charleston Street Railway Co.,
recently reported as to erect a power house, will also put
in an equipment for supplying the city with electric lights.

The entire improvements will probably cost about $1,-
000,000.

Dallas, Tex.-—T. L. Lawhon, city secretary, may give
information concerning proposed erection of electric light

plant.

ELECTRIC STOCK QUOTATIONS.

Allegheny County Light Co.,

Brush Electric Company,
Bridgeport (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,

Eddy Electric Mfg. Company,
Edison Illg. Co. (St. Louis), .

*Edison Elec. Illg. Co., New York,
Edison Elec. Illg. Co., Brooklyn,
Edison Ore Milling Co.,

Edison Elec. Storage Company, .

East End Electric Light
Fort Wayne Electric Company, .

Ft. Wayne Elec. Co. T. Sec. Series A,

General Electric Company,
General Electric Company pf.,

Hartford (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,

Hartford (Conn.) Lt. & Power Co.,

Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.,

New Haven (Conn.) Elec. Lt. Co.,

Narragansett (Prov. R. I.) Elec. Co.,

Rhode Island Elec. Protec. Co.,

Toronto (Canada) Elec. Light Co.,

T.-H. Elec. Co., T. Secur., Series D,
Thomson-Houston Welding Co.,

United Elec. Lt. & Power Co.,

Woonsocket (R. I.) Electric Co.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., pf.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., assd.,

*Ex dividend.

Bid.

100

35

1

104^

7

28

72

3

34/2

74
i°5

145

8172
1 10

125

3/2"

5

5

100

59 H
2 4 lA

Asked.

40

38

19
2

I0 5/2

97/2
10

29
10

1

-> i/'
j/2

347/8

76

15

82

122

132

4

109

5° 3/4

*5 lA
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Train of Cars Electrically Equipped.

Electric Locomotive and Passenger Car Combined.

FROM STEAM TO ELECTRIC ROADS.

It is not alone in the East that the [application of the

electric motor to steam line traction has been favorably

considered and adapted, and while our attention is con-

centrated upon the improvements effected and contem-
plated upon such important roads as the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad and the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad, similar action in the far West is apt to be

overlooked. Yet a very interesting adaptation of the elec-

tric motor to the steam car has recently been made on a

railroad in California.

J he California Railroad Company operates a short line

of road, some three miles in length, which runs from

the junction of the Southern Pacific Railroad to Leona
Heights, passing on the way Mills Seminary, the Cali-

fornia equivalent of Vassar College. The road serves

Alameda and Fruitvale, which are both located just

San Francisco Bay, opposite San Francisco it-

self.

The cars used are standard steam railroad cars. The

motor cars of the train, of which one is shown run out
for the purpose of being photographed, are composite
baggage and passenger cars. Motor car No. n is vesti-

buled at each end and carries on each hood an electric
headlight. It takes current from an overhead wire by
two trolleys, one of which only is in contact during oper-
ation. Each motor car is fitted with an automatic air-

pump to operate the brakes and the chime whistles, of

which there are two, one on each hood.
The motor equipments consist of four G. E. 1,000

motors, two mounted upon each truck.

The controllers are of the K tj pe and are provided, of
course, with a magnetic blow-out. Each car is provided
with automatic circuit breakers and resistances, and the
interior is lighted by incandescent lamps in groups of
three. The illustration shows the interior of car No. n,
showing the position of the controller and the motorman
as seen through the door of the baggage compartment.
Motor car No. 21, which is shown coupled to its train,
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is also a composite car and is similarly equipped so far as

its electrical apparatus is concerned. It is not vestibuled,

however, and was one of the first to receive its electrical

equipment.
The track is of standard steam railroad construction

for the return. The overhead line is suspended from
iron brackets swung from round poles for part of the

TELE-PHONING ACROSS THE OCEAN.

Thomos A. Edison gives his views in the Herald on the
subject so fascinating to inventors—speed across the
Atlantic—in the following extract. We credit the Inven-
tive Age with priority of publication:

"If you were backed by a ten-million dollar syndicate,

Interior of Electric Passenger Car.

way; for the remainder of the distance it is suspended
from span wires.

The general character of the equipment of this road is

similar to that in operation on the New York, New Haven
and Hartford, with the exception of the motors, and it

will be recalled that the cars of this latter line and their

equipment served as models, both in the design of the

car itself and the arrangements of the motors, for the

locomotives designed by the late D. L. Barnes.

The General Electric Company, which carried out the

equipment of the California Railway Co. through its

Pacific coast office, will equip another locomotive for use

on the Alameda and Fruitvale line, using, however, two
or four G. E. 2,000 motors instead of G. E. 1,000 motors,

as on the other cars. This new locomotive will shortly

be completed, when we hope to be able to present a pic-

ture of it for the benefit of our readers.

Though rather late, we take pleasure in publishing the

following note from the Newark Call :
" The class in

Electricity at the Evening High School was given a treat

on Thursday evening. Under the direction of Professor

Sonn, it visited the Cooper store in New York and in-

spected the electric plant there. The plant is under the

charge of Gustave Voigt, a graduate of the Newark High
School and of Lafayette College. Mr. Voigt gave up two
hours of his time to the visitors, and explained the work-
ings of the electric lighting system in use at the big store,

and gave the boys much practical information. Such
trips as this do the pupils more good than many hours of

text-book work."

The National Conduit Manufacturing Company secured
the order for 750,000 feet of their popular cement-lined
conduit for the Metropolitan Traction Company.

J. L. Chapk:, No. 50 East 20th street, New York, elec-

trical engineer and contractor, has installed some of the

finest electric light plants in this section of the country.

The St. Andoche Apartment House, located on an emi-

nence at West End avenue and io2d street, one of the

most elevated points in the city, Mrs. Maggie Mitchell

Abbot owner, was equipped by Mr. Chapin. The plant

includes electric light, electric elevator, and even ironing

devices; also bells, wiring, gas and electric fixtures.

would you undertake to construct a practical working
telephone across the Atlantic Ocean ?

"

"It is impossible," he replied.

"There is a Russian who has telephoned under ten

miles of water, and who claims that he can easily tele-

phone across the Atlantic Ocean. He is being backed by
a syndicate, and it is said that work will shortly be com-
menced on a submarine telephone cable."

Without a word Mr. Edison picked up a pad of paper
and began to figure and talk.

"The difficulty of telephony increases according to the

square root of the distance. jHe telephoned ten miles

under water, did he ? Well, he must have had some little

trouble. At ten miles his difficulties would be four. Then
they would run up as follows:

At 40 miles 16 times as hard.

At 80 miles 64 times as hard.

At 160 miles 256 times as hard.

At 320 miles 1,024 times as hard.

At 640 miles 4,096 times as hard.

At 1,280 miles 16,384 times as hard.

At 2,560 miles 65,536 times as hard.

"This is about the distance across the Atlantic Ocean.
Now, if that Russian can overcome a job 65,000 times as

hard as telephoning under ten miles of water, he may
possibly telephone across the Atlantic Ocean. It is not

a question of battery, but of leakage and the overcoming
of resistance and the impossibility of getting rid of the

current at the moment the voice ceases. Such a dis-

tance, especially such a submarine distance, affords en-

tirely too clumsy a channel for the quick and variable

current necessary to a telephone wire. As I said before,

it is not a question of battery. Why, with the battery

now on the Atlantic cable I can run a fan motor at either

end. At the same time the speed of the motor could not

be varied quickly enough to make its starting and stop-

ping a matter of a few seconds. Taking these things into

consideration, I am afraid the eminent Russian has a
heavy job ahead of him.

"If I could erect poles three miles high I would under-

take to telephone around the earth. As you approach

the -earth, however, the difficulties increase greatly, and
they are of such a nature that I am afraid they can never

be overcome—at least, not with present human intelli-

gence."
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CONDUCTIVITY OF INCANDESCENT CARBON
FILAMENTS, AND OF THE SPACE

SURROUNDING THEM.*

BY JOHN W. HOWELL.

HE first part of this paper, which
relates to the conductivity of

carbon filaments, is in the na-

ture of a discussion of a paper
read before the institute by
Prof. Anthony, at the May
meeting in 1887.

Prof. Anthony spoke of a

change from negative to posi-

tive of the temperature coeffi-

cient of some carbon filaments

which he had observed. He illustrated the change by a

figure, which Twill reproduce here for reference.

obtained from a very thick dark colored liquid, the
application being made by the same means as is employed
in the ordinary hydrocarbon flashing process. The proof
which he gave that his filaments had a metallic coating
was the fact that the resistance of these filaments was
lower at about red heat than it was at higher tempera-
tures.

In order to test his assertions, I treated a number of
filaments with his dark liquid, and, for a comparison,
treated in exactly a similar manner a number of similar

filaments, using ordinary gasolene. To the surprise of

both of us, the gasolene filaments showed the same rise

in resistance, after passing the dull red temperature, as

was shown by the filaments supposed to have a metal
coating. This fact led me to investigate this phenom-
enon.

I had previously made resistance curves of a great
many Edison lamps, which had filaments made without
hydrocarbon flashing, and I knew that the filaments of

Fig. 1.

Prof. Anthony stated that this change did not occur in all these lamps continued to fall in resistance to the high-

all filaments, and that he was unable to explain the cir- est temperature which they would stand. As we had
cumstances under which it did occur. very recently adopted the hydrocarbon treatment upon

Prof. Elihu Thomson, in his discussion of Prof. An- our filaments, I associated the change in the resistance

DEGREES FAHRENHEIT
100 200 300 tOO 500

Fig. 2.—Curves showing changes of Resistances of Lamp Filaments with
Voltage and Temperature.

thony's paper, said that he had observed the same
phenomenon, but had not investigated it sufficiently to

explain its cause.

About four years ago an inventor offered to the Gen-
eral Electric Company a method of coating carbon fila-

ments with metal, claiming thereby a very great improve-

ment in the performance of the filaments. The metallic

coating was applied by heating the filament to high

idescence in the presence of the vapor which was

*A paper presented at the 112th General Meeting of the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers, New York, February 17th,

and Chicago, February 24th, 1897.

curve with treated filaments. The filaments which I

have previously described as having the reverse curve,
were quite heavily treated. I now made a set of ten
lamps with various amounts of treatment, all made from
similar base filaments. These lamps had filaments the
resistance of which, when cold, were 90, 80, 70, 60, 50,

40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent, of the cold resistance of the
original base.

I found upon plotting the curves of these filaments,
that the untreated filament fell in resistance as it was
made hotter, and that this fall continued to the highest
temperature at which I dared run it.
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The slightly treated filament fell in resistance more
rapidly than the untreated filament at first, and less rap-

idly as the high temperatures were reached, its curve
finally rising above that of the untreated filament. As
the amount of treatment is increased, the curve falls

more and more rapidly at first, and less rapidly at the

higher temperatures. When we reach the filament treated

to 50 per cent., we find that it falls rapidly to about 50
per cent, of its cold resistance, and remains practically

constant at higher temperatures. The curves of filaments

treated to less than 50 per cent, all rise after reaching

The resistance curves obtained in this way are shown on
the upper part of the sheet, and agree quite well in

character with the resistance curves obtained by measur-
ing the volts and amperes of the lamps, so there is no
doubt that the changes in resistance are due to tempera-
ture, and to nothing else.

I then obtained untreated base filaments from as many
kinds of amorphous carbon as I could obtain, and plotted
their resistance curves.

I tried filaments made of bamboo, silk, cotton, cellu-

lose (made by the ordinary squirt process), tamadine, and

Fig. 8.

their lowest point, which is reached at about 50 per cent,

of their three watts per candle voltage.

These curves show the changes in resistance of these

filaments. The ordinates are percentages of the cold re-

sistances of the various filaments, so that all curves
start from the 100 per cent. mark. The abscissae are

percentages of the voltages at which the various lamps
take three watts per candle. The bottom curve on this

sheet illustrates the resistance curve of a carbon filament

which had been treated to about one per cent, of its

original resistance. This made a filament which was
nearly all treatment. This curve shows an increase in

resistance from its lowest point to the last point obtained,

of about 25 per cent.

This lamp was measured at the Edison Laboratory by
Mr. Kennelly and myself. The readings were very care-

fully taken upon very sensitive instruments, and there

can be no doubt as to the accuracy of the curve, as it

agreed very well with the measurements I had previously

made upon the same filaments. These curves can be ob-

paper. All of these base carbons gave the same curve,

and all of them continued to fall in resistance as long as

I Was able safely to increase the temperature.

These carbons were quite different in their physical

characteristics. The silk filaments were the most por-

ous, and had the roughest and the best heat radiating

surface, while the tamadine filaments were very dense

and had a very highly lustrous surface.

I was entirely unable for a long time, after making
these curves, to come to a satisfactory theory regarding

them. The reverse curve is not caused by changes in the

characters of the surfaces of the carbons, due to emis-

sivity, because no corresponding changes in emissivity

occur.

I made observations upon untreated and heavily treated

filaments, to see if they acted differently in regard to

their expansion with heat, thinking that possibly the

changes in the resistance curve may have been caused by

-

a change in the expansion curve with temperature. These
observations were not very refined, being simply observa-

Fig. 4.

tained a good many times from the same filaments, so

there is no permanent change in the filaments which in

any way accounts for the rise in resistance. The cold
resistance of the filaments, after being measured, were
found to be the same as before any measurements were
made.
These same ten carbons were taken from the lamps and

put into a baking oven, the temperature of which could be
regulated very nicely by an electric heater. These fila-

ments were heated to about 500 degrees Fahr., the tem-
perature being measured by two mercury thermometers.

tions made by means of a telescope, but they showed
clearly that all of the carbons expanded with heat, and

apparently there was no difference in this iespect.

It has been the custom for some time to speak of the

carbon which is obtained by the treating process as graph-

ite carbon, and knowing that Mr. Edison had in 1881,

made some filaments of graphite, by pressing the pure

graphite, under very great pressure into the form of loops,

I was very anxious to obtain a lamp containing one of

these filaments, to see whether it would have the same re-

sistance curve as the other forms of untreated carbon. I
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have very recently obtained one of these lamps from

Prof. Barker, of the University of Pennsylvania, and upon
plotting its resistance curve I was very much pleased to

find that it had the same characteristics as the heavily

treated filament. It reached its minimum resistance at a

dull red heat, and from this point, as the temperature was
increased, the resistance increased also. This curve is

marked g upon the sheet on which the other curves are

plotted.

It will be observed that the resistance curve of this fil-

ament does not fall as much as the other curves, and rises

much more. This may be due to the different natures of

the two kinds of graphite, or to structural differences.

The top of the loop of the graphite filament got much
hotter than the rest of it ; this would cause this part to

start rising before the rest had ceased falling in resist-

ance, and this may account to some extent for the less

total fall in resistance of this filament. The resistance

the negative leg of the incandescent filament. If the ex-
ternal connection of the galvanometer be changed from
the positive terminal to the negative terminal, no current
will flow through the galvanometer. This effect can be
observed in the most highly exhausted lamps. A lamp so
highly exhausted that it shows no glow when tested with
an induction coil, giving a spark ^ 'long, will allow a cur-

rent sufficiently large to show plainly on a not very sensi-

tive galvanometer, to pass through its vacuous space.
This current increases as the temperature of the filament
is increased, but in a well exhausted lamp is never greater
than a very few milliamperes, when the lamp is burned at
about 2y2 watts per candle.

In 1884 Mr. Preece secured from Mr. Edison some
lamps having wires sealed into the bulbs, and read a paper
before the Royal Society describing some experiments
made upon them, illustrating the " Edison Effect."

(To be Continued).

Printing Room showing Electrically Driven Presses and Absence of Belting and Shafting.

of this filament, after the measurements had been made,
was just the same as before they were made This indi-

cates quite clearly that our calling the treated carbon
"graphitic" is correct, and that the change in the resist-

ance curve of treated filaments is due to the graphitic

nature of the layer of carbon which is put on during the

treating process.

The graphite filament lamp referred to is shown in

Fig- 3-

The second part of this paper, which relates to the

conductivity of the vacuous space surrounding incandes-

cent filaments, may be considered as a discussion of the

paper upon the " Edison Effect" in incandescent lamps,

which was read before the institute by Professor Hous-
ton, in October, 1884, and which was the first paper read

before this society.
" Edison Effect" is the name given to the effect pro-

duced by those currents, first observed by Mr. Edison,
which pass from one leg of an incandescent filament across

the vacuous space to the other leg, and which can be ob-

served by connecting a galvanometer between the positive

lamp terminal and a wire sealed into the bulb and pro-

jecting into the vacuous space.

figure 4, which is taken from Professor Houston's
paper, serves to illustrate Mr. Edison's original experi-

ment. The galvanometer indicates a current flowing
from the positive lamp terminal through the galvanometer
and third lamp wire, and through the vacuous space to

THE ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN PRINTING
ESTABLISHMENT.

The writer has had sufficient experience with printers

to realize how very conservative they are in the adoption
of improvements, particularly when they affect the shop
machinery either in its general operation or method of

driving the same.
Many cases could be cited in which printers clung to

their gas engines with a pertinacity that might be mis-

taken for an idolizing affection. This is frequently due
to the fact that they understand its working parts and
can always estimate the general size of the gas bill each
month.

Their fear of a change does not reside so much in the

dislike that becomes biased prejudice as in the terror of

introducing into their daily affairs a factor that may dis-

turb their equanimity and when inoperative be beyond
their powers of investigation. So old an art must needs
have clinging to it much of the mustiness of olden times.

A case came within the writer's experience not very long

ago in which a 4-horse-power motor was installed to be
used as a relay to a 7-horse-power gas engine. It was
only after considerable persuasion that this motor was in-

stalled. In the course of time the printer moved to

larger quarters, and his first move was to buy a 15-horse-

power motor for driving the presses; the gas engine to

hold the honorable position of relay in case of emerg-
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ency.. In the accompanying illustrations a Crocker &
Wheeler Electric Company equipment is shown.
None can help appreciating the great advantage of a

shop in which power is only used when required. The
absence of belts removes an element of danger and

Island quite recently : A booster will be used from Pear]

street, Brooklyn, to sustain the load.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS.

The Edison Electric Illuminating Company, of Brook-

Size 22 Mill Motor, Single Reduction. Ratio of Gears, i : 3.94. Weight, 1,675 lbs.

wasted power that is of considerable importance in their

economical and safe operation.

The additional illustration of a mill motor of Crocker
& Wheeler make is noticeable for its compactness and
finished workmanship.
For a great many years particular applications of

motors were unknown; yet today there is hardly a large

lyn, will begin the furnishing of current at Coney Island

on Decoration Day, May 30, 1897.

Incandescent lights, arc lights, power service, all on
meter basis.

For further information apply at Coney Island branch
office, West 5th street, near Neptune avenue, or general

office, 360 Pearl street, Brooklyn.

shop that aims at progressiveness which is not relying

upon some device operated solely by a motor, intended
for that special work and solely fitted for it.

Mr, Perry distributed the following circulars at Coney

Electrically Driven Presses; Absence of Belting and Shafting.

To heat a kettle of water by electricity a new device

consists of a water-tight insulated metal ring having a

cross-brace and an upright handle through which the wire

conducting the current passes. All that is necessary to

operate it is to set it in the kettle of water and turn on

the current.—Philadelphia Record.
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THE ACCESSION OF WEALTH THROUGH
INDUSTRY.

As a great industrial race, perhaps no better repre-

sentative can be chosen among the nations of the earth

than the American. Rated impartially, it will be seen

that for a given time its growth has been marvellously

rapid and the advantage it has taken of natural products

and facilities places it among the foremost of busy
workers on this globe.

The accession of wealth through industry has been an

important factor in elevating the national standard and
gaining for Americans a universal reputation for trust-

worthiness.

In fact, the standing of a nation can well be measured
by the industrial kings it possesses.

Upon the broad foundation of labor rests the greatest

of republics; its wealth is the people's and in the people

resides its wealth.

Progress has marked out for itself great canals in the

markets of this country—notably prominent in relation

to electrical manufactures.

Each newly developed industry assists in bringing

about a general prosperity—a gradual uplifting of the

lower plane of labor to a position of greater worth.

The greater the number of large industrial develop-

ments the more noted is the improvement in the beating
of the national pulse.

Encouragement may enter into many hearts by a per-

usal of the following note, whose authenticity may be
looked for by reference to the Inventive Age:

"In 1870 the property of the United States was valued
by the census authorities ac $30,000,000,000 in currency,
or $24,000,000,000 in gold. In 1890 that property had

so increased in value that it was worth $65,000,000,000
in gold. In twenty years the people of this land added
to their tangible possessions property to the value of

$41,000,000,000 in gold. But more important are the
facts showing the distribution of these vast accumulations
of recently-acquired riches. The census of 1850 estimated
the number of real estate owners in the United States in

that year as 1,500,000. Therefore, at that time, accord-
ing to the census, 6.47 per cent, of the population and
35.95 per cent, of the families in the country were pos-
sessed of real estate, either free or encumbered with debt.
The census of 1890 reports 6,066,417 families living in

houses or upon farms owned by themselves. Of this

number 4,369,527 owned their farms and homes, free

from all mortgage encumbrance. In addition, there
were many other owners of real estate, besides these
owners of houses and farms used as homes. The owners
of homes free from debt made up 6.98 per cent, of our
population and 34.93 per cent, of our families in 1890.
Taking the individual as the unit, the improvement is

equal to 50 per cent. The facts cited show that, what-
ever may be our present transient indications of prosper-
ity, we have in them from 33 to 50 per cent, more ground
for expecting such prosperity than had our fathers in

1850."

This week, Americans will usher to the presidential

chair with love, honor and reverence their new execu-
tive. Many hopes have been placed in him. Upon his

tact and prudence depends much of our happiness and
prosperity.

Great questions must be settled without delay. There
is in President McKinley a spirit that lives for the people
and in whom we predict resides powers that are full of

future benefit.

OCEAN TELEPHONY.

The problem that has interested many an able mind is

that of ocean telephony. The cable stretching across the
great Atlantic abyss is a huge condenser, whose capacity

is estimated at over 1,100 microfarads. The conditions
required for the elimination of this capacity is a distrib-

uted self-induction. By having a self-induction and
capacity adjusted to the conditions imposed by telephonic

work, a possibility exists of transmitting electrical oscil-

lations of a limited frequency.

If the Atlantic cable were a huge spiral of an appropri-

ate number of turns per mile, in all probability its capac-
ity would disappear.

Otherwise, the only hope we have left is in the discov-

ery of a dielectric whose specific inductive capacity is

exceedingly low.

Auburn, Feb. 28, 1897.
To the Editor.

Dear Sir:—The American Institute of Electrical Eno-i-

neers published a paper in the past written by two engi-

neers who had been experimenting with high-speed rail-

way motors.

I do not know in what part of the Transactions to find

them and have not the means of getting copies. I would
also be gratified to know wliat their conclusions were.

Yours truly.

A. S. Silver.

(A.)—The paper entitled "Report of High-Speed Elec-
tric Railway " was read by O. T. Crosby, February 24,

1891.

The conclusions reached were to the effect that the
"chances are in favor of this being accomplished."

Likewise, "It would seem that a speed of 120 miles an
hour, or even more, with the electric cars, would not be
outside the limits of safety."
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SOME USEFUL BOOKS.
Every Electrical Engineer, Contractor, Central Station Manager and Wire-

man should have a copy of these Books.

DICTIONARY

-of-

Electrical Wofcfe,

TERMS and PHRASES.

BY E. J. HOUSTON.

562 Pages. 570 Illustrations.

Price, $5.00.

This book contains definitions

of about 5,ooo distinct Words,

Terms and Phrases, and is as

indispensable to Electricians as

is Webster's dictionary to the

scholar and reader.

Bell Hangers'

HAND-BOOK.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

106 Pages. 97 Illustrations.

Price, $1.00.

This Book gives plain direc-

tions in Wiring for Electric Bells,

Annunciators, etc., and is the

best work of the kind.

The Electric Railway

IN

THEORY and PRACTICE.

BY CROSBY and BELL.

400 Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

Price, $2.50.

This is a complete treatise on

the Construction and Operation

of Electric Railways, and wil!

commend itself to the Electrical

Engineer and to the Practical

Manager.

The Practical Management
«>

OF-

Djjnamog aqd Motion.

BY CEOCKER and WHEELER.

Price,

Fully Illustrated.

_ . <•„ - $1.00.

This Book is the only one

published giving information on

the Management of Dynamos

and Motors. It is very practical

and no one in charge of Electrical

Machinery can ever get "caught"

if he follows the instructions

given in this book.

HOW TO
WIRE
BUILDINGS.

A MANUAL OF THE ART

OF INTERIOR WIRING.

By AUGUSTUS NOLL, E. E.

Cloth 12mo. Illustrated.

162 Pages. Price $1.50.

CONTENTS.
Chap. 1.—Introduction; Chap. 2.—Gen-

eral Considerations; Chap. 3.— Location of
Conductors; Chap. 4.—Division of Circuits
and Distribution of Current; Chap. 5.—Loss
of Electrical Energy in Conductors; Chap.
6.—Plans; Chap. 7.—-Conduit Wiring; Chap.
8.—Switchboards: Chap. 9.—Appliances and
Connections; Chap. 10.—Converter Work?
Chap. 11.—Overhead Wiring; Chap. 12.

—

Fuse Wire; Chap. 13.—Insulation; Chap.
14:.—Electrolysis; Chap. 15.—Adverse Wir-
ing Conditions; Chap. 16.—Theatre and
Stage Lighting; Chap. 17.—Plans of Dis-
tribution; Chap. 18.—Distribution of Light;
Chap. 19.—Distribution of Labor and Hints
to Foremen; Chap. 20.—Preliminary to

Rules, Electrical Data, etc.; Chap. 21.—Rules
for Ascertaining Required Sizes of Wire?
Chap. 32.—Energy Power; Chap. 23.—Dy
namos and Motors; Chap. 24.—Pulleys;

Chap. 25.—Belting; Chap. 26.—Engines
;

Chap. 27—Conclusion.

Inventions,

Researches

and Writings
— : or :

—

NIKOLA TESLA.
By THOMAS COMMERFORD MARTIN.

A fascinating and yet practical description of

Mr. Tesla's wonderful experiments
and inventions.

Cloth. 8vo. 330 Cuts and New Portrait

500 Pages. Price, $4.00.

Sent Postage Free^
on Receipt of Price. ELECTRICAL AGE PUBLISHING CO.

World Building,

New York.
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Valuable Books on Every Electrical Subject.

Practical Management cf

Dynamos and Motors.

BX CBOCKEB AND WHKEIiEE.

The title explains the char-

acter of the book. The

test work ever published.

Fully illustrated. Every-

one should have a copy.

PRICE, ONLY Sl.OO.

How to Wire Buildings.

By Augustus Noll.

The most complete and best

work ever published on

this important subject.

Practical details by a prac-

tical man. The standard.

Fine illustrations and

diagrams.

PRTCE, $1 50.

Telephone Hand Book.

By H. L. Webb.

The most complete and con-

cise work on telephones

ever published. Every

detail of the business fully

explained and all practical

systems described.

PRICE, $1.00.

Electric Railway Motors,

Their Construction,

Operation and

Maintenance.
By Nelson W. Perky.' This

book is written in the plainest

• language, and the subject is

treated so clearly-tha't a young
sehool-boy can understand the

operation of electric railways.

Worth ten times its cost.

PRTCE, ONT/Y* $1.00.

ONLY 50 CUNTS.

Electrical Tables
AND MEMORANDA.

By SILiVANUS P. THOMPSON.

Valuable to every one in the electrical busi-

ness. Just fits the vest pocket, and is always
ready for immediate reference. Thousands of

them sold. Send fur a copy. Address,

THE ELEOTEICAL AGE,
World Building, New York.

STANDARD WIRING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

By H. C. CUSHING. Jr.

It contains every table, formula and rule for all sys-

tems of outside and inside wiring, together with
twenty-five illustrations of the newest and
safest methods for the installation of Pole
Lines, Dynamos, Motors, Switchboards,
Transformers, etc., etc., as required by

the insurance inspector.

Russian Leather Cover, Pocket Size, $1.00.

ELEMENTS OF

ism.

BY S. P. THOMPSON.

This excellent work covers the entire

field of electric application. The
best book published. Concise,

complete, simple ; a complete
library in itself.

PRICE, $1.40.

We sell every book pnblished, Electrical, Mechanical, Engineering,
_, Etc, and send them, postpaid, on receipt of

price of each book.
"'""•The Electrical Age Publishing Ce„

World Building. New York, U. S. A

Books for Electric Railway Men.
THE BEST BOOKS PUBLISHED.

Crosby & Bell's Electric Railway in Theory and in Practice, -

Fairchild's Street Railways ; Their Construction, Operation and
Maintenance, - - - -

Merrill's Reference Book of Tables and Formulae for Electric

Street Railway Engineers,

Perry's Electric Railway Motors, their Construction, Operation,

and Maintenance, - - - -

Reckenzaun's Electric Traction as Applied to Tramways,
Trevert's Electric Railway Engineering, - - -

SENT FREE ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

^2.50

4 OO

I.OO

ix>o

4.00

2.00

ELECTRICAL AGE PUBLISHING CO. World Building, New York.
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THE TESTING OF LINES.

LESSON LEAVES

FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

-K.
srasss*^

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

NTIRE freedom from crosses and
grounds on a line is secured by
constant attention, regular testing

and inspection. When a line is

crossed with another line the sig-

nals sent over the first do not reach
their destination but affect the

sounder of some other station not
supposed to receive the impulse.

Crosses—Not only may this occur
but the current may return to a

ground circuit, if the cross brings it

into contact with such, and also become lost, as in the

first case. Crosses therefore may be looked upon as

KSHKBR

out, however, any signals being received at the other end
at all. •

Grounds.—When the line falls into contact with the
earth it is like to do so in two ways; they are spoken of

under the following heads:

Dead grounds,
Partial "

Dead grounds.—A dead ground is so called when the
contact between the earth and the line is electrically

good. A pole may be decayed inside, saturated with
water and practically ground the line as well as if a plate

were used. The pouring rain may stream down the pole,

or a collection of them, and cause a dead ground. In
this case the signals cannot possibly reach the other end,
but return home through the faults. A wire hanging
from the line to the earth and touching a grating or a
cornice, or even piping of some description, produces
this defect. Its location is found by measuring the re-

sistance of the line. If, for instance, the normal line re-

sistance = ioo ohms and the test shows only 80 ohms,
the ground exists at a point T

8
T of the distance from the

causing a straying of signals, or possibly their complete
disappearance. The location of a cross is made by test-

ing the line. Should its resistance be greater or less than

is usual the trouble is at once indicated, but not its

nature. A ground is likely to assume the same appear-

ance as a cross when superficially tested. A cross can
therefore be discovered by the fact that the resistance of

the line has changed, and also by a lack of signals at the

other end. Each station has its own peculiar signal to

receive when communications are to begin with any other.

A cross may thus create a disturbance in either one or

more lines, and by a resistance test be located. When a

difficulty of this kind occurs with an electric light line a

set of fuses will blow and save it. A source of trouble

station; this, remember, is based upon the supposition

that the line is dead grounded at that point. In making
the test, one end of the line is connected to the Wheat-
stone bridge and the other end leading from the ground
plate also to the Wheatstone bridge. The circuit is now
complete through the line, dead ground, earth and Wheat-
stone bridge. The resistance of that portion of the line

in contact with the earth and between the ground and the

station is thus found. Its resistance in ohms represents

an equivalent in feet. It may be 10 ohms per mile or 100

ohms per mile; in any case, this data determines its posi-

tion.

Partial grounds.—This common fault develops due to

many cases, such as contact of the wire with a tree, or

that is very irritating to a telegrapher, and which fortu-

nately occurs very infrequently, is the swinging of tele-

graph or telephone lines. They may touch for a long

while when the wind blows, or only occasionally, causing

a temporary cross or ground which when looked for dis-

appears to return at odd moments. Swinging crosses or

grounds are best removed when the line is at rest; the

early morning or evening or whatever time allows for

such investigation. The loss of conductivity in a line

may be traced to several causes. One of the most com-

mon is poor connections, etc. If a line is free from all

difficulties, its length should represent a definite resist-

ance when tested. The tests made for conductivity are

simple; they differ from those made for insulation re-

sistance in degree merely, in all other respects being

identical.

Breaks.—A break in a line necessarily destroys all

means of communication with the other end, unless the

broken portion lands in a brook or on another line. If

the ground connects the broken end, a test made of the

resistance of the line will disclose the fact that it is in-

complete. If the resistance of contact is high, the famil-

iar features of partial ground manifest themselves with-

ouuded 1aj W«re

the leakage due to very poor insulation at any given point

of the line.

In testing a line for a partial ground the position of the

leak is determined by a double test. Calling one tele-

graph station A and the other B, the line between would
be called A B. The^ground G is of a resistancethat in

each test is included with the resistance of that part of

the line from which the test is made. In measuring the

resistance of the line from A, the circuit is opened at B.

Therefore, the resistance measured is equal to that

through A and G back to the station. This being done
the line is opened at A and tested from B; the resistance

is measured through the B portion of the line and C.

Test (1) resistance = A + G.
" (2)

" = B + G.

The rule employed for finding the position of the ground
from A and from B is as follows:

Resistance of A portion of line =

Resistance of test (1) -f- resistance of (A-f-B) — resist-

ance of test (2)
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or conversely the resistance of B portion of line =

Resistance of test (2) -f resistance of (A-f-B) — resist-

ance of test (1)

The resistance of the entire line is known either by its

len°th in miles of a given size of wire, or by a resistance

test.

Taking a case in practice as follows: A line is grounded

and a test made from each end through the ground with

this result:

Test (1) from A through ground = 1075 ohms.
» (2) " B " " 1025 "

bridge, measuring the unknown resistance, and then to

the earth. The earth resistance being zero, the line may
be measured.

Conductivity of a line by means of another.—If two lines

lie side by side they may be measured without grounding,
provided they be of equal gauge. Their extreme ends
are twisted together and the other two ends connected to

the bridge arm. The total resistance measured divided

by two will equal the resistance of either.

To measure the conductivity of three lines.—If. three lines

of the same or unequal resistance are side by side, and
the resistance of each respectively is to be found, three

tests are essential by this method.
Calling the three lines A, B and C, the three tests

take in the combined resistances of A and B, of B and C,

A . q$ 33—

*

Sta-tt «• ! Station.

Partii-l Grourisi

To find the number of ohms the ground occurs away and of A and C. This is obtained by joining their ends

from either A or B, the rules are applied and, when the all together, leaving the three other ends free for the

ohms are known, the distance is understood.

If the line had 10 ohms to the mile its location would
be (if the line has 100 ohms resistance)

—

1075 -f- 100 — 1025
From A =

From B
1025 + 100 — 1075

= 75 ohms.

= 25 ohms.

At 10 ohms to the mile the ground is

7.5 miles from A
2.5 " " B.

This test applies equally well to telephone, telegraph

and electric light lines.

The cross talk on telephone lines is due to the electro-

magnetic or .electrostatic induction occurring.

The electrostatic seems to be the most effective in pro-

tests.

tests (1) resistance of A -f- B
" (2) " " B + C
<<

(3)
" " A + C

The rule to be applied is then as follows:

test (1) 4- test (2) -j- test (3)

Resistance of A = -

test (1) + test (2) + test (3)

— test (2)

Resistance of B

Resistance of C = -

test (1) + test (2) + test (3)

test (3)

test (1)

The last is not necessary, as C may be found by sub-

tracting A and B from

ducing the trouble so familiar to all. The remedy for

this is applied by twisting the wire; the inductive action

being neutralized throughout by this means.
.ering the wire with an iron inductive coating of the

best possible description will tend to reduce this diffi-

culty to a great extent. At times the most novel prac-

tices are employed, such as surrounding the wire with

crimped paper, etc. This is done to embody as much
air as possible in the covering; air having a less inductive

capacity than other materials, and therefore prevents in-

duction to a considerable extent.

The usual tests made of a line bear reference to its

Conductivity,

Insulation,

Capacity,

itive galvanometer and a bridge will enable these

ts to be successfully mad';.

Conductivity of one wire.—This is found by grounding
e end and allowing the other to go to the arm of the

test (1) -j- test (2) + test (3)

To illustrate this case

1 i

test (1) = no » A + B
(2) = 130 = B + C
(3) = 100 = A + C

test (1) + test (2) + test (3)—
:

— =170 ohms.
2

Then A = 170 — 130 = 40
B = 170 — 100 = 70
C = 170 — 1 10 = 60

Thus the resistance of lines may be determined irre-

spective of their size by this method.
The drop of potential in a line is very great, being

more than the average in very dry weather and less in

wet weather. If a line has a change in insulators the
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percentage of current received is shown by the following
table, prepared by Moses G. Farmer.

" Distances in miles a percentage of the current will

reach through a line of 18 ohms to the mile and the fol-

lowing insulators:
"

Percentage of Current Insulation Resistance in Megohms, 30 Insulators
Received. Per Mile.

Megohms r 4. 9

386

16 36 ICO ICOO 1600

™% Miles 125 258 516 774 1290 4094 5160

25 89 I78 267 356 534 890 2837 35 6°

5° 58 Il6 174 232 348 580 1850 2820

75 36 73 109 146 219 365 1161 1460

90 22 45 67 90 135 2 35 766 900

The Electric Telegraph.

THE MODERN POWER HOUSE.

BY RICHARD M'CULLOCH.

(Continued from Page 133.)

The first cost of the direct-coupled generator is about

35 per cent, more than the belted generator in the 500-

K. W. size, which is the largest standard size in which
the belted generator is made; but when the expense of

the belt, belt-tightening device and the floor space is

taken into account the direct-connected generator will be
found the cheaper. Besides obviating the necessity of

the costly and cumbersome belt, the direct-connected
generator offers the following advantages: In large sizes

and in connection with large engines it has a much higher
efficiency than the belted unit; it requires a small floor

space; it aids supervision by bringing the working parts

of the engine and generator close together; it reduces
danger; it is almost noiseless in operation and it may be
installed in a larger unit than the belt-driven generator,

which is limited in size by the width of the belt and pul-

ley which may be employed. The main objection which
was urged against the direct-connected generator was the

fact that the shocks resulting from over-loads were thrown
directly on the engine and that there was none of the

cushioning effect that a belt-connection might supply.

While this is undoubtedly true, the best argument which
may be submitted against it is that none of the installa-

tions of direct-driven generators can trace any trouble to

this source. The large, slow-speed, multipolar, direct-

driven generator has become, perhaps, the most promi-
nent feature of the modern power house, and while there

may be special services which would necessitate a belted

arrangement, it is difficult to imagine a power house
thoroughly up-to-date without direct-driven generators.

By varying the number of poles and the number of

armature conductors in the construction of a dynamo, the
machine may be designed to run at almost any reasonable
speed; the slower the speed, however, the greater being
the cost of the dynamo. In the matter of speed it is

necessary for the dynamo maker and the engine builder

to effect some sort of a compromise, because it is not
good practice to run such large engines at too high a
speed. The speeds which are most common are 75 revo-

lutions per minute for the 1,500-K. W. dynamo; 80 to

120 revolutions per minute for the 800-K. W. dynamo,
and speeds running from this to 150 revolutions per minute
for the smaller sizes. These speeds are what would have
been considered, four years ago, quite out of the range
of the Corliss valve gear, but the makers of this type of

engine have risen to the occasion and now there are num-
bers of large Corliss engines driving generators at speeds
up to 100 revolutions per minute, and some have even
higher speeds than this. Several other types of engines
have been adapted to this work and are running quite

successfully. Outside of the question of valve gear, most
engines made for this work possess the same character-
istics—the heavy bed-plate, the solidly constructed fly-

wheel, now being made of steel-plate, the wide cross-
head, the large connecting rod and the mammoth main
bearings.

The choice between horizontal and upright engines is

chiefly one of space. The horizontal engine is the cheaper,
the simpler, the easier to inspect and the easier to repair.

Outside of the advantage of requiring less space, the up-
right engine has the advantage of less wear on the cylin-

der and a more direct strain upon the foundations.
The usual practice in the most modern power houses is

to install compound engines. Most of these plants are
so favorably situated that condensers may be operated in

connection with the engines. This is undoubtedly good
practice, but in case condensers are not used the cost of
fuel must be very high for the gain in compounding to
pay for the extra investment. Where power houses are
favorably situated on bodies of water condensing becomes
a very simple problem, but in case the power house can-
not be built on a body of water, as in this city, for in-

stance, in order to use condensing engines some sort of

arrangement must be designed to cool a quantity of water
so that it may be used over and over again for the pur-
pose of condensing the exhaust steam. Devices of this

kind have long been in use in the city of San Francisco
and in Cuba, and lately several of the large manufactur-
ing companies have put on the market complete appa-
ratus for the purpose of cooling water after it has con-
densed the exhaust steam so that it may be used again
for the same purpose. Besides the gain in power by using
condensing engines it is claimed that, by the use of this

apparatus, actually less water is used than if the steam is

exhausted directly into the atmosphere without condens-
ing.

(To be continued.)

GREATER NEW YORK EXPOSITION OF THE
HOUSE AND HOME.

In addition to the exhibition of architectural drawings,
models, etc., builders' materials and interior decorations

and furnishings, which will be varied and many, showing
the progress and improvements made in the construction

and furnishings of the home, novel attractions are being
added in connection with the Amusement Hall of the

Exposition, where a high-class entertainment will be given

that will attract the public, and ensure the attendance of

the best class of people of Greater New York.
The performances in Amusement Hall will be so ar-

ranged as not to interfere with exhibitors, who will be
afforded every opportunity of benefitting by the thousands
of visitors who, it is safe to assume, will attend the Ex-
position. There will be two performances in the after-

noon, and two in the evening, with an intermission of

thirty minutes between each. Admission to the Amuse-
ment Hall will be by coupon only, with no extra charge
for same. This is done in order to protect the rights of

exhibitors, avoiding over-crowding Exhibition Hall, and
at the same time ensuring to exhibitors the patronage of

visitors at all times.

Further particulars in regard to the amusement feature

will be announced from time to time, as arrangements are

consummated.
For the information of intending exhibitors, would say

that there are a few desirable spaces left, at a reasonable

figure.

Address all communications to

Daniel Browne, General Manager,

34 Park Row, New York City.

Sundridge, Ont.—Mr. Irving intends putting in an elec-

tric light plant in his woollen mill.
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Electric Locomotion.—Electric locomotion is gaining

around in Europe, though by no means as rapidly as in

*he United States, and in all Europe at the close of 1895

there were but in electric roads having a total mileage of

460. Thomas Ewing Moore, United States commercial

agent at Weimar, Germany, in a report, says that Ger-

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. CO.

The great interest shown by'many of our readers in the

methods employed for the laying of cement-lined conduit

has prompted us to write this short sketch with its accom-
panying illustrations.
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many stands foremost in Europe in electric railway con-

struction with 252 miles, almost half of the total in

Europe. France has 82 miles, Great Britain and Ireland

66, Austria coming next with 44. But twelve of the in
lines are underground trolleys and eight accumulators.

—

Indianapolis News.
Dundas, Ont.—The ratepayers desire to secure the in-

stallation of an electric light plant.

The toughest wrought iron is used for the tubes and
they are lined with pure hydraulic cement.

The tubes are then buried in a mass of indestructible

hydraulic concrete, which hardens around them and solidi-

fies like rock.

The illustrations show the building up of trough-like

canals, with board sidings, preparatory to filling up with

concrete.
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The durability derived from this system of laying con-
duits is beyond doubt of the highest order.

The wires are protected within the tubes and the tubes
within the rock-like mass surrounding them.
The National Conduit Mfg. Co., of the Times Build-

NEXT NATIONAL ELECTRIC
TION.

LIGHT CONVEN-

The executive committee of the National Electric Light
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ing, New York, are one of the best-known concerns in

existence. They will undertake the complete installation

of any locality with their famous conduits.

The Eastern Electric Supply Company was organized
in New York State March i\ 1897. President, H. B.

Ellis; vice-president, Charles P. Scott; treasurer, Charles
I. Hills; general manager, P. H. Ellis.

They will handle and sell everything in the electric

line from a push button to a dynamo.

Association have decided to hold the next (twentieth)

convention at Niagara Falls, June 8, 9 and 10, 1897.

Yours respectfully,

Geo. F. Porter, Secretary,

Parrsboro, Ont.—A local company is being organized

here to put in a plant for electric street lighting in the

spring.

Point Pleasant, W. Va.—J. Friedman & Co. desires

electric light plant, to be operated by gasoline engine.
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In this column we shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds
of our subscribers.

The accompanying illustrations show the design of an
internally fired water-tube boiler. The inventor is J. J.

Tonkin, of Oswego, N. Y., whose intention to gain cer-

tain advantages bv this construction thus manifests it-

self. .

The inside shell contains a fire-brick division guiding (Q.)—STOPPING ELECTRIC CARS,
the heat the entire length of the tubes before escaping.
These tubes are of equal length and are readily cleaned
or replaced. In this particular boiler the superior points

St. Louis, Feb. 23, 1897.

Dear Sirs:—The city of St. Louis is covered with car

End View of Tonkin Boiler.

consist in the use of water-tubes and internal firing—the

immediate utilization of the heat and complete combus-
tion. The crown sheet cannot be overheated on account
of the fire-brick, and the general disposition of the gases

is such that no injury is sustained in any part. Having
a safety factor of five its life of usefulness with normal
treatment is well assured.

lines fed from the power houses. The motormen live in

a state of constant trepidation, due to their fear of acci-

dents. This, I think, is due to the fact that the cars

cannot be instantly stopped, although the controller in

front under ordinary circumstances is quite efficient for

this purpose. How can these cars be stopped instantly

without air brakes ? If any electrical method has ever

Sectional View of Tonkin Boiler.

Neither overheating or low water will cause the injuries

10 common in other makes.
Mr. John Eaton, president of the Oil Well Supply Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa., or Mr. Tonkin, 36 Cortlandt street,

New York City, may be applied to for information con-
cerning this boiler.

been contemplated or tried I would like to know.
Yours respectfully,

Philip Despar.
(A.)—Two methods of an independent nature have met

with some consideration.

(a) The first is that of using a magnetic brake which
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clutches the axle or a part thereof and thus effects a stop-

page.
.

;
...

(b) The -second implies the use of a dynamo whose
armature may be safely short-circuited—an armature
which consists of a heavy casting revolving in a magnetic
field.

This last method may be used if a chance of the motor
burning out is outweighed by the anticipation of an im-

mediate danger.
That is, the car motor may be used as a brake by short

circuiting it.

Space does not allow of a detailed description of the

methods employed. The patent records are full of

them.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERS.

ELECTRICAL

At the meeting of the Institute, held February 17,

seventy-five members and guests were present. A paper
was read by Mr. John W. Howell on "Conductivity of

Incandescent Carbon Filaments, and Some of the Space
Surrounding Them." The discussion was participated

in by Messrs. Kennelly, Colby, Walcott, Sheldon, Wirt
and Burnett.

At the meeting of the executive committee in the after-

noon the following associate members were elected:

Albert W. Brown, assistant manager of telephone ex-

change, American Telephone and Telegraph Co., 39
Cortland street; residence, 27 West 24th street, New
York.

Alva C. Dinkey, superintendent electric department
Homestead Steel Works, Munhall, Pa. 1 .

Budd Frankenfield, instructor in electrical engineering,

The University of Wisconsin; residence, 640 State street,

Madison, Wis.

Wm. Howe Ripley, student in department of electrical

engineering, Columbia University; residence, 605 Lexing-
ton avenue, New York City.

Edward B. Rosa, professor of physics, Wesleyan Uni-
versity, Middletown, Conn.

Christopher Van Deventer, student, Columbia Univer-
sity; residence, 626 Lexington avenue, New York City.

Geo. K. Woodworth, electrician, Crawford Mfg. Co.,

Hagerstown, Md.
The following associate members were transferred to

membership:
Philip Dawson, associate and chief engineer with R.

W. Blackwell, 39 Victoria street, Westminster, London,
England.

Lucius T. Gibbs, manager and chief engineer, Gibbs
Electric Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Frank J. Sprague, vice-president Sprague Electric Ele-

vator Co., 253 Broadway, New York. .,

Edward Andrew Leslie, vice-president and manager,
Manhattan Electric Light Co., Ltd., New York City. .

Yours .truly,

Ralph W/ Pope,
1 • Secretary..

WILL USE ARC LAMPS HENCEFORTH.

from Hugh Glenn & Co. for the placing of forty long-
burning. Manhattan arc lamps in their stores, .54, 55, 58
and 59 Franklin Square, they having decided to throw
out the incandescent lamps and to equip the entire store

with 150-hour arc lamps.

The Queens Insurance Company Building, corner of

Cedar and William streets, New York, has been equipped
by him with 2,000 lamps, the Walker Company putting
in the dynamos. Mr. Chapin has fine show rooms, and
his offices and reception rooms are always open to friends.

His early experience has made him one of the oldest and
ablest men in the business.

ELECTRIC STOCK QUOTATIONS.

Allegheny County Light Co.,

Brush Electric Company,
Bridgeport (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,

Eddy Electric Mfg. Company,
Edison Illg. Co. (St. Louis), .

*Edison Elec. Illg. Co., New York,
Edison Elec. Illg. Co., Brooklyn,
Edison Ore Milling Co.,

Edison Elec. Storage Company, .

East End Electric Light
Fort Wayne Electric Company, .

Ft. Wayne Elec. Co. T. Sec. Series A,

General Electric Company,
General Electric Company pf.,

Hartford 1 (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,

Hartford; (Conn.) Lt. & Power Co.,

Interior-Conduit & Insulation Co.,

New Haven (Conn.) Elec. Lt. Co.,

Narragansett (Prov. R. I.) Elec. Co.,

Rhode Island Elec. Protec. Co., ?*

Toronto (Canada) Elec. Light Co.,

T.-H. Elec. Co., T. Secur., Series D,

Thomson-Houston Welding Co.,

United Elec. Lt. & Power Co.,

Woonsocket (R. I.) Electric Co.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., pf.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., assd.,

*Ex dividend.

Bid.

100

35

104^
98

7

28

%
3

34)4
74'

105

145

1 10

125

3*A
5

5

100

5°

24^

Asked.

40

38

19

2

105 1.'

99
10

29
10

1

3%
35
76

15

82

122

132

4

109
5i

2 $V2

WESTON
ARC
LIGHT

AMMETER
CHEAP, RELIABLE, AND VERY

ACCURATE.
ABSOLUTELY "DEAD BEAT."

The scale is so proportioned that a
change of 1-10 of one ampere can be seen
from a considerable distance. Three
different ranges

:

No. 1—5.8 6.8 7.8 amperes in 1-10 am-
pere dlv.

No. 2—8.6 9.6 i0.6 amperes in 1-10 am-
pere div.

No. 3—9.5 10.5 11.5 amperes in 1-10 am-
pere div.

Mention Electrical Age when writing for
Catalogues.

W. C. Ballda, manager of the Utica Electrical Manu-
facturing and Supply Company, has secured a contract

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St., Xeuark, N. J., U.S.A.

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
Estatolislied. 1873.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Bods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Bed, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wulmrw/DEL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. » d°e
™" :

n.y.
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Toledo Traction Co.'s Plant, Fort Wayne 150-Arc Lamp Dynamos in the Foreground.

TOLEDO TRACTION COMPANY, TOLEDO, O.

The city of Toledo is evincing a desire for progress
that has of late brought it prominently into notice. There
is within the city limits an amount of concentrated am-
bition that could scarcely be equalled by that of any
other American centre. Its inhabitants number about
120,000, with every prospect of rapid increase in the
future. The electric lighting, power and railway work
has advanced with the utmost rapidity. The Toledo
Traction Company, to which this article refers, was or-

ganized representing the consolidated interests of the
Toledo Consolidated Street Railway Company, the Cen-
tral Street Railway Company, the Metropolitan Street
Railway Company of Toledo, the Ironville Street Railway
Company, the Toledo Electric Street Railway Company
and the Toledo Electric Railway Company. The capital-

ization of these large concerns represents $2,000,000 in

preferred stock, $4,000,000 in common stock, and
000,000 in bonds. The president of the company is

Mr. N. B. Ream, a well-known Chicago financier and capi-

talist. This concern controls and governs more than
120 miles of track, which forms a network over the
entire city and its suburbs. About 119 closed and 100
open cars are in use, 29 trailers, 5 snow-plows, 284 motors
and 147 trucks in the best of condition. The following
technical facts may be of considerable interest to our
readers. All the T-rail tracks have been newly laid and
substantially rebuilt within the last five years. The ties

are of the best quality oak and figure about 2,600 to the
mile. The streets in Toledo through which these tracks
run represent considerable care and expense on the part

of the municipal government, being paved with stone,

brick, wood and asphalt. The new power-house just fin-

ished is a fire-proof building situated on the Maumee
River, which passes through the centre of the city. Its

dimensions are 212 feet by 115 feet with steel frame,

brick walls, slate and tile roof. A huge steel smoke-
stack 213 feet high is a most noticeable feature of this

power-house. This great smoke-stack is 13 feet inside

diameter and is lined with fire-brick. The power plant

is composed of the following generators: Four new 1,000

K. W. Edison generators for three-wire system; 7

Fort Wayne generators for arc lighting of 150 lamps
capacity each; four 500-K. W. General Electric, direct-

connected generators, for railway and power ser-

vice; two Porter-Allen tandem compound engines;

four 1,200 H. P. American Wheelock-Green engines,

90 revolutions, cross-compound valves and gears,

built by The A. Wheelock Engineering Company; re-

mainder by William Camp & Sons, of Philadelphia. The
city of Toledo has a contract for street lighting with this

company lasting until 1900 and requiring them to furnish

800 city arc lights. The incandescent lights number
about 35,000. All are operated from the new central

power station, Madison and Water streets. The firm of

Sargeant & Lundy, of Chicago, 111., were the consulting

engineers for the electrical and steam engineering. The
new central station of which we speak is doing the best

of service, being constantly in use, the entire twenty-four

hours being pretty heavily loaded and supplying its power
with the greatest economy. The power-house is equipped
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with four 500-H. P. Hine boilers, four 300 H. P. Stirling

boilers, two Hawley down-draft furnaces, six MacKenzie
furnaces and the Green fuel economizers. The General

Electric Company supplied the switchboard, which is

equipped with a number of Weston instruments. The
board itself is of Italian marble and is remarkably hand-

viously spoken of can be used on railway or line-shaft, or

both. The average total output now lies between 35,-

000,000 watt-hours per day. The boiler feed-pumps are

in connection with air-pumps. The electric feed-pumps
are in reserve. The power-house is equipped with coal

and ash elevators, likewise a twenty-ton travelling crane.

Installing National Underground Cabl

some in appearance. The business part of the city is full

of subway ramifications. Several hundred thousand feet

of the well-known cement-lined pipe, furnished and laid

by the National Conduit Manufacturing Company, of New
York, are in use. The railway, arc lighting and the three-

wire systems of incandescent lighting contains over 100,-

000 feet of cable furnished and laid by the National

Underground Cable Company. The cables vary in size

as follows, one million CM., 500,000 CM., 200,000

triplex, No. 14 triplex and No. 6 single. Mr. Winfield

S. Jewell is the general manager of the plant. Mr. E. S.

es in National Underground Conduits.

A peculiar feature of the plant lies in the fact that a rope

drive is used from the engine to the line-shaft, but belts

are used from the shaft to the small generators. As a

final fact it may be stated that the electric light machin-

ery is connected by friction clutches with the line-shaft

and power is transmitted from each engine to this shaft.

Port Arthur, Ont.—The street railway company will

likely put in a plant at the power house for the lighting

of the town to consist of a dynamo capable of running

1,300 sixteen-candle-power lights.

Exciter, Royal Electric Co.

Reid supervised the installation of the national conduit

and cable, even to connecting up cables and wires to

generators. Mr. J. E. Bechtel, a man of remarkable

ability and experience, is the electrical engineer of this

plant. Some additional facts, are supplied worthy of the

greatest notice. The American Wheelock engines pre-

The Ajax Lamp Company, of New York City, has been

incorporated, with a capital stock of $100,000. The
directors are Bernard F. Pomeroy, Ernest Woltmann,

Luther E. Shinn, David H. Gildersleeve, Henry A. Kirk-

ham and Jacobi Loewenthal, New York, and Charles S.

Van Nuis, New Brunswick, N. J.
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MODERN ELECTRIC LIGHT MACHINERY.

In turning back the pages of history we cannot help

feeling interested in the changes that have occurred since

the most remote ages. The successive steps of progress

shine forth from its pages with distinct prominence.
Similarly the development of the art of electric lighting

commercial existence that there is and always shall be a

demand on the part of consumers for simple, durable and
economical machinery. They have, therefore, built for

practical use both alternating and direct-current appara-
tus. The machines manufactured by them are of the

best workmanship, the finest hammered crucible steel

shafts of sufficient diameter are used, bearings which in

Rotary Part of Alternator.

brings to our mind and to the recollections of many, cer- their latest machines are self-oiling and self-aligning; in

tain interesting advances. From the discovery of Fara- the design of which a length of four times the diameter

day and Oersted, brilliant in their possibilities, to the lat- has been adopted. The wrought iron used in the ma-
ter-day improvements and inventions, there are to be seen chinery built for lighting and power as well as the cast

the same familiar characteristics, the remarkable changes iron is run at a magnetic density below the average, prac-

1

View of Laminated Armature Cores and Coils.

that herald an unwonted commercial activity. It seems
that machinery requires for its success an element of sim-
plicity which, if lacking, is apt to leave it behind in the
race of competition. We find in investigating the various
classes of apparatus, second to this feature is found that
of durability and economy. The Royal P,lectric Company,

tice. About 10,000 lines of force in the wrought and
7,000 per square cm. in the cast iron marks the point of

maximum saturatiou with them. The conductors on the

machines, their radiating surface and cross-section is

aptly proportioned for points of high overload.

The Royal Electric Company build two classes of ma-
of Peena. 111., have fully realized in the course of their chinery, alternating and direct current, with "he acces-
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sories
,

required for their operation. The alternator pre-

sents the "following characteristics, which are unique and
practical: Tt possesses a rotary magnet without moving
wire; dispenses with high or low tension collector rings

or brushes; it is designed to furnish current in one or two
independent circuits, and can be used to produce a single

cal features. Two pulleys are provided, a large and a

small—one for the alternator itself, the other for the
exciter. The exciter is of larger capacity than that re-

quired for the machine. At the full load guaranteed by
the company the exciter has a reserve of one-quarter of

its capacity, so that in case of greater losses on the lines or

Styles of Transformers.

phase or two-phase current. The alternator can be very a call for a larger output for the alternator the exciter is

readily repaired in case of a burn-out, and when repaired fully capable of taking care of an excessive load. It is to

invites the expenditure of but little time or money. This this ample margin given in this and other of their appa-
is most unlikely to occur as this construction of alterna- ratus that the success of their machines may be mainly

The Royal Alternator.

tor precludes such a possibility. The alternator of which ascribed. A point to be noticed in connection with this

we speak has a solid frame and base plate, which slides alternator is the fact that only masses of iron are rotated,

upon.ways and can be moved back and forth by means of and not even collector rings require attention because
a lever operating a ratchet attached to a screw. Self- they are entirely absent. The exciter terminals are

oiling bearings with oil sights are desirable mechani- mounted on the top of the machines as per sketch. The
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laminated iron armature cores, with the coils surrounding
them, are likewise represented. They are supported by
a cast iron spider which holds them rigidly in place.

When the armature coils are all connected in series a

pressure of 2,000 volts is produced. From 1,000 to 1,100
volts is the pressure generated when connected in parallel.

Another sketch shows the star-shaped appearance of the

Royal Electric Company represent the latest and most
improved types on the market. The hysteresis and fou-

cault current losses are reduced to a minimum by not
having too high an induction and constructing them
with a great number of laminae. These transformers

have removable primary fuse plugs that extend from the

front of the casing to the back. They terminate in insulat-

Armature of Royal Dynamo.

end plates facing the armature coils. The extent of the

field excitation is less than that of the ordinary alternat-

ing dynamo because but a single coil is used. About one
per cent, of the energy developed is required for the field

excitation.

ed handles and are quickly replaced without fear of danger
The secondary is so wound that it can be connected up to

give either fifty or one hundred volts. In regulation

these transformers are excellent. Between no load and
full load there is but a slight pressure variation and that

Continuous Current Dynamo.—Royal Electric Co.

It might be well to state in reference to the above that

the Royal Electric Company were the first to build induc-

tor alternators in this country. They have had them on
the market since 1890. Generally speaking, their alter-

nating apparatus may be included under the head of alter-

nators, exciters, transformers, with their accessories, and
the continuous current apparatus includes dynamos, motors,

rheostats, fuse-boxes, etc. The exciter to which we have
referred is supplied with a belt tightener and a sliding base
as per sketch. The transformers constructed by the

of a negligible character. They are built by this concern
of standard frequencies but will be supplied for any special

frequency desired. Their transformers for arc lighting,

whose capacity for amperes varies from seven to ten to

fourteen, give the following voltages: 1,000 to 30, 2,000
to 30, 2,000 to t,^. The independent fuse-box constructed

by this company is used in connection with the primary
of the transformer. The cut shows the front view of the

box closed. The four wires, two of which lead in and
two lead out from the box, are connected to terminals
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mounted on porcelain blocks inside the box. This box is

lined inside with porcelain- and contains the fuses. The
two wires on the same side are connected by means of

fuses mounted on a circular block the size of which is

nomical design. The direct-current system has received

attention from them in the construction of dynamos and
motors. They advocate them for the distribution of

light and power over small areas. They are of the well-

(
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Double-Pole Double-Throw Switch.—Royal Electric Co.

larger than the hand. This heavy block of porcelain is known over-pole type with self-oiling bearings. The con-

provided with a handle andean be inserted without injury ductors are of sufficient cross-section to stand a heavy

to the operator in case of a blowing fuse. It is perfectly over-load without danger. They give the best satisfac-

safe and meets with commendation wherever installed. tion and are solidly durable. The massive field magnets

Finished
TSlate£SwitchboardFwith!lron Frame.

These fuses are used on primary circuits whose press- are well represented in the cut of an eight hundred light

ure varies from 1,000 to 2,000 volts. The alternating dynamo. The framework of this machine is of cast iron,

current apparatus constructed by this company is un- In the larger machines the armatures are of the Gramme

usually safe and represents apparatus of the most eco- (Continued on* Page 168.)
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THE ESCAPE FROM COMBUSTION.

If the present signs are to be believed, we are about to

enter into a phase of civilized life that is as important in

its outlook as that which confronted our earliest ances-

tors .when the first flame greeted their astonished gaze.

It has been the peculiar vocation of electricians to sup-

ply this world with many of its innovations. The mar-

vellous, mysterious and unlooked for are supposed to crop

up at their feet, to be part and parcel of the atmosphere

in which they live.

Yet it would be but right to award to them the palm

of superiority if in the course of their scientific gyrations

they were able to tear us away from the unutterably

ancient practice of burning fuel.

When coal or wood or other materials are consumed
for purposes of light, heat and power, there is necessarily

involved in their combustion a great deal of so-called

wasted energy.

For the simple production of heat, perhaps, we cannot

well rebel against either the method of combustion or the

practices employed for its attainment. But when it be-

comes necessary to obtain from fuel such as coal other

forms of energy, the transformation is attended with such

a lamentable loss that the inventive instincts of all

thoughtful men are awakened and made keenly alive to

the desirability of improving upon the present practices.

The transition from heat to other manifestations of

energy is attended with considerable wasted power.

The steam engine delivers about fourteen per cent, of

the energy of the burning coal from the boiler to the

screw of a great ocean steamer. Almost ninety per cent.

is lost. To use one pound of coal ten must be burned;
this is the present economy, or, more properly speaking,
" lack of economy."

Mr. Willard E. Case, in his lecture before the New
York Electrical Society, on February 24, 1897, showed by
experiment and description a method of obtaining elec-

tricity from carbon without heat.

In this remarkable address he pointed out the necessity

of presenting the oxygen to the carbon it is to chemi-
cally combine with or the converse in an insidious and
gradual manner.

It seems that an electrolyte, as defined by Dr. Oswaldt,
must be supplied as a carrier for the oxygen, allowing

oxidation but not combustion to occur; but by a gentle

and imperceptible transition invites a combination be-

tween the carbon and oxygen without any attendant high

temperature.
The idea is to keep the carbon from getting hot and

depending upon that for the basis of power.
The general problem has been well stated by an able

and industrious worker.
Mr. Case deserves great credit for the assistance he

has given to the scientific world by his demonstration of

the methods required for the heatless combustion of

carbon.

A NEW METHOD OF DRIVING AN INDUCTION
COIL.

In Science the following interesting bit of information

appears:

Since the induction coil has come into prominence
through the discovery of the X rays of Roentgen consid-

erable attention has been turned toward devising some
means which is applicable to long runs, on a voltage such

as is furnished by electric light mains, no or 220 volts.

The more recent forms of break work well with storage

batteries, but these are troublesome, and a break which
will work satisfactorily on the voltage of ordinary electric

light mains is yet to be supplied. The following method
has been devised to meet these difficulties:

A condenser of considerable capacity is first connected
to the lighting mains and charged at 220 volts. It is then
disconnected and discharged through the primary coil.

The charging and discharging of the condenser is effected

by means of a commutator. In .this way the only current

passing through the coil is from the condenser. The
commutator is on the shaft of a sm'all fan motor.

A six-inch Ritchie coil connected in this way with a

condenser of 25 microfarads, its own condenser being dis-

connected, gives a thick fussy spark about two inches

long. Removing the primary of the coil and replacing it

by about seventy turns of rather heavy wire, number 8 or

6 B. & S., we get a multitude of fine zig-zag sparks about
six inches long, the discharge being identical in appear-

ance with that from an induction worked in the ordinary

manner under the best conditions. The introduction of

iron, unless finely laminated, cuts down the discharge to

about one-tenth its value. Increasing the speed of the

charge and discharge of the condenser up to about 2,000

per minute, which is the limit of the very crude commu-
tator at present employed, improves the discharge of the

coil in quantity and voltage. The sparking on the com-
mutator is very slight, and the amount of power taken
from the mains is small.

The discharge obtained in this way, so far as we can

now judge, seems well-suited for driving X ray tubes.

Tubes so driven give a brilliant fluorescent screen with

strong sharp shadows. An exposure of twenty seconds
gives a good photograph of the hand.

Chas. L. Norton,
Ralph R. Lawrence.

Rogers Laboratory of Physics, Massachuestts Institute

of Technology, Boston, February 17, 1S97.

The article entitled, "Conductivity of Incandescent
Carbon Filaments, and of the Space Surrounding Them,"
will be continued in the next issue.
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type; in the smaller, of the drum type. A large commu-
tator supplies ample cross-section for the current and the

brushes are pressed upon it with a finely designed spring

brush-holder. Both motors and dynamos are similar in

construction, being built upon the same excellent princi-

ples. The standard machines are wound for from no to

220 volts and are either shunt or compound wound. The
motors run smoothly and noiselessly and stand sudden

changes of load without the least difficulty. They neither

spark nor heat and have earned for the company an ex-

will be about four miles long, 300 feet wide and 25 feet

deep if it is decided to obtain only 100,000 horse-power.

John Bogert, the consulting engineer, estimates the cost

of such a waterway at $1,000,000.

Stewart & Co., of No. 40 Wall street, have bought up
about 1,800 acres of land through which the canaj will

run, and will manage the enterprise. They have received

prior applications for almost all the power they will gen-

erate, it is said. Lieutenant James Patton is designing

the electrical plant.—New York Tribune.

The Rheostat.

cellent reputation in this particular field of work. They
are made as large as seventy horse-power and of pressures

varying from no to 220 or 500 volts.

The company manufactures their own single and double

throw switches for their switchboards, as they have found

it not advisable to purchase them on the open market,

especially when they are to be used in connection with

2,000 and 3,000 volts. They have found that rubber insu-

lation of ^6-inch thickness or more is not enough to insu-

late for these higher voltages, and special precautions are

necessary so as to be sure that the dynamo does not be-

come short-circuited, due to defective switch design or

too close a distance between the opposite terminals. It

will be noticed that the contact surfaces are ample, and

the material for the switches are of sufficient section.

The resistance coils, which are behind the slate front,

are wound on micanite tubing and mounted on rods

located behind the contact buttons, shown in front.

These rheostats are made for any size of continuous cur-

rent dynamos for the shunt circuit, the spools being lathe

wound and easily accessible and interchangeable, being

held in position by nuts on the rods. The cross-section

of the German silver conductors is selected so that the

current passing through them will not raise the tempera-

ture 30 degrees.

A BATTERY OF TINY CELLS.

Taking advantage of the fact that no matter how small

a lead storage battery is it will give the same electromo-

tive force, Professor Trowbridge, of Boston, has had

made for him a battery of 5,000 cells, each one only as

large as a test tube. This battery when connected in

series will, therefore, give approximately 10,000 volts,

and is probably the largest in existence when pressure

only is considered. Professor Trowbridge intends to

utilize this battery for X-ray experimental work.—Phila-

delphia Record.

CANADIAN LETTER.

A CANAL TO DEVELOP HORSE-POWER.

A scheme to develop from 100,000 to 200,000 horse-

power by building a canal from the St. Lawrence River

to the Grass River in St. Lawrence County has recently

come to light. It has taken long months of work on the

part of the men who were pushing the enterprise to se-

cure the necessary capital. It is now understood that

they have managed to place bonds with certain English

capitalists, and the work on the proposed canal will begin

at once. The St. Lawrence is to be tapped two miles be-

low the southern end of Long Sault Island, and the canal

will run over a comparatively level plateau till it reaches a

drop of about forty feet at Massena, on the Grass River.

Here the turbines will be put in, and an electric plant

will be erected to generate the horse-power. The canal

Rossland, B. C.—A Montreal syndicate is said to have

purchased the water and light plant and franchise, and

propose putting in a complete electrical system.

Quebec, Que.—The Trades and Labor Council have re-

quested the city council to grant a contract for street

lighting for two years only, at the expiration of which

time it is said that the city will install an electric light

plant.

Fredericton, N. B.—The city council have still under

consideration the purchase of a road plant. A proposition

has been made to the council to install an electric fire-

alarm system.

Nelson, B. C.—A company has been organized here

with a capital stock of $20,000, to put in an electric light

plant. The work of the construction will commence as

soon as the water rights are obtained of the government.

The company will order one 5,000-light machine, step-up

and step-down transformer, long distance system, that will

supply 2,200 volts in town; also one 50-light arc machine.

George Cassidy, of Vancouver, will probably establish a

saw-mill here.
'

J. Alcide Chausse.

Commencing March 12th there will be an exhibition at

the office of Elmer P. Morris, 36 Dey St., New York city,

the Nowotny long-burning improved arc lamp. Mr. L.

R. Keck, the president of the Nowotny Electric Co., of

Cincinnati, O., will be in the city for a few days and will

be pleased to meet buyers and explain the superior

features of their lamp.
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THE DYNAMO.

LESSON LEAVES

FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

Y looking back upon the past few years,

the dynamo appears as a new and un-
trustworthy device. It was a very in-

teresting piece of mechanism and pro-

duced a current capable of doing many
wonderful things, but it was not re-

ceived with confidence. Today what
a change has occurred. It is a part of

every large hotel equipment, a neces-

sity to public and municipal buildings.

The elevators of many tall structures

depend upon it and the newest develop-

ments tend to force its application for

heating our dwellings as well as sup-

plying both light and power.
Principles.— It is encouraging to know that the prin-

ciples upon which a knowledge of the dynamo is based

under a suspended magnet, caused the magnet to deflect

in the direction of motion. Two other experimenters,
Bubbage and Herschel, repeated Arago's experiment and
drew up a table showing the relative effects of this action

on different metals:

Copper, 100.

Zinc, 95-

Tin, 46.

Lead, 25-

Antimony, 9-

Bismuth, 2.

Faraday with characteristic genius explained these

effects in a manner acceptable even to the most sceptical

minds. The rotation of the magnet above the copper
disk generates currents in it which react upon the mag-
net. The way in which they react is to destroy the swing
of the needle, in the first case, or force the magnet or

needle out of its customary position in the second. The1

law, framed by Lenz, which covers all such cases in which
a magnetized body and a metallic mass move in each
other's neighborhood is as follows:

Lenz s Law.—In all cases of electromagnetic induction,

the induced currents have such a direction that their re-

action tends to stop the motion which produces them.
It is but necessary to appreciate this fundamental fact,

Faraday's Disc Experiment.

are of a simple, uncomplex nature, and it may free the

mind from doubt and hesitation to realize that even the

early history of the dynamo possesses an interest which
unconsciously ripens it by its preparation for the subse-

quent facts which follow. Not even do our efforts flag in

investigating the brilliant successes of Faraday.

The work was not achieved by an individual, but by
many. The seed which led to one of the greatest indus-

tries in the world was planted by a careful gardener, whose
discriminating mind selected the richest soil in which to

place the precious germ.
But its first growth was not very productive. It re-

and the phenomenon of electromagnetic induction in all

its phases appears as but a simple and reactionary effect.

In fact, to some minds the presence of a current by the

movement of the magnet was expected. A force cannot
be applied at one point without producing some equally

disturbing effect at another. Matter is simply the ma-
terial by which a given amount of power is transmitted
and, therefore, a swinging magnet radiating lines of mag-
netic force must create in the conductor they strike some
such remarkable effect as we perceive. The idea of

Faraday's regarding the disk of Arago took root. Fara-
day himself, in 1831, discovered the principle of induc-

ed afi-^o's £*/»er.

Arago's Original Experiment.

quired many others of recognized genius, whose ability

drew comments from their own government to healthfully

develop the first idea. Edison in America, John Hopkin-
son in England, Siemens in (iermany and Pacinotti in

Italy added their portion to the accumulating heap of

facts. From the very first and most elementary discovery
of Faraday sprang a host of useful principles to which we
owe the growth and practical utility of the modern dy-

namo. The elements by reference to which the action of

the dynamo can be understood will be contained in the

following notes.

Arago in 1824 noticed that a magnetic needle would
not swing as often when near a metallic body as it would
nheti isolated from it. Copper exercised the most strik-

tion; he followed the path of Arago and constructed a

small dynamo. It consisted merely of a disk of copper

revolving between the poles of a magnet, but it gave a

continuous current and was named the Faraday disk dy-

namo.
Today machines are used of the same construction in

some electro-metallurgical works. Noting in mind the

fact that a magnet moved in front of a conductor has its

motion resisted, or the converse, a conductor moved past

a magnet has its motion resisted, the reason why such

retardance is necessarily due to induced currents be-

comes pretty evident. A magnet moving through the

air cannot be held any more than any other object, un-

less by the presence of another magnet. Neither have
ing effect, and was spoken of as being able to reduce the touched, yet they either repel or attract each other.

lations in a short while from 300 to 4. If currents are induced in a mass of metal or a conduc-
In 1825 he discovered that a plate of copper, rotated tor by a magnet, and the production of such currents
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means resistance to further motion, it is highly evident
that the disturbing influence is magnetic, otherwise the

magnet would be unaffected. Also the currents which
are reduced, and which affect the moving magnet, must
hold it back when it moves away and push it away when
it moves back. Any movement whatever restrained, and
this restraint is investigated from these two standpoints.

(i) Motion of magnet to a coil.

(2)
" " " from "

ammeter, which shows the total output of the power-
house. The recording watt-meter especially is a valuable
instrument, as by mean, of its readings exact records of
the power-house may be kept.

The modern method of line construction is to divide
the trolley into sections and connect each section sepa-
rately to the main buss-bars through feeder panels, each
of which contains an automatic circuit breaker, an am-
meter and a switch. This method confers the advantages

N

I

Movement of a Coil to and from a Magnet.

THE MODERN POWER HOUSE.
1

'

BY RICHARD m'CULLOCH.

(Continued from Page 133.)

In the use of large direct-connected units a great deal

of the economy to be gained depends upon the selecting

of the proper sizes of units. The efficiency of a gener-

ator will be good when it is 6perated at more than 75 per

cent, of its capacity, but the efficiency of an engine drops

off very rapidly when it is running below its rated load.

In order to achieve the best economy from the use of

large direct-connected units, the sizes of the different

generators should be so proportioned that it is always
possihle to operate one or more units at their rated ca-

pacity. The railway generator as at present built will

stand an overload of 50 per cent, for several hours with-

out trouble and at a maximum efficiency. This should

be taken into account in the estimate of the dynamos re-

quired, but it should always be the aim to have at least

one idle machine to throw on the line in case of failure

of any of the others. The actual size of the units de-

pends upon the character of travel which the road pos-

sesses and the number of cars, and this must be deter-

mined for each road independently. In choosing
machines, however, standard sizes should always be
adopted, as this obviates any trouble in obtaining sup-

plies and repair parts.

The railway generator switchboard has become stand-

ardized to the extent that it. consists of a panel for each
generator, each panel containing the usual automatic cir-

cuit breaker, ammeter, field rheostat, field-switch and
main-switch. It is hardly necessary to mention that

there should be nothing combustible about the board,

and it is not an absolute necessity for the board to con-

tain a marble tablet inscribed with the illustrious names
of the president, vice-president and secretary. It would
confer equal fame and perhaps be more economical of val-

uable space for their names to be handed down to poster-

ity in some manner less electric. Switchboards as now
erected usually contain a recording watt-meter and an

that trouble on the line is always indicated on the proper
section, and that in case of short circuits on the line, the

main circuit breakers are protected by the section circuit

breakers and the load is not suddenly thrown off the en-

gines by the opening of the main circuit breakers. Most
of the generator aud feeder-boards. are supplied with de-

vices for preventing damage to the station machinery by
lightning, but a very simple and effective arrangement is

to connect a large water rheostat between the positive

buss-bar and a good ground. This is either left in circuit

continuously with a small current running through it, or is

cut into circuit on the approach of a storm.

Besides those machines which are absolute necessities

in a power-house, there are various devices which maybe
added to secure convenience and regulation. An over-

head crane is installed in the engine room of most of the

large modern power-houses and adds greatly to the speed
with which heavy repairs may be executed. An oiling

system of some sort by which the oil is either pumped or

flows by gravity to the different bearings obviates the

necessity of manual labor in oiling, and insures a steady
feed at each bearing. A recording steam gauge is found
very useful in checking up the firemen.

An air-pressure system is beginning to be used in many
of the power-houses by means of which the carbon dust

may be blown out of the armature windings. With this

apparatus an armature may be kept thoroughly clean, and
the danger lessened of short circuits occurring on account
of the carbon dust between its conductors.

(To be Continued.)

Lancaster, Ky.—W. H. Wherrit, clerk, may give in-

formation concerning supplying electric lights for streets,

etc.

Maxton, N. C.—A. J. Cottingham is investigating elec-

tric lighting with a view of erecting an electric light

plant.

Bartow, Fla.—W. H. Towles will construct an electric

light plant. Machinery has been purchased.

Savannah, Ga.—Savannah Traction Co.
; $50,000 will

be expended in improvements. New power house will be
erected, etc.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY PROJECTS AT CATANIA. THE EDISON DIRECT-CURRENT CAUTERY
TRANSFORMER.

I have the honor to send you herewith a letter to the

editors of the Street Railway Journal, of New York, in

response to their request for information for publication

regarding concessions for new street railway lines, or

such as are already in operation.

I beg to state that in a previous report to the Depart-

ment, I called attention to the fact that Catania, a city of

120,000 inhabitants, has as yet no street railway, but that

there were at the time several projects on foot for con-

structing a line of electric cars to connect Catania with

its suburbs.

Louis H. Bruhl, Consul.

Catania, December 9, 1896.

[Inclosure.J

Catania, a seaport city at the foot of Mount Etna, pop-
ulation 120,000, does not as yet possess a street railway

system, but there are a great number of common hacks,

drawn by poor horses, to be found on the streets. The
fare is very cheap, i. <?., 7^ cents for one, two, and even
three persons per trip, anywhere within the city proper.

Besides, there are running between the city and the sub-

urbs a number of omnibuses, but these are rarely patron-
ized by the better classes.

This apparatus is designed to enable the direct no to

120-volt Edison current to be used with absolute safety

for electro-cautery work, and will be found of the greatest

assistance to those physicians whose offices are equipped

with this current. It is also suitable for hospital work, as

nearly all of the most prominent institutions are lighted

by the Edison current.

It consists of a 120-volt Edison motor, the armature
shaft of which is provided with two collecting rings, which
are connected to the armature at points diametrically

opposed.
The current taken from these collecting rings, which is

now of an alternating character, is led into the primary

circuit of the transformer, shown on the left of the cut.

The primary circuit is composed of a number of turns of

fine insulated cbpper wire, wound round a core of an-

nealed iron wires, the whole being enclosed in a thin

cylindrical shell of hard rubber, which is supported by a

hard rubber standard at each end. The secondary coil,

composed of a few turns of thick wire, is wound on a hol-

low hard rubber spool, operated by a rack and pinion

movement and sliding over the primary coil. The ter-,

minals of the secondary coil are brought out to two pin

The Edison Direct-Current Cantery Transformer.

It is generally thought that an electric street car line

would pay well, especially a branch running through Og-
nina, a suburban town along the seacoast, where, during

the spring, summer, and fall, many of Catania's people

spend a few months in their own or rented cottages, com-;

ing to the city during the day to attend to business. This
branch, leading also past the bathing establishments,

would have crowded cars during the season.

This subject has for some time been agitated in the lo-

cal newspapers, and there are now on foot two projects,

by two different engineers, and the promoters of both
plans have applied to the municipal government for a con-

cession, which will doubtless be granted, but to only one
of them. However, as yet, the city council has not been
able to come to a decision as to which of the plans and
routes to accept.

One of the plans has been prepared and submitted by
Engineer Virgilito, who, through the mediation of a local

exchange broker, Giulio Baurettel, is seeking to induce
Belgian capitalists to build and operate the line (which
would mean Belgian material), but they have not yet suc-

ceeded.

The promoters of the other plan are Fratelli Prinzi,

owners and operators of a large steam flour mill at Ca-
tania. It is thought to be more likely that this firm will

obtain the concession.

attachments mounted on one head of the coil, and the

cautery cords are connected thereto by split socket con-
nections. On moving the secondary coil to the right, the
current is increased and vice versa. The apparatus is

mounted on a highly polished oak base, and is provided
with an attachment plug and ten, feet of flexible cord for

connecting the, instrument to the mains:
The apparatus is manufactured by the Edison Manu-

facturing Company, no East 23rd street, New York
City.

Halifax, N. S.—The city engineer has been instructed

to report On the cost of installing an electric light plant

to do the city lighting.

(Continued Next Column.)

(Electric Railway Project at Catania.—Cont.)

In order to ascertain what might be the chances for
American manufacturers and capitalists, I called upon the
Fratelli Prinzi, who, in reply to my questions, informed
me that in case they get the concession, they intended to

build the line themselves, and would not require any mo-
tive power, as they have in their mills fully 250 horse-
power more than they have any use for. They would
purchase the necessary dynamos, wires, poles, rails, and
ten cars to start with.
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ELECTRICITY FROM CARBON WITHOUT
HEAT.*

BY WILLARD E. CASE.

The subject has such possibilities, all within reason-
able bounds, that I hardly know where to commence or

finish. At present we have only crossed the boundary
line of that field which I am sure will be productive of

tremendous results.

Thermo-electricity has attracted attention for a great
many years past, and now and then we have heard of new
inventions which led us to think that we were about to

solve the problem.
As far back as 1801, Ritter noticed that a current was

set up when the junctions of dissimilar metals were
heated. And following down to a later date, we find that

some thermo-electric batteries were constructed which
really produced electrical energy at small cost, and which
have been to some extent found practicable. A thermo-
cell was described by the speaker before the Royal So-
ciety in 1886, which I will now show you. (Experiment
shown).

It consists of plates of tin and platinum, forming the
electrodes, immersed in a solution of chromic chloride.

When the cell is heated, the electrolyte becomes active;

chlorine, leaving the chromic chloride, temporarily com-
bines with the tin and forms proto-chloride of tin. This
chemical action generates electricity, and soon the tin is

all converted into chloride and the current ceases. When
the cell is cooled this temporary combination of the chlo-

rine and tin is broken up and the chlorine returns to

chromium proto-chloride. The tin being set free falls as

a metallic precipitate to the bottom of the cell in the form
of crystals, ready to renew the operation. If this cell

works between 80 and 180 degrees F. or 538 and 638 de-
grees absolute, the c. m. f. at the higher temperature is

about .26 volt, but the possible efficiency is less than 16

per cen_t., owing to the operation of the second law of

thermo-dynamics, which provides that in the conversion
of heat into work, the efficiency equals the higher tem-
perature minus the lower temperature divided by the
higher temperature reckoned from an absolute zero, the
latter being minus 273 degrees Cent. So that this cell is

a heat engine; a reversible voltaic cell which passes
through a complete cycle. It must be heated to operate,
and cooled to regenerate itself.

In this connection it may interest you to see in oper-
ation a more practical thermo-cell which converts heat
into electrical energy. This battery is said to consume
2% cubic feet of gas per hour, and to generate 12^ watts.

(The Cox thermo generator was shown in operation, driv-

ing a fan).

In order to make the subject clear to those who are
not familiar with it, let me say that all electricity (except
that produced by water-power or galvanic batteries) is

obtained from carbon. That is to say, our electric power
of today is generated by the combustion of coal under the
steam boiler, or by means of the gas engine, and through
the intermediary of engines and dynamo, this energy is

converted into electricity. Now, we all know that this

conversion of the potential energy of coal into heat and
then into work, is a most wasteful process, owing to the
intervention of the second law of thermo-dynamics above
referred to, and how to overcome this law and to avoid
this waste is the subject under discussion tonight. Prac-
tically we only convert a small percentage of the potential
energy of the coal into work, a large portion being
wasted. It is not so much the inefficiency of the boilers

or the steam engine or dynamo, which converts this

energy into electricity, as it is the method adopted.
When we burn coal under the boiler, we transform the
energy of that coal into heat energy, and the moment we

*A lecture delivered before the New York Electrical Society,
February 24.

do this, we come in conflict, or rather become governed
by, the second law of thermo-dynamics.

It is an inexorable law of nature that under the condi-
tions in which we live, a great waste must accompany the
transformation of heat into any other form of energy.
To illustrate, in hot air and gas engines, a cold,- water
jacket is usually employed and to raising its temperature
is diverted the larger share of the heat. In the thermopile,
the junctures must be cooled by a circulation of air or
water, and in Edison's pyromagnetic generator, the iron
tubes must be cooled by application of cold air.

In accordance with the second law of thermo-dynamics,
the heat not lost but which we can utilize in a given case
equals the difference between the high and low tempera-
tures used, divided by the low temperature. Now, to

express this more simply, there is heat, or an expansive
force in everything, down to an absolute zero; but under
ordinary conditions, we cannot economically use this

heat in any machine below the average normal tempera-
ture in which we live. So, when once we set up molecu-
lar motion, called heat, we only use it above the normal
temperature, up to that point to which we are limited by
the destruction of matter. Or, as we might say, to that
point at which we burn out our boilers or melt our con-
taining vessels. And this range is but a small fraction of

the total range of the heat we have produced. Lodge
has shown us that the energy in a pint of boiling water, if

it could be all utilized, amounts to more than half a mil-
lion foot pounds, and even if the water were quite cold,

and on the point of freezing, it would still contain energy
of 350,000 foot pounds of work, or 1-6 of a horse-power
hour in every pint. Now, coal or zinc could be burned
to heat this water to a boiling point, in which case only a
part of the energy between that point and freezing could
be utilized, which is a small portion of the total range
between the boiling point and absolute zero. But either

material can be oxidized in a galvanic battery without
heat and waste, and electricity produced. If we burn the
coal, as Lodge has suggested, the highest temperature
commonly available is that of the furnace; hence the
heat should be supplied to the working substance in the
cylinder at a furnace temperature. This condition is

roughly satisfied in internal combustion engines, though
they have many defects at present. This furnace tem-
perature is about 2,000 degrees above absolute zero, or

1,500 degrees Fahr. , and if in this engine we could cool

. down to 600 degrees above zero, or no degrees Fahr.,

we could have a possible efficiency of 70 per cent, of the

whole,

2,000 600
= .70, that is, 70 per cent, less the friction

of the machine and the loss in the conversion into elec-

trical energy, which would bring it down to something
like a possible 50 per cent, or 60 per cent. The steai

engine does not even approach this. Its theoretical effi-

ciency at 300 pounds steam pressure is 33 per cent., but

in actual operation this is reduced to 25 per cent. Gas
engines, internal combustion engines come nearer this

ideal. In fact, Prof. Thurston states that a cannot
when being fired has an efficiency of 50 per cent.f

Let it be understood that this is a law of nature; it is

inevitable under jthe conditions in which we live. Nc
cunningly devised furnace or feed-water heater, or cut-of

or triple-expansion apparatus, or pyro-generator can save

this heat. The most that any of these devices can do is

to save what would otherwise be wasted, over and above

that which we must of necessity lor.e.

Now, the question which we naturally ask, is: Ho\
are we to convert this potential energy of the carbon into

electricity with the least loss ?

If the boiler, steam engine and dynamo are not avail-

able for our use economically, how shall we do it ? We
know that the voltaic battery does not act through the

transformation of heat into electricity; it produces elec-

trical energy direct. The zinc is oxidized and the poten-
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tial energy of that zinc is converted directly into elec-

trical energy, without the production of heat. The sec-

ond law of thermo-dynamics is thus avoided as no heat ap-

pears. But the cost of this zinc and the chemicals em-

ployed to oxidize it, are so expensive that we cannot

afford to use them. The cheapest materials which pre-

sent themselves at present to our notice are coal or car-

bon and the oxygen of the air. And if we could convert

the energy of the coal into electrical energy direct and

cheaply, we could do away with our steam motors, in

time, provided the apparatus was simple and practical.

Now, there is no known reason why a cheap substance

may not yet be found which will act on coal and develop

electrical currents in place of heat, but the general tend-

ency of late has been to discard this method and to at-

tempt to find some stable electrolyte or bath, which will

act as a carrier of the oxygen of the air, conveying it to

the carbon and oxidizing it, as zinc is oxidized in a bat-

tery, producing electricity. This electrical energy would

be the equivalent of the heat energy that would be devel-

oped by the combustion of the coal in the ordinary way.

Of course, in the construction of such a cell we must

be governed by the experience which we have had with

the galvanic battery in which the elements of electromo-

tive force, internal resistance, etc., are involved, and by

which consequently the output of the cell is governed;

such a cell must produce a large amount of energy, be

simply and easily cleaned or recharged, in order to be

practical. It must be as durable and as simple to use and

handle as the steam boiler and dynamo are today.

It may be of interest to give you a comparative illustra-

tion of what the energy of coal does today, through the

use of the steam engine, and what it would do provided

we could oxidize it in a battery without heat. The aver-

age of large electric light plants requires 4 pounds of coal

for every horse-power hour of electricity delivered from

the dynamos to the line. That is to say, four large sta-

tions show a consumption of 4.2 pounds per horse-power

hour; 49 stations, 4.6 per horse-power hour; and 32 small

stations, 12 pounds per horse-power hour. Theoretically,

.175 pound of coal will yield one horse-power hour; or,

allowing for ash, .185 pound, and of zinc, one pound used

in a battery produces one horse-power hour under a po-

tential of 2 volts, including the loss in internal resistance.

The cubes of these materials represent the weights re-

quired by each to produce one electrical horse-power

hour. (Experiment shown.)

Of course the subject of electricity direct from carbon

has been considered from many points of view. Some
have attempted to obtain cheap electricity by using the

oxygen of the air to oxidize various substances; others

have attempted to oxidize coal with the oxygen of the air

without heat, and others have attempted to oxidize coal

by the oxygen of the air with the application of external

heat. The evolution of this subject is most interesting.

We will, therefore, study the question from that point of

view, and examine some of the most important batteries

which have been constructed. We will do so chronologi-

cally. Of course, lack of time wili compel me to avoid

reference to many well conceived inventions.

Passing over the carbon-consuming cells of Jablochkoff,

Bard, Crumm, Edison, Wright and Thompson, I will first

describe the cell invented by C. S. Bradley in co-opera-

tion with Professor F. B. Crocker, which was mentioned
in the discussion of a paper read by the speaker on
"Electricity from Carbon Without Heat," in 1888, be-

fore the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
ence, Oct. 3, 1891.

(To be Continued).

INQUIRY COLUMN.

In this column ive shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds

of our subscribers.

(Q.)_POWER FOR A DYNAMO.
Jersey City, March 5, 1897.

Dear Sir:—Will you kindly inform me how much power
is required to run a dynamo for five hundred 16-candle-

power lamps, or where could I find a book relating to

such work ?

By the way, I would like to have a copy of the Elec-

trical Age.
Yours, very respectfully,

359 Tonnele avenue. Jos. Ogden.

(A.)—On the basis of 10 lamps to the horse-power
about 50 horse-power would be required to operate 500
lamps.

Lamps are sold, however, of different degrees of econ-

omy, some requiring more power than others to run

them; therefore the following is, strictly speaking, more
correct:

Watts per Candle-Power.

4

3

1

Horse Power.

43
38

32
26

10. 7

Meadowcroft's A B C of Electricity, or Thompson's
Dynamo Electric Machinery.

(Q.)—HORSE-POWER TO DRIVE CIRCULAR SAW.
Brooklyn, March 4, 1897.

To the Editor of the Electrical Age.
Dear Sir:—What is the correct method to employ to

find the correct horse-power necessary to drive a certain

machine under these conditions ? I have a circular saw
twelve inches in diameter; pulley on shaft is six inches in

diameter and four inches wide; revolutions must be 3,000
per minute; heaviest work to be done to rip and cut four-

inch oak lumber.
I am a constant reader of your paper and member of

American School of Electricity.

Respectfully,

F. S.

(A.)—-The power required for a circular saw depends
upon the rate of feeding it with stock.

About three horse-power will supply the necessary
energy to run saw'at 3,000 with four-inch oak stuff.

Belleville, Ont.—A scheme has been set on foot to ex-

tend the electric railway from Belleville to Trenton, and
hence north to Tweed, there to connect with the

C. P. K.

(Q.)—SPARKING AT BRUSHES.
New York, March 5, 1897.

Dear Editor:—Seeing an excellent opportunity to get

some information through your Inquiry Column, I beg to

ask a question. I have a X~^. P. Lundell motor, 115-

volt taking current from my dynamo. I wanted the

motor to run in an opposite direction, so I reversed the
field wires and it did so, but I have a great deal of

trouble with bad sparking and every four or five days I

have to renew the brushes. How can I overcome this ?

P. S.—It runs a 22-inch exhaust fan.

Very respectfully yours,

A. F., Electrician,

Care of James McCreery &: Co.,

64 and 66 West 23rd street.

(A.)—Adjust the brushes to neutral line. Set brushes
so that they be within the pole corners.

Motor is possibly overloaded.
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Valuable Books on Every Electrical Subject.

Practical Management of

Dynamos and Motors.

By Crocker and Wheeleb.

The title explains the char-

acter of the book. The

best work ever published.

>1C Fully illustrated. Every-

one should have a copy.

PRICE, ONT.Y St.OO.

How to Wire Buildings.

By Augustus Noll.

The most complete and best

work ever published on

this important subject.

Practical details by a prac-

tical man. The standard.

Fine illustrations and

diagrams.

PRICE, $1 50.

Telephone Hand Book.

By H. L. Webb.

The most complete and con-

cise work on telephones

ever published. Every

detail of the business fully

explained and all practical

systems described.

PRICE, - $1.00.

Electric Railway Motors,

Their Construction,

Operation and

Maintenance.
By Nelson W. Pebby. This

book is written in the plainest

language, and the subject is

treated so clearly that a young
school-boy can understand the

operation of electric railways.

Worth ten times its cost.

PRICE, ONLY $1.00.

ONLY 50 CENTS.

Electrical Tables
AND MEMORANDA.

By SILVANUS P. THOMPSON.

Valuable to every one in the electrical busi-

ness. Just fits the vest pocket, and is always
ready for immediate reference. Thousands of

them sold. Send for a copy. Address,

THE ELEOTEIOAL AGE,
World Building, New York.

STANDARD WIRING
-OP-

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

By H. C. CUSHING. Jr.

It contains every table, formula and rule for all sys-

tems of outside and inside wiring, together with
twenty-five illustrations of the newest and
safest methods for the installation of Pole
Lines, Dynamos, Motors, Switchboards,
Transformers, etc., etc., as required by

the insurance inspector.

Russian Leather Cover; Pocket Size, $1.00.

'.. '

..
, .

—' — " - " —r~
We sell every book published,, Electrical, Mechanical, Engineering,

Etc-, and send them, postpaid, on receipt of
price of each book.

ELEMENTS OF

BY S. P. THOMPSON.

This excellent work covers the entire

field of electric application. The
best book published. Concise,

complete, simple ; a complete
library in itself.

pbice, $i.40.

Address/
'The Electrical Age Publishing Co.,

World Building. New York, U. S. A

Books for Electric Railway Men.

THE BEST BOOKS PUBLISHED.
Crosby & Bell's Electric Railway in Theory and in Practice, -

Fairchild's Street Railways; Their Construction, Operation and

Maintenance, -

Merrills Reference Book of Tables and Formulae for Electric

; Street Railway Engineers, - - *; - -

Perry's Electric Railway Motors, their Construction, Operation,

and Maintenance, - - - - - - - -

Reckenzaun's Electric Traction as Applied to Tramways,

Trevert's Electric Railway Engineering, - -

£2.50

4.00

1.00

ix>o

4.00

2.00

SENT FREE ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

ELECTRICAL AGE PUBLISHING CO, World Building, New York.
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CHANGE IN LIGHTING.

Hugh Glenn & Co. to Have a New System of Electric

Lights in Their Store.

Before the end of this week it is expected there will be

an entire change in the lighting system of the stores of

Hugh Glenn & Co.
The firm's plant consists of a 120-horse power boiler

and a 100-horse power engine, which propels two Edison
dynamos, each with a capacity of 160 amperes, equalling

640 lamps of 16 candle-power each.

Out of the whole 640 incandescent lights 100 of them
will remain in use, and they will be in the basement.
The other 540 will be displaced by arc lamps of 2,000
candle-power, each using the same amount of current as

now.
The new lamps are known as the "Manhattan" and are

enclosed arcs. They differ from the ordinary arc lamps
in that the carbon burns in a partial vacuum and thus
makes the life of the carbon longer, as the ordinary arc
lamp carbon burns seven hours and these burn 150 hours.
The arc is enclosed in a glass case about six inches in

length and three inches in diameter at the largest part,

and are made air-tight at the bottom; covers fit over the

top through which the carbon feeds.

The lamps are connected singly on the circuit instead
of two in a series, as the open arc lamps are. This is an
advantage, as each lamp can be turned on or off at will.

It consumes about five amperes of current at 80 volts.

A resistance is placed in a canopy, reducing the voltage
of the line to that of the lamp. It is adjusted to burn on
any circuit from 100 to 125 volts potential.

One uf the very important points in favor of this light

is that by entirely closing the arc in an inner globe there
is no possible danger from sparks, and as all carbon dust
is consumed a cleanliness is secured which would be im-
possible in open arc lamps. Another advantage is that
the light is evenly and perfectly distributed, completely
filling the globe with a clear and steady white light, cast-

ing no shadows, and the annoying flickering and noisy
fluttering are entirely done away with.

Hugh Glenn & Co. have made a thorough test of dif-

ferent kinds of lights, and were so well pleased with the
one adopted that they decided to take out the incandes-
cents and replace them with arc lamps. Arthur Kassing,
the engineer, who has charge of the entire plant, tried

the different lights and approves of the one adopted, as
it is more economical, gives a brighter light and is easily

cared for. (Utica Daily Union, February 22, 1897.)

POSSIBLE CONTRACTS.

Wheeling. W. Va.—City "Clerk may give information
concerning electric light plant.

New Orleans, La.—The Traction Company will erect
new office building.

St. Clair, Mich.—The new Dyar electric road survey is

now in progress.

Port Huron, Mich.—Work on the construction of an
electric road will commence immediately.

Kansas City, Mo.—The old Union cable line has been
purchased by F. B. Dickson, who will convert same into
an electric road.

Salisbury, Md.—An electric fire-alarm system is to be
established. Bids are being invited for same.

Newburyport, Mass.—The Haverhill, Merrimac, Ames-
bury Street Railway have been granted permission to
erect poles and equip with electricity a branch of the
present system now operated by horses, from Salisbury
Square to the New Hampshire line.

New Brighton, Pa.—S. P. White and others are inter-

ested in scheme for the erection of an electric power
plant.

Xenia, Ohio.—An electric road will probably be con-
structed from Wilmington to Dayton, by way of Xenia, a
distance of about 33 miles.

St. Louis, Mo.—Robert E. McMath, president Board
of Public Improvements, can give information concerning
lighting streets of city with incandescent and arc electric

lights.

Winchester, Mass.-—The Winchester and Arlington
Electric Road; application granted by*selectmen.

New Bedford, Mass.—The Brockton, Bridgewater and
Taunton Street Railway Co. have purchased rails for trol-

ley line construction.

Lawrence, Mass.—The Lawrence and Reading Street
Railway Co. have been granted franchise to construct
electric road from Lawrence to Boston.

Greenfield, Tenn.—Steps are being taken to establish

an electric light plant.

Jonesboro, Tenn.—Town Clerk may be addressed for
information concerning establishment of an electric light

plant.

Jacksonville, Fla.—Jacksonville Electric Light Co.'s
new electric station is being erected on Hogan's Creek, at

the head of Washington street.

Demopolis, Ala.—The Demopolis Electric Light and
Power Co. will establish an electric light plant of twenty-
five arc lights and 600 incandescent.

Owensville, Ind.—Town Clerk may be addressed for

information concerning the construction of an electric

light plant.

Gardner, Mass.—The Gardner, Westminster and Fitch-
burg Electric Railway will probably be constructed in

the spring.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Idaho Springs, Colo.—The Idaho Springs Electric
Light Co. has been incorporated by Frederick A. Moss,
Jacob J. Elliott, Henry Plummer and James H. Ireland.

Capital stock, $30,000.

Commerce, Tex.—The Commerce Improvement Co.
has been Organized with W. W. Rutland, president; O. C.

Mulkey, secretary, and W. J. Taylor, treasurer. The
company will build an electric light plant, etc. Capital
stock, $50,000.

Albany, N. Y.—The Depew and Lancaster Power and
Conduit Co. incorporated by John N. Scatcherd, J. Hun-
sicker, George S. Teller, William B. Rogers and Martin
Carey, of Buffalo; for the purpose of supplying gas and
electricity in the towns of Depew, Lancaster and Cheek-
towaga. Capital stock, $20,000.

Columbus, Ohio.—The Dayton and Western Traction
Co. has been incorporated by Charles L. Kurtz, Dr. J. E.
Lowes, Robert M. Nevin, Oscar G. Sheppard and J. T.
Feight; to build an electric road from Dayton, west to
the state line. Capital stock, 1.00,000.

Harrisburg, Pa.—Binsboro Electric Co., of Berks
County, has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$6,000.

New Britain, Conn.—The Central Railroad Co.
been incorporated to construct" an electric road.

has
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Interchangeable mileage is a subject in which all com-
mercial men and the travelling public in general are in-

terested. The Home Magazine for March contains a
symposium on the subject, consisting of the views of the
representative commercial travellers' organizations of the
country, as expressed by their officers. It makes very
interesting reading, and as such will be welcomed by the
travelling men of our nation. There are nearly half a
million of them.

The Fischer Foundry & Machine Company, of Pitts-

burgh, Pa., builders of the "Fischer" single and four-valve

engines, desires to contradict certain unfounded reports

that have been in recent circulation to the, effect that the

manufacture of engines has been discontinued by the
company. On the contrary, it may be stated that addi-

tional features have been introduced, which, combined
with the already known merits of the original makes of

these engines, especially adapt them for electric and
street railway purposes. An inspection of the company's
shops in Pittsburgh reveals a thriving and prosperous in-

dustry, and the business outlook for 1897 is flattering.

Foster & Louis, general Western agents, have offices at

1,000 and 1,002 Fisher Building, Chicago, where the

many friends of the Fischer engine, and in fact all vis-

itors, will be cordially welcomed.

The following announcement was recently received at

this office, and we take pleasure in recommending the

company to our readers:

ANNOUNCEMENT.

Having been in the electrical business for the past ten

years we desire to call the attention of our friends and
the trade in general to the Eastern Electrical Supply Co.,

No. 26 Cortlandt street, New York, which we have or-

ganized for the purpose of carrying on an electrical supply

business in all its branches, and can promise, should you
favor us with your business, that all orders will have our

personal and prompt attention. We are prepared to exe-

cute orders at the lowest possible prices.

Thanking you for past favors and trusting for a con-

tinuance of same,

We are, yours very truly,

Eastern Electrical Supply Co.

B. H. Ellis, president and manager.
C. P. Scott, vice-president and secretary.

C. I. Hills, treasurer.

The Queens Insurance Company Building, corner of

Cedar and William streets, New York, is being wired for

2,000 lamps by Mr. J. L. Chapin, No. 50 East 20th street.

The Walker Company are installing the dynamos. Mr.
Chapin has fine show rooms, and his offices and reception

rooms are always open for business. His early experience

has made him one of the oldest and ablest men in the

business.

ALCATRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND.

Mr. C. P. Williams, of 39-41 Cortlandt street, N. Y.,

is sole agent for the Alcatraz Electrical Compound. This

is neither affected by changes in heat, acids, alkalies, or
climate.

It possesses valuable mechanical properties, such as
great strength and elasticity. This particular compound
is highly desirable for wire insulation, dynamos and
motors, storage battery shelving, switchboards, etc.

For underground cables it forms an excellent protec-
tive coating, and for poles, cross-arms, etc., it is of the
greatest benefit. Samples furnished upon request by Mr.
Williams, sole agent, U. S. A.

ELECTRIC STOCK QUOTATIONS.

Allegheny County Light Co.,

Brush Electric Company,
Bridgeport (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,

Eddy Electric Mfg. Company,
Edison Illg. Co. (St. Louis), .

*Edison Elec. Illg. Co., New York,
Edison Elec. Illg. Co., Brooklyn,
Edison Ore Milling Co.,

Edison Elec. Storage Company, .

East End Electric Light
Fort Wayne Electric Company, .

Ft. Wayne Elec. Co. T. Sec. Series A.

General Electric Company,
General Electric Company pf.,

Hartford (Conn.) Elec. Light Co.,

Hartford (Conn.) Lt. & Power Co.,

Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.,

New Haven (Conn.) Elec. Lt. Co.,

Narragansett (Prov. R. I.) Elec. Co.,

Rhode Island Elec. Protec. Co.,

Toronto (Canada) Elec. Light Co.,

T.-H. Elec. Co., T. Secur., Series D,

Thomson-Houston Welding Co.,

United Elec. Lt. & Power Co., \'

.

Woonsocket (R. I.) Electric Co.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., pf.,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., assd.,

*Ex dividend.

Bid.

100

35

1

*°5 3A
98

7

28

34 3A

105— i5

Asked.

40
38

19

99
10

29
10

1

2>S
l

/i

77

145
81^
no
125

5

5
100

24^

82

122

132

4

109

5^
25^

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are

based up^ n the same general
principle and are just asaccuiale »s
our regular Standard Portable Di-
rect Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working parts are inclosed in a
neatly designed dust-proof ra>-t-

iron case, which effectively shields

the instruments from disturbing
influences of external magnetic
fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St., Newark, K. J., U.S.A.

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
XSatabiisliecl 1873.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Bods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Bdd, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wiuEShl. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. hwIK'm.
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The Searchlight Testing Tower at the Schenectady Works of the General Electric Co.
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Fig. i —Searchlight Reflector.

SEARCHLIGHTS FOR MARINE USE.

The use of electric searchlights on board vessels, not
only of the navy but also those of the merchant marine as

well as on yachts has, within recent years, been steadily

growing, as improvements in the mirrors and the operat-

ing and controlling mechanism have given to the owners
and the government reliable projectors. All the fine war
vessels of the new fleet, the ocean, Sound and lake steam-
ers, are fitted with searchlights of tremendous power and
range, and almost every steam yacht with any pretensions
1- equipped with its pilot-house projector. The search-
light in the navy is the night-heliograph, so to speak, and
beyond its main use to show the whereabouts of an en-
emy's attacking boats, or the equipment and lay of an in-

imical coast, its value for signalling purposes cannot be
overestimated. The magnificent spectacle of the search-
light beams, as the signal codes of the war ships gathered
in New York Harbor on the occasion of the Columbian

. ities were run over, will remain an unforgotten in-

cident in the minds of all to whom it was vouchsafed.
In the manufacture of a perfect searchlight are two

main parts, each of which must in itself be perfect—the
lamp and the reflecting surface—and unless the greatest

:x<: is given to the design and workmanship of the

first, and the grinding and polishing of the mirror, the

result must be failure or only semi-success. The former

requires electrical and mechanical knowledge of the

highest grade, the latter grinding and polishing machin-
ery operating with mathematical accuracy. Up to quite

recently the mirrors for searchlights manufactured in this

country were imported from Germany and France, at con-

siderable expense; but when the General Electric Com-
pany decided upon the manufacture of the projectors on
<in extensive scale, it cast about for a manufacturing op-
tician who could be trusted to develop mirrors of as high
a grade as those of European make. A firm was found,

but it took three years of the most painstaking experi-

ment to bring its mirrors to the necessary degree of per-

fection. To-day the mirrors used in the projectors of the

General Electric Company are of American manufacture
and are equal, if not superior, to those which it had hither-

to imported, and it is for that Company alone that these

splendid examples of the optician's art are made.
At Schenectady, N. Y., one entire department of that

company is occupied in the manufacture of projectors.
It is located in building No. 23, on the northwest corner
of which a square tower has been erected carrying a railed
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platform. It is from this that tests are made of the power
and range of the searchlight beams which sweep over the

wide expanse of the valley of the Mohawk. A system'of
distance and intensities has been calculated by which the

carrying power of the beam is gauged and the capacity
of the projector tested.

The light-reflecting surface is a silvered-glass concave

The lamps are of two types, the inclined and the hori-

zontal, according to the position occupied by the carbons.
Both lamps are automatic and focus in feeding. The first

type is used in the 12-inch projector, either type in the

18-inch, while for larger sizes the horizontal type has been
found the most suitable. All the lamps are designed to

operate on direct-current incandescent circuits, a regulat-

Horizontal Searchlight Xamp.

lens, so ground that when the arc of the lamp is in its

focus the reflector beams which proceed from the mirror
are parallel. Two types are used—the Mangin and the
parabolic; the former having two spherical surfaces of

ing rheostat being connected in series with the lamp to

bring the voltage to that point at which the best results

can be obtained, which is from 40 to 60 volts, according

to the current taken.

Electrically Controlled Searchlight.

different radii, the reflection and refraction causing the In order that the person controlling the direction of the

rays to be projected in straight lines; the latter having beam may most satisfactorily direct it, three systems of

true parabolic surfaces. Still a third type is used where control have been devised, pilot-house, rope and electrical,

the illumination of a large area at short range is desired

—

depending upon the location of the projector,

the hyperbolic, but in this case the mirrors are of metal, The electrical control can be applied to any size, but is

silvered. more suitable to the 24-inch and larger sizes. Horizontal
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and vertical movement of the drum containing both lamp
and mirrors is given by two small motors concealed in the

pedestal at base, and controlled by a single lever set on a

small pedestal containing the resistances and switches.

Bv throwing certain disengaging clutches, the electrical

control may be cut off and the projector be controlled by
hand. Electrical central allows the projector to be oper-

ated from a point almost any distance from it. The same
result may almost be attained at less cost by means of the

rope control, horizontal and vertical movement also being
attained by the movement of a single lever. In this case,

however, the distance between operator and lamp must
necessarily be limited.

When the projector is set on the pilot-house of a
steamer, pilot-house control is usually employed, the ac-

tuating rod passing down through the roof of the pilot-

house and terminating in a lever, movement of which
gives the necessary horizontal and vertical deflection to

the beam.

Destruction of the Cox Laboratory.—The laboratory

of Mr. H. Barringer Cox, in St. Albans, England, was
gutted by fire recently. Everything was consumed, the

loss being estimated at $35,000. We extract the follow-

ing from the St. Albans Advertiser and Times

:

"Not for some time has there been a more disastrous

fire in the city than that which took place in the early

hours of Tuesday morning at the Cox Laboratory, Lon-
don road, involving its total destruction. The work car-

ried on there was very naturally the subject of much in-

terest, and a number of visits had been paid to the building
by well-known local gentlemen, and by gentlemen from
London and other places. In fact it was early seen that

the operations of the Cox Thermo Electric Company,
Limited, of which Mr. H. Barringer Cox is managing
director, were of considerable importance, and the exper-
iments were consequently watched with keen interest.

Mr. Cox, a gentleman of acknowledged ability as an in-

ventor and an electrician, has during the time he has been

Hand Controlled Searchlight.

The solid beam of parallel rays has its own special use

in throwing an intense light upon a restricted space. If

is, however, sometimes necessary to illuminate a very

much larger space, and, instead of a beam to project upon
it, a horizontal band of light; this is effected by diverging

lenses, set in a frame similar to that of the plain glass door,

which it replaces when occasion arises for its use.

To allow of observation of the arc from outside without

exposing the eye to the blinding glare from the mirror,

each projector has a prism let into the side of the drum
carrying both lamp and mirror. Through this prism the

arc may be observed and regulated. The heat generated

by the burning carbons is carried off through ventila-

tors let into the drum at the top and bottom.
The standard sizes of these searchlights are based on

the diameter of the reflecting lenses, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36 and
60 inches. The greatest searchlight in the world, that

exhibited by the General Electric Company at the Chica-
go Exposition, was of the latter size. This light is now
placed on the top of Mount Lowe, in California, whence
its beams are visible many miles over the waters of the

Pacific.

settled at St. Albans, worked extremely hard to success-
fully establish another valuable local industry. There-
fore the news that the building and its contents had been
otally destroyed by fire, occasioned widespread regret."

The Costliest of the Earth.—What is the most expen-
sive product of the world? It is charcoal thread (filament
de charbon), which is employed for incandescent lamps.
It is, for the most part, manufactured at Paris and comes
from the hands of an artist who desires his name to re-

main unknown in order to better protect the secret of
manufacture. It is by the gram (15 1-2 grains) that this

product is sold at wholesale. In reducing its price to the
basis of pounds, it is easily found that the filaments for

lamps of 20 candles are worth $8,000 per pound, and that

for lamps of 30 candles they are worth $12,000 per pound.
The former have a diameter of twenty-thousandths of 1

millimeter (1 millimeter equals 0.0394 in.), the latter four
and one-half thousandths of a millimeter. The filaments

for lamps of three candles are so light that it would re-

quire nearly 1,500,000 of them to weigh a pound. As the
length of each of them is 10 centimeters (3.937 inches),

their total length would be 187 miles.—Inventive Age.
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CONDUCTIVITY OF INCANDESCENT CARBON
FILAMENTS AND OF THE SPACE SUR-

ROUNDING THEM. ..

(Continued from Page 149.)

Professor Fleming read a most elaborate paper before

the Physical Society of London, in March, 1896, upon
this same subject. Professor Fleming's experiments

proved that in well-exhausted lamps the vacuum is not a

conductor in the ordinary sense of the word, and that

high, no current was produced between the wire and the

positive terminal when, the wire was shielded from the

negative leg; but shielding the wire from the positive leg

made no hindrance to the passage of the current. The
facts that no current flows when the galvanometer is con-

nected between the negative terminal of the lamp and
the inserted wire, and that a shield between the positive

leg and the inserted wire has no effect upon the current,

show that positively charged molecules are not emitted

by the positive leg; while trie screen effects just described

Fig. 5.

the current which passes through it is carried by nega-

tively charged molecules, which pass constantly from the

negative leg of the incandescent filament to the positive

leg and to any inserted wire, thus bringing the inserted

wire to the same potential as the negative leg. Professor

Fleming also proved that these molecules pass in straight

lines, and that their passage is completely or almost com-
pletely stopped by a glass or mica screen placed between

show that the negatively charged molecules pass in

straight lines.

The facts, then, are these : The galvanometer indicates

a current flowing, as we designate the direction of cur-

rents, from the wire to the negative leg; while experi-

ments prove that the charged molecules which carry the

current actually pass from the negative leg to the wire.

These facts are entirely in accord with the results ob-

Fig. 6.

the negative leg and the inserted wire. The following

experiments serve to illustrate these effects:

Figure 5 shows a lamp having a glass tube surround-
ing one leg of the filament, and a wire sealed in the side

of the bulb, which projects into the center of the vacuous
space. When the leg of the filament which is in the glass

tube is made positive, and the filament heated to, about
a 2 1-2 watts per candle temperature, the galvanometer,
which is connected between the wire and the positive

tained by Crookes and others in their investigations of

currents in high vacua.

If an alternating current is used to render the filament

incandescent, the galvanometer will indicate a current

with the connection made to- either lamp terminal, be-

cause both are equally positive. The current thus pro-

duced is a uni-directional one in the galvanometer, and
illustrates very well the uni-lateral conductivity between
the incandescent filament and the wire.

Fig. 7.

lamp terminal, shows a strong deflection, but when the

leg in the tube is made negative the galvanometer, being
as before connected between the wire and the positive

lamp terminal, shows no deflection.

Figure 6 shows a lamp having a platinum plate 21-4
inches long and 3-4 inch wide between the legs of the fila-

ments, and a wire inserted in the vacuous space. I also
used lamps having a similar plate made of glass, similarly
placed. In both of these lamps, when the vacuum was

Mr. Preece states in his paper that lamps which show
a blue glow in the vacuous space give stronger "Edison
Effects" than those which do not show it. Professor

Fleming also observes that poorly exhausted lamps give

slightly greater effects, but neither of them paid much
attention to these lamps.

The blue glow in lamps has long been associated in my
mind with a condition of the vacuum which makes it a

conductor. Lamps in the process of exhaustion, just be-
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fore the vacuum is perfected, show this blue very plainly,

if a little more than normal current is sent though the

filament. The blue increases as the current is increased

and becomes very dense at very high temperatures. This

blue indicates a current passing from one leg of the fila-

ment across the vacuous space to the other leg.

I observed several years ago that, at a high tempera-

ture. .04 or .05 of an ampere more current flowed though

a lamp showing a good blue than through the same lamp,

at the same voltage, when the blue had disappeared. I

concluded that this extra current flowed through the vac-

uous space between the legs of the filament.

If a direct current about 20 or 30 per cent, greater

than the normal current be passed through a lamp fila-

ment when the vacuous space shows a blue glow, the pos-

itive joint between the filament and the platinum wire

gets red hot, while the negative joint remains cool.
'

I have always considered this as proof that the resist-

ance to the passage of a current through a vacuous

space was chiefly at the surface of the positive electrode,

as the energy was chiefly developed there. If an alternat-

ing current is used, both joints get equally hot.

If a lamp be burned at normal incandescence with a

direct current, when the vacuous space shows a good deal

fusion of the positive joint wire by the vacuum current,

because it fuses both positive and negative wires, while

the vacuum current fuses only the positive. This fusion of

both wires is due to the fact that the low resistance of the

vacuous space allows more current to pass than the platin-

um wire can carry. This is further demonstrated by the

fact that a 10-ampere fuse in the circuit will often blow

when this happens.

In order to measure the currents which pass from one

leg of the filament to the other across the vacuous space,

I measured the current at a given voltage of a number of

lamps; first when the lamps showed a good dense blue,

before they were well exhausted, and again after the same
lamps were well exhausted and showed no blue. Some
55-volt 24 C. P. lamps showed .4 of an ampere more on
the first reading than on the second. All of this .4 of an
ampere must have passed through the vacuous space, for

the resistance of the filament remained practically un-

changed or became a little lower during the operation.

I also measured the currents which passed across the

vacuous space, when these currents were large enough
to fuse the joint wire, and also when they were large

enough to fuse both platinum leading-in wires. I found
that from one to five amperes passed across the vacu-

Fig. 8.

of this blue, the negative leg of the filament becomes
coated with a carbon soot. This effect can be obtained

in a few minutes if the blue is dense and the filament is

run above a normal incandescence. This I have consid-

ered to be due to an electrolysis of a hydro-carbon gas

in the lamp.

The lamps which show only a slight amount of this

blue glow, if burned at normal incandescence, will, not

show this carbon soot perceptibly, and the blue will en-

tirely disappear if the lamp is burned for a few hours.

This blue is caused more by the character of the residual

gas than by the degree of exhaustion. Lamps having
a residual of bromine vapor do not show it at all, neither

do they show any "Edison Effect." I have seen ordinary

lamps ready to be sealed off the pumps which showed
blue and then no blue, and blue again, at regular inter-

vals of a few seconds. Such lamps show corresponding
changes in the "Edison Effect."

If the current be gradually increased in a lamp which
shows good blue, the positive joint will get hotter and
hotter and finally its platinum wire will fuse. At this

stage the resistance to the flow of current across the vac-
uous space is not great, and if the conditions are such
that at this time all the resistance in circuit with the lamp
has been cut out, so that the current flowing will be prac-
tically determined by the resistance of the lamp and the
leads, enough current will flow through the vacuous
•pace to fuse the platinum wires, which arc sealed in the
glass. This fusion is not due to the same cause as the

ous space when the positive joint wfre only was fused,

and that when both wires leading through the glass were
shattered, the current measured from 10 amperes to more
than 25 amperes.

In order to measure the instantaneous current which
shattered the glass, I raised the hand of the ammeter to

successively higher points, to find the mark at which the

current would just raise the pointer. I used an ammeter
measuring 25 amperes, and when the pointer was raised

to the 25 ampere mark the current through the vacuous
space caused it to jump beyond this mark.

Figures 7 and 8 show stems of lamps exhibiting the

effects of currents of from one to 25 amperes passing
through the wires and the vacuous space. The glass

about the wires shows the fusing effect of the current, and
the fracture of the glass shows the effect of the expansion
of the wires by the heating effect of the current. The
undisturbed condition of the glass between the two lead-

ing-in wires shows that the current did not pass across

the glass, but must have passed through the vacuous
space. Gradations of current from one to 25 amperes,
used in this experiment, were obtained by regulating the

amount of resistance in the circuit when the experiments
were made. Unless some resistance had been left in the

circuit, all of these lamps would have shown currents as

high as 25 amperes or thereabouts, because the conduc-
tivity of the vacuous space increases very rapidly when
the effect is great enough to start the fusion of the wires.

(To be continued.)
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(Q.)—SAFE-CARRYING CAPACITY.
Baltimore, Feb. 28, 1897.

Editor of Inquiry Column.
Dear Sir:—What general rules may be followed out in

winding a magnet ? Also what figures can you give me
for practical use on the safe-carrying capacity of line

wires ?

You will greatly oblige by answering at once.

Yours respectfully,

^Ralph Somers.

THE MODERN POWER HOUSE.

By Richard McCulloch.

(Concluded.)

If readings be taken of the total output of the power
house at stated intervals and then plotted, a load curve
will be obtained similar to that shown in Figure 1. A
study of this will show a very small load through the night

from half-past one to half-past five, a sudden rise at this

point to a maximum about seven a. m., a lower load

She":: Grad>

• 3ect:onal Elevation.

(A.)—Allow 1,000 circular mils per ampere for coils.

For exposed line wires follow this list:

B. &S.
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Guelph, Out.—The by-law to provide funds for the

purchase of an electric light plant was defeated by the

ratepayers.

Southampton, Ont.—The by-law to the Saugeen water-

power to install an electric light plant has received the

s
anction of the ratepayers.

through the middle of the day, followed by another peak
between six and seven at nighit, after which the load again
suddenly drops. In order to accommodate the machinery
to the varying load the number of dynamos in circuit

must constantly be changed; and even then it is almost
impossible to suit the power at all times to the load, the

dynamos running much of the time either overloaded or

under-loaded, which, of course, means a sacrifice of econ-
omy. In addition to the variation of load shown by the

curve there is a momentary fluctuation, due to the start-

ing and stopping of cars, the violence of which decreases

with the number of cars in service. It is proposed to

remedy this variation and operate the dynamos under a

steady load by means of a storage battery plant connected

in parallel with the line, charged from the dynamos during

the period of light load, and discharged into the line on

ih if
T~u II

11 TPTT

Switchboard

Reserved space

for

another unit

Engine Room

Flue containing Economizers

This sp.ice

coutains

Pumps and

Heaters

Boiler Room

Ground Plan

Mooresville, N. C.—George C. Goodman can give

information concerning erection of an electric light

plant.

Albany, N. Y.—The Glens Falls, Sandy Hill and Fort

Edward Electric Railroad has filed a certificate of exten-

sion of its road across the bridge over the Hudson River

at Glens Falls to South Glens Falls with the secretary of

s tate.

Graham, Va.—J. B. Greever may be addressed con-

cerning construction of electric light plant.

the heavy call for power. The operation of the plant

under these conditions is indicated in Figure 1. Instal-

lations of this sort have been placed in several of the large

electrical light plants, where they are operating with

marked success, and there is no reason why they should

not meet with the same degree of success in electric rail-

way plants. By means of this auxiliary plant the proper

number of dynamos are run throughout the entire day at

their full capacity, and hence at their highest efficiency,

(Continued on page 184.)
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THEFTS OF ELECTRICITY.

In the "Sun" of March 17 the following interesting lit-

tle note may be found:

Hartford, Conn, March 16.—The House today passed a bill

providing punishment for stealing electricity, with similar pen-

alties to those provided for stealing gas.

We are very glad to hear that the public are beginning

to appreciate the fact that electricity can be stolen, and
not only that it can be stolen, but that such theft is pun-

ishable as described. We have heard recently of a Ger-

man judiciary concluding while giving his opinion in a

case where the plaintiff claimed that electricity was stolen

that theft was impossible, or rather, that the theft of elec-

tricity was not a crime. The tangibility of power, even

though it appears in a form which presents an unsubstan-

tial side to the lay mind, ought to be recognized by all

men desirous of being called modern minded and well

educated. The most deplorable trait of some of the men
high in judicial circles of life is the fact that they know too

much about law and too little of the essential facts con-

nected with some of the most important vocations in the

world. If it be realized fully and comprehensively that

the ownership and control of a great source of power far

surpasses in value the proprietorship of a gold mine, a full

realization of the value of power and the fact that it can

be in part surreptitiously removed and that, to take it

without permission, is equivalent to theft from the coal

pile or money stolen from the cash drawer, then perhaps
all in the Union will pass a law imposing penalties

upon those who steal power, even though it be electrical

power.

Attention has frequently been called to the advances
made in the design and construction of horseless car-

riages. In England this matter is being very seriously

considered because of certain characteristics which make
their use a most desirable feature. That to which we re-

fer is the road-beds and paving found in active centres,

their suburbs, and frequently the great main roads lead-

ing from town to town. When the Romans took posses-

sion of the British Isles in earlier days they left land-

marks behind, the most noticeable of which are the mag-
nificent roads to which we refer. There is, therefore,

every reason to suppose that the English cannot get these

horseless carriages or possibly horseless drays fast

enough. Parliament has but recently amended a law
which removes the restrictions imposed upon vehicles

driven by other than by animal power. This speed was
limited to four miles an hour, and required the presence

of a man with a flag to warn people to get out of the way.
With this change in the limitations, of speed, which are

now fixed by law at twelve miles an hour, the use of horse-

less carriages and their application to numerous fields of

work should progress most rapidly. In July, 1896, a test

was made of at least a dozen kinds of carriages for the

purpose of determining which could travel over fifty-four

miles of the most hilly country in England and arrive in

Brighton in the best condition and with the least delay.

Peculiar to relate, an American carriage, which started

and made excellent time, was unfortunately forgotten

when the list of results was compiled. The carriages tak-

ing part comprise such styles known as dog-cart, tricycle,

phaeton, landau and bath-chair. In the grand rush for

precedence a carriage called the Bollee car won. Their
speed is estimated at from sixteen to seventeen miles an
hour. The others followed in due time. None of the
cars mentioned in this test seem to have been driven by
electricity, but we mention it because of a desire to show
that a deep and public interest had been awakened such
that the Mayor of Brighton was called upon to make re-

marks in connection with this event. The unusual facili-

ties presented in England will probably make them a

popular article of use and possibly as familiar a feature of

the landscape as the omnipresent bicycle.

Albany, March 12, 1897.
Electrical Age Publishing Co.,

Dear Sirs : I have often felt like asking you to answer
a question which I considered of some importance and
which related to a Holtz static machine. I have at last

summoned up enough courage to inquire.

Do you think it likely that a Holtz or any other static

machine will ever be used for practical purposes; for the
generation of power or light?

The simplicity of its construction and its cheapness
have always impressed me.

Yours truly,

A. L. Delong.
(A.)—The static machine is not likely to be used for

many years either for light or power.

The applications it may find in the various fields of
work such as Geissler tube lighting or electro-therapeu-
tics are about the only ones in sight at present.

Many have looked upon it as a possible source of power
in the future, but not with any definiteness. For X ray
work it is useful and may become more so in connection
with vacuum tube lighting.

St. Louis, Mo.—City Clerk may give information con-
cerning construction of an electric line from this city to
St. Charles.

Olney, 111.—M. D. Foster, Mayor, may give informa-
tion concerning establishment of electric light plant.
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the battery taking- care of all eccentricities in the load,

charging when the load is less than the capacity of the

dynamos, and discharging when the load exceeds this.

The steam plant may be shut down entirely during part

of the night, leaving the battery to operate the road, and
in case of a breakdown, the battery may be used tO' take

care of the entire load for a short time. The battery is

discharged through a booster dynamo', which is so de-

signed that the compounding of the dynamos and the

battery are the same. This arrangement is entirely auto-

matic, so that no hand regulation is required. The effi-

ciency of the battery operating under conditions of this

ratus, there is one general design which has been followed
in many of the plants recently installed. It has been
adopted by so many different engineers and in so many
different places that it might almost be called the modern
power house. The general features of this design are

shown in Figure n. The engine room and boiler room
are divided by a brick wall and under different roofs ; both
are brick buildings covered with an iron truss roof; the

boiler room is set on the grade of the street and the engine
room ten or twelve feet above this grade, the space below
the engine room being utilized for the piping and con-
densers; the engine and boilers are set at right angles to

4000

12 1234 5C78i)10 1112 1234 5«7
Midnight A.M. Noon P.M.

Storage Battery operating in parallel with Ctre:t Railway

Eattery capacity— 700 H.P. at two hour discharge rate.

11 12

Midnight

kind will be guaranteed by the manufacturers to be great-

er than 75 per cent., and a maintenance of 6 per cent, per

year on the first cost of the battery will be guaranteed.

The great drawback to this system of operation is the

large first cost of the battery, which is about $100 per

horse-power capacity, figured on a two-hour discharge

rate. A storage battery plant may also be used to increase

the capacity of an existing power house and thus save the

necessity of adding more machinery. There is another

use to which a storage battery plant may be put which
will, perhaps, appeal more strongly to the street railroad

man. This is to install it as a substation to maintain the

voltage at the ends of longfeeders, which are subject to

fluctuating loads. In this case the batteries are charged
from the distant power house and discharged into the

trolley wire. The feeders from the power house to the

storage batteries are figures only for the average load in-

stead of the maximum load, as would be necessary in

case the line is fed directly from the power house. The
economy in this installation depends very largely upon
the difference in cost between the feeders in the two cases.

Besides the question of economy, however, the substa-
tion will give the better service if the voltage will not
fall and rise with the fluctuations of the load.

A number of power houses operating long lines are
now equipped either with boosters or high voltage dyna-
mos. Long lines usually have a booster constantly in
circuit. This machine is automatic in its action and
raises the voltage with every increase in the load. Some
power houses operate a high voltage dynamo for use on
sections which are subject to excessive loads. The feeder
boards in this case are equipped with an extra buss-bar,
so that any section may be thrown on the high voltage
machine.
While each individual engineer has his own ideas con-

cerning power house construction, and while each road
building a power house may purchase different appa-

the wall between them, with the engines next to the boiler

room, so that the piping is made as short as possible and
the condensation lessened; the switchboard and feeder-

board are set on the opposite side of the room from the

boiler room, so that the length of the dynamo cables is

equalized as much as possible. The general features of

this design may be summed up as follows: It is com-
pact, to save real estate and buildings and to minimize
the number of employees and the superintendence. Large
units are used for the sake of economy and to save the

number of working parts. The building is, as far as

possible, fire-proof.

The electric part of the problem has been solved, tem-
porarily at least, by the adoption of the multipolar, direct-

coupled dynamo. The large, slow-speed engine has fol-

lowed as a necessary consequence, and the general direc-

tion of improvement in power house construction seems
to be toward the use of devices to' prevent the waste of

heat and to minimize the labor required.

There can be no more appropriate olace to quote the

proverb that cleanliness is next to godliness. An engine
and dynamo room should be kept scrupulously clean.

This is especially true in regard to the electrical devices,

as a very small amount of grease and dirt in the wrong
place will cause serious damage. Beyond the mere
aesthetic consideration that cleanliness improves the looks
of things, there is also the fact that a thorough cleaning

amounts to a rigid inspection, and small leaks and defects

are often discovered in this way which might otherwise
pass unnoticed until they had become serious matters. It

is to be regretted that this advice is not more generally

followed, as there is more lost through dirty and greasy
electrical devices, badly set valves, leaky steam joints,

poor firing and careless supervision than ever will be
gained through the use of compound condensing engines.

As a means of comparing different kinds of machinery,
figures as to cost of operation have been collected from
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some of the large modern power houses ; and their com-

parison reinforces what has just been stated, that less de-

pends upon the refinements of the machinery than upon

the condition in which the apparatus is kept and upon the

supervision to which it is subjected. Among those hav-

ing the lowest cost of operation was a power house

equipped with direct-coupled generators, but operating

single cylinder, non-condensing engines burning soft

coal and using hand firing, while among those having the

highest cost of operation are several power houses sup-

plied with compound condensing engines and burning

anthracite coal. The lowest results are about three-

quarters of a cent per K. W. hour, some records running

slightly below this, while the results from some of the

large stations are as high as one and a quarter cent per

K. W. hour. These figures include the cost of coal,

water, supplies, repairs and all labor, but do not include

anything for taxes, insurance, interest .or depreciation.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE DYNAMO.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON. E. E.

Motion of Magnet to a Coil.—The magnet may be

moved toward a coil, forming a closed circuit, or the coil

towards the magnet, as shown in the last sketch.

In either case the direction of the induced current is

such that power is consumed. It is to be understood that

no resistance is felt if the wire is open, but if closed the

law of Lenz regarding the induced currents, their direc-

tion and reaction, becomes evident at once. When the

coil is open an electromotive force is set up in it. The
current does not flow, although the potential at each end
would cause it to at once were the circuit closed. The

Simple Dynamo.

The cost of operation depends largely upon the cost of

coal and upon the relation of the average lead to the total

capacity of the power house; the higher this ratio, the

less being the cost of operation.

The modern electric railway power house, although it

has been developed entirely within the past ten years,

represents the thought and the experience of many men.
It has been developed carefully, detail by detail, until it is

now a work both of reliability and efficiency. No one
man and no one company can claim the credit for this

achievement, but no class of men hold a stronger claim to

recognition than the managers and owners of street rail-

road properties, who have ever been ready to encourage
with their patronage each improvement, who have freely

movement of the coil brings it within the varying influ-

ence of the lines of force of the magnet. It passes when
approaching the pole from a weaker to' a denser field;

on leaving, from a denser to- a weaker. If the magnet
were very big and strong, and the coil large, the labor

of quickly moving it would be severe. The reaction set

up between the magnet and coil, which causes work to be
done, is entirely magnetic. The lines of force encircle the

coil and are cut; a current is set up whose magnetic effect

forces up to expend energy in continuing the motion.
The entire phenomenon is therefore simple enough

from this standpoint—the attraction or repulsion of unlike
or like poles. This final effect always occurs, the induced
current having a direction which can be predetermined

Barlow's Wheel.

distributed the information gained by their experience,

and who even in the most radical departures have ever

acted with the courage of their convictions.

Chattanooga, Tenn.—C. W. Howard is organizing a
company to establish a plant for supplying electric power
to manufactories.

Harriman, Tenn.—The Mayor may be addressed con-
cerning erection of electric light plant, for which bonds
will probably be issued.

Greenup, Ky.—John L. Soward desires correspondence
with contractors and manufacturers of electric light

plants.

Raleigh, X. C.—The Raleigh Electric Light Co. is in

market for an electric light plant.

by this means. A coil approaching a north pole will have
induced in that side of the coil nearest the pole a current
flowing against the hands of a watch. A north polarity
develops at that end and continues as long as the coil is

moved in the neighborhood of the magnet.
The current which produces this magnetic repulsion re-

verses in direction when the movement awav from the
magnet begins. The flow of an induced current is de-
pendent upon the direction of motion as well as the polar-
ity of the magnet.
The current which produces this magnetic repulsion re-

verses in direction when the movement away from the
magnet begins. The How of an induced current is de-
pendent upon the direction of motion as well as the polar-
ity of the magnet.

In the motion of a magnet to a coil the induced current
opposes the further movement of the magnet.
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Motion of Magnet from a Coil.—When a magnet is

moved away from a coil, or lifted out of its embrace, the
induced current flows in such a direction that resistance is

felt. This is very noticeable with large magnets and
coils; it can be indicated by means of a galvanometer with
the very smallest. A retardation is felt, a sort of viscous
resistance, which seems to be a dragging back of the mag-
net. It is again traced to Lenz's law for interpretation,

day in the construction of dynamos. The two groups
called

Bipolar or two-pole and
Multipolar or many poles

comprise all made with the exception of special types,
some of

_which are built like Faraday's disk and others for
alternating current work*
The Commutator.—The piece of mechanism which is

Ring Armature.

and may be considered as directly due to a strong mag-
netic attraction which at once asserts itself. This attrac-

tion can only be due to unlike poles ; it therefore follows

that it is caused by a current of opposite direction to the

first. The motion of a magnet from a coil induces a cur-

rent which retards the further movement of the coil.

Simple Dynamo.—The principle just presented is made
use of in the dynamo for the generation of heavy currents

of electricity. Instead of a single coil moving back and
forth in front of a magnet we have a succession of coils

rotating on a shaft in a magnetic field. Each length of

wire acts as an inductor, producing electromotive force.

The pressure developed depends upon three factors

:

Lines of Force,

Inductors,

Speed.
The rule is as follows : If a wire rotates in a magnetic

field, cutting one hundred million lines of force per sec-

ond, an electromotive force of one volt is developed.
With two wires twice as much would be created, or

with one-half the field and four wires. This rule is ap-
plied to dynamos for the calculation of pressure.

The method employed is not confusing or complicated,
as given below:

number of inductors X lines of force x revolu-

tions per second
volts =

100,000,000

Taking the case of a dynamo of this construction,

Inductors = 100

Lines of force = 4,000,000

Revolutions per second = 25

100 x 4,000,000 x 25

used for the purpose of sending all the impulses out in
one direction is called the commutator. It has been
known in the past by another name, such as "rectifier" or
"collector." As the armature rotates, the wires upon it
individually generate a current; this is collected at the
commutator bar connected to each one and received by
the brush. One brush takes all positive impulses- the
other all negative. As an inductor passes in front of one
pole the current flows in an opposite direction to that it
takes in passing in front of the other. This accounts for
the use and necessity of a commutator.
Barlow^ Wheel.—If Faraday's disk is taken and al-

lowed to dip into a trough of mercury connected to one
wire the other going to the shaft, and a current be ap-
plied, the wheel will rotate and perform all the functions
of a motor.

This wheel, which is simply an application of Oersted's
principle, is the type of all modern motors.

(To be continued.)

Electromotive force =
1000,000,000

Electromotive force = 100 volts.

The number of turns on an armature differ according
to its use. For high pressures in arc lighting there are
many turns; for low pressures, such as plating, very few.
Between these two classes of machines are those used for
incandescent lighting. Many changes are noticeable to-

Nanaimo, B. C, Feb. 29, 1896.
The Electrical Age Co.,

Dear Sirs:—As a subscriber I should like you to an-
swer the following questions through correspondence
column of the Age.

(1.) The number of wire to be wound on a Siemens'
shuttle-wound (laminated) armature 1 by 1 3-8 in. with
best efficiency (for no volt circuit). As a motor, about
what horse power would it give out?

(2.) Safest current capacity of the above wire?
Yours truly,

Colin C. McKinzie.
(A.)—Wind the armature with a fine wire about No.

30 B. & S. gauge and see that the field is in series with
armature when on no volts.

This wire will carry about one-fifth of an ampere safely.

When used on line at above pressure the horse power
given out will be less than one-twentieth. The informa-

'

tion given is not sufficient for the proper determination
of the correct size of wire. Send on more dimensions,
speed, cross-section of armature, etc.
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Long Branch, N. J., March 10, 1897.

Mr. C. P. Williams. Xc. 39 Cortlandt Street, N. Y.

Dear Sir : I have been using the Alcatraz insulating

paint for about three months and find it the best I have

ever used and can cheerfully recommend it. Very truly,

(Signed) E. H. CLARK, E. E.

I enclose samples of moulding which have been

through fire showing that, where the paint was used, the

wood did not burn and the insulation of wire was pre-

served. Yours, E. H. C.

THE CHAPMAN VOLTAGE REGULATOR FOR
ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENTS.

The economical and efficient operation of a plant of in-

candescent electric lamps involves the nice adjustment of

two opposing factors which enter as items of expense.
As one item is increased in any given case the other is de-

creased, and vice versa. These two factors are on the
one hand the life of the lamps, and on the other hand, the
power consumed in operating the lamps. The life of a
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Westfield, Mass.—A plant is to be erected for supply-

ing electric power to manufacturing concerns.

Appleton, Minn.—Edwin Pickthorn and Albert S. Will-

iams have been granted a franchise to erect and run an
electric light plant.

Marshalltown, la.—An electric car line is being built

from Mason City to Clear Lake.

Cambridge, Mass.—The West End Street Railway Co.

will erect a new $400,000 power house in East Cambridge.

De Funiak, Fla.—The Mayor may be addressed con-
cerning establishment of electric light plant.

P)tirlington, Vt.—The Grand Isle Electric road will be
built.

South Paris, Me.—The Oxford Central Electric Rail-

road will probably be built.

T'ortland, Me.—The Yarmouth Electric Railroad will

build power house at Falmouth Foreside.

Watervliet, \. Y.—City Clerk may he addressed con-
cerning establishment of electric light plant.

lamp is favored by making it a great watt consumer. A
lamp using four watts per candle-power has a much
longer life, other things being equal, than a 2 1-2 watt
lamp, but the power used makes it expensive to operate.
And on the other hand the 21-2 watt lamp when sub-
jected to fluctuations of voltage becomes expensive in the
item of lamp renewals. Close regulation is important for
any lamp, but when the low watt lamp is used it becomes
an all-important factor in economy, and it is not infre-
quent to see in a lighting station one or more attendants
constantly engaged watching the volt-meter and operat-
ing a hand rheostat as the changes of load or speed de-
mand.
The high watt lamp is necessarily expensive in the item

of power, and the low watt lamp is also expensive in the
item of lamp renewals when the regulation is poor. But
the low watt lamp combined with perfect regulation is the
'"rfection of economy with incandescent electric lighting.
Every intelligent station manager fully appreciates this
fact, and a good voltage regulator is the urgent demand
of the times, and this demand is fully met in the new
Chapman voltage regulator, which the Belknap Motor
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Co. are now putting on the market. A large number of
these have been put out and are in practical operation, and
have proved to be all that could be desired. The regu-
lator is a magnetic device and acts very promptly, being
only limited in quickness of action by the ability of the
generator it may be regulated to respond to change on a
field rheostat. The device is essentially a field rheostat
whose operation is entirely automatic. The moving of
the rheostat arm is accomplished by the action of a work-
ing solenoid, and the actions of the working solenoid are
determined by those of an auxiliary solenoid which oper-
ates a set of contacts that control the admission of current
to the sections of the working solenoid. The working
solenoid is differentially wound and is composed of four

very close and secure the most sensitive adjustment of the
apparatus.

The entire work of the auxiliary solenoid is to move a
lever arm with contact attached through a short space of
say one-thirty-second inch, and a very slight change of

voltage is sufficient to do this. It is often desirable to
have the voltage at the generating station rise a little with
the load so that it becomes greater than the voltage of the
distributing centre where it remains constant with changes
of load. This result is aimed at in the compound wind-
ing of the generators, but, in most cases, is far from secur-

ing the result desired on account of the changes of speed,

which no compounding of the generator can compensate
for. The compounding of our auxiliary solenoid, how-

li
distinct coils, two of which have a small continuous cur-

rent flowing through them, in mechanical opposition to

each other; the contacts close the circuit of one or the

other of remaining coils and so neutralize the action of

one of the continuously acting coils.

This manner of connecting secures a rise of magnetism
in the iron core of the solenoid whenever a break occurs

?t the contacts, and so avoids any injurious sparking at

the contacts that would naturally occur by the magnetic
discharge of the core. The arrangement completely

neutralizes the induction discharge, and no induction

spark can occur. All of the usual objection to contact

points is therefore entirely removed, and we may set them

ever, secures the desired result under all conditions of

speed or load, and a plain shunt-wound generator be-

comes just as effective as a compound-wound generator.

And the use of our regulator enables the old style alter-

nating-current generators having no compound coils to

do just as good work as the more modern apparatus.

Many machines that have been discarded as out of date

will again become valuable and equal to the best.

And the same is also true of direct-current generators.

There are many old generators of the shunt-wound type

that will become just as useful as the more modern-built

machines, and even more so, by the attachment of the

voltage regulator to them.
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As to the energy consumed in our regulator, it is so

small as to be negligible. The operation of the large

working solenoid only required the use of 60 or 70 watts

of energy, and the rheostatic part of the device is con-

cerned only with the current in the shunt winding of the

generator which, as is well known, is only a very small

percentage of the output of the machine. So that the

regulator may be operated on a machine of 150 k. w. with

an extra expenditure of energy not exceeding 1-4 horse-

power.

Stilwcll, L. B., Cataract Construction Co. "Electri-

cal Development at Niagara."
Thomson, Prof. Elihu, Lynn, Mass. "Recent Pro-

gress in Arc Lighting."

White, J. G., White-Crosby Co. "The Niagara Power
Transmission Line."

Wilson, Professor, Professor of Electrical Engineering
at McGill University, Montreal; Chas. A. Carus, Mem-
ber Institute Electrical Engineers, New York and Lon-
don. "The Induction Factor, a New Basis of Dynamo
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Papers to be Read at the Convention of the N. E. L.
A.—The following list of papers will be read at the Con-
vention, and the names of the authors are a guarantee
that the papers to be read will be of a high order of merit.

Some of the manuscript is already in the hands of the
secretary, and, depending upon the assurance of the au-
thors that their manuscript will be forwarded at an early
date, it is expected that printed copies of each of the pa-
pers will be furnished members a reasonable time before
the date of the Convention

:

Bean, W. Worth, St. Joseph & Fort Benton Ry. &
Lighting Co. "Municipal Lighting."

Cahoon, J. B., Elmira Municipal Improvement Co.
"Standardizing Prices for Incandescent Light and
Power."
Edgar, C. L, Boston Edison Co. "Correct Method for

Charging for Product."
Jewel, W. S., Toledo Traction Co. "Cost of Delivery

of Current from Station to Customer."
Martin, T. C, Editor Eletcrical Engineer. "The Day-

light Work of Central Stations."

Calculation and Classification."

Wright, Arthur, President Municipal Electrical Asso-
ciation, England. "The Profitable Extension of Central
Stations."

The Convention is to be held at Niagara Falls this June
and promises to be attended as enthusiastically as on past
occasions.

POSSIBLE CONTRACTS.
Norway, Me.—An electric road will probably be built

to Waterford and Stoneham.
Cochran, Ga.—Town Council may be addressed con-

cerning erection of electric light plant.

Fitzgerald, Ga.—The Mayor may be addressed con-
cerning establishment of electric light plant.

Jellico, Tenn.—An electric light plant may be estab-
lished.

Baraboo, Wis.— City Clerk may be addressed concern
ing establishment of $20,000 electric light plant.

Waterloo, Ohio.—An electric light plant is to be estab-
lished.
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A NEW WHEATSTONE BRIDGE.

A decided innovation has appeared upon the market in

the shape of a new Wheatstone bridge. In this device
the method of plugging resistances is entirely dispensed
with. Instead there are four arms similar to those used
in any rheostat sliding upon brass contact points marked
respectively according to their resistance.

fail to realize the great advantage its use implies—no
plugs to lose, but a substantial and convenient outfit of
the latest design.

Many testimonials of a high order have been received
from leading firms having occasion to use this bridge.
Below a few are mentioned: C. E. Nicholas, Electrical
Contractor, Columbus, O.; The Western Light and
Power Co., Chicago, 111. ; F. P. Jones Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

;

Wheatstone Bridge.

The old practice of plugging and unplugging was the
cause of many inaccuracies appearing in the test. The
oxide on the surfaces in contact and their possible loose-

ness supplied undesirable elements of doubt.

With the resistances arranged like the pegs of an ordi-

nary rheostat and an arm pressing tightly upon them, all

of these chances disappear.

Osburn Electric Supply Co., Chicago, 111.; McTell Elec.

Co., Chicago, 111.

Mr. M. A. Knapp manufactures these goods ;n Chi-

cago. Mr. J. P. Williams, of No. 39 Cortlandt street, is

general agent for the East. We congratulate him upon
his valuable acquisition, and predict every success for

him.

Hand Milling Machine.

It is merely necessary to move the arm to the resistance

required, whether it be in the proportional arms or the

main resistances, to quickly and effectively bring the

same into play.

With so great a convenience, and such good contact,

the best possible results are attainable.

The users of testing apparatus will greatly appreciate

this most useful form of the portable bridge, and cannot

HAND MILLING MACHINE.

The machine shown in the engraving is the No. 3 Hand
Milling Machine made by the Garvin Machine Co.,

Spring and Varick streets, N. Y.
This machine has been essentially improved and is well

adapted for light, quick cuts as required in manufacturing

(Continued on Page 191.)
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THE "SURE GRIP.

It is gratifying to realize that a simple and efficient lamp

cord adjuster has been placed upon the market by Chas.

Schuetz, 211-213 Market street, Newark, N. J.

This "Easy" adjuster possesses many valuable features

which are sufficient to invite the attention of all practical

men. The more pull that is exerted upon it, the tighter it

grips. Slipping is therefore impossible, and the loop of

cord can be easily pulled through when the lamp is to be

position of working. The knee and slide are moved by
long levers with adjustable stops. The slide has screw

adjustment in line with the spindle. The knee is balanced

in all positions, which gives an easy sensitive motion and

facilitates working. The levers are adjustable in position.

The spindle and bearings are our standard form.

This machine, as well as a large line of machine tools

and special electrical and bicycle machinery, is fully de-

scribed in a new catalogue just issued in English, French

and German.

The Sure Grip.

raised or lowered. This adjuster is made of three wooden
pieces, two of which are U-shaped and similar ; the other

is held between the U ends respectively of the other two

by means of steel pins. These pins can be readily removed

;

they cannot fall out because they are split, and the round
end of each acts like a spring to keep them in place. The
cord is not frayed or injured by this adjuster because,

when a strain is put upon it, two pairs of surfaces grip.

The bottom of the U-shaped piece and the round end face

of the middle piece constitute one pair, and two similar

surfaces the other. Hard, tough, well-seasoned wood,
carefully prepared, is used for the essential parts of these

"Sure Grip" adjusters. They are the superior in strength

of any on the market.

'THE OLD RELIABLE.

Lightning arresters that don't arrest are as numerous
as swallows in the spring. Many of them represent an
excellent principle, but they fail in construction; others

are just the opposite. Substantially built, the chances of

them ever operating are few and far between. When the

fortunate combination occurs, of a reliable arrester and
solid construction, that is the lightning arrester that is

worth buying—particularly if its simplicity is its greatest

feature. > i> \'\ IJ4|j4|

A lightning arrester, as the reader probably knows, is

simply put in circuit with the line, the current ordinarily

flows through it. If lightning strikes this line it will

COVER

The'Old'Reliable.

Xo fraving, no tearing, no breaks; perfect safety and
satisfaction. Write for prices to Chas. Schuetz, 211-213

Mulberry street, Newark, N. J.

(Continued from Page 190.)

the small parts of type-setting machines, typewriters, hard-

ware articles, electric fixtures, etc. The spindle, arm,
and upper portion of the base are similar to our column
machines, while the table offers some advantages in the

enter the station and destroy the dynamos unless inter-

cepted. The best way of intercepting it is to lead it to the
earth. All lightning arresters try to do this, likewise at-

tempting to destroy the arc that is apt to continue after

the static discharge has passed. The "old reliable" has
a swinging ball, which only swings when a discharge oc-
curs—when the line is struck. The ball is grounded; it

thus allows any spark from the line to pass into it and
to the earth. The swing the ball has breaks any arc
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that may attempt to follow. Mr. A. Blackburn is the en-
terprising proprietor, and James D. Mcintosh, the able
sales agent; No. 26 Cortlandt street, N. Y .

Hawkinsville, Ga.—S. A. Way, mayor, may be ad-
dressed concerning erection of electric light plant, for
which bids have been postponed indefinitely.

Knowlton, Que.—The electric light company propose
putting in a new electric plant in the spring.

Mooresville, N. C.—George C. Goodman desires esti-

mates on electric light plant for city of 1,000 inhabi-

tants.

Vicksburg, Miss.—J. J. Hirsch may be addressed con-
cerning construction of an electric power plant by pro-
posed railway company.

St. Louis, Mo.—Fred E. Allen, Eugene Benoist and
Breckenridge Jones contemplate the erection of an elec-

tric light plant.

Huntsville, Ala.—The Huntsville and Monte Sano
Improvement Co. has obtained privilege to increase its

capital stock to $1,000,000, and to construct gas and
electric plants, etc.

Clarksville, Tenn. — The Clarksville Electric Light
Co.'s plant has been purchased by Thomas Bourne, who
will operate same.

Sweetwater, Tenn.—The city clerk may be addressed
for information concerning the establishment of an elec-

tric light plant.

Randolph, Vt.—Steps are being taken to establish an
electric light plant.

Suffield, Mass.—The Electric Light Co.- is preparing to

establish an electric light plant.

Neola, Iowa.—City Clerk may be addressed concerning
proposed establishment of electric light plant at a cost of

about $3,500.

ELECTRICAL and STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
Issued December 8th, 1896.

572,512. Process of Manufacturing Phosphates of Alka-

lies. Heinrich Albert, Biebrich, Germany. Filed Jan-
uary 28, 1896.

572,525. Electric Elevator. John P. Casey, Bloomsburg,
Pa. Filed August 23, 1894.

57 2 >539- Electric Arc Lamp. Charles Goodyear, Jr.,

New York, N. Y. Filed October 16, 1895.

572.561. Elevator Signal Apparatus. Stacy B. Opdyke,

Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Filed April 24, 1894.

572.562. Elevator Signal Mechanism. Stacy B. Opdyke,

Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Filed October 8, 1894.

572.563. Elevator Signal Apparatus. Stacy B. Opdyke,

Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Filed December 18, 1894.

572,607. Electric Signal Apparatus. George Knowles,
Milwaukee, Wis. Filed July 19, 1895.

572,609. Telegraph System. Benjamin F. Merritt,

Orange, N. J., and John M. Joy, New York, N. Y.

Filed June 27, 1896.

572,627. System of Automatic Electric Regulation.
William L. Bliss, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed May 6
1896.

572,636. Electric Furnace. James E. Hewes, Philadel-
phia, Pa. Filed September 8, 1896.

572,639. Telegraphy. Isidor Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed February 20, 1896.

572,706. Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Filed November 4, 1886.

572,748. Electric Switchboard. Edmond A. Fordyce,
Chicago, 111. Filed November 4, 1893.

572,754. Automatic Circuit-Closing Device for Galvanic
Batteries. John D. Holmes and Webster L. Heath,
St. Louis, Mo. Filed October 1, 1896.

572,760. Printing Telegraph. Leo Kamm, London,
England. Filed December 30, 1895.

57 2 ,775- Telephonic Apparatus. Carl J. Schwarze,
Adrian, Mich. Filed June 30, 1896.

572.777. Electric Arc Lamp. Thomas Spencer and
Christian Toerring, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Filed May
6, 1896.

572.778. Pole Socket. John H. Stevenson, Ann Arbor,
Mich. Filed April 30, 1896.

572,801. Telephone Exchange. Myron F. Hill, Cam-
bridge, Mass. Filed July 16, 1895.

572,805. Electric Lamp. Louis A. Jackson, New York,
N. Y. Filed July 25, 1896.

572,840. Telephone System. Alfred F. Swan, Bayonne,
N. J. Filed July 11, 1895.

572,903. Regulating Electric Motors. Harry W. Leon-
ard, New York, N. Y. Filed June 24, 1892.

572,923. Automatic Circuit Closer. Edwin C. Williams,
Clarksville, Tenn. Filed May 9, 1896.

57 2 >933- Trolley for Electric Railways. Henry A. Sey-
mour, Washington, D. C. Filed June 15, 1896.

572,940. Support for Trolley Wheels. Christian F. L.
Orth, New York, N. Y. Filed April 16, 1896.

WESTON STANDARD
bb>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii jp*»

PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS and

WATTMETERS
FOR ALTERNATIN6 AND DIRECT

CURRENT CIRCUITS.

The only standard portable instru-

ments of the type deserving

this name.

Write for Circulars and Price Lists

3 and i.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 WILLIAM STKEET, NEWAKK, N. J.

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
SSsrtciblislxoci. 1873,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, R«id, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wilmKUl. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, u^™'.^
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Lundell Geared Motor Outfit.

Folding Machine Operated by a Lundell Motor.

BELTLESS MACHINERY.

The use of motors in shops has of late grown to be a nected motor equipment can be well appreciated by the

ry noticeable feature of their equipment. Both print- shop foreman and his men.
ing establishments and book binderies are rapidly ac- Not only will shafting get out of line, but power is lost

customing themselves to this innovation, and particular- from friction, which in some cases has been known to ex-

ly in directly applying the motor to whatever machinery it ceed 50 per cent, of that applied.

upposed to control. This method threatens the com- Prof. J. J. Flather gives some tests which substantiate

plete abolition of tihe belt, thus removing the hangers,

counter-shafting, oil spatter, etc., which are the usual

accompaniments of belting machinery.

The safety, cleanliness and economy of a direct-con-

the above estimate.

Union Iron Works, 23 per cent. lost.

Ferracute Mach. Co., 31
' "

Bridgeport Forge Co., 50
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Other figures could be given, for instance, of the Bald- taken of tests which showed a loss of 93 per cent, during
win Locomotive Works, where 80 per cent, of 2500 horse transmission. There is, therefore, not only the appear-

Press with Lundell Motor Direct-Connected.

power is wasted and dissipated in shafting and belting. ance of a shop to be considered or the absence of danger-
Mr. J. T. Henthorn notes in a paper read before the ous belts, but the actual saving in dollars and cents effect-

. • , Complete Press Equipment.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers that out of 55 ed by the use of motors.

cases, the average was 25.9 per cent. Records have been The direct application of a motor to machines is doubly
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Modern Press Room—Each Press Operated by a Lundell Motor.

Belt Driven Press Room.
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welcome to the printer, because considerable power is

saved from waste while getting" ready to print.

The Lundell motor, manufactured by the Interior Con-
duit and Insulation Co., of No. 527 Thirty-fourth street,

is peculiarly adapted to work of this nature, as evidenced

by the illustrations attached. The independence of each

piece of machinery makes it impossible for the entire shop
to be delayed by a broken belt or equivalent trouble.

A modern pressroom equipped with Lundell motors
would present a perfect elysium to the progressive prin-

ter. The excellent qualities of the electric motor, its

Perfect control is effected by the operator. A control-
ler giving him the power of stopping, starting, varying
the speed and reversing.

Geared motors may be applied to heavy presses or fold-

ing machines.
A two-revolution press operated by a Lundell motor

merely possesses, instead of a tight and loose pulley, the
motor gear with machine attached. The gear is usually
supplied with a heavy rim to give momentum to the mo-
tor.

Six speeds and two back speeds are obtained by the

Cutting Machine Operated by a Lundell Motor.

great and inherent ability to take care of itself and its' fea-

tures , of regulation are never forgotten by those that

break the ice of prejudice and try one.
.

The power consumed as electrical energy is registered

in >the meter and will act as a reliable indicator of the

amount absorbed during ho
v
urs s of labpr. ,

;

Without heat, odors'; orThe dangers
}
qi fire, but with

compact machinery arid lots of air, there'is nothing more
desirable than a direct-connected shop equipment.

The application of Lundell motors may be effected by
gears or direct connection.

In the latter case the speed of-the motor is within the

compass of the driven apparatus. Slow speed Lundell
motors are therefore in great demand for this purpose, a

new line of them having recently been placed upon the

market. The simplicity of construction, lack of friction

and noiselessness are great points in their favor.

The unique design of the Lundell motor gives it many
advantages over its. competitors, which are generally ad-

mitted. Compactness and a self-contained mechanism,
uninjurable and protected, are at once noticeable. The
armature, as well as the machine itself, is ironclad. The
conducting^wires are_burje_d in slots in .the armature case,

which, with self-oiling bearings, makes the machine prac-

tically the acme of perfection.

use of the Lundell controller. More than 125 presses

are at present being run by Lundell motors.
Their efficiency is not equalled by others on the mar-

ket, the figures being from 90 to 95 per cent, in larger

-sizes and decreasing slightly with the smaller to within a

reasonable horse-power. Book binderies, printers and
machine shops will not be able to compete: in the future

without them.

Jules Neher, of Neuhausen, Switzerland, is a guest at

the Hotel Duquesne. He is an eminent Swiss electrical

engineer. About three years ago- he left the Westing-
house electric company, in this city, and started on a

tour of the world. He is now about completing the trip,

and is on his way to Mexico. During his travels he has

made a study of electrical engineering and the advance

it has made in the different countries he has visited.

He is satisfied that the United States leads the world

in the matter of electrical invention and application.

—

Pittsburgh Post.

Amherst, Mass.—Amherst-Sunderland Street Railway

Co. ; work will shortly commence on construction of

electric road from Boston and Maine railroad station,

$2bjo6o has been practically subscribed for.
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CONDUCTIVITY OF INCANDESCENT CARBON
FILAMENTS AND OF THE SPACE SUR-

ROUNDING THFM.

(Continued from Page 181.)

The lamp shown in Figure 9 illustrates the fact that

the heat produced at the positive joints by the "Edison

Effect" current is not simply the result of a mechani-

cal bombardment. This lamp was exhausted to show
a good blue. The temperature of the filament was raised

sufficiently to cause vacuum currents large enough to

heat the positive joint red hot. The outer end of the

middle wire was then connected to the positive lamp
terminal. When this was done the positive joint be-

came cool and the middle wire got red hot. This was re-

peated several times. The middle wire got hot enough
to fuse the end, which was platinum. This indicates

that most of the heat is caused by the charged molecules

coming in contact with some conductor which will

carry away their charge. The current was not measured
in this experiment.

'Figure 10 shows the lamp used in a similar experi-

ment. The middle wire carried a copper plate about
1 inch long and 1-4 inch wide. This lamp was ex-

hausted to show a good blue. An ammeter was con-

nected between the middle wire and the positive lamp
terminal. As the current wajs gradually raised, the

vacuum current heated the copper plate until it was fus-

In this lamp the blue appeared at 136 volts, and remained

when the pressure was reduced to 109 volts, but would

disappear between [09 and 101 volts.

My nextj experiment was with a lamp (shown in

Fig. n) having a platinum screen between the legs of

the filament and a platinum wire scaled in the side of

the bulb and projecting in the vacuous space, with its

end bent so as to run parallel with one leg of the fila-

ment for about one inch between the filament and the

platinum plate. When this filament was heated to about

a 2 1-2-watts-per-candle temperature, the vacuum cur-

rent did not pass around the screen and no blue showed
in the vacuous space. That leg of the filament being

negative which was on the same side of the screen as

the wire which was sealed into the bulb, I connected

the galvanometer between this wire and the positive

lamp terminal. The galvanometer showed a strong cur-

rent. On breaking the galvanometer circuit, blue ap-

peared on the positive joint and in the bulb. I re-

peated this several times. It occurred when the tem-

perature was considerably below the temperature neces-

sary to start the blue around the screen.

In each case, connecting the galvanometer between
the wire and the positive terminal would cause blue

to appear about the inserted wire and the negative leg,

and breaking the galvanometer circuit would cause blue

to appear on the positive joint, and in the vacuous space

about the positive joint, and about the negative leg of

the filament.

Fig. 9. Fig. 10. Fig, II. Fig. 12. Fig. 13.

ed, as shown in the figure. The ammeter in this case

indicated over five amperes flowing through the vacuous
space between the negative leg of the filament and the

copper plate.

I next tried a series of experiments to determine

whether the current which passes through the vacuous
space when the blue glow is present was the effect of

charged molecules moving in straight lines only, from
the negative leg, or whether this current would pass

around a screen. If a blue glow should appear in

lamps with a shield between the legs of the incandes-

cent filament, it would be an indication that the charged
molecules under these conditions would carry a cur-

rent between the two legs in other than straight lines,

and if the positive joint should get red hot in such a

lamp it would indicate that irhe charged molecules
pass around an obstacle quite freely. For this experi-

ment I used a lamp with a glass plate 2 1-4 inches long
and 7-8 inch wide between the legs of the incandes-

cent filament. It was necessary to raise the filament

in this lamp to a very high temperature before the blue

appeared, and then instead of appearing gradually, as

it does in ordinary lamps, it appeared suddenly and
in great abundance and the positive joint got red hot,

80 that it was necessary to reduce the temperature of

the filament to prevent the fusion of the joint wire. As
the temperature was reduced, the blue gradually de-

creased, as it does in ordinary lamps.

When the temperature was so reduced that very little

blue was visible, the blue would increase gradually
am if the temperature was increased. When the cir-

cuit was broken, the filament had to be again raised

to the high temperature before the blue again appeared.

With this same lamp I observed that when the filament

was at a temperature not sufficient to start the blue, if

I touched the positive terminal with one finger, and the

inserted wire with the other, the blue immediately ap-

peared in the vacuous space about the positive joint and
the negative leg of the filament.

These experiments ,
demonstrate that in lamps ex-

hausted so as to show a good blue, the charged mole-
cules have some difficulty in starting their passage from
one leg to another around an obstacle, but maintain their

passage after it has been once established. Also, that

their passage around an obstacle is easily established

by starting a flow of charged molecules from the nega-
tive leg through a small unobstructed part of the vacu-
ous space, to an inserted wire which is connected to

the positive terminal, and then breaking the positive

terminal connection.

To determine how large a* current tould be made
to flow around an obstruction in lamps exhausted to

show a good blue, I used a lamp shown in Fig. 12, hav-
ing a glass tube about the negative leg, and the wire
sealed in the side of the bulb, running parallel with the

positive leg for about 1 inch. I connected an ammeter
between the inserted wire and the positive lamp termin-
al, and raised the temperature of the filament until a

dense blue appeared in the vacuous space, and about
the wire and the end of the glass tube. The tempera-
ture of the filament was raised until the vacuum current
fused (Ik- platinum wire which was sealed in the bulb.

When this occurred, the ammeter indicated 2 1-4 am-
peres, and remained at this reading one or two seconds.
Any of the lamps in which the condition of the vacu-

um is just right, showing the blue glow, will show a cur-
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rent in a galvanometer connected between the wire in-

serted in the vacuous space, and the negative lamp ter-

minal, but in all cases this current is small. One-half

milliampere is the largest current I have observed un-

der these conditions.

I next tried some experiments with lamps like the one

shown in Fig. 13, which has two wires sealed in op-

posite sides of the bulb, which project inward to a point

near the filament about 1 1-4 inches above the joints.

This lamp was exhausted to show a good blue. The
galvanometer was connected between the wires which

were sealed in opposite points of the bulb. No cur-

rent was indicated until the temperature of the filament

was raised quite high, and the blue glow was quite in-

tense.

Under these conditions the galvanometer indicated a

current of .1 milliampere.

I have made experiments upon two lamps contain-

ing bromine vapor. One of these lamps which contain-

ed bromine enough to> depress the barometric column
one-twentieth of an inch, showed no "Edison Ef-

fect" when the potential was run up as high as 170

volts, using a no volt lamp.

The second lamp had very much less bromine vapor

in it, and showed a very slight "Edison Effect." This

lamp acted very peculiarly. When first tried it gave
an "Edison Effect" which changed very little in value

between 105 and 146 volts. At 120 volts, the vacuum
current showed a deflection of the galvanometer of 14

scale divisions, while at 128 volts it showed a deflection

of only 12 scale divisions. I observed this several times.

This was quite a large reverse change, as the current at

146 volts only increased enough to give a deflection of

the galvanometer of 16 scale uivisions. This change
was observed on several days, but it was less marked
each time it was tried, until it finally disappeared.

The question naturally arises, what causes the blue

glow in the vacuous space? The glow is luminous, and
luminosity can only come from matter; consequently

we conclude that the vacuous space, when blue shows,

is filled with luminous molecules, and as these mole-
cules are not of themselves luminous, we must seek for

the cause of their luminosity.

We have seen that the negatively charged molecules
liberate considerable energy on coming in contact with

a body that conveys away their charge. We have also

seen that when the blue glow is present there is a

considerable flow of charged molecules through the vacu-
ous space, and that the naturally rectilineal movements
of these molecules are disturbed.

We also know that molecules are emitted from the
positive leg about as plentifully as from the negative
leg, although these molecules do not carry a positive

charge.

The conclusion seems to be that the blue glow is a
manifestation of the energy developed by the meeting of

the charged molecules with other molecules which take
away part or all of their charge.
Well exhausted incandescent lamps which have burned

a long time show a black deposit on the inner surface
of the bulb. In lamps with thick, stiff, single-loop fila-

ments, in which the two legs lie in the same plane, a
light line may be observed in the black deposit, which is

caused by the shielding of this line by one leg, from the
molecules emitted by the other leg. This line shows
with about equal clearness opposite both legs, indicating
that carbon molecules are constantly emitted from both
legs, equally and in straight lines.

In lamps which have been imperfectly exhausted, the
black deposit sometimes appears in patches, symmetri-
cally placed with reference to the carbon. I regard these
figured discolorations as indications of disturbances in
the rectilineal paths of the molecules, and of the in-

fluence of the magnetic field, upon the disturbed mole-
cules.

The activity of the molecules carrying current across

the vacuous space seems to depend more on the tem-
perature of the filament than on the potential difference

between the legs, 40-volt lamps showing about as strong
effects as 140-volt lamps. The energy they exhibit in

one direction seems to be very much greater than we
would expect from molecules actuated by a potential

difference of only 40 or 50 volts. The action of these

molecules in carrying electricity in one direction only,

may be an indication of the nature of the action be-

tween molecules in solid conductors carrying currents,

rather than an illustration of the action of statically

charged molecules.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN EUROPE.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE.

Bureau of Statistics, Washington, February 23, 1897.

Locomotion by means of electricity is gradually gain-

ing ground in the various states of Europe, though not
to the same extent as has been the case in the United
States, which could hardly be expected, considering the
advances in construction and working of the different

systems employed there.

During 1895, the total number of electric railways, or
tramways, in Europe rose from 70 to in; the length of

lines from 700 to 902 kilometers (435 to 560^ miles),

and the power of the "centrals" from 18,150 to 25,095
kilos watt, while the number of cars are increased from
1,236 to 1,747.

In mileage of electric railways, Germany is foremost
among European nations, having 406 kilometers (252
miles) of lines; then follow France, with 132 kilometers

(82 miles); Great Britain and Ireland, 107 kilometers

(66}4 miles); Austria-Hungary, 71 kilometers (44 miles);

Switzerland, 47 kilometers (29 miles); Italy, 40 kilometers

(24^ miles). Servia, Russia, Belgium and Spain have
but from 10 kilometers (6.21376 miles) to 30 kilometers

(18.64128 miles), while the remaining countries have less

than eight kilometers (4.971 miles) each.

Of these in lines, 91 are worked on the overhead sur-

face system, 12 on the underground system, and eight by
means of accumulators.

A large number of electric railways which were building

during 1895 have been finished in 1896. It is estimated

tfjat the new lines of the present year will exceed in num-
ber and mileage those constructed in 1895, and it would
appear from the activity shown in planning and lay--

ing out new routes that next year will show a like in-

crease.

The capital invested in Germany alone in electric lines

is estimated at 100,000,000 marks ($23,800,000). German
industry and German capital are responsible for the ad-

vance shown in this new departure in the Empire. It is

due in a great measure to the Rhenish-Westphalian iron

industries having been for years trained in the production

of street-railway material, both for the home and foreign

market.
German electrical companies and supply manufactories

have greatly increased in number and capital during the

past few years and are constructing electric lines with

steam engines down to the smallest isolator, thus giving

an impetus to the boiler and car manufacturers.

Among the larger cities, Berlin is just about to intro-

duce general electric locomotion in its streets. At pres-

ent it is almost entirely dependent on the old horse tram-

way and omnibus service. Hamburg and Leipsic have

their electric street railways nearly completed.

The overhead surface system, owing to its being cheaper

than the two remaining systems, will continue to be pre-

ferred for the lines contemplated or in course of con-

struction.

Thos. Ewing Moore, Commercial Agent,

Weimar, December 3, 1896,
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ENGINEERING IN CUBA.

The present revolution in Cuba has probably swept

away the last traces that were left to remind us of any

progress that had been made there in electric lighting.

On the great sugar plantations it was found profitable

and convenient to use electric lights. The crushed cane

supplied endless fuel and the sugar machinery necessi-

tated the attention of men perfectly capable of accept-

ing the additional care of a dynamo.
Now that the island has been devastated and the sugar

growing centers temporarily destroyed, there will be a

delay in prosperity. But when peace has been restored,

and particularly when independence has been gained,

the old industries will be resumed. The active Ameri-
can engineer will find in Cuba a field for his efforts that

are too broad for outline. The sluggish trade carried

on between the United States and Cuba brought great

profits to the few firms that engaged in importing
American electric light apparatus.

It seems that an engineer could make great 'headway
in this budding island when things quiet down perman-
ently. The Spanish for the last few years had so haras-
sed commerce that it was decaying even before the last

eventful crisis occurred. Every plantation in Cuba, as

well as every large town, needs and can support electric

lights; Havana particularly.

It would be an excellent plan for some of your friends

to look over the ground and see whether the opportuni-
ties there are not first-class.

EFFECTS OF COLl; UPON RESISTANCE.

The safe carrying capacity of a wire is determined by
its temperature when the current is flowing. Should
this rise tO' a dangerous point, the insulation is threaten-

ed and the risks of fire become accentuated.

A wire stretching between supports at the Equator
would be less capable of carrying a current without in-

jury to its insulation than a similar conductor suspended
somewhere near the scene of Nansen's return.

Cold merely assists the wasted energy in escaping and
therefore prevents an accumulation of heat within the

wire. But there is another phase of this case to be con-
sidered. A conductor exposed to different tempera-
tures is found to possess different resistances, the re-

sistance increasing and decreasing with its rise and fall.

When the wire is red hot and then heated further, its re-

sistance becomes exceeding great. Conversely the ap-
plication of cold makes the resistance lower and lower.

An eminent authority in England states that all metals
have the same specific resistance at a certain exceedingly
low temperature.

This remarkable discovery more than ever inclines us
to' believe that the molecular grouping or intermole-

cular spacing, completely governs the resistance of a

metal. It was once suggested that resistance in any con-
ductor is due to> the distance leaped over by the cur-

rent, which in this case is divided up into millions of

minute charges. Were it possible to so control these

spaces that in several specimens of metal they could be
made alike, then according to this theory, each would
have the same resistance.

The change in resistance due to changes in tempera-
ture probably indicates the best experimental method of

investigating the mechanism of conduction.

Swan Light Patents Expiring.—The Swan Incandes-
cent Electric Light Company of 14 White street has ap-
plied to the Supreme Court for the voluntary dissolu-

tion of the company. The following directors united in

the application: Mayor W. L. Strong, Edwin Einstein,

Emanuel Einstein, David L. Einstein, Charles W. Spear,
Morris Tatman, and Felix Samson. The company was
incorporated in 1882, with a capital stock of $800,000,
to manufacture and sell electric lamps under the patent
of Joseph W. Swan. From 1885 until two years ago
the manufacture was carried on by a licensee, the Swan
Lamp Manufacturing Company of Cleveland, O., and the

only source of revenue was the royalty. Two> years ago
the licensee discontinued business, and since then the

company has had no income. It was unable to begin the

manufacture on its own account now and as the patents

expire this year the directors deemed it advisable to wind
up the company. It has no> liabilities, and assets $6,903
in cash, patents, and a safe.—N. Y. Sun.

Electric Power from a Canal.—A scheme to develop
from 100,000 to 200,000 horse-power by building a canal

from the St. Lawrence river to the Grass river, in St.

Lawrence county, has recently come to light. • It has
taken long months of work on the part of the New York
men who were pushing the enterprise to secure the neces-
sary capital. It is now understood that they have man-
aged to place bonds with certain English capitalists, and
the work on the proposed canal will begin at once. The
St. Lawrence is to be tapped two miles below the south-
ern end of Long Sault Island, and the canal will run
over a comparatively level plateau till it reaches a drop
of about forty feet at Massena, on Grass river. Here
the turbines will be put in and an electric plant will be
erected to generate the horse power. The canal will

be about four miles long, three hundred feet wide and
twenty-five feet deep if it is decided to obtain only 100,-

000 horse-power. John l>ogert. the consulting engineer,
estimates the cost of such a waterway at $1,000,000.
Lieut. James Patton is designing the electrical plant.
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TRACK AND TRACK JOINTS: CONSTRUC-
TION, MAINTENANCE AND BONDING.

M. K. BOW F.N.

After signing a contract to tell my associates in business

how to construct and maintain a street railway track, I

began to cast around for data bearing upon the subject,

and found that the life of a rail was measured by the wear-

require a bevel of i 11-16 inches in a two inch tread to

compensate for the difference in travel of the wheels.

The effect of the slipping of wheels on curves is clearly

shown by the brightness of the rails, showing abnormal
wear.
The street railroad man was right, because if he stands

behind any of his receding cars he notices the movement
of the car from side to side with a rhythmic motion, which
tells of an action taking place. The analysis of the

action develops a coal-saving, wear-saving movement,
always at work; a sort of a silent partner producing part

Fig. 1.

ing out of the head, and less than twelve per cent, was

worn away before we sold the old rail for scrap, hence the

deduction that the point of contact between the wheel and

the rail, in other words, the bearing and wearing part of

the track, was the most important consideration. I asked

a wheel manufacturer why wheels of street railroad cars

were made conical or bevelled shaped instead of flat.

His answer was "To draw out of the mould of course."

Not being satisfied, I asked a steam railroad man the

same question. He said it was for the purpose of com-

pensating on curves for the further travel of the outside

wheel

.

If I had asked a street railroad man the same question

he would have promptly and correctly answered (even if

he did not know and had to guess), that the bevel on a

car wheel was for the purpose of centering the car on the

track, providing a means for a lagging wheel to catch up
again, maintaining the axles of the car at right angles

with the rail of track. The foundry man was wrong,

of your dividend, for if this motion did not exist the

wheel which once got behind, an axle which once as-

sumed a position not at right angles with the truck,

would be apt to remain in its faulty position during the -

entire trip, requiring excess of power to haul the car,

and abnormal wear of wheel and rail, resulting in sharp
flange wheels and short life of rail

.

II.

The action taking place is this : Suppose the car has
shifted toward the rail Y Y , Fig. 1. This act^n causes
the wheel (a) to bear upon its smallest diamet. t, and the
wheel (b) to bear upon its greatest diameter, with the
result that (b) runs ahead of (a). This brings the axle
at an angle with the rails, as shown by (a') (b'). The
wheels will now tend to shift to the opposite side, X X';
the wheel (a) will rest upon its largest diameter, while the

wheel (b) will rest upon its smallest diameter, when (a')

will start and run ahead of (b') bringing the axle into

position shown by (a") (b"), and so this action keeps up

Fig.

because we all know that flat wheels can be made . The
steam railroad man, when he answered, had in mind his

10-degree maximum curve; but in applying his answer
to our conditions he was wrong, because on a quarter cir-

cle curve of 50 foot radius, 30 inch wheels, the outside
wheel is compelled to travel 7 feet 4 3-4 inches farther
than the inside wheel, and the absurdity of the bevel of

1-4 inch on a two-inch tread compensating for this travel,

and preventing slipping is readily apparent, as it would

*Read before the American Street Railway Association St. Louis
Convention, October, 1896.

continually, tending always to keep the truck in the cen-

tre of the track

.

If the wheels had no bevel the result would be that,

unless the rails were exactly on the same level, the car

would shift to one side, the result you all know

.

III.

Take first a conical wheel running on a rail the sur-

face of which is level . Referring to Fig. 2 we note that

the rail and wheel make contact only at the point shown
at (a). This is the state of affairs when the rail and

wheel are new.
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In a few months, if we again examine onr wheel and
rail, we will not find them the same as when we first

looked at them. We now observe that the wheel is

badlv worn next to the flange, while the inner edge of

the head of the rail has flattened to a considerable extent

rail, and not merely a point. But long before the surface

of the rail has conformed to the surface of the wheel
tread, where the best form is attained, the head of the

rail has lost a large percentage of the metal allowed for

wear, and as wheels wear faster than rails, it has taken in

Fig- 4-

and worn down. Both the wheel and the rail are doing some cases thousands of quickly worn-out wheels to

their best to come to a common bearing surface, but bring the rail to its final and best form

.

it is at the expense of scrap wheels,. of which only half Figs. 3 and 4 show sections of the rail now in use on
of the tread has been worn through the chill. • It is quite the State Street cable line, the height of the head being
plain that the rate of wear must be enormous at first, 1 3-16 inches. The first rail put in State street, Chicago,

for the whole weight of the car is brought to bear upon
a rery small surface (a, Fig. 2), almost a point I might
»ay. This rate of wear steadily decreases as the surface
of the rails and wheels wear themselves away until the
contact between the two is a line the whole width of the

had a head 3-4 inch high; this was increased to 1 inch.

and later to 1 3-16 inch; it is beveled to conform with the

bevel of the car wheel for Iwo-thirdsj of its section

from gauge line across head.
Many will ask, no doubt, if there is not a slipping of
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the wheels on the rails, due to the unequal diameter of

the wheel at all points. There is, imagining the wheel
divided into three parts at right angles to its axis (Fig.

3) and each piece free to move by itself, and whose
diameters are situated at a, b and c, respectively, it is quite
evident that as the portion (a) makes one revolution it

will travel over a less, distance than tne portion (b) would,
and similarly the portion (c) will travel farther than the
portion (b) in one revolution; but, on account of it be-
ing all one, the portion (a) travels farther than it other-
wise would, thereby causing it to slip; the portion (c)

INQUIRY COLUMN.

In this column we shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds
of our subscribers.

(Q.)—TELEPHONE SYSTEM WITHOUT CEN-
TRAL.
Senate Chamber, Mandan, North Dakota, 3, 14, 1897.

Electrical Age, New York, N. Y.

Fig. 5.

would travel a less distance than it otherwise would,
thereby causing it also to slip.

The above is based on the supposition that the car

would move a distance equal to 'the circumference of the

wheel at the point (b) in one revolution of the wheel.

But this waste of power due to slipping is very slight,

for, considering the coefficient of friction as .15, we find

that for a ton mile the energy lost by this slipping is

.0104 H. P.; so small in fact, that on account of other
advantages it may be ignored.

The experience of the Chicago City Railway Company,
who first tried this form of head, has been that it saved
wear of both rails and wheels, increasing their life by
about 35 per cent. Why not, in building a track, put
in rails which are beveled to conform to' that of the car

wheel at the first, and not spend time and money wear-
ing the wheel and rail down to fit each other?

Fig. 5 shows a section of a new and old car wheel
which shows clearly the manner in which the tread of

the wheel will wear if used on a rail with no bevel.

The record of car miles of this wheel is not known, but
no doubt a great amount of energy was lost before it

had worn down to' its most economical state.

(To be Continued.)

Gentlemen: Kindly inform me on the following

point:

Is there any system of telephone that can be success-

fully used in small towns, such as this, where there would
probably be 50 or 100 'phones, without the "central" of-

fice?

Yours truly,

J. S. Green.
(A.)—By writing to the American Signal and Power

Co., of Minneapolis, Minnesota, No. 27 Reeves Building,

you will be able to obtain some information in relation to

the system you desire to install.

The object of the above company is the entire abolition

of a central office system, making communication inde-

pendent of any intermediate centre.

The Telescriptor.—The "telescriptor" is the name giv-

en to a recent invention, for which is claimed the power
of transcribing messages sent over a line, the object of

the invention being to furnish expeditiously a perman-
ent record of such messages as are ordinarily sent by
'phone. It is claimed that the scheme can be applied
to existing telephone systems, so that, for example, a
correspondent in New York wishing to communicate
with his Philadelphia office would simply call up the
Philadelphia end on the 'phone; then, by switching the
circuit over on to the sending apparatus, which is de-
scribed as being in the form of a typewriter, and oper-
ated in the same manner, he writes out his message,
which is printed at the Philadelphia end. The specific

advantages claimed are that the message is furnished
in permanent form, and communication is much more
expeditious than by telegraph, since it is direct, there
being no delivery at a central office and subsequent hand-
ling by messenger boys.—Philadelphia Ledger.

(Q.)-X-RAYS FLUOROSCOPE.
1015 William Street, Oma'ha, Neb., Feb. 10, 1897.

Electrical Age Publishing Co., World Bldg., New York:
Gentlemen: Would you kindly give directions in

your Inquiry Column for making an X-Ray Fluoro-

scope. If directions should take too much space, kindly

mention name and price of book giving such directions

and oblige

Yours respectfully,

John G. Rosicky.

(A.)—A cheap fluoroscope can be made by using pow-
dered sugar upon a piece of cardboard and tacking it

upon the inside of a box. Many salts fluoresce when ex-

posed to X-Rays. The tungstate of calcium salts can be

bought at any druggists and applied as described above.

(0.)—ELECTRIC FORGING.
Montreal, Mar. 20, 1897.

Electrical Age:
Dear Sir: The forging establishment I am proprietor

of would not be injured by the introduction of a few nov-

elties. I bave heard of a method of heating metals by

electricity that is considered "out of sight." Your kind-

ness in describing it will be deeply appreciated.

Yours respectfully,

Owen Rankin.

(A.)—In Niagara the blacksmiths have a forge consist-

ing of a water trough and a pair of tongs. At the bottom
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of the trough is a metal plate connecting with a wire.

The tongs are likewise in contact with a wire. Any-
thing dipped in by the tongs becomes white hot in a few

moments. By corresponding with the Power Company
at the Falls you will be able to receive more definite in-

formation.

LABORATORY APPARATUS.

The Junker Gas Calorimeter.—The Gas Exposi-

tion contained many new and interesting con-

produced per unit volume of the gas. Besides this, the

calorimeter can be used as a means of measuring the eco-

nomical value, and consequently for fixing the price of

the gas.

The illustration gives a general idea of the parts of the

calorimeter:

(a) Connects with the,' water main.

(b) Connects with an Overflow pipe.

(c) Nozzle discharging water from calorimeter.

(d) Tube carrying off the water of condensation.

NewPla'tin-Rhodium Pyrometer.

trivances that could not fail to impress the observant (e) Regulating cock.

visitor with their value to the consumer and manufacturer. Additional explanations of the apparatus can be found
Eimer & Amend, established since 1851, of Nos. 205, in the catalogue issued by Eimer & Amend on this sub-

207, 209 and 211 Third avenue, were among the foremost ject in relation to calorimetric devices.

Junker Gas Calorimeter.

in their display of special apparatus for testing the heat

units produced from a given volume of gas.

The Junker Gas Calorimeter attracted considerable at-

tention. It is designed for practical use, measuring the

caloric output during combustion of such liquids as petro-

leum, naphtha, alcohol, coal, wood, etc. It is a very
unique instrument as regards its ability to measure the

beat generated by the consumption of food in the body.
The standard of such tests is the number of calorics

New Platin-Rhodium Pyrometer.—The means em-
ployed for the measurement of high temperatures are in-

accurate and scarce. Two good methods are in vogue,
one by Sir Wm. Siemens, which involves the use of pure

platinum; the other, by Mr. Le Chatelier, making use of

a thermo element, made of platinum alloyed with plati-

num-rhodium.
The wire element contained in the porcelain tube is ex-

posed to the heat. The galvanometer gives the tempera-
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ture up to 2920 degrees Fah. This outfit is particularly Telephone Wires and Lightning.—Telephone wires
fine for careful heat tests. seem to have an 'important influence in preventing light-

Weber's Opal Glass Photometer, used for measure- ning from striking, according to the investigations of

Standard Photometer with Lummer-Brodhun Prisms.

ments of light from either arc or incandescent lamps, is a the German telegraph department. Three hundred and
very meritorious instrument in the respect of being able forty towns with telephone systems and five hundred and
to determine the light emitted at different angles. sixty without them were under observation. In the

r.

»»*•

(:<*
**

B
.

JJ

Pyrometer set up with Galvanometer.

Its portability is a great advantage, as it can be carried

in a case 22x10 1-2x6 inches. It gives, direct in candles

per square meter, the value of the illumination from the

popular standpoint of comparison.

former the lightning struck three times for every hour of

the storm, in the latter five times. Moreover, the viol-

ence of the lightning was much less in the former case.

—Philadelphia Record.

Vv i i'fi .
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INCANDESCENT LIGHT AND EDISON SYSTEM.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

The history of electric lighting is not very old. Its dif-

ferent branches have developed to such an extent that

some of the heaviest investments of this country are made
in electric light plants. The electric light systems of this

country may be divided up into two general branches

Incandescent Lighting.

Arc
Under the heading of the first we are prepared to con-

sider the development and present condition of incandes-

Basis of Lighting System.—Any wiring system which

will allow a uniform pressure to prevail throughout is

valuable in two respects.

(a) Lamps are saved.

(b) Light is constant.

Under the conditions mentioned the long life of a lamp
is assured. There is no greater cause of breakage in

lamps than the rising or fluctuating pressure in the

lamps. Again, from a purely commercial standpoint, the

constancy of the lig"ht is so important that unless some
means is taken to 1 keep it constant, customers cannot be
retained, and the damage caused by this double diffi-

culty becomes irreparable.

Function of the Dynamo.—To keep the pressure con-

stant in the line the dynamo itself must preserve a uni-

formity of pressure, or at least within very slight varia-

tions. The line depends upon the dynamo, but by means

CLi'^-raiC AGt, H.Y-

Parts of Dynamo.

Y . . .

MM.
PP .

B B .

S . . .

A . . .

cent light systems.

Kinds of Lighting.—The lighting of incandescent

lamps effected either by continuous or alternating cur-

rent. An incandescent lamp only calls for a certain

pressure and current; when these are supplied the lamps
at once become normally bright and the problem of in-

candescent lighting, as far as the light is concerned, is

complete. There are, however, certain stringent reasons

for observing such limits as are imposed by circum-
stances, and which prevent the attainment of more than
a limited light without extraordinary expense. That to

which reference is made is the line circuits which carry

the current, and which by their arrangement practically

gives the system of lighting its name. The success of in-

candescent lighting depends entirely upon the size,

length and support of the line as well as the nature of the

dynamo and its additional attachments. The most com-
mon system of incandescent lighting known is the Edi-
son. There is in this system certain features which have
made it the superior of all others. The reason for this is

due to the fact that all the wiring represents a network of

squares, arranged in such a manner that one point is at

the same pressure practically as any other. The secret,

therefore, of successful incandescent lighting is the power
of retaining a uniform voltage at all points.

Yoke
Mag-nets
Poles

, Brushes
Segments
Armature

of an ingenious arrangement the dynamo can be also

made to depend upon the line. By the two affecting each

other we have a system sensitive to outside changes.

Compound winding enables us to retain the pressure

about constant, or at least to raise or lower it when so

desired. This at once brings vis to a consideration of the

cause of such changes.
Regulation.—The dynamo would not require any ex-

tra device if the load upon it were constant, but the con-

tinual changes affect the dynamo as follows: When the

dynamo is supplying 1 10 volts and a load of lamps are

thrown on, the pressure may fall to 105 volts, due to the

drop in line,

armature reaction,

drop in armature.

Conversely, if the dynamo is laboring under full load

and the lamps to a large extent are removed, the pressure

will rise from the point it is at and perhaps cause serious

injury to the remaining lamps. A regulating device is

therefore necessary when circumstances cause such rapid

changes as these. The device used is in itself simple

enough.
Compound Coil.—A rise or fall in volts is due to the

conditions enumerated; a loss of volts in the armature,
a loss in the line and armature reaction. These three
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factors pull down the voltage considerably, and their

combined effect is very noticeable with each increase in

the number of lights.'

To compensate for this loss the dynamo is made sen-

sitive to the changes of load in a very simple manner. A
coil is wound around the magnets of the dynamo of large

enough wire to carry the current of the line; when the

current in the line increases the ampere turns due to this,

winding increase also, and the dynamo has its pressure
increased because the ampere turns have strengthened
the field.

If these changes are automatic the dynamo will adjust

Standard Code of 800 pages, containing nearly 75,600
phrases, 25,000 of which are arranged in tables. There
are 10,000 extra Ciphers, giving ample opportunity for
special phrases.

(1.) The alphabetical order of the sentences, e. g.,
" Can execute order." "Has the order been executed ?"

and same can be very quickly found—see other Codes.
(2.) The extra blanks, left after each special subject,

available for private phrases.

(3. Each Code word in the tables (see pages 653-793)
signifies in one word, sentences which other Codes use
two or more words to express.

nfriiiiiirir- r^T- l
mci^&

Latest Type Ironclad Dynamo.

its potential to the number of lamps and always be high

enough to keep them at normal candle-power. The ease

with which this arrangement works is surprising; it is in

popular use in every isolated as well as central station

plant.

The success of incandescent lighting depends upon a
wiring system that causes as little loss as possible with

the greatest possible variations in current.

The Edison network is the nearest approach to per-

fection of anything we have. It consists in the main of

three parallel webs of wire; between each two adjacent

webs there is no volts pressure, and between the two
most apart, the first and third, 220 volts. The economy
of saving one wire and yet having two lighting circuits

that are independent, yet in close combination, is ob-
vious. The two outer circuits, between which there is

always 220 volts, are greatly used for motors. When the

same number of lamps exist on each side of the middle
web of wire the system is said to be balanced. The web-
like formation is due to the fact that the wire is dis-

tributed through streets, which give it the shape of a net-

ting with square meshes, each mesh including one block.

LIEBER'S STANDARD CODE.

Published by the Lieber Publishing Company, 2 Stone
street, New York; 112 Queen Victoria street, London,
E. C. ; 21 Rue Auber, Paris; i2 34

tPotsdamerstrasse II.,

Berlin.

The following are some of the advantages of Lieber's

(4.) The Code words are taken from the " Official Vo-
cabulary" of selected ciphers, the use of which will soon
be compulsory.

(5. The ciphers in Lieber's Code embrace only those
commencing with the letters A to E inclusive, so that
Lieber's Appendix or any private Code can be used in

conjunction with it for Ciphers commencing F-Z, and
without the least chance of conflict.

(6.) Lieber's bi-monthly Manual contains a list of the
users of Lieber's Standard Code, which of itself is a posi-

tive advantage; similar to a telephone directory.

(7.) The numeral (pages 711-717 and 749-757) are

more exhaustive than any other Code, e. g., 16^, 24^,
etc., can be telegraphed in one word.

(8. ) The personal pronouns " 1" and " We " are omitted
in the dialogue, thus admitting freer use of sentences. In
many Codes the sentences containing "I" and "We"
are not available most of the time when it is required to

apply expressions to the third person.

(9.) The double and treble indexing of the subjects,

e. g. ,
" 15th of July," will be found in the Index under

" Calendar," " Days of the month," " Months—days of."

For "£" look under "Pounds(£)
;

" "Sterling," "Money."
(10.) The foregoing give instances of a few of the par-

ticular advantages of Lieber's Standard Code, which, with
others, have evoked the unreserved endorsement of nu-
merous financial and commercial houses, not only in the

United States and Great Britain, but in all other countries
where prompt, efficient and economical transmission of

telegraphic business is required. Its superiority over all

other Codes'has been acknowledged both by the press and
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by those who are now using Lieber's Code, not only as to

secrecy and economy, but also as to its perfection of clas-

sification.

Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $13.

Upon request a representative will call upon you with

a copy of the Code and explain in detail its advantages.

DRY BATTERJKS.

POSSIBLE CONTRACTS.

Martinsburg, W. Va.—Address the mayor concerning

§50,000 worth of bonds to be issued for an electric light

plant.

Wolfborough, N. H.—Town Clerk may be addressed

concerning construction of electric light plant.

Westboro, Mass.—Work is about to commence on the

construction of the Westboro Electric Railroad, and a

large force of men are now at work cutting poles and
sleepers.

The first cell that attracted any attention in this country

was the "Gassner," and a few thousand cells of that type

were imported and sold at a very high price.

The enterprising house of J. H. Bunnell & Co., 76 Cort-

landt street, with its usual foresight believing that an effi-

cient dry cell would find a ready sale, promptly put one on
the market and they are undoubtedly the pioneers in

bringing out the first practical, American made dry bat-

tery.

The excellence of this battery, together with the able

manner in which it was handled, soon made it an acknow-
ledged commercial success. This success naturally at-

tracted some piratical imitators, who copied its appear-

ance in every possible particular; but, notwithstanding

the fact that it was handicapped with a heavy royalty, the

Bunnell & Co.'s battery, on account of its acknowledged

Dry Battery of J.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Day-
ton Traction Co., are endeavoring to secure franchise to

construct new electric railroad through the village of

Carthage and over the Springfield Pike.

Springfield, Mass.—The Amherst-Sunderland Street

•Railway Co., will erect an electric plant at North Am-
herst, which will be driven by water power from Dwight
Graves' dam.

Altoona, Pa.—Local capitalists will build a new elec-

tric road to Elmwood, at a cost of about $75,000.
Aver, Mass.—William M. Sargent will erect new

building, and put in a larger dynamo to furnish electric

lights.

Lansing, Mich.—An electric railway will probably be
constructed from Standish to Au Gres.

Washington, La.—City Clerk, may be addressed con-

cerning electric light.

Mansfield, Mass.—The Mansfield & Easton electric

road will be built immediately, to connect with the Brock-
ton system.

Winsted, Conn.—Henry Gay, may be addressed con-
cerning construction of trolley line between Winsted
and Torrington.

Watertown, Mass.—The Xewton Street Railway Com-
pany has been granted permission to lay tracks and oper-

ate cars by electricity on Pleasant and Bridge Streets,

in that town.

Thompsonville, Mass.—An electric road is to be built

from Thompsonville to Somerville, and surveys for same
are now being made.

St. Cloud, Minn.—F. M. Wright has put in a 15 horse
power electric motor in his wood working factory on
St. Germain Street, West.

Portland, Me.—The Portland and Rochester Railway
officials contemplate the construction of a trolley line.

North Eastern, Mass.—Taunton & Brockton Street

Railroad Co., meeting of selectmen held recently regard-
ing construction of electric railroad.

Greenup, K'y.—John L. Soward may be addressed con-.

cerning electric light plant.

H. Bunnell & Co.

superiority, has continued in the lead and its sales are es-

timated to have reached about a million cells.

Messrs. Bunnell & Co. have recently extended and im-

proved the facilities for making their Mascot dry cells,

and the quality of these cells is guaranteed to be the best

for strength, durability and recuperating powers; and the

low price at which they are now being quoted would seem
to justify the prediction that their Mascot dry cell will

soon supersede wet cells for all open circuit work

.

Raleigh, N. C.—The Raleigh Electric Light Co., will

build a $35,000 electric light plant, to take the place of

the one which was destroyed by fire last summer.
Lancaster, Ky.—G. M. Patterson has been awarded

contract for the establishment of an electric light plant.

St. Louis, Mo.—Robert E. McMath, President Board
of Public Improvements, may be addressed concerning
lighting of streets of this city with incandescent arc elec-

tric lights, for which bids are being invited until April 9.

Hancock, Mich.—Village Clerk, may be addressed
concerning erection of electric light plant.

Washington, La.—A. J. Muller, Mayor, may be ad-

dressed concerning erection of $15,000 electric light

plant.

Hartford, Conn.—The Central Railway & Electric

Co., survey of road is being made.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

San Francisco, Cal.—Acme Electric Manufacturing
Co., has been incorporated by W . T. Y. Schenk, M. S.

Schenck, L. St. D. Roylance, S. R. Peterson, and F. J.
Dyer. Capital stock $50,000.
Houghton, Mich.—A company is being organized to

build an electric railroad between Houghton and Han-
cock.

Keene, N. H.—The Springfield Electric Railway has
been organized. The line will extend from Springfield,

Vt., to Charleston, N. H.
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Uklah, Cal.—Mendocino County Electric Co., has

been incorporated by William V. Lockwood, Philip S.

Taylor, Frank Morse, W. A. Hagans, T. A. Temple-
ton. Capital stock $20,000.

Nashville, Tenn.—The Electric Supply Co., has been
incorporated by L. G. McDonald, S. T. Carnes and
others.

Albany, N. Y.—The Olean, Rock City & Bradford
Railway Co., has been incorporated, with a capital stock
of $100,000.

ELECTRICAL and STfiEET RAILWAY PATENTS.

Issued December 15th, 1896.

573.041. Electric Furnace. Martin Schindler, Neu-
hausen, Switzerland. Filed April 23, 1896.

573.042. Electric Boiling Apparatus. Friedrich W.
Schindler-Jenny, Kennelbach, Austria-Hungary.
Filed February 27, 1894. Patented in Austria-Hun-
gary August 22, 189 1 ; in Switzerland August 29, 1891

;

in France September 3, 1891; in Belgium September
4, 1891; in England October 2, 1891, and in Italy De-
cember 31, 1 89 1.

573,066. Electric Railway Construction. George West-
inghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed June 8, 1896.

573.078. Wattmeter. Thomas Duncan, Fort Wayne,
Ind. Filed April 29, 1896.

573.079. Meter for Measuring Electric Currents.

Thomas Duncan, Fort Wayne, Ind. Filed May 7,

1896.

573.080. Electric Meter. Thomas Duncan, Fort
Wayne, Ind. Filed July 22, 1896.

573,082. Electric Meter. Carl Erben, Berlin, Ger-
many. Filed October 10, 1895. Patented in Ger-
many June 21, 1892; in Austria-Hungary November
6, 1893; in England November 9, 1893; in France No-
vember 11, 1893; in Belgium November 13, 1893, and
in Switzerland February 21, 1894.

573,088. Electric Sign. Frederick H. Hawkins, New
York, N. Y. Filed January 13, 1896.

573,092. Insulator. Fred. M. Locke, Victor, N. Y.
Filed August 24, 1896.

573,101. Wall Insulator. James J. O'Neill, Boston,
Mass. Filed December 19, 1895.

573,105. Collecting Brush. Edward B. Raymond,
Schenectady, N. Y. Filed August 5, 1896.

573,107. Securing Field Magnet Poles. Henry G.
Reist, Schenectady, N. Y. Filed August 24, 1896.

573,117. Telephone Circuit Line Signal. Thomas C.

Wales, Jr., and Chester H. Arnold, Boston, Mass.
Filed July 20, 1896.

573,130. Attaching Field Magnet Poles. Francis O.
Blackwell, Schenectady, N. Y. Filed August 24,

1896.

573,162. Electric Arc Lamp. Charles Richter and
Richard T. Eschler, Camden, N. J. Filed April 9,

1896.

573,169. Electric Railway. Anson Sprague, San Lean-
dro, Cal. Filed March 30, 1896.

572,176. Electric Cable. Francois Borel, Cortaillod,

Switzerland. Filed January 7, 1896.

573,221. Electric Signaling Apparatus. Felix B. Her-

zog and Schuyler S. Wheeler, New York, N. Y.
,ed January 25, 1896.

573,222. Automatic Grounding Device for Electric

Conductors. George A. Jewett, Chicago, 111. Filed

December 6, 1895.

573.233. Process of Precipitating Precious Metals from
Their Alkali Cyanide Solutions. Max Netto, Alma-
zarron, Spain. Filed March 16, 1896.

573.234. Electric Railway. Andrew C. O'Connor,
Lynn, Mass. Filed October 26, 1895.

573,245. Electric Soldering Club. .Paul Stotz, Stutt-

gart, Germany, and Friedrich W. Schindler-Jenny,

Kennelbach, Austria-Hungary. Filed January 14,

1895. Patented in England September 8, 1894; in

France October 10, 1894; in Sweden October 12, 1894;
in Belgium October 15, 1894; in Switzerland Octo-
ber 17, 1894; in Hungary November 9, 1894; in Aus-
tria November 23, 1894; in Germany November 28,

1894, and in Italy December 31, 1894.

573,257. Trolley Pole Safety Device. Borre H. Borre-

son, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed July 26, 1895.

573,294. Telephone Transmitter. Forest A. Ray, Bos-
ton, Mass. Filed April 6, 1896.

573,302. Conductor' of. Electricity and Conduit for

Holding Same. Alexander Selkirk, Albany, N. Y.
Filed January 30, 1896.

573,323. Armature Jack. William A. Drysdale, Over-
brook, Pa. Filed August 22, 1896.

573,344. Switch for Electric Railways. Shadrach A.
Mustein, Rincon, N. Mex. Filed June 22, 1896.

573,350. Station Indicator for Railways. Andres Pal-

fy, Budapest, Austria-Hungary. Filed August 3,

1896.

573.355. Apparatus for. Purifying and Decolorizing

Saccharine or Other Liquids. Marshall Pridham,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed September 12, 1896.

573.356. Telephone Transmitter. Leon W. Pullen,

Camden, N. J. Filed November 11, 1895.

573,387. Combination Gas and Electric Fixture.

James E. Brown and William M. Brown, Toledo, Ohio.

Filed July 20, 1896. <

573,398. Electric Arc Light. August C. Dobrick,

Chicago 1

, 111. Filed June 13, 1896.

WESTON
ARC
LIGHT

AMMETER.
CHEAP, RELIABLE, AND VERY

ACCURATE.
ABSOLUTELY "DEAD BEAT."

The scale is bo proportioned that a
change of 1-10 of one ampere can be seen
from a considerable distance. Three
different ranges

:

No. 1—5.8 6.8 7.8 amperes in 1-10 am-
pere dlv.

No. 2—8.6 9.6 10.6 amperes in 1-10 am-
pere div.

No. 3—9.5 10.6 11.5 amperes in 1-10 am-
pere div.

Mention Electrical Age when writing for
Catalogues.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St.. Xetvark, N. J., U.S.A.

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
3B«itA,l3lisl3.ed 1873.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

w,l»"ng?on,
:

del. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, u JS^'m;
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Controlling Device,

Fully Equipped Car.

THE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT OF BROOKLYN BRIDGE CARS.

The switching of the Brooklyn Bridge cars by elec-

tricity will shortly become an accomplished fact. The
car-, are being rapidly finished, and as they reach the yards

of the Brooklyn Bridge Railroad, will be fitted as fast as

ible with the electric apparatus. The twenty car

equipments forming the order are now ready in the shops
of the General Electric Company, waiting for the cars to

resu h Brooklyn,
The first car, a handsome piece of work, reached

nectady from the shops of the Pullman Palace Car
Company a few weeks ago, was fitted with the electrical

apparatus and is now in Brooklyn. The remainder of the

.cars will be equipped at their destination.

The electrical equipment of each car consists of four

G. E. 50 motors and two K 14 controllers, both especi-

ally designed for this work. The motors are completely

encased, and are water-tight and dust-tight. The arma-
tures are slotted, each coil lying in its own slot, and the

method of winding followed allows of the removal of any
coil with very little disturbance to the others. Each
motor is provided with a roller, which will come directly

over the cable and prevent it from abrading the motor
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or injuring it in any way and from being injured itself.

The K 14, controller is the standard K type of control-

ler which will be used in this case. It embodies all

the qualities of theK type, and, of course, has the magnet-
ic blow out. Two circuit breakers, a magnetic fuse box
and twelve resistances complete the electrical motive
equipment.
The only portion of the electrical apparatus which will

be apparent to the public will be the controllers, at the

extreme edge of the platform, and an upright iron post

with a small handle to operate the circuit breakers.

Motors, resistances, circuit breakers, etc., will all be out

of sight beneath the car. The circuit breakers are closed

and opened from the platform, but are so placed that in-

spection can readily be carried out.

The duties which these motors will be called upon to

perform will be to switch the four-car trains from the in-

coming to the outgoing patforms. When the trains are

loaded the motors will push them forward over the tilting

sheaves, where the cable will be taken up by the grips on
the other three cars of the train. The conditions of the

contract between the electrical company and the Brook-
lyn Bridge trustees require that, in case of any failure on
the part of the cable plant, the four motors together shall

be powerful enough to propel the fully loaded train weigh-

ular intervals, eliminate from the operation of the trains a
personal factor which might tend to accident, while by
balancing up grade trains against those running down
grade, the consumption of power is reduced to a mini-
mum.

THE INFLUENCE OF HEAT TREATMENT UPON
THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF

HARDENED STEEL.*

BY DR. K. E. GUTHE.

Steel and iron, when heated to high temperatures, show
a decided change in their magnetic properties. The
earlier investigationsf have shown, that in general the
temporary induction in iron and steel rods increases with
increase of temperature. G. Wiedemann]; found that very
hard steel rods show at ioo° a larger temporary magnetic
moment than at o°, soft rods a larger magnetic moment
at o° than at ioo° for the same magnetizing force, after

they had been repeatedly heated and cooled. Rowland§
showed that a rise of temperature causes an increase of

induction, if the magnetizing force is small, but a diminu-
tion of induction if the magnetizing force is large. The
same was observed by J. Hopkinson,* who undertook a

°LiTE 4.

ing 120 tons across the bridge at the speed of the cable,

i. e., 1 1.3 miles per hour. The capacity of the motors

is such that they will be able to haul the heaviest bridge

trains up a 3.78 per cent, grade, not only for the short

thousand feet—the length of that grade on the bridge

structure—but the whole length of Manhattan Island if

necessary. The trucks of the new cars are from the

shops of the McGuire Manufacturing Company, which

has recently constructed the trucks of the electric cars

used on the Lake Street elevated in Chicago.

The third-rail method of contact will be adopted, and
current will be taken by four shoes to each motor car,

two on each side. These are suspended from a support

set between the journal boxes of each truck, and will be

so hung as to give a perfect contact with the third rail.

As soon as the full number of motor cars is equipped

and in service the steam locomotives will be taken off.

This will not only mean a relief to the passengers on the

trains, but an actual source of economy to the bridge it-

self, the gases from the locomotives proving an actively

destructive agent to the ironwork of the terminal stations.

The question of the abandonment of the cable for the

complete operation of the bridge trains by electricity is

one which will probably be settled, in favor of the cable.

The uniform speed given to the cars by the cable, and the

fact that the cars, while attached to it, are spaced at reg-

great number of experiments in this line, especially in order

to show the relation between the critical temperature, at

which iron ceses to be magnetic, and the recalescence,

first discovered by Barrett. According to the former
recalescence occurs at the critical temperature. Osmond,
who distinguishes three points of recalescence for soft

steel, places the critical temperature at the second point

of recalescence. Tomlinson'sf and Kunz'sJ experiments
show also the change in magnetic properties due to a rise

of temperature.
After steel has been heated beyond recalescence and is

suddenly quenched in cold water, the mechanical harden-
ing is accompanied by a corresponding magnetic hardening,

i. e., the permeability decreases and the hysteresis loss

increases greatly. This influence of hardening is well

known, and was first thoroughly investigated by Ewing.

§

*A paper presented at the 114th meeting of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers, New York, March 24th, 1897.

\. Wiedemann's " Electricitaet," 2d ed., III., p, 848-860.

1. G. Wiedemann. Pogg. Ann. jit., 346, 1864.

§. Rowland. Phil. Mag. (4), 48, 321, 1874.
*. Hopkinson. Phil Trans. 180 A, 442, 1889. Proc. Roy. Soc,

48, 442, 1890.
1

f. Tomlinson. Phil. Mag. (5), 25, 372, 1888.

%. Program Gymnasium zu Darmstadt, 1893.

§. Ewing. Phil. Trans. 547, 1885, or Ewing, " Magnetic Induc-

tion," etc., p. 82.
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Very little is known about the influence of heat treatment

on such hardened steel. Barus and Strouhal,* in an

exhaustive paper, show the influence of tempering on the

retentivity of steel magnets, and are the originators of

the well-known method of seasoning magnets by subject-

ing them for several hours to a temperature of ioo°,

which method has recently been used very successfully

by B. O. Pierce. Their results, as far as they have a

bearing on the present research, are, (i) that the mag-
netic moment of a hardened steel magnet is smaller after

reheating to about ioo° than it was before, and that on heat-

ing to still higher temperatures it increases again: (2)

that the length of time during which the bars have been

at the high temperature is of some influence, especially

for the lower temperatures. The present work was
undertaken with a view of following the annealing process

step by step, and obtaining the relations between the

magnetizing force, maximum induction, remanence and

A = the cross-section of the ring.

4 7t n
xH I

10 Z
where

H = the magnetizing force,

n
x

sb the number of primary turns on the ring,

I — the magnetizing current expressed in amperes,
L — the average circumference.

The deflection due to the discharge of the condenser was
taken on open circuit. This produces an error in the con-

stant. An independent experiment showed that the value
obtained is 1.50 per cent, too large. In order to obtain the

absolute values for B in the following tables, the data
should be multiplied by .985. In order to eliminate the

error due to the creeping up of the induction, the steps

taken were nearly as possible the same for the same ring
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Plate 5.

coercive force for each of these steps. The results are

also interesting from a theoretical point of view, since

they show a decided difference in the rate of change of

the magnetic properties for the different temperatures.

Description of the Method.—The rings were all of the

same form, i. e. , hoops with an average of 12.6 cm. and
a thickness of 8 mm. The diameters were measured by
vernier calipers and the cross-section was found by
dividing the volume, which was determined by the loss of

weight in water, by the average circumference. New
measurements were taken every time after the rings had
been subjected to a temperature higher than 6oo°. They
were wound with bicycle tape, and on this the primary
coil. Before each experiment the insulation was carefully

tested. Rowland's ballistic method was employed. In-

stead of the usual way of finding the constant of the

galvanometer by means of an earth coil, I charged and
discharged a standard condenser through the galvano-
meter (see Carhart and Patterson's "Electrical Measure-
ments"). The equations used will then be

B =
d
2 C E r 100

C ?lc

at different stages of the treatment. I believe the total

errors of observation to lie within .5 per cent.. The ex-

periments at each step for each ring consisted in the

determination of the hysteresis curves for a number (8-10)

of different magnetizing forces, the largest in every case

being between 60 and 65. In the final results I give the

hysteresis curves for the largest values of H only. The
magnetizing curves were taken, but they are not given

under the following results, since, as Hopkinson has

shown, this curve for virgin steel differs appreciably from
one taken with a ring previously magnetized. It was
thought to be of more importance to represent the curves

for jBm and Bv as functions of the maximum magnetizing
force. (See Plate 4.) Moreover, it was possible to

show the influence of the reheating upon Houston and
Kennelly's law,f i. e., that for small magnetizing forces

the remanence (2?r) is a linear function of the maximum
induction (Bm). These two values, Bm and Br , are

plotted on Plate 5, and these curves are of great interest,

showing the range through which this law holds good in

the different stages of the heating process, and what vari-

ations in the constants are produced by the tempering.

(To be continued).

where
B = the increase in induction,

d.
z
= the deflection due to the change of the magnetic

flux through one square centimetre of the ring,

C = the capacity of the standard condenser expressed
in microfarads (= .2 microf.),

= the E. M. F. of the Carhart-Clark cell in volts,

= the total resistance of the secondary circuit,

= the deflection obtained by the discharge of the
condenser,

n.
2
= the number of secondary turns around the ring,

which was equal to 30 in every case,

and

£
r

c

V. S. Geological Survey," No. 14, 1885.

(Q.)—AMPERE'S THEORY.
New York, March 13, 1897.

To the Editor.

Dear Sir: I am a member of the American School of

Electricity, but missed a point at one of the lectures in

reference to Ampere's Theory.
Do the currents in each molecule of iron circulate per-

petually, or cease when the iron is hot or cold, magnet-

ized or demagnetized? M. N.

(A.)—They circulate when the iron is cold and when
it is magnetized or demagnetized. When hot the mole-

cules lose this property of polarity, but regain it upon
cooling.
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TRACK AND TRACK JOINTS: CONSTRUC-
TION, MAINTENANCE AND BONDING.

M. K. BOWEN.*

(Continued from page 202.)

Fig. 6 shows a rail taken from State street track after

eight years' wear, during which time 8,000,000 car-

wheels passed over it.

Fig. 7 shows a rail when taken out after eleven years'

The question concerning the composition of the rails

is one to be considered here also. How does the com-
position affect the life of the rail? The number of starts

and stops made by cars on electric railways are enorm-
ous, as compared with those on. a steam road. The re-

sult is the wheels slide, sometimes spin, and this together
with the sand and dirt on the track is a cause of great
wear on both the wheels and rails. This wear, together
with that due to other causes, might be greatly reduced
by proper composition of metal.

I give below a table gathered from different sources
showing the composition of metal advocated by experts
to-day

:

Fig. 6.

wear. The rail should have been taken out three years

previous, but owing to impossibility of getting rails at

the time and the World's Fair coming at that time, the

track was not rebuilt. The true rate of wear cannot be
found, as the flange of the wheel had begun to run on
the flange of the rail long before it was taken out. The
dotted lines show an interesting state of affairs. This
section shows the wear due almost entirely to wagon
traffic.

A BCD
Carbon 46- .55 .55- .60 .50 .40
Manganese .. .80-1.00 .80-1.00 .75- .95 .01

Phosphorus .. .06 not over .06 not over .09 .11

Silicon 15- .20 .15- .20 .10

Sulphur 07 not over .05 not over .07 .06

Rail. Carbon. Phosphorus. Silicon.

70-lb. Tee 43-. 51 .085 .10

75-lb. Tee 45-. 53 .085 .10

Fig.

Fig. 8 shows the rail used at the present time in our
7-inch construction with chairs or tie plates. The rail

weighs 83 pounds and has a head 1 3-16-inch high,

bevelled as described.

Fig. 9 shows the rail used at the present time in our
9-inch electric construction without chairs or tie plates.

The rail weighs 90 pounds and also has a head 1 3-16
inches high, bevelled as described.

7-

80-lb. Tee 48-. 56 .085 .10

90-lb. Tee 55- . 63 . 085 . 10

100-lb. Tee 62-. 70 .085 .10

It would seem that the harder a rail becomes through
its composition and the process of rolling, the longer

it would wear. As regards this, Mr. Moxham, of the

Johnson Company, says: There are two schools—First,

those who advocate a low hardened and ductile material
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as being of the greater wear. Second, those who advo-

cate the geatest possible hardness, regardless of brittle-

iiesS. For many years, without taking positive grounds,

I have leaned to the former class, but the experiments

so far made have demonstrated to me that neither class

is correct—that the correct solution lies between the

two.

in temperature for which Chicago is noted. Seven-
teen thousand joints were put in in 1895, and of those
only 154 joints were lost. The joint in comparative
tests has been shown to be far stronger than the rail

itself, and such breakages as have occurred were due
to a flaw in the metal. The metal cast around the joint

has eight times the cross-section area that the rail has.

Fig. 8.

I come now to what has been heretofore the weakest
part of track construction, namely, joints. Once weak-
ened they rapidly grow worse, and not only are the

rails worn at such joints, but the rate of wear of the

car equipment is greatly increased. Were it only pos-
sible to get rails in continuous lengths, just as one
gets trolley wire, the railway manager would be happy,
but, as it is, we must do our best to overcome the dif-

ficulty found in making rail joints solid and rigid to

withstand the severe strains which come upon them.
What we want is some method of keeping the rails from

Side walk

Hence, considering steel as four times as strong as cast

iron, the joint is twice as strong as the rail. It has been
found in some cases where this joint was used at cross-

ings with other tracks, the tracks were apt to be pulled

out of shape through the changes of temperature. To
overcome this the joint nearest the crossing should be
anchored in a substantial manner. The method of mak-
ing the- joint is as follows: The rails at the joint are
scraped and brightened, a cast iron mould is placed
around the joint, making a tight fit, into this the molten
iron, 25 per cent, scrap, 25 per cent, soft, and 50 per

Side walk

Broken Stone

Fig. 10.

P~T-

'

pulling apart at the joints, due to contraction and spread-
ing outward at joints, and the shape, due to the out-
ward pressure, of the car-wheels, and from bending down
at the joints, due to the pounding and weight of the
cars. The joint I have used for the past year is a cast,

welded joint. This has been found to give perfect satis-

faction as a joint; it is strong and substantial, as has
been proven by its holding under the extreme changes

cent, hard silicon pig, is poured; the metal in contact

with the mould begins to cool and forms a crust while

the interior remains molten. This crust continues to

cool and at the same time contracts, forcing the molten
metal strongly towards the centre, which makes a solid

and rigid joint. The top, or bearing part of the ball of

the rail, is afterwards filed off perfectly level so that

it is very difficult to detect a joint by riding over it or
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looking for it. Upon breaking a joint which has been
well cast three spots will usually be found where amal-
gamation has taken place between the rail and cast por-
tion ; one on. each side of the web and the other on the

bottom. These spots are from i 1-2 inches to 2 inches
in diameter. There has been some discussion as to its

being a. bond for carrying electric current. I cannot
recommend it with certainty, as there are occasional
joints which I have taken off where no amalgamation
has taken place whatsoever, thus destroying the effect

as a bond of all joints in that line of track. To overcome
this difficulty I have adopted the plan of bonding all

joints. However, future experiments and care in the
casting of joints may develop their efficiency as a bond.

I give below an outline of specifications for track con-
struction, used by the Chicago City Railway Company,

to be three feet from the ends of the rail; the rails on
both sides to be filled with wooden or vitrified brick fill-

ing between the paving blocks and the web.
(To Be Continued.)

The Making of Electrozone.;—Dr. William H. Ford,
president of the Board of Health, in speaking of the

action of the Building Commissioners in prohibiting the

manufacture of electrozone in the basement of the City

Hall, said that the commissioners were led to take that

action because some of the fluid, which -had been left

in a tank through the mistake of an employe, accident-

ally leaked out and ran over the electrical wires, eating

away the insulation, and, when they made an investi-

gation, they learned that some of the electric power was
utilized in making the disinfectant.

Fig. 9.

knowing that it will not fill all conditions, but will serve

as a suggestion for all cases. Fig. 10 shows>a section of

same, except as regards joints.

Excavation.—Excavate to a depth of nine inches be-

low the established grade of the street, taking out all dirt

for a width of 18 feet; then excavate for each tie to a

depth of five inches, leaving the earth between the ties in

places.

Ties.—The ties, which should be of good sawed white

oak, 5 inches by 8 inches by 7 inches, free from sap, are

laid in their proper places, 30 inch centers, directly upon
the ground, and thoroughly tamped with medium broken
stone.

Rails.—The rails to be used are nine inch girder rails,

fives inches base,, sixty feet long; the head to be bevelled

for two-thirds its width to conform to the bevel of the car-

wheel (see Fig. 8). These are laid on the ties and fast-

ened with 1-2 inch by 1-2 inch by 4 1-2 inch H. H. Spikes

—eight spikes to a tie. Double nut tie rods, 1 1-4 inch

by 3-8 inch, are to be used six feet apart;; the first and last

"We can manufacture electrozone there ourselves at

a very light cost," he said, "and as it is an absolute ne-

cessity, it would save the city thousands of dollars were
we allowed to continue. The disinfectant is very neces-

sary to the health of the city during the warm weather,

the only time we manufacture it. It is in liquid form,

and is placed in the gutters, inlets and other places from
which bad and dangerous odors emanate and from which
many disease germs come. It neutralizes the odors and
destroys the germs. If we are compelled to purchase

it from manufacturers it will cost us fully double what
it is costing us now. I think it is probable that the

order will be rescinded."

A very handsome calendar has been received by us

from the Snow Steam Pump Works, of Buffalo, N. Y.

It is ornamented with a fine half-tone engraving of the

gigantic monarch Vertical Triple Expansion Pumping
Engine, erected by them.
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ELECTRIC CARS FOR RAPID TRANSIT IN
NEW YORK CITY.

After considerable discussion and political sand-bag-
ging, Mayor Strong has been led to sign the bill for

rapid transit in this city. In all probability a tunnel will

be cut through which will reach from the upper end of

the city to the lower, as far South as the Battery. The
experience of those who have ever travelled in tunnels,

even when freely admitting light and air, is such that

if steam cars are used in this new and problematical
tunnel the cars will have to be sealed in order to insure
the lives of the passengers, or at least to protect them
from the noxious sulphurous gases and smoke-laden
air. It is highly likely in the face of these facts that the

people of New York will require some little comfort
in their enjoyment of rapid transit; and that can only be
obtained by the protection of this long subterranean pas-
sage from foul air by the use of electric cars. In all

probability an open conduit electric road would operate
to perfection under these circumstances. The tunnel
under the Thames River, in London, is protected from
an unclean atmosphere by the fact that no steam cars

are used within it. We have not the least doubt, there-
fore, that the intelligence of those who have framed the
bill will be equal to the occasion as far as its practical

fulfillment is concerned and will doubtless take means
to prevent the acceptation of any plan that will possess.

able features to the public.

ACETYLENE IN PARIS.

The 1'refect of Police at Paris has recently become im-
pressed with the fact that acetylene explosions are likely

to be injurious to those unfortunate enough to be present
when the accident occurs. Many have taken place in

laboratories equipped for its manufacture. There is no
doubt about its usefulness as a new illuminant, but there
is likewise 110 doubt as to its detonating and highly ex-
plosive properties if carelessly, and sometimes if care-

fully handled. The restrictions and regulations have as-

sumed this form, "Manufactories of carbide of calcium
and acetylene compressed to more than one and a half

atmosphere, or liquefied, are to be placed in the first

class of dangerous buildings. Manufactories of acety-

lene gas not compressed or compressed to less than one
and a half atmospheres, if for public use, are to be in

the first class, whilst if for private use, in the third class."

It thus seems that a certain classification has been made
which gives to the prefecture of police a means of judg-
ing at once of the clangers that may possibly arise within

such structures. In the early history of the manufacture
of illuminating gas suffocations and explosions were of

frequent occurrence; care, however, has inculcated habits

regarding its vise which have ultimately become second
nature; possibly a closer acquaintance, if not a longer

one, with acetylene may mitigate dangers arising from
its use.

A Great Motor.—At the Chaquette Power Company's
factory, Bridgeport, the inventor, Mr. Chaquette, has

nearly completed a remarkable invention by which he

claims that the power given by a 140 horse-power en-

gine can be increased to 2,500 horse-power. The in-

vention is in the shape of a big wheel, 83 feet in diame-

ter, revolving 1 horizontallv on an iron hub. The rim of

the wheel has, at intervals, small supporting wheels in

sets of three. The two outside wheels strike and pass

over, at. short intervals, "rocker bars," the tilting of

which, first one end and then the other, drives the pis-

tons in air compressors below. There are 200 of these

compressors. These cylinders are 12 and 16 inches in

diameter, and all' have a stroke of 12 inches. An air

tank carrying a working pressure of 100 pounds to the

square inch is provided, and the air is led by pipes to

this tank from the compressors. The large wheel is

revolved at the rate of 10 revolutions per minute by the

steam engines, and the solid four-and-a-half-ton wheel

in the periphery of the large wheel, continually en-

p-aging; the rocker arms, does the rest. The machine

thus described may in practice prove to- be an economical

air compressor, capable of converting the force trans-

mitted bv two 70 horse-power engines into force in com-

pressed air when the minimum of the claims of the in-

ventor can be substantiated.

Another Tniunction Granted.—Judge Nash
_
has

planted the Advertising- Tndex Comnany another injunc-

tion restraining: the Bell Telephone Company from inter-

fering with the former's wall books. The first was set

aside bv the defendant on a technicality.

The two corporations are at odds over a publication

issued bv the advertising: company, which contain^ the

teleohonc numbers of the customers of the Bell Tele-

phone Companv, besides a list of fire alarm boxes and a

quantitv of advertising- matter. This is hung up on the

walls of offices in which there is a telephone and an-

swers every purpose of the regular telephone book. The
advertising companv claims that the telephone people

have been tearing these down and don't propose to have

it continued. The trouble bids fair to be settled in the

courts, in the meantime the Advertising Tndex Com-
pany's wall books will hang where they have been placed.
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ARC LIGHTING.

LESSON LEAVES
EOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON. E. E.

When a motor is to be installed certain precautions
must be observed in order that no injury from fire can
result and no danger from shock exist.

The fire underwriters of every large city impose limita-

tions upon contractors and prevent them from doing
careless work. It is usual to mount the motor upon a

fireproof foundation and have a large pan underneath to

catch the oil drippings. A zinc pan is frequently, used
for this purpose, the motor being mounted in the centre

of it. The starting box must be of slate and have under
it a large sheet of asbestos paper. The fuse blocks, de-

vices used for the protection of a line, must be covered
to eradicate the dangers of fire from the vaporized metal.

In total the installation of either motor . or dynamo

proved, and a peculiar oscillatory nature to the discharge
that must be better understood in its many variations be-
fore they can be used with certainty in every case.

Both dynamo and motor are protected from an over-
flow of current by means of a safety fuse or cut-out. This
is simply a piece of lead wire inserted in the circuit and
of such a size that a flow exceeding the regular amount
will melt it and open the line. The danger being over
it is then replaced by another piece. Good insulation to

either dynamo* and motor, good safety devices, in the

shape of either cut-outs or lightning arresters and a drip

pan to catch the oil, comprises the essential elements of

a good installation.

Arc Lighting Machines.—Arc lighting machinery
differs from incandescent in one or two* respects.

As a rule arc light machinery is of higher pressure; it

is also series-wound and therefore regulated differently,

and in addition the line is a simple series circuit. The
high tension or direct current dynamos, as they are often

called, requre an attendant, only valuable if experienced
and ready to grasp a situation at times filled with deadly
danger.

U
LINE

SWITCH

Motor Connections.

must be based upon the fact that the risks from shock

and fire are to be entirely removed. A low voltage

motor or dynamo does not introduce much danger from

mere shock; in this respect, up to about 400 volts the

person in charge is secure, but the chances of fire always

exist.

A loose hanging connection, a short circuit on the

line, a bad ground, etc., may bring about this danger un-

less regular tests are made to keep the line clear and
dynamo insulated. A lightning arrester is a very neces-

sary adjunct to a plant having an outside line. Fre-

quently a station is destroyed by lightning according to

report. This may not be true, although lightning is in

many cases the original cause. Lightning by striking a

line, or dynamo through the line, usally sparks across

every available gap.

An arc is thus started and continued by the generator

itself. It is thus very likely that in many instances the

burning is done by the dynamo current, although the

original cause—lightning—has long since disappeared.

Protectors in many cases fail to protect because there is

a certain element in lightning arresters that must be im-

The case of high tension arc machinery is not the
pleasantest occupation in the world. There is a series

dynamo, the armature of field winding forming one con-
tinuous circuit in addition to a long outside line.

Pressure of Arc Lamps.—The string of arc lamps con-
nected to the outside line each require 50 volts. The
pressure developed by a machine is automatically regu-
lated according to the number of lamps in circuit. A
50,-light machine would generate 50 X 5° — 2 >5°°

volts, if fully loaded, yet it will give anything less than
that up to 50 volts if so required.

Regulation.—To control the voltage of any dynamo
it is necessary to vary either the

speed,

armature turns, or
field strength.

In practice the speed cannot be changed, as the engine
runs at a fixed number of revolutions per minute. The
field strength may be varied, or the armature controlled

so that its full pressure is not collected at the brushes.

The two methods employed, therefore, may be defined

under the following headings:
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Regulation of field.

Regulation of armature.

Bv shunting the current of the field on and off auto-

matically, will supply more or less lines of force to the

armature.

The object of all arc light high tension systems is to

preserve a constant current of about 10 amperes and
regulate the pressure to the number of lamps used to the

extent of just 50 volts apiece. In incandescent dynamos
the pressure is kept constant and the current varied to

High Tension Arc Machine.

An electromagnet may do this governed by the out- suit the number of lamps,

side line; when the current is too strong, the pressure is The regulation of each is, in one case, with reference

reduced bv decreasing: the field and the current dimin- solely to the current; in the other, to the pressure.

ishes likewise; the converse is also true. Therefore shunt wound or incandescent dynamos and

^\

1 )/- £\'i A\d

L\,<)h f..r

Arrangement of Lights in Series Arc System.

We are now prepared to enter into a general classifi-

on of all continuous current dynamos, namely:
r onstant current and
Constant potential machines.

series-wound or arc light dynamos are strikingly differ-

ent in this respect. Dynamos that supply incandescent
lights are used for arc lighting also. They obtain rheir

currcnt in shunt from the main current, and are treated
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like large incandescent lamps in consequence. For long
distance lighting, or the illumination of straggling
towns, high tension systems are cheapest.
The regulation of arc systems by means of a special

device affecting the armature are most popular. By
shifting the brushes on a commutator, the pressure may
be varied from nothing to its highest value. If this

Northboro, Mass.—Cutting, Bardwell & Co., are erect-
ing new electric power house, and are making good
progress on same.

Gaffney, S. C.—The Fries Manufacturing and Power
Co., will develop 2,000 horse power on the Yadkin river
and transmit it electrically.

Martin, Tenn.—J. E. Kennedy, Mayor, may be ad-

Low Tension Arc Lighting on no Volts.

change in volts is in exact correspondence with the load

or number of lamps, then the purpose of automatic regu-

lation is fulfilled. This is also done by means of an elec-

tromagnet in series with the line. When the load is

lessened by lamps being removed the pressure, acting

through a decreased resistance, increases the current

dressed for information concerning construction of elec-

tric light plant.

Bridgewater, Mass.—The Brockton, Bridgewater &
Tauton Street Railway Co., will build new power sta-

tion.

Chapel Hill, N. C.—An electric railway will probably
momentarily; this strengthens the magnet, and it pullsbe constructed between this city and Durham.

BRANCH BLOCK
-3»-

S/WWWr
R
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Connections of Two Arc Lamps on no-Volt Circuit.

the brushes over to a point of lower pressure. These
positions of the brushes and volts required for lamps
must correspond. The brushes must not move too far

or too little, but must be adjusted to touch at the re-

quired point of the commutator.
This is practically equivalent to changing the turns on

the armature. Therefore, it is seen that the methods of

arc light regulation depend upon either a change in field

or in effective turns.

Detroit, Mich.—A 60-mile trolley road will be built

between Detroit and Port Huron.
Westmoreland, Kans.—The Missouri Telephone Co.,

will extend their line to Havensville.

Worcester, Mass.—An electric railway is contemplat-

ed from Marlboro through Southboro and Fayville to

South Framingham. Arrangements are practically

completed for beginning work on the Worcester and
Marlboro Street Railway.
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SNOW STEAM PUMPS. The country still possesses as one of its most charming-

features "the old oaken bucket by the well." But, fortu-

It is many and many a century since the old-fashioned nately, poetry has found its place on the tongues of

Snow Duplex Steam Pumps.

Snow Duplex Steam Pumps.

method of lowering a bucket into a well has been dis- gifted men; the old oaken bucket and the deep, cool well

pensed with—at least for obtaining great quantities of are still in retrospect, interesting to contemplate. They
water. are faithful stand-bys, yet in the hurry and skurry of
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this closing century have been left far behind, as the i. For what purpose is the pump to be used?
stone weapons of our earlier ancestors or the flint and 2. What is the nature of the fluid to be pumped? Is
steel of four score years ago. it hot, cold, salt, clear or muddy?
Pumps, small enough to be carried in the swallow-tail 3. Amount required to be pumped per minute?
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of a dress suit, or gigantic enough to occupy the interior

of a bank building, are used for an untold variety of pur-

poses in a multitude of industries.

To educate the buyer of pumps up to a point where his

intelligence will be of aid to him and to familiarize him
with its purposes and parts, we introduce the following

questions:

4. To what height or against what pressure is liquid

to be pumped?
5. To what height is liquid to be lifted by suction?

6. State length and size of suction and discharge lines.

7. At what steam pressure is pump to be used?
8. In ordering parts, state pump number, diameter of

steam and water cylinders, and length of stroke.
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9. "We encounter frequently a misunderstanding as to

the difference between the terms "jacketing" and "lag-

ging." We would state therefore that a "jacketed"

external covering with non-conducting material and
either wood, Russia iron or cast iron.

The Snow steam pumps are of duplex design—two

v.

a

-
c

am cylinder means one which has double shells with direct-acting engines and two double-acting pumps. A
steam between them, while "lagging" refers only to the lever connects one pump to the adjacent steam cylinder.
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The steam piston of one operates the valve of the other.

At any point of the stroke the pumps may be started
without any difficulty.

No noise or vibration, or even thump, so frequently
present in other pumps, is observable in this one.

Several engravings of Snow steam pumps have been
placed before the reader's notice.

For heavy-pumping, etc., they have found their place,

and will retain it in the face of competition. The Snow
Steam Pump Works are at Buffalo, N. Y. Mr. E. C.
Lufkin is the general manager.

THE "HUNTINGTON" SEARCH LIGHT.

The Scott Electric Lamp Company have been and are
manufacturing a style of search light superior to- others
on the market. In 1884 this new and original invention
came out, but since then the improvement has been very
great so that there are now, in addition to- the original
patent, three others of importance and value. The
"Huntington" search light uses carbons about one inch
in diameter, which are fed together as rapidly as they
burn away. Within the lamp is a small magnet which

The Huntington Portable Search Light.

Van Cott'sElectric Foot Warmer.—Frank J. Van Cott,

junior member of the wholesale grain firm of J. W. Van
Cott & Son of this place, was seriously burned about the

feet and legs, and the bed in which he was sleeping was
entirely consumed, last night, as a result of placing an
incandescent electric light globe at his feet when he

went to bed. Mr. Van Cott and a party of young peo-
ple were skating during the evening. Returning home
at about 2 A. M., he found the fires low. He succeeded
in warming his hands by grasping the globe of the elec-

tric light which hung in his bedroom. The result sug-

gested a novel idea, and upon retiring he placed the

globe at his feet, being able to do so on account of the

length of the insulated wire.

He soon fell asleep, but was roused about an hour later

by pain, and found the bedding and bedstead on fire.

The lamp had broken and set fire to the sheets. His
cries brought the elder Mr. Van Cott to the scene, and
the bedding was promptly thrown from a window and
entirely consumed in the yard below. Then the fire in

the room was extinguished with buckets of water. Mr.
Van Cott's injuries are serious but not permanent.—N.
Y. Sun.

separates the carbons when the current circulates. The
upper carbon falls by gravitation, the magnet merely
controlling the distance it passes through. The lamp
carries a large lens and mirror projector. In the illustra-

tion the portability of the smaller sizes is presented to the
reader's notice. These are frequently used on private
yachts and many other purposes connected with marint
work. The Scott Electric Lamp Company have ob-
tained orders for one pilot and one bow search light with
projectors to- be used on two new boats now being com-
pleted by the Gas Engine & Power Company. These
boats will be two of the finest pleasure crafts in these
waters. The Scott Company claim that their 1897 type
of search lights are electrically and mechanically perfect.
Their orders for small, eight-incn portable search lights
used on yachts are increasing every day, and they are
worked day and night to meet the demand.

Albert Operti, the artist, whose Arctic scenes are un-
surpassed, has a finely illustrated article on "The Sixth

Peary Expedition" in The Home Magazine, of Bingham-
ton, N. Y., for April. The subjects of the illustrations

are original, and are furnished exclusively to- this maga-
zine. Mr. Operti's article gives a vivid account of the

expedition, describes the methods he pursued in study-

ing the Esquimaux, and securing plaster casts of types,

and presents Lieut. Peary's plan—the plan which scien-

tists are agreed is practicable—for reaching the North
Pole. Coming from a man who has studied the ice floes

and people of the North from the peculiar standpoint of

an artist, this article is a particularly valuable contribu-

tion to the literature of Arctic exploration.

Every dollar of profit realized from "The Home Maga-
zine" is devoted to the erection and maintenance of the

National Home for Commercial Travellers, at Bingham-
ton, N. Y.

Electrical Rain.—M. Maurice Despres, an electrical

engineer of Cordova, Spain, reports a remarkable shower
of electrified rain which he recently witnessed. The day
had been warm and windless, and about five in the even-
ing the sun was overcast with dense clouds, lowering to

the horizon. Soon after dark, there was a flash of silent

lightning, and two minutes later great drops of rain fell,

which cracked faintly on touching the ground. Frou
each of them sparks darted towards the walls, trees anc

soil they fell upon. The phenomena lasted several sec-

onds, and apparently ceased when the air between clouc

and earth became saturated with moisture. Here, it ap-

pears, each rain drop was a miniature Leyden jar,

charged with static electricity and insulated by the air

so long as the air remained comparatively dry. When-
ever a shower occurs the following raindrops gradually

relieve the electrical tension of the clouds by thus lead-

ing the electricity to the earth, but it is extraordinar)

for the discharge to manifest itself so perceptibly.

Griffin, Ga.—Moore & McCray, Engineers, Atlanta,

Ga., will receive proposals, April 1, for all machinery and
labor for power transmission from High Falls to Griffin.

Itasca, Tex.—C. C. Weaver, mayor, may give informa-

tion concerning construction of an electric light plant.

Venus, Tex.—A. P. Thomas, desires estimates on cost

of electric light plant of 200 to 300 lights.

Raleigh, N. C.—The Raleigh Electric Co. will rebuild

power house destroyed by fire and resume the operation

of its electric line.
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"PIONEER" DRY BATTERY. NOTES.

It is with great pleasure that we place before the read-

er's notice illustrations of the styles of dry cells manu-

factured by Mr. Vitalis Himmer, No. 162 William street,

N. Y. These cells are noted among consumers and the

trade for their long life and great output. They are built

on thoroughly scientific principles, so that neither rapid

polarization or diminution of current strength is likely to

occur. Much time has been spent and many experi-

ments performed for the purpose of determining the best

size of cell for a given amount of work. Mr. Himmer

MR. JONES of the Electrical Supply and Manufac-
turing Co., Cleveland, Ohio, is in town.
ALLEN C. BAKEWELL, Vice President and Gen-

eral Manager of the Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.,

left on the steamer Columbia, of the Hamburg line, for

Europe. We wish him a pleasant journey and hope that

this change of scene will be of benefit after the continu-

ous strain of the past year.

GENERAL J. W. GODFREY, of the Habishaw Wire
Co., was heard from in San Francisco March 29; said

Pioneer Dry Battery.

has decided upon those sizes represented in the cut, which
are one-half the real size, as being the least bulky and
most efficient for the purposes in view. We heartily

recommend them for any kind of work requiring open-
circuit batteries. Mr. Himmer manufactures in addition
electric clocks and novelties. Catalogues will be sup-
plied on application and information concerning special

sizes of dry cells.

PRIZES FOR TWO INVENTORS.

A highly interesting competition between a large num-
ber of new inventions has just been decided by a very dis-

tinguished Board of Awards, and a handsome cash

prize and solid gold medal awarded as the result of the

decision. For some time the patent firm of John Wed-
derburn & Co., of Washington, D. C, have given a

monthly reward of $150 to the inventor who snould sub-

mit the best invention from the standpoint of simplicity,-

novelty and utility. The Board of Awards is composed,
of Senator William Stewart, of Nevada, Chairman; Re-
presentative Claude A. Swanson, of Virginia; Mr. John'
C. Eckloff, cashier of the Second National

_
Bank of

Washington, and Messrs. A. C. Moses, of W. B. Moses's
Sons, and Frederick E. Woodward, of Woodward &
Lothrop, two of the leading merchants of the capital

city.

This Board has just selected the prize winners in

the contest participated in by inventors who submitted
their devices during the month of January. The prize

of Si 50 goes to William Taylor, of Kearny, N. J., the

inventor of a bicycle brake of simple construction, and
gold medal to Theodore G. Thomas, of Lamarque,

i ';xas, for a monkey wrench of novel design.

he was well and filling up orders.

THE INDIA RUBBER AND GUTTA PERCHA
INSULATING CO. are well settled in their new sales-

rooms and offices, No. 15 Cortlandt street. Messrs Har-
rington and Olsen are highly pleased with the change.

FRED. NOLL, representing the Interior Conduit and
Insulation Co., in the metropolitan district, within

twenty-five miles of City Hall, N. Y., is quietly hustling

in big orders for Lundell fan motors. He is not shoot-

ing off crackers, but getting there with both feet. The big

orders he is closing will show up into the thousands be-

fore the beginning of May.

ELMER P. MORRIS, one of our best known agenls,

is moving his office from No. 36 Dey street to Rooms 40-

41-42 Smith Bldg, No. 15 Cortlandt street, N. Y.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

New York, N. Y.—The Payne Engineering Co. has

been incorporated by Stephen H. Payne, Nathan B.

Payne, and Albert G. Duncan; to deal in engines and elec-

tric apparatus. Capital stock, $10,000.

Hamburg, N. Y.—The Buffalo, Hamburg and Aurora
Railway Co. has been incorporated by William W.
Wheatley, of Brooklyn, and William J. Wright, of Buf-

falo; to construct a street surface electric road. Capital

stock, $200,000.

Appleton, Minn.—The Appleton Electric Light and

Power Co. has been organized with A. S. Williams. Man-
ager, and E. Pickthorn, secretary and treasurer.

Norway, Me.—The Oxford Central Electric Road has

been organized by Fred. C. Wilson, president; L. H.
1 '.urn ham, vice-president; S. S. Stearns, treasurer; Free-

land Howe, clerk; L. B. Wilson, chief engineer.
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POSSIBLE CONTRACTS.
Crowley, La.—A. L. Chappuis, mayor, may be ad-

dressed concerning erection of an electric light plant.

Kansas City, Mo.—J. D. Stark, warden, may be ad-
dressed concerning establishment of $5,000 electric light

plant.

Martin, Mich.—City clerk may be addressed concern-
ing erection of electric light plant.

New Haven, Mich.-—Village clerk may give informa-
tion concerning construction of electric light plant, for

which 10-year franchise has been granted.
South Lyon.—A municipal electric light plant will be

established.

Augusta, Ga.—An electric light and power plant will b^
established.

Morris, Minn.—W. P. Fowler has commenced work on
foundation for new electric light plant.

Brewton, Ala.—The mayor may be addressed concern-

ing erection of electric light plant.

Brookhaven, Miss.—Address the mayor concerning
construction of water and electric light plants.

Belmar, N. J.—The Atlantic Coast Electric Railway
Co. has secured a franchise to construct and operate an
electric line through certain streets of the borough.

ELECTRICAL and STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
Issued December 22th, 1896.

573,493. ]

Electric Battery. Albert E. Stephenson, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed June 29, 1896.

573,496. Apparatus for Preventing Collisions on Elec-

tric Railways. Benjamin C. Tilghman, Jr., Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed April 13, 1894.

573>5 I 7- Trolley Pole Governor. Vernon T. Lynch,
Chicago, 111. Filed March 4, 1896.

573,526. Electric Arc Lamp. Eugene Hugo Arthur
Heinrich Ritter von Nollendorf, Vienna, Austria-Hun-
gary. Filed April 9, 1896.

573,535. Trolley Adjusting and Regulating Device.

Charles F. Randall, Denver, Colo. Filed March 31,

1896.

573,558. Electrical Resistance Device. Detlef C. Voss,

Maiden, Mass. Filed March 16, 1896.

573.575. Telephone Exchange System. William W.
bean, St. Louis, Mo. Filed June 11, 1896.

573.576. Common Battery Telephone System. William

W. Dean, St. Louis, Mo. Filed September 19, 1896.

573,581. Electric Engine. Isaac T. Dyer, Chicago, 111.

Filed March 30, 1896.

573.591. Electric Signaling Apparatus. Felix B. Her-

zog and Schuyler S. Wheeler, New York, N. Y. Filed

March 12, 1885.

573.592. Electric Signaling Apparatus. Felix; B. Her-
zog and Schuyler S. Wheeler, New York, N. Y. Filed

January 29, 1886.

573,601. Electrical Switching Apparatus. Francis W.
Jones, New York, N. Y. Filed October 15, 1896.

573,612. Electrical Connecting Cord. Charles H. Mc-
Evoy, Lowell, Mass. Filed February 24, 1896.

573,617. Electric Arc Lamp. Paul Franz Herrmann

Queisser, Charlottenburg, Germany. Filed January 24,
1896.

573,029. Electric Heater. Harry L. Tyler, Corning, N.
Y. Filed August 6, 1896.

573,645. Automatic System of Distribution and Con-
trol for Electric Railways, etc. William H. Cooley,
Brockport, N. Y. Filed August 3, 1895.

573,647. System for Generating and Distributing Elec-
trical Energy. Charles M. Green, Cleveland, Ohio.
Filed May 23, 1896.

573,716. Electric Signal Operating Device for Railway
Trains. George F. Singer and Frank K. Singer, Mingo
Junction, Ohio. Filed May 22, 1896.

573>723- Electric Floor Push. Henry C. Thomson,
Boston, Mass. Filed March 28, 1896.

573>74 x - Electric Metal Separator. Harvey H. Whit-
acre and Andrew C. Wolfe, Wellsville, Ohio. Filed
November 8, 1895.

573»75°- Combined Lightning and Water Conductor.
Lawson Adams, Buffalo-, N. Y. Filed September 30,

1896.

573>767. Automatic Speed Regulator for Electromotors.
Louis Denayrouze, Paris, France. Filed November
26, 1895.

573,807. Electric Switch. Walter Boardman and Harris
Boardman, Lancaster, Pa. Filed March 28, 1896.

573,809. Elevator Mechanism. John H. Clark, Bos-
ton, Mass. Filed July 28, 1890.

573,817. Electric Light Support. Elisha J. Fulghum,
Traverse City, Mich. Filed June 24, 1895.

573.819. Electric Railway. Paul W. Leffler, Chicago,
111. Filed August 12, 1895.

573.820. Electric Elevator. Paul W. Leffler, Chicago,
111. Filed August 19, 1895.

573.821. Electric Railway, etc. Paul W. Leffler, Chi-
cago, 111. Filed September 26, 1895.

573.822. Electric Railway, etc. Paul W. Leffler, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed March 11, 1896.

573.823. Motor Car Truck. Paul W. Leffler, Chicago,
111. "Filed March 21, 1896.

573,830. Electric Arc Lamp. John A. Mosher, Chicago,
111. Filed October 22, 1896.

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATES DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
'THESE INSTRUMENTS are 1

1 based upon the same general
principle and are just as accurate as
our regular Standard Portable Di-
rect Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working parts are inclosed in a
neatly designed dust-proof rast-

iron case, which effectively shields

the instruments from disturbing:

influences of external magnetic *

fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St., Xewark, N. J., U.S.A.

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
Z3s-tAlolislxeca. 1873.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Kdd, Black and Gray. Send for Catal ->gue and Prices.

wiuBStomel. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. ^£™?;«.i
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PARAGON LUNDELL

ADVANCE AGENTS OF SUMMER BREEZES.
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Lundell Suspended Direct-Current Fan Motor.
Lundell Portable Direct-Current Fan Motor.

Lundell Direct-Current Column
Fan Motor,

Lundell Direct-Current Bracket Fan Motor.

Lundell Alternating-Current Bracket Fan Motor.
Lundell Exhaust Fan.
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FANS AND VENTILATING OUTFITS.

The use of fans for the expulsion or introduction of

fresh and cool air has become so universal that we doubt
whether any industry has branched out as suddenly and
successfully. They have entered so intimately into the

hygiene of public buildings that their application is con-

sidered indispensable. It is not many years since the

electric fan or ventilator was a luxury that might be more
expected in the sumptuous chambers of some magnate
than the modest home. Yet not only the wealthiest but
the poorest in certain respects may enjoy the pleasure of

being cool in summer or sleeping soundly during the swel-

tering nights of July and August.
The fan has entered the home, the theatre, the restau-

rant, the business office; in the hospital the fever patient

has felt its grateful breeze and heard its busy hum with
gratitude that was inexpressible.

Manufacturers all over the country are getting their

goods ready for public inspection. Orders must be placed

months in advance, and those desirous of dealing are de-

exhaust as well as the latest innovation, the fan motor with

a wall bracket.

The portable fan to be set on a table, desk, etc.,

has self-oiling bearings and is completely ironclad.

The guard is strong and securely fixed. The fan is

noiseless and does not heat. No hot air is thrown
and no bother experienced. The fans on uprights are
supported upon the floor, the base being screwed down,
the fan pointed in any direction required.

The wail bracket fan is particularly fine as it can be
• moved to any angle, so that its breeze may be directed
wherever desired. The base is screwed to the wall and
has a joint that allows the body of the fan to move freely.

It is ingenious and satisfactory from every electrical and
mechanical standpoint.

We desire to call particular attention to their suspended
fan motors, they can be hung from the ceiling and the

fan se aj any angle.

The heavier outfits for exhaust or pressure blowing
give a perfect blast of air. They are made of usual sizes

and arc supplied with the latest Lundell motors, that will

Lundell Direct-Current Ceiling Fan Motor.

ciding upon their choice even now. The numerous pur-

poses to which the whirling blades can be put have made
many apply them in a unique manner.

Generally speaking, we have the

(1) Fan motor,

(2) Long-bladed ceiling fan,

(3) Exhaust and pressure fans.

The first is used in offices, homes and rooms in general.

The second in restaurants, shops and hotels.

The third in basements, engine rooms, or any case

imaginable where a great volume of air is to be continu-
ally expelled and purified.

The following descriptions relate to the apparatus which
has been called by the name of Fans and Ventilating
Outfits:

Lundell Direct, Alternating and Exhaust Fans.

The Interior Conduit & Iusulation Co. have made
their mark among consumers and the trade by introducing
the most compact type of motor ever placed before the
public eye. The popularity it has gained and the satis-

faction it gives, can be faintly estimated by a general
survey of those places using fans, which includes
numerous restaurants and thousands of clubs, theatres,
churches, etc.

The illustrations will give the reader a' general idea of

the appearance of their different types including the large

stand a continuous run of hours without heat or injury,

self-oiling bearings, carbon brushes and a well balanced

and ventdated armature make them reliable and eco-

nomical.

A solid mechanical construction prevents vibration of

any kind and oil throwing does not occur.

The perfection of Lundell machinery is attested to on
every side. The Interior Conduit and Insulation Co.,

No. 527 West 34th Street, are the manufacturers.

Diehl Fans.

The Diehl fan is well known to hotel proprietors, etc.,

and their opinion of its qualities would probably suffice.

But we may at least refer to its elaborate finish and
perfection of action without more than indicating its real

excellence. When attached to the ceiling it presents a

very ornamental appearance. As per illustration it can

be supplied with lights or not as desired. The speed is

uniform and the breeze unfluctuating. Made in two or

four bladed designs, the customer can make whatever
choice he sees fit. The armature is well ventilated, hav-

ing plenty of radiating surface, and the bearings afford

the most perfect fit and lubrication.

The commutator does not deteriorate because the

brushes press firmly, and sparking is entirely absent.

The Diehl column fan, resting upon the floor, is as highly

finished and as ornamental as the ceiling fan.
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No tremor is visible, and the little attention required They call particular attention to the combination of
have made them very popular among the trade. Lamps their Diehl motor and Wing exhaust fan, an illustration

Diehl Column Fan.

may be attached and the double service performed by it, of which is found in this number.
that of giving ventilation and light. The Diehl Company The Diehl motor can stand the heaviest load the Wing

^MMJMfy \^WM&<

^<S£

Diehl Direct Current Ceiling Fans.

have their factory at Elizabethport, N. J. Their New fan can put upon it with their blades set at the angle
York office is at No. 561 Broadway, New York. for exhausting the greatest amount of air. The popu-
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larity of this outfit as a ventilator has been established in

all fields of work.

The Emerson Alternating Portable and Ceiling Fans.

The alternating current was with difficulty applied to

any other purpose than electric lighting in the past.

Many experimented with numerous designs of motors
for the purpose of utilizing it for power. The Emerson

the same simple lines as the portable fan and is free from
oil spattering, heating, vibration or hum. In both these

fans ventilation is carefully attended to and the details of

construction.

The bearings are faultless, and the fan, when supported,

swings freely and without effort upon a ball bearing. The
absence of moving wire, reduction gears or wearing parts,

makes it the ideal fan. The blades swing at a speed

'

Emerson Alternating Portable and Ceiling Fans.

Motor Co. of 716 St. Charles street, St. Louis, Mo., were
the first and only ones that had a successful alternating-

current fan motor upon the market. The armature is

devoid of any insulation and runs no risks of a burn out.

A regulating switch controls the power consumption of

the motor and is very ingenious. It can keep the speed
constant yet reduces the watts if extreme economy is

desired. The efficiency of this motor is very high, the

12-inch taking from 45 to 50 watts, while others consume
when running the same sized fan from 120 to 160 watts.

The oiling of this motor is effected by a special graphite

lubricant, a strip of felt conveying it to the shaft. The
motor will run untouched for weeks. The outside of the

new 1897 models are finished in aluminium or plain

bronze with polished nickel bands outside. It presents a

very handsome appearance, gives an excellent breeze and
enjoys the prestige of a priority and the recommendation
of the trade.

The ceiling fan is constructed with the object of giving
the least possible trouble when installed. It is built on

of from 150 to 210 per minute The fan blades are set

at the proper angle, and any change in the breeze is ob-

tained by the regulating switch which cuts it down to

about 150.

Its excellent features are such that its sale has increased

greatly and the factory is now hustling to meet the rush

of orders.

North American Electric Co.

There are but few manufacturers of fan motors that

have gained a better or more. enduring name than the

North American Electric Co. Their address is 181 Will-

iam Street, and visitors are welcome to see the quality of

material and methods employed. The fan motors are in

detail very carefully made, and when assembled are strong

and ready for continuous work.

Their Incandescent Fan Motor for no volts runs a 12-

inch four-blade fan. It has two speeds and is equipped

with the new and improved brush holders.

Those that desire a handsome, well-designed and
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smoothly running fan, can do no better than call to see are made for any motor and by their use the current of

the North American Electric Co. air can be turned in any direction. The Vetter current

The variety of styles which they manufacture and the tap is used exclusively by this company in connecting up

North American Electric Co.'s Direct-Current Fan Motor and Bracket attached to Vetter Current Tap.

careful attention given to every detail will be a surprise their motors.

to the casual visitor. The prices are extremely low for The lamp can burn and the motor be tapped from its

the high quality of their goods. socket at the same time. The motor, bracket and cur-

Knapp Portable Battery Fan Motors.—(See Page 232.)

The adjustable bracket serves the purpose of a support rent tap form a perfect fan motor outfit that never fails

which can be raised, lowered or moved sideways. They to give the best of satisfaction.
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THE NEW ERA.

Many important changes in the industrial world have
been anticipated by those laboring for its development
and progress. Hero of Alexandria rotated a metal sphere
with great rapidity, actuating it entirely by steam. Hu-
manity being alike the world over, probably many of his

subjects thought the time had arrived then for the wide-
spread use of steam turbines. Yet centuries* rolled on
their swift course before the properties of steam were re-

discovered or the experiment of this enterprising ruler re-

vived. In contrast with this early period of infertile

thought and sluggish application we are brought face to

face with the present day. The nineteenth century began
under the happiest auspices. It might be said that man-
kind stood at the threshhold of true enlightenment, better
prepared in mind and experience than ever before to re-

ceive its benefits. As the years sped by eaeh left its im-
press upon those that succeeded it. The steam engine of
Watt, the steamboat of Fulton and the locomotive of

Stevenson are prominent landmarks in the field of indus-
trial life. Then with quickly hastening footsteps came
the genius of electricity. The telegraph and telephone,
dynamo and motor, arc and incandescent lamp—these
and a thousand others formed an irresistible battalion for
the introduction of innovations. The latest is the electric
carriage, whose anticipated future will be sure to further
its prosperity and success as a common vehicle of street
hire.

The cabman and carriage driver of the Grand Central

Depot will have to invent some new cry other than "Cab
or carriage, sir ?" He may invite some eligible hayseed
to step into his automobile.

OPEN CONDUIT ELECTRIC ROADS.

The third-rail system has been proving its efficiency on
the Brooklyn Bridge. There is every reason to expect
that its continued use will deprive the Manhattan Railroad
Company of any excuse regarding the application of elec-
tricity to elevated roads. In the street, the flow of water
and heaping up of snow, slush and refuse has made the
open conduit electric road a matter of experiment. The
Lenox avenue line has been successful as far as is known,
and in all probability the other surface lines, including
those already equipped with cable, will turn to this sys-
tem as the most economical. Roads that are rushed dur-
ing certain hours of the day and are likely to meet with a
breakdown are taking into consideration the desirability
of changing over to electricity. At present the open
conduit seems to be the most favored system.

BURNS FROM X RAYS.

The physiological effect of X rays upon the skin is

somewhat similar to a sunburn whose development is re-

tarded. In the case of X ray burns the cuticle is affected
as follows: By exposure the skin reddens, after the lapse
hi some days, when apparently all traces have disap-
peared, the sloughing and wasting of the affected surface
takes place. Cases have occurred in which an arm, a
hand or a wrist evinced all the symptoms of exposure to

the sun, but with apparently more dryness, though the
same redness. The article by Elihu Thomson is instruct-

ive, giving the results as noted by direct experiment.
Whether a burn or a new physiological trouble, we will

let the doctors decide. The facts may beat least studied
by tbe general reader from the article by Thompson. It

might be wise, in the future, for those experimenting with
X rays to encase their hands or arms in coverings of non-
permeable material.

Emery to Corundum.—One of the latest achievements
of the electric current is a process of converting emery
into corundum by means of the alternate current arc

that has recently been patented. As heat and not
decomposition is aimed at, continuous currents would be
unsuitable. This furnace is made of firebricks and stands
on two bridges; the hollow underneath serves as a recep-

tacle for the fused mass, there being a small hole in the

bottom of the furnace. This hole is covered with a glass

plate. The electrodes—carbon rods—are approached to

within one inch to two inches, the space between being
packed with lumps of carbon. The emery, the finest dust,

of little use otherwise, is mixed with powdered coal, the

amount depending upon the iron oxide in the emery; for

25 percent, of oxide five per cent, of carbon is reckoned.
The coal is soon burned by the oxygen of the iron oxide
and the arc forms. The inner mass begins to melt, and
the glass plate gives way, and a stream of fused corundum
flows out. The hard outer crust is then broken with iron

rods and new material thus fed to the arc. This addition
stops the flow, which starts again after ten or fifteen min-
utes. The base-plate is strewn with fine emery powder to

protect it from the intense heat of the fused mass. The
resulting corundum is almost free of water, of which the

emery contains about five per cent. It is crystalline,

colorless, and then resembling quartz; pink or blue, fine,

small crystals of sapphires have been found in druses.

The current is kept at 250 amperes and the pressure is 40
or 60 volts.
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Knapp Battery Motors.

Battery motors have occupied a unique position in the

market for many years. They are the real pioneers of

the fan motor trade, and their present increasing use is

an indication that they are doing their work well. The
Knapp Ventilating Fans, sold by the Knapp Electric and
Novelty Company, 47 Warren street, New York, are

made of the inverted horseshoe type. The motor is

mounted on a wooden base and has an armature that

runs with little friction. They are excellently made, be-

ing supplied with a starting switch which places it under
control and connecting cords which run to the battery.

Mr. Knapp has spent years of time in perfecting his mo-
tors for the publie, and can now feel that his work has

been conscientiously performed.

For the desk, home or sickroom the comfort of this

Riker Direct Current Fan Motor.

We note that the Riker Co. have not found it necessary
to alter the form or construction of their 1896 fan motor.
They feel that special attention should be directed to its

high efficiency and perfect operation.

The speed of the fan is limited to 1,800 revolutions a

minute, and not more than one-quarter of an ampere' is

consumed. This is guaranteed by the manufacturers.
They also wish to emphasize this fact to buyers; their

representatives will be pleased to call and demonstrate
the perfect simplicity and high efficiency of their motor.
The radiating surface on the armature and field keeps

it cool when running. No sparking occurs at the com-
mutator or vibration of the fan itself.

The Riker Electric Motor Co. furthermore desire to

state that they have not taken orders in blocks of 10,000,'

Riker Direct-Current Fan Motor.

little fan is very great. The battery employed is one of

constant current, without odor or waste when not in use.

They do not require attention and will run the motor 150

hours before recharging.

The types manufactured by Mr. Knapp bear the name
of Little Hustler, running a three-bladed five-inch fan,

taking from one to two volts; Type B, four-bladed, six-

inch fan, taking from one to four volts; Type C, a four-

bladed eight-inch fan, taking from two to six volts, and

the Type D, running a six-bladed ten-inch fan, requiring

from two to eight volts.

The long life of the batteries, the good workmanship of

the motors and the satisfaction received by customers

have always been ready recommendations for the sale of

these fans.

as some of their competitors have done, but are finding a

ready market with the leading supply houses. The
address of the Riker Electric Motor Co. is No. 45 York
Street, Brooklyn.

The Hurricane Fan Motor.

The breeziest and most suggestive name has been given

to this fan motor. It is called the Hurricane, and de-

serves its appellation in every sense of the word. It will

"raise the wind" for its manufacturers, Goldmark &
Wallace, as well as the many customers that buy it. The
fan is well made from a mechanical and electrical stand-

point. Self-oiling bearings and a well-centred ironclad

armature. A small air gap and a large commutator,
wrought-iron field cores to which the pole-pieces have
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been cast, comprise an ideal magnetic circuit. The Wing's Disk Fan.

brushes are self-feeding and do not spark. Neither the The Wing Disk Fan has earned a name for itself as I e-

armature nor field ever get hot, ample radiation being se- ing one of the earliest pioneers in the art of ventilating.

cured by a careful proportioning of parts. The switch The electric motors which drive them are practically part

Eck Bracket and Portable Direct-Current Fan Motors.

supplied will start and regulate for three speeds. The
armature can be readily removed by loosening the front

bearing. The entire motor is made with a careful atten-

tion to details and indicates the most critical selection of

material. The fan and ornamental guard are very hand-
some in appearance. The guard is readily removed or

attached. The fan, strong and well made, makes no
noise and does not tarnish. Each motor is carefully

of the fan they drive, and consume the least possible

power. The light is not interfered with when they are

inserted in the window, and their noiseless operation

makes them very desirable.

This strong and well made fan has been adopted by the

Diehl Co. in connection with their motor.
The innumerable places in which Wing fans are used

may be roughly estimated. A few of them are hotels,

Wing Exhaust Fan and Diehl Motor.

tested before leaving the factory. They are made of

sizes one-eighth and one-sixth horse-power, driving twelve
and sixteen inch fans. The wall fan motor can be pointed
in any direction. A universal ball joint allows freedom
of position. The base of the machine is secured to the
wall as per illustration. The breeze may be thrown in

almost any direction. Agents and manufacturers are
Goldmark & Wallace, No. 29 Chambers street, New York.

restaurants, laundries, mills, mines, cold storage rooms,
etc.

The list could be extended until the reader felt over-
powered. The blades of this fan (see sketch) are attach-
ed so firmly to the radial driving arms that they could
never fly out; the blandes can be set at any angle.
Their solidity of attachment also prevents vibration and
sends forward a powerful blast of air. The Wing fan is
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manufactured
Street, N. Y.

by L. J. Wing & Co., No. 109 Liberty

Tuerk Alternating Current Ceiling Fan.

The utilization for the alternating current for ceiling

fan motors was a labor that required considerable ingenu-
ity and persistence. In the illustration the mechanism
of the fan brought out this, year (1897) is depicted.

The motor driving the fan is of the induction type and
runs at a speed of 1,800 revolutions per minute.
A vertical shaft carries a conical hub upon which rests

two rollers. The rollers are at an angle and have resting

upon them the casing of the motor. The revolution of

the shaft rotates the rollers and they in turn move the

outer shell. The shell always makes a tight fit with the

The fan is well finished in bronze, nickel, gold, etc.

The manufacturers are the Hunter Fan and Motor Co.,

Fulton, N. Y. Eastern Agents, E. B. Latham & Co.,

136 Liberty Street, N. Y.

These gentlemen have been pushing the fan trade very
hard this season, and their orders are piling in.

ROENTGEN RAY BURNS.

BY ELIHU THOMPSON.

The cause of the injury to ~the skin which follows an
exposure to a source of Roentgen rays is still a subject

Tuerk Alternating Current Ceiling Fan Motor.

rollers, permitting motion but not vibration. The fan cas-

ing and fan blades supply sufficient weight to keep the

hub, rollers and surface they rest against always in excel-

lent contact. Being dust proof no trouble is experienced

from dirt entering the fan, and the use of ball bearings

for the rollers affords the best sliding contact imaginable.

The fans take from 120 to 140 watts at 150 revolutions

a minute with the blades properly set. The voltage they

are made for lies between 50 to 120 volts and the frequen-

cies from 60, 125 to 140 per second.

It might be incidentally mentioned that the bearing

surfaces act as reduction gears. It will take (see sketch)

a great many revolutions of the motor shaft or hub to

turn the outer casing once,

for discussion. It is known that a comparatively short

exposure at sufficiently small distances from the source
will produce the effect. It has been claimed by some
that Roentgen rays do not produce the mischief, but that

the effect is essentially electrostatic. Others have ex-

pressed the opinion that ozone and other substances

present in the neighborhood of the excited tube are the

real causes of the injury.

It has seemed desirable to set at rest by experiment
these doubtful theories. The very peculiar nature of the

injury itself, its course of development, the accidental

circumstances under which it has occurred, have all

tended to negative any theory except that which regards

rays from the tube as the true cause. These rays might
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be either Roentgen rays, or rays so closely analogous as to

be with difficulty distinguished therefrom.

The first effect after exposure is a slight reddening of

the skin, which is made more easily discernible by a little

friction over the spot affected. This lasts two, three or

more days and tends to fade. In the writer's experience,

at the end of a week there has been an almost complete

absence of any noticeable effect on the skin. On the

ninth day, however, the affected part was found to redden,

and this increased for a few days until blistering and

sloughing took place with slow and tedious healing.

These effects were noted in the case of the exposure bf

the little finger of the left hand and are, at present

writing, in progress upon a portion of the third finger of

the same hand, in consequence of an exposure for only

twelve minutes to the rays from a special tube. This

tube was made for the purpose of obtaining strong effects

by lessening the working distance from the bombarded

spot on the platinum, which is the source of the rays.

Fig. 1 shows the general form of the tube. It is nar-

rowed around the platinum anode and the glass is also

made thin around the same. It is thus possible to get

the finger, the fluorescent screen, or the photographic

film, very close to the bombarded spot on the platinum

anode. The distance need be not over one-half an inch

as a minimum. By the use of a magnet the spot on the

spots on the finger within the opening, one covered with

aluminum foil or leaf, another with heavy tinfoil, and the

third left entirely bare. The opening in the lead sheet

was brought close to the platinum anode, Fig. 1, so that

the finger was about 5-8 inch distant from the bombarded
spot.

The exposure was for a period of twelve minutes, which
it was thought would be sufficient. The result at first

was two faintly reddened spots, one having the outline of

the part under the opening in the lead shield covered by
the aluminum foil, and corresponding thereto, and the

other corresponding to the bare spot. Under the tinfoil

strip there was no action. These reddened spots, though
scarcely visible, could be developed by slight friction, but
gradually faded until, at the end of a week from the

time of exposure, they were with great difficulty distin-

guishable from the rest of the skin, even after the spot

was rubbed. On the ninth day, however, they returned
and the spots became painful and a little swollen. This
has continued to increase and will probably end in blis-

tering, sloughing and final healing. The part covered by
the tinfoil is sharply marked from the others in being en-

tirely unaffected. The effect produced through the

aluminum leaf is about the same as on the bare spot,

showing that thin aluminum does not stop the rays which
produce harm.

FI<U

jlatinum could be shifted, so as to be very close to the

jlass and upon the edge of the platinum sheet. The in-

:ensity of the radiation per unit of surfaceswas increased

:hereby, according to the law of inverse quares, which

>eems to hold in this case. This use of the magnet is

ndicated in dotted lines and is very convenient for

iirecting the cathode rays upon any part of the platinum

mode: which anode might in fact be faced with a variety

)f different substances or have its surfaces differently
:ormed, or curved at places while the cathode beam could

3e directed first to one part and then to another and the

effects noted. If a platinum anode has been perforated

Dy the beam at one point the tube is still useful, for a

slight effect of the magnet puts the beam upon a new sur-
:

ace. Many a good tube may thus be made to do service

;ven after several holes have been melted through the

platinum sheet.

With such a source of rays as the tube, Fig. 1, it was
:asy to try an experiment, the result of which seems to

the writer to leave no doubt of the fact that Roentgen
rays, or rays of the same general characteristics, do act-

ually cause the burns and injury which may follow

nged exposures to the Roentgen radiation. The
eft hand was covered with a lead sheet of over 1-16 inch

n thickness, and an oblong hole of about three-fourths

>f an inch long and about 5-16 inch wide cut through it

it the part just over the third finger between the first and
second joint. This limited the passage of rays to the

Dart of the finger under the opening. But around the
ringer and under the middle of the opening was placed a

strip of heavy tinfoil about 3-16 inch wide. This divided
.he exposed area into two parts. One of these parts in

Lurn was covered with two layers of thin aluminum leaf

gummed to the finger. Thus there were, in fact, three

It is needless to say that the effect is proven by the

experiment to be neither electrostatic nor ozonic, but merely
a result of certain rays reaching the skin surface, and
such rays are probably those of the Roentgen rays not
readily absorbed. According to the law of inverse

squares an exposure of twelve minutes at 5-8 inch dis-

tance would require at 10 inches distance, for equal

effects, about 50 hours, or over two days. There is,

then, no occasion for any alarm at the effects of Roent-
gen rays, as exposures of sufficient duration to produce
harm are rarely if ever necessary. In regard to the claim
which has been made that injury only follows exposures
made by induction coils, while static machines do not pro-

duce the effect, it may be said that in the writer's former
experiment, of which the little finger was made the

subject, a large capacity static machine was used, and
the result was severe enough. The present experiment
was made with an induction coil as the source of electric

discharges, and as yet there is no difference in the

results. The effect is now, of course, limited to two
small spots a little distance apart.

New Machine Put In.—The new Gamewell reporting
machine has been placed in the City Hall, and it is one
of the finest pieces of electrical apparatus ever installed

in this city. The operating cabinet is of antique oak
highly polished. The machine records by a typewriter
arrangement the year, date, hour and minute the officer

reports. The apparatus, while ready for work last night,

was not put into active operation, but will be today, when
all reports will be received over it.

Cochran, Ga.—Address clerk of town council concern-
ing electric light plant complete.
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TRACK AND TRACK JOINTS: CONSTRUC-
TION, MAINTENANCE AND BONDING.

If granite had been used instead of wood block, the
cost would have been $12,708.00 more.

(To be Continued).

M. K. BOWEN.

(Continued from Page 220.)

PAVING: The road bed is now filled to within eight

inches of the top of the rails with medium fine limestone,

thoroughly tamped. Upon this place hemlock boards

one and one-half inches thick, running lengthwise of the

track. Upon this layer of boards a layer of clean sharp

sand one inch deep is to be laid; upon this are to be laid

the paving blocks, which should be No. 1 white cedar,

six inches high. After being laid the joints are to be

filled with good gravel or a limestone screening, tamped
in place; the top of paving blocks to be even with top of

rail both inside and outside.

GAUGE: The gauge must be four feet eight and one-

half inches, or one-quarter inch wider than the

gauge kept in the shop for gauging car wheels. This is

important and should be closely watched.
LEVEL: There must not be over one-eighth inch dif-

ference in the height of two opposite rails. Any amount
above this will be considered sufficient cause for rejecting

such part of track and rebuilding or resurfacing the same.

The foundation should be solid as possible to make it.

The ties should be of such material that their life will be

about equal to that of the rail; if anything, a trifle more.

The expense of taking up and replacing pavement and
repairing defective ties is very great. The wood most
generally used, and the one which gives the best satisfac-

tion, is good, sound white oak free from sap. Its life is

about eight to ten years, under ordinary circumstances.

The nature of the soil has considerable to do with the

life of the tie. It is not good judgment to get the tie

which will last the longest, thereby possibly paying a

much higher price, for after the rails are worn out the tie

will still be in a fairly sound condition, and the new rails

may be laid on these old ties, which are fit to last only a

portion of the length of time the rails will.

Brace chairs in place of tie rods cannot be recom-

mended for use with high rails, as they are very apt to

bend over in time, but with shorter rails this will not

happen.
The paving of a street upon the right of way is gener-

ally regulated by municipal authorities. Wooden blocks

are extensively used in the smaller cjties, but in the

larger ones they soon wear unevenly and require replac-

ing. Granite block paving is by far the most durable,

lasting under ordinary wear in cities thirty years, and

should be used where the street traffic is at all heavy.

The blocks should be hard, but not liable to become
slippery by use, the average size being 4x8x12 inches.

I advocate small blocks, even as low as 3 x 6 x 10 inches.

The cost of one mile of double track with paving for

eighteen feet in width of right of way, as above specified,

based on Chicago prices would be as follows:

283 1. tons 9 inch rails 90 at $33.00 $9339.00

4,224 white oak ties 5x8 inches x 7 feet at 38c. 1605.00

352 cast welded joints at $3.50 1232.00

1,760 tie rods at 15c 264.00

3,3792 spikes y2 x y2 x 4^ inches at ic 33^-oo

42,240 feet of wooden filler at y2 z 2112.00

Labor at $1.00 per foot of D. B. T 5280.00

10,560 square yards cedar block 30c 3168.00

146 square yards sand at $1.25 183.00

445 cubic yards crushed stone at $1.50 668.00

10,560 square yards gravel and dressing at 8c. . . 845.00

10,560 square yards hemlock boards 2 inches

thick at 8c square yard . 845. 00

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

At the meeting of the Institute held at 12 W. 31st
street, March 24, a paper was presented by Dr. Karl E.

Guthe on "The Imfluence of Heat Treatment Upon the
Magnetic Properties of Hardened Steel." In the ab-

sence of the author the paper was read by Prof. H. S.

Carhart of the University of Michigan, who took part in

the discussion, together with Dr. Pupin and Mr. Winand.
At the meeting of Council in the afternoon the follow-

ing associate memberb were elected

—

Ernest J. Bechtel, superintendent power plant,

Toledo Traction Co., Toledo, O.

Arthur Hillyer Ford, fellow in electrical engineer-
ing, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
Herman L. Holbrow, with New York Telephone Co.,

New York City, residence Rutherford, N. J.
William F. Kelly, student in expert course, Fort

Wayne Electric Corporation, Fort Wayne, Ind
It was also decided to hold the general meeting of the

Institute at Greenacre-on-the-Piscataqua, Eliot, Maine,
beginning Monday, July 26. This date is the 50th anni-

versary of the entrance of the late Prof. Moses Gerrish
Farmer into the field of electricity which became his life

work. Prof. Farmer was one of the charter members of

the Institute, and in consideration of his high standing
as an original investigator and inventor he was elected an
honorary member of the Institute Oct. 21, 1890.

His home during the latter part of his distinguished

career was at Eliot, Maine, and he died at Chicago, May
25, 1893, where he had been engaged in the preparation
of his personal exhibit at the World's Fair.

The council nominees for the Institute election on May
18 are as follows

—

For President, Dr. Francis B. Crocker, of New York
City.

For Vice-President, Dr. A. E. Kennelly, of Philadelphia,

Chas. S. Bradley, of New York City, Prof. Dugald C.

Jackson, of Madison, Wis.

For Managers, Dr. Alexander MacFarlane, of South
Bethlehem, Pa., Gano S. Dunn, of New York City, W.
F. C. Hasson, of San Francisco, Cal., Herbert Laws
Webb, of New York City.

For Treasurer, George A. Hamilton, of New York
City.

For Secretary, Ralph W. Pope, of New York City.

The officers whose terms have not expired are Vice-
President Chas. P. Steinmetz, of Schenectady, N. Y.,

Prof. Harris J. Ryan, of Ithaca, N. Y., Prof. Wilbur M.
Stine, of Chicago, 111. Managers Chas. F. Scott, of

Pittsburg, Bion J. Arnold, of Chicago, Carl Hering, of

Philadelphia, Dr. Cary T. Hutchinson, John W. Lieb, Jr.,

and P. A. Pickernell, of New York City, Prof. Wm. L.

Puffer, of Boston, and L. B. Stillwell, of Niagara Falls.

Ralph W. Pope, Secretary.

525,879.00

Ottawa, Ont.—The annual report for the Ottawa Elec-

tric Railway Company shows Ottawa's progress. The
total number of passengers carried in the Ottawa electric

cars in 1892 was 1,520,405, with receipts of $71,698. In

1896, the total number carried was 4,583,235, with re-

ceipts, $212,105.

Sherbrooke, Ont.—The Sherbrooke Electric Street

Railway has let a contract for 500 poles, 200 of which the

contractors will begin to deliver at once. The road to

the exposition grounds will be finished for traffic by July,

and the entire system in running order for August.
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WIRING FOR LIGHT AND POWER.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OP ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

The generation, transmission and distribution of power

are problems that have occupied the attention and called

upon the skill of engineers from time immemorial. There

is every evidence to prove that some of the attempts made
in early days were none the less worthy of the name of

transmission plants than those of modern times—elaborate

with improvements and bristling with devices for the safe

transference of power.

The transmission of power is merely the name for a sys

tem by means of which foot pounds of energy may be

transferred from point to point conveniently and without

much loss. Ultimately the power transmitted assumes

in the circuit. Therefore if any retarding effect ensues it

is likely to become highly developed and possibly so affect

the line as to render ready transmission a matter of con-

siderable difficulty. The distribution of power by alternat-

ing currents gives rise to certain other features of consid-

erable interest to the reader. When power is ordinarily

distributed we are not apt to consider the source of power,
but merely the fact that it is to be sent from house to house
as required.

When power comes from a long distance, the pressure

of it is very much higher than it would be were it simply
generated in the centre of a large city. The processes of

transformation are more numerous in such a case than

would be expected. The Ferranti system in London puts

the current through two processes

—

Generation at 10,000 volts.

(1) Transformation to 2,000 volts.

(2) Retransformation to 50 or 100 volts.

It is but necessary to understand that these changes
only occur on account of the peculiar system in use. and

Boiler Room of Central Station.

the form of mechanical energy and is therefore to be
A upon as the result which, by its value in foot

pounds, determines the superiority of one system over an-

other. To speak of lighting and power circuits is simply
to reconsider the conditions which, in a milder form, are

met with when power is to be transferred. The genera-
tion of power may be carried on with alternating or con-
tinuous currents, but its transmission is not a problem of

the same ease of solution.

Alternating Current Circuits.—The peculiarities of an al-

ternating current manifest themselves very quickly under
certain conditions. An alternating current is different

from the continuous in one striking respect. It oscillates

at the rate of perhaps 100 times a second back and forth

not because the alternating current must be transformed.

By continuous current the same kind of apparatus is used
throughout. To reduce an alternating current either up
or down requires the use of transformers. A continuous

current can only be changed in pressure by means of motor
transformers or storage batteries. To distribute either

alternating or continuous current we are forced to use two
entirely different systems. They bear a certain relation-

ship, due to the fact that both are for the distribution of

electricity, but in technical features they are entirely dis-

similar. Power from either continuous or alternating cur-

rents means the use of special circuits, special motor and
special precautions.

Continuous current circuits do not show other than the
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most common features of distribution. A generating plant

either employs dynamos for the distribution of light, or of

both power and light.

The Edison Illuminating Company employs a special

system or network of conductors. The current is generated
at no volts pressure and two dynamos are connected in

series for the purpose of supplying the outside line. This
receives current at 220 volts pressure in consequence, but
it has the added peculiarity of having three wires, between
each two of which, that is to say, the first and second and
the second and third, a dynamo is placed. Motors are fed

from the two outer wires, which supply 220 volts, and lights

are lit between the others. The insulation as well as the

installation of continuous current lines is not in any re-

network lies in its reduction of the drop of potential to

almost a minimum and the saving of a fourth wire.' Also
in the employment of two pressures convenient for both
motors and lamps. There are certain excellent points in

the application of this system alike to both street and
house, which have given it a permanent hold on the public.

The Edison network is built in such a manner that

centres of distribution are supplied with wires which indi-

cate at the station the exact pressure at that point. Each
junction of conductors is kept at the same potential, as far

as possible, as every other. The immense system of wires

enables them to preserve an almost equable pressure at all

times. It is worth noting that if the pressure supplied to

the feeders running along the streets is 240 volts, the drop

Continuous Current Plant.

spect complicated. There are several methods of convey-

ing the current in actual use. But before this department

of the work is considered, the fact that the wiring of a

building and the system employed in having it reach the

building are entirely dissimilar in certain cases may be

realized.

Subways are used for the transmission of current from

the station to the building. Upon reaching the house the

paths the current enters into are those that lead to motors,

and lights. Usually the subway systems are made of iron

pipes ending at the corners in manholes, bricked carefully

and otherwise protected from the drainage of the neigh-

borhood.
Both the alternating and continuous current people em-

ploy this system of pipe conduits, although in the case of

the Edison Illuminating Company, where continuous cur-

rent is used, the use of three wires introduces a feature

which has made this system valuable to all large cities.

Balancing the load.—On account of the fact that three

wires are used, the lighting occurs between either the first

and second or the second and third wires. The general

practice followed out by the Edison Illuminating Company
is that of balancing the lamp load between these three in

equal portions.

If 100 lamps are used between the first and the middle

wire, to balance the line 100 lamps or their equivalent

must be placed between the middle and third wire. The
details of this system are quite interesting, as they exem-

plify the development produced by any departure from

the ordinary in the pursuit of an improved method of dis-

tribution.

The Edison Company called the middle wire the neutral

wire, beeause it is connected to both a positive and nega-

tive wire, which, however, belong to different dynamos.

Advantages.—Some of the advantages of this Edison

occurring in the line can be so limited that at least 23o"is

left. This will be sufficiently high to enable us to wire a

building and still have a working pressure of 220 volts in

the house.

The problem of distribution consists in the preservation of

the pressure at given points and not in the maintenance of

it at a fixed pressure throughout. A station generating 100

volts may expect to lose 25 vults in the subway distribu-

tion, but it will be necessary for them to preserve the po-

tential at the centres radiating to houses at a fixed value.

If the allowance thus intentionally lost is premeditated, the

new points in the street service from which the current is

fed into the houses will remain at a constant pressure pro-

vided means are taken to effect the same. The value of a

system depends upon the percentage of change going on;

the less this is, the more life lamps will have burned on its

circuits.

The distribution of alternating current could in certain

respects be carried on the same as by continuous. The
high pressure wires at 2,000 volts could lead to centres in

the streets at which transformers could be placed and thus

used as centres of distribution. The reduction of pressure

from 2, 000 volts need not be carried out in this case to less

than 100 volts, and in this respect approach in technical

detail the appearance of an Edison network as regards the

centres of pressure and the wiring of the building.

Houston, Tex.—Address Alderman Street Council con-

cerning proposed erection of electric light plant.

Bridgeburg, Ont.—A trolley line is to> be built from

Bridgeburg, the Canadian terminus of the International

Bridge, to the gate of the new Fort Erie Jockey Club

grounds, and thence on to Crystal Beach. It is expected

to be completed and in operation before July.
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INQUIRY COLUMN.

In this column we shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds

of our subscribers.

(Q.)-MAGNETIC SATURATION.
Auburn, March 31, 1897.

Electrical Age Pub. Co.

Dear Sirs: Kindly inform me whether it is necessary

to confine the magnetic saturation of iron within certain

limits in building heavy dynamos, and, if so, how this

condition can be determined ? If not asking too much,
what metal is best for such purposes, i. e., cast iron,

wrought iron or steel ?

Yours respectfully,

Emanuel Pierro.

(A.)—The point of saturation is practically carried out

to 16,000 or 17,000 lines of force per square centimeter,

about 100,000 per square inch.

This condition is known and predetermined from the

iron used, its dimensions, etc.

The general formula for all magnetic circuits is:

. 4 it n c >u q
N =

10 1

which can be likewise written

:

4 71 n c /u q
N = X -

10 1

or

4 7i n c

N = X
10 1

/xq

The best iron to use is wrought iron,

lar metal to-day is cast steel (mild).

The most popu-

(Q.)—BACK E. M. F.

Baltimore, April 1, 1897.
Pub. Electrical Age.
Dear Sir: Can you tell me in untechnical language

why the back electromotive force o-f a motor does not

prevent it from running ? Also how it is originated and its

usefulness or injury to the motor.
By answering you will greatly oblige,

Yours truly,

Andrew McKenzie.
(A.)—The back E. M. F. of a motor is a little less

than the piessure coming in from the line. The differ-

ence sends current into the armature. If the back E. M.
F. were ever equal to that of the line the motor would stop.

It is generated by the cutting of lines of force; the arma-
ture inductors revolving in the field, producing an inter-

nal and opposing pressure. It is an automatic regulator
of the current, allowing it to increase when the load is

heavy and to fall when light. The theoretical or electri-

cal efficiency is determined by dividing the back E. M. F.

by the applied E. M. F.

ro.)—ELECTRIC LIGHT AT HOME.
Brooklyn, April 2, 1897.

Electrical Age Pub. Co.
Dear Sirs: Your interesting Inquiry Column has often

given me the most valuable information on subjects I

hardly knew how to inquire about.

I have been trying to equip my home with a few lamps
run by batteries, but the results are not very satisfactory.

Can you give me the assistance I need; that is, the bat-
tery to use and the kind of lamp?

Respectfully yours,

John R. Andrews.

(A.)—A battery for house lighting must be cheap and
simple; the one that will comply with these requirements
is a bichromate of potash cell. The carbon cylinder bat-

tery with a solution of bichromate of potash saturated,

and having 10 per cent, sulphuric acid, will, if the zincs

are well amalgamated, give a strong output. Use a 1-

watt 8-c. p. 8-volt lamp.

Four of these cells connected in series will keep the

lamp burning brightly many hours. The entire outfit

costs less than $3.

A valuable and interesting handbook issued by the

Standard Underground Cable Company is now ready for

distribution. Its contents are of such a nature that a

careful investigation of the same will be time well spent.

The present edition, No. XV., contains 182 pages and is

an amplification of the No. XL Handbook published in

1890, with necessary additions to bring contents up to date

in every respect. From a perusal of the volume it is ap-

parent that the purpose kept in mind in preparing this

revised edition has been to give all useful information re-

lating to electric wires and cables, and the installation of

the latter, in as brief a form as possible consistent with a
proper understanding of the subject discussed, and also

to provide convenient rules, tables, etc., for ready refer-

ence and use by practical men.
The first no pages contain the price lists of all mate-

rial sold by the company, with complete descriptions of

all such articles in detail, and a handy telegraph code for

.the use of customers.

The question of electrolysis is thoroughly discussed in

an article by the company's electrician, giving the results

of actual tests made in the laboratory and in actual com-
mercial practice.

Pages in to 126 contain complete instruction for in-

stalling all classes of cables and accessories, including

conduit laying, cable laying and jointing, application of

protective devices, etc., etc. Methods of testing cables,

locating faults, etc., are carefully discussed and explained
with diagrammatic figures in pages 137-142, and will

prove valuable to those having such work to do.

The remainder of the book contains many tables of

general and electrical information, the tables on pages
161-162 giving complete data as to the diameter, weight
and resistance of solid and stranded copper wire, being
especially accurate and more complete than any hereto-

fore published.

The information contained on pages 173 to 176 on the

"Effects of Alternating Currents" and "Changes of

Electrical Properties with Change of Temperature " are

of particular value at this time.

The general appearance of the book is very satisfac-

tory, by reason of the neat binding and the high grade of

the typographical work. The volume will make a valu-

able addition to any technical library, and its compact
size renders it especially convenient for a pocket hand-
book.

It is issued in three styles of binding, namely: Mo-
rocco leather, with pockets, flap and gilt edges; green
vellum, with pocket, flap and red edges, and brown vel-

lum, with round corners and red edges.

More Electric Power on Steam Roads.—The 30-ton
electric locomotive exhibited at Chicago in 1893 by the

General Electric Company has been purchased by the

Manufacturers' Street Railway Company, of New Haven,
Conn., to haul freight cars from Cedar Hill, a point on
the main line of the New York, New Haven & Hartford
Railroad, one mile from the New Haven passenger depot,

to the works of the Bigelow Company, the National Pipe
Bending Company and other large manufacturers. The
total length of the branch is nearly two miles, and the

maximum grade 2*4 per cent. The locomotive has a rated
draw-bar pull of 7,000 pounds.
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CANADIAN LETTER.

Richmond, Ont.—Tenders are being asked for lighting
the town by electricity.

Huntsville, Ont.—Reeve Hutchinson interviewed the
Commissioner of Crown Lands at Toronto last week
with a view to expediting the passage of the bill to ratify

the electric light and water works by-laws.
Ottawa, Ont.—The Bell Telephone Company, of

Canada, under date of January 30th, has presented a peti-

tion to the Governor-General in Council asking for per-
mission to increase its rates.

Raberval, Ont.—An electric light company is being
organized here.

Rossland, B. C.—Messrs. J. R. Mitchell, of Vancouver,
S. H. Webber, of Rossland, and P. C. Stoess, of Spokane,
are applicants for incorporation as the Okanagan Water
Power Company, with power to construct and operate a
system of electric power and lighting plants at Dog Falls

on the Okanagan River.

Victoria, B. C.—The following companies are seeking
for incorporation: South Kootenay Water and Power
Company, Revelstoke Water Works, Electric Light and
Power Co., of Revelstoke, Fairview Power, Water and
Telephone Co., and the Revelstoke, Trout Lake and Big
Bend Telephone Co.

Fredericton, N. B.—The New Brunswick Telephone
Company is extending its lines from Fredericton to

Woodstock, along the St. John River.

Southampton, Ont.—Southampton has carried a by-
law voting $11,000 for the purchase of the Saugeen water
power and electric light plant.

Brookville, Ont.—Tenders will be received by J. W.
Holmes, Clerk, at his office in the village of Dunnville for

the lighting of the streets of the village by electric arc

lights of 2,000 (nominal) candle power.
Chatham, Ont.—The Chatham City and Suburban

Railway will apply for an Ontario charter to extend its

lines to Rondeau, thence to Blenhein and Charing Cross,'

also to Wallaceburg and Petrolea.

Chicago money will build the Chatham City and Su-
burban line if the city will guarantee $200,000 of the com-
pany's four per cent, bonds for twenty years, in return for

a lighting service of 100 lamps.

Richmond, Ont.—An electric railway scheme is on
foot to connect Richmond and Bell's Corners, and to con-
nect near the latter point with the proposed line of the

Ottawa Electric Railway to Britannica. Power will be
supplied.

Halifax, N. S.—The Halifax Tramway Company real-

ized a profit of $27,000 in the last six months; a dividend
was not declared. H. M. Whitney, president, and J. Y.
Payzant and David McKeen were re-elected. The ex-
tension of the road was left over until the spring.

Chelmsford, Ont.—The Mineral and Timber Electric

Railroad applies for an Ontario charter to build a line

from a point between this place and Surgeon's Falls to

Lake Wahnapital, and to James Bay on the North and
Lake Huron near Killarney on the South.

Berlin, Ont.—There is a movement on foot to make
the street railway the property of the municipality.

Peterboro, Ont.—The Peterboro street railway will

probably be extended this spring.

Hamilton, Ont.—At a meeting of theshareholders of
the Hamilton and Ancastor Radial Railway a resolution
was passed to obtain the necessary powers from the legis-
lature to extend the road to Brantford. The cost of the
extension is estimated at $200,000.

ELECTRIC CABS RUNNING.

Electric cabs have come at last. Since Saturday the.
Electric Carriage and Wagon Company, which has its sta-
ble in Thirty-ninth street, just we'st of Broadway, has
been running horseless hansoms. A special ordinance,
permitting horseless vehicles to run for hire in the streets
has been signed by the Mayor.
At present only six of the twelve cabs that the company

has are licensed, but many more are being made ready
for use. The motive power consists of two \y2 horse
power motors, attached to the front axle. The average
speed at which they will be run is eight miles an hour, but
they are capable of a speed of fifteen miles an hour, and
tests show that they can run twenty-five miles without re-
charging.

While the officers of the new company predict that the
motor vehicles will replace horses altogether by and by,
they are not cutting rates. They say that a man can
learn to operate their cabs in fifteen minutes. <

NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SOCIETY.

The last meeting of the New York Electrical Society
was held at Columbia University, Madison avenue and
Forty-ninth street, on Wednesday, April 7, at 8 p. m.

Mr. E. E. Higgins, editor of the "Street Railway
Journal," gave an informal talk on "A Resume of
Financial and Engineering Practice in American Street
Railroading."

The meeting was well attended.

George H. Guy, Secretary.

WESTON STANDARin
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS and

WATTMETERS
FOR ALTERNATING AND DIRECT

CURRENT CIRCUITS.

The only standard portable instru-
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3 and i.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 WILLIAM STKEET, NEWAKK, N. J.

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
Xtatctlallslieci. 1873.
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Fig. 1—Ne>v Factory of Tiffany & Co., at Forest Hill, N. J.

Fig. 2—Dynamo Room—Two 100-K. W., 250-Volt General Eleclric Dynamos.

ELECTRICITY IN THE TIFFANY FACTORY.

The famous silverware factory of Tiffany and Com-
pany, so long located in the heart of New York, has been
removed to Forest Hill, N. J., where a new and spacious

modern building has been prepared to receive this de-

partment of that great business, from which has emanated
metal work of such a highly artistic character as to recall

the glorious days of Benvenuto Cellini and the great

artisans of the Cinque Cento. Here deft workers will

handle the pale metal under better physical conditions,

until it assumes thd manifold forms of ornamentation
from the simple expression of the decorative silver spoon
to the intricate colored silver and enameled work which
vies and rises superior to the creations of the best Eng-
lish and French silversmiths. This striking fact was
acknowledged by the industrial and art papers of Eng-
land and France, during the last two great French ex-

hibitions, when Tiffany and Company secured the medal
of honor—the highest award.

Tiffany and Company is an American institution, and in

no way is this more forcibly demonstrated than in the
practice adopted in that part of it now located at Forest
Hill.

In this factory, everything with but few exceptions is

modern—the building, the machinery, and last, and most
up to date, the method of driving it. The entire steam
engine plant is confined to one room, the power is dis-

tributed by electricity over a two-wire 250-volt direct-

current system carefully laid out and as carefully exe-
cuted. The entire electrical apparatus is of General
Electric Company make, installed by its New York office,

and is of the most recent manufacture.
The factory consists of a main front looking southeast
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and three wings extending northwest, built of brick and
stone, two stories high with a spired tower on the south
corner. It is 350 feet long by 300 feet wide, and is di-

vided into fifteen fireproof compartments.
The first wing running along the side of the Erie rail-

road and part of the front was constructed some two

The description of this interesting factory must be
limited to the electric drive installation. Time and
space would not allow of an extensive description at this

time of all the beautiful things made and shown our
representative on his trip through the different depart-

ments.

Fig. 3—Corner of Spoon-Making Room; One 20-H. P. Motor.

years ago. To this building was removed the plated

ware department, the motive power for which was fur-

nished by a 50-H. P. Ball and Wood engine. On the

adoption of electric drive this was superseded by a 4-pole

50-H. P., 850-revolution motor.

The other two wings of the factory have been built

during the past year and run parallel with the first, but

The boiler room occupies a building by itself. It

houses three 100-H. P. boilers built by Hewes and Philips,

of Newark, 66 by 16 feet, with 96 three-inch tubes. Two
of these boilers are in use; the third is held in reserve.

The dampers are regulated by a damper regulator in the

boiler room operated by the steam pressure. All the feed

water is filtered through a Blessing filter, and a special

Fig. 4—Stock Room; One 2-Fole 5-H. P. Motor,

are closed at the northwest end by the engine room,

forming a large two story building around a spacious

central courtyard. In this building the entire silverware

manufacture of Tiffany & Co. is now carried on, under the

superintendency of Mr. Parsell, to whose kindly courtesy

we are indebted for the facilities extended on our visit

to the works. This factory is the first instance, so far as

we are aware, in the world, of a silverware factory oper-.

ated entirely by electricity.

meter is provided for any boiler trials that may be neces-

sary. The boiler room also contains a Worthington fire

pump of 1000 gallons capacity, connected to fifteen fire

stations, one to each of the fireproof compartments. The
steam piping is in duplicate, and is covered with Johns
asbestos packing.

The water is derived from three sources : The public

water mains, an eight-inch artesian well, 800 feet deep,

and from the watershed of the factory itself. The courts
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between the wings are arranged so that ail the water fall-

ing on the roof and the yards drain into cisterns. One of

12,000 and one of 3,000 gallons are beneath the surface of

the court between southern and central wings. Outside

the works on the north is another cistern with a capacity

of 70,000 gallons, and in addition there is a tank of

and courts. These ducts are covered by iron plates,

which may be lifted at any point, allowing of easy access

to any part of the steam piping for inspection or repair.

A covered passage leads from the boiler room to a

handsome engine room, which is a model of its kind. The
main engine is a 250-H, P., 490-revolution Corliss, also

Fig. 5—Silversmiths' Large Work Room; One 2-Pole 3-H. P. Motor.

23,000 gallons capacity on the tower in the south corner,

filled with water from the artesian well.

The spacious room above the boilers is the drying
room, in which all lumber used in the manufacture of the

cases for silverware and in work about the factory is

dried. The boiler flues lead into a brick stack 100 feet

in height.

By the side of the boiler room and in a room by itself

is a Lidgerwood 30-H. P. steam hoist. This is put to a

two-fold use. It hauls the coal cars from the Erie line

along the siding running into the factory, and is con-

nected to a bucket which lifts the coal from the car and
dumps it into the coal bin. The capacity of the hoist for

this work is 125 tons in seven hours. The coal is dropped
by the bucket into a hopper leading to a gravity bin,

the coal following down the inclined plane toward the

built by Hewes and Philips, of Newark. It is belted by
a 28-in. belt to a countershaft running the entire width
of the room, to which is also belted as an auxiliary the
horizontal Ball and Wood engine of 50-H. P. This en-
gine formerly drove the machinery in the plating depart-
ment, but since this department was included in the elec-

tric drive scheme, the engine has been removed to the
engine room proper. It will be used as an auxiliary in

cases of light load when the factory is running overtime.
All the bearings are of the Hyatt roller type.

Standing beside the main engine is a Phole air lift,

drawing the water from the artesian well previously men-
tioned, and a steam pump forcing it up into the tank on
the corner tower.

The countershaft is equipped with Worrall cut-off coup-
lings, by means of which either or both of the generators

Fig. 6—Gilding Room; One 10-II. P. Motor and Plating Dynamo.

coal doors in front of each furnace door. The under
side of the inclined plane is used for the storage of all

oils, spirits and inflammable matter, which are thus com-
pletely protected from any accident.

All the steam piping is laid in ducts, beneath the floors

may be driven. To it are belted two G. E. moderate
speed multipolar generators, each four-pole, 100-K. W.,
750-revolution machines, delivering current at 250 volts.

These generators are of a type which has recently come
into extended jise. The frames and pole-pieces are of
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special, soft steel. The armatures provided with air ducts

are thoroughly ventilated, and the coils of copper wire

made on forms before being placed on the core are bound
down solidly at both ends on cylindrical flange extensions

of the spider. The bending of the armature coils is thus

avoided and they can be removed and replaced easily

sible, pass to the various points of utilization in this in-

teresting factory. In all passage ways on the floor of the
engine room corrugated rubber is laid down, and all the
machinery, both steam and electrical, is surrounded by
polished brass railings.

The motor equipment consists of

Fig. 7—Corner of Machine Shop; One io H. P. Motor on Stand and One 16 H. P. Motor on Floor.

and speedily. The insulation used is similar to that em-
ployed in the G. E. railway motors, and is both tough
and impervious to moisture. The brushes are of carbon
set in specially constructed holders, to give proper con-

tact on the commutator.
The blue Vermont marble switchboard is composed of

five panels. The centre panel carries a voltmeter and
voltmeter switch, and twelve knife switches, six for the

lighting feeders and six for the power feeders. The two allotted to the different departments and each equippec

panels on each side are generator panels, and each is with incombustible starting rheostats with automatic

equipped with ammeter, main switch, field switch, rheo- switch,

stat, pilot lamp and a G. E. automatic magnetic blow-out The manufacture of the silverware may be said to start

circuit breaker. The two outside panels carry four in a room on the first floor of the central wing, separated

switches; on the right panel two for lighting and two for from the engine room by a driveway, and known as the

3 I- B. Mc tors, 2 pole, 3 H. P., 1,800 revolutions.

2 I. B. 2 " 5 ' 1,700
fi

i M. P. 4 " 8 < 1,600 1

1

4M. P. 4 " IO ' i,35° <<

3 M. P. 4 "i 15 ' 1,200 i i

iM. P. 4 "20 ' i,°5° < <

2 M. P. 4 " 3° ' 975
n

i M. P. 4 » 50 ' 850 1 <

Fig. 8—50-H. P. Motor Driving Entire Plated Ware Department.

power in the case factory; on the left panel two for

lighting and two for power in the plating department.

All the switches are of the G. E. quick-break single-pole

pattern.

The leads from the generators are carried to the switch-

board beneath the. floor. From the switchboard the

feeder circuits rise to the ceiling of the engine room, and,

carried on porcelain insulators, in lines as straight as pos-

smelting and refining room. This contains a cupola and
cupel in which the refuse of the factory is treated. All

the dust and refuse from the benches, floors and polish-

ing tables is collected either by a powerful exhaust fan in

a huge receiver or is carefully swept up and moulded into

cakes, is introduced into the cupola and melted down.
The hand washings are all collected into huge tanks and

filtered to collect the metal dust. Nothing is wasted.
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Every scrap of the precious metal is recovered and turned

back into the factory.

Next to this is the moulding room, containing melting

furnaces, casting machines, sand mills and boxes, etc.

Here the casting is effected. This room contains a four-

pole, 15-H. P., 1,200-revolution motor, belted to over-

head shafting operating blast blower, moulding machinery,

etc. In the next room, known as the stamping and rol-

ling room, it drives a series of drop presses under which
the silverware is stamped into the beautiful designs,

which we recall on the mere mention of the name of

Tiffany. This room also contains a large rolling mill,

where sheets of silver one yard long and more, by two
feet wide are rolled down to required thickness, toggle

press and a hydraulic press of 1,000 tons capacity with its

pump, all driven by a four-pole 30-H. P., 975-revolution

motor, also belted to ceiling countershafting.

The next room occupies the remainder of the length

of the wing and is known as the spoon-making room.
Here the plain sheets of silver pass through the various

processes to emerge in the shape of spoons of all patterns

ready for the polisher's table. The heavy machinery in

this room consists of two large rolling mills, the light of

five presses, four spoon mills, four filing lathes, four drop
presses, one shears, one saw lathe, one reversible mill

and one burr lathe. All of this is driven by a four-pole,

20-H. P., 1,050 revolution motor also set upon the floor

and surrounded by a brass railing. The only device not

driven by electricity in this room is the steam hammer.
Mounting a spiral staircase in the corner of this room

we emerge upon the second floor, and find ourselves in

a large L-shaped room occupying almost the entire front

and the southeast corner of the new building. This is

devoted to the silversmith's small work, mounting, etc.,

and is driven by two motors, both mounted on small

platforms. That in the long leg of the L is a two-pole,

-H. P., 1,800-revolution motor; that in the short L
. s a two-pole. 5-H. P., 1,700-revolution machine. As its

'name indicates, the work done here is of a small character,

and from this room emanate delicately-worked articles

such as boxes, buckles, brushes, mirrors, and other

articles for the boudoir, writing desk, etc. The greater

part of the work in this room is bench work. The
machinery driven by the smaller motor consists of emery
wheels, burr lathes, drills, etc. That driven by the larger

motor, one circular saw, one jig saw, one burr lathe and
one turning lathe, one shears, one rolling mill and a

grindstone.

The next room is the stock room, in which blanks are

cut and wire drawn. This is equipped with a two-pole,
5-H. P., 1,700 revolution motor mounted upon a stand,

driving a wire draw bench and five mills in which silver

borders for teapots, coffee pots, cups, etc., etc., are

rolled. This room is shown in Fig. 4.

Adjoining this is the spinning room, in which are

eleven spinning lathes, three turning lathes, a large and
a small circular saw, an emery wheel and a grindstone.
All this is driven by a four-pole, 8-H. P., 1,600 revolution

motor, set upon a low table and belted to the ceiling

shafting.

The remaining length of the second floor on this wing
is devoted to silversmiths' work. In this room, as in that

given up to the silversmiths' smaller work, a great part of

the work is done at benches.

The machinery is small and consists of two swedges,
one saw and drill and one burr lathe. The motive power
is a two-pole, 3-H. P., 1,800-revolution motor, mounted
upon a raised platform.

Following this room is the gilding room, in which the
machinery, consisting of three plating dynamos and two
scratch brushes, is driven by a four-pole, 10-H.P., 1,350-
revolution motor. One of the plating dynamos is a
Wilde's machine, imported many years ago but still

active. From this room entrance is gained to the etch-
ing, enamelling, and fancy-finish room. This room con-

tains a series of polishing wheels, scratch brushes and
drills, all driven by a four-pole, 10-H.P., 1,350-revolution

motor. Here the exquisite enamelling and niello work is

done.

The next room is the chasing department, in which, as

the work is done by hand, no motor is required; and ad-

joining this is the engraving and die-sinking department,
in which light machinery is driven by a two-pole, 3 H.P.,

1,800 revolution motor. The balance of the second floor

in that wing is the designing room.
Descending to the first floor, and passing through a

door behind the engine room countershafting brings us

to the machine shop, in which 'all machinery repairs are

made. The machinery in this room consists of lathes,

planers, shears, shapers, milling machines, cutters, etc.,

all driven by a four-pole, 10-H. P., 1,350-revolution

motor shown in the illustration mounted on a stand and
belted to ceiling countershafting. The motor shown set

on the floor is a four-pole, 15 H. P., 1,200-revolution

machine belted to a shaft running through the wall into

the brushing and bobbing room. This room contains

another four-pole, 15-H. P., 1,200-revolution motor, also

belted to ceiling countershafting. From the ceiling

countershafting two belts are brought down to shafting

running beneath the brushing and bobbing benches. To
the uninitiated " bobbing " is smoothing off irregularities

on the silverware by means of a sea horse hide disk;
" brushing " is the polishing operation after the silverware

has been "bobbed."
At the side of the bushing and bobbing room is a

small room containing a Sturtevant exhaust fan and an
exhaust tank, a McKenzie blower and a large Root blower
driven by a 4-pole 50-H. P., 975-revolution motor The
exhaust fan draws all the dust from the brushing and bob-
bing tables into the tank, where it is collected for reduc-
tion in the smelting and refining room.
The polishing in the brushing room is the preliminary

polishing of the silverware ; from this room it passes

to the finishing and polishing room., when the final polish

is given to it. The rouge lathes are enclosed in a glass

chamber and an exhaust opening faces each wheel. This
department has a four-pole 10-H. P. 1350-revolution mo-
tor for its machinery, which in addition to the rouge
lathes consists of a burnishing lathe, a grindstone and a

scratch brush.

The last workroom of the factory is the repairing de-

partment, where all repairs to costly silverware, in many
instances impossible to duplicate, are made. This is

equipped with a two-pole five-H. P. 1700-revolution mo-
tor driving monitor and turning lathes, drills, saws and
presses, emery wheels, etc. Through a window in the side

of this room all the finished work is passed into the office,

whence it is shipped to the store in New York.
The new building is lighted by 1190-250 volt 16-c. p.

lamps; the old building or plating department by 199-250
volt 16-c. p. lamps, all furnished from the generators
which supply the current for the motors.
Each separate department has a fireproof vault of its

own, sometimes two, and a special office surrounded by a

gracing; nothing is left to chance, and every possible ac-

cident seems provided for in the scheme of operation.

The sanitary conditions are perfect, and the buildings

being built around a spacious court each room has win-

dows on both sides affording petfect lighting and venti-

lation to the workmen, or rather the artists, the art feature

pervading the whole establishment.

In addition to the factory proper, there are smaller

buildings, the boiler room already described, a fire-proof

vault standing in the court, and containing all the dies,

chucks, patterns, etc., so indexed that any one can be
found in one minute, and a gas works standing west of

the first wing. For soldering and other purposes re-

quiring great heat, glass blow-pipes are used. The gas
for these is at present taken from the Newark gas mains,
but Tiffany & Co. intend to manufacture their own gas as
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soon as the gas works is completed, and have provided a

large gas holder, which stands west of the boiler house.

The process of transfer of the silver manufacturing

machinery from the old factory at Prince street to the

new Forest Hill works is almost effected. As soon as the

last piece is set up the work will be done, and the most
efficiently equipped silverware factory in the world will be

completed, a monument of progress and perfection.

MODERN OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION.

BENJAMIN WILLARD.

In the equipment of electrical street railways the item

of overhead construction is a very important one, and
one susceptible of many ideas. There are many differ-

ent methods and kinds of materials used on overhead
work, all of which would go to make up practical and
modern construction ; but, as a matter of fact, there are

hardly any two installations which are near alike, The
reason for such a variety of construction is naturally

the results of engineers' ideas, conditions and opinions

relative to the merits of different manufactured parts.

It is hardly possible to' standardize all methods and ap-

pliances in such a way as to meet the general approval

of different engineers, as the requirements vary with
local conditions, and what may be found practical in

one locality may be found faulty in another.

Difference in local condition is not alone responsible

for our inability to standardize construction and make
it alike; it is because we are trying to arrive at a point

of perfection and have a few miles to travel before we
arrive there. The most practical method to pursue is

to profit by the successful experience of others, and when
we arrive at a point which we consider will admit of

improvement, then put our individual ideas into effect.

There is room for the manufacturer to investigate

more carefully the outside requirements and to make
many materials which would find a ready market, where-
as the engineer is now dependent on his ability to de-

vise and utilize such materials at an exorbitant* cost.

My ideas relative to what is necessary for practical

modern construction will undoubtedly differ in many
respects from the opinions of others, and in some in-

stances may be found not practical, but experience has

proven, to me many important features to be observed
in modern construction, and I can only submit what in

my opinion and during my experience I have found to

be substantially practical.

Trolley line construction can be erected in various

ways and still conform to good practice, one difference

being in the kind and cost of poles to> be erected. There
are various requirements governing the selection and
kind of poles to' be used which determine an important
factor in the first cost. Municipal requirements may
compel you to erect steel or wood poles, or you may be
allowed to make your own selection. In the first in-

stance the price is fixed and you have only one thing to

do-; in the second instance you have opportunities which
are left for your own discretion. The steel pole presents

a neat and attractive appearance, also taking up a small
amount of space, which are the chief points in its favor.

The insulating qualities are not as good as with the
wood pole, and although I am not prepared to say
positively as to its lasting qualities, I have made some
observations of deterioration on wrought iron columns
that have been in the ground for several years, and es-

timating that this deterioration would take effect in the
same proportion on steel poles, I am convinced that in

a moist climate a limit on the practical life of such poles
would not 'Jbie. oVdr thirty years. While I ! am not

*Read before the American Street Railway Association, at the
St, Louis Convention, 1986.

strictly an advocate of wood for poles, lam of the belief

that from a practical and financial standpoint, wooden
poles should be used in many instances.

Through the business sections of cities steel poles are

in some respects better, as they are riot affected by be-

ing wilfully or accidentally mutilated. In suburban or

resident districts the wooden poles, when properly di-

mensioned, answer every purpose, and appear fully as

well as the steel poles. A heart pirie or cedar pole will,

if properly selected and kept painted, last . in some clim-

ates twenty years. This is a known fact from observation

of poles that are now in sound condition after having
been erected for that length of time.

Suppose we select New Orleans as a suitable location

to build a road and base our estimates on cost of

material there. The cost of steel poles would be greater

than in many northern cities, owing to freight rates and
distance from the manufacturers of such poles. Wooden
poles can be furnished for less in New Orleans, owing
to their near production, so that I think an estimate

covering cost at that point would be a fitting proposition

elsewhere.

Steel poles for one mile of span wire construction,

104 poles at $15 each, would cost $1,560, and assuming
their life to be thirty years, the interest on your invest-

ment for thirty years at five per cent, per annum would
be $2,340, or a total first cost and interest of $3,900.
The setting of steel poles necessitates the use of con-

crete, which is an expense to be figured over the cost

of wood pole-setting, so we must figure at least the

cost of such material and labor which would be $4.50
per pole, or $468 per mile, and with interest for thirty

years at five per cent, per annum, would be $1,170,
or a total for interest and first cost of material and labor

of $5,070, which is to be considered against the cost

of one mile of wooden pole construction covering the

same period.

Assuming the life of heart pine poles to be twelve

years (instead of twenty years), I will base a comparative
proposition on that basis, taking the interest on each in-

vestment and carry it through to the expiration of thirty

years. Heart pine poles for one mile of span wire
construction, 104 poles to the mile at $4.50 each, would
cost $468, also suitable labor and material for erect-

ing at $2.50 per pole, $260, or a total first cost of $728;
to this must be added interest for thirty years at five,

per cent, per annum, $1,098, making the first investment

at the end of thirty years $1,820. At the expiration of

twelve years the construction must be renewed at a cost

of $728, and to this must be added interest for eighteen

years at five per cent, per annum, $655.20, making the

second investment at end of thirty years cost $1,383.20.,

(To be Continued.)

Chief Hale, of the Kansas City, Mo., Fire Department,
has once more demonstrated his ingenuity by inventing
an electric light for the buggy in which he makes his runs

to fires, or perhaps more properly by fitting it with an

electric light plant. The motion of the wheel when the

buggy is moving propels a dynamo carried under the seat.

This generates the electricity, and it is stored in a storage

battery, which has no liquid in its composition and would
not be affected by the jolts of the buggy. The storage

battery has the capacity to keep two incandescent lights

burning for four hours. The light may be turned on or

off at will, but while they are in operation Chief Hale
says there will be no danger of running into wagons or

unwary pedestrians. This opens a field of great possibil-

ities for all sorts of vehicles that travel at night and want
strong lights.—The Fireman.

Salisbury, N. C.—City Commissioners may be ad-

dressed concerning establishment of electric light plant.
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THE UTILIZATION OF WATER-POWER.

We have repeatedly emphasized the great advantages of

water-power in electric lighting and its allied branches.

It seems that in the United States alone transmission

plants have sprung up in centres devoid of fuel and owe

their existence exclusively to some mountain torrent or

hurrying stream. There are unwonted facilities at hand

for the development of a lighing or power plant, provided

water-power is within a moderate distance from some busy

locality. In Switzerland, with its innumerable waterfalls,

millions of dollars are saved and many industries strength-

ened by their use. Travellers report huge falls in the

heart of Africa, which we doubt not will be used for some

industrial purpose before many years have passed.

Among the most noted may be recalled the Zambesi

Falls, and along the famous Nile many an eddying rapid

that has churned its way for centuries. It is strange to

realize that fuel has been burnt with such prodigality in

the past when at our very feet lies untold power. Many
mines owe .their present success to the fact that the re-

sources in their neighborhood have been developed and

used, and not the least important of these is some hidden

torrent which bears within itself the mines very pros-

perity. Many experiments have been recorded of those

whose efforts were bent in similar directions. The patent-

office contains the specifications of many a wave and tide

motor, the inventor keeping in view the vast quantities

of energy going to waste at our very shores. Near Hell

Gate, the East River runs with a velocity that would

mean death to any but the strongest swimmer. It could

deliver, during five hours of its flow, power to light

Greater New York to its furthermost limits.

This is but one case in many that might be cited in

illustration of the immeasurable force waiting our beck

and call, but which passes by unused, and in fact too fre-

quently forgotten. A calculation was once made by a

scientist of the power represented by a year's fall of rain

in any given locality. It exceeded a billion horse-power
lor the city of London alone. There is, of course, a limit

to the practical value of these suggestions; yet, when the
question of fuel consumption becomes a matter of serious

consideration, there is not the slightest doubt but that the
remedy will be found in some such source of power as the
rain, the waves of the ocean, or the rising of the tide

Our poor, puny coal fields with their countless tons of

fuel are but one cipher in the vast figures which represerjt

other equally useful power supplies. At the present rate

at which the industrial world is growing we may fully be-

lieve that, in another fifty years, fuel will be consumed
ten times as rapidly as today, and at a period not so far re-

mote the burrowings and catacombs within the coal mines
may be all that is left to remind us of what was once
there. All estimates that have ever been made were
based upon the present rate of consumption, but that is

constantly increasing, and we may be forced to prepare
for what England has already considered, exhausted fuel

supply, unless independence is sought in those old

stand-bys that can never fail us. Power will some day
be sent inland from the coast, as it is now directed south-
ward from Niagara Falls. There is every reason why
capital and enterprise should investigate this subject with
the hope of procuring thereby an industrial independence.

A NEW LIGHT FROM CALCIUM CARBIDES.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 9, 1897.—Hon. George Saw-
ter, United States Consul at Glauchau, Germany, has
forwarded to the State Department the following report

on a new light from calcium carbide.

The development of the lighting industry is going on
at a most iapid and steady pace of late in Germany, par-

ticularly as regards the manufacture of calcium carbide

for the production of acetylene, the new illuminant, a dis-

covery which has been greatly experimented with and dis-

cussed everywhere during the last few years. Consider-
able data are available regarding it, so that the inquiry

which has been made and published as to its history and
value as a practical illuminant has been of world-wide in-

t r.r... Wh Ic all this has been in progress, another new
composition in the field of illuminants has appeared on
tne scene in the shape of a calcium carbide for the pur-

pose of illumination.

This object can be obtained in the most perfect manner
by heating a mixtuie cf the earth-alkali-metal oxides, or

earth-alkali-metal cai bonates, and similar substances,

with carbon in a furnace, b> means of darting flames,

which flam s are to be rjduced in unlimited number
through acetylene or other gases, kept under pressure.

By the generating tempeiature, the product in the furnace

is made liquid by means of the darting flames, and yields,

after cooling, a crystalline mass, which consists of the

carbides contained in the metals of the mixture used. If

certain parts of calcium oxide are used, and certain parts

of carbon, the result is a calcium carbide, which in conse
quence of the cheap producing process, especially for

illuminating purposes, may be used with advantage. This
shows that by means of the preceding invention from a

commercial standpoint, in the cheapest ways, great quan-
tities of acetylene may be obtained, and since the same
when heated results in polymerisms. Thus the many
ways of employing these bodies must be regarded as ex-

traordinary manifold.

Ingersoll, Ont.—The Ingersoll Radial Electric Rail-

way Company which is seeking incorporation, proposes
to construct an electric railway from Ingersoll to St

Mary's, Tillisburg, Brounsville, and other towns. Stock

$500,000.
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THE INFLUENCE OF HEAT TREATMENT UPON
THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF

HARDENED STEEL.

BY DR. K. E. GUTHE.

(Continued from Page 211.)

Chemical Analysis.—the chemical analysis of the rings
gave the following results:

Ring I.

Crescent
Steel

Carbon.

,

Silicon ....... .234
Sulphur trace

Phosphorus. ..' .0172

Manganese. . . .27

%

Ring II.

Basic
Steel

309%
.025

• 059
.146

.78

Ring III.

Very Soft

Steel

.0755%
• 0155
.0645
.124

•36

Ring IV.

Swedish
Iron

•144%
.0624

.015

.018

trace

cool slowly. d,ioo° for one hour; e and F, ioo° for 24
hours ; G, 200 ; H, 300 °";

' 1, 450 ; k, 8oo°; l, (only for

rings II. and III.), about 950°.

Results.
A. Rings in the original state.

The measurements of rings gave the following data:

Ring I.

Mean diameter. 12.607 cm-
Volume 95.099 cm 3

Cross-section . . 2,401 cm 2

Ring II. Ring III.

12.699 cm. 12,63 cm -

80.637 cm 3 109.29 cm 3

2.021 cm 2
2.754 cm 2

Ring IV.

12.607 cm.
107.99 cm8
2.727 cma

As I stated before, these measurements were repeated
every time after the rings had been subjected to a high

temperature, so after the following steps: b, c, k and
l. Each time a small decrease of the cross-section, was
observed.

Plate 1.

For the chemical analysis and the heat treatment of

the rings I am indebted to Prof. E. D. Campbell, director

of the metallurgical laboratory, and his assistant, Mr. A.

R. Miller. I gladly express, my deep obligations to them,
especially to Professor Campbell, who devised and super-

intended every particular of the complete heat treatment.

The rings were first heated in the original state and
then subjected to the heat treatment. The different

steps taken are the following:

In the original state, the hysteresis curved for only one
maximum magnetizing field (If) of about 60 were deter-

mined, except for Ring I, for which the value of H was
varied. In the following tables nT designates the number
of primary turns, c the deflection of the galvanometer,
obtained by the discharge of a capacity equal to .2 micro-

farad charged by a Carhart-Clark standard cell, d the

deflection of the galvanometer due to the change of the

lines of magnetic force in the ring, B the calculated value

"late 4.

A. Rings in the original state. of the induction, / the current in the primary measured
B. Heated to about 670 and quenched. in amperes, H the value of the magnetizing force.

C. Heated to a little over 900 and quenched. It will be noticed that I give only the values of JB and
The hardened rings were then tempered by reheating H for one side of the hysteresis curves. Since the same

to the temperatures indicated below, and then allowed to steps were taken on the ascending and descending branch
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of the loop, the values were generally identical, and are

therefore not recorded in the following tables, though the.

whole cycle was taken in the actual experiments.

The hysteresis curves show strongly the influence of,

carbon, the area of the loops diminishing with the de-

creasing percentage of carbon. The mild steel shows,

indeed, a curve very similar to that of wrought iron. The
maximum induction, taking the rings in the order I, II,

III, has the values: 13^40, 15070, 15290 lines of mag-
netic force, while the magnetizing force was very nearly

the same in all cases. The corresponding coercive forces

are S.6, 2.7 and 3.6.

B. Rings heated to 675 and quenched.—The rings

were then introduced into furnaces, which were well

heated beforehand. On the bottom of the muffles was

The high carbon ring, (1) shows a decided jqcrease in

the hysteresis loss, which -is much greater than the in-

crease due to, the first heating.--. ;While the first time the

temperature was raised only. a little beyond the point -of,

recalescence, it was this time at least 250 higher. We
draw therefrom the important conclusion that steel be-

comes magnetically the harder, the more the temperature
is raised beyond the recalescent point. The passing of

this point by only a few degrees is not sufficient for the

maximum effect.

(To be continued.)

NATURE-STUDY FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Nature study, or seeing familiar things in a new light,
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put a sheet of asbestos and over this two strips of the

same material, on which the ring was placed. In order

to prevent oxidation as much as possible, charcoal was
put in the opening of the muffle. The heating to a dull

cherry red took about eight minutes. Then the ring was
withdrawn quickly and quenched in water at 5 C

Ring I has become magnetically harder, i. e., the max-
imum induction for the same magnetizing field has de-

creased, the permeability, especially for low fields, is

smaller, and the coercive force is increased to more than

twice its original value.

The iron ring shows an increase in permeability, which
may be explained by a previous mechanical hardening,
when it was turned to its proper shape.

In rings II and III there is no sign of magnetic hard-
ening, the principal influence of this treatment being the

remarkable drop of the remanence, while the maximum
induction remained almost unchanged. The permeability,

on the other hand, decreased a little. This sudden and
unexpected drop in retentivity will again be met later on
and discussed there more fully.

It is apparent that we have not passed the temperature
at which low carbon steel is hardened. It is well known
that the second and third point of recalescence for low
carbon steel lies at a higher temperature than the corre-

sponding point in the high carbon steel, which apparently
had already been passed in the case of the high carbon
steel. It is, therefore, probable, though I do not con-
sider this experiment as an absolute proof, that the mag-
netic hardening takes place when steel is quenched after

it has been heated to the same temperature at which re-

calescence occurs, i. e. , the critical temperature at which,
according to Hopkinson and others, iron loses its magnetic
properties.

C Rings heated to a little above 900° and quenched
in ice-water of 5°.—The heat treatment was the same as
in B, but the temperature was raised beyond the third

point of recalescence of the, low carbon rings.

All the steel rings show the hardening effect, the same
being the smaller the less carbon the steel contained.

is a valuable factor in education:. How many people can
explain, so that^a. child can understand, why water puts
out fire, why some young squash plants bring their shells

out of the ground on their backs and others do not; or

show the difference between a leaf bud and a fruit bud of

the apple; of tell from whence all the house flies come?
The world is full" of such common things, about which
people do not inquire. Yet such subjects can be made
very interesting to children, and they can be taken up in

the schools, not as an added recitation, but as a rest ex-

ercise once or twice each week to relieve the monotony
of the school room, and later be made the theme for a

language exercise. Here are two important faculties

that may be brought into, exercise—accurate observation
and the power of expressing; definitely what is seen.

The College of Agriculture of Cornell University has,

under the Nixon or Agricultural Extension bill, under-
taken to assist, free of expense, all teachers who wish to

introduce this work into their schools. All parents and
teachers interested in this 'work are asked to send their

address for more .detailed information to

Chief Clerk, College of Agriculture,

Ithaca, N. Y.

(Q.) — TRANSMISSION OF IMAGES BY ELEC-
TRICITY.

The Electrical Age:
Dear Sirs—Have images ever been sent over a wire by

electricity ?

Yours respectfully,

I. N. Quiry.
(A.)—Images have been sent over a line, but with very

little success from a general or practical standpoint.

MR. W. C. ARMSTRONG is an excellent salesman as
well as an electrician of -ability. .- The Peck Electrical
Company should feel proud to have so practical.a man,on
their staff. . Mr. Armstrong sells the Helios arc Tarn p -'for

the Peck Electrical Company, No. 15 Cortlandfstreet,

New York.
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THE "CAZIN" POWER WHEEL. ditions. The selection of a water-wheel which represents

the use and not the abuse of a principle requires consid-

The use of water-power has opened up new fields to erable judgment. The American Impulse-Wheel Com-
the engineer and capitalist. Transmission plants are pany, 120-122 Liberty street, New York, under the pat-

o
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heard of on all sides, whose primary function is that of ents of F. M. F. Cazin, their consulting engineer, raanu-

transforming water-power into useful mechanical energy. facture a water and steam wheel which will run the gaunt-

Many mines rely entirely upon their water supply for let of scientific criticism unscathed. The condition of

power and only operate economically under such con- maximum efficiency, according to such eminent author-
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ities as Weisbach, Bodmer, etc., is that in which the water

leaves the face it strikes against in inverse direction to

the direction in which first contact was made. This idea

had been crystallized by Cazin in the construction of a

vane against which the striking water will elastically re-

coil, leaving it in an opposite direction to that of the

items of prejudice in the past and which still exist in the

wheels of other manufacturers. The book descriptive of

the "American" Impulse-Wheel, some discoveries and
inventions of F. M. F. Cazin and certain other valuable

tables, data and so forth, may be obtained on application.

The invention of F.M.F. Cazin is for sale by the American

Section of the Cazin Vane.

impact. The ingenious shape of the nozzle mouth with

its outlet close to and tangent to the path of the vane
removes the objection to a nozzle whose distance from

the vane when delivering water would cause loss of power.

In the illustrations these scientific points are well repre-

sented. The stream of water striking the curved vane,

Impulse-Wheel Company, whose address as before noted
is 120-122 Liberty street, New York.

Albany, N. Y.—The Columbia County Electric Co. bill

to incorporate the same has been introduced in the

Senate. The object of the eompany is to build three

Section of the Cazin Vane.

'ts circular path and reversion are beautifully set forth,

appealing alike to reason and experience. Likewise the

position of the nozzle and its oval outlet, which embodies
the principle of economical delivery, the water entering

the vane directly from the pipe. A pair of buckets and
a drawing which illustrates the general construction of

dams along the Kinderhook Creek, in Columbia County,
one at Valatic, to have a fall of 75 feet, another at Stuy-
vesant Falls, and the third at Stottsville. The three
dams will gather water with which electric power will be
generated to supply all applicants, and pure water also

be sent to towns throughout Rensselaer and Columbia

Transverse Sections of Pairs of Buckets of the American Impulse Wheel.

the wheel is shown in addition. The three nozzles

playing upon the vanes are shown as in the actual wheel.
In the use of a " Cazin " free-jet wheel instead of an im-

mersed turbine there is no loss of head, the impulse-
wheel having, in fact, a higher efficiency. Repairs or re-

newals are easily effected of either vanes or blades. It

seems therefore, from this hasty resume of the qualities

of this wheel, that no objections exist which have been

counties. The sum of $500,000 it is estimated will be
expended by those having the scheme in charge. The
company will probably be capitalized at $10,000,000.

Norfolk, Va.—The Norfolk Light and Power Company
has been incorporated by William Roseborough, presi-

dent ; W. H. Minor, vice-president, and A. E. Krise,

secretary; to furnish electric lights, etc.
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Inquiry , column.

In this, column we shall endeavor, to answer all questions relat-

.«. ?'«£" /<? -the science of, electricity that may arise, in the minds

of our subscribers. .
' \ - '

(Q.)—IMPEDANCE.
San Antonio, April 3, 1897.

Electrical Age:
Dear Sir: Having frequently noted interesting answers

jn your Inquiry Column to questions asked, I take the

of comprehension, I would like to know what is meant
by " magnetic fringe." It is used in certain cases to

effect the generation of E.M.F. or, at least, I judge so
from the little I know.

Yours truly,

Albert Shepard.

(A.)—By magnetic fringe we mean the lines of force

that spray from the edge of the pole-piece (parallel to

the shaft) into the armature. A magnetic fringe is neces-
sary for the .purpose of securing sparklessness. The ar-

mature coils have each successively set up in them induc-

,1; ' / ; )

Pair of Buckets. (See Page 251.)

liberty of joining the ranks of " quizzers " and beg an

answer to the following: When an alternating current

passes through a coil and is reduced thereby, is there any

expression, mathematical or otherwise, by which the con-

ditions affecting the volume of current- may be explicitly

stated ? Yours respectfully,

R. L. Sanger.

tive action, which is annulled by this thin fringe of lines

of force.

(Q).—BURNS FROM HOLTZ MACHINE.
New York, April 10, 1897.

Ed. Electrical Age:
Dear Sir: I have just noticed in the columns of your

^Th. HydrW*! (C«i«toT -and Vhe.l-Buck.ts of tha

AMERICA* IWV'-SE-VHEEi. COUPAWY OF ITBV YORK.

The Nozzle of the Cazin-Wheel. (See Page 251.)

(A.) A coil has
Resistance and
Self Induction.

When a sine wave of current passes through it with a

given frequency the opposition within the coil or "impe-

dance" is written as ,^-5-- ttyR 3 +P 3
L 3

where R = resistance,

L = self induction,

p = 2 n n, in which n = frequency.

The volume of current passing is equal to the electro-

motive force divided by the impedance.

(Q_.)_MAGNETIC FRINGE.
Schenectady, April 8, 1897.

Electrical Age':

Dear Sirs: If the answer to this question is not too

much involved in complexities beyond my limited power

most valuable paper that burns occur from X rays pro-

duced by the Holtz machine.
I have used mine frequently for that purpose and not

experienced anything as described by Elihu Thomson.
Yours,

A Subscriber.

(A.)—It seems that the sum total of experience indi-

cates the eventual presence of burns as described, after ex-

posure to X rays. Whenever they are produced by a power-
ful source of energy, sucji as a Ruhmkorff coil or large static

machine, burns appear on the flesh, of those experiment-
ing without the proper precautions. The burning maybe
due to some influence only associated with X rays under
certain conditions; but of this, however, nothing can be

definitely stated.

Rock Rapids, Iowa.—J. K. Medbery, Recorder, may be

addressed concerning installation of complete electric

lighting plant.
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WIRING FOR LIGHT AND POWER.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

The wiring of buildings is the ultimate final of a street

subway system. The current is generated in a central

There is a likelihood of several kinds of trouble devel-

oping. Each must be discovered and treated in a manner
sufficient to remove either itself or the cause as speedily

as possible. There is every means observed on the part

of central station managers to take the most jealous care
of their subways. It is in the perfection of these and
their freedom from faults that the profits of the plant

mainly lie.

The wiring of a building can therefore be regarded as

the final outcome of an elaborate equipment composed of
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station, distributed either as an alternate or continuous
current through the streets in conduits specially prepared
and then connected to the wiring circuits of any large
house, hall or public building.

This entire city is completely enclosed by a network of

erground wires, each insulated from the other—ami-—ce£ercnce_to_tlie>linesJekher inside or out, are

proportioned in size so that the proper pressure and cur-
is delivered at the door of every consumer's house.

The control and care of a subway system is in itself a
duty of a most important character. A series of less important troubles.are>constantl-ydevel

(1) A centiral station plant.

(2) A subway or distributing system.

The main points to be considered in the construction

and maintenance of an electric light system, with special

Freedom from grounds.

Freedom from short circuits.
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oping, which are still the cause of much more if not imme-
diately attended to

—

Poor connections.
Bad joints.

Poor Connections.—The origin of this fault is either
hurry or carelessness.

(i) The kind of wiring (either 2 or 3 wire).

(2) The percentage of drop.

(3) The centre of distribution.

The nature of the wiring will depend to a great extent
upon the kind of current entering the building—whether
it is continuous or alternating. Usually buildings that n<?e

alternating current are wired with the ordinary two wire

Switch for Lights.

Fire may frequently be started by either of the above
causes; their elimination, therefore, is an enforced neces-
sity.

A wire loosely placed under a screw will generate heat
and possibly set fire to something in the neighborhood.
In addition the looseness of contact will mean resistance

in circuit with the line and cause a decided drop. The
evil results in this case are practically similar to those

developed in the second case, due to bad joints. They are

risks from fire of loss of pressure.

How a Building Is Wired.—When a structure of any de-

system. The two factars affecting the size of wire or amount

of copper used are the percentage of drop and the centre of
distribution.

To wire a building successfully the pressure must be re-

tained throughout as high as possible. A network of wires

must therefore be used that will effect this result as nearly

as possible. This is where it becomes necessary in at-

taining this object to select a proper centre of distribution.

A centre of distribution in a wiring system is a point

from which all wires supplying the electric light direct

are connected. The wires used in anv building, accord-

Switchboard.

soriptidn is placed in a contractor's hands to wire, it is ing to their function, may be classified under the heading

necessary for him to decide upon several things. of

These may be brought to the reader's notice as follows

:

Mains.
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Feeders.

Branches.

A building of given size would have a pair of main wires

run up half way, and then from this point feeders would

run above and below, acting as subsidiary mains, and sup-

plying the branches connecting to the lights on the upper

and lower floors. This centre, from which all lines stream,

is called in compliance with its intended object

—

the centre

of distribution.

The wiring of a house as regards its mains, feeders or

A No. io wire is 10,400 CM.; a wire twice its circular

mils would be 20,800 C. M., but pass in number from No.

10 three sizes, or become No. 7.

The intervening gaps may be filled in in thirds in the

following table:

Approx. 166,400 No. 000 = 167,805 C.

" 83,200 1 = 83,694 '

41,600 4 = 4i,743 '

" 20,800 7 = 20,817 '

M.

Insulation Between Chandelier and Gas Pipe'

branches, may all be proportioned by a simple rule whose
excellence has been tested in numerous cases. The plian-

cy of this rule is due to the fact that it takes into consid-

eration the distance in feet, amperes and circular mils,

2 X distance in feet X amperes X I2

volts drop,

where C. M. = circular mils.

= C. M.

The application of this rule may be illustrated by the

following example

:

Length of line = 1,000 feet,

Amperes = 50 i(

Volts drop = 10 "

2 X i>ooo X 5° X 12

Size of wire in C. M. =
10

= 120,000

= No. 00 B. & S. gauge.

The size of any copper conductor may be found pro-

vided the volts lost, the number of lamps and the length
of the run in feet is known; an excellent rule for arriving

jit the size of wire is to remember that a No. 10 wire B. & S.

has about 10,400 C. M. cross section, and each wire three

sizes above or below doubles or halves in cross section.

For instance, a

No. 13 B. & S. approx. 5.200 C. M.
< <10

7

< < 1 < 10,400
20,800, etc.

This will enable a rapid mental calculation to be made
of the size of wire from the circular mils obtained.

Twice No. 10 is No. 7, and four times No. 10 is No. 4,

etc. In the last case the C. M. arrived at were 120,000.
A size of wire about 12 times as large as a No. ro would
have 120,000 C. M. We therefore consider

2 X No. 10 = No
• 7

4 X 10 = 4

8 X 10 = r

2 / 10 = 00

r

I he main fact to consider is, that when a wire doubels
in circular mils it decreases three numbers in size.

«<

10,400

5,200

10 = 10,382

13 = 5^78

The column obtained on the basis considered and the

real value of the circular mils shows that the nearest size

to this approximation will be satisfactory.

The development of a wiring system may be easily con-
sidered after the sizes of wire have been obtained.

Drop in Mains.—The drop in mains usually allowed is

about five per cent., and in feeders and branches two per
cent. The loss in the subways leading from the station

to the door may be as much as ten per cent., and provided
the pressure is kept constant no evil results follow. Vari-

ations in pressure in the subway, however well the place
may be wired, will cause ruin and damage to the lamps.
Either their pressure will fall very low or become too high
and decrease their life.

Testing.—A ground or a short circuit are two common
faults in newly wired buildings. The insulation test will

bring to light the true condition of the building. Wires
imbedded in moist plaster will show a very low insulation

resistance. The usual value of this is reckoned by the

underwriters as exceeding three megohms (3,000,000
ohms). A Wheatstone bridge is employed for the purpose
of localizing trouble. A short circuit will not only blow
fuses continually, but show an exceedingly low resistance

with the bridge. It may be in a chandelier, caused by
crossed wires, or it might be due to defective cut-outs,

etc. The blown fuse usually indicates the position of the

fault. Grounds are shown by the great and in some casts
abnormal decrease in the insulation of the wire. A wire
of the bridge connected to earth and another to a mam
quickly determines the value of the insulation. When the

building is free from grounds, short circuits and poor con-
nections, and shows a proper and reasonable perfection,

current may be applied to its lamp circuits without further

delay.

Suffield, Conn.—W. W. Cooper may give informa-
tion concerning erection of electric light plant by Elec-
tric Light Company.

Hartford, Conn.—Judge F. B. Hall has granted the
petition of the trolley company to build connecting trol-

ley lines between Hartford and New Britain.

Portland, Me.—The Portland and Cape Elizabeth Elec-
tric Railroad Co. will extend their tracks from Willard to
Delano Park.
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• The Eureka' Tempered Copper Works, of NbrthE'ast,
Fa?., 1 arid New York City, has sueeeeded the' late firm of

Ti' J. Murphy & Co., and will continue the- business with
the aid of T. J. Murphy, J. F.- McGuire and N. 1 Murray.
Mr. Harry M. Shaw, N. Y., manager of the iEureka Tem-
pered Copper Works, has been appointed general mana-
ger of the business in addition to his downtown interests.

The company has made a very happy ^election in securing

the services of Mr, Shaw, as he is very well thought of

among the trade as a bright and energetic young business

man with unlimited "hustle" and "push:" Mr. T. J. Mur-
phy is well known as a pioneer in switch board making,
and his knowledge of switch and panel boards is very

much sought after by engineers and architects. The
high grade of work turned out in the past by T. J. Mur-
phy & Co. will be maintained and they are in a position to

'

complete contracts promptly at prices consistent with first-

class work. The works are situated at Nos. 51 1-5 13 W.'
13th street, and are at present being run to their fullest

extent in order to fill the unusually large amount of or-

ders which have been received.
|

MR. E. LAVENS, General Manager of the General

Incandescent Arc Light Co., First avenue and Thirty-

second street, New York, sailed on the Germanic April

14 for Europe. Mr. Lavens takes this trip in the interests

of his company, and while in Europe he proposes to look

over the electrical field with the greatest care and atten-

tion. Mr, Lavens is a very popular man in the trade,

and is held in high esteem by his company. We wish him
every success- and a happy voyage. ', '.

,
.

»J©W SON 'BROTHERSy 3 Broome-street, - New York,
and 45 Classon avenue:',- Brooklyn, have their newform
sheet out-of Standard electricar mouldings. : Copies sent

on application to contractors and supply dealers, with

price' lists, v v. *:*. ,."• . ''>.«.•.»' ^ <.-•;, ; »< — . ..
:

.
-•

MR.^R'/B. COREY has recently taken charge of the

safe of the C6lumbiaf

;'.Incandescent Lamp in the Eastern
t^rntbry^in addition to other' electrical lines. He will

be" pleased t'o "have friends call upon' him at his office in

the Hayemeyer, Building. We cannot speak too highly

of Mr
r ,,Corey;' he is deserving of a large share of trade in

lamp's; and we 'recommend him for his sterling qualities

and high character.

Mr. Oscar Hoppe, manager of the Columbia Lamp Co.

during! the p'as'Cyeaf, is associated with Mr. Corey.

, J,f.©. MILLER & CO. have secured the order for

the-fomplet£. lsteam plant of the Consolidated Gas Co. of

Xgw-J-ei^§yf>an«additiqn to the,. plant,at Long Branch, N.

.J.-,?'P.fcan250-HKR:oEkchburg' cross* compound condensing
engine,' medium speed, -piping, condensers, etc. , This- is

one of the latest types of] engines/:built;,by the Fitchburg
Engine Co. .of'Massachusetts, .which leads in the rather

limited-procession of high-grade-, engine builders. « The
general agents^.;J. ;D. Miller & Co.

J 39 Cortlan,dt street,

have lately ;installed & number of complete plants of vari-

ous sizes>.forveleGtrip light and railway work in the neigh-

boring States. ^Fhey-a report business' improving consid-

erably and -will be pleased. to submit .catalogues and esti-

mates. Their expprt trade is steadily growing each year.

• I10J3 !

'
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WARD ELECTRICAL SUPPLY AND CONSTRUC-
TION CO., 39 Ann street, New- York, have had many
demands for arc lamp carbons, which have been promptly
met. Their low tension arc lamp business is improving,
and contracts for the installation of motors, dynamos,
etc.', are steadily, increasing. Messrs. Levy and Green
are persistent in their efforts and conscientious to a de-
gree that always insures success.

THE GARVIN MACHINE CO., of Spring and
Varick streets, New York, manufacturers of machine
tools, have issued a handsomely illustrated and beauti-

fully printed catalogue and price list of their machinery.
The Garvin Machine Co. has approached the very zenith

of prosperity, due to the extreme care and unfailing at-

tention- to details they have ever practiced. The pages
of their little handbook are filled with half-tones and ex-

planations., that are worthy of the closest attention. We
are pleased with this new sign of their unfailing enterprise.

THE PEERLESS RUBBER MANUFACTURING
CO.,

;
;i6ifWarren street, New York, manufacturer of su-

perior mechanical rubber goods, have issued its new
spring catalogue. The frontispiece is that of the invent-

or jiof Peerless Packing, Mr. John H. Deming, General
. Superintendent. The catalogue is profusely illustrated,

showing every imaginable style of packing, hose, belting,

etc., with the prices and details regarding each specialty.

This energetic concern has led the way for years, its po-

sition being entirely due to its own efforts to support

"good article and get a fair price for it:: 1 »;

The following gentlemen were .elected members of the

New York Electrical Society at the last meeting, held

April 7, 1897: H.'BrCoho, 203 Broadway; Willard E.

Case, Hotel Waldorf; Frank Sutton, Bowling Green
Building: Deronda Levy, Ward Electric Construction

Co., 29 Ann street; A. Hamerschlag, Cafhoscope Electric

Co., 26 Liberty street, all of this city.

George H. Guy, Secretary.

WESTON
ARC
LIGHT

AMMETER.
CHEAP, RELIABLE, AKD VERY

ACCURATE.
ABSOLUTELY "DEAD BEAT
The scale is so proportioned that a

change of 1-10 of one ampere can be seen
from a considerable distance. Thiee
different rangus

:

No. 1—5.8 6.8 '7.8 amperes in 1-10 am-
ppre div.

No. 2—8.6 9.6 1 0.6 amperes in 1-10 am-
pere div.

No. 3—9.5 10.6 II.5 amperes in 1-10 am-
pere div.

Mention Electrical Age when writing for
Catalogues.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St.. Newark, N. J., U.S.A.

: i 1 0-» i ..»

'

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
£stablisliecl 1873.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, R^d, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wmSw-on. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.
OFFICE:

14 DEY ST., N.Y
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Plate 2.

Pun 8.

THE INFLUENCE OF HEAT TREATMENT UPON THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF
HARDENED STEEL.

(Continued from Page 249.)

The hysteresis curves for the steel rings are given on

Plates 1-3, the maximum induction (Bm ) and remanence
(

B

r ) as a function of the magnetizing force on Plate 4,

and BT as a function of Bm on Plate 5.

D. Rings reheated to ioo° for one hour.—The corre-

sponding curves are marked by crosses on the plates and
are drawn only for the low carbon rings, the change be-

ing very small for the high carbon steel. The influence

of this step becomes more apparent the less carbon the

steel contains, and it consists in a lowering of Bm as well as

BT in rings II. and in., and in a slight raising of the

same quantities in ring 1. The coercive force in in. has

become slightly larger. The low carbon steel becomes,

therefore, magnetically harder when it is reheated to ioo°.

This result is consistent with the observations of Barus
and others, mentioned above.

E. and F. Rings were heated to roo° for 24 hours.—The
heat treatment was the same as in the preceding case,

except that the time of the heating was increased. I do
not give the results, since no decided change takes place.

The curves almost coincide with the preceding ones,

though there is an unmistakable increase of permeability,

especially for small magnetizing fields, this change being
largest for the high carbon steel. We have, therefore, a

more or less pronounced influence of the time during
which the rings were subjected to this temperature, con-
sisting in a slight increase of permeability.

G. Rings reheated to 200 .—Apparatus for the heat
treatment: On the top of the heating table were placed
two strips of asbestos, on this a disk of the same material

with a round hole in the middle, then a layer of iron turn-

ings and on this the ring. The whole was surrounded
with an asbestos ring, which was filled with iron turnings,

so that the ring was entirely imbedded in the same. The
temperature was read by means of a thermometer, which
was placed so as to touch the ring inside. By the ar-
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rangement described, uniform distribution of heat from All rings show a decided increase in permeability, the

the centre was procured. As soon as the temperature change being the smaller the less carbon the steel con-

rose to 2oo° the ring was withdrawn and allowed to cool tains. The curve for ring in., indeed, coincides so

in the air. nearly with that of the hardened ring that the points cor-

Plate 1

I give the results for ring i. only, the others showing a responding to this step could be indicated only by dots

very small increase in magnetic induction. in the plates. The wrought iron ring, that so far showed

"LATE 4.

We will see from the comparison with the data given no sign of a change, has a larger permeability for small

later on that the increase of induction is comparatively fields than it had before. By comparing the curves on

small in all rings. Plate 4, we see a decided tendency towards an increase
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H. Rings reheated to 300 .

practically the same as in G.

-The heat treatment was of the remanence for any given value of maximum induc-

tion. This will become more and more decided as we
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increase the temperature to which the rings were re-

heated.

The most important and rather unexpected result of this

step is the sudden very large increase in the maximum in-

duction of ring 1. The number of lines of magnetic force

has almost reached the value the ring had before it was

heated at all. Therefore, whatever change in the chem-

ical or physical constitution of the riug produces the

change in the magnetic properties, it is largest for the

high carbon ring between 200 and 300 , i. e., at a tem-

perature which corresponds to that of the blue temper of

steel.

I. Heated to 450°.—Heat treatment was practically the

same as in G.

We observe a further increase of permeability and in-

duction for all rings. The change for ring 1. is only

about one-third of the one in the preceding case, while

we have a comparatively large change for rings 11. and

111., corresponding to the large difference in Bm of ring

1., observed before, and to be attributed to the same
causes.

remanence increased. Another factor in the making of

magnets is their permanency. I mentioned the usual

method of making permanent magnets in the introduc-

tion, and think that a similar treatment, by extending the

range of temperature to 450°, will ensure permanency and
produce stronger magnets.

K. Rings annealed.—The rings were again placed in

muffles and heated to a bright red heat, the arrangement
being the same as in B and C. After the temperature of

about 850 was reached, the fire was banked and the rings

allowed to cool inside the muffles. Charcoal was put in

the mouth of the muffles. This treatment took about 24
hours.

The rings have become magnetically soft. While in

the rings 11. and in. the saturation point was practically

the same as before, the coercive force decreased to its

smallest value, this last step being the largest in the

whole series for the coercive force.

In the high carbon steel and the wrought iron we find

a remarkable decrease in Bm , accompanied in ring 1. by
a still greater decrease of Br , while in the iron BT in-

Dynamometer Pull
Zero Line

\f^k\ l^jlmJ"^1
!

Hi"li and Low Joints—Outer Rail

Variation in Gauge

Hi"h anil Low Joints—Inner Rail

Fig. 11.

It is to be noticed that, though the magnetic flux has

practically reached its maximum for the field strength

used, the value of the coercive force is still quite large

^mparison with the corresponding value for the rings

in the original state. The remanence for ring 1. is larger

after this step than in any other. The substance is Cres-

cent steel, i. e., magnet steel. It is apparent that, in

order to make strong magnets, it will be advisable to reheat the

quenched steel to about 450°. The magnets could be made
more than twice as strong as if simply the hardened
steel is used. Though I worked with closed magnetic
circuits, the influence of the ends of the magnets will be
the same in the two cases. It is of importance that the

coercive force did not decrease nearly as fast as the

creases with respect to Bm . These changes can very
plainly be observed on Plate 5, where Br is plotted as a

function of Bm . The curve obtained for ring 1. differs

entirely from any of the curves taken after the ring was
hardened, but it shows a great similarity to curve A taken
in the original state.

Hoping to obtain similar curves for the other two steel

rings they were again annealed, the temperature this

time being raised to nearly 1000 . Cooling took place in

the same way as before.

L. Reannealed.

Both rings show the decided decrease of B r and the

different character of the curve. The one for ring m. is

indicated by dots only, and coincides partly with curve C.
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In both cases there is a great similarity with the curves

B, obtained by heating the originally annealed steel to a

high temperature below the point of recalescence and
suddenly quenching. It almost seems that the steel by
this process has become a different substance. These
curves show more the characteristics of the iron (see

ring iv. on Pla;e 5) than of steel. Houston and Ken-
nelly's law does not hold for nearly as wide a range as

before. I believe that the effect observed in the last

step is not an immediate effect of annealing, but that it

is the conditions under which cooling takes place that

influence largely the retentivity of steel.

(To be Continued.)

TRACK AND TRACK JOINTS: CONSTRUC-
TION, MAINTENANCE AND BONDING.

M. K. BOWEN.

(Concluded.)

Upon organization depends the successful maintenance
of the track, and one which I find gives the greatest effi-

The question as to the right time to reconstruct a track

is one of the greatest importance, as it often involves the
expenditure of thousands of dollars. The question to be
solved is—am I losing money by not rebuilding my tracks?

Should I have rebuilt them two or three years ago, or

should I have waited a year or two longer ? No doubt
many of you have been confronted with just such a ques-
tion as this and worried over it for days and nights, know-
ing that the decision meant the expenditure of many dol-

lars for better or worse.

The task of solving this question was brought before
me not long ago concerning the State Street cable track,

which had reached a deplorable condition. Taking the

track master with me we rode over the line and, as street

railroad men often do, guessed that it was time to rebuild

the track. This involved a very large expenditure, and
it would be an expensive guess unless correct; so to ease
my conscience and make, sure of my guess I had run over
the line a car weighing 8,655 pounds, attached behind a
grip car by means of a recording spring balance called a

dynamometer. This test car was then run over a track

newly made at the same speed as over the old line; the

Difference in Height of Rail

Zero Line

Dynamometer Pull
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Fig. 12.

ciency is that the system is divided up into sections con-

sisting of twelve miles of double track each. Each sec-

tion is put in charge of a working foreman who is to keep
and maintain and repair as cheap as possible, and who is

held directly responsible for the condition of the track at

all times. He has under him as many laborers as are re-

quired to keep his division in repair. This foreman
is held completely responsible for all tools and is re-

quired to maintain at some convenient point on his

section a small place for keeping his tools. All tools

which need repairing are sent to the main store room,
where they are exchanged for others in good condition.

All new tools and material required are obtained from the

main store room. The method employed previous to the

above was to send out a gang of men here and there at

different points of the system; thus one portion of the

system might be sadly in need of repairs long before the

gang sent out reached that portion.

dynamometer showed that it took 13.75 lbs. more pul

per ton to haul cars over the old line than over the new.

The average speed of cars on this street is twelve miles

per hour. The excess horse-power required to haul one

ton was .44, and the excess cost of hauling one ton one

hour was $.0088. The number of tons hauled one mile

per year on this track was 45,147,537, and the time re-

quired to haul one ton one mile was five minutes; and

45,147,537 tons hauled at a given speed for five minutes

is equal in work done to 3,762,295 tons hauled at the

same speed for one hour. 3,762,295 multiplied by $.oo83

equals $33,108, which is the excess cost per year for haul-

ing cars on account of bad track. It is estimated that

the new track with cast joints will last twelve years, and

as there will be no low joints the draw-bar pull will not

increase much until the rail is worn down sufficiently to

allow the wheel to run on the flange; so the annual saving

will be nearly $33,108, during the life of the rail, and the
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total saving will be $397,276, which in twelve years will

pay principal and interest on $293,444, which is the

amount we could profitably expend in repairs. The actual

cost of rebuilding this track was $61,670.

This caused me to think up some scheme by means of

which dynamometer or power ratings could be taken and
automatically traced on paper, showing the condition of

the track at all points, showing faults of gauge, level, or

joints; showing faults and excess power in consequence
of faults, side by side, thus placing a value on faults;

and then, instead of representing faults and excess power
in inches or foot pounds, make the instrument show them
in dollars and cents per ton of load when capitalized,

which would show, multiplied by the ton miles on any
road tested the amount that could, with good manage-
ment, be expended on track reconstruction or rebuilding.

The apparatus devised for this purpose is what we call an
indicator car. A description of the costruction and
method of working might be of interest to not a few, for

I do not know of another in use by a street railway com-
pany, and found only one other, although very dissimilar,

in existence on a steam road, after I had the plans of

mine finished.

The results shown by it are high and low rails, low joints,

gauge, drawbar pull and the variation of the track level.

Each one of these results is automatically platted on
paper eighteen inches wide. The car consists of a plat-

form eight feet by ten feet, mounted on a single truck,

no springs being used. Midway between the two end
axles is one which is fitted with wheels which record de-

fects of joints or gauge. After use and calibration of in-

strument it will be more valuable and the dynamometer
will not be required, as any man using this car constantly

will become so accustomed to the value of defects that a

glance at the profile will tell him the money he may, with

judgment, spend for rebuilding a track or repairing it.

The dynamometer consists of two draw bars, one at

each end of the car, and extending beneath the plat-

form to within a distance of about one foot of each other.

Between the two adjacent ends of the draw bars a spring

is placed, and the amount of pull required to draw the car

along the track in either direction is recorded by a re-

cording arm, which is connected to the spring with a

wire. The apparatus for showing the variation in the

level of the tracks is mounted on the platform and con-

sists of two cups of mercury (having a connection between
them by means of a pipe), and into which dip two
plungers connected to a recording arm. The paper on
which the record is taken unwinds at a uniform speed of

one inch per 1,000 inches of track. The car weighs 3,865
pounds. The car is fastened to an ordinary car, which is

drawn over the tracks by horses (or any motor car) made
to go at as even a speed as possible. The results shown
by a recent test trip are very interesting to compare.

Fig. 11 is from an old track— the joints are uncast,

spread far apart, and the rails are low at each joint; this

is distinctly brought out by the record. The gauge is

also uneven. It would appear from the record that the

rails spread at each joint. The dynamometer pull is very

unsteady, showing the effect of low joints and uneven
gauge.

Fig. 12 is a record from a new track; here we can ob-

serve hardly any joints or variation in guage, and the

dynamometer pull is more steady. Occasionally high

points are observed, but they are due more to unsteadiness

of speed. A person riding on this track will not be able

to detect any joints. This track has the cast welded
joint. We find from the data obtained by use of this car

that we could afford to expend $7,383 per mile to repair

the old track. The estimated cost of repairing this track,

levelling and casting new joints, is $1,7.40 per mile.

The track maintenance during the year 1895 for 184
miles of track cost $158,217, and represented 17.75 per

cent, of the total operating expenses, This excessive cost

is largely due to a partial or complete rebuilding of many
miles of track.

In conclusion I wish to acknowledge receipt of facts
and data bearing upon the subject of this paper from Mr.
Moxham, Mr. Augustine W. Wright and Mr. Mead; also
to thank Mr. W. G. Price for valuable aid rendered me in

designing and perfecting the details of indicator car, which
can be inspected in the exhibition room during this Con-
vention.

INQUIRY COLUMN.

In this column we shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds
of our subscribers.

(Q.)—SKIN EFFECT.
Sufferin, April 14, 1897.

Dear Sirs: Occasionally I hear the expression "Skin
Effect" used. Can you enlighten me sufficiently to give
me a practical idea of its real meaning ? Does it refer to
the epidermis, or has it no relation at all to the human
body ? Yours truly,

A. C. Canner.

(A.) By "skin effect" is meant the flow of an alter-

nating current on the outside of a wire. A continuous
current utilizes the entire cross-section of the same, but
an oscillating current leaves the centre and approaches
nearer to the outside the higher its frequency. For a
very high frequency a mere shell is only required.

(Q.)—LOCATION OF A DEAD GROUND.
Jersey City, April 8, 1897.

Electrical Age.
Dear Sirs: If an electric light line is grounded at

several points, one point being a dead ground the other a
partial ground, how can they be lifted off the line ? I

suppose a Wheatstone bridge would be required for this

purpose. Yours truly,

Edwin Hass.

(A.)—The test will at once indicate a dead ground. If

a " light" line, a lamp with one terminal connected to a
gas pipe and the other to the unaffected leg will prove
its existence. The removal of the dead ground will leave
the partial ground to be found. A bridge will be re-

quired for this purpose.

(Q.)—WELDING WITH A DYNAMO CURRENT.
Philadelphia, April 18, 1897.

Electrical Age.
Dear Sirs: Understanding that two pieces of metal

could be welded together by electricity, I attempted the
experiment with a heavy dynamo current. The result

was not satisfactory, and the metal burned, making the
joint uncertain. Can you suggest a means of remedying
this difficulty so that a perfect joint can be obtained ?

Yours respectfully,

Chas. Freund.

(A.)—It has been experimentally proven that the best
current for welding is the alternating. With a continu-
ous current one pole becomes hotter than the other and
the weld is therefore not of the best. But an alternating;

current heats each piece of metal equally; the weld is

therefore a success. The Thomson-Houston welding
apparatus employs an alternating current.

(Q.)—AMALGAMATED ZINCS.
New York, April 12, 1S97.

Ed. Inquiry Column.
Dear Sir: The difficulty I have of keeping my zincs

amalgamated in a battery I use is something great. Why
can't a solution be used, whjch contains mercury pr, at
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least, zinc which has mercury cast with it? I was think-
ing of building a rubber trough around, a sort of ridge to
hold mercury, depending upon capillary attraction for
continued automatic amalgamation. Do you think it

will do ? Yours truly,

R. M. Pierce.

(A.) Cone-shaped zincs in a porous pot with a spoon-
ful of mercury will be automatically amalgamated. A
solution of bisulphate of mercury will keep zincs amalga-

gages an upright rod extending to the signal light and
semaphore, which it operates; its motion being perpen-
dicular only. This motion is effected by an electric
motor fastened to a sleeve, the inside of which is threaded,
and revolving about the screw upon the perpendicular
rod, thus securing a powerful and simple motion which
of itself produces a positive lock.

Above the motor, fastened to the sleeve, is a commu-
tator, consisting of two metallic disks, insulated apart,

Mechanism of Electric Self-Locking Switch and Signal Apparatus.

mated. Zinc cast with mercury is no good. The last
suggestion is worth trying.

ELECTRIC SELF-LOCKING SWITCH AND
SIGNAL APPARATUS.

The above cut illustrates an electric apparatus for
operating railroad switches and signals from a point dis-
tant from the location of same.

Its chief value lies in its positive action and the facility
with which it can be worked in a complete system of
switches and signals; also, making block signal systems
efficient and economical.
That it is self-locking will be apparent from its con-

struction, thus dispensing with the interlocking devices.
Following the above illustration the appliance at the

track may be thus briefly described:
The switch rod is operated by a bell crank, or its

mechanical equivalent, the horizontal arm of which en-

having radiating and insulated extensions, the outer edges
of which are in contact with brushes conveying the cur-
rent to and from the motor; the upper disk being in

continuous contact with a brush communicating with a
cut-off, in contact with a line wire; the lower disk having
in contact with it a brush in contact with the ground
wire.

Stationary on the rod and above the screw is placed a
rack operating a gear wheel, the circumference of which
is equal to the motion of the perpendicular rod up or
down. Its shaft carries a crank which operates a pit-

man, whose far end moves a sliding head housed in a
standard in contact with a line wire. Back of this "slid-
ing head standard " is another standard, which is in con-
nection with the brush in contact with the upper disk of
the commutator, and from which suspends a swinging
arm weighted at its free end. This arm is in contact
with the "sliding head standard," excepting at the last

(Continued on Page 264.)
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ELECTRICITY IN WAR.

The present war existing between Turkey and Greece
indicates quite clearly that moral perversity is not yet

absent from the hearts of our fellow men. Bulwer-Lyt-

ton in a romantic, idealistic and semi-scientific tale,

called " The Coming Race," points out the impossibility

of war existing between nations whose means of assault or

defence are so terrible that their mere employment sug-

gests at once the utter extinction of both parties. The
famous Kilkenny cats, who fought until there were only

two tails left, afford a ludicrous example of thisreasoning,as

incorporated into the subject matter of a novel by a world-

famous writer. It is worth while considering whether
modern warfare would cease if its continuation meant to

those engaged in it an utter and complete annihilation.

The gradual introduction of electrical appliances in the

army and navy has been on the increase of late. Range-
finders, torpedoes, torpedo boats and submarine vessels,

operated by the agency of electricity, and a host of

minor inventions have become established parts of a per-

fect naval equipment. On land the same possibilities

exist. A scene that the reader will not forget is de-

scribed by the great American humorist, Mark Twain, in

"A Yankee in King Arthur's Court." The assault of

the heavily-armored knights of England upon a " down-
t Yankee" whose ingenuity had led him to construct

' trochas " of wire through which a death-dealing current

passes; all this having been erected in expectation of an
attack from the bearded knights of old. It seems that

e of the greatest successes the Cubans met with was
due to the efforts of an American electrician. He laid a

mine of powder or dynamite whose ignition depended up-

on the pressing of a button far away from the scene of the

explosion. It is not unlikely that the advance of an army

through a series of wire net-works would be accompanied
with a great sacrifice if the death-dealing current passed
through it. In fact we may be led to believe that future
warfare, particularly the construction of barricades, will •

be built on some such lines. The relentless and ruthless
war carried on between Turkey and Greece would have
been impossible had science left a lasting mark upon the
accoutrements of both armies. It is frequently the dif-

ference and not the equivalence of force that brings on
war. Human antagonism is rarely carried to a fatal

climax if such extinction is pointed out in the beginning.
But between Turkey and Greece, as between the other
great nations of this earth, there lingers a strong belief

in each other's inferiority; it is this that leads and has
led to human slaughter, and it is only the recognition
of an individual equality in force of arms and in power
of destruction that will make a board of arbitration in

spite of its peaceful object other than a farce, such as this

war clearly indicates it at present to be.

How Seamless Tubes are Drawn.—Solid drawn steel

tubes have been made for years for boilers and general
use, but the great demand arose when the safety type of

bicycle came into vogue, the diamond frame requiring the

use of a greater length of tubing and necessitating that

this should be as light as possible. There are variations

in the methods for producing a cold-drawn steel tube,

but the principle of all is practically the same. Only a
very high class of steel is suitable for the purpose, and
that hitherto employed has been chiefly Swedish charcoal
steel, containing a certain proportion of carbon. The
steel is taken in the form of a billet two feet long and
about six inches in diameter. A hole is bored through
the centre and it is heated, annealed and rolled into the

form of a tube about i^ inches in diameter, with wall of

about 10 gauge. This is then drawn through a die and
over a mandrel by means of a draw-bench until about 800
feet long, beautifully smooth and bright both within and
without. This is not drawn at once, but in a number of

operations, and between each of them the metal has to

be repickled and reannealed to prevent the crystallization

to which the drawing process tends to give rise. The
first drawings of the tube leave it about three eighths
of an inch thick, but this giadualy decreases until a
tube is produced which is of the thickness of stout

writing paper. This is the class of tube employed in bi-

cycles and that imparts a strength and rigidity out of all

proportion to its lightness. — Boston Journal of Com-
merce.

Fire from Incandescent Lamps. —"There is a most
erroneous impression abroad regarding the incandescent
light," remarked a prominent electrician yesterday, says
the New Orleans Times-Democrat. " Most people have
an idea that, encased in glass as it is, it cannot set fire to

anything. This idea is not only without foundation in

fact, but is very dangerous. An illustration of the truth

of what I say is an experience a friend of mine had the

other night. He was reading by one of these incandes-
cent lights. The glare hurt his eyes and he tied a hand-
kerchief around the light to soften it. Shortly after doing
so he had occasion to leave the room. Fortunately he
was not absent long, for when he returned the handker-
chief which had been tied around the light had been set

a-fire, and, dropping on the table under the light, had
ignited a lot of papers. The papers, table and all, were
blazing away merrily when he returned."

St. Louis, Mo.—The Cupples Electric Light, Heat and
Power Co. has been granted permission to complete its

underground system.

Forty Fort, Pa.—C. G. Mumford, Secretary, may be
addressed concerning establishment of an electric light

plant.

Eutaw, Ala.—An electric light plant will be established.
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moment of the gear wheel's revolution, when it is tripped

by trigger on the sliding head and falls free, thus cutting

the current and stopping the motor. The weight of the

ball then compels the arm to fall back again into contact,

when it is ready for the next operation of the switch.

Repetition of the motion is prevented by an instru-

ment in the office or tower from where the motor is

operated. This instrument consists of an electromagnet,
excited by the same current and in the same direction as

those in the motor at the switch. At each end of this

magnet is an armature, either one of which (depending
upon the direction the switch is to be thrown) is held

against the core as long as the current is continued, but
when interrupted by the cut-off (at the track) described

above, the armature falls back, impelled by a weighted
segment, the movement of which throws the instrument
out of contact, in which position it remains until the cur-

rent is again turned on by the operator. This falling

back of the armature is a guarantee that the operation at

the switch has been completed.
This motion also records the position of the switch at

the track, by simply recording on a dial, in figures, the

last direction of the current. For switching purposes

STANDARDS OF LIGHT.

Carcel lamp,
British standard candle,

German standard candle,

Amyl-acetate lamp,

Pentane lamp.

The above are but a few of those that have been tried.

One method that appeals to the electrical engineer is the
heating of a strip of platinum to a given temperature by
a known current, or the light emanating from a crater in

an arc lamp. The paper entitled "Standards of Light,"
read before the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers, May 20, 1896, is very complete, and treats this

difficult problem in a masterly manner.
The standard that cannot be depended upon is the

English candle; in fact, any source of light subject to

such fluctuations and burning with such unsteadiness.

The standard must be of definite chemical composition
as well as the medium around it. When a light has been
produced that shows but slight variations, the problem of

measuring light will be resolved down to a firm basis and
become in every sense of the word a science.

Rumford's Shadow Photometer.

the motor, commutator and automatic cut-off may be laid

horizontally between the tracks, the screw-rod directly

operating the switch-rod. For information and particu-

lars address Chas. G. Smith, 123 Water Street, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

MEASUREMENT OF CANDLE-POWER.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

In measurements of candle-power a great difficulty has

been met with which, although partially overcome, still

leaves the final settlement of it in doubt; that is, the use

of a standard of light. A gas jet gives sixteen candle-

power, an incandescent lamp sixteen, and possibly some
oil lamps; but should either be adopted as a standard it is

very difficult to keep track of the deterioration in light

and feel secure, in using it, that no great error is made.

In other words, we have no absolute standard of light,

and therefore our methods, though perfect, have not a

very accurate foundation. The use of a fixed standard

is necessary. In order that a test can be made which
will amount to more than an experienced guess, a good
reliable standard which will not change very quickly is

most desirable. The standards at present in use vary

somewhat in their nature. The English candle has been

looked upon as best for a long while, but opinions have

been slowly changing. The use of other standards has

become general, and the following sources of light for

photometric tests tried with a variety of results ;

In lamp factories a filament carefully made is selected
and its candle-power, measured with all possible accuracy,
used as a standard for the rest. A dark room is very
essential for lamp tests. In any factory making illumi-

nants or apparatus for such, a photometer room is used
constantly. It is, simply a room shut off from all day-
light. A scale is within; at one end the standard is

placed, at the other the light to be measured. Either one
is now kept stationary. The screen between with grease
spot is used, as in the simplest photometer, for determin-
ing the equivalence of the intensity of light on each side.

Rumford's photometer employed a screen and made use of

the shadows thrown by the standard and other light as a

means of comparison.
A stick mounted before a screen will throw two shad-

ows, one due to the standard, the other caused by the un-
known light; when both shadows are alike, the respective

distances are compared. If the standard is one foot away
and the other three feet, provided the shadows thrown
are equal, the second is nine times as strong as the first,

or nine candle-power.

Daylight is the light all scientists and inventors are

striving to obtain. Their object is to produce light with-

out heat, and thus illuminate city and home in the most
perfect manner.

Burlington, Iowa.—The Burlington Electric Railway
has been sold to a Boston syndicate, and about $100,000
will be expended on improvements to same this spring.

New Milford, Conn. — A new trolley line is to be

built from here to Lake Wanamaug.

Patchogue, L. I., N. Y. — The Patchogue and Port

Jefferson Traction Co. has been granted a franchise to

operate a cross-island trolley between this village and Port

Jefferson.
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The " Standard " Lundell Direct-Current Fan Motor.
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THE LARGE GAS ENGINE, ITS PRESENT DE-

VELOPMENT AND FORECAST OF ITS

FUTURE FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

(A paper read by Mr. E. F. Lloyd, Secretary of the Western Gas
Construction Company, Fort Wayne, Ind., before the Thirteenth
.Annual Meeting of the Ohio Gas Light Association.)

The present development in gas engine design is di-

vided sharply into two general classes, single-acting and
double-acting. The former is much older and still much
more in use; the latter is a comparatively recent develop-
ment, and has aimed more to occupy the field of higher
powers than has its single-acting competitor.

Of the single-acting engine there have been a number
of types, of which it is sufficient to say that the only one
which has survived to attain a widespread reputation is

the " Otto." I refer in this connection to the " cycle"

upon which the engine operates, and which is completed
a four strokes, or two revolutions.

In double-acting engines the original practicable type
was known as the Griffin, or six-stroke cycle, which in-

troduced an idle revolution for the purpose of cleansing

the cylinder from the products of combustion which re-

main in the compression chamber of the Otto cycle. This
scavenging revolution, however, was abandoned, and the

Otto cycle substituted; but the double action, in general

design the same as the ordinary horizontal steam engine,

was retained, and this feature constitutes the essential

difference between the two types.

It is only within the last three years that the double-

acting type has been seen in America, and consequently
is familiar to but few. Originating in England, with the

engineering firm of Dick, Kerr & Company, it has been
in successful use for about 10 years.

The essential differences existing in their operation are

directly consequent upon the difference in design, and as

the single-acting is much older it will be proper to con-
sider that first. In all well-known single-acting engines,

as now built, the piston is its own crosshead; that is, the

connecting rod is pivoted directly into it, and there is no
piston rod. While this permits a short, compact machine,
it necessitates a heavier constructiou of piston, and, what
is much more serious, it forces the wear of the "angle
thrust" of the connecting rod on to the bottom of the

cylinder. This may be made clearer by saying that the

pressure of the explosion is applied at the back of the

piston, and in the consequent forward movement the

front end of the connecting rod rises with the swing of

the crankshaft—owing to the wristpin joint being in the

piston, it causes, so to speak, a "buckling" tendency
which presses downward upon the cylinder bottom. In

small engines, when well lubricated, this is not a serious

matter, because the heats are not so great as to impair
the lubrication, and the weights and pressures do not ex-

ceed the cylinder's wear-resisting qualities; but in large

engines the conditions are different, the power of the im-

pulse and angle thrust, and the necessary weight in the

piston and connecting rod, increasing very much more
rapidly in proportion than the wearing surface on the

bottom of the cylinder, together with which is the in-

creasing difficulty of proper lubrication in the greater

volume of heat. All these causes working together seem
to fix the practical limit of the single-acting engine at

about 16 inches diameter of cylinder/corresponding to

about 75 indicated horse-power. Larger engines of this

type have been built abroad, but they have not, so far as

we know, become a commercial factor.

The regulation of single-acting engines for electrical

work presents much difficulty. The maximum of explo-

sions being one in four strokes, on anything less than

full load frequently eight or even twelve strokes intervene

between explosions. This irregularity has to some ex-

tent been overcome by the use of heavy fly-wheels and
high speed in the engine, supplemented generally with a

countershaft carrying a solid or a spring balance wheel
and the belting done from that to the dynamo. In this

manner, through the inertia of the wheels and the elas-

ticity of the belts, a fair degree of steadiness has been ob-
tained, but necessarily at an expense of power and floor

space. The difficulties in the way of effecting their sen-

sitive regulation are twofold: First, the long interval

between impulses; second, the inherent irregularities in

mechanical governors themselves, due to inertia, friction,

uneven lubrication, wear and actual work frequently to

be performed.
In turning to the double-acting engine of ordinary con-

struction we find many of the difficulties to contend with
met in the single-acting; except, that they are greatly

modified in their effect, the practical result of which is to

permit the engine being built to very much greater pow-
ers, the exact limit of which we do not know, but can'

safely state it at not less than 500 I. H. P. in a single

cylinder. This increase is simply illustrated by saying
that if a 16-inch cylinder will develop about 75 H. P. in

a single-acting engine, if the same pressure is applied to

the return stroke, making it double-acting, it will give

150 H. P., and this is approximately true. But there
are other conditions which greatly increase the power
possibilities of this type.

(To be Continued.)

Paris, Ky.—A company will probably be formed to

build an electric line.

Port Lavaca, Tex.—An electric light plant will proba-
bly be installed in the Bay View Hotel.

Baltimore, Md.—The Falls Road Electric Co. (George
R. Webb, Equitable Building, General Manager) will

commence work on its trolley road to Mount Washington.

Xenia, O.—J. S. Jones, President Board of Trustees,

O. S., and S. O. Home, may be addressed concerning
construction and operation of an electric light plant.

Albany, N. Y.—The electric street railway will be ex-|

tended from Hoosick Falls to Bennington.

Lancaster, Tex.—Address Mayor concerning establish-

ment of electric light plant.

Jackson, Miss.—The Mayor may be addressed for in-

formation concerning construction of electric railway in

connection with an electric light plant.

Louisville, Ky.—The Louisville City Railway Co. will!

change its Oak and Brook street divisions to electric

systems.

Baltimore, Md.—The Central Passenger Railway Co.

(George Blakiston, President) is considering a further ex-

tension of its electric line in the northeastern part of the

city.

New Haven, Conn.—The North Haven Electric Light

Co. has received permission to incorporate, and will com-
mence work on the erection of its electric light plant.

Brookings, S. D.—An electric bght plant will be put

in at the agricultural college, to light the buildings and

furnish electricity for mechanical and scientific purposes.

Webster City, Conn.—The Electric Street Railway Co.

contemplates an extension from Grosvenordale to the dif-

ferent villages in Webster.

Pontiac, Mich.—The Oakland Electric Railway will

probably be extended to Pontiac.

Constantine, Mich.—H. W. Francisco, Village Clerk,

may be addressed concerning lighting of streets by elec-

tricity.

Edenton, N. C.—City Clerk may be addressed concern-

ing establishment of electric light plant.
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ATLANTIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS.

Euse wire has proved so unreliable to all users and
electrical engineers as a safety device for protection from
short circuits, overloads, or grounds, and offering no
protection from lightning storms whatever, that the elec-

trical public has turned its attention to the use of automa-
tic magnetic circuit breakers as a reliable substitute for

fuse wire.

ture up until current exceeds the predetermined point.

Then magnet G releases screw F, giving a hammer blow
to E against latch D, and releases disk F, which is the

catch on frame R, and a part of handle V, all movements
being positive knock out blows. M is the graduation

plate, graduations on their instruments being in am-
peres. N, adjusting screw for adjusting capacity, either

increasing or decreasing to any predetermined point be-

tween the minimum and maximum graduations. They

'T.

O

We illustrate the well-known automatic circuit break-

ers or limit switches made by the Automatic Circuit

B*£aker Co., Newaygo, Michigan, with their latest im-

provements. Cut 1 shows circuit breaker closed. Cut 2,

circuit breaker open, or as it appears after circuit is bro-

ken. Cut 3, sectional view, showing on a line drawn
through center of instrument.

Y represents base, either marble, slate or other suita-

ble material, preferably slate. A, copper contact. B and

have displaced all springs and intricate parts by a new
and novel use of magnetism, being points F and G, which
is always positive and never varying in principle or ope-
ration.

They make a positive guarantee that their instruments

will operate within one per cent, of their set capacity un-

der any and all circumstances. They have them in use

on all systems and voltages, and claim to manufacture
the only successful alternating current circuit breaker

>

c

-.

O

Bi, carbons upon which they make their final break. C,

dash pot that gives break frame, R, its sudden blow
through handle V, which has about one-eighth of an
inch play, as shown at L, so that it gives break frame a

hammer blow, overcoming any possible chances for con-

tacts R and A sticking. D, latch. E, small weight to re-

turn armature to place after instrument has operated.

F, screw through armature holder, making contact on
point shown at G, which is a piece of iron running to

magnet core and is magnetized so that it holds arma-

now on the market. They attribute a great share of

their success to> the fact that they send out one or a full

equipment to their customers subject to approval, and
if not entirely satisfactory to them in every way, thev are
under no obligations to them excepting to promptly no-
tify them so that they can send shipping directions for
the return of the instruments. This being the season of

the year when one should look after the protection of

their electrical apparatus from lighting, and with the lib-

eral views that this company have in the sale of their in-
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struments, one should not hesitate to take up the matter
of better protection to their electrical apparatus by the

use of automatic circuit breakers.

A NEW LIGHT FROM CALCIUM CARBIDES.

(Concluded).

This constitutes the whole process of manufacturing the
new calcium light from the preparation of the lime and
coke onward, which, as explained, is extremely simple
and inexpensive, requiring no skilled labor and little

machinery. The only reason why it is new as a com-
mercial product is the difficulty of causing a com-
bination between the calcium of the lime and the car-

gas, and the new calcium light which much surpasses even
incandescent gas "in its luminosity, produces a beautiful,

exceedingly brilliant and highly luminous flame. It also

differs very advantageously from similar illuminating

gases recently discovered in being non-explosive. The
inventor claims that the danger of explosion is completely
excluded in his process of producing gas.

The construction of the apparatus is so very simple and
small as to render its use possible everywhere, since, too,

the use of the many pipes and connections so necessary
to distribute incandescent gas in a community is done
away with ; every household could, by setting up a

small apparatus, effect the filling and feeding quite inde-

pendently, and at a small expense. According to trials

and experiments recently made a flame of from 30 to 40
candle-power can be produced at a rate of about ^ of a

Automatic Circuit Breaker—Closed.

bon of the coke. Nothing short of the temperature of

the electric furnace, 3,500104,000 degrees centigrade, will

bring this about, and the comparative modernness of this

new apparatus for the calcium light accounts for the late-

ness of the calcium carbide. This calcium carbide, pure,

when produced, has a specific gravity of 2262; in a dry

atmosphere it is odorless, but on exposure to moisture it

evolves the peculiar odor of acetylene. When exposed in

lumps to the action of ordinary air it becomes coated with

a layer of hydrate of lime, which protects the interior of

the mass from further oxidation. In form the carbon for

producing the calcium light is a dark grayish or dense red

mass, which, upon fracture, shows a crystalline metallic

surface.

This compound of calcium carbides when prepared is

placed in one of the copper vessels, which is part of the

newly invented apparatus for producingthe calcium light,

another vessel placed above the one holding the solid

substances contains water, and is directly connected with

the lower receptacle containing the carbides by means of

tubes which feed the waterway automatically when the

gas is to be generated. From this the direct flame is ob-

tained, the gas being conveyed to the burner by means of

small pipes about the size and neatness of an electric

wire.

As regards the amount and quality of the light obtained

from carbides properly burned, there seems to be no

question as to its great superiority over coal and water

cent per hour, and after more experience and improve-
ment in the manufacture of calcium carbides it is claimed

that even this low rate will be considerably reduced. The
calcium light may be used for heating and technical pur-

poses as well as for illumination without the application

of special manipulations. On the whole, then, it may be

said that the new calcium light, acetylene, and other gases

produced from calcium-carbides promise to be important

rivals of the present methods of illumination, and deserve

the careful examination of both the consumer and manu-
facturer of light-givers.

A REMINDER.—After Thursday, April 22, the ad-

dress of our New York office will be Room 506-8-10,

Telephone Building, 18 Cortland street, at which location

we will have much more desirable and spacious apart-

ments than at present, and, at that address, we will be

pleased to welcome our friends and customers as here-

tofore.

Our wires, cables, conduits and accessories still main-

tain their position, i. e., the best on the market at reason-

able prices, and we earnestly solicit your communications.

Yours very truly, Standard Underground Cable Co.

Campville, Conn.—The Consolidated road, it is stated,

will erect an electric power station at Campville on the

Naugatuck division, to operate all way passenger trains

between Waterbury and Winsted.
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THE EDISON MANUFACTURING CO.

This concern has been engaged in the manufacture of

special electrical outfits for many years. It has acquired

a noteworthy position in the trade by virtue of its com-
pact, convenient and durable fan motor outfits.

battery motor, is manufactured by theabove company.
It has three speeds: 1,400, 1,700, 2,100 revolutions per

minute, and takes at these speeds .3, .4 and .5 of an am-
pere, respectively,

attention and time.

The new Edison fan motor for the no-volt direct-

The self-oiling bearings save al

New Edison Fan Motor for no Volts.

The nine-inch Edison motor outfit consists of four

Edison Lalande cells, type "S" porcelain jars, contained

within a portable polished oak box 25 inches long, eight

inches wide and fifteen inches high, an Edison battery

motor with nine-inch guard and fan and the accessory

ends, etc., for connecting up. The smoothness of opera-

current, cut of which is herewith shown, is similar in con-
struction to the Edison 9-inch battery fan motor and cai-

ries a fan of this size. It is so constructed that it can be
connected across the line, and it is provided with a three-

speed switch, by which the current can be regulated as

follows:

Edison Battery and Fan Motors.

tion and sparklessness of this fan is indicative of the best 1400 R. P. M. 1700 R. P. M. 2100 R. P. M.
workmanship and most efficient construction. The fan The watts used at these various speeds are 36, 48 and
is driven at 950 revolutions per minute with a current of 60 watts respectively. The workmanship of this motor is

1.9 amperes. A nine-inch motor to run on the 120-volt of the very highest grade and it is handsomely finished,
direct-current, similar in construction to the nine-inch The Edison Manufacturing Co., no East 23d street,
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New York, have these outfits on exhibibition at their

show rooms. Mr. Gladstone, the manager, will be

pleased to show the interesting appai atus underhis

charge to intending purchasers.

HORSELESS CARRIAGES IN ENGLAND.

LUNDELL CONTROLLER.

The Lundell motor, when applied to a press, lathe or

other machine, is supposed to start, stop, etc., in a sys-

tematic manner. The operator has then the proper con-

trol over the motor and over its speed. A controller

In a former report, '"Horseless Carriages in Europe,"*
mention was made of the existence in England of a law
known as the "highways and locomotives act," which
prohibited any locomotive propelled by steam or other
than animal power from being driven at a speed of more
than four miles an hour on the common roads and high-
ways. This law embodied several other observances in

the use of locomotives, which practically prohibited mod-
ern horseless carriages in England, they being deemed to
come under the meaning of this act. I expressed my

Interior of Controller.

giving all these facilities is therefore of the greatest

imaginable convenience to the attendant. In the illus-

trations the exterior and interior of the controller is to

be seen. The usual method followed is that of starting,

stopping or reversing, and the obtainance of five differ-

ent speeds. No external rheostat or resistance is used.

In the other cut is represented two stitching machines
operated by Lundell motors.
Many sizes of presses and binding and stitching ma-

chines are required in a modern printing house. The

Exterior of Controller.

belief that it would not be long before Parliament would
amend this law so as to remove the restrictions in so far

as horseless carriages were concerned. This has since

been accomplished, the limit of speed now fixed bylaw
being 12 miles, instead of four miles, per hour.

Following the example of French owners of horseless

carriages, whose road race from Paris to Bordeaux was
described in the report above referred to, the English
have just had their first successful road trial, which took
place on the 16th instant between London and Brighton.

Stitching Machine Operated by Lundell Motor.

Interior Conduit and Insulation Co., of 527 West Thirty-

fourth street, New York, are prepared to give details and
prices of installations of this kind complete.

Halifax, N. S.—A bill is now before the provincial leg-

islature to incorporate the Halifax and Bedford Electric

Company, for the purpose of operating an electric tram-

way and supplying power. The capital stock to be $300,-

000, and amongst the promoters are H. M. Whitney and

A. E. Sullis.
1

,

,

The trial, or, more properly speaking, race, aroused the

most intense public interest, which was manifested by
the enormous crowds at the place of departure and along
the route to Brighton. The masses of people around the

Hotel Metropole, in London, where the start was made,
were so dense that the police could not keep people from
blocking the street, and regular order in starting and
placing the vehicles was out of the question.

The start took place promptly at half-past 10 A. M.,

* Printed in Consular Reports, No. 190 (July, 1896).
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Mr. Hv. Lawson leading the way in his phaeton, followed

by one of the Panhard-Levassor carriages, which had been

successful in the Paris-Marseilles race; after this came a

Daimler phaeton and a private carriage, also of the

Daimler type and Mr. Lawson's second carriage, which

took part in the lord mayor's procession recently. It was

hoped that the police would be able to preserve perfect

order, but the immense throng of people rendered this

impossible, with the unfortunate result that about half of

the carriages were unable to start at all. The progress

through the city of London was, owing to the crowding,

necessarily slow; and not only did the crowds impede the

progress of the carriages, but a raining day, with head
winds, added a further impediment to speed.

Iiol

The time of those arriving later was not noted.

An American carriage started and made excellent time,

but was for some unknown reason omitted from the offi-

cial record, which is greatly to be regretted. It is diffi-

cult to form an estimate of the exact rate of speed taker.

by the carriages to cover any part of the journey to

Brighton. The rate of speed to Brixton was very slow,

but the Bollee cars must have attained a speed of 16 to

17 miles per hour, considerably above that allowed by
law.

The carriages taking part were of every type and pat-

tern, including the styles known as landau, phaeton, dog-
cart and tricycles, and even a bath chair.

(To be continued).

The Weston Centrifugal Oil Separator.

Leaving London at about half-past 10 o'clock and
travelling over 54 miles of the most hilly country in all

England, the arrivals at Brighton were in the following

order:

Description of carriage.

Bollee car

Do
Panharrl omnibus
A. J. Levassor's car. . .

Pan hard et Levassor. .

Britannic bath chair. .

Daimler phaeton
Pennington tricy<

/ landau
Panharrl wagonette. . .

Anglo-French phaeton
Daimler dogcart

7 hansom

Time of ar-

rival at

Brighton.

BOYD THISTLE, who has been associated with H. P.

Ball Mfg. Co. since its inception, has taken charge of the

electrical construction department of The Electrical Con-
struction and Supply Co., of 120 Liberty street, N. Y.
This company is to be congratulated in securing so able,

energetic and successful a hustler.

THE WESTON CENTRIFUGAL OIL SEPAR-
ATOR.
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The accompanying sketch illustrates a new style of o'l

separator now being placed upon the market by the

Garvin Machine Co., corner of Varick and Spring
streets, New York.
The large amount of oil wasted in the manufacture of

bolts, screws and nuts (it being necessary to saturate th:1

metal while being worked), has become an important
item of expense to manufacturing concerns.

This device suggests economy by the means it take^

of serving the object mentioned above.

"The revolving drum is within a removable pan in

Which the oily chips, turnings or screws are placed, the

pan being removed to discharge its contents when the
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oil has been turned off between it and the metal cover,

locked down by a lock-nut. The oil discharged into an
outer casing is delivered through an outlet into a suitable

vessel ready to be used over again."

Those using this apparatus are fully assured of its

saving qualities and superiority over others on the mar-
ket.

We are pleased to note the change of address of our

contemporary, "The Electrical Engineer." They have
installed themselves in the Beard Building, Liberty street,

where they enjoy more commodious quarters. We wish
them luck in their new offices.

THE CHASE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY of

Detroit, Mich, has just been incorporated, with an author-

ized capital of $25,000. The company will devote itself

to construction and equipment of central station lighting,

electric railways, steam and water-works plants, having
just secured b contract to build the electric railway run-

ning between Cleveland and Lorain, Ohio, for the Lorain
and Cleveland Electric Railroad Co., which is to be com-
pleted by June 1.

The officers of the company are, George E. Fisher,

President and Treasurer ; O. D. Chase, Secretary and
Chief, Engineering Department, and E. N. Chase, Vice-

president and superintendent of construction.

The active men in the company are pioneers in the elec-

trical business; O. D. Chase, whose name the company
bears, was electrician and superintendent of the Commer-
cial Electric Engineering Company, while George E.

Fisher was its business manager.
During the term of the Commercial Company's exist-

ence they installed 56 central station lighting plants and
167 isolated plants, in additon to a large volume of other
electrical work.
The Chase Construction Company have secured the

services of E. F. Mann, as superintendent of railway con-
struction, a practical man of large experience in railway

work, having superintended the construction of the im-

mense system of the Detroit Electric Railway Company,
Niagara Falls, Toronto, and a number of the Cleveland
roads, covering a period of twelve years.

The company have handsome offices in the new Majes-
tic building in Detroit, and anticipate a very active

business during the coming season.

ELECTRICAL and STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.

Issued December 29, 1896.

573,859. Automatic Telephone Exchange System. Ro-
maine Callendar, Brantford, Canada. Filed March 19,

1896.

573,874. Drum for Electric Controllers. Samuel Har-
ris, Johnstown, Pa. Filed October 6, 1896.

573,884. Automatic Telephone Exchange. Alexander
E. Keith, Chicago, 111. Filed September 16, 1893.

573,903. Fire Alarm. John A. McGahy, New York, N. Y.

Filed April 30, 1896.

573>9°5- Electric Locomotive. James F. McLaughlin,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed March 21, 1890.

573,911. Electric Arc Lamp. Levi H. Page, Chicago,
111. Filed March 12, 1896.

573,924. Fire-Alarm System. Albert C. Rogers, Plain-

field, N. J. Filed January 25, 1896.

573,929. Incandescent Lamp Fitting. Alfred Swan,
New York, N. Y. Filed March 28, 1896.

573,932. Electro-pneumatic Block-Signal System. Adel-
bert H. Thorp, Toledo, Ohio. Filed April 10, 1896.

573, 944. Fire Alarm. Asa H. West, Lynchburg, Va.
Filed March 30, 1896.

573,948. Circuit Closer for Electrical Alarm Circuits.

John C. Wollin, Williamsport, Pa. Filed September
11, 1896.

573,962. Searchlight. Arthur B. Colgate, New York,
N. Y. Filed December 24, 1895.

573,966. Insulator Hanger. Robert Duncan, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. Filed December 31, 1895.

573>979' Apparatus for Varying Speed of Electro-motors,
Ludwig Imhoff, Berlin, Germany. Filed July 3, 1896.

573,980. Railway Rail Bond. Byron Jennings, San Jose,

Cal. Filed April 17, 1896.

574.005. Telephone Circuit. Charles E. Scribner, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed April 20, 1895.

574.006. Test System for Multiple Switchboards.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111. Filed July 5, 1895.

574,035. Method of and Means for Regulating Alter-

nating Current Generators. Benjamin G. Lamme,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed March 11, 1896.

574,038. Electro-plating Apparatus. Richard J. Marks,
Hartford, Conn. Filed October 12, 1896.

574.045. Electric Arc Lamp. Charles E. Scribner,

Chicago, 111. Filed May 9, 1893.

574.046. Toll Box for Telephones. Charles E. Scrib-

ner, Chicago, 111. Filed May 14, 1896.

574,065. Bulb for X-rays. John von der Kammer,
Chicago, 111. Filed March 17, 1896.

574,101. Insulator. Charles B. Martin, Schenectady,
N. Y. Filed September 28, 1896.

574,117. Electric Arc Lamp. Henry A. Seymour, Wash-
ton, D. C. Filed June 10, 1896.

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are

based upon the same general
principle and are just as accurate as

our regular Standard Portable Di-

rect Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working parts are inclosed in a

neatly designed dust-proof ta't-

iron case, which effectively shields

the instruments from disturbing

influences of external magnetic
fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St., Newark, N.J. , U.S.A.

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
Z3sta,1b>lis]a.ecl. 1873. '

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Rdd, Black and Gray. Send for Catal >gue and Prices.

wilSon/del. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. hdoI"
!

..»
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Fig. 1—Overbalanced Electric Hoist; Free Silver Mine, Aspen, Colo.

Fig. 2—Electric Hoist; Alta Argent Mine, Aspen, Colo.

THE ADVANTAGES AND USE OF ELECTRIC HOISTS.

The application of the electric motor to hoisting work^f
and the appreciation of the combination by mine opera-

tors is shown by the numerous installations of electrical

hoists which have been made in mines during the past

few years. In the operation of these hoists it has been
found that they markedly emphasize the advantages of

electrical operation. They may be located in relation to

the incline or shaft exactly where they can be operated
with the greatest advantage consistent with convenience
of position, without any of the pipes inseparable from the

air or the steam hoist. In responsiveness to the move-
ment of the starting lever the electric motor is instanta-

neous. There is no short interval of hesitation, as in the

steam hoist. The speed is constant and only the requisite

power required to handle the load consumed, while the

general cost of operation is less than with compressed air

or steam hoists.

These points in favor of the operation of hoists by
electricity have been demonstrated in many instances,

and the following may be looked upon as affording ad-
ditional evidence. At the Free Silver Mine at Aspen,

oardo, is an electrical hoist, rated at 125 H. P., but
capable of applying to the hoisting machinery power to

the extent of 200 H. P. This is the largest electrical

hoist in the world. It is a double-reel flat rope over bal-

anced hoist, built after the designs of Mr. D. W. Brunton,
manager of the Free Silver Mining Co., and also of the

Cowenhoven tunnel, Delia S., Alta Argent and Johnson
Mines.
The electrical equipment consists of one General Elec-

tric Company's 100-kilowatt multipolar motor, with a

speed of 550 revolutions per minute, and a smaller motor
of similar type of 60-K. W. capacity and a speed of 475
revolutions. This smaller motor is ordinarily used to run
an air compressor and winch for pulling pumps, but in

case the main hoist-motor is called upon for heavier work
than usual, the smaller one can be thrown in gear with it.

The hoist being counterbalanced, the load on the
motors is reduced to about one-third of that which would
be thrown on a plain hoist of the same capacity. The
radius of the arms of the reels is five feet, each reel car-

rying I ,5°° Ieet of rope 4-in. wide and f^-in. thick. The
hoist is provided with a car and cage, and the loaded
car and cage weigh about 5,000 pounds. As in sinking
the mine it cannot be timbered entirely to the bottom,
and the cage cannot go below the timbering, a bucket is

hung below the cage. This is 35 inches high and about
28 inches in diameter. It weighs 400 pounds, and holds
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12^ cubic feet of water weighing 800 pounds, or rock Work, 3755 x 835 3,135,425 ft. lbs.

weighing 2,000 pounds. To relieve the shaft from a sud- Time hoisting 2.25 min.
den inflow of water this hoist is provided with a bailer, Foot-pounds per minute I ,393,5 2 ^ ft. lbs.

which is used as an adjunct to the pumps. This is four feet Mechanical H. P., 1,393,521 h- 33,000= 42.2 H. P.

two inches by three feet two inches by eight feet four
^ .

inches, and weighs empty, 1,950 pounds, and filled, 8,880
.Lowering :

pounds. The counterweight used with the cage and Counterweight ' 3,175 lbs.

bucket is 2,450 pounds; with the cage and car 2,675 Weight of bailer empty J^o "

pounds. With the bailer these two weights are used, (Ropes balance, considering entire trip)

making a total counterweight of 5,125 pounds. The max- Net weight 3, 175 "
imum hoisting speed with the cage and ore, and using the Depth of shaft 835 ft.

Head of Incline, Alta Argent Mine.

small pinion on the motor, is about 600 feet per minute;

with the bailer and using the larger pinion about 1,000

feet per minute. The voltage used is 525 volts, and the

current is taken from the central station at Aspen.

Last summer an interesting test was made with this

hoist when using it for bailing. At that time the mine

Hoist controlled from this point.

Work, 3,175 X 835. 2,651,125 ft. lbs.

Time of lowering , 2. 25 min.
Foot-pounds per minute 1,178,297 ft. lbs.

Mechanical H. P., 1,178,277^-33,000= 35.7 H. P.

At the Alta Argent Mine, also at Aspen, is another
hoist. This is placed at the head of the incline. The

I

Electric Hoist ; Pleasant Valley Coal Co., Castle Gate, Utah.

shaft was 835 feet deep, a depth to be ultimately in- current is taken from the power plant of the Roaring F&ric

creased to from 1,200 to 1,500 feet. The condensed fig- Electric Light and Power Co. three and a half miles dis-

ures showing the operation of this hoist during the test tant, two miles being above the ground and one and
are as follows: a half miles through the Cowenhoven tunnel and mine

Hoisting :
workings. This hoist is also overbalanced and is equipped

Weight of bailer, 1,950 pounds; water, with a General Electric Company's multipolar slow speed

6,930 pounds; total 8,880 lbs. 5°°-volt motor, having a capacity of 20 H. P.

Counterweight 5, 125 " The location of this hoist has been arranged with an eye

(Ropes balance, considering entire trip) almost exclusively directed to the convenience of handling

Net weight raised 3,755 " the cars. The hoist is placed on a platform about ten

Depth of shaft 835 ft. feet above the level at the head of the incline, where the
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ore cars are stopped and run off after being hoisted.

Here the hoist operator stands and handles his controlling

levers and reversing switch. This arrangement gets the

hoist out of the way, while it allows the operator to attend

to the cars. In the case of other hoists at Aspen, the hoist

is placed directly at the head of the incline. This rele-

gates the operator to the back of the hoist, where he can

see both shaft and rope when hoisting and lowering. To
attend to the cars he would be compelled to pass around

the hoist, and as this entails loss of time, a second man

tion, very similar to that at the Castle Gate Colliery. The
dimensions of the drum are the same; the C. E. motor is

of similar capacity, but the controller is of the N. R. type
with packed ribbon rheostats mounted separately from
the base. It is designed to hoist 5,000 pounds at a speed
of 500 feet per minute.

All these hoists are and have been in constant service
for months without serious hitch or stoppage beyond
those necessitated in ordinary mine service. They have
been found superior to steam hoisting engines, both in

Fig. 5. Electric Hoist, Pleasant Valley Coal Co., Castle Gate, Utah.

to handle the cars is usually necessary. At the Alta Ar-

gent one man suffices to operate the hoist and handle the

cars.

In the mines of the Pleasant Valley Coal Company of

Castle Gate, Utah, is another direct-current mine hoist

used for hauling the coal cars up the incline. This hoist

is a Lidgerwood double-reduction single-drum hoist,

equipped with a standard L. W. P. 20-H. P. railway mo-
tor and double 51 rheostat. It is designed to lift 4,000

pounds 500 feet per minute. The drum is 47 inches in

efficiency, in simplicity, in convenience and in speed of

operation, and no better proof can be adduced than that,

in the three first mentioned cases the first hoists have in-

duced orders for additional ones.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

At the 115th meeting of the Institute held April 21 a
paper was read by Dr. A. C. Crehore and Lieut. G. O.

Fig. 6. Electric Hoist in Maltby Colliery, Lehigh Valley Coal Company, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

diameter and 36 inches face, with two brake hands
V-shaped grooves on the drums. It is provided with both
friction and positive clutches, and is operated by five

levers—one for the rheostat, one for the friction clutches,
one for the positive clutch and two for the brake. The
dimensions of the base on which are mounted the drum,
motor and controller are only 78 inches by 95 inches.
Another hoist of similar pattern but using a friction clutch
only, andaG. E. -2,030 motor with a double 83 rheostat has
recently been added to the very complete mining equip-
ment of the Pleasant Valley Coal Co. The motor in this

case is fully enclosed.

The three hoists just mentioned are in the West. In
the mines of the Lehigh Valley Coal Company, at Maltby,
is the direct-current electric hoist shown in the illustra-

Squier on The Synchronograph: A New Method of Rap-
idly Transmitting Intelligence by the Alternating Cur-
rent. On account of the length of the paper and the

time occupied in its illustration by lantern slides, the dis-

cussion was postponed until the annual meeting, May 18.

Ralph W. Pope, Sec.

Irvington, Ind.—An electric light plant is to be estab-

lished. Bids are being invited for same.

Montpelier, Vt.—City Clerk may be addressed con-
cerning construction of proposed electric road.

Portland, Me.—The Sanford & Springvale electric road
surveys for proposed extension to Cape Porpoise has
commenced.
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THE INFLUENCE OF HEAT TREATMENT UPON
THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF

HARDENED STEEL.

(Continued from Page 260.)

Steel heated to a high temperature below the point of recales-

cence and suddenly quenched, will very easily lose its magnetism.

This seems to me of practical importance. The maxi-

in this position, thus resulting in a permanent magnet."
Moreover, he supposes the temporary induction and the

m
remanence to be a function of the ratio — , where m is

n
the percentage of a iron, and n the percentage of /? iron

in the steel." Let mp and np (Fig. 1) represent the cor-

responding values, then the maximum induction is pro-

portional to mp, the residual to mr. Further, supposing

Plate 1,

mum and induction being the same, the remanence a

great deal smaller than in the ordinary state, it is appar-

ent that the hysteresis loss will be much smaller, and
therefore very mild steel, as cur ring III, treated in the

way indicated above, is preferable to the ordinary mild

steel used in transformers or other instruments, in which

cyclic processes take place.

Since the hysteresis loss has been found to increase ap-

preciably in transformers after they have been used for

that the fraction of the maximum induction forming the

remanence (r) is proportional to the amount of ji iron

(n), he derives the formula(m 2 \ / x 2 \

m j = k[x 1

100/ \ 100/

Then the remanence is represented by a parabola starting

from O upward and meeting the X axis at a point corre-

sponding to 100 per cent, a iron.

Plate 2.

some time, it is of great importance to investigate

whether a similar effect takes place in steel treated in the

manner suggested. A series of such experiments seems
to me very valuable from a practical point of view.

In 1890, Osmond {Phil. Mag. 29, 511, 1890) advanced
a theory according to which a bar of steel consists of an
intimate mixture of a iron (magnetic) and /5 iron (unmag-
netic). He considers the p modification as forming in a

steel a porous framework, the ratio between the amount
of a iron and /3 iron not changing under the influence of

currents and of magnets. "In the presence of the rigid

network of /? iron the polarized a particles are conceived

as catching in the pores of the /? structure and immovable

Suppose this theory to be correct, then by a change of

/? iron to a iron the difference between the maximum in-

duction and the remanence increases. My experiments

show that this does not take place by reheating the

hardened steel. (Compare results represented on plates

4 and 5.) On the contrary, the difference becomes

smaller. We cannot assume a transformation of a iron

to (i iron, since the permeability increases decidedly on

reheating. On the other hand, the sudden drop of the.

remanence observed before the point of recalescence is

reached would correspond very well to Osmond's theory,

if we suppose a transformation of /3 to a iron has taken

place.
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I believe that we have also to take the influence of the

carbon compounds into account, which has not been done

by Osmond. Let us assume that the reheating has such

an influence on the iron and the carbon compounds as to

decrease the area between the maximum induction and

the remanence, and that the rate of this change decreases,

the higher the temperature to which the rings are re-

heated. My theory is supported by the curves showing

4. Reheating has in general a softening'effect upon the

magnetic properties of hardened steel, i. e., the permea-
bility increases, and is accompanied by an increase of

maximum induction and a decrease of the coercive for'

But a hardening is noticeable in the low carbon steel after

it has been reheated for a short time to ioo°. The
greatest change in the maximum induction takes place

for high carbon steel between 200 and 300°, for low car-
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the change in iron on plate 4. This change, whatever
it may consist in, first masks the other if it is present at

all. Then after the former is completed, a further heat-

ing will show the characteristic influence of the trans-

formation of the ft to a iron, showing itself in the de-

cided lowering of the remanence.

bon steel between 300 and 450 , beyond which tempera-
ture there is hardly any change in the practical limit of

saturation. All change taking place in reheating beyond

450 consists in an increase of permeability for small

magnetizing forces, i. e. , a decrease in the coercive force

or hysteresis loss.

"LJTK 4.

The results of this research may be summarized as fol-

lows:

1. The point at which steel becomes magnetically

hardened by quenching lies at different temperatures,
according to the amount of carbon contained. It is con-

siderably lower in high carbon steel than in low carbon
steel, and corresponds closely 10 the different tempera-
tures at which occurs recalescence of steel.

2 The higher above the point of recalescenc: steel is

beated before being quenched, the harder it is magnetic-
ally.

3. The magnetic hardening produced by quenching is

the larger, the higher the percentage of carbon.

5. To produce strong magnets the hardened steel

should first be reheated to 450°.

6. Heating to a high temperature below the point of

recalescence and sudden quenching produces a steel with

a very weak retentivity; in consequence of which the

hysteresis loss in a cycle is greatly decreased. Th s re-

sult may also be obtained, though in a lesser degree, by
annealing at a very high temperature.

I am greatly indebted to Mr. L. F. Morehouse, one of

my students, for the valuable assistance rendered me in

most of the experiments.

Physical Laboratory of the University of Michigan,
March 13, 1897.
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE FAIR.

The directors of the American Institute are actively

preparing for what they mean to be the best show ever

given by their institution. The next fair, which will be

the sixty-sixth, will be held at Madison Square Garden.
It will continue for six weeks. The dates have just been
fixed. They are Monday, Sep. 20, to Thursday, Nov. 4,

inclusive.

The board of trustees has chosen Mr. Alfred Chasseaud
to be the managing director of the fair. Mr. Chasseaud

quested by their teachers to gather up, on their way to

and from the school, all such apparently valueless objects
as old metallic bottle capsules, tin foil, tin cans, paint
tubes, refuse metals, etc., and deliver their collections

daily to their respective teachers. In the period from
January 1, to October 1, 1895, or within eight months,
the following amounts were collected: Tin foil, 875 kilo-

grams (1,925 pounds); old paint tubes, 100 kilograms
(220 pounds) ; bottle capsules, 2,007 kilograms (4,415
pounds); scraps of metal, 555 kilograms, (1,221 pounds);
total, 3,537 kilograms (7,781 pounds). This apparent
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was selected, from among several candidates, for his ex-

ecutive ability upon his successful record in connection

with several expositions and fairs held in the Garden and
elsewhere. The Institute has established and will, until

the close of the fair, maintain a temporary office for the

managing director in the tower of the Madison Square
Garden.

Mr. Chasseaud is planning to amplify the departments
that have become regular features of the American Insti-

rubbish was disposed of and the proceeds applied so as to

completely clothe 500 poor children and send 90 sick

ones to recuperation colonies, and there still remained
quite a balance, which was distributed among the poor
sick of the city.

The manufacture of wire is of very ancient origin. It

has been traced back to the earliest Egyptian history.

Specimens are in existence which can be proved to date

r A
»

a

n

oC

Fig. 1.

tute fairs, and will inaugurate several new departures.

The flower show, which has proved a good attraction, will

in particular, be greatly strengthened and extended.

There are likely to be innovations in the way of ex-

hibits from foreign manufacturers. Cooking lectures on
novel lines will be a feature and a special effort will be

made to secure all possible illustrations of new machinery,

inventions, industrial and chemical processes.

Competitive exhibits on a grand scale of penmanship
and drawing from public school pupils is a contemplated
phase of the fair, which will be strictly in line with the

traditions and undeviating aim of the American Institute

to be a public educational institution of increasing value.

to 1700 B. C. The Kensington Museum has a specimen
which was made in Minerva 600 years B. C. Ancient

literature contains many references to wire. From the

ruins of Herculaneum metal heads have been exhumed
on which the hair is represented by wire. There is no

question that this ancient wire was made by hammering
out the metal, which was always bronze or of the precious

group. This held trne of all made previous to the four-

teenth century, during which the process of forming wire

by drawing or elongating the metal by forcing it through

a conical orifice made in some substance harder than the.

metal treated, was invented.—The Fireman.

A Lesson in Economy.—Consnl Germain writes from
Zurich, February 2, 1897. in regard to a plan recently in-

troduced in the public shools of several European cities.

In Brussels, the children attending public schools were re-

Lincoln, Me.—A new electric railroad is to be con-

structed from Oxford to Welchville, and survey has com-

menced.
Spring City, Pa,—An electric light plant will be estab-

lished.
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ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS' ASSOCIATION.

The banquet given by the Association of Electrical

Contractors indicates the growth of a better feeling than

has heretofore existed between the contractors themselves

and the underwriters and illuminating companies. They
need one another in order to enjoy that felicity which
springs from a recognition of common interests.

There was a time in the past when the inspection of

wiring, the rules governing it and the nature of the work
done was purely arbitrary. The clashes between the con-

tractor, the inspector and the electric light company were
frequent. But they now understand each other. The
nature of the contractors' work, the material employed and
its installation are acknowledged by all to be of the best.

At the dinner, one of the speakers testified to the supe-

riority of American installations over European. This can

be attributed entirely to the "getting together" of kindred

interests—the fire department, the illuminating companies
and the electrical contractors.

MANUFACTURE OF DIAMONDS.

The experiments of Prof. Moissan in the manufacture
of diamonds have been duplicated and improved upon by
another chemist who wants to produce large gems. He
differs from Moissan by enclosing the entire compound of

carbonaceous material and metal within a steel cylinder.

The pressure generated within this cylinder is greater

than that produced in the original experiment. The
diamonds are larger and more characteristic in color and
appearance. The crystalline formation is governed en-

tirely by the metal it is produced in. The shape differs

if silver, iron or other metals are used. The manufacture
of diamonds can be carried on on a large scale. The ex-
pense of producing them is not great, and the most con-
servative minded can easily understand that the pro-
duction of a few large ones experimentally would almost
destroy the market and future of the diamond industry.

THE LATEST ART IN BURGLARY.

The profession is being desecrated when burglars em-
ploy the electric current for the rifling of safes. The
strongest and heaviest of them is no longer exempt from
.the onslaughts of the modern burglar. Safes that can-
not be picked and whose armor is of the hardest steel fall

an easy prey to the maw of the midnight depredator. If

a building has electric light mains the technical burglar
can smoke cigarettes while at work, for his path to crime
is straight and simple.

One wire is grounded on the safe, the other with the
proper resistance in series and an electrode brought in

contact with the outside and allowed to burrow its way
through. The metal melts and the advance of the
electrode is noiseless and rapid.

The largest, thickest and most invulnerable safe ever
made is incapable of withstanding an attack of this kind.
This is not given as advice to burglars, but as a caution

to those owning safes.

THE VORTEX THEORY.

A word, on the vortex theory may not be out of place
at present. The greatest of physicists have always
believed that matter is affected by a vortex motion
under certain conditions—possibly under all conditions.
To understand the meaning of this term—hold a glass
half filled with water in the hand and begin moving it in

a circular path.

The water will rotate and form a vortex. Around a
wire carrying a current the magnetic energy appears as
a series of vortex rings. A coil has its polarity determined
by the direction those rings take. There is, therefore,

a relation existing between polarity and vortex motion
which is indisputable. We see in nature on a more
gigantic scale the whirling planets, the first notable ex-

ample that can be referred to as an indication of a
tendency toward vortex motion.

Manganese Mines in Brazil. — Consul McDaniel, of

Bahia, writes, February 1, 1897:
In my report to the Department of State on " Minerals

and mining industries of the State of Bahia," dated De-
cember 14, 1895, I mentioned manganese ore existing

near this city which had not been worked or prospected.

These lands have been purchased by a company which
engaged an engineer with practical experience in man-
ganese mining to survey and prospect the mines. This
engineer has just returned from his work and informs
me that these mines have proven to be the richest in

quantity and quality known and convenient of access, being
situated about sixteen miles from the port of Nazareth, on
the railroad between Nazareth and Amargosa. Nazareth
is about fifty miles from this city. Mr. Grason, the en-

gineer, estimates that over 1,000,000 tons of first-class

ore are in this mine.

Winston, N. C.—The Fries Manufacturing and Power
Co. has been incorporated with H. W. Fries, president.

C. H. Fogle, vice-president, and J. W. Fries, secretary
and treasurer; to establish an electric plant on the Yad-
kin river fifteen miles from here, to supply Winston-Salem
with electric power. Capital stock $60,000.
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ELECTRO-MAGNETIC INDUCTION.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OP ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

The many phenomena brought to our notice by the

action of a current are still more wonderful when the cur-

one body is capable of affecting the other without any
visible material between. But we know that one exists,

as well as we know that air, or hydrogen and oxygen are

realities. It is always surprising to see one body influ-

ence another, as, for instance, a magnet a piece of iron.

Yet the old effect of the earth on a stone is constantly

forgotten. Familiarity with certain electrical experi-

ments makes them lose novelty and become accepted
with unconcern as the most prosaic truth to be found.

A coil of wire carrying a current becomes surrounded
with magnetism. If the current changes the magnetism

Continuous Current Transformer.

rent acts upon another. It is strange that today we are does likewise, and even the minutest variation is distin-

just waking up to the fact that many of the effects guishable at once. Another coil in the vicinity of the

around us are due to the presence of an invisible and first can only be affected if these changes occur. Either

extremely fine atmosphere called ether. It is not neces- the current must increase in the first coil or it must de-

sary to know what ether is in studying its effects, only crease; in either case, the second coil produces a current.

Dynamo Producing :Pulsating Current.

that its presence be remembered, and its qualities, as far A steady and uniform current in the first coil produces
as they are known. In studying the principles of elec- no lasting effect in the second. But when the current is

tro-magnetic induction we are compelled to look upon started the second coils show it, and when it is stopped,

the subject as we would gravitation; that is, in each case Each of these changes, however, mean an increase or
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The " Standard " Lundell Direct-Current Fan Motor.
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decrease of current in the first coil, and it is in these

changes that the phenomena of electromagnetic induc-

tion occur when another coil is present.

Currents may be divided, according to their nature,

into four kinds at least

:

Uniform current,

Pulsating current,

Alternating current,

Interrupted current.

The coil receiving these currents will affect any neigh-

boring coil in the same way. If it be connected to a

galvanometer, the pulsations and changes can be clearly

noted. The circumstances governing the intensity of

this effect are deeply interesting. It is a department of

neighborhood of the other and an electromotive force

will be excited.

It is important that this fact be received as an absolute
truth, which in any case can be depended upon with the

same surety that gravitation, or the revolution of the
earth, is relied upon.
An invincible principle like this is the mirror with

which we reflect all other truths; it is the foundation

—

the stepping stone—without which further progress is im-

possible.

It may be understood from the last statement that

either a wire moves in a magnetic field, or the field is

moved in the neighborhood of the wire. We can also add
that both may take place and still produce the effects

spoken of. By moving a wire and a magnetic field so

Dynamo Producing Alternations.

science which touches upon a new field of facts—the

study of action at a distance.

The ordinary lighting current is due to a series of pul-

sations, so small, however, that they appear to blend into

one continuous whole. The arc-light current is a true

pulsation, a rise and fall, of the current strength, but a

flow which, whether weak or strong, does not change in

direction. The remaining current used in commercial
lighting is the alternating or sinusoidal current. It de-

rives its name from the peculiar growth, decrease and re-

versal in direction. It may be observed that entirely dif-

ferent systems of lighting are built upon this difference

between each. In the last, transforming devices are re-

quired, which have opened up a new field in the transmis-

sion and distribution of power.

The entire principle of electromagnetic induction de-

pends upon the mutual reaction occurring between a wire

and a field of magnetism. Either may be moved in the

that they mutually interact, we are simply transferring

the power required for* that motion to the wire. The
elastic material required for the transferrence of this ener-

gy is the magnetic field; the strained ether. In what di-

rection does the current flow, and how can it be increased

or diminished by this means? In other words, what lim-

itations are there which give but a circumscribed value to

the effects of all electromagnetic reactions ?

The E.M.F. developed in any case depends upon the

number of lines of force cut per second. If a coil is carry-

ing a current and thereby generating a magnetic field,

another coil in its vicinity will have excited in it a poten-

tial difference of i volt if it is moved across the streaming

lines of force so that its turns and the magnetic lines give

a product of 100,000,000 per second.

Supposing the coil to have ten turns and the field pro-

ceeding from the other coil to equal 100,000 lines of force.

To excite one volt the product of 100,000,000 must be
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sustained in a second. At present, with but one move of

the coil, only 100,000 lines of force are cut. Therefore,

the coil must be moved ten times in a second to generate

one volt.

In developing this principle, the same basis is taken

that all electromagnetic phenomena consist merely of in-

teractions between a magnetic field and' a coil.

For commercial purposes it is necessary that we should

know the exact value of the E.M.F. developed with a

given number of lines of force and turns.

In all dynamos this first conclusion practically deter-

mines the size of the machine. By following this lucid

principle still further, the great department of alternating

current machinery may be investigated. We have to deal

in this case with a series of special devices which have,

because of their peculiar nature, successfully resisted all

primary is made with the proper radiating surface to ad-

mit of the rapid emission of heat. It is wrapped around
in several layers of insulating tape and in some cases

dipped in oil and kept there. The resistance in ohms of

the primary is not the only factor which prevents the

current from the dynamo injuring it. There is a back
electromotive force, called self-induction, which holds the

dynamo pressure in restraint. Its full effect is only felt

when the secondary is supplying its full number of lamps
with current. As an automatic valve, it is unequalled in

its unfailing action at all times and under all circum-
stances. Were it not for the presence of this invisible reg-

ulator, the use of transformers could only be carried on
with great difficulty. When the current flows into the pri-

mary the magnetized coil at once affects the secondary
and causes it to generate an E.M.F.

Dynamo Producing Minute Pulsations.

attempts to usurp them. Were it not for the ease of

transformation, the life of alternating-current systems
would be very short.

But in this fact lies its strength; it is simple and con-

venient and in certain cases most economical. The trans-

former of an alternating-current system consists of a

complete magnetic circuit and two coils. A ring of lam-

inated Swedish iron with a coil on each side comprises

the total apparatus.

The iron is called the frame of the transforms and the

two coils, the

Primary, and
Secondary.

The Primary.—This coil is usually of finer wire than

the other. It is the one which receives the current direct

from the dynamo and turns it into magnetic energy. It

must, be carefully insulated from the iron frame and the

Other coil. In daily practice the primary receives any-

where from 1,000 to 2,000 volts; its function is to mag-
netize and demagnetize the iron of the frame. For this

purpose the coil is specially designed, because it gener-

ates a lot of heat when these rapid reversals occur. The

The Secondary.—The principle elucidated now comes
int3 direct application. The coil has been magnetized
for an instant. Another coil wrapped around the iron in

a similar manner to the primary is thus subjected to the

influence of those lineb of force the primary has just gen-
erated. If 100,000,000 of these lines of magnetic force

sweep through the coil but once in a second, and the

secondary consists of only one turn, the pressure devel-

oped in it will equal one volt. The design of a trans-

former hangs upon this fact.

Brooklyn , N. Y.—Theodore B. Willis, Commissioner of

City Works, may be addressed concerning furnishing of

electric lights for streets and public buildings in the city

of Brooklyn.

Brookhaven, Miss.—Address the Mayor concerning es-

tablishment of electric light plant and water-works, for

which an election will be held May 10, to vote on issuance
of $40,000 in bonds for that purpose.

Lewiston, Me.—An electric road is to be established

to connect with Mechanics' Falls.
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BANQUET OF THE ELECTRICAL CONTRACT-
ORS' ASSOCIATION.

HE courtesy extended by the

Electrical Contractors' Associ-

ation to the guests that attend-

ed their banquet, held on the

night of April 21, will never be
forgotten by them. This is the

fifth annual dinner of its kind,

and the members of the associ-

tion can feel proud of the suc-

cess that attended their latest

effort. Hotel Flouret, at the

corner of Eighteenth "street and Fifth avenue, was the

Petite marmite, bisque of lobster, Victoria (in outlet

boxes).

Fish. Braised bass a la Barsac, (without fish wire).

Boiled potatoes, Parisienne (without C. J.)
Pontet-Canet (10,000 ohms).
Releve. Patties Egyptienne, (P. B'd).

Entree. Beef tenderloin, bouquetiere, (heavy insula-

tion).

Vegetables. Asparagus, sauce Hollandaise, (iron ar-

mored), spaghetti a la Sicilienne, (white core).

Moet & Chandon, W. Seal, (+ ground.)

Roast. Quail on toast, (a la Fire Department). Sal-

ad, (with fixture bugs).

Liquors, (— ground).

Dessert. Pineapple a la d'Orleans (40 Centigrade).

Fancy ice cream. Assorted cakes. Cheese. Fruits.

Engraving on Menu Card of Electrical Contractors' Association.

scene of unusual activity just previous to the time for as-

sembling—the dining room was being beautifully deco-
rated with the national colors.

The Stars and Stripes gave life and brightness to the

banquetting hall, and spoke well for the patriotism and
loyalty of the first organized body of American electrical

contractors.

Outside blazed in Edisonian incandescence E. C. A., to

show guests that the place had been reached which con-

tained such potential happiness.

Mr. J. P. Hall gave a cordial welcome to the members
and guests as the representative of the reception com-
mittee. About one hundred gentlemen took their seats

at 8 o'clock to brood over the following menu :

Specification of Menu.

Cocktail or sherry (infinite). Blue Point oysters, (key

receptacles). Celery, radishes, olives, Lyon sausage,

salted almonds.
Sauternes, (100,000 ohms). Soups.

Ambrosia coffee, (no grounds). Cigars, (short circuit).

Music. The architects reserve the right to reject any
or all bids.

The silken covers of the menu cards and the beautiful

engraving upon each made them doubly precious souve-

nirs of the occasion.

Mr. Hatzel, the president of the association, sat at the

head of the table, Mr. John T. Hunt, toastmaster, at his

right and Mr. Eidlitz at his left.

The following speakers delivered toasts at the supper :

"The Electrical Contractors' Association," by Mr. J.

C. Hatzel; "Our Guests," by Mr. E. H. Johnson: "The
Fire Department," by Mr. Alexander Henderson ; "New
York Board of F*ire Underwriters," by Mr. W. A. Ander-
son; "The Illuminating Companies," by J. W. Lieb, Jr.

;

"The Electrical Engineers," by Mr. C. O. Mailloux;

"The Technical Press," by Mr. T. C. Martin ; "Our
Creditors," by Mr. James W. Godfrey.

A little innocent vaudeville, highly interesting and
clever, was given by Press Eldridge, an adept at sleight
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of hand, and a pair of banjoists. The stars had ceased
twinkling when the happy assemblage broke up for home.
The following comprises a list of the members and

guests present

:

Wm. W. Ames. W. E. Zimmerman.
Chas. A. Mezger. J. G. Triscuit.

Geo. W. Barthholf. John Dale.

Thos. I. McLeod. Edw. H. Johnson.
Wm. E. Ward. J. W. Lieb, Jr.

J. P. Hall. C. N. Knox.
Hon. Geo. Hillard. C. H. Wilcox.
A. J. Martin. C. M. Scribner.

Geo. M. Still. Chas. P. Geddes.
Thos. F. Attix. Chas. R. Vincent.
Francis M. Dyer. F. S. Blackall.

Chas. L. Eidlitz. T. Beran.

Jos. Buehler. Mr. De Camp.

J. C. Hatzel. T. D. Waddleton.

J. T. Hunt. J. C. Hasbrouck.
Wm. D. Edwards. Leonard F. Requa.
P. C. Haviland. Jas. W. Godfrey.

Jas. R. Strong. Frank Harrington.
W. E. Gavit. A. V. Collins.

H. A. Sinclair. D. W. Granberry.
E. S. Keefer. Chas. Caldwell.

H. F. Albright. C. K. Clark.

Sam. L. Chase. John Williams.

Elbert Brussell. Alexander Henderson.
Adolph Alexander. C. O. Mailloux.

Geo. A. Haggerty. John S. Griggs, Jr.

P. H. Klein, Jr.
'

R. M. Thomas.
Chas. J. Klein. J. C. Forsythe.
H. O. Swoboda. Arthur Williams.

J. E. Lavens. C. A. Littlefield.

S. B. Swift. Francis H Wall.

B. K. Sweeny. Julius May.
Edgar L. Morley. E. A. Van Giesen.

Jas. B. Olsen. Wm. A. Anderson.
Max Osterberg. W. Mc Manus.
H. B. Coho. J. A. Connell.

D. C. Durland. T. R. Taltavall,

Chas. T. Hughes. (Electrical World.)
R. E. Gallagher. T. C. Martin,
E. R. Knowles. (Elec. Engineer.)
Wm. J. Newton. Newton Harrison and
Chas. Blizzard. W. T. Hunt, (Elec. Age.)
X. Y. Herald, Tribune and Mr. Sutton.

Sun. Mr. Grant.

The President's Address.

It seems fitting and appropriate on this occasion to
give a brief resume of the history of this association and
what it has accomplished. The majority of the gentle-
men present are identified more or less directly with the
electrical interests and incidentally with ours, in fact to

a great extent our interests are mutual.
This mutual interest, in a financial way, naturally ap-

plies more directly to the gentlemen who furnish us our
material and supplies; but it applies also, if only a mere
matter of sentiment, to our friends the Consulting En-
gineers, who share largely in the credit, if their plans
and specifications are carried out by the contractor to a
satisfactory conclusion, and who also share largely in the
general condemnation if, (so to speak) "things don't
jibe."

It applies to the inspection departments of the Fire
Underwriters and Fire Department, who can be saved
considerable labor and stationery, in advising us of
violations, if we consider our interests mutual.

It applies to the illuminating companies, who benefit
us by prompt and efficient service for our customers, and
are benefited by us in turn as, by our zeal to secure
business, we secure them new customers and in any
controversy over bills assure them of the correctness and
infallibility of the meters.

And last but not least it applies to the technical press.

It would be superfluous if not arrogant to attempt to

define this interest on our part, and we can only retaliate

by stating that, did not the electrical interests exist,

there would be no necessity for the existence of the
technical electrical press.

In the belief that your identity with the electrical

interests may interest you in our association, a brief history

of its origin, past history and what it has accomplished
may be of benefit to all.

In the summer of 1892, directly after the great strike

in the Structural Iron business, several members of this

association now present received a communication from
the United Building Trades (a council composed of

delegates representing employers in the building industry)
suggesting the advisability of forming an association of

electrical contractors and having this association repre-

sented in this council.

This suggestion was evidently due to the fact that ours
was about the only industry in the building trades which
had no organization, and the desire to have all trades
organized and represented in the United Building Trades,
to enable employers by united and concerted action to

prevent strikes and adjust labor difficulties.

Adopting the suggestion of this communication this

association was organized, and it is a pleasure to state

that the charter members, with one exception, are

members today.

The first two years of our existence were devoted almost
exclusively to the adjustment of labor difficulties, which
were sufficiently numerous and harassing to prevent con-
sideration of other objects for which the association was
formed. In that time, however, the members had be-

come thoroughly acquainted, and it is with pleasure and
pride that I testify to the devotion of the members to one
another in time of trouble, and to the self-sacrifice often

made necessary by these labor troubles. Lifelong friend-

ships were formed and the bitter personalities formerly
indulged in and induced by keen competition were no
longer heard. The belief of every individual contractor
that he was the only competent and responsible party to

successfully undertake and complete an installation was
badly shaken, when by association he found he was not
"the only pebble on the beach," but "that there

were others."

While this association numerically and financially may
represent a smaller percentage of the United Building
Trades than a number of others, it has gained the ad-

miration of all by its uncompromising, determined and
united stand against all odds when positive it was in the

right. -This has been particularly noticeable in our
labor troubles, when the injury of one was the concern
of all.

It may be stated without fear of contradiction, that

this association represents about 85 per cent, of the work
performed in our industry in the metropolitan district,

and naturally its action influences the trade generally.

On this supposition we have endeavored in the past

few years, during our respite from labor troubles, to

advance the profession, placing it on a higher plane and
incidentally improve our finances. With this object in

view we have endeavored with the able assistance of the

consulting engineers to have proper provision made in

buildings for the installation of our work, and architects

generally now consider this in their plans, where formerly

no provision whatever was made and the electrical con-

tractor was obliged to utilize every crack, crevice or

corner that was left over after the autocratic plumber,
steam, gas and water fitter got through.

We are recognized in the formulating of new rules

pertaining to our work, and this is especially true of the

Fire Department, to whom we are greatly indebted
through the courtesy of the superintendent and chief

inspector of the inspection department.
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We have established the most friendly relations with

the illuminating companies.

Our relations with the manufacturers are most cordial,

and we hope in the near future to induce all of them to

establish a trade price and a price for customers whom
they sell direct. Ours appears to be the only trade in

which no such distinction exists.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC FAN MOTOR.

The 1897 type of General Electric fan motors for direct
and alternating currents have appeared on the market.
The summer trade this year in "breeze producers" will

probably be large and the G. E. Co. have in anticipation
prepared themselves for it. These fans are built in ac-

General Electric Company's Fan Motors.

(Q0- -LIGHT, MAGNETISM, HEAT, ETC.
Philadelphia, April 25, 1897.

Dear Sirs: How can you reconcile the forms of energy
called heat, light, electricity, magnetism, etc., with each
other? They are so different that I think it almost im-
possible to harmonize such differences as they develop.
Your opinion would be very acceptable to

A Subscriber.

(A.)—The word energy, whose meaning is not unknown
to the general reader, expresses the sum total of cause.

Its forms of action are numerous, and among a few that

are known are light, heat, etc. Energy cannot rid itself

of the association of matter. Its medium of action is

the ether, which in matter seems closely allied with it,

though the ether itself is but a higher form—possibly the
original and elementary form of matter; at any rate its

inevitable accompanist.

cordance with excellent principles of design. A well ven-

tilated armature, well balanced, made up of laminated

Swedish wrought iron, and wound with conductors
of the proper carrying capacity, represents a few of

its essential features. The fan is well finished externally

as well as internally. The details attended to on the ar-

mature find a corresponding attention on the outside.

The bearings are automatically lubricated, and the fan

swings through the air without any disagreeable noise.

The guard is strong and well made, making the motor in

total one of the most substantial on the market.

THE VETTER CURRENT TAP.

Seville, Ohio.—Walter Hay desires prices of new and
second-hand material for electrical light plant, such as

350 to 500 light dynamos, 1200 candle-power.

Wytheville, Va.—The Wytheville Electric Light Co. is

reported to be interested in the organization of a com-
pany to build an electric street railroad.

The necessity for a current tap has been evident for

years among many professional and business men.
The Vetter current tap, which it is our pleasure to il-

lustrate, is practically a socket plug and socket combined.
The sketch fully describes the general construction of

the tap. They are made in two forms, parallel and series.

The parallel taps nave P stamped on end of brass strips

leading outward. The series taps have S similarly

stamped.
In any case in which current is available this tap will

facilitate the transmission of it.
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Its great convenience lies in the fact that the socket

from which current is taken still supplies light to a lamp,

both the socket and the tap being independent, yet in con-

nection with each other.

Gardner, Mass.—The Electric Street Railway Co. are

reported to have purchased ground, etc., of Westminster
National Bank and will erect a power station for running

the electric railway.

For offices with but few outlets it is indispensable; in

the sick room, physician's office, or workshop it has

earned a place. This very ingenious article is manu-
factured and sold by J. C. Vetter & Co., No. 104 East

Twenty-third Street, New York.

Rochester, N. Y.—Alderman Calihan, Chairman Elec-

tric Light Committee, may be addressed concerning light-

ing of the streets with electricity.

Galveston, Tex.—Mayor may be addressed concerning
the building of an electric line between Galveston and
Houston.

Langdon, N. D.—An electric light plant will be estab-

lished.

Shelby, Iowa.—City clerk may be addressed concern-
ing establishment of electric light plant.

Minot, N. D.—City clerk may give information con-
cerning establishment of electric light plant
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COMBINED STARTING BOX AND CIRCUIT Newport News, Va.—The Citizens' Telephone and Tele-

BREAKER. graph Co. have been granted a franchise to construct a
telephone system.

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., of Nos. 70 to 82 Salem, Va.—The Interstate Telephone Co. is applying
West Jackson Street, Chicago, have placed upon the for a franchise.

[

The Cutler-Hammer Combined Starting Box and Circuit Breaker.

market an interesting and useful device which represents

a combination of starting box and circuit breaker. Its

application to motors for the purpose of graduating the

inrush of current and likewise for preventing an unwar-
ranted flow from occurring, needs no word from us to

recommend it. The electromagnet is destined to play a

most important part in the future as a basis for automatic
devices of a positive character In this case we can view
its dual application as the most useful part of a self-con-

tained starting box and cut-out.

The fine finish and absolute action of this piece of ap-

paratus has secured for it a widespread sale. The enter-

prising officers of the Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co. are

Harry H. Cutler, pres. and treas. ; Frank W. Smith, vice-

pres. ; Irving Usner, sec'y.

They are crowded with orders and hustling like a
" Long Tom Express."

ALLEN BAKEWELL, vice-president and general

manager of the Interior Conduit and Insulation Com-
pany, returned April 23, on the Steamer Britannic, look-

ing hale and hearty.

E. E. F. BRADFORD, president of the Bradford Belt-

ing Company of Cincinnati, Ohio, died suddenly Friday,

April 23, of apoplexy. He was well known as the manu-
facturer of the celebrated Bradford and Monarch belts,

Monarch insulating paint and electrical supplies.

SCHIFF, JORDAN & CO. have moved their offices to

232 Greenwich street, where they are fully prepared to

fill orders on demand. Their former place of business

was 39-41 Cortlandt street. The highest grade carbons
for alternating, direct-current and 150-hour inclosed arc

lamps are always kept in stock.

TELEPHONE NOTES.

Clifton Forge, Va.— N. C. Watts, of Clifton Forge,

and J. A. Sproul, of Augusta, Ga., have commenced work
on the construction of a telephone system.

POSSIBLE CONTRACTS.

A movement is on foot to build an electric road from.
this city to Mechanic Falls and Oxford.

East Douglas, Mass.—An electric railway is to be con-
structed to connect this place with Worcester through
Sutton and Millbury.

Greenville, Ala.—The Greenville Mills and Ice Factory
contemplate putting in an electric lighting plant for city

and general service, and correspondence is solicited.

Jackson, Miss.—The Mayor maybe addressed concern-
ing proposed establishment of electric light, water-
works, etc.

Augusta, Ga.—J. O. Wicker is reported interested in

the establishment of a new electric light plant.

McMinnville, Tenn.—D. B. Carson may be addressed
concerning erection of an electric light plant, for which
bids are to be opened May 2.

WESTON
STANDARD
-"——-mump,'

PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS and

WATTMETERS
FOR ALTERNATING AND DIRECT

CDRRENT CIRCUITS.

The only standard portable instru-

ments of the type deserving

this name.

Write for Circulars and Price Lists

3 and 4.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 WILLIAM STEEET, NEWAEK, K J.

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
Esmlolislieci 1873.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Bods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Rdd, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

w,lS,;

del. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, »JF%;u.r.
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Fig. 1—Wirt Alternating Current Short-Gap Lightng Arresters

[jTO GKOUMO]

altaft JL
Fig. 2—Group of Wirt Arresters.

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE.

So many types of lightning arresters have been de-

signed to be used in connection with overhead wires sup-

plying alternating current that ft seemed almost unneces-
sary to devise and manufacture a new type. Reports
from central station managers, however, have shown that

many arresters are more or less defective, and a great loss

is consequently constantly risked and incurred on account
of injury to alternators and transformers from electrical

discharges.

High potential currents are generated in overhead lines

by disturbances of the atmosphere and these currents
may be similar to direct currents, or may have a high
frequency like alternating currents. It is necessary to

protect each side of the circuit with arresters, as a simul-

taneous discharge from each wire causes a short circuit

from line to line through the ground connection of the
arresters, and a slight discharge of atmospheric elec-

tricity may cause a heavy flow of current from the alter-

nators; this would be sufficient to maintain an arc at the
spark gaps in the arrester, destroying it.

The first requisite, therefore, for an arrester is, that

while permitting the passage of high potential discharges,

it will prevent the alternator current from following and
maintaining an arc. The most ready way to prevent this

is to make the spark gap in the arrester so long that the

alternator will not maintain an arc across the gaps. A
spark gap of several inches in length might be used, and
this would be effective so far as preventing the alternator

current making a short circuit. It would, however, not
be effective in protecting electrical apparatus from high

potential discharges, as, in order to afford protection, the

arresters must be in the weakest spot of the line; that is,

the potential necessary to cross the spark gaps in the

arrester must be less than the potential necessary to cause
the current to pass through the insulation of the electri-

cal apparatus to be protected.

A careful record of burn-outs, due to lighting dis-

charges, discloses the fact that they invariably occur in

connection with lines protected by arresters with long
spark gaps or in electrical apparatus having poor insulation.
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Most of the electrical apparatus designed for operation

on 1,000 and 2,000-volt circuits will barely stand a high

potential test of 4,000 volts between the windings and
frame of the machine. Arresters, therefore, for use on

these circuits should require a low potential to cause the

current to pass across the spark gaps, separating the line

from the ground connection.

only showed a small arc about as large as a pin-head be-

tween the cylinders. After many successful tests the

proper number of gap spaces was ascertained to be 14,

with a wide margin of safety. The gap spaces are each

1/32 inch.

Arresters of this type are now standard with the Gen-
eral Electric Co., for all alternating current work, and a

CONNECTIONS OF
WIRT ALTERNATINS CURRENT SHORT 6AP

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
1000 TO 3000 VOLTS

rqiter-nabor- *Hfcer-i-otor-

I00QV 5.1°. 1000V O.O.

Ground
300QV s.K", 2000V ©,1=.

j^iltet-t-istoi-

2000V D.R jai-T-©»ter-.3 connect*
©d as 3JOOOV e>.T=>. arresters,

Fig. 3—Connections of Wirt Arresters.

The Wirt alternating current short gap arresters have

been especially designed to operate effectively with very

small gap spaces. The arrester for 1,000-volt circuits

has but one spark gap of 1/33 inch between two metal

cylinders 2 inches in diameter and 2 inches long. One
cylinder is connected to the overhead line and the other

to the ground and a low non-inductive graphite resistance

is placed in circuit. The combined action of the metal

cylinders and non-inductive resistance prevents the heat-

ing of the cylinders when the lightning discharge passes

across the gap making the gas which would enable the

alternator to maintain the arc. The arc itself is ex-

tinguished by the reversal of the alternator current. This

arrester is, therefore, not an arc-rupturing device, but

actually prevents the formation of an arc. The action

being dependent upon the cooling effect of the large

metal cylinders, which effect is increased by the introduc-

tion of a non-inductive resistance, and not upon any non-

arcing property of the metal itself.

The arrester for 2,000-volt work has two gaps of ap-

proximately 1/32 inch each and a low non-inductive re-

sistance. This arrester will not hold a short circuit when

connected directly across a 2,400-volt alternating current

line, but will hold an arc when tested on a 500-volt con-

tinuous current line. This proves clearly that the rever-

sal of the alternating current itself extinguishes the arc.

The Wirt arresters are designed for u^e on alternating

current circuits at practically any potential, the standard

list including an arrester for 15,000-volt lines. For cir-

cuits above 2,000 volts the standard 2,000-volt double-

pole arrester has been,adopted as a unit, several of these

being connected in series for high potential work.

Arresters of this type have been adopted for the pro-

tection of the power line connecting Niagara Falls and

Buffalo, at the power house of the Niagara Falls Power

Co. An exhaustive test was recently made to determine

the proper number of gaps and resistance for a 1 1,000-

volt, 5,000-H.P. line. The arrester under normal action

large number are already in service protecting long dis-

tance transmission power lines, having a working voltage

as high as 15,000 volts.

THE SYNCHRONOGRAPH.*

A New Method of Rapidly Transmitting Intelligence by the

Alternating Current.

BY ALBERT CUSHING CREH0RE AND GEORGE OWEN SQUIER.

In a general view of the technical history of the art of

telegraphy, statistics show that at the present time, more
than fifty years since the introduction of the telegraph,

nine-tenthsof the telegraph business of the world is trans-

mitted by hand, in substantially the same manner as

then. From an electrical point of view one naturally

asks why it is, that during this period which represents
more electrical progress than all times previous, the rapid

transmission of intelligence has not made more advance.
It is to experiments upon a new electrical system of

rapid intelligence transmission and its possibilities that

your attention and consideration are invited. It is not in-

tended to enter into a discussion here of the physical

causes which have limited the speed and efficiency of the

telegraph, but to acknowledge the great work of Wheat-
stone, Hughes, Edison, Delany and others, who have
brought rapid transit to its present state of efficiency,

and proceed to an explanation of the principles involved

in the new system, and an account of the experiments
already carried out in developing it. These experiments
were conducted at the Electrical Laboratory of the United
States Artillery School, Fort Monroe, where the land

* A Paper presented at the 115th Meeting of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers, New York and Chicago, April 21, 1897.
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telegraph and telephone lines were available for the actual

trials described.

Principles of the Transmitter.

It is difficult to treat the subject of transmitters apart

from their receivers, as any particular transmitter should

be considered in connection with the limitations of its re-

ceiving instrument. If we could have a receiver sens-

tive enough to make a distinct and permanent record of

every change in current transmitted over the line, pro-

first one, using waves of different duration alone for each
character upon the line, is not at present used. The last

method, a combination of variable duration and order of

arrangement of waves, comprises the system of Morse and
others so universally used, and includes the more rapid

system of machine telegraphy due to Wheatstone.
There are reasons why any system using waves of differ-

ent duration is not as simple as one which uses waves of

equal duration, when any arrangement of make-and-break
transmitter, using a constant source of electromotive force

Fw. 1.

Pio. 2.

Fio. 3.

vided the line were so situated as to be free from the dis-

turbing influences induced by external causes, it would

be ideal, and the discussion of transmitters would be sim-

plified by reducing the elements to the line and transmit-

ting instruments alone. The qualities of receiving instru-

ments include two principal elements. They all require a

certain amount of energy to operate them, and in addi-

tion, most of them have inertia in the moving parts. A
distinct advance is made, other things being equal, in the

receiver which dispenses entirely with the inertia of mov-

ing parts. This is accomplished by electrolysis in the

chemical receiver of Bain, which has recently reached

great perfection in the hands of Mr. Delany. It is also

accomplished in the polarizing receiver which was used

in experiments described later.

Transmitters for sending intelligence over electrical

circuits are, in every case, instruments which operate to

change the strength of the current employed in the line.

This includes the telephone, in which the current is a suc-

cession of waves differing not only in the frequency with

which they occur, corresponding to the pitch of the tone,

and in the amplitude corresponding to the loudness, but

also as to the shape of the waves corresponding to the

timbre or quality. The human ear is such a delicate and

wonderfully constructed receiver, that it readily trans-

lates this complex wave into intelligence. If a physical

instrument eould be found which would write out in visi-

ble form the exact shape of these telephone waves re-

ceived, the eye might also be educated to translate them.

A perfectly trained eye could detect the difference be-

tween the same words spoken by different individuals as

the ear now does. Even though the waves might be ac-

curately reproduced, the simpler the waves the less the

difficulty of translating them.

The inherent distinction between telephony and tele-

graphy is mainly that, whereas the telephone utilizes both

the frequency of the waves and their form, telegraphy relies

entirely upon the duration, number, and order of arrange-

ment of these waves, and not their form. The art of

telegraphy is practically limited in this respect to three

elements, or their combinations, namely, varying the du-

ration of the waves or pulses, the direction of them,

their order of arrangement, or the different combinations

of these. Considering these elements separately, the

is employed. Some of the chief of these are found in the
electrical properties of the line carrying the currents.

The difficulties become apparent only when it is attempted
to send these waves at a very rapid rate, which is desi-

rable in machine telegraphy. The current requires time
to become established at the receiving end of the line

after the electromotive force is introduced at the sending
end. The current wave which is sent over the line is a
function of the time during which the electromotive force
remains applied at the transmitter. There is evidently a
practical limit to the shortness of the time which the
electromotive force must remain applied, determined by
the smallest wave which the receiver is capable of record-
ing.

Suppose, on the other hand, that the electromotive force
has acted long enough for the current at the receiver to

reach its steady value, and then the circuit is suddenly
broken at the transmitter. A time will elapse before the
current in the receiver is reduced to iero. This case is

not as simple as the former, because the manner in which
the break is made must be considered. A slow break is

different from a rapid one, when there is any arc, that is,

a spark formed. The whole line has been charged to the
limit of the electromotive force used, and must become
sufficiently discharged before the next wave can be re-

ceived. This produces the effect commonly known as

"tailing," which means that a signal becomes so drawn
out at the receiver that it interferes with the following
signal.

If waves of equal duration are used, evidently more of
them may be received in a given time, than of any other
combination of waves, for the shortest wave may be used
which will operate the receiver. With this plan, the effect

of "tailing" is reduced. The use of equal waves is

adopted by Mr. Delany, who also indicates by the chemi-
cal receiver the directions, whether positive or negative,

of these equal waves.

The alternating current is at present successfully em-
ployed for transmitting considerable amounts of power
over long distances, and the whole system is periodically

subjected to a regular and uniform succession of waves
rising gradually from zero to a maximum, and then grad-
ually decreasing, reversing, and increasing to a negative
maximum. Recognizing these facts, it seemed probable
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that it would constitute a good means for the rapid trans-

mission of intelligence, if the characters of a telegraphic

code could be impressed upon such a current without

seriously affecting its regular operation. It is to the con-

sideration of a system of rapid transmission of intelligence

by the use of the alternating current that we invite your
attention.

Let the sine curve, Fig. i, represent a regular succes-

sion of simple harmonic current waves given to the line

THE JAMES H. MASON COMPANY.

A great demand has always existed for a good galvanic
cell and battery motors. To the public such a device is

highly sought after, and to the man of an experimental
turn of mind nothing is more fascinating. The great art

of the manufacturer consists in getting out the apparatus
in the most convenient form, as well as reducing its parts

so that the novice can handle it, and at a figure that

James H. Mason.

by an alternating current generator. If the current passes

through a key which may be opened or closed at pleasure,

then, provided the key previously closed is opened at a

time corresponding to the point P of the wave upon the

horizontal axis, it is known that the current which was

zero at the instant the key was opened, will remain zero

thereafter, in circuits which have resistance and induct-

ance alone. Again, if the key could be closed exactly at

a time corresponding to the point Q on the curve also

upon the. axis, the current will resume its flow undisturbed

according to the sine curve. The true current obtained

by opening the key a
:

t P and closing it at Q is shown in

Fig. 2, where the current remains zero between these two

points. If the key had been closed at any other point

than Q, as at R, the current would not have resumed its

flow, according to the simple sine wave; but, it can be

shown, would, follow the heavy curve of Fig. 3, and give

a succession of waves alternately smaller and larger than

the normal sine wave until after a very few alternations,

when it practically coincides with the sine wave. In like

manner if the key is opened at some other point than P,

when therefore the current is not zero, a spark may be

observed at the break, and it requires time for the current

to fall to zero.

(To be Continued.)

. Thos. Ahearn, of Ahearn & Loper, Ottawa, Canada,

the greatest electrical firm in Canada. Mr. Ahearn has

just returned from an extended European trip. It is

weir known that firm has the largest interests in all the

Ottawa electric railways as they introduced them in that

section of Canada.

places it within everyone's reach. The James H. Mason
Company, of 67 Liberty street, Brooklyn, N. Y., have
put upon the market a superior class of goods which
will touch the purchaser's heart at once. Among them
is the Mason motor, which is noiseless, runs smoothly
and without sparking. It is extremely simple in con-
struction and effective in every respect. Every motor
is guaranteed and will start the instant the current
is turned on. Electric fan-motor outfits for use during
the hot summer months are for sale by this concern.
They are built for the cooling of homes, offices, stores,

etc. Mr. Mason in the past ten years has gained an
unequalled reputation for his work in the field of bat-

teries and battery motors, and his specialties.

Batteries charged with the famous Mason battery

powder runs the fan motor most effectively. The. bat-

tery and motor outfits can be put to other purposes as

well, such as the running of sewing machines and other
small machinery. The James H. Mason Company sell

many outfits of this description, called by the names
of "outfit No. 1, 2, 3 and 4 ;" the largest size, No. 4,

running a ten-inch fan, which is capable of sending a re-

freshing breeze through a large room. The Mason gal-

vanic cell No. 9 consists of a glass jar measuring seven
by five inches, and contains a specially-prepared porous
cup, which is indestructible. This porous cup contains

an indestructible carbon, which exposes a surface to the

prepared solution of about sixty square inches, thus giving

extraordinary power for such a small cell. A zinc expos-

ing a surface to the solution of about one hundred square

inches is placed outside the porous cup. This No. 9 cell

is strongly recommended for small power and for small

installations of light, consisting of from one to ten candle-

power lamps. It takes one-quarter of a pound of Mason's

;

n ':
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James H. Mason Co.'s Battery Motor Outfit.

James H. Mason Co.'s Battery Motor.

James H. Mason Co.'s Battery Motor Outfit in Operation.
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prepared battery powder to charge the cell. This excel-
lent cell will run a No. 2 "Mason" motor quite heavily
loaded for forty hours. It will do other work under the
following conditions :

WITH ONE CHARGE OF SOLUTION.

Two No. 9 cells will run Edison phonograph 12 to 15 hrs.

Four No. 9 cells will run a 6-c. p. lamp . . 30 "

Six No. 9 cells will run an 8-c. p. lamp . . 35 "

Eight No. 9 cells will run a 10-c. p. lamp . 35 "

[Tw. XIX. »•. 19
*

s

electrician and business man, and one who makes hi

Customers his. friends.

The thoroughly valuable properties of his battery com-
pound have made him famous. We know of several
large concerns who have attempted to copy his com-
pound without success.

Mr. Mason is the electrician and supervisor of all the
goods made by his company, so that all purchasers can
depend upon receiving perfect satisfaction when ordering
goods from a distance or at home.

A^Corner of James H. Mason Co.VFactory.

The light of the above lamps will be increased to an as-

tonishing brilliancy by the addition of one or two more
cells. The Mason battery solution is non-polarizing and
causes no crystallization upon the carbons or formation

of noxious gases. A steady current is obtainable by its

use. The Mason battery powder is extremely convenient,

as it only requires the addition of some water and acid;

according to instructions furnished. The Mason amal-

gamating compound saves considerable trouble in coating

the zincs with mercury, and can be used in all styles of

Mr. Mason's distinguished work in the past is shown by
the gold medals he has received for superiority at the
Paris Exposition in 1893, and at the American Institute
Fairs of 1890, '92, '96, for his battery outfits. He re-

ceived two medals of superiority, one for the battery and
one for the motor at the American Institute Fair of 1896.
This is sufficient recommendation for the superiority and
excellence of his battery and motor.

This progressive concern is meeting with great success.
Several prominent Brooklynites are associated with Mr.

View of James H. Mason Co.'s Experimental Department.

batteries. Phonograph and graphophone battery outfits

in a portable case and convenient form are always ready
for immediate delivery.

The president of the Electrical Age has personally

known Mr. Mason for over ten years, and always found
him upright and conscientious in all his dealings as an

Mason for the purpose of manufacturing the above goods.
Mr. Alexander Frazer is general manager.

Charles A. Schieren, Jr., has been taken into the firm

of Charles A. Schieren & Co., the great belt house of

New York.
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BUFFALO AND NIAGARA.

FILTRATION OF LIGHT.

We are inclined to believe that scientists become
egotistic at times. In the course of discussions carried
on with great enthusiasm by men of training it became
evident that many X-ray photographs were attributed
to so-called light filtration. It is but just to those in par-
ticular that took X-ray photographs by means of the arc
light to say, that their opinions and experiments have
been justified by the work of Nikola Tesla. A man of a
very practical turn of mind complained to us the other
day of the recognition and hearing given to those of bet-
ter scientific standing than himself when he advanced the
opinion that the electrical arc produced X rays. He
claimed that more attention ought to be given to results
even though they are not immediately explainable and
proceed from the experiments of other than experts.
Several gentlemen somewhat prominent in scientific circles
cried out loudly against the possibility of an arc pro-
ducing X rays. Their remarks were prompted by igno-
rance and egotism. Verbal antagonism was absent, be-
cause the real reason lay in abeyance, but the results
even were swept aside as worthless in a prejudiced and en-
tirely uncalled-for manner.

Since Tesla has demonstrated the real truth of the
matter beyond further discussion, the experiments of the
unscientific practical men have assumed a position of
greater importance, while his full-voiced opponents are
preserving an unearthly silence.

The convention at Niagara Falls of the National Elec-

tric Light Association this coming June will give many en-

gineers a chance to carefully examine the industries car-

ried on through the agency of water-power. They will

be given an opportunity of judging of the great advantage

a ready source of power is to the manufacturer and of esti-

mating the future growth of Buffalo financially and com-
mercially from this standpoint.

The official statement of the power contracts made
shows a total of nearly 27,000 horse-power sold by the

Niagara Power Co., which is but a small fraction of that

which will ultimately be used as this power company
develops.

According to a new monthly publication called Greater

Buffalo, the total power generated at the Falls will reach

the astounding figures of 750,000 horse-power, when the

concerns are in full operation. The division of power is

indicated as follows:

H. P.

Niagara Falls Power Company's Present Tunnel, 100,000

Niagara Falls Power Company's Second Tunnel, 150,000
Niagara Falls Hydraulic-Power and Manufac-

turing Company's Canal 150,000
Canadian Niagara Power Company's Three Tun-

nels 350,000

The Production of Large Artificial Diamonds.—Consul
Germain, of Zurich, sends, February 4, 1897, the follow-
ing:

Diamonds of a very small size have been produced arti-

ficially heretofore, but no one has as yet succeeded in pro-
ducing large ones. Mr. E. Moyat claims to have dis-

covered, a new process by which to produce diamonds of
large dimensions. In principle, his process is about the
same as the one already invented by others, and that is to
obtain crystillized carbon out of iron and coal, by
means of high pressure and high temperature. Yet there
is some improvement in the Moyat process as regards
the technical operation. Pulverized coal, iron chips,

and liquid carbonic acid are placed in a steel tube and
hermetically sealed. The contents are then subjected to
the action of an electric arc light by means of two elec-

trodes introduced into the tube. The iron liquefies, is

then saturated by part of the pulverized coal, at the same
time the liquid carbonic acid evaporates, thereby creating
an enormous pressure on the mixture of iron and coal.

This pressure again considerably increases the dissolution
of the coal in the liquid iron. While the mixture is cool-
ing, the carbon crystallizes partly in the form of real dia-
monds and partly in the form of similar stones. These
crystals are then segregated by dissolving the iron in di-

luted muriatie acid. The mixture, by the above method,
remains under high pressure during the operation of the
electric current, while by other methods the pressure is

obtained later on only by means of the rapid cooling
process of the crucible.

Total, Niagara Falls Power, 750,000

The great grain mills of Buffalo will all be turned by
electric power when it has fully penetrated' the inter-

stices of this field. Being a recognized centre for live

stock and a great railroad ganglion, there is every pros-

pect of its supremacy as a city of triple greatness.

Pittsburg, Pa.—The Pittsburg and Mount Washington
Railway Co. has been granted a franchise to construct a
line.

Stony Brook, L. I.. N. Y.—Thomas N. Bayles will es-
tablish an electric light plant.
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ELECTRICITY FROM CARBON WITHOUT
HEAT.

(Continued from Page 189.)

Mr. Bradley described fully the action of fused salts on
coal and stated that the oxygen of the air was absolutely

necessary for the purpose of cheap oxidation, or, to use

his own language:
"The cell consisted of fused sodium manganate; and

putting a blast of air through it and by that means sup-

plying it with oxygen, and allowing it to act on the coal,

WIRE TO

JWSJ
ZINC

the vessel the highest E. M. F. is obtained, and when this

carbon electrode is replaced by another having none of

the fused electrolyte on it, and brought in contact with

the exterior of the vessel at different points where the

temperature varies, no appreciable E. M. F. is obtained.

This would indicate that as we draw the carbon up out

of the bath against the side of the vessel we approach a

point where the critical temperature exists and we get

the highest E. M. F.

If a nickel crucible be used, as suggested by Bradley
some years ago, the E. M. F. is brought up to what is

considered the theoretical, as you will see. This little

CARBON

II
Mason Battery No.

which is put in another part of the vessel, a little over
one volt was obtained."

The cell consists of an iron vessel two and one-half

inches in diameter and six inches deep, which is placed

inside of a retort and heated by a gas flame to nearly a
red heat. The electrolyte of the cell is caustic soda, to

(See page 292.)

nickel crucible contains fused caustic soda and carbon
electrode, the same as in the Jacques cell. • When heat is

applied, you will notice that the voltage goes up to 1.16,

then begins to fall, and at a critical temperature above a

red heat it drops to .3 volts—a most interesting fact—and
on cooling, the voltage goes up again to 1.16 and drops

Mason Battery No. 9. (See page 292.)

which peroxide of manganese is added, forming sodium
manganate. In this cell is immersed the electrode of car-

bon which acts as the positive pole, and when the circuit

is closed you will see that we will have an E. M. F. of

about one volt, with a current of three amperes.
When the carbon rod is drawn up along the inside of

again when the caustic soda solidifies. You will ob-

serve that the voltage is above the theoretical.

The next cell to which I will ask your attention is that

described by W. W. Jacques in Harper's New Monthly
Magazine, in December, 1896, which is another illustra-

tion of the same principle involved in the Bradley cell
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with a few practical modifications. It, like the other cell,

consists of an iron vessel which is the negative electrode,

containing fused caustic soda, minus the peroxide of man-
ganese, into which is plunged the positive coal or carbon.

The oxvgen is supplied by a blast of air as in the cell be-

fore described, and an E. M. F. of about one volt is said

to be obtained. The difference between these two cells,

which I particularly desire you to notice, and the onl>

practical difference between them, is the addition of per-

oxide of manganese to the bath of the Bradley cell; and

although I have described them chronologically, I will

first show the Jacques cell, and then by simply adding

peroxide of manganese to it we will have the Bradley cell.

THE ELECTRIC EMERGENCY LAMP.

Used to illuminate from a distant point by means of a

fluid in combination with an electrical contact in which

are employed the essential fluids to be ignited by heat,

produced from a distant point, or several points remote
from the point of illumination, by means of electricity.

The apparatus embodying all the essential parts required

to produce said results is apparent in the following de-

scription : It consists of a special burner which is adapted

to a chimney within or without—smokeless in either case

—and admits of ignition without removing the chimney
or globe, especially for electric lighting.

-or
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Electrical Emergency Lamp. (Patent applied for.)

We will then be enabled to get their comparative E. M.
F.s and current in the same cell. But I may say in pass-

ing that experience with these cells before you leads me
to believe that the theory of their action is not by any
means well understood. It is most uncertain and erratic,

and seems to be more so before than after the addition

of the manganese peroxide; for instance, its E. M. F.

seems to depend upon its temperature. If water is pres-

ent when the caustic soda is first used, a reverse current

becomes manifest. When air is blown through the elec-

trolyte the E. M. F is increased. Sometimes only .3 of

a volt is obtained, sometimes about 1 1-2 volts, but the

greatest amount of current is apparent when the carbon
is immersed in the bath; and curious to say, the highest
E. M. F. is obtained when the carbon rod is drawn up
along the side surface of the vessel and out of the bath.

If the immersed carbon rod is brought in contact with
the cold exterior surface of the vessel no E. M. F. is ob-

ed.

(Experiment performed.)
Many other peculiar actions will be noticed if the car-

bon rod is replaced by an iron one.

(To be continued.)

We employ any ordinary match that can be purchased

anywhere throughout the country; the necessary battery

can be purchased at any place where electric supplies are

for sale; consequently all the perishable parts are easily

procured.

The match is placed in the end of the arm, which is

slotted to receive it. A sleeve is pushed outward over

the slotted portion of the arm, thereby securing the match
firmly to it, as shown in the cut. The arm is bent at right

angles and passes through the frame, in which it is al-

lowed to turn freely. At or near its lower end is secured

a trip lever, to which is attached a spiral spring, the other

end of which is attached to the frame for the purpose of

swinging the arm. A flat steel spring having its inner

surface roughened, not unlike a grater, is slightly within

the radius of the sweep of the arm and match. As the

arm is drawn around by the spiral spring the match is

brought in contact with the roughened surface of the steel

spring, is ignited and passes under the lamp burner, which
has a peculiar vent-hole admitting the flame of the match
into the combustion chamber, thus lighting the lamp.

The arm can then be readjusted and a fresh match in-

serted ready for further use.

The above device is the invention of Mr. Gillette, who
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has had many years' experience in the' electrical profes-

sion.

ALTERNATING CURRENTS AND ALTER-
NATORS.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

I,; BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E. :

In the many applications of power to various industries

none have so occupied the attention" ancT interest of en-

gineers as the use of alternating currents. Years ago the

ent source of power. These problems have gradually re-

duced the field of alternating-current work to certain con-

stricted lines.

The labors of the past do not partake of the brilliant

successes of the present. Continuous and alternating cur-

rents stand side by side as indispensable power factors,

to be individually applied according to the circumstances,

each with its own peculiar set of apparatus designed anc

perfected to perform its special work.

It is then necessary to accept the achievements of the

past as but the beginning of a vast engineering revolution,

the final outcome of which will be a new and infinitely

more economical means of illumination and a cheaper
source of power.
"An alternating current is one in which the flow of elec-

tricity is constantly reversing. It rises to a high value

Self-Contained Alternating Current Generator.

alternator was accepted as a simple device for the genera-
tion of reversing currents. Its comparative cheapness of

construction and ease of operation have always placed it

foremost as the basis of a power plant stretching over
rough and rugged countries where attention and skill are

of the lowest order. Jablochkoff invented his historic

like an ocean wave and recedes, growing again in the op-

posite direction in a similar manner. The growth of the

current and its reversal in this peculiar manner is due to

the arrangement of the lines of force when cut by a re-

volving conductor. In the alternator a series of poles are

arranged around a common centre pointing inwards. As

Niagara Generator.

. candles for alte nating currents and thereby drew atten-

. tion to its usefulness for arc lighting. In iis varied appli-

-. cations we meet with many unique effects. It is striking

. to notice the results obtained by applying it for the pro-

duction of light and power and the remarkable develop-

ments that have issued from the many attempts to produce
< a.constant and. steady light, a self-starting and independ-

a conductor passes in front of them, each pole creates

within the wire a wave of electromotive force. When the

wire passes in front of the north pole the rise and fall of

current is the reverse of what it would be in front of a

south pole. These poles are always some multiple of two

—either four, six or eight poles, etc. Therefore we have

as many north as south poles. The conductor develops
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while rotating a continued succession of rapidly reversing

waves of electricity, which have earned the name of alter-

nating currents.

Frequency ..—The rapidity with which these waves re-

verse back and forth is called their frequency. If a wire Phase.

Take a dynamo having poles = 8

speed = 1,200.

Periods = 4 X 2 ° = 80 per second.

-The rush of electromotive force through a wire

Model Alternator.

passes in front of a south pole the current rises and falls,

but does not reverse in direction. If continued past a north

pole, the reversal does occur; it is therefore necessary for

the wire to pass before two unlike poles to provide a rise

and fall and a reverse rise and fall. •

Period.—This constitutes a complete current wave. It

is such that the entire electrical influence does not per-

vade it until an instant afterwards. The current does not
instantly flow; a certain inertia, as it were, prevents it.

The retarding influence may be either the resistance or

the self-induction of the circuit.

While it is true that an electric current requires both

CURRENT CURVES

Alternating Current Curves. »

j-

is called a period. The number of periods are dependent pressure and amperes to properly deserve the name, it is

upon the possible to imagine, upon the closing of a circuit, the

Number of pairs of poles. electromotive force at wcrk almost at once, as though it

Speed of the dynamo. were merely a static effect and the current requiring an

Alternating E

To calculate the number of periods in an alternator we
observe the following rule :

Number of periods = one-half of the poles X revolutions

per second.

M.F. Curves.

exceedingly short interval afterward to follow it. In other
words, pressure or potential arrives at a given point and
affects it before current. The intervalelapsing is called

the difference of phase. There are two ways of regarding
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it—as an interval of time or as an angle of difference.

To our minds' eye the first is preferable, as it supplies

a physical something within the grasp of all.

Impedance.—The retarding effects of resistance and

FLUID AIR FOR INDUSTRIAL USES.

Liquefying air is not a new thing; it has been performed

by exerting enormous pressure or by freezing air to an un-

Armature Winding of Alternators.

self-induction give rise to a condition called impedance.
The circuit acts as if affected by a heavy resistance; the

current is restrained from flowing, and without any great

consumption of energy the flow is choked. The frequency

usual degree, or by a combination of pressure with re-

frigeration. There are so many uses to which liquefied

air can be put that scientists hardly know where its use-

fulness will end if it can be produced at a low rate of
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also gives rise to this condition to a greater extent than cost in commercial quantities. This a new method and

self-induction. machine has accomplished.

Among other advantages, air in the portable, cheap

Great rush to Europe to secure some of the contracts form of a liquid, as it passes back to its ordinary state,

for the electrical railways to be built this year. Famous can be used for illuminating purposes by mixing its es-
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electric railway builders are on the way; Frank Sprague, caping gases with atmospheric air in certain definite pro-

E. E., of Sprague Electric Co. portions. Moreover, as a driving force in the way of

W. J. Clark, of General Electric Co.
;
John Brill, of John detonators or explosive material to drive engines, liquid

Brill Co., car builders, Philadelphia. air is obviously a power that can be, under given con-

H. M. Kling, St. Louis Car Co. ; Elmer P. Morris, E. E., ditions, profitably applied,

one of the oldest electric railway builders, will start later. Hitherto the classic example of a method to liquefy a.ir
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and obtain oxygen has been that invented by Beatty and

Cailletet in 1877. With their machine, one began with

carbonic-acid gas. By means of a pump this gas was con-

densed in a tube, round which lay water at io° to keep

the tube cool. The carbonic-acid gas, being reduced to

a very low temperature, passed from the first tube into

another chamber with a tube in it, and in so doing fell

to a lower temperature. Into this second tube was
pumped at high pressure ethylene gas, which, in turn, fell

to a low temperature, owing to the coldness of the car-

bonic-acid gas bathing the tube. The ethylene gas was
then passed from the second tube into a third compart-

ment and fell further in temperature in so doing. The
third compartment had likewise a tube with an air pump
attached. Into this third tube was pumped oxygen gas

and from the ethylene gas bathing it the oxygen gas

reached a temperature of 192 below zero. Finally, the

oxygen was let out into a fourth compartment, in which was
a fourth tube. The air pump attached to this fourth tube

worked for a certain time, one turns acock and the liquid

air runs out at a temperature of 273 below zero.

In Professor Linde's method, an air pump of five

horse-power condenses air to a pressure of 200 atmos-
pheres; this air passes down a spiral tube and is let out

in a chamber causing great cold; then it rises and passes

on the outside of the spiral tube, bathing it and thus

cooling the new air that has been pumped into the tube

to take its place. This cooled air follows on into the

chamber, expands and again lowers its temperature, then

passses on up around the same spiral tube; but as its

temperature has become much lower, the new air in the

tube is still further refrigerated. This circulating process

goes on until the new air pumped into the tube reaches
the expansion chamber at a temperature of 273 below
zero, when it drops into the chamber in the form of

liquid. Thus the air, steadily cooled, is made to refrigerate

the newly pumped air more and more, until the necessary
degree of cold is attained.

Westinghouse Alternating Fan Motor.

having filled it with condensed atmospheric air, the lat-

ter was so reduced in temperature that when it in turn

was released from the tube, its cold was 273 below zero,

and it appeared in the form of drops like water.

This product, which is called liquid or fluid air, has a

milky appearance from the presence of some carbonic-

acid gas, bubbles constantly, and from its enormous cold

emits a smoke or cloud like the top of a very high moun-
tain, and will only gradually resolve itself into air when
exposed to the ordinary atmosphere.

Fluid air costs about 10 marks (say $2.25) for five cubic

meters reduced. The new method is the invention of

Professor Linde, of Munich. It produces the liquid for

10 pfennigs (say 2^ cents) for five cubic meters, and it

yields the product either as a gas or fluid, as one wishes.

This is one of the most ingenious pieces of mechanism re-

cently known; its chief feature is its economy of working,

for it uses air to refrigerate air. After the pump has

Another idea, which may or may not be an improve-
ment, is to have the pump and all parts of the machine
kept very low in temperature.

Air in the cheap, portable form of a liquid rich in

oxygen can be used for many purposes in manufactures
and the trades. The discovery of a cheap method may
be of- importance to American manufacturers.

Charles de Kay,
Berlin, March 11, 1897. Consul-General.

THE WESTINGHOUSE FAN MOTOR.

The illustration shows the general construction of the

Westinghouse Electric Co. 's fan motor. The base forms
a strong and substantial support for the motor and is pro-

vided on the side with a switch for starting, stopping and
regulating the speed.
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The fan runs noiselessly, the fan blades being carefully-

balanced and bent to the correct pitch.

Neither heating nor vibration occurs during a long
run; the bearings are automatically oiled, requiring the
most transient attention during the season.
Each part is carefully made and finished for the- pur-

pose of securing Usefulness, durability and beauty all in

orte. r The Westinghouse fans have gained considerable
reputation for their -general excellence. They are used
in alternating-current circuits of commercial frequency.

stand and hat and coat rack. This without question is

one of the handsomest designs ever produced. This fan
can also be operated by a switch, which runs it fast or
slow, or stops it. Many of these fans have been sold by
the Backus Water Motor Co. in the most prominent res-
taurants throughout the United States.
The exhaust ventilating fans used in connection with

ceiling fans give without question perfect ventilation in
all places where used, as the exhaust wheel removes all

the hot air, smoke and smell from the building, while the

Backus Ceiling and Column Exhaust Fans.

BACKUS CEILING FANS AND EXHAUST
'

i ... r VENTILATORS.

One Of the above cuts represents a combined electric

light fixture and ventilating fan, which in every particular

has attained a high standard ~of~ artistic beauty. There is

also a button or switch at the bottom of the chandelier,

or fan, which enables the party using same to run it fast

or slow, or stop or start it. These fans are built in many
styles and finishes, and are manufactured and sold by the

Backus Water Motor Co., Newark, N. J., who publish a

catalogue giving information in regard to ventilating ap-

pliances in this line.

This cut shows a column fan, also used for umbrella

ventilating ceiling fans create a pleasant current of air.

These exhaust fans are used extensively for ventilating

public school buildings and public buildings of all kinds.

They will exhaust from 5,000 to 100,000 cubic feet of air

per minute, depending upon the size of fan used. Among
the large public school buildings that have recently been

fitted up with the above system of ventilation by the

Backus Water Motor Co. is the new No. 1 school build-

ing, Elizabethport, N. J., the new school building at

Phillipsburg, N. J., and the new school building at Ridge-

field, N. J.

Berea, Ohio.—The Elyria and Oberlin Electric Railway
Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock ef

$100,000.
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INQUIRY COLUMN.

In this column ive shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds

of our subscribers.

(Q.)-MAKING DIAMONDS BY ELECTRICITY,

Utica, April 23, 1897.

Dear Sirs: Can you give me any information regarding

the method of making diamonds by electricity as followed

out by M. Moissan. I understand this-is a specialty of

his and that he has made diamonds in public that were
genuine. Expecting an early answer,

I remain, yours respectfully,

L. Livgrace,

(A.)—Diamonds can be. made, as they have by .Mois-

san, without much difficulty. Crystallized carbon i% the

diamond pure and simple. To obtain it experimentally

a mixture of metallic .silver and the charcoal o£ sugar-

were fused together by the intense heat of an -electric

furnace. Upon cooling suddenly the tremendous pres-:

sure by contraction caused crystallization of the enclosed

carbon. Moissan used iron instead of silver and obtained

much finer brilliants. The metal enclosing the gem in-

flences its shape. The diamonds are obtained by dissolv-

ing the metal in acid; they are very small and therefore

hardly of any value.

(Q.)_CHEMICAL ACTION OF AN ACCUMU-
LATOR.

New Orleans, April 15, 1897.

Electrical Age.
Dear Sirs: The general tendency of modern writers is

in the direction of cramped explanations. The lucidity

of those given in your valuable Inquiry Column has been
deeply appreciated. I am desirous of having the theory

of the accumulator explained and would be greatly in-

debted to you for a few words on the subject.

Yours faithfully,

C. Moran.

(A.)—Two lead plates in acidulated water are affected

as follows: "The oxygen acts upon one plate and
oxydizes it, causing great porosity, so that the plate has

a larger surface than before. On one surface lead

peroxide forms; on the other, metallic lead. When the

electrolyzing current ceases, and plates are short-cir-

cuited, the hydrogen tends to deoxidize one plate; the

oxygen liberated oxidizes the metallic plate until both

plates are covered with a low oxide of lead and the action

ceases."

CONVENTION OF THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC
LIGHT ASSOCIATION.

As the time approaches for holding our twentieth con-

vention, unusual interest and activity is displayed by our

members. The inquiries for hotel accommodations are

very large, both from active and associate members and
the trade in general, one company alone having reserved

twenty-five rooms, another fourteen, and so... on. .Not-

withstanding the heavy requisition for accommodations,
we feel that ample provision has been made for all, as we
shall practically have the resources of both the Interna-

tional Hotel and Cataract House at the disposal of our
delegates and guests. It is well, however, to engage
rooms early, to insure choice locations. This can be
dene by addressing the hotel direct or the secretary, Geo.
F. Porter, at the headquarters of the association, 136
Liberty street, New York city.

The following named out-of-town visitors are registered

at the headquarters of the National Electric Light Asso-
ciation, 136 Liberty street, for the week ending April 30:

J. H. Bowker, Philadelphia; James Clark, Plainfield,

N. J. ; Wilson Kistler, Lockhaven, Pa.; J. H. .Fred-

ericks, Lock Haven, Pa. ; O. W. Ruggles, Chicago, 111.

;

L. A. Robinson, Pittsburgh, Pa.; A. J. Smith, Cleve-

land, O. ; B. F. Horner, Cleveland, O. ; F. J. Moore,
Buffalo, N. Y. ; Frank Van Dusen, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; H. J.

Caukins, Detroit, Mich.; Geo. W. Vallee, Philadelphia,

Pa.; J. R. Wood, Philadelphia; W. E. Davis, Montreal,
Canada; D. B. Martin, Baltimore, Md. ; Chas. Schryver,
Baltimore; C. E. Lambert, Haverstraw, N. Y.

; J. W.
Packard, Warren, O. ; W. H. Dearborn, Philadelphia, Pa.

;

C. F. Muhder, Springfield, Mass.
; Jas. I. Ayer, Boston,

Mass.; A. M. Young, Waterbury, Conn.; J. H. Reid,

Pittsurgh, Pa. , t f ,. ,,

REVIEW.

Ayoiumei
:

en$tljed "Magnetic Fields of Force," by H.
Ebert, has been published; by Longmans, Green & Co

r

The detailed information it contains will prove to be
not only instructive, to the technical student but deeply
interesting to the general reader,,.}

The development of the subject of magnetism as fol-

lowed out by Mr. Ebert indicates a thorough acquaintance
with the most modern opinions* The explanation and il-

lustration of the prespnjt theories cannot be excelled for

lucidity and ;impre;Ssiyeness. A careful reader, of this

volume will find hjmsglj-
: ;i,rr possession of facts. relative to

the subject of magnetism that will undoubtedly influence

any other opinions he may have previously held.

The book is divided into |wo parts, section I treating

of the phenomena of magnetism, £he other, section II, of

the phenomena of the gajvanjc current and of electro-

magnetism. The dynamical theories of fields of force in

section I and mutual action/, of currents and magnets in

section II are worth reading in the, most careful manner.
This book is food to the practical mind and fascinating to

the more theoretically inclined. • It strikes a happy
medium and should; meet with success.

WARREN ELECTRIC CO., Greenwich and Desbros-
ses streets., City, Were just shipping a 15-H.P. Edison
motor, one mile of heavy insulated conductor and an
equipment for running Tilyou's Mechanical Race Track,
on the Bowery at Coney Island. The horses are life size,

running on tracks five in a row. Will be mounted by par-

ticipators; the horses driven by the aid of a motor, cur-

rent being taken from Tilyou's isolated plant, nearly a

mile away.

G. HUMBROCK, successor to A. C. Jahl, 39 Cort-

landt street, N. Y., manufacturers' agent for electric light,

power and railway supplies. He is prepared to fill orders
with promptness. Mr. Humbrock is ably provided with
funds to supply a complete equipment for either a light or

power station.

THE WARD ELECTRIC SUPPLY AND CON-
STRUCTION CO., 39 Ann street, are having a rush with
their arc lamps. They are going so fast it keeps them
hustling. A few are still left at low prices, besides the

arc lamp resistances they make a specialty of. Construc-
tion work is on the increase and fan motors are booming.
A big contract has just been closed for 500 lights, in-

terior conduit system.

NEW TELEPHONE COMPANIES.

Fort Smith, Ark.—The Pan Telephone Co. has been
incorporated by L. E. Ingalls, W. H. H. Clayton and J.

Brizzolara. Capital stock, $15,000.

Cambridge Springs, Fla.-—The Cambridge Springs
Electric Telegraph and Telephone Co. has been incorpo-
rated, with a capital stock of $10,000.
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NEW CORPORATIONS.

Saco, Me.—The Grafton Construction Co. has been
organized with Nathan Pike, president; Frank A. Dear-
born, treasurer ; for the purpose of constructing and
operating electric light and power plants of every descrip-

tion. Capital stock, $io,ooo.

Bellvue, Pa.—The Ohio Valley Electric Co. has in-

creased its debt from nothing to $50,000, and its capital

stock from $10,000 to $50,000.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Beechwood Street Railway Co. has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $15,000.

Seymour,

Seymour,

ELECTRICAL and STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
Issued January 5, 1897.

574>37°- Manufacture of Incandescent Electric Lamps.
Thomas B. Atterbury, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Decem-
ber, 18, 1894.

574>377- Electric Railway Trolley. Edward M. Bentley,

New York, N. Y. Filed July 28, 1896.

574,388. Electric Propulsion of Vehicles. William A.

Butler, New York, N. Y. Filed March 19, 1895.

574,417. Secondary Battery and Process of Forming
Same. George W. Harris and Richard J. Holland,
New York, N. Y. Filed January 30, 1896.

574,430. Subway Conduit. Wilbur H. Johnston, St.

Louis, Mo. Filed August 15, 1896.

574>536. Electrically Heated Sad-iron. William S. Had-
away, Jr., New York, N. Y. Filed April 7, 1896.

574*537- Automatically Contolled Electric Oven. Wil-

liam S. Hadaway, Jr., New York, N. Y. Filed May 4,

1896.

574,565. Electric Meter for Alternating Currents. Gran-
ville F. Packard, Fort Wayne, Ind. Filed October 26,

1896.

574,579. Circuit for Annunciators of Telephone Lines.

Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, and Frank R. McBerty,
Downer's Grove, 111. Filed May 14, 1896.

574,632. Electric Railway. William M. Schlesinger,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed October 12, 1887.

574,642. Telephone Switchboard. Henry J. Swarts,

Knoxville, Tenn. Filed December 24, 1895.

574,654. Telephone Receiver. Russell S. Barnum, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed April 3, 1896.

574,669. Electric Clock. Charles M. Crook, Chicago,
111. Filed December 12, 1895.

574,707. Automatic Telephone Exchange System. Law-
rence G. Bowman, New York, N. Y. Filed July 18,

1896.

574,739. Electrical Measuring and Indicating Apparatus.

John F. Kelly, Pittsfield, Mass. Filed June 16, 1896.

574,828. Insulator. Benjamin D. B. Smock, Wicka-
tunk, N. J. Filed March 10, 1896.

574,843. Method of Electrolytically Uniting Glass Tiles

into a Body. William H. Winslow, Chicago, 111. Filed

November 2, 1896.

574,846. Fluid Pressure Regulator. Edgar H. Freeman,
Rochester, N. Y. Filed July 16, 1894.

574,856. Electric Alarm Device. George V. Trott,

Chicago, 111. Filed April 10, 1896.

574.118. Electric Arc Lamp. Henry A.
Washington, D. C. Filed July 11, 1896.

574.119. Electric Arc Lamp. Henry A.
Washington, D. C. Filed July 18, 1896.

574.120. Electric Car Brake. Elmer A. Sperry, Cleve-
land, Ohio. Filed June 26, 1896.

574,123. Electric Arc Lamp. Elihu Thomson, Swamp-
scott, Mass. Filed August 21, 1896.

574,160. Means for Reheating Exhaust Steam. Oscar
D. McClellan and Wilkinson T. Girling, Philadelphia,
Pa. Filed July 1, 1896.

574,171. Electric Railway. John A. Roche, Chicago,
111. Filed April 13, 1895.

574,203. Electric Branding Stamp. James M. Kirker,
McGonigale Miller and James A. Williams, Louisville,

Ky. Filed March 16, 1896.

574,205. Race Starting Machine. William Maxwell.
St. Louis, Mo. Filed June 29, 1896.

574,215. Electro-motor Magnet. Charles
Newport, Ky. Filed March 6, 1896.

574,217. Voltage Regulator for Dynamos.
Pusey, Kennet, Pa. Filed May 22, 1896.

574.221. Telephone Exchange System.
Scribner, Chicago, 111. Filed June 6, 1894.

574.222. Selective Signal System. Charles E. Scribner,

Chicago, 111. Filed January 8, 1895.

574.223. Selective Signal. Charles E. Scribner, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed August 23. 1895.

574.224. Spring-jack for Telephone Switchboards.
Filed July 5, 1894; renewed July 13, 1896.

574.225. Signalling Apparatus for Telephone Lines.

Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, and Frank R. McBerty.
Downer's Grove, 111. Filed August 17, 1895.

574,231. Current Controller or Rheostat. Ernest E.

Werner, Dallas, Tex. Filed June 22, 1896.

574,245. Telephone Switch Box. Wallace A. Houts,
Parker, S. D , and Lars G. Nilson, Sioux City, Iowa.

Filed August 25, 1896.

574,255. Telephone Exchange Apparatus. Frank R.

McBerty, Downer's Grove, 111. Filed May 25, 1896.

574.278. Motor-generator. Charles E. Scribner, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed June 1, 1889.

574.279. Signaling Circuit for Telephone Trunk Lines.

Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111. Filed May 14, 1896.

Partington,

Thomas M.

Charles E.
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Overhead Trolley System, Cape Town, Africa. (Courtesy of Inventive Age.

J

THE TROLLEY IN SOUTH AFRICA.

We have heard of the Sultan of Turkey riding around
in an electric tricycle and of Sprague motors being in-

stalled in Jerusalem, but the latest information of interest

is that regarding a trolley road in Cape Town, South Af-

rica. The illustration gives one a general idea of the

scene there ; the native in his light summer rig, a few
Caucasian faces and the most modern of street convey-
ances in the midst of the crowd. The cut is one used in

Cassier's Magazine in an article by Nelson W. Perry enti-

tled "Electric Traction in City Streets."

The proportions of this thriving city are not large, yet

its inhabitants are industrious, ingenious and of a pro-

gressive nature. In fact, the last fifty years has insti-

tuted a change in manners of life and home which speaks
well for the future of Cape Town.
The rough element has been extinguished and English

customs prevail almost exclusively. The wilderness has

disappeared with its dark warriors and darker scenes.

Civilization has set its foot firmly in this section of Africa

and its influence has affected even the original inhabitants

for the better, giving them higher ambitions and superior

culture.

BATTERY SYSTEM FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

One of the latest inventions to come into general use is

an ingenious automatic battery system for electric light-

ing. The apparatus will be put up in cabinet form de-

signed for apartments, stores, private residences, sea-

going vessels and pleasure craft.

As indicated by the name, this battery is enrjrely auto-

matic, requiring no attention whatever except change of

electrodes every six months. Arrangements for making
the change are extremely simple and the ordinary servant
can do so with perfect ease and without any possibility of

getting it out of order.

For the first time a satisfactory system has been devised
in the above apparatus that will meet the wants of the rail-

ways in throwing switches, sounding signals and lighting

semaphores.
The inventor has had a large experience, having manu-

factured batteries for the Treasury Department of the
United States as well as for fire alarms, telegrhaphs,
hotels, etc. He has now succeeded in perfecting what he
felt some seven years ago he would do, and it is believed
that all people who keep familiar with electrical subjects
throughout the world will remember one of his remark-
able achievements when, about seven years ago, there
came a well authenticated report from a near-by city
that a circuit of bluestone batteries had been thrown into
use instantaneously upon the completion of their setting
up and with the use of water only.

His past success and long research in this line lend
much weight to the inventor's opinion, that with the use
of this battery the telegraph service will be greatly im-
proved, as well as rapid and long distance telephoning.
A strong financial company, including among its direc-

tors the leading bankers of Wall stre'et, is about to be
organized to put the discovery of Mr. Archer on the mar-
ket simultaneously in the United States and all European
countries.

Complete details and diagrams will appear later in the
columns of the Electrical Age.
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MODERN OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION.

At the expiration of twenty-four years the construction
will be renewed for the third time at a cost of $728 00,

and to this will be added the interest for six years at five

per cent, per annum, $218 40, making the third invest-

ment at the end of thirty years cost $346 40, a grand to-

tal for wood pole construction of $4,149 60.

The difference between total costs of steel and wood
pole construction for a period of thirty years would be

$920 40 per mile, which would be more than a liberal al-

lowance for changing span wires and other work ; but,

assuming it would take this amount, we would stand even
at the end of thirty years and still have six years more
paid for on wood pole construction. If steel span poles

are used, would recommend for the average span of forty

feet a pole weighing about 700 pounds made in two parts;

the lower section to be constructed of 6-in. extra heavy,

and the upper section of 5-in. standard steel pipe swagged
at the joint for a distance of eighteen inches; such a pole

to be twenty-eight feet long, eighteen feet for the lower
and ten feet for the upper section, and provided with a

cast iron and wood pole top, for the attachment of the

span wires. Such poles should be provided with a wood
filling to fit the bottom of the lower half, to prevent it

from sinking, and should be set six feet in the ground
with a rake of ten inches from the perpendicular to allow

for being straightened when under strain. The average
size of hole to be dug would be twenty inches in diameter
with a depth of little over six feet, requiring (after the

pole is inserted) a mixture of about one-half cubic yard
of concrete composed of ..one part of Portland cement, two
parts of sharp sand and four parts of broken rock. The
cement should be given at least three days, in order to

set firmly, before attaching the span wires. Whenever it

is practical to allow poles to bear against the curbing this

should be taken advantage of, as it affords an efficient

stay to assist the pole in resisting the strain. Should it

not be possible to secure use of the curb (or paving) a

good-sized rock having a bearing surface of about one
square foot would assist very much and keep the pressure

from cracking the cement.

If wood poles are used, where it is necessary to make
neat appearing and substantial construction I would rec-

ommend, for the average span of forty feet, a long leaf

yellow pine pole dressed and chanfered, thirty feet long,

sawed square, eleven inches by eleven inches at the base

and seven inches by seven inches at the point, free from
sap, rot or knots, and corners evenly chanfered one and
one-half inches, beginning at a point fourteen feet from
the base and terminating in an octagonal form, and roof-

ed evenly for a space of three inches.

In setting wood poles where concrete is not used (and

I do not consider it necessary), a great deal depends upon
the soil encountered. Whereas it is necessary to use very

little prepared material for filling in some localities, it will

take a quantity in others, so I will mention what would
be required in a soil of medium clay and character which
would probably meet the average condition. . Poles should

be set six feet in the ground with a rake of twelve inches

from the perpendicular, to allow for being straightened

when under strain, and the hole should be "dug to a verti-

cal depth of six feet (or more if necessary to allow the

pole to stand a given height above the track) in the

ground, and. should be about two feet square at the top

and not less than eighteen inches at the bottom. Where
it. is practical to allow poles to bear against the curbing

or paving this should be taken advantage of, and it will

not be necessary to use other material near the surface,

as in iron pole construction, but it will be necessary to

place a substantial bearing at the heel, to prevent the pole

from pressing through the earth. For this purpose a small

quantity of coarse, broken stone or brickbats will answer
every purpose, and where this is not easily obtainable and

the earth is soft -a piece of plank twelve inches wide and

three inches thick, four feet long, sharpened and driven
in the earth to a depth of about two feet at the back and
base of the pole, will give good results.

Whenever it is necessary to erect poles in the absence
of substantial material at the surface, such as paving or

curbing, I would recommend that the base of the pole be
well rammed with broken rock for a distance of eighteen
inches, taking pains that the greater quantity is placed at

the back, where the pressure is greatest, and leaving a

small quantity in front, where no pressure takes place.

The space to within twenty inches of the top may be filled

with earth taken from the hole and well rammed. To
prevent the pole from yielding at the surface a breast-

plank of oak or Cyprus timber, 3 x 12 x 72 inches, should
be placed and spiked in front and at right angles to the

pole about eight inches under the surface of the ground,
which would make. a suitable bearing surface and resist

the span wire strain. About twenty inches from the top
of the hole and in front of the breast-plank should be fill-

ed and well rammed with the same material as is used at

the base of the pole. The necessary quantity of broken
rock required would be about two-tenths of a cubic yard
to the pole.

Poles of wood or steel, which may be used for holding
strains at curves, should, necessarily be heavier than those

used for straight line construction, and should also be set

at greater depth in the ground. Steel poles of proper di-

mensions for curve construction would be made in two
joints and constructed on the same principle as the

straight line pole, excepting with heavier dimensions of

pipe. A steel pole for curve construction should . be
twenty-nine feet long, made of 6-in. and 7-in. extra heavy
pipe, the larger section to be nineteen feet long and the

smaller seetion to be ten feet long, and made to weigh

1,050 pounds. Such poles should be set seven feet in the

ground, and raked ten inches from the perpendicular in a

direction radiating from central point of curve where
strain is required. The filling necessary would be the

same as specified for straight line iron pole construction.

(To be Continued.)

TRANSFORMERS.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

(1.) The interesting methods by which alternating cur-

rent apparatus is designed and constructed, and the

peculiar effects manifesting themselves, have. given rise

to a closer study of the subject in all its varied details.

Not only have some of the greater difficulties been over-

come, but its introduction beside and as an active and
equal competitor of continuous currents in a commercial
and practical sense is plainly evident.

Alternating Current Motors.—For many years the slug-

gish progress of alternating-current practice could be

easily traced to the lack of a motor which could compete
in the open market with the others. It had been deemed
impossible to construct one of this kind. To obtain

power in the form of mechanical energy from an alternat-

ing-current circuit necessitated the use of another alter-

nator of the same frequency. This motor, to be, w£

rotated up to its proper speed by some additional device

and then the current applied.

Synchronism.—With the frequency or periods of botl

generator and motor equal, the machines are said to "be ii

"step," or in synchronism with each other. The difficult)

now arises, however ; with a dropping in speed of the

motor, this condition of electrical harmony, as it were

ceases to exist. Both machines fall out of synchronism,

and the rnotor, after a short interval, comes to rest. This
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difficulty was for a long time ineradicable. It was impos-

sible to 'start an alternating-current motor from a condi-

tion of quietude, and likewise impossible to hold it in

synchronism with considerable changes of load. Any

continuous-current motor, at least, possessed this qualifi-

cation of being self-starting ; a great handicap, therefore,

netic field was caused to travel around an iron circuit, or

in any way allowed to affect an armature core wound or

bare_if the metal mass in the centre is free to rotate—

this circulating field will drag it around to a high rate of

speed. A rotary field is produced by means of polyphasal

currents—peculiar impulses, identical with an ordinary

Device for Froducing Intense Magnetic Fields

stood in the way of making an even test of both systems

A difficulty of this character deprived the exponents of

alternating-current machinery of a most valuable feature.

Transmission of power was not very practical, although

alternating current, but consisting of not one, but two or

three successive impulses forward and the reverse back-

^Poiyphasal Currents differ in no respect from an ordinary

#• **•«*« m «• 70 eo fo 10a tso tie no f*o tfo fto f7* *8» «f» +99
-m4LgnAl$inxjJbrc* uv cuiyoere fur/hf

Curve of the Magetization in Wrought Iron.

^^.^««™ and has been an easy gatingg™*^>^^^«&
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the same difference of phase between it and the second current means a current of many phases; the word poly

as exists between the second and the first. This system meaning many. The additional fact that when an arma-
can be developed to any extent. To create a rotary ture is gripped at points all around its periphery it is

field, for instance, with a current of these impulses or better able to develop torque, has made this innovation

3PHASE
3 WIRE

3PHASE
4 WIRE

MONO-
CYCLIC
2 WIRE

MONO-
CYCLIC
3 WIRE

4

or]
75.

29.2

IDO

125

31.25

39.00

Systems of Alternating Current Distribution.

waves, a ring of iron wound with three coils each one- decidedly practical.

third around, and receiving successively a wave of elec- A Sine Wave is the name given to a wave of electro-

tromotive force, would naturally produce a magnetic field motive force of current proceeding from an alternator. ]t

Weston Meter for Alternating Pressures.

of this description. Whether iron or copper be placed in was discovered by Joubert that the mathematical curve

the centre, the field will drag it around, h. polyphasal called the sine curve and the diagrammatic representation
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of a rise and fall in electromotive force differed so slightly

from each other that the latter deserved the same name.
True Value of the Current.—An alternating current has

no fixed or uniform value. It rises and falls like an ocean
swell, beginning, growing rapidly to a hilly prominence,

and subsiding again to nothing. There is no definite

value to be given to the flow of an alternating current

This value, 2.57 amperes, is called the mean current.

Square Root of the Mean Square.—Another method is

that of taking the same measurements, squaring each
result, taking the average of the squares, and then taking

its square root. The process with the same figures would
be that of squaring

0=0

The Scheeffer Transformer. Diamond Electric Co.

that is other than approximate. At each instant of its

growth and decrease it has a decided value, but this con-

stantly changes, varying from nothing to a maximum
;

that is, its highest value. We are forced, therefore, to

judge by approximation of its real strength; in fact, to

measure it by two methods.
Mean Current.—One of these methods is that of taking

the value of the current at successive instants of its rise

= 4
= 16

= 36
= 16

= 4
= o

Taking the average square, 76

and fall and forming an average, calling this the mean
current. If the current rose and fell and the seven tests

showed the values of o

2

4
6

4
2

o

the average would b$
18

Mechanism of Alternating Current Voltmeter.

76 6

— = 10

—

7 7,

extracting the square root gives us 3.29 amperes. In

practice this value is accepted as the nearest approxima-

tion, and is used in ordinary calculations.

(2.) The different values of the current does not prevent

the instrument maker from constructing meters which

will measure the "square root of the mean square." The
pulsations of an arc light current practically consist of a

series of waves always passing onward in one direction
2\ amperes,
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but virtually similar in general appearance to an alter-

nating wave. The rapidity with which a series of alter-

nations pass back and forth is productive of several

strange effects. A piece of metal of any description

when thus influenced becomes warm and possibly very

hot. When a coil of wire containing a core of iron is

magnetized and demagnetized by an alternating current

a peculiar hum is heard. The more rapidly the current

reverses the louder the hum, until its resonant sound is

like a low musical tone. The iron within the core will

become very warm and have a curious effect upon a piece

of metal placed near it, repelling it with considerable

force and likewise exciting heat in it. The explanation

given of the effect produced in iron is twofold.

First—It is observed that the magnetization consumes
power. A piece of iron magnetized by a current flowing

in one direction will consume more power to bring it back

again to a neutral condition than it did in becoming mag-
netic. This consumption of power is called hysteresis, and

is due to a certain molecular condition causing a rigidity

of the particles and therefore depending upon the quality

of the iron for its extent. A piece of steel would con-

sume more power than soft wrought-iron while undergo-

ing the process of magnetization and demagnetization:

a well annealed piece of iron, less than the ordinary

wrought-iron not treated in this manner. Mr. Kapp has

given figures on the amount of energy consumed in a mass
of iron by hysteresis. The reversals occurred ioo times

per second, giving 200 changes. These results are true

for the iron of a transformer.

(At 100 complete periods a second.)

Lines of force in iron. Volts per ton of iron. Horse-power wasted in

heat per ton of iron.

2,000 650 .87

3,000 I,IOO I.48

4,000 I >650 2.21

5,000 2,250 3,02

6,000 2,900 3.89

7,000 3,750 5.03

8,000 4,45° 5-97

9,000 5,500 7.43

10,000 6,650 8.90

This phenomenon called hysteresis will have such an

effect upon the iron that only after the magnetizing force

has been partially removed the influence steals over the

iron and develops lines of force. A difference of phase,

therefore, exists between the magnetizing force and the

lines of force produced, or what might be called the

resultant magnetization. The other effect acting upon

the iron is much simpler in its nature. It is due to eddy

currents, small whirling currents induced in the iron by
the fact that lines of force are cutting it, passing and re-

passing so rapidly that an electromotive force is set up and

necessarily a current. To avoid these eddy currents the

iron is subdivided into thin sheets or used in the form of

wire. This treatment will not in the least reduce the

hysteresis, as that is entirely due to the molecular condi-

tion of the iron, but will reduce the eddies by insulating

the parts of the metal from each other. The currents

then produced have so short a circuit to flow in that their

volume is very slight and the heat very little. The hys-

teresis in iron depends upon the extent to which it is

magnetized and naturally upon the rapidity with which

these changes occur: These, in addition to the fact that

it likewise depends upon the quality of the iron, enable

us to reduce or increase it at will or hold it well in check.

The importance of understanding these effects and their

causes is clearly seen in the design of a transformer. A
transformer is a device by means of which a given electro-

motive force can be increased or decreased.

There are two classes of transformers :

Step-up transformers,

Step-down transformers.

In city circuits the step-down transformer is generally

used. A pressure varying from 1,000 to 2,000 volts is ap-

plied to it and reduced down for purposes of light or
power to 50 or 100 volts as required. The transformer
consists of a frame of iron upon which are placed two
coils of wire. The coils link in with a complete magnetic
circuit formed by the iron. The iron is generally used in

thin plates and the two coils thoroughly insulated from it

and each other are linked by it. Thus, there may be a
circle of iron and a coil on each side of it at the opposite
extremities of a diameter. The resistance and turns of

each coil are duly proportioned to receive and give
individually the proper current and pressure.

The iron being continually subject to violent reversals,

must create the least possible heat and absorb little or no
power. To do this both the hysteresis and eddy currents
must be kept down to a certain low but definite value.

(3.) To design a transformer to meet the demands of

practice, the conditions of practice must be considered in

full. An induction coil and a transformer merely differ

in detail; they are identical in principle.

Construction.—A transformer consists of a closed mas;-

netic circuit and two coils of wire. The coil connecting
to the source of current is called the primary, and that in

circuit with the line or lights the secondary. In com-
mercial lighting the primary is fed with a current of about
2,000 volts; the secondary delivers the same amount of

energy minus loss, at 50 volts. It is natural that the
transformer, like any other piece of apparatus, should be
of a size consistent with the service it is to perform.
Transformers are therefore rated as 5-light, 10-light, 50-

light, 100-light, etc. The weight of iron and copper also

increases with the number of lights supplied.

Design.—The iron and copper used in definite propor-
tions will give the best effect, provided they are of the

quality used by large companies. That is, the iron must
be of the softest kind and the copper pure. The size of

a transformer then depends upon the number of lines of

force it contains. In the case at hand, if the number of

lines of force per square inch be too high, hysteresis will

heat and endanger the construction. It is necessary that

the magnetic induction be kept very low ; from 8,000
to 12,000 lines of force per square inch, or higher if the

designer sees fit. The previous table will give an idea of

the losses entailed with higher induction.

Having determined to keep the induction low, the

ampere turns required and the weight of copper come
into consideration. The rule for calculating the turns is

simple, the primary and secondary being individually

treated. If the primary receives 2,000 volts and the

secondary 1 educes it down to 50 volts, the ratio between
them is 2,000 : 50, or 40 : 1.

This ratio of 40 : 1 represents the proportion exist-

ing between the turns on primary and secondary.

Each turn on the secondary is counterbalanced by 40
on the primary. The rule for keeping this fact in mind is

E. M. F. Secondary Turns Secondary.

E. M. F. Primary Turns Primary.

The method of calculating the turns on the primary is

as follows :

Turns X Lines, force x frequency.

E. M. F. =
100,000,000

The arbitrarily adopted factors are the turns and lines

of force. The frequency is from 100 to 150 at the ut-

most. To illustrate the above, take a case as follows :

A dynamo producing 2,000 volts is to be connected to a

transformer which will reduce it down to 50 volts ; we
now have

Turns x Lines force x frequency.

'2,000 =
100,000,000.

Adopting a frequency of 100 per second, the above
becomes
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A TRIBUTE TO AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS.

The great manufacturing" countries of this world no

longer regard England as the head and centre of the

most important or best developed industries.

She does not assume that position herself at present

without considerable hesitation and at times, as evinced

by the following note, frankly confesses her inability to

compete with American methods when tied down to a

limited time of delivery:

London, April 30.—In the House of Commons today

the president of the Board of Trade, C. T. Ritchie, re-

plying to Sir Charles Howard Vincent, said the Govern-

ment was not prepared to compel companies applying for

new railway charters to buy their equipment in the United

Kingdom.
In the case of the Waterloo City Railway, Mr. Ritchie

added, twenty-two cars had been ordered in America, be-

cause out of the seven English firms tendering for the

work not one of them was able to deliver the stock in the

time required by the railroad company.

There need be no cock-crowing vanity on the part of

ourselves because this is true, but rather an outburst of

redoubled energy for the purpose of demonstrating our

ability to reign supreme in other circles possibly, and the

future alone can tell whether we will in the great majority

of them.

r relations with Pmgland have enabled us to cut

loose from the slow hum-drnm and old-fashioned methods

of manufacturing. England produces and ships much
that we have as yet not competed with her in. But the

next fifty years will show us off to advantage in the wide-

spreading fields of commerce.

IMPORTANT PATENT DECISION.

The recent decision in favor of Berliner sweeps from
the field the greater part of the opposition previously ex-

isting against the Bell Telephone Company.
The decision in this case brings to light what might be

called a humorous state of affairs.

The Bell Telephone Company had intimated its inten-

tion of going into the telegraph business, thus engaging
in two associated and highly lucrative employments.
The Western Union Company immediately proclaimed its

intention of retaliating by entering the field of telephony.

At the present time it will be impossible for them to con-

tinue, as the Bell Telephone Company would quickly ob-

tain an injunction and restrain them from carrying out
their plan ; consequently the Western Union will have to

retire from the field in a hurry and the Bell Telephone
Company can still advance into the enemy's country with-

out fear or hesitation.

The Hell patent, applied for in 1877 and granted thir-

teen years later, gives this corporation control of all bat-

tery transmitters. It practically closes the field to out-

siders and encourages the formation and growth of what
may prove to be one of the greatest concerns of the clos-

ing century.

Well
;
the row is over, and the sooner those engaged

in infringing pack up their traps and get out the better,

unless they can stand a siege. It is unfortunate that this

stupendous control is exercised by one organization, but
if their monopoly is sanctified by the highest judicial cir-

cles, what can the rest do ? Many in the trade think the

battle just begun. Time will tell.

The following out-of-town visitors are registered at the

headquarters of the National Electric Light Association

for the week ending this day (May 7, 1897) :

M. E. Baird, Windsor, Conn.
W. E. Sharps, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. L. Fannon, "

H. E. Peters,

H. B. Custer,

F. O. Briggs, Trenton, N. J.

David Bloch, City of Mexico.

L. B. Billswell, Pittsburgh, Pa.

P. W. Darlington, Philadelphia.

H. T. Mooney, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

A great many inquiries are being received at this office

regarding exhibits at; the coming Niagara Convention.

For the benefit of those desiring to make an exhibit, we
will state that no exhibition will be held under the aus-

pices of the association, but from the tenor of our corre-

spondence and personal interviews, we learn that many
exhibitions will be made by our associate members in the

parlors and rooms of the hotel.

Geo. F. Porter, Secretary.

We would add that provision is being made by the In-

ternational Hotel and Cataract House to set up all the

exhibits that come along.—Electrical Age.

Electric Tramways in New York.—The Metropolitan

Traction Company has confirmed the announcement of its

decision to adopt electricity on several of its lines. Out
of 165 miles of road 43 will be operated electrically, and

the method of traction will be that of the underground

conduit. Mr. J. D. Crimmins, speaking for the com-

pany, states that the cost of running a car for one mile,

including everything but the fixed charges on the invest-

ment, is, with electricity, nine to nine and one-half cents;

with compressed air, 12 to 14 cents; and with the cable,

about 18 cents.—London Invention.

Augusta, Ga.—An electric light and power plant will

be established.
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Turns x Lines force X ioo.

2,000 =
100,000,000

Adopting 1,000,000 lines of force, we have

Turns x 1,000,000 x 100.

2,000 =
100,000.000.

which gives us 2,000 turns with that frequency and induc-

tion required. The reduction of turns for the secondary

follows in proportion of the pressures. The secondary

in this case requiring one-fortieth as many turns; that

is to say, 50. When the transformer is at full load

the current circulates freely in the primary coil, and

therefore in the secondary. When the load is off, the

primary being always in circuit, still receives current, but

to a very slight degree. The current passing through

the primary increases automatically with the demands

to be an important factor in the development of railroad-

ing, and which, it is predicted, will at an early day largely

supersede steam power in railroad travel, had a satisfac-

tory test today. Interest in the matter was by no means
confined to this country, for the officials of the road have
been in receipt of frequent inquiries about it from rail-

road men abroad.

Runs were made over the track of the New England
road from New Britain to Hartford, which had been
equipped with the third-rail system, and all that had been
claimed by the friends of the system was fully demon-
strated.

The run of ten miles between New Britain and Hart-
ford in the official trial was made in 13^ minutes and
with less jar than is ordinarily experienced in passenger
trains run by steam. Stretches of the route were covered
much faster than a mile a minute and the motor car was
geared to 85 miles.

Nowotny Inclosed Arc Eamp Type A. For Interior Service.

made upon the secondary. When the lights are gradually
turned on, the secondary uses more current; the primary
being sensitive to these conditions, receives more and
thus keeps up without interruption the cycle of changes.
Large power plants have been erected abroad and in this

country that use this system of transformation and trans-
mission. The Ferranti system in London is one of the
greatest in the world.

FAST RUN ON THIRD RAIL.

Hartford, May 10.—The third-rail electric system,
which President Clark of the Consolidated road asserts is

The trip was a pleasant one, and those who did not

know the speed that was being made would have difficulty

in realizing that the car was running at such a high rate.

Colonel N. H. Hoft, chief of the electrical department,

was on the front platform and regulated the speed him-

self.

The cars are about fifty feet long. Each car has a

chime whistle and a big gong at each end. Five cars are

now on hand ready for running. Instead of an overhead

trolley the electric current passes to the propelling ma-

chinery of the car by two shoes, thirty-three feet apart,

which are in contact with the third rail.

It was 1 :3o p. m. when a party of about fifty, which in-
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eluded President Clark, Vice-presidents Hall and Mellen

and other officers and directors of the Consolidated and

New England roads, reporters and other invited guests,

boarded a car at the Berlin power house and started on

the first trial trip.

The run of two and a half miles between Berlin and

New Britain was made in less than six minutes. The

NOWOTNY LONG-BURNING INCLOSED ARC
LAMPS.

The revolution in arc lighting has occurred within the

last two years. The improvement in the mechanism of

the arc lamp became manifest earlier than this, but the

f)

)

Nowotny Inelosed Arc Lamp with Outer Globe Suspended.

start from New Britain to Hartford was made at 1 153, completed lamp with its capabilities of fine adjustment

and at 2:o6}4 the train had stopped at the Hartford sta- and long hours of burning is but a recent product,

tion and the members of the party were alighting. Pres- A lamp may be examined from two general stand-

ident Clark was most heartily congratulated upon the points—mechanical excellence and light efficiency. The
success of the trial. simple experiment of Sir Humphry Davy gave to the
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world the germ of today's possibilities; its crudities and
difficulties unfolded themselves as the years rolled on.

We can therefore, from a long and healthy experience,

examine the Nowotny arc lamp as to the value of the

mechanism and the illumination it gives.

The lamps in use in America exceed 350,000 in num-
ber. This gives a chance to the manufacturer to judge

of the general deficiencies existing and to overcome
them.
The operating parts of the Nowotny lamp contain no

rods, chimney, gear wheels, etc. The carbon is securely

held without the aid of a carbon rod; and the clutch con-

sists of four porcelain balls, which regulate the movement
of the carbon, themselves being held by a retaining recep-

tacle. This device has all the features and performs the

functions of an arc-maintaining ball-bearing piece of

mechanism.
The lamp is ornamental in appearance ; the one for

c. P.

4 amperes at no volts energy consumed 440 volts, 1,600

4^2 " "• " "• "
495 " 1,800

5 " " "
" "

55° " 2,000

The Nowotny Electric Co. may be corresponded with
at 208-210-212 Lawrence street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

E. P. Morris, New York Agent,' 15 Cortlandt street.

INTERESTING SUIT FOR DAMAGES FOR FAIL-

URE TO DELIVER COPPER.

An interesting case in the Supreme Court of New
York was disposed of this week by the discontinuance of

the suit of the Okonite Company against Holmes, Booth &
Haydens.

Nowotny Inclosed Arc Lamp (Cross-Section.)

outside use being weather-proof in every respect; thus
insuring its wearing qualities.

The Nowotny lamp takes four amperes, four and a half

amperes at 80 volts across the arc, with no volts pressure
in the line.

The lamp can be easily recarboned and the inner globe
rarely breaks, as expansion and contraction are well at-

tended to. The outer globe is supported by a ring at its

top, so that it may be conveniently lowered while being
securely held.

The economy in consumption of energy and candle-
power produced is indicated by the following table:

The complaint showed that in June, 1895, Holmes,
Booth & Haydens sold to the Okonite Company 300,000
pounds of copper at 12^ cents, and afterdelivering5o,5oQ

pouuds, stopped further delivery. The Okonite Company
then in September, 1895, purchased elsewhere the balance

of the copper at 14 cents, and then sued Holmes, Booth
& Haydens for about $4,500, the difference. Holmes,
Booth & Haydens denied the contract. An order discon-

tinuing the suit was entered in the Clerk's Office on the

21st, and on enquiry it is understood that Holmes, Booth
& Haydens paid the Okonite Company about $2,800 for a

settlement.
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HAVE YOU SEEN THE GHOST? Mr. Williams has brought out some very excellent de-
signs this season. Particular attention is called to their

Have you seen the ghost ? is the expression down-town new bracket fan motor; it can be fastened to a side wall

among the fan-motor trade. J. P. Williams, general and be placed in any position by means of a thumb screw,

Paragon Desk and Bracket Fans.

Paragon Ceiling Fans.

agent of the Paragon (iron-clad) electric fan motors, 39
Cortlandt street, New York, has among his new paragon
fan motors a white enameled fan motor called the Ghost,
which is attracting unusual attention for its beauty of

^n, finish and construction.

allowing the breeze generated by the motor to be thrown
in any direction. The same motor can also be used on
the desk. These motors are finished in any color de-

sired. He has a new ceiling fan with 36-inch wooden
blades and furnished with any length of stem.
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His new Elevator Fan Motor with 16-inch fan is also a

big attraction. It can be set close to the top of an eleva-

tor, taking very little room. The demand of the trade

for this coming season calls for a cheap, efficient, econom-
ical and durable fan—one that will operate noiselessly,

not get out of order, and all of these valuable features

are combined in the paragon iron-clad fan motors. They
are the result of several years' practical experience and a

careful consideration of the requirements of the trade.

THE SYNCHRONOGRAPH.*

(Q.)—THE ECONOMICAL USE OF GAS.
Auburn, May i, 1897.

Dear Sir: Can you give any figures on the relative

vuantities of gas consumed in producing light, as follows:

In the burner,

By Welsbach,
With gas engine and dynamo,
By the air of a thermopile heated by gas.

A comparative table would be of the greatest service to

me at present. Thanking you in advance, I am
Yours truly,

Frank A. Maas.

A New Method of Rapidly Transmitting Intelligence by the

Alternating Current.

BY ALBERT CUSHING CREHORE AND GEORGE OWEN SQUIER.

(Continued from page 292.)

Let us consider the advantages of thus operating upon
an alternating current. It is evident that the advantages
above mentioned of using a system subjected to a per-

fectly regular alternating electromotive foice, and capa-

ble, if necessary of transmitting considerable amounts of

power, is by this method made available. In addition,

no spark is made in a transmitter adjusted to break the

circuit at the exact times indicated by the curve above,
when the current is naturally zero. This makes it pos-

sible, if it is found desirable, to use comparatively large

electromotive forces and currents on the line, for no mat-
ter what the maximum value of the current, it is made
and broken by this plan with no sparking. It is also pos-

w

Fro. 5,
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Fig. 4.,

(A.)—The first and second in the list are familiar ex-

amples. The general rate of gas consumption would be
represented by the following figures:

Per hour.

In ordinary tip 5 cubic feet . . 16 C. P.

Welsbach 4 "

j Gas engine and dynamo,
) i(

( with incandescent lamps [ **

j Gas engine and dynamo,
\ t(

( with arc lamps, j
^

With thermopile 5 to 10 "

.16

. .16

2,000

16

These figures are only roughly approximate, particularly

in the case of gas engine and dynamo, with incandescent
lamps. The wattage of the lamps will determine the light

given for a certain expenditure of energy.

Wiring Calculator.—Immediate results obtained
without the aid of pen or pencil. Send 2-cent stamp to

Elmer P. Morris, 15 Cortlandt street, New York, for this

valuable pocket calculator, whch has been sold for one
dollar.

Mr. C. H. Mclntire, of Mclntire & Co., No. 15 Frank-
lin street, Newark, is going to Europe on the Steamer
Germannic. He will be gone one month, for business
and pleasure. The Mclntire concern are the original

manufacturers of terminals and connectors for telephone,
telegraphic service, dynamos, etc.

Jellico, Tenn.—Mayor may be addressed concerning
establishment of electric light plant.

sible to employ waves of high frequency upon the line,

the upper limit obtainable from an alternator being prob-

ably much higher than can be transmitted over the line.

If a receiver were used which could reproduce an exact

trace of the actual waves sent over the line, it might re-

semble such a combination as that represented by the

heavy curve in Fig. 4. The sine wave continues uninter-

rupted to the point p, when the key is opened, and it is

held open for one complete wave-length p q, when it

is again closed for a wave length q r ; then opened
for one-half a wave-length rs; closed for a wave-length st;

opened " for a wave-length t u; closed for half a wave-

length u v; opened for half a wave-length v w and finally

closed. By this plan it is possible to use the ordinary

Continental code in telegraphy, a dash being indicated

when two successive waves, a positive and a negative one,

are omitted by keeping the key open, and a dot meaning
where a single half wave is omitted. The space betweer

parts of a letter, as between the dash and dot of the let-

ter <: n " is indicated by the presence of one-half a wave

length, and the space between letters as between " t" anc

" e " in the word ten," by the presence of two half-waves,

while the space between words maybe represented by the

presence of three half-waves, and between sentences of

four half-waves or more. The above is a single exam-

ple, of which there are many, of a method by which the

usefulness of so operating upon an alternating current is

made apparent because it shows how these signals may

be interpreted by a fixed code. It need not be said that

there are other ways easily devised of interpreting the

possible combinations of waves which may be sent in ac-

cordance with any code, and it is not our present object
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to present a method which is deemed superior to others,

but merely to show that the above plan becomes op-

erative.

A consideration of the time required to send the word
"ten' by the above plan shows that it corresponds to the

time of eleven half-waves of current. If we suppose that

the frequency is an ordinary one used in alternating-cur-

rent work, viz., 140 complete waves per second, the time

required to send the word "ten" is .0394 of a second,

or, by allowing three additional half-waves for the space

between the words, the word " ten" would be sent jnst

1,200 times in one minute. There is no difficulty in using

over some lines a frequency four times as great as that

ordinarily used, namely, as high as 56c or even 600 pe-

riods per second. This would correspond to speeds of

4,800 and 5,143 times sending the word "ten" per

minute. The limit in each instance is only determined

by the particular line used.

Hitherto it has not been pointed out how it is possible

to manipulate a key at the high speed mentioned, so as to

open and close the circuit hundreds of times per second

as desired at the exact instants when the current is natu-

rally zero. Evidently the proper place to manipulate

such a current controller where the circuit must be made
and broken at distinct points of phase, is at the generator

and for each revolution of the wheel there would be forty

semi-waves or twenty complete waves transmitted. If

one-fortieth of the circumference of the wheel is covered
by paper or other insulating material as indicated at 1,

Fig. 5, and the brush a adjusted to ride on to and off

from this insulation just as the current is changing from
one semi-cycle to the next, that is, changing sign, while

the brush b is in continuous engagement with the wheel,

the semi-cycle represented by the section covered will be
suppressed, and without any sparking, even if the poten-
tial used is high. In practice, the brush a is easily ad-

justed to this point by moving it slightly backward or for-

ward around the circumference of the wheel until the

sparking ceases. This adjustment once made, the brush
is fixed in position and so remains. In each succeeding
revolution of the wheel, this cycle of operations is ex-

actly repeated, and the current sent over the line would
resemble that shown in Fig. 2, having every fortieth

semi-cycle omitted. It is only necessary to cover other
similar sections of the circumference of the wheel in a

predetermined order according to a code, to transmit in-

telligence over the line. The above illustration of the

operation of a transmitter on this principle is given for

simplicity only, and is evidently far from a practical form
of transmitter.

itself, or in connection with any motor running synchro-

nously therewith.

It will be sufficient for purposes of illustration to show
by a special example how any single half-wave may thus

be controlled at the generator; for obviously any word
or sentence may be formed by a repetition of this opera-

tion.

In Fig. 5, s represents the shaft of an ordinary 10-pole

alternating current generator which drives through the

gears M and n, the wheel w. The circumference of this

wheel is one continuous conductor presenting a smooth
surface for brushes to bear upon. If the periphery of the

wheel is divided for example into forty equal parts, and
it is geared to run at one-fourth the speed of the arma-

ture, each division thereof corresponds to one semi-cycle of

the electromotive force produced by the generator. Upon
the wheel w bear two brushes a and b carried by a brush-

holder which is capable of adjustment. These two brushes

ire connected in series with the line, so that the current

which passes in at one brush is conducted through the

wheel to the other brush, and thence to the line. The
current used may be obtained from the generator, the

shaft of which is represented at s, either before or after

it has passed through any number of transformers, since

it is the frequency alone with which we are concerned.
The line current is brought to the wheel w to be syn-

chronously operated upon. If both brushes remain con-

tinually in contact with the wheel, the current transmitted

would have the regular sine form represented in Fig. i,

The wheel w in the above example may have different

speeds with respect to the generator shaft, the essential

condition being that its circumference shall contain some
integer number of a unit, which is the arc upon the cir-

cumference of the wheel if geared to the armature, that

a point fixed with respect to the field would describe upon
it during one semi-period of the current. This wheel
therefore might be connected to any shaft which runs in

synchronism with that of the generator, as for instauce

that of a synchronous motor if the power were obtained
from a distance.

(To be continued.)

THE WEISS DRILL CASE.

The Weiss drill case has sixty round-bottomed recepta-

cles, from No. 1 to No. 60, No. 1 holding 16 and No. 60

about 200 drills.

It is a drill gauge, has hardened and accurately ground
bushings opposite each receptacle.

It gives the size of each drill in decimals opposite each
bushing, and tells you the exact size of drill to use for all

standard taps.

You see at a glance every drill in the case.

The cover, thrown down, will not slam, and raises at a

tip of the finger.

It is an ornament. All in all it is a'good thing.

Manufactured and sold by Weiss Brothers, 286, 288

and 290 Graham street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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THE YALE-WESTON "TRIPLEX
LEY BLOCK. .

CHAIN PUL-

When the Triplex Chain Block was first introduced a

report was published of tests made by Prof. R. H. Thur-

ston, of Cornell University, to determine the relative

"mechanical efficiency" of the various types of chain

blocks in use, which disclosed the remarkable fact that

while the efficiency of seven other types ranged from 18.9

per cent, to 32 per cent, (the Weston Differential Block

being one of the highest), the Triplex Spur-Geared Block

developed an efficiency of 79.5 per cent., or nearly three-

fold the average of other blocks.

load on each part doe's not exceed two tons. In like

manner the maximum load on each hoist is limited to two
tons, and this is the limit of load carried by each arm of

the yoke. All the remainder of the load is suspended
directly from the shank of the upper hook. This con-

struction admits of greater compactness and occupies

less headroom than any heretofore devised. Still greater

compactness and from eighteen to twenty inches addi-

tional headroom can be obtained by Omitting the upper
hook and crosshead and building the block into the trolley

of a hand crane or overhead tramrail system.

This ingenious application of the Triplex system adapts

it to the largest loads for which portable hoists are usu-

ally required, and by reason of the duplication of the

lis

til

ill
iinMiil

iiana m Cn

The Yale-Weston "Triplex" Chain Pulley Block.

In order to meet the demand for blocks of large capac-

ity and- having high efficiency two new sizes of the Triplex

block have recently been produced capable respectively

of handling loads of sixteen and twenty tons. The con-

struction consists in placing a yoke on the upper hook,

each end of this yoke carrying a Triplex mechanism of

two tons capacity and each mechanism being operated by

an independent hand chain. The two slack ends of the

hoisting chain are attached respectively to the two Tri-

plex hoists. The first loop of this chain then passes

around the driving sheave in each hoist and thence over

two sets of intermediate sheaves, one set carried in the

frame of the bottom hook and the other set in the frame

connected directly with the shank of the upper hook.

The number of parts of chain is such that the maximum

hoisting mechanism enables the full power of four men to

be utilized either in lifting the maximum load at normal

speed or lighter loads at great speed, whereas all other

large hoists have heretofore had but a single hand chain,

on which it is not possible to utilize effectively the power

of more than two or at the most three men.

Boston, Mass.—Tbe Worcester Construction Co. is to

build a trolley line in Kingston, Jamaica.

Branford, Conn.—A company is petitioning for the

right to construct and operate an electric line in Branford,

Greenbush, N. Y.—The Greenbush and Nassau Elec-

tric Railway has applied for a franchise to construct and

operate a line between this point and Nassau.
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BERLINER PATENT DECLARED VALID.

VERY age betrays its weaknesses,
and this present period is not ex-

empt, being unique because of the

unexampled ferocity with which pat-

ent suits are carried on and the vast

interests depending upon the court's

decision in many notable cases. The
law of the survival of the fittest

reigns supreme in this particular field

of activity. The foundations of con-

cerns are being laid during this epoch

whose solidity and vitality will compare well with the

greatest of financial institutions, and whose far-reaching

grasp will embrace the crystallized ideas of inventors still

unborn.

The sum and substance of the following decision is to

the effect that the Berliner patent applied for in 1877 and
only granted Nov. 17, 1891, is valid.

The claim of the government that the delay was illegal

and the ensuing lawsuit, resulted unfavorably against

them. The conclusions reached :give the patentee con-

trol over all the battery transmitters.

The following statement was prepared by D. J. Brewer:

THE SUPREME COURT STATEMENT.

Mr. Justice Brewer:

I am directed to deliver the opinion of the court in No.

344, the United States vs. the American Bell Telephone
Company and E. Berliner.

This was a bill filed by the government to set aside a

patent issued to the telephone company as the assignee

of Berliner on a patent issued in 1891. The grounds of

relief set forth in the bill are that the delay of the appli-

cation in the office for thirteen years was, under the cir-

cumstances alleged in the bill, unlawful and fraudulent
;

that the invention embraced in the patent of 1891 was in-

cluded within a patent issued in 1880, and that the patent

as issued was not for the invention described in the appli-

cation, and also that taking the application to date, from

the time when it was made by amendment to cover the

invention described and claimed, it was barred by public

use for more than two years.

We hold in this respect, to a suit to set aside a patent

for an invention, that as in cases brought to set aside

patent for land, the government must establish the

grounds of relief by testimony which is clear, convincing

and satisfactory, and not upon a mere preponderance of

testimony.

We also hold that there is no evidence in the record

—

not the slightest—that there was any corruption or undue
influence exercised by the officials of the telephone com-

pany to secure any delay in the Patent Office; that there

is no evidence which justifies, an inference that the delay

was either at the instance or with the procurement or at

the solicitation of the telephone company, or its officials,

and that whatever delay there was, was caused by the ac-

tion of the officials of the Patent Office, for which the tel-

ephone company is not responsible.

We hold, therefore, that there is an absolute failure to

show any wrong on the part of the telephone company in

this delay in the Patent Office, and as to the other ground

of attack, they are matters which, under the statute law,

are open to every individual to set up in a suit brought

against him by the holders of the patent, and that so far

as these particular matters are concerned, they are not

such as to justify the interference of a court of equity to

set aside the patent.

The decree of the court below is affirmed.

Mr. Justice Gray and Mr. Justice Brown did not hear

the argument and took no part in the decision of this

case.

Mr. Justice Harlan dissents.

The following extract from one of the leading dailies is

very interesting :

Washington, May 10.—The Bell Telephone Company
won the case brought against it by the United States to

annul the last Berliner patent.

This decision has the effect of continuing the control of

the telephone by the Bell Company for seventeen years
from the date of the last patent, which was granted in

1891. The Government asked to have the patent of

1895 set aside on the ground that the delay of thirteen

years in the Patent Office was fraudulent through the
fault of the telephone company, and that the patent
issued in 1880 covered the same ground on which the.

new patent was applied for in 1891. The Court holds
that there was no evidence of corruption or undue influence

exercised over the Patent Office by the telephone com-
pany.

Extensive Interests at Stake.

The decision by the Supreme Court sustains the lower
courts. The case has attracted wide attention because
of the extensive interests involved in its settlement and
the opinion of the court has been anxiously awaited. The
suit, it was claimed, involved the practical control of the

art of telephoning. It originated in a charge of collusion

in the Patent Office and was brought to obtain the repeal

and cancellation of letters patent of the United States

No. 463,569, dated November 17, 1891, granted to the

American Bell Telephone Company as assignee of Emile
Berliner, the 'alleged inventor. The repeal and cancel-

lation of the patent were sought upon the ground that the

application for it, while filed in 1877, was not issued until

1891.

It was claimed that the Berliner patent practically con-
trols telephony, as it has to do with both the transmission
and receipt of sound, and that the delay thus secured
until 1891 operated to prolong the control for fifteen

years beyond the time of the expiration of the Bell patent.

Origin of the Famous Suit.

It was also asserted that the patent was granted by the

Commissioner of Patents without authority of law, and
that it was for the same invention for which a patent had
been granted in 1880, and that the principle was therefore

not new.

With this favorable decision it is expected that Bell

Telephone stock will advance. It certainly keeps com-
petitors out of the field, particularly shutting out the

Western Union Telegraph Company should it wish to em-
bark in the telephone business. It is claimed that the

Western Union has kept the Bell company out of the

telegraph business since the contract expired between
the corporations on November 1 last by a threat of going
into the telephone business. The decision, therefore,

places the Western Union at a double disadvantage.

The Bell company is already in the telegraph business

to a limited degree. The Bell company owns the best

system of telephone wires in the country. To combine
the telegraph and telephone business would be a simple
matter. Should the Bell company decide to take such a

step it would work great harm to the Western Union
company, which would be unable to retaliate owing to the

Berliner patent, which is now declared valid.

Staunton, Va.—The Staunton Mutual Telephone Co.
has been incorpora ed, with William Patrick president,

N. C. Watts secretary and treasurer ; to establish tele-

phone system.

New York, N. Y.—Henry E. Howland, President
Board of Managers, Manhattan State Hospital, may be
addressed concerning installation of new electric lighting

mains for hospital.
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April 30, 1897.

Electrical Age Publishing Co
,

Dear Sirs: The relays used in telegraphic work are

used for the purpose of boosting the current. Why is this

necessary if the line is well insulated? The insulators

used are made of glass, which_ I understand to be excel-

lent non-conductors; how, then, is there so great a loss

that relays are required ? By giving this your attention

you will oblige, Yours truly,

A Subscriber.

(A.)—The relay is used for the purpose of throwing in

circuit a local battery. The current leaks away all along

the line through the insulators. An example will serve to

illustrate the manner in which a slight loss grows in a

long line.

Take a line 1,000 miles long with 30 insulating supports

to the mile, each insulator having ten megohms re-

sistance.

No. of supports, 1,000 X 30 = 30,000
10,000,000

Insul. resistance of line =:

30,000
= 1,000 ohms.

The insulation resistance of a line is lower than this in

reality, the insulators being poorer; after exposure be-

coming dirty and therefore better conducting. The com-
parison to be made is that between the conductivity of

the line and the insulation resistance of the supports. -

A copper line need not have such good insulators as an

iron line. The current has two paths to choose from,

through which current flows according to the resistance.

NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SOCIETY.

REMOVAL NOTICE.

68 Cortlandt St., New York, April 1, 1897.

We beg to inform you that on May 1, next, we will

move to 204 Fulton street, (near Church street), at which

place our facilities will be much larger and enable us to

carry a more complete line of our packings, steam special-

ties and supplies for immediate delivery.

We hope for a continuance of the many favors extended

to us in the past.

Respectfully yours,

Jas. L. Robertson & Sons.

Successors to Hine & Robertson Co.

I desire to announce to my friends and the trade that

on May 1st, 1897, I will consolidate my business with

that of the Chapin-Douglas Electric Co., under the firm-

name of the Columbia Electrical Supply Co., with main

store and stock as heretofore at No. 329 Fourth avenue,

and down-town branch with telephone connection at 136

Liberty street, until further notice, where a stock of tup-

plies will be kept for the convenience of customers.

With the increased stock an<i improved facilites, tl e

Columbia Electrical Supply Co. will be able to handle

your esteemed orders to your entire satisfaction.

I request a continuation of your favors, and remain,
Respectfully,

T. m. R Meikleham.

Office of the Secretary, 233 Broadway, New York.

The New York Electrical Society was organized in

1881, "for the advancement of electrical knowledge and
the study of electrical and other scientific phenomena."

In carrying out this purpose, the endeavor of the offi-

cers of Ihe society has been to make it a help and a

stimulus to young electricians, and an up-to-date means,
for the general public, of discussing and illustrating the

most recent and interesting developments in electrical

work.
Any person of good repute, who is connected with or

interested in electrical work, is eligible for admission to

the society. An application blank, which will be for-

warded by -the secretary on request, must be filled in with
the name, address and occupation Of the applicant, and
returned. The name will be endorsed by a member and
duly presented for election. ' The entrance fee is $1, and
the yearly dues are $3.00/

It is well known that from the inception of this body to

its one-hundredth 'meeting 'in 1887, a standard of papers
and discussion was set which established the reputation
of the society as exerting a most beneficial influence in

the dissemination of current electrical knowledge and
progress: '-

*

An interesting little paper devoted entirely to teleg-

raphy, called The Telegraph. Student, has reached us.

It comes from Oberlin, Ohio. Its title-page reads "De-
voted to Telegraphy from a money-earning standpoint

and to the interests of the Oberlin Telegraph School."

Sherbrooke, Ont.—Mr. Burke, president of the Sher-

brooke Electric Street Railway Co.; states Ihe work is

likely to be commenced at an early date and to be com-
pleted before August.

Brinkley, Ark.—Brinkley Electric Light & Power Co.,

damaged by fire at a loss of $3,000. Not insured.

Owensville, Ind.—J. P. Cox, Town Treasurer, may
give information concerning electric light plant.

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are

based upon the same general

principle and are just as accurate as

our regular Standard Portable Di-

rect Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working parts are inclosed in a

neatly designed dust-proof raft-

iron case, which effectively shields

the instruments from disturbing

influences of external magnetic
fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U.S.A.

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
Zistablislied 1873. *

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catal >gue and Prices.

w,lK[,
:

del. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. u«/S!;M
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Columbia Motor Carriage.

Columbia Motor Carriage.

COLUMBIA MOTOR CARRIAGES.

The bicycle will be equalled in popularity very soon by
the motor carriage, in reference to which this article has

been written.. The Pope Manufacturing Co., of Hartford,

Conn., with their usual foresight have been looking

up motor carriages since January, 1895. At first gaso-

lene carriages occupied all their attention, but they be-

came satisfied that the use of this fuel as a motive power
was neither safe nor desirable for general service.

A great number of gasolene carriages are on the market

at present, and the consuls in France, England and Ger-
many are kept busy keeping track of the races, experi-

ments, etc., made by the competitive owners.
The abandonment of gasolene and the adoption of

electricity as a safe and reliable source of power is an-
other feather in the cap of the electrical profession and a
sign of intelligent progress on the part of the Pope Mfg.
Co. They have put upon the market a carriage which is

in reality the' only 'operative 'one available.
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1

The storage cells used have been chosen from the lead-

ing concerns in. the business. The motors are particu-

larly Well adapted to the work they are made to perform,

and have undergone many severe tests for the purpose of

showing their desirability and power.
The carriage is made entirely on a bicycle basis, that

is, the use of pneumatic tires, ball-bearings and all that

adds to lightness of weight and speed. The frame is

made of Pope Tube Co.'s.so carbon steel, selected of a

size to be used in an annealed state. The carriage has a

radius of action covering over 30 miles. The speeds are

of the following rates :

15 miles an hour, on smooth, level roads.

12
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The batteries are charged at any no volts source of

supply, and therefore may be readily attached to any one
of the many private or station circuits so numerous in

large cities, towns, or the homes of private individuals.

The cost of operation, according to the rates charged
for current in large cities, is 1 J/ cents a mile.

they were carefully examined a few days ago they show
no signs of deterioration which would prevent the belief

in their availability for an indefinite period longer.

Nothing could be more severe than the treatment which
this carriage has received, more especially the batteries,

and it has been not uncommon for the carriage to run for

several hours at a rate of discharge double the normal.

Nothing is more severe than this upon the life of a stor-

age battery.

The luxury of travel has been so enhanced by the use

of motor carriages that the near future will find them in

use to the same extent as the cab and barouche with their

prancing steeds are today.

The enterprise of the Pope Mfg. Co. is worthy of com-
mendation and will meet with practical appreciation from
those possessed of a similar spirit.

i^^*>
i

Bar Harbor, Me—A new electric light station will be

erected at a cost of $7,000.

St. Louis, Mo.—An electric line will be established,

beginning at Broadway and North Market street, and

r

Train of Motor Car and Coach at Berlin. (Courtesy of N, Y. World.)

If a plant is owned by the proprietor of the carriage the

cost does not exceed >£-cent a mile. -No- error -can be

made in charging and they cut themselves out automatic-

ally when fully charged.

The carriages are entirely available in the most severe

weather, and while their radius of action is, of course,

.necessarily reduced, 6 or 8 inches of heavy snow is no

Obvious ^obstacle and the same is proved to be true of

mud. These statements are not a matter of surmise but

the result of actual daily use without restriction of the
' preliminary carriage constructed by us, which has now

made a record of about 3,500 miles and has never sus-

tained an accident so severe as to prevent its return with

its own power. Incidentally, the endurance of the batteries

was well demonstrated by this experience, and although

running over North Market street, Blair avenue, Benton
street, Garrison, Cass, Prairie, Evans avenue, etc.

ELECTRICITY ON THE NEW HAVEN ROAD.

Stephenson's star is waning. The beginning of the

end is approaching, and the gradual transition from the

puffing steam engine to the noiseless electric car will con-

tinue until the change is complete. The New York and
New Haven Railroad have finished a 13-mile length of

road, employing the third-rail system, which has with-

stood the test made upon it most successfully. In the

words of Pres. Charles P. Clark, of the New Haven Rail-

road :
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" You may tell everybody who is engaged in investing

his own or anybody else's money in lines competitive with

steam roads that they cannot prosper when the day
comes to lay down third rails in this country. There is

neither malice in this statement nor a desire to injure

anybody. Our locomotives may go into the scrap heap,

as the old stage coaches had to go."

The following illustrations give the reader a general

idea of the appearance of the road, the motor truck and
the section of the roadbed with third rail. In 1894 Pres-

ident Clark began his experiments near Nantasket Beach
;

the results were satisfactory, 'and in 1896 the third-rail

system was tried. The new branch of road is supplied

These cars fully mounted can carry about one hundred
passengers. The current passes from the third rail to a

piece of flat iron called the shoe,supported beneath the truck

by two links. It is about 12 inches long and weighs 20

pounds. The third rail is well flattened on the top, to

make proper contact with the shoe. The speed obtain-

able is approximated at 100 miles an hour.

N. E. L. A. CONVENTION NOTE.

(Railroad Fares.)

The Trunk Line Association, the New England Pas-

Truck of Motor Car with 125-Horse Power Motors.

with power from a station erected at Berlin, a short dis-

tance from the main line connecting New Haven with

Hartford.

1 our cables connect from the power-house to the third

rail and tracks. The third rail weighs 93 pounds to yard,

is insulated from the ground, mounted up jn cone-shaped
block of wood that have been well creosoted. These
blocks are mounted on wooden pins set into the ties.

At crossings the third rail is omitted and a copper cable

about one inch in diameter is substituted. The motors
used are 125 horse-power apiece, each car being equipped
with two of them.

[N. Y. World] •

1

senger Association, the Central Passenger Association
and the Southern Passenger Association have made a
rate of a fare and one-third, on the certificate plan, from
all points in their territory to Niagara . Falls and return
for delegates to our twentieth convention, to be held at

Niagara Falls, June 8, 9, 10. In purchasing tickets ask
for a certificate, which will entitle the purchaser to be re-

turned at one-third the regular fare.

The arrangement for a special train has been a some-
what perplexing question, owing to the desire that our
member's should enjoy the best possible service at the
lowest possible rate. After long and continuous negotia-
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tions, a most satisfactory arrangement has been made
with the West Shore Railroad to run a special train of

vestibuled parlor, library and dining cars, leaving New
York (foot Forty-second street, North river, at 10.15 a -

m., and foot Franklin street 10 a. m.) Monday, June 7.

Tickets to return via West Shore R. R. or New York
Central and Hudson River R. R., thus enabling the dele-

gates who take this train to enjoy the view of both sides

of the river, if they so desire.

The daylight run was decided upon owing to an almost
unanimous request on the part of our members, on ac-

MODERN OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION.

BENJAMIN WILLARD.

(Continued.)

Wood poles for curve construction would be made
similar to those specified heretofore for straight line con-
struction, excepting dimensions of such poles should be
31 ft. long by 14 ins. x 14 ins. at the butt, 9 ins. x 9 ins.

at the top, chanfered from a point 14 feet from the base

Details of the Third Rail and Shoe.

count of the large number of ladies who propose honoring
us with their presence.

The special train has always been one of the features of

our conventions, and this one promises to excel any of

its predecessors, even to providing a souvenir for the

ladies.

Price of tickets to Niagara Falls, including parlor car

seat, $10. For ticket and parlor car accommodations
apply to C. O. Baker, Jr., 126 Liberty street, New York,,

Master of Transportation.

New York Electrical Society, 182nd Meeting.—The
annual meeting of the society and election of officers will

take place at Columbia University, Madison avenue and
49th street, on Thursday, May 20th.

Mr. H. Barringer Cox will lecture on " The Direct Con-
version of Heat Into Electricity."

A brief review will be given of the history of thermo-
electric generators; the reason of previous failure in this

direction ; the real problem of thermo-electricity ; the

practical mission of a successful device.

Thermo-electric generators will be shown in actual

operation, furnishing current to fan motors, X-ray out-

fits, medical apparatus, telegraph sets, annunciator sys-

tems, and other devices in ordinary use and every-day
demand.
The regular business of the meeting will be taken up

at 7.45 p.m., and the lecture will commence at 8.

George H. Guy, Secretary.

Oxford, Md. — An electric light plant will be estab-

lished.

Beaver, Pa.— An electric light plant will be estab-

lished.

to the point, terminating in an octagonal form and roofed

evenly for a space of three inches. Such poles should be

set seven feet in the ground and raked 12 ins. from the

perpendicular in a direction radiating from the centre of

curvature, where strain is required. The hole should then

be entirely filled with about seven-tenths of a cubic yard

of broken rock and well rammed.
The holes for eye-bolts should be bored in wood poles

before their erection, and should be bored so that the

bolt will incline slightly downward towards the eye, to

prevent the water from following in and rotting the top

of the pole. The correct location for eye-bolt holes

would be determined by the height at which the trolley

wire is to be placed; 22 feet from the base of the pole

would be correct, assuming that we allow two feet for

drop in the ear-body and ear and also dip in the span,

which would make the height of trolley wire about 20

feet. To facilitate the setting of poles to a uniform

height it is a good plan to place grade stakes near the

location selected for poles, indicating a given height reh

tive to the grade of the track.

Centre pole construction is required in many locations

and may be more adaptable than other methods, but

consider span construction better owing to its flexibilit)

and : for being less unsightly. There are now on the

market appliances for making bracket suspensions flex-

ible, which are an improvement over the old type of rigic

construction. One of the most practical which I ;

familiar with is an attachment to receive a short span

flexible wire and the ordinary straight line hangers.

Poles used for centre and bracket construction shoulc

be made according to the same specifications as those

used for span construction, excepting that an ornamental

pole top would be required for the steel pole instead of

an insulated one. Much can be spent on ornamentations
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on centre and bracket construction, but it always occurred

to me that the most practical is ornamental enough and

places the cost where it will do the most good. For the

bracket arm a i^-inch pipe of the required length at-

tached to a malleable iron collar made in halves and en-

circling the pole, and supported by truss rods leading from

the end and centre of the arm to near the top, makes ex-

cellent and neat appearing construction.

Wherever guard wires are required it will be necessary

to leave about two feet additional space on the top of

the pole, above where the trolley span wires are attached,

for the attachment of the guard wire span. It would

hardly be practical to provide an insulated pole top to

provide for both span wires, so the trolley span would be

supported by means of a wrought iron clamp collar en-

circling the pole at the proper point and provided with

suitable insulating fastenings. I do not especially ap-

MOTORS, DYNAMOS AND THEIR
CATION.

CLASS! M-

LESSON LEAVE8
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. B.

If a motor be considered as a machine in which elec-

trical energy is converted into mechanical energy, its con-

venience and usefulness cannot be misunderstood. There
is at present no device of equal efficiency. Its rating is

of the highest order and its universal application a matter
dependent entirely upon the cost of electricity. There
are many types of motors and dynamos on the market,

whose points of excellence may be critically examined.

Connection of a Shunt Motor.

prove of this method of construction (as I do not favor

guard wires), but I would recommend it where it is com-
pulsory to erect guard wires.

All poles should be painted with one coat before their

erection, as it affords better opportunities to carefully ap-

ply the priming coat and at less expense than after the

poles are set. A paint of dark green composed of

graphite mixture I find to wear well and, although it costs

more than some other paints, it has better lasting quali-

ties (especially in iron work). A second coat of this

paint after the poles are erected will cover marred places

made necessary in setting, and will look well and last for

at least two years.

Span Wires.—Span wires necessary for trolley suspen-

sion should be flexible steel five-sixteenths of an inch in

diameter, composed of seven strands of No. 12 galvanized

wire, and when under strain with conditions of pole set-

ting as I have stated would have a tension of about 750.

pounds when erected. Whereas I have allowed eighteen

inches for sag in the span, it probably would not be over

12 inches at the time the wire is first suspended, but will

gradually sag more as the wire stretches and the poles spring

or yield in the ground ; so if a 40-ft. span is attached 22

feet above the rail surface, the trolley wire within the

course of a year would measure approximately 20 feet

above the rail.

(To be continued.)

1

The general classification of the windings and a division

of the magnetic circuits into groups is most instructive to

the lay reader.

Windings.—The dynamo and motor are both made up

of two distinctive parts,

Armature,
Field.

Each of these has a distinct function to perform. The
armature, by rotation or otherwise, cuts the lines of force

and thus creates within its turns an electrical pressure

commonly called electromotive force.

In the great majority of dynamos and motors the arma-

ture revolves, and thus performs the work it was intended

for.

The field is of a different construction from the arma-

ture in this respect, that it simply supplies magnetism or

lines of force to the armature. The greater the strength

of this magnetic field the higher the speed of the arma-

ture, and the greater the number of turns on the armature

the higher will be the electromotive force (E. M. F.) pro-

duced.
The field merits our first attention ;

it is generally

wound in three ways:

Series,

Shunt,

Compound.
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Series .Winding.r—The series winding is one in which the Compound Winding.—To obviate certain difficulties in

entire current from the armature flows around the magnet incandescent lighting, such as armature reaction, loss of

winding, both being connected in series in order to obtain pressure in the armature and loss of pressure in the lines;

this result. Also, if used as a dynamo, the current which a winding partaking of the nature of both series and

Connections of a Simple Series Wound Motor.

issues from the armature passes through lamps, etc., be-

fore it reaches the field.

Therefore, we have a complete series circuit, from

armature through outside circuit, through field back again

to armature. Arc light machines are series wound and

in the Thomson-Houston, Brush, Excelsior and Wood
dynamos this winding is characteristic.

Shunt Winding.—This type of winding, as its name im-

shunt, called compound winding, has been adopted. Its

inventor, Brush, was the founder of a great arc light sys-

tem. In a dynamo the field winding may be to a certain

extent neutralized, due to the fact that the armature
carrying current also acts as an electromagnet.

It sends its magnetic lines oppositely to those pro-
duced in the field, and thus reduces the effective or result-

ant field more and more with each increase of current.

Multipolar Field and Toothed Ring Armature.

plies, is in shunt or multiple with the terminals of the

dynamo. The field magnets are wound with a size of

wire whose resistance prevents it from taking more than

enough current to provide the magnetic field required.

The current from the armature splits up into two parts.

One portion, which is the greatest, supplies the outside

lines with current. The other portion is taken away by

the magnet winding. The amount required for this pur-

pose varies in dynamos of different sizes from forty per

cent, to two per cent.

The current proceeding from the armature is made to

regulate the machine in a very ingenious manner. The
coil effects just described may be compensated for by a
device which will strengthen the field to the same extent
that the armature tends to reduce it; and it may be
further strengthened so that the volts lost in the arma-
ture and line will be generated in addition, as needed.
To effect this result the ordinary shunt winding is first

applied; then a series winding is placed beside or on top
of this. The series winding has passing through it the

Winding of a Drum Armature.

Nearly all continuous current incandescent light ma-
chines are shunt wound. Such types as the Edison or
General Electric dynamo, the Eddy, Walker, Card, etc.

This reference applies only to the magnet, or, as it is

generally called, the field winding. The greater number
of continuous current motors are shunt wound.

entire current of the machine, practically speaking. If

this increases when more lamps are applied to the dynamo,

the current in the series coil increases; that is to say, its

magnetic effect or ampere-turns increases. If the mag-

netism supplied by these ampere-turns exactly equals that

(Continued on Page 328.)
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only 9.66 per cent. The expense of the transition from
overhead to underground wires, and the fact that the rates

had been lowered, was apparently ignored by those favor-

ing the passage of the bill.

The number of subscribers paying:$240 a year are few in

comparison with those who actually pay less. Of the New
York Telephone Company's 18,000 subscribers, only 4,300
pay $240 per annum for telephone service. Of this num-
ber 2,500 get all they want on the basis of the message
plan. Only 1,800 are therefore left, a total of 10 per cent,

paying the regular $240 rate.

Those paying this amount are relieved of a tremendous
amount of care by the use of the ' phone,' and so far have
been content with the condition of things. If the object
of the bill is the relief of the majority it cannot attain that
end in the face of these facts, as the majority are not
among the $240 customers. There is a great expense en-

tailed in the operation of a large telephone exchange, and
at present it seems as if the energy required for its proper
guidance at lea^t merits some return^without restraint and
interference from well meaning, but dangerous outsiders.

The pride of this land is its freedom to the capitalist, as

well as the laborer. Let commerce and enterprise throw
off the shackles that the aspirant after political renown
tries to weld around their feet. The church and state

have been divorced. Let business and politics follow suit.

Such matters as these ought to be entirely handled by
a committee of competent business men of golden integ-

rity and unbiassed judgment.

TELEPHONE RATES.

The recent discussion at Albany of the Brush bill,

framed for the purpose of regulating telephone charges,

was made interesting by the appearance of Mr. U. N.

Bethell, the general manager of the New York Telephone
Company, whose stand in the interests of the telephone

people brought to light facts that indicated the making of

less profits by them than is generally supposed.

According to the report made by an investigating

board, called the Anisworth committee, the Metropolitan

Telephone Company were supposed by the supporters of

the bill to have made in 1885 a profit of 116 per cent. ; in

1886, 147 per cent., and in 1887, 145 per cent. These
large profits have been accepted by the public at large as

those accrued right along by any telephone company leas-

ing its wires and service to customers in the regular man-
ner.

The utility of a telephone bill containing a power of

limitation has, therefore, been advocated on several oc-

casions, and trouble has more than once been brewed to

boiling point by the hysterical opponents of trusts, com-
bines, syndicates and large successful business ventures.

The report of the Ainsworth committee was found to

contain figures which, according to Mr. Bethell, gave no
right to anyone to quote with such extravagance. Many
of the most important factors of expense had been disre-

garded in the assumption of these profits, which were es-

sential to the continued life and activity of the company,
and the insertion of these into the total of expenditures

brought down the profits, according to Mr. Bethell, from
1 r 6, 147 or 145 per cent, to 33 per cent., which in itself

was in excess of the true estimate. In fact the figures

of the Ainsworth report, when fully examined, indicated

a profit made by the New York Metropolitan Telephone
,-npany which did not exceed 10 per cent., being in fact

By Associated Trade and Industrial Press.

Washington, D. C, May 1, 1897. Henry P. Morris, United
States Consul at Ghent, has forwarded to the State
Department the following report:

The final project for the electric street railways to be
constructed in this city is almost ready for publication.

For some time past the plans and specifications and the
details of the conditions of the franchise to be proposed
on the part of the city have been under consideration in

the committee of the council. It is now expected that all

the particulars will be published for the information of

the public and contractors about the end of this month.
As several possible American bidders have made in-

quiries relative to this project it may be well to mention
the details as far as now known. All, however, are only
preliminary and may be modified before final approval of

the council.

The franchise includes all the lines proposed for the
entire city and will be sold to the highest bidder at a fixed

annual rental to be paid to the city for a certain term of

years, at the expiration of which the city reserves the
privilege of purchasing the entire system. The lines to

be operated are numerous and will be traced out by the
city. The motive power is to be electricity; in the cen-
tral portion of the city the accumulator ; and in the out-

lying districts, the trolley system.

There will be two separate classes for passengers
; the

fare in the first class fixed at three cents; in the second,
two cents.

The working hours of employes are to be 13^ to 14^
hours. The wages of the drivers, conductors and work-
men are fixed at 72^3 69^ and 58 cents per day re-'

spectively.

The details will be fully set forth in the specifications

to be published about May 1. B ds will then be received
during a period of two months, more or less, and the final

award of the franchise will be made on or about July 1.

These dates are not yet definitely settled and their men-
tion here is only approximate.

All persons interested should at once address requests
for plans and specifications to the Burgomaster of Ghent.
At the same time it should be noted that as the time for

bidding is comparatively short, any firms anticipating the
possibility of obtaining the award would do well to have
a specially authorized agent on the spot.
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which the armatures neutralize, the machine is com- Lost volts in line = .002 -f 100 = 2 volts,

pounded for armature reaction. If it supplies sufficient The field may be cut down by armature reaction iq per
extra magnetism to make up for that lost in the armature cent, when the armature is carrying 100 amperes; if no
and line besides, it is entirely compounded and the dynamo volts are to be generated, there would be a total loss as

Principle of Winding a Toothed Drum Armature.

will act automatically with all loads. The drop in the ar- follows

mature, it must be observed, is measured by the product
of the current and resistance.

. Current x resistance = drop.

Due to armature reaction, n volts,
" " drop, 10 "
" line "

1 "

Winding of a Toothed Ring Armature.

If the armature has Resistance - .1 ohm,
Current = 100 amperes.

Lost volts in armature = .1"+ 100 = 10 volts.

Total, 23 volts.

As a rough estimate the compound winding would' be

Standard Type of Lundell Motor.

These calculations apply likewise to the line. If the called upon to compensate for this loss which, as noted
line resistance = .002 ohms, above, equals 23 volts.

current s=. joo amperes. Types of Dynamos.—The shapes of dynamos and motors
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are classified under two general headings. The number
of magnetic circuits determine this:

Single magnetic circuits,

Multiple " "

These may be expressed by the names:

Bipolar or two-poled dynamos,
Multipolar or many-poled dynamos.

Multipolar dynamos have poles in pairs, in multiples of

two. They are being extensively used at present in all

large stations and in many large isolated plants. The

burning is done by the dynamo current, although the orig-
inal cause—lightning—has long since disappeared. Pro-
tectors in many cases fail to protect because there is a
certain element in lightning arresters that must be im-
proved, and a peculiar oscillatory nature to the discharge
that must be better understood in its many variations be-
fore they can be used with certainty in every case.

Both dynamo and motor are protected from an over-
flow of current by means of a safety fuse or cut-out. This
is simply a piece of lead wire inserted in the circuit and
of such a size that a flow exceeding the regular amount
will melt it and open the line. The danger being over it

Motor for Heavy Power Work.

arrangement of the poles to complete the magnetic circuit

gives rise to many curious shapes.

The ironclad dynamo, with its poles entirely inside,, the

ordinary horseshoe pattern resting on its keeper or on its

poles, and the consequent pole types in which two mag-
netic circuits feed into one pole, are very interesting to

the student. While it is a matter of opinion in many
cases as to which is the best, they must be examined from
a mechanical as well as an electrical standpoint to appre-

ciate the benefits of each.

When a motor is to be installed certain precautions

must be observed in order that no injury from fire can
result and no danger from shock exist.

The fire underwriters of every large city impose limita-

tions upon contractors and prevent them from doing care-

less work. It is usual to mount the motor upon a fire-

proof foundation and have a large pan underneath to catch

the oil drippings. A zinc pan is frequently used for this

purpose, the motor being mounted in the centre of it.

The starting box must be of slate and have under it a

large sheet of asbestos paper. The fuse blocks, devices

used for the protection of a line, must be covered to

eradicate the dangers of fire from the vaporized metal.

In total the installation of either motor or dynamo must
be based upon the fact that the risks from shock and fire

are to be entirely removed. A low voltage motor or

dynamo does not introduce much danger from mere shock
;

in this respect, up to about 400 volts the person in charge
is secure, but the chances of fire always exist.

A loose hanging connection, a short circuit on the line,

a bad ground, etc., may bring about this clanger unless

regular tests are made to keep the line clear and dynamo
insulated. A lightning arrester is a very necessary ad-

junct to a plant having an outside line. Frequently a

station is destroyed by lightning according to report.

This may not be true, although lightning is in many cases

the orignsl cause. Lightning by striking a line, or dy-

namo through the line, usually sparks across every avail-

able gap.

An arc is thus started and continued by the generator
itself. It is thus very likely that in many instances the

is then replaced by another piece. Good insulation to

either dynamo and motor, good safety devices, in the

shape of either cut-outs or lightning arresters and a drip

pan to catch the oil, comprise the essential elements of

a good installation.

ELECTRICITY FROM CARBON WITHOUT HEAT.

(Continued from page 297.)

With this form of cell, it is claimed that as high as 85
per cent, of the energy of the carbon consumed is con-

verted into electrical energy. The following results of

tests of the Jacques cell taken from the article referred

to and from the Engineering Magazine of July, 1896, may
be of interest:

Electricity obtained from one pound of coal (of which

0.4 pound was consumed in the pots and 0.6 was burned
on the grate) equalled 1,336 watt hours, or 32 per cent,

of that theoretically obtainable.

Another cell reported in the public prints to have been
built and operated by Jacques consisted of too iron cells,

one and one-half inches in diameter and twelve inches

deep, which gave an E. M. F. of about 90 volts and 16

amperes, supplving thirty 16 candle-power incandescent

lamps for a little over 10 hours. In this experiment it is

said that about eight pounds of carbon were consumed
in the cells. This, it was stated, gave an efficiency of over
qo per cent., which, of course, did not include the power to

Operate the air pump and the coal consumed in heating

Hie cells. But mv experience with the cells before you
lends me to doubt the correctness of these computations.

Tt has been suggested that carbon consuming batteries

would be too bulky and occupy too much space as com-
pared with that occupied by the present central station for

a piven output. T find, however, that the Edison station

at Duanc Street. Nrw York, has a capacitv of 28.000 elec-

tric horse power. The cubical capacity of the building is

in round numbers 900,000 cubic feet. The same build-

ing crowded with Jacques cells, assuming that they could
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perform the wdrk. claimed for them, and leaving aside

the question of the. difficulty of their operation, properly
distributed, would have an output of 60,000 H. P. This
estimate is necessarily theoretical and based upon state-

ments made by Mr. Jacques, namely, that a furnace con-

taining cells occupying a cubical space of 600 feet have a

capacity of '40' electrical H. P. You will thus see that

this ratio is in the proportion of 28 to 60 in favor of the

battery.

through many attempts and many failures. I believe that -

we must look at this subject from a different point. In

the first place, can we not learn a lesson from nature?

We certainly have a most wonderful example of the con-

version of potential energy of carbon directly into work
in the animal economy which is developed at the expense
of the oxidization of the material supplied by the food
with an efficiency twice as economical as in the case of

the steam engine. One-fifth of the potential energy is

Ironclad Motors (Closed Type).

It has been stated that the E. M. F. of the carbon con-

suming cells is so low that they would be of no practical

value. I think our experience with the storage battery

in central stations refutes this idea; at least, for potentials

up to 250 volts and by means of rotary transformers the

current can, if necessary, be converted into any form and
pressure.

These cells, if correct in .theory,.. can be heated without
infringing on the second law of thermo-dynamics, as the

law does not apply so long as the oxidization of the car-

bon itself does not produce but electricity. For, as we

converted into work; four-fifths is converted into heat.

But we must remember that the human body must be

able to exist in the Arctic regions as well as in the tropics,

that the engine room must always be kept warm, and

to insure this average in all parts of the earth and under

all conditions the four-fifths of what apparently is waste

energy is necessary to maintain the race.

A day's work of muscular toil is laid down by the au-

thorities at about 1,684,950 foot pounds. The normal

daily expenditure in heat cannot be so readily deter-

mined; it is estimated at 6,148,000 foot pounds; that is,

o

Ironclad Motors (Open Type).

have said, there is heat in the electrolytes and all mat- between one-fifth and one-sixth of the potential energ)

ter down to an absolute zero, and the electrolyte in the' of the food is expended as mechanical labor, the remain-

practical operation of these cells is simply heated to per- ing four-fifths or five-sixths leaves the body in the forr

mit the chemical affinities acting. of heat. Of course, eventually the work goes into hea

We are governed here, as elsewhere by the laws of evo- and is dissipated.

lution, and I think that this question will be solved only In the human economy the oxygen of the air is taken
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up by the blood in the lungs. It is carried through the

arteries and attacks the tissues, giving up its oxygen and

so oxidizing them and thus producing heat; and when
the work is done the equivalent of the heat disappears as

work, and when the work is not done, the temperature

rises, perspiration and evaporation take place, and the

temperature is kept at its normal condition through this

safety valve. In Other words, expressed electrically, there

is local action as in a battery. I am aware that the ques-

tion of the cause of muscular contraction is in dispute,

but it is generally admitted that the muscular force must
be derived from mechanical energy.*

'^Proceedings of Royal Society, March 14, 1895.

POLICE TELEGRAPHERS MEET.

The Executive Committee of the International Associ-

ation of Police and Fire Telegraph Superintendents met
Monday afternoon, May 17th, at the Clarendon Hotel, to

NEW IRON-CLAD MOTORS.

The C. & C. Electric Co., 143 Liberty street, have
placed upon the market some new designs of iron-clad

motors. The frames are made of soft steel with inward-
pointing poles; at each end is a protective circular plate

upon which the bearing and rocker arm is mounted. The
magnetic circuit consists of four poles wound with easily

removable coils that are interchangeable. The arma-
ture is of the drum type made up in the conventional

manner of laminae of soft iron, each layer insulated from
the other to avoid the possibility of Foucault currents

flowing. The conductors are laid in slots and are securely

bound.
The commutator is of large cross-section and well

built; the brush-holders of the "reaction" type, giving

the brushes an opportunity of bearing upon the commu-
tator with a flexible and even pressure.

The bearings are self-oiling and will run for weeks with-

out attention.

The shaft is of the best steel, being strong, durable and

The C & C Electric Co
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arrange a place for the next annual meeting of the asso-

ciation. This association was organized last September,

Frank Mason, superintendent in this city of police tele-

graph, being elected president. Those who attended the

meeting included William Y. Ellett, of Elmira; John W.

Aydon of Wilmington, Del.; F. F. Zuleff, of Paterson ;.

Brown F. Flanders, of Boston; H. F. Blackwell, of Brook-

lyn; S. L. Wheeler, of Springfield, Mass.; William Bro-

phy, Boston; Adam Bosch, Newark, N. J.; Fred Pearce,

New York; R. W. Gordon, New York; W. L. Candee,

New York; F. C. Mason, Brooklyn, N. Y.

President Mason welcomed the visitors, and the busi-

ness on hand was disposed of in short order. It was de-

cided to accept the invitation to visit Nashville, Tenn.,

for the next convention; and Tuesday, September 8, was

decided upon, this being the date of the "Old Time Te-

legraphers and the U. S. Military Telegraphers' " meeting

at the same place. The report of Treasurer Bosch shows

the association to be in a good financial condition. The
association is steadily growing in numbers. J. W. Aydon
of Wilmington, Del., was elected a member of the Execu-

tive Committee.

elastic. The machine can be readily used for direct con-
nection to gears or other apparatus. . It can be used as a

ceiling motor or mounted on an A frame at any angle.

The steel shell five-eighths of an inch chick can be used
for tapping or drilling, to make the motor form part of the

framework or driving power.
The efficiency varies from 85 to 92 per cent., according

to the size of motor.

The many advantages of these motors have made them
highly acceptable to the trade and to their most desirable

adjunct, the consumer.

F. C. Mason, Pres.

Chicago, 111.—The North Shore Inter-Urban Railway
Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock of $40,000.
The new line will be operated by electricity, and will con-
nect the northern suburbs, Waukegan and Highland
Park.

Gabon, Ohio.—The Electric Signal Clock Co. has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000.

Elkin, N. C.—The Western North Carolina & Yirginia
Telephone Co. has been organized to construct telephone
systems, etc.
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Vestibule of Pulitzer Building, N. Y.—Model of Dome Corresponding with Dome Top of Building.
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In the lobby of the Pulitzer Building, for the purpose
of lighting up the hall and stairway, may be found a

miniature dome of electric lights. It is a perfect dupli-

cate of the larger dome on the World Building, and is

gazed upon with interest and curiosity by the many
strangers always flocking into the place.

The meridians of light are built up of small incandes-
cent lamps of two-candle power apiece. A total of ninety-

six are used for this purpose, the top of the dome being
crowned with a sixteen-candle power lamp.

The little dome, which is about four feet in diameter,
not only illuminates the vestibule and lobby, but provides
quite an aesthetic feature of a most noteworthy character.

The wires are laid in iron conduit, thus making the dome
fireproof and electrically safe from injury. The neat-

ness of the work, and its success from the start, will prob-
ably make the lighting a permanent feature.

A New Method of Rapidly Transmitting Intelligence by the

Alternating Current.

BY ALBERT CUSHING CREHORE AND GEORGE OWEN SQUIER.

UNIVERSAL NON-ARCING
ARRESTER.

LIGHTNING

This lightning arrester is manufactured by the Uni-
versal Electric Co., 126 Liberty street, New York. It

(Continued from page 317.)

Instead of using insulating papers situated upon a sin-

gle circumference of the wheel, two or more similar lines

may be used either upon different circumferences of the
same wheel or upon different wheels, and separate brushes
ride upon the different circumferences. The same fre-

qencies of current may be employed to operate all lines

of brushes, or currents having different frequencies may
be employed upon the separate circuits, all of which use
the same line for transmission. These arrangements
make it possible either to sead different messages simulta-

neously over ,the same line employing a single cycle as the

unit, or to send a message employing different frequencies
to represent the different characters of a code, or many
combinations of these.

The employment of alternating waves of different fre-

quencies upon the same line by the method shown does
not have the same objections which exist when a constant

=ffm

Sections of Universal Non-Arcing Lightning Arrester.

can be used either for car service or station work. For
car service it is designed to meet with vibration and re-

main unaffected. The lightning discharges itself in this

type of arrester by jumping the air-gap to the alternate

layers of metal and mica to the ground via the second
air-gap. An arc is impossible with this construction, as

the current loses its power of supporting an arc.

It is a reliable arrester for long-distance lines. The
lack of care it requires is astonishing, being automatic,

without fuses, magnets or pendants. In general the con-

struction is as follows : in a cylindrical block, forming a

column between two toothed plates, are a series of layers

of mica and metal; each is isolated from the other and
the whole mounted upon a porcelain base and protected

by a brass cover. An iron bracket attaches it to the pole

or support. The choice of paths is always in favor of

the arrester, and the line is saved from the discharge.

The general construction embodying these principles is

delineated in the sketches above.

Two visitors called upon the Electrical Age this week.
Mr. Thos. J. Fay, E.E., New York manager of Crocker
& Wheeler Electric Co., and Sydney C. Dare, E.E., of

Bahia, Brazil, representing railroad interests. He is

looking up the subject in the United States.

Doylestown, Pa.—Work will shortly commence on the

new trolley extension to Willow Grove.

electromotive force is used. Since the circuit is bv this

system always interrupted when the current is naturally
zero, the frequency employed is within certain limits a
matter of indifference, as the line is in the same condition
whether a long or short wave is used.

It is seen by this simple method of operating upon the
alternating current, according to the above principles,

there is complete control of the individual semi-waves of

the current, which may be changing direction thousands
of times in a second, far beyond the range of possible
manipulation by hand. In other words it is easy to obtain
a record of any pre-selected order or succession of semi-
waves desired. It is evident that it is as important to be
able to control the semi-waves retained, as it is those
suppressed, since they are of equal value in interpreta-
tion. Furthermore there is great utility in being able to

control each single semi-wave of the current, for this per-
mits the maximum speed of transmission of signals with
a given frequency.

A transmitter which operates upon the current at inter-

vals comparable with the duration of a semi-wave, but
which does not act in synchronism with the current, would
necessarily make and break the circuit at times when the
current is not naturally zero. If this were done there
would not only be sparking, but in addition, the current
would be interfered with in such a manner as to make it

probable that the record received could not be inter-

preted; for the current at each make would follow such
a curve as that shown in Fig. 3.
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PRINCIPLES OF RECEIVERS.

As used throughout this paper, the term "receiver"
will be understood to mean that mechanism which uses

the energy transmitted over an electric circuit and trans-

forms it so as to make a permanent record which may be
translated into intelligence. The term receiver is here
restricted to mean instruments which make a permanent
record, since this is a necessary condition for the rapid

transmission of intelligence, with which we are at present
concerned. All receivers require a certain amount of

power to operate them, and the power required affords

one basis for their classification.

Another method divides receivers into two classes,

those which have inertia in the moving parts and those

which have none. There is no fundamental reason why
any one of these general classes should contain all of the

most rapid receivers,. Any of the above classes might in-

clude receivers which are very rapid. If, for instance, a

receiver has inertia in the moving parts, for rapidity the

amount of inertia should be small, and its natural period

high, or a large amount of energy would be required to

operate it. If a receiver has no inertia in the recording
mechanism, then the possible rapidity is limited by the

power supplied.

In deciding upon the relative merits of receivers from
the point of view of rapidity, the cost of the power re-

quired offers no reason why considerable amounts of pow-
er should not be transmitted over certain land lines for

purposes of telegraphy. Using a receiver which possesses

much inertia in its moving parts, it does not follow that

even though considerable energy reaches the receiver

over the line, that it will be rapid in its action.

The Wheatstone receiver may be taken as representa-

tive of a type of receivers possessing inertia in the moving
parts, which has come into successful operation. The
record is made in this instrument by a small wheel which
vibrates back and forth between an ink surface and the

recording tape. The energy which is essential is that re-

quired to move this little wheel and the parts connected

with it back and forth. Although considerable energy

may possibly be sent over the line and be expended in

the instrument, it seems impossible to concentrate more
than a certain part of it upon the moving mechanism.
This suggests two methods of improving the speed of the

system ; either to increase the power received by the

moving parts, or diminish their moment of inertia. One
factor which limits the Wheatstone type of receiver is

that the moving parts r are required to do the work of

making the record. This is not a necessity, since light

may be employed as the agent to make the record under

the control of the moving parts,, as is evidently accom-
plished in a form of galvanometer having a very minute

needle with mirror attached, the slightest motion of which

is greatly magnified by the reflected beam of light.

As a type of instrument having no inertia in the record-

ing, mechanism, may be mentioned the various forms of

chemical receivers acting by electrolysis. This type of

receivers possesses many advantages, perhaps chief among
which is the fact that a large part of the energy received

is brought directly to bear upon making the record. An-
, other feature is the simplicity of the essential mechanism
involved, as no intermediate steps are employed after the

impulse is received from the line before the record is

made. These qualities alone imply rapidity, and this re-

ceiver is one of the most rapid known. The limit of ra-

pidity with this receiver is the power received from the

line,. If the potential between the terminals of the re-

ceiver is increased, the time required to make a given

record is corresp ndingly reduced. The use of the alter-

nating current permits of greater potentials being realized

in the receiver with less disturbing influence from the line

. than would be the case if a constant direct electromotive

force was employed.
A new type of receiver having no inertia in the record-

ing mechanism was used in developing the transmitter

described in these experiments. This instrument has
already proved of value as a chronograph for the meas-
urement of minute intervals of time, and for the study of

any kind of variable electric currents. Although its ap-

plication as a practical telephone receiver is not at pres-

ent advocated, yet the realization of a massless receiver
upon different lines merits description. This receiver is-

based upon Faraday's discovery of a direct relation be-

tween light and electricity.

This discovery was, that if a beam of polarized light is

passed through some substance in the direction of the
lines of magnetization within that substance, there is a

rotation of the plane of polarization in a direction which
is the same as the direction of the current required to

produce such a magnetic field. The direction of rotation
is unaltered, therefore, whether the light beam advances
in the same or in the opposite direction to the magnetiza-
tion, so that a beam reflected back and forth through the

substance several times, has its rotation increased by
equal amounts each time. If the direction of the ray of

light is at right angles to the lines of magnetization, there

is no rotation produced. The amount of this rotation

has been investigated by Verdet, who announced laws by
which it may be expressed. They are summed up in the

following statement :

"The rotation of the plane of polarization for mono-
chromatic light is in any given substance proportional to

the difference in magnetic potential between the points of

entrance and emergence of the ray :" that is, it is equal

to a constant times this difference of potential and is ex-

pressed by the formula

6 = v V,

where 6 -— angle of rotation, V— difference in magnetic
potential, and v for a given wave-length is constant in

any given substance and is known as Verdet's constant.

(To be Continued.)

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION STATIONARY EN-
GINEERS.

Oxford Association No. 53, N. A. S. E., was duly or-

ganized by State Deputy W. T. Wheeler, at Oxford, Che-
nango Co., N. Y., May 15, 1897. This promises to be an

association that will redound great credit to the national

body, as its members are intelligent and enthusiastic.

They started with thirteen charter members, and before

long will have the better class of engineers in Oxford,

Norwich and Chenango Forks enrolled on its membership
list.

The following officers were elected and installed :

President, Asa P. Hyde ; Yice-president, R. B. Strat-

ton; Recording and Corresponding Secretary, A. E. Hal-

bert, Norwich, N. Y. ; Financial Secretary and Treasurer,

A. S. Lewis; Conductor, Seymour Fluning; Doorkeeper,

W. E. Dunn ; Trustees, W. E. Skinner, J. L. Brown, C.

L. Webb.
W. T. Wheeler, State Dep-Pres., 120 Broadway, N. Y

NEW TELEPHONE COMPANIES.

Natchez, Miss.—The Natchez Telephone Construction

Co. has been incorporated by A. G. Campbell, W. D.

Stewart, J. C. French, J. A. Clinton and others; for the

purpose of constructing telegraph lines, etc. Capital stock,

$25,000.

Dublin, Ga.—The Southern Union Telephone Co. has

been organized with William Pritchett, president. The
company will have control of the entire system between
Dublin and Sandersville, and such other lines as it shall

decide to build.

Saltillo, Tenn.—The Saltillo &JDecaturville Telephone

Co. has been incorporated.
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Spartansburg, S. C.—The Spartansburg Telephone Co..

incorporated by Albert H. Twitchell, D. E. Converse,

John H. Montgomery, H. E. Heinitsh and others. Cap-

ital stock, $ro,ooo.

Port Arthur, Tex.—The Port Arthur Telephone Elec-

tric Company has been incorporated by R. H. Wood-
worth, F. Dumont Smith and George E, Blaine. Capital

stock, $50,000.

Georgetown, S. C.—The Waverly Telegraph & Tele-

phone Co. has been incorporated by Louis Breslauer, L.

C. Lachicotte, F. W. Lachicotte and St. J. M. Lachi-

cotte; to build and operate telegraph and telephone

lines. Capital stock, $1,000.

Maryville, Mo.—The Hanamo Telephone Co. has been

incorporated by E. H. Ralston, J. C. Donnell, H. E.

Ralston and others. Capital stock, $10,000.

Graham, Tex.—The Graham, South Bend & Elias-

ville Telephone Co. has been incorporated by W. L.

Donnell, of Eliasville, O. A. McBrayer, W. H. Ardis, R.

G. Graham and R. F. Arnold.

INQUIRY COLUMN.

TELEPHONE NOTES.

Sweetwater, Tenn.—The Sweetwater Telephone & Im-

provement Co. has recently been chartered, and is now
operating an exchange.

New York, N. Y.—The New York Telephone Co. held

annual meeting of stockholders recently, and elected the

following directors: Charles E. Cutler, Joseph P. Davis,

John H. Cahill, Thos. T. Eckert, William H. Forbes,

George J. Gould, Edward J. Hall, John E. Hudson, and

John Jameson.

Stillwater, Minn.—The American Telephone & Tele-

graph Co. has been granted right to operate lines in this

city.

Webster, N. C.—The Webster & Dillsboro Telephone
Co. is extending its telephone lines.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Albany, N. Y.—The Buffalo & Depew Railway Co. has

been incorporated by Herbert P. Bissell, Wm. B. Cutter;

to build an electric road from Lancaster to Buffalo, a dis-

tance of eight miles. Capital stock, $100,000.

New York, N. Y.—The Manufacturers and Inventors

Electric Co. has been incorporated by Thomas J. Smith,

Edward K. Curtis, and William J. Cordo. Capital stock,

$5,000.

Bad Axe, Mich.—Bad Axe Electric Light and Power
Co. has been incorporated, with a capital stock of$ro,ooo.

Palestine, Tex.—The Citizens' Electric Light and Power
Co. composed of A. C. Green, Dr. J. M. Cooley, Lee
Robinson, O. C. Kennedy and others, have asked for

franchise for electric light plant.

Niagara Falls, N. Y.—The Lundy's Lane Electric Rail-

way Co. has been incorporated to build a line from Vic-

toria Park to Drummondsville.

San Francisco, Cal.—The Bay City Electric Light and

Power Co. has been incorporated by Louis De Rome, H.

G. Knowles, G. W. West, Frederick Mueller and William

F. Gibson. Capital stock, $75,000.

Binghamton, N. Y. — The Savona Valley and Lake
Keuka Electric Railway Co. has been incorporated. The
road will cost about $200,000, and will be completed by

September 1.

iiowdle, S. D.—The Bowdle Electric Light Co. has

been incorporated by H. D. Baillyt, W. W. Brant, A. F.

LeClaire and S. L. Yeaton. Capital stock, $5,000.

In this column W£ shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds

of our subscribers.

Jacksonville, Alabama,
MaY 5, 1897.

Electrical Age Pub. Co.

Dear Sirs: You will please confer,a favor on me by giv-

ing me some information as to best methods of becoming
a mechanical and electrical engineer.

I desire to know what is the difference between an
" electrician"' and an " electrical engineer?" And which
is the best method of obtaining a thorough knowledge in

E. & M. E. course—by working in shops or in technical

college ? or work in shops and finish in college ? or start

in college and finish in shops ? Also inform me which
is the best college in the United States in this branch of

science, and which are the best shops to learn in.

I am desirous of learning, andrwant, to know the best

method to pursue.

Doubt has arisen as to which is best, and I consider I

am making search in the proper direction for the infor-

mation desired. Thanking you. in aiiticipation of your
interest in my behalf, and hoping to hear from you at

your convenience,
I am yours truly,

Sam. S. Nesbitt.

(A.)—An electrical engineer must possess a thorough
knowledge of his own science from both a theoretical

and practical standpoint before he really deserves the

title. Your time will be
}

fully occupied in becoming an
electrical engineer if spent conscientiously, that is, in

studying modern practicein the engine-room, power and
lighting station; learning the principles of the dynamo, its

construction and. care, etc., etc.

The word "mechanician" bears a relation to the

name mechanical engineer similar to that which the ex-

pression "electrician" bears to the term electrical engineer.

It is a general name of indefinite meaning in the profes-

sion itself, but commonly accepted by the outside world
as the proper title of one engaged in electrical, pursuits

of almost any nature or description from a bell-hanger to

that of Nikola Tesla.

A technical college is the best to go to ; then the

shop, station or factory. Or a technical school educa-
tion, a good college course, and then the shop, etc.

The course in Columbia University, New York, is among
the best. The General Electric Co. 's shops will supply

you with lots of experience.

"

The secret of success lies in persistent labor.

(Q\)_USE OF CUT-OUTS.
May 2, 1897.

Electrical Age Publishing Co.,

Dear sirs: When a cut-out is used, is it always fused

according to the number of lights used, or is that decided

upon by the engineer; that is, the fusing point ?

Is it right to use fuses that are heavier than the lamp
current? Under what conditions is a cut-out deemed in-

dispensable ? The above questions occurred to me the

other day while wiring. They may be of service to

others; at least, the answers will.

Yours respectfully,-

Robert Cushing.

(A.)—The cut-out should be fused in accordance with

the number of lights on the line. The engineer should

employ fuses that will blow when the line is overloaded,

unless a branch supplies a motor, etc. ; then the fuse used

is correspondingly heavier.

A fuse block is required whenever two wires of different

sizes meet.

FRED. PEARCE, No. 79 John street, New York, the

well-known manufacturing electrician, sails for Europe
May 29.
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ELECTRICAL and STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
Issued January 12, 1897.

574,885. Controller for Electric Motors. Harry P.

Davis, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed December 3, 1895.

574,889. Electric Cigar Lighter. John W. Dawson,
Louisville, Ky. Filed August 17, 1895.

574,896. Combined Rheostat and Reversing Switch.

Jonathan P. B. Fiske and Charles P. Smith, Alliance,

Ohio. Filed March 18, 1895.

574,901. Telephone. Claude C. Gould, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed April 29, 1895.

574,903; Electric Meter. Johannes Hessberger, Nie-

dersedlitz, Germany. Filed August 10, 1895..

574,905. Electric Arc Lamp. Ralph O. Hood, Danvers,
Mass. Filed July 6, 1896.

574,914. Means for Adjusting Compound-Wound Dyna-
mos. Benjamin G. Lamme, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed De-
cember 28, 1893.

574,922. Electric Calendar Clock. George W. Mac-
Kenzie, Beaver, Pa. Filed December 28, 1895.

574,926. Overhead Electrical Knife Switch. Joseph
Menchen, Kansas City, Mo. Filed February 25, 1896.

574>953- Electrical Signal System. Robert Skeen,
Madison, 111. Filed March 4, 1895.

574,954. Electric Signal. Robert Skeen, Madison, 111.

Filed May 11, 1895.

574,965. Vacuum Dispatch System. James A. Watson,
Washington, D. C. Filed February 18, 1893.

574.978. System of Lightning Protection for Electric

Circuits. Alexander J. Wurts, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed

July 19, 1893.

574.979. Device for Protecting Electric Circuits. Alex-

ander J. Wurts, Pittsburg, Pa., Filed October 2, 1895.

574,994. Printing Telegraph. Bernhard Hoffmann,
Paris, France. Filed July 17, 1895. Patented in

France December 1, 1894.

575,002. Illuminant for Incandescent Lamps. Alex-
ander de Lodyguine, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed January 4,

1893.

575>°45- Electric Valve Apparatus. John V. Stout,

Easton, Pai Filed June 7, 1892.

575,047. Electric Quick-break Switch. Arakelyan H.
Armen, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed March 30, 1896.

575>°53- Electric Railway. Leon Dion, Natick, Mass.
Filed December 30, 1895.

575,054. Electrical Propulsion for Railway Cars. Leon
Dion, Natick, Mass. Filed February 27, 1896.

575,059. Bicycle Electric Bell. Herbert B. Ewbank,
Jr., Baltimore, Md. Filed May 18, 1896.

575,072. Electrically Operated Piano Attachment.
Ernest J. Simpkins, Toledo, Ohio. Filed December
26, 1895.

575,080. Trolley Head for Electric Cars. William S.

Troutwine, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed May 22, 1896.

575,099. Trolley Stand. John E. Bishop, Indianapolis,

Ind. Filed August 22, 1896.

575,116. Direct Current Dynamo-electric Machine.

Maurice Hutin and Maurice Leblanc, Paris, France.
Filed February 12, 1894. Patented in France June 29,

1893, and in England December 4, 1893.

575,131. Signaling Appliance for Telephone Switch-
boards. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111. Filed

November 4, 1895.

575,156. Electric Bell. John W. Holdsworth, St.

Louis, Mo. Filed April 9, 1896.

575,170. Electric Conductor. Herbert T. Richards,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed November 20, 1896.

575,186. Telephone System. John H. Weckel, Breaka-
been, N. Y. Filed March 7, 1896.

575,210. Dynamo-electric Machine. George L. Camp-
bell, Kiusman, Ohio. Filed October 8, 1895.

575,231. Static Generator. Augustus J. Gawne, San-
dusky, Ohio. Filed October 10, 1896.

575,235. Electric Current Regulator. William Hawker,
Windsor Mills, Canada. Filed September 25, 1896.

575>3°3 : Electric Railway. George W. C. Lomb, Bir-

mingham, Ala. Filed February 18, 1895.

575,314. Electric Locomotive. William L. Silvey, Day-
ton, Ohio. Filed November 7, 1895.

574,280 Signaling Device for Telephone Exchanges.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, and Frank R. McBerty,
Downer's Grove, 111. Filed Nov. 27, 1894.

574,281. Plug for Telephone Switchboards. Charles E.

Scribner, Chicago, and Frank R. McBerty, Downer's
Grove, 111. Filed May 11, 1894; renewed June 19,

1896.

574,301. Electric Lamp Base. Waldo C. Bryant, Bridge-

port, Conn. Filed October 31, 1896.

574,320. Electric Water-wheel Governor, Arthur Gies-

ler, Dayton, Ohio. Filed April 20, 1896.

574,322. Electrode for Secondary Voltaic Batteries.

George A. Grindle, Prestwick, England. Filed Octo-

ber 13, 1896.

574,327. Electrical Annunciator. Robert L. Hunter and
Henry B. Higgins, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed Novem-
ber 19, 1895.

574,333. Mechanism for Locating and Determining De-

fects in Rail Bonding. Pierre O. Keilhotz, Baltimore,

Md. Filed February 29, 1896.

WESTON STANDARD"""mi»-
PCRTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS AND

WATTMETERS
FOR ALTERNATING AND DIRECT

V 3 CURRENT CIRCUITS.

The only standard portable instru-

ments of the type deserving

this name.

Write for Circulars and Price Lists

8 and 9.

WESTON" ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 WILLIAM STKEET, NEWAKK, K J,

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
Estaljlialiocl 1873.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Rod, Black and Gray. Send for Catal >gue and Prices.

mimIimt&Vdeu The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. 1* of/*";

»
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International Hotel.

Convention Hall.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.

One of the great and most important electrical events

of the year is close at hand. The National Electric Light

Association, which numbers amongst its members the ma-
jority of best known electrical engineers in the United
States, will enjoy a visit to Niagara Falls, the seat of the

approaching convention to be held June 8, 9 and 10.

The occasion is one that has been eagerly waited for

by many members of the Association. It has always pro-

vided an opportunity for them to meet for purposes of

business instruction and pleasure, and has never failed

to leave the pleasantest of recollections in the hearts of

those in attendance.
The International Hotel has been chosen as the head-

quarters and convention hall, and this establishment
will be in readiness fur the guests at the appointed time.

Special Train Arrangement :

The arrangement for a special train has been a some-

what perplexing question, owing to the desire on the part

of the association that members should enjoy the best

possible service at the lowest possible rate. After long

and continuous negotiations, a most satisfactory arrange-

ment has been made with the West Shore Railroad to run

a special train of vestibuled parlor, library and dining

cars, leaving New York (foot Forty-second street, North
River, 10:15 A. M. and foot Franklin street 10 A. M.,
Monday, June 7. Tickets to return via West Shore R. R.

or New York Central and Hudson River R. R., thus ena-

bling the delegates who take this train to enjoy the view

of both sides of the Hudson if they so desire.

The daylight run was decided upon owing to an almost

unanimous request on the part of the members, on account

of the large number of ladies who propose honoring the

N. E. L. A. with their presence.

The special train has always been one of the features

of the conventions, and this one promises to excel any of
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its predecessors. Everything has been done for the com-
fort and pleasure of the passengers, even, to 'providing.; a
souvenir for the ladies.

Price of tickets to Niagara Falls, including parlor-car

seat, $10. For ticket and parlor-car accommodations,
apply to C. O. Baker, Jr., 136 Liberty street, New York.
The International Hotel at Niagara Falls is unquestion-

seen the Rapids, the islands of Niagara and the American
Falls. The International is built of fire-proof material, is

lit by electricity and provides in every way for the com-
fort and satisfaction of the guests.

The regular rates of this hutel are from $3.00 to $5.00
per day, or $17.50 and upwards per week. Those de-
siring special rooms to be held in advance must write at

Inside the Veranda.

ably the best equipped for the reception of the N. E. L. A.

delegates. It provides all the necessaries of a first-class

hotel and is managed by Mr. Horace Fox, a man of large ex-

perience. The gentler sex, such as may have accompanied
their husbands or brothers to the convention, will find the

once.

The Niagara Falls Park and River Railway on the Ca-
nadian side will give a magnificent view of the mighty
Falls. The fascinating sight of the leaping waters, the

wild rapids and sinuous whirlpool below will never be for-

The Main Entrance.

International Hotel as far as their interests are concerned

presided over by Mrs. Fox. From the rooms of the

hotel, which is the nearest of any to the Falls, may be

gotten by those making their first visit. The American
and Horseshoe Falls, Dufferin Islands and Old Chippewa
must not be left unseen. Or Queenston Heights,
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Brock's Monument and the grand view from the Heights
with Toronto outlined beneath.

Lastly, for this brief sketch can but faintly suggest the

beauties of the" Falls, a ride in the steamer the Maid of

the Mist to the foot of the cataract; then indeed

" The Genius of the place
With crystal welcome holds you fast;

The torrent wilder yet streams past!"

The order of proceedings have been gathered together
under the following head :

—

N. Y. ; A. Markle, Hazleton, Pa. ; W. W. Games'
Memphis, Tenn. ; W. R. Gardner, Pittsfield, Mass. »

G. A. Redman, Rochester, N. Y. ; H. A. Wagner, St.

Louis, Mo.
; John A. Seely, New York, N. Y. ; A. J.

De Camp, Philadelphia, Pa. ; A. M. Young, Waterbury,
Conn.

Tuesday, June 8th, 1897.
Meeting of the Executive Committee, at 9 a.m., Sec-

retary's Office, International Hotel.
Morning Session, 10-30 o'clock, Convention Hall, Inter-

Dining'
k
Room.

Twentieth Convention Programme of the National
Electric Light Association, held at

Niagara Falls, June 8, 9, 10, 1897.

Officers:—President, Frederic Nicholls, Toronto, Ont.

;

First Vice-President, Henry Clay, Philadelphia, Pa.
;

Second Vice-President, J. J. Burleigh, Camden, N. J. ;

national Hotel. Address, President Frederic Nicholls.

Report—Committee on Standard Candle-Power of In-

candescent Lamps, Louis Bell, Chairman.
Report—Committee on Data, H. M. Swetland, Chair-

man.

Report—Committee on Rules for Safe Wiring, William

Ladies Parlor.

-etary and Treasurer, Geo. F. Porter ; Master of Brophy, Chairman.
Transportation, C. O. Baker, Jr.

~_ Afternoon Session, 2 o'clock.

Executive Committee, Charles R. Huntley, Buffalo, Report—Committee on Finance, J. A. Seely, Chairman.
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Paper—J. B. Cahoon, Elmira, N. Y., "Standardizing
Prices for Incandescent Light and Power."
Topic—"Theft of Current and How To Deal With It."

Paper—W. Worth Bean, St. Joseph, Mich., "Munici-
pal Lighting."

Questions and Answers ? ? ? What Is It You Wish To
Know ?

Executive Session.

Wednesday, June 9TH, 189.7.

Morning Session, 10 o'clock.

Paper—C. F. Scott, Pittsburg, Pa., Rotaries for Trans-
forming Alternating into Direct Current."

Executive Session.

Reports—Secretary and Treasurer. Executive Com-
mittee. Election of Officers.

Insignia.

Officers.—Red Bow.
Executive Committee.—Blue Bow.
Active Members.—Red Ribbon.

Main Reception Room.

Paper—C. L. Edgar, Boston, Mass., '.'Correct Method
of Charging for Product."

Paper—J. G. White, New York, N. Y., "The Niagara
Power Transmission Line."

Paper—Arthur Wright, Brighton, England, "Profitable

Extensions of Electricity Supply Stations.'-'

Topic—"Commercial Results with Inclosed Arcs."

Afternoon Session, 2.30 o'clock.

Paper— Professor Chas. A. Carus-Wilson, McGill Uni-
verity, Montreal, Can., " The Induction Factor, a New
Basis of Dynamo Calculation and Classification."

Paper—Professor Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.,
"Recent Pr gress in Arc Lighting." Paper—T. C.

Martin, New York, N. Y., "The Daylight Work of

Central Stations."

Questions and Answers ? ? ? What,Is It You Wish To
Know ?

Executive Session—Evening Session, 8 o'clock, Lyceum
Theatre.

Paper—L. B. Stillwell, Niagara Falls, N. Y., "Niagara
Power." (Illustrated with Stereopticon.)

Thursday, June 10th, 1897.

Morning Session, 10 o'clock.

Paper— R. F. Lamme, Pittsburg, Pa., " Polyphase
Motors."
Topic— " Best Efficiency for Incandescent Lamps."
Paper—Lieut. F. Jarvis Patten, New York, N. Y.

,

" Frequency Transformation."
Topic—"Are the Large Arc Lighters Commercially

Desirable 5 "

Afternoon Session, 2.30 o'clock.

Topic—"Lamp Carriers Other Than Ordinary Posts."

Associate Members.—Blue Ribbon.

Guests.—Olive Ribbon.
Honorary Members.—White Ribbon.

Programme of Entertainment.

The President and Executive Committee take pleasure

in announcing that invitations have been received for

members and their friends to visit the following points of

interest : The Niagara Falls Power Company, The
Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and Manufacturing Com-
pany, The Buffalo & Niagara Falls Electric Light and
Power Company, The Carborundum Company.
Arrangements have been completed for the following

excursions for delegates and guests, at very much below

the usual fare. Coupon books can be had at the Secre-

tary's office. - Price, $1.00.

Niagara Falls and Lewiston R. R. The Great Gorge
Route. Starting from the famous Steel Observation

Tower at the entrance to Prospect Park (American side)

and passing all the principal hotels, the New York
Central and Erie depots, thence down a gradual grade,

and traversing the whole length of the wonderful Gorge
within a few feet of the water's edge.

Observation Tower, located at the entrance of Pros-

pect Park. The Tower is 300 feet high, and from its

top may be seen at a glance almost every point of interest

at and surrounding the Falls.

Places of Interest.

Some of the most interesting places and points of in-

terest to visitors are : American Falls (front view),

Horseshoe Falls (front and side views), the Rapids above

the Falls, the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park, Cedar

Island, the Dufferin Islands, the Town and Battlefield of

Chippewa, the Suspension and Cantilever Bridges, the
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Whirlpool Rapids, the Whirlpool, the Rapids below the

Whirlpool, the Gorge, the View, from the top of Queen-
ston Heights, of the River from Queenston to Lake
Ontario, Brock's Monument, the Battlefield of Queenston
Heights, the stone erected by the Prince of Wales,

marking the spot where General Brock fell, Prospect

Park, Goat Island, The Cave of the Winds, the Terrapin

Rocks, the Three Sister Islands, the Trip on the "Maid
of the Mist," the Excursion to Lewiston.

Points of Interest where a small charge is made ;

Brock's Monument to ascend stairs,

Whirlpool Rapids Inclined Railway,

Railway Suspension Bridge, return fare, -

Clifton Inclined Railway, return fare,

Table Rock House, Rubber Suit to go under the

Falls,

Old Burning Spring, -----

)!o.2 5

0.25
o. 10

o. 10

0.40

0.25

These notes regarding points of interest are for the

purpose of preventing excessive charges from being made.

There is everv indication that the Association'Vill meet

improved methods in passenger and freight transportation

the world over.

The road that has had the courage to go to the enor-

mous expense which the carrying out of the experiments
of electric traction on its system entailed is the New York,
New Haven and Hartford Railroad. The attention of

President Clark had been early called to the possible ad-

vantages of electrical traction, but the fact that elec-

tricity as a tractive force had been employed but for a

comparatively short time naturally deterred him from
launching forth in a new direction which might necessi-

tate a very large expense and eventually have to be
thrown out as useless.

At that time no really serious work in the direction of

the application of electricity to the steam road had been
made beyond the equipment of the city and South London
line, a short road running underneath the Thames River
in London, England. This was not considered sufficient

proof of the feasibility of electricity as a reliable motive
power for a system with so many branches that could be
advantageously operated by electricity as the New York,
New Haven and Hartford system. The President, there-

One of the Motor Cars.

with unqualified success, as the surroundings, list of

papers and hotel accommodation leave nothing to be

desired.

A SUCCESSFUL THIRD-RAIL SYSTEM.*

The running of a car filled with 75 people over the

main line of a steam railroad for a distance of 13 miles,

the propelling power being electricity generated at the

starting-point, is the greatest advance yet made in the

field of electric traction. It is the first time in history

that a road of that length hitherto operated exclusively

by the steam locomotive has carried an electrically driven

car, and the experiment is full of portent and hope for

* A more detailed account of the system described in issue of

May 22, 1897.

fore, turned a deaf ear to the assurances of electricians

and preferred to wait two or three years until electrical

apparatus had been brought to a higher pitch of perfec-

tion and could be relied upon to do the work which he

had in mind.
Meanwhile, an overhead railway, six miles long, had

been completed at Liverpool, England, upon which trains

of two cars were operated under a two-minute headway,
taking the current from a third rail set between the two
running rails upon insulators of white porcelain. Two
months afterwards, the well-known Intramural Railway at

the Chicago Exposition was opened. On this, four car

trains consisting of one motor car and three trailer cars

were operated by electricity exclusively taking the cur-

rent from a third rail set outside the wooden guard rail

and mounted upon insulators; the contact shoe or sliding

trolley being hung from the side of the cars. The success
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of this road was undoubted, both from the point of view Ohio Railway to operate the Belt Line Tunnel running
of perfection of travel and economy in operation. It was under the city of Baltimore by means of electric locomo-
a pleasure to ride in the cars through the magnificent tives capable of handling the heaviest freight trains,

buildings of the World's Fair, and the receipts fully realized again took up the question of giving electricity a trial on
the predictions of the Edison and Thomson-Houston some part of his road. The New York, New Haven and

Battery of Boilers.

electricians who had ventured on this important experi-
ment.
This was in 1893. In the summer of 1894 a new ele-

vated railroad in Chicago—The Metropolitan West Side

—

built to be operated like the Manhattan Elevated Rail-

road with small steam locomotives approached comple-

tion. The directors had been impressed with the success

which had attended the experiment on the Intramural

Railway and entered into negotiations with the same com-
pany that had installed and operated it. It was proved

to their satisfaction that electricity could as well be used

on a permanent elevated railway as on a temporary exper-

imental track, which in addition to very heavy traffic con-

ditions was complicated by an excessive curvature in the

Hartford Railroad was beginning to feel the competition
of the trolley roads in Connecticut which were paralleling

its line at various points and eating into the receipts for

local traffic. The advantages likely to be derived from
the electric operation of some branch of the road were
carefully canvassed with the most expert electricians

which the Edison and Thomson-Houston Companies,
which had been merged into the General Electric Co.,

could command, and in March, 1895, it was determined
to begin the important experiment.

The man necessary to carry out the work, according to

President Clark's idea, was a hard-headed, practical,

mechanical engineer, of executive ability, not confused by
the perplexing theories of the electrical engineers proper

Switchboard.

line, and the order was given to equip the Metropolitan

Elevated road with electricity.

This road was opened early in the summer of 1895. The
trains are made up of one motor car and three trailers,

and the road has been run since that date without hitch

of any kind so far as the electrical portion is concerned.

During the latter months of 1894 President Clark, who

—one whose training had been in the school of hard prac-

tical work. He selected for this purpose Col. N. H. Heft,

of Bridgeport, Conn., who had organized the Bridgeport

Traction Co. and other trolley companies, and was versed

in the practical side of the electric traction industry.

Col. Heft was made chief of the electrical department of

the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railway and it

had been closely following these experiments, and who had is under his supervision that the experiments on that road

been made aware of the intention of the Baltimore and have been made.
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THE DIRECT CONVERSION OF HEAT INTO
ELECTRICITY.

A lecture was delivered before the New York Elec-

trical Society, Thursday, May 20th, 1897, on The Direct

Conversion of Heat into Electricity, by H. Barringer

Cox. From beginning to end the lecture was closely

followed by an interested and appreciative audience. It

can be understood that Mr. Cox's experience with the

thermo-electric generators have been varied and his con-

clusions, as deduced from a series of practical efforts at

least, unique. The difficulties that beset his path he

attacked separately, after having classified them under
three headings. First: The oxidation of the joint between
the thermo couples. Second : The disintegration of the

element, and Third : The fragile nature of the element.

This evidence of system is highly commendable on the

part of Mr. Cox, as] it frequently happens that the evo-

lution of a device is retarded for years by the irregular

developments of its parts.

The exclusion, therefore, of one class of troubles after

another is the superior method of procedure. A curious

statement by Mr. Cox, to the effect that a greater cold in

the outer class of joints or a greater heat inside did not in-

crease the E. M. F. of the couples, was explained by Prof.

Crocker. He claimed that only a certain difference of

temperature can be maintained between the ends of an
elementon account of the limited heating surface. There-
fore increased heat at one end or greater cold only pre-

serves this difference as before.

1 he remarks of Mr. Cox were of a very practical

nature, as they referred to the subject only on the basis

of his own experience and from no scientific standpoint
whatever.

A great deal of discussion arose regarding the out-
put of the thermopile. The test advocated for the pur-
pose of determining this voltage by Mr. Dunn was to
short-circuit the machine through the ammater. Then
we know when it is giving half the number of amperes it

is giving the maximum number of volts at half the voltage
on the open circuit.

The thermopile has in the past possessed defects which
were called inherent because they were supposedly inerad-
icable ; but in the light of Mr. Cox's results there is every
possibility of its being used for a variety of purposes with
the same sense of reliability and appreciation of its pur-
pose as that associated with the incandescent lamp or
electric motor.

Mr. Cox's lecture has illustrated an almost axiomatic
principle that relates not alone to the thermopiles but to
every class of useful apparatus. It is this : That unless
a given construction is hampered by a series of insur-
mountable objections it is worth while laboring patiently
and persistently for the purpose of overcoming them, as
their very existence is proof of a lack of application on
the part of those whose unsuccessful attempts are thus
recorded. Mr. Cox has the satisfaction, which scientific

honors do not always bring, of having achieved something
that the greater masses can understand—of having com-
pleted something whose immediate use and direct appli-
cation will appeal to them more strongly than a discovery
whose mysteries are utterly beyond their sense of real

appreciation.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSO-
CIATION.

The National Electric Light Association have become
an organization of considerable influence and power.
Their annual conventions held at various points of inter-
est are much more than pleasure excursions, as proven by
the collection of excellent papers read and discussed on
such occasions. The list of subjects covered is some-
what extensive, though as a general rule they are in touch
with some branch of electric lighting or power transmis-
sion. One topic the discussion of which is being waited for
with ome curiosity deals with "Commercial Results and
Inclosed Arcs." The approaching convention at Niagara
Falls promises to be an unqualified success, there being a
very well chosen list of subjects and the pleasantest of
surroundings. The International Hotel will be the scene
of much serious work as well as social communion, being
the regular N. E. L. A. headquarters.
There are so many points of interest to visit at Niagara

of a scenic nature, and so many electrical industries in

full operation, that visitors will be kept busy taking them
all in in the limited time at their disposal. For the ben-
efit of such of our readers as will attend the convention
the order of proceedings and principal points of interest
have been incorporated in an article for reference when
required.

There is one cliff at Niagara from which issues many
streams of water. Each represents the power supply of a
different corporation—an aluminum works, lighting sta-
tion or power station, etc. The immense possibilities
in store for Niagara cannot fail to impress the visitor.

It is the great power centre of the future, and the
N. E. L. A. have done well in their choice.

The following named out-of-town visitors are registered
at the office of the National Electric Light Association
136 Liberty street, New York, for the week ending May
21: Louis C. F. Schaffer, Antwerp, Belgium; E. G. Ber-
nard, Troy, N. Y.

; Geo. A. Redman, Rochester, N. Y.

;

H. B. Cutter, Philadelphia, Pa.
; H. P. Jagoe, Tappan,'

N. Y. ; R. T. McDonald, Fort Wayne, Ind. ; Ernesto f!
De Castro, Nassau, N. P. ; R. Xiques, Havana, Cuba.
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The first stretch of road selected was that which runs

along Nantasket Beach. This was a singularly difficult

part of the system six miles long with five miles in curves.

A large power house was laid down a few hundred yards

from the point where this branch line joins the main line

of the South Shore Branch of the Plymouth division. It

was not felt at that time that sufficient experience had
been had with the third-rail system to allow of its being

laid down on this experimental line, and a trolley system
was therefore adopted. The trolley wire was suspended

Haven Railway, Hartford division, and from New Britain
to Hartford on the New England Railroad, Springfield
division.

This is the line that was opened on Monday last by
President Clark, all the important officials of the New
Haven and New England systems, and the engineers of
the General Electric Company, which had furnished the
generating and motor apparatus. The importance of this
event can hardly be conceived. If this long stretch of
track, nearly thirteen miles long, can be operated with

One of the 1200 H.-P. Generating Units.

from brackets fastened to large, heavy poles set between
the tracks. At stations and at the junction the trolley

line was suspended from light steel arches thrown across

the track. The first cars used were baggage cars having

two 125-h. p. motors suspended to each truck and two
trolleys. The operation of this experimental road was
more than gratifying, and fully realized the expectations

of President Clark, Col. Heft and the electrical company
which supplied the apparatus.

Nantasket Beach is the Coney Island of Boston, and on

Sundays immense crowds of people flock there for the

day's outing. The traffic is so dense that the steam road

success from the standpoint of the steam railroad engi-
neer, its influence upon every other railroad can very
readily be prognosticated. It will prove that electricity,

as a motive power for railroads hitherto operated by
steam, is practically the only power which can advantage-
ously be used upon the branch lines of this country which
operate as feeders to trunk lines, and that it will be the
only system tolerated for suburban passenger traffic.

There is still the question of expenditure and counter-
vailing receipts, and the development of a system which
will convey electricity over long distances economically
to be sifted and settled, before electricity can be applied

A 125 H.-P. Motor Truck.

which had run there previously could never cope with it.

With electrical trains made up of a baggage motor car

and open trailer cars with a seating capacity of nearly one
hundred people each, the business was for the first time
successfully carried on, and the electrical installation be-

came the Mecca of every visiting railroad engineer from
all parts of the world.

In 1896 President Clark took up the question of the

third rail and determined to lay it down for a short dis-

tance on the main line itself running from Nantasket
Junction to East Weymouth on one track and back on
the other. The two feeders were run from the power
house and joined to the rail at the junction, and the cars

which ran along the Nantasket Beach section continued
their journey on to East Weymouth, passing from the

trolley line to the third rail without any difficulty. The
boldness of this experiment received its due reward. The
third rail operated with absolute suecess, and the word
was given to equip a new stretch of track running from
Berlin, Conn., to New Britain, on the New York and New

to the trunk lines; but who can doubt that this will event-

ually come, when it is remembered that it is not ten years

since it was first proved that the trolley car could super-

sede the horse car and earn dividends for roads that had
been losing money so long as they were operated by horse
traction.

It should be borne in mind that apart from all consid-

erations of comfort and speed, electricity has this advant-

age over the steam locomotive : For every horse-power
exerted during one hour are required in an ordinary steam
locomotive from seven to nine pounds of coal, and this in

the best engines and with the most economical firing. In

a central power house the same amount of power in a sta-

tionary engine can be generated in the perfected engines

of today for about two pounds of coal, and this can be

transmitted with very little loss considerable distances,

according to the system of electrical transmission em-
ployed. Manifestly, therefore, if the motive and the

transmission apparatus can be depended upon, the econ-

omy in the coal alone is more than attractive to the pres-
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idents of railroads operating long lines and many trains.

In equipping the new branch of this road, President

Clark was determined that the very best obtainable ma-
chinery should be employed. This machinery is contained

in a spacious power house, which has been erected at Ber-

lin a few yards from the main line running from New Ha-
ven to Hartford. It is of two stories and is divided in

the middle by a brick wall. One side contains the boiler

equipment, which consists of ten 300 horse-power boilers

"in two batteries. The second story of the next room is

the engine and dynamo room. The engines are of the

most economical type built ; they are known as Greene-
Corliss compound condensing engines, each capable of

furnishing 2,000 available horse-power. The shaft of the

engine carries a massive fly-wheel weighing about fifty-

two tons, and armature weighing about fifty, making a

total moving weight of over one hundred and ten tons.

Around the armature and resting upon its own founda-

tion is what is known as the field of the generator, a

great circle of iron carrying ten electromagnets project-

ing inward. It is the rotation of the armature within

these that produces the electrical current. The armature
turns at a speed of one hundred revolutions a minute,

and the power of the dynamo is 850 kilowatts, which is,

mechanically speaking, about 1,200 horse-power. This is

its ordinary work; under emergencies it can furnish about
2,000 horse-power for a short time.

When the current is generated it goes underneath the

floor over cables of solid copper well insulated to the

switchboard. This carries the instruments, which allow

the electrician to connect or disconnect the current from
the third rail; the meters, which tell him how much elec-

tricity is being consumed in driving the cars, and other
instruments which protect the dynamos from any accident
or short circuit on the line. A short circuit produces a

sudden rush of current, and if this sudden rush had to

pass through the dynamo the electricity would probably
greatly damage it; so that, when a short circuit occurs on
the line, the rush of current trips a little latch, a switch
is opened by a spring and the circuit is broken.
From behind the switchboard four copper cables, each

ab ut one inch in diameter, run underground and are con-
nected to the third rail in front of the power house. This
is the only connection between the third rail and the dy-
namo. There are no feeders. This third rail is shaped
like a capital A flattened at the top. It is rolled in the

same length as the ordinary rail and weighs ninety-three
pounds to the yard. It naturally has to be insulated from
the ground and raised so high above it that the water
shall fall off it and not allow the electricity to escape.

Creosoted wood is a good insulator and is moreover very
cheap. The third rail rests, therefore, upon conical

blocks of creosoted wood set on wooden pins let into the

ties. The rail is simply lain on these blocks and is held
there by its own weight.

The third rail has to be continuous, in order that the

electricity shall have a continuous passage ; if it had not
there would be no circuit, and if there is no circuit there
is no electricity. Every length of rail must, therefore,

be joined to every other. This is done by putting two
copper plates under the eave of the rail at each joint and
bolting them there. This gives a perfectly unbroken
path for the current. The electricity must also get back
to the dynamo, and it is the aim of every electrical engi-

neer who lays down an electrical railroad to get as much
of the current back as possible. The path for this return
circuit, as it is known, are the rails upon which the cars

run. It is necessary, therefore, to bond these also, and
this is done by putting a heavy strip of copper beneath
the foot of the track rails at each joint. Col. Heft has
paid especial attention to this question of return, well

Knowing that any electricity which does not get back to

the dynamo will have to come back by the ground, and
when electricity comes back by the ground it comes along
over water and gas pipes. When electricity returns by

way of the pipes, the natural result is the damage suit for

electrolysis. On this point most of the trolley roads in

this country have had considerable experience.

Following the path of the current, the electricity goes
from the third rail into the motor, and from the motor
back to the track rails and thence home to the dynamo.
The motor cars which will be used on this line are open

cars fifty feet long, each equipped with two motors hung
on one side of the trucks. Each motor is of 125 horse-

power. Each car has a seating capacity of about one
hundred people, and is practically the same as those used
at Nantasket.
The current is taken from the third rail by a flat piece

of cast iron known as the "shoe," hung by two links im-
mediately beneath the king pin of each truck ; it weighs
about twenty pounds and is twelve inches long and four

inches wide.

From the shoe the current goes to a controller, in ap-

pearance similar to those used on trolley cars, only very
much larger. There is one on each platform. A very
pretty principle of electricity is applied in these control-

lers in a device invented by Prof. Elihu Thompson. When
an electric current is broken there is always an arc. If

the arc were allowed to continue it would quickly burn
off the metal contacts. It must therefore be extinguish-

ed. This is done by means of an electromagnet. At the

same moment at which the arc is formed the current

passes around a horseshoe-shaped piece of cast iron, mak-
ing a powerful magnet, and the magnetic rays issuing

from the poles of this magnet have the effect of immedi-,
ately blowing out the arc. From the controllers the cur-

rent goes to the motors, where it does its work.
The motors have also to be protected from sudden

rushes of current, and protective devices are placed under
the hoods of the car. These devices or circuit breakers
are similar to those on the swtchboard, but are of course
smaller. The remainder of the equipment of the car con-
sists of two big gongs, a whistle and the necessary air-

brakes. The air for the brakes and the whistle is sup-

plied from an air-pump placed on one of the platforms.

The operation of this air-pump is automatic and very in-

genious. It is driven by a motor which is connected to

and disconnected from the circuit by a little switch.

When the pressure in the tank has reached about ninety

pounds, the switch is opened and the motor stops work-
ing ; when the pressure falls after the brakes have been
applied or the whistle blown, the switch is closed and the

motor starts. The motorman has nothing to do with this;

it works itself.

The safety of the public is not the smallest considera-
tion which perplexed the engineers of the New Haven
Railway. On their own right of way the public would
trespass at its own risk, but at the stations and crossings

safeguards must be provided. At Berlin and at Hartford
stations the third rail and track are fenced in, and no one
can reach the electric rail unless he either climbs the

fence or crawls under the car from the other side. At
New Britain, where the tracks of the New York, New
Haven and Hartford road and the New England road
converge, mere fencing is not sufficient. Here the tracks

make a "Y" and the movement of the track switches is

controlled from a switchman's box in the "Y." From
each section of this rail, which of course is here very
much broken, a copper cable runs to the switch tower.
When the switchman is notified of the approach of a train

he closes an electrical switch and makes the third rail

"alive." When it is in the station he cuts the third rail

out and makes it "dead." When it is ready to start

again he closes the switch and does not open it until the

car is out of the station and the third rail becomes "dead"
again.

At all crossings the third rail is omitted ; the circuit is

continued from the end of one stretch to the beginning
of the other over a copper cable about an inch in diame-
ter. These cables are laid in a wooden tube, and the
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tubes are filled with insulating material. They are then
laid in a wooden box filled with insulating material, and
buried about a foot beneath the soil. In order that the

shoe should strike the third rail without jar a block of

wood forming an inclined plane is placed in front of each
section ; the shoe runs up this until it reaches the third

rail.

There is a distance of thirty-three feet between each
shoe on the car. At crossings less wide than this there

is always one shoe in contact, but at crossings wider than
this the car would have to pass over by its. own momen-
tum if the shoe were out of contact. Another shoe is

therefore placed on the trailer car and this shoe furnishes

the electricity until the first shoe on the motor car can
reach the third rail again.

The first car that was run over this line was run early

on Monday morning. It was a very undress rehearsal.

Col. Heft is a bold man and drove the car at a speed
which was nearer one hundred miles an hour than seven-

ty-five. At the dress rehearsal with the president and

by a motor which was used on the river Neva. In Ger-
many many machines ;were produced that clearly showed
the easy transformation of electric into mechanical energy.
In America, Froment and others set to work constructing
small motors for practical purposes. A motor is today
the most efficient machine in existence. Its principle of

action is not less interesting than singular. In one re-

spect it departs from the regular beaten path in utilizing

power in a unique manner. Stripping the machine of all

elaborations, it is to be seen that the attraction and re-

pulsion of magnetic poles causes the rotation. It is nec-
essary to have in every motor a source of magnetic power.
No matter how rude the construction, this is an essential

part of the device.

A bar of iron may be rotated in front of this magnet,
attracted to a certain point, and then by means of its own
momentum allowed to swing around and present its

other end for attraction. In so simple a contrivance we
have the elements of a modern motor. To enable the

current to act in order that the magnetizing effect is auto-

Motor Carriage Equipped with Lundell Motor.

officials aboard the speed was about fifty miles an hour.

The road will go into regular service probably tomorrow.

THE MOTOR.

LESSON LEAVES
EOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

A motor to satisfy the demands of modern design must
fulfil certain functions. In earlier days Page made a

motor which depended upon the suction or attraction of a

helix for a soft iron core. The entire mechanism other-

wise represented the details of a steam-engine. The
slide-valve was duplicated by means of a contact-piece.

Although the apparatus rotated, producing power and

motion, it was not efficient, or at present more than his-

torically interesting. From the first experiment of GErsted

sprang a host of inventions. Jacobi, working under the

patronage of the Czar of Russia, built a small boat run

matically supplied when needed, a commutator is; used..

A switch which controls the current, acting by means of

rotation, is the addition required. In large motors the

field is kept constant. When a motor is started the field

is the first part energized. The necessity for this will be

explained later on. When the field is ready, rotation of

the armature ensues as soon as current is let into it, The
armature consists of a cylindrical body of iron upon which

is wound coils of wire. These coils are connected to a

commutator so that they are each individually attracted,

in rotating through the field. The armature is nothing

more nor less than a compact form ^of magnet with in^

numerable poles. ;. .?. -:,.

If the armature rotates in a magnetic, field, it does so

because each of these coils individually are attracted by

the current; this is effected by having a series of metallic

strips composing the commutator connected to the ends

of each coil. When these coils are made magnetic they

move towards the nearest oppositely magnetized pole

piece and rotation at once ensues.;

This process is regularly occurring with every coil,
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and results in a rapid and even spinning of the armature.

In considering the dynamo it was observed that the con-

ductors cutting lines of force generated an electromotive

force. In a motor we also have conductors cutting lines

of force; therefore an electromotive force is likewise pro-

duced.

be effective in forcing current through it. The resistance

of the armature must be low enough to allow sufficient

current to pass at 10 volts pressure to do the work re-

quired. This adjustment is continually occurring be-

tween the load on the motor and the pressure generated

within it. In this respect a motor is perfectly automatic

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Company. Gives 2 H. P. and 100 R Proportionate Powers at other Speeds.

It is necessary to appreciate this fact in order to under-

stand the scientific meaning and bearing of the term ef-

ficiency. If the electromotive force generated in a motor
irhile rotating were by any possibility equal to that sup-

and requires but little outside aid in certain types to over-

come many difficulties hampering the speed.

The pressure created in the motor by its armature rota-

tion is called counter or back E. M. F. The ratio existing

Motor Carriage Equipped with Lundell Motor.

>lied the motor would stop. There is always a difference

>etween them, however, which depends upon the load of

he motor.
If 100 volts were applied to the motor it might generate

within its armature 90 volts; therefore only 10 volts can

between the counter and applied E.M.F. is a measure of
the electrical efficiency of the motor.

Back E. M. F.

= Electrical Efficiency.

Applied E.M.F.
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The more rapidly a motor speeds up the greatsr be- the volts and amperes it consumes measured The speed
comes the counter E. M. F. with a constant field. The of the motor is taken and the pull in pounds measured on
back E. M. F. becomes more and more identified with the the periphery of the pulley. If the following data be
applied E. M. F
The armature takes less and less current, and in elec-

trical efficiency the motor approaches its ideal value.
The commercial efficiency is the ratio existing between

the power obtained from the motor and the power applied.

considered the process will not be confusing.
Test of a motor. volts, ioo

amperes, io

speed, 2,000
pull, 5 lbs.

HALF PUN

12 12 T 12

Motor Used for Traction. (150 Miles an Hour.)

A motor cannot have a high commercial efficiency with a
low electrical efficiency.

Power received
Commercial efficiency =

Power applied.

Each watt entering the motor equals 44.2 ft. lbs. The
power applied can therefore be calculated. The power
received from the pulley of the motor, is obtained by
means of a brake. It also represents foot pounds. In
large motors this may be equal to 90 per cent. ; the elec-
trical efficiency may equal 95 ' per cent, in the same
machine. To test a motor its load is entirely applied and

pulley = 1 ft. diam.
Power entering = 10 X 100 = 1,000 watts

= 44,200.0 ft. lbs.

Circumference of pulley X speed
Power received =

X pul

33,000

3 ft. X 2,000 X 5 30,000

33,000 33,000

= — H. P.

16
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The commercial efficiency therefore is quickly found.

Power received 9 H. P.

= —; = 90 per cent.

Power applied 10 H. P.

THE ELECTRICAL AGE.
THE SYNCHRONOGRAPH.*
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A New Method of Rapidly Transmitting Intelligence by the

Alternating Current.

"THE GLAD HAND." BY ALBERT CUSHING CREHORE AND GEORGE OWEN SQUIER.

The above illustration shows a few of the many appli-

cations of the "Glad Hand" indicating globe. The Glad
Hand is the invention of Mr. Davis, and is manufactured
and sold by the Phoenix Glass Co., manufacturers of elec-

(Continued from page 333.)

The following example will make more evident the ap-
plication of Faraday's discovery to this receiver. Admit
a beam of ordinary light through a small aperture into a

Electron Motor Applied to an Elevator.

trie and glass globes, shades, etc., of 413 Penn avenue,

Pittsburg, Pa., and 42 Murray street, New York.

The glowing hand with prominent index finger cannot
fail to save a great deal of inquiry and gray matter re-

garding the whereabouts of the places thus pointed out.

Savannah, Ga.—The Edison Electric Illuminat*'ng Co.,

George J. Baldwin, Charles A. Stone, and Edwin S.

dark room and let it fall upon a white screen. Suppose
that the aperture which admits the beam is provided with
a shutter which may be opened or closed at will. We
have in this simple arrangement all the essentials of a
transmitter and receiver of intelligence. A person open-
ing and closing the shutter might communicate with a
second person observing the screen, which would become
light and dark at intervals in accordance with a pre-ar-

Uses of the "Glad Hand.

ter, have applied for incorporation; to build a plant

jpplying electric light and power. Capital stock,

. 000

ranged code. Substitute for the first person in direct

control of the shutter an electromagnetic device operated
from any desired distance through an electric circuit, and
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the effect upon the screen is the same as before. For
rapid transmission it would be necessary to substitute a

mechanical transmitter which would operate faster than a

person can send by hand. There would be no particular

difficulty in thus moving the shutter more rapidly than

any observer could read from the screen. It then be-

comes necessary to make a permanent record, which may
be accomplished by substituting for the screen a self-re-

cording surface having a relative motion across the beam.
This is afforded by using any surface sufficiently sensitive

to light, many varieties of which are available. In fact a

surface is available which is so sensitive that it will re-

cord much faster than the material shutter can be moved
back and forth so as to open and close the aperture.

The next step in increasing the speed, provided the

limits of the transmitter have not already been reached,

is to secure a more rapid shutter. It was with this object

in view, to obtain a mass/ess shutter, that Faraday's discov-

ery is used. Instead of passing the light directly through

the aperture, it is first passed through a Nicol prism in

order to obtain a beam of plane polarized light, or it m'ay

be polarized in any other suitable manner. Suppose that

a second Nicol prism like the first is placed in the path of

the polarized beam. If the second prism known as the

"analyzer" is turned so that its plane is perpendicular to

that of the first prism known as the "polarizer," all the

vibrations not sorted out by the polarizer will be by the

analyzer. In this position when the planes are perpen-

dicular to each other, the prisms are said to be "crossed,"

and an observer looking through the analyzer finds the

light totally extinguished as though a shutter interrupted

the beam. By turning the analyzer ever so little from
the crossed position, light passes through it, and its in-

tensity increases until the planes of the prisms are paral-

lel, and if one of the prisms is rotated, there will be dark-

ness twice every revolution. In order to accomplish the

same end that is obtained by rotating the analyzer with-

out actually doing so, the following plan is adopted : Be-

tween the polarizer and the analyzer is placed a transpa-

rent medium which can rotate the plane of polarization of

the light, subject to the control of an electric current,

without moving any material thing. The medium used in

this receiver is liquid carbon bisulphide contained in a

glass tube with plane glass ends. There are many other

substances which will answer the purpose, some better

than others. This was selected because it is very clear

and colorless, and possesses the necessary rotatory prop-

erty to a considerable extent. It only possesses this

property, however, when situated in a magnetic field of

force, and the rotatory power is proportional to the inten-

sity of the magnetic field. To produce a magnetic field

in the carbon bisulphide, a coil of wire in series with the

line from the transmitter is wound around the glass tube.

When the current ceases, the carbon bisulphide instantly

loses its rotatory power. The operation is as follows :

First the polarizer and analyzer are permanently set in

the crossed position, so that no light emerges from the

analyzer. A current is sent through the coil around the

tube. The plane of polarization is immediately rotated.

This is equivalent to rotating the polarizer through a cer-

tain angle, and hence light now emerges from the ana-

lyzer. Interrupt the current, the medium loses its rota-

tory power, and there is again complete darkness. The
arrangement makes an effectual shutter for the beam with-

out moving any mass of matter.

This illustrates how Faraday's discovery may be util-

ized to replace the electromagnetic shutter in the above
example by a massless shutter, which enables the current

waves sent over the line to be recorded upon the sensitive

surface without moving any material thing. An advant-

age of this receiver is that the speed is not limited by the

receiver but only by the natural properties of the line or

of the transmitter. Used in connection with the trans-

mitter already described, the real limit is found to be in

the line itself.

An analysis of this receiver shows that the energy re-

ceived over the line is not used directly in making the
record, but the agent which makes the record is the beam
of light which derives its energy from a local source.
The energy received from the line merely controls this

local energy, which may have considerable power behind
it. This controlling phenomena is one of the few known
cases where electricity acts directly upon light. The
mechanism by which this action is effected is not at pres-

ent known, and any experimental evidence upon it would
increase our knowledge of the connection between ether

and ordinary matter, as well as the constitution of matter
itself. The use of this direct influence of electricity on
light makes the speed of transmission through the re-

ceiver comparable with the velocities of these agents.

(To be continued.)

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

At the meeting of the Executive Committee of the Insti-

tute on Tuesday, May 18, the following Associate Mem-
bers were elected:

William C. Banks, electrician, Gordon-Burnham Bat
tery Co., 82 West Broadway, New York City.

Edward C. Clement, ass't examiner, electrical division,

U. S. Patent Office, Washington, D, C.

A. Davidson, cable engineer and electrician, Central

and South American Telegraph Co., Lima, Peru.

Constant de Redon, consulting engineer, 27 Thames
street, New York City.

Sidney Hosmer, superintendent underground cable de-

partment, Boston Electric Light Co., Ames Building, Bos-

ton, Mass.
Carl Kinsley, teacher of electrical engineering, Washing-

ton University, St. Louis, Mo.
John Neilson, superintendent of interior wiring depart-

ment, Larchmont Electric Co., Larchmont, N. Y.

Albert S. Richey, electrician, Citizen's Street Railway

Co., 403 W. Adams street, Muncie, Ind.

The following Associate Members were transferred to

Membership:
W. W. Nicholson, General Superintendent Central New

York Tel. & Tel. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

R. E. Richardson, Electrical Engineer, Chicago, 111.

Edward B. Rosa, Prof, of Physics, Wesleyan Univer-

sity, Middletown, Conn.
The Annual Business Meeting of the Institute was held

at 12 West 3rst street, New York City, and was called to

order by President Duncan at four P. M. The counting

of the ballots by Mr. Hamilton and Dr. Pupin who were

appointed tellers resulted in the announcement of the

election of the Council ticket as follows

—

For President:

Dr. Francis B. Crocker, of New York City.

For Vice-Presidents:

Dr. A. E. Kennelly, of Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. Chas. S. Bradley, of New York City.

Prof. Dugald C. Jackson, of Madison, Wis.

For Managers:
Dr. Alexander Macfarlane, of South Bethlehem, Pa.

Mr. Gano S. Dunn, of New York City.

Mr. W. F. C. Hasson, of San Francisco.

Mr. Herbert Laws Webb, of New York City.

For Treasurer:

Geo. A. Hamilton, of New York City.

For Secretary:

Ralph W: Pope, of New York City.

The officers whose terms have not expired are:—Vice-

presidents: Charles P. Steinmetz, of Sehenectady, N.Y.

;

Harris J. Ryan, of Ithaca, N.Y. ; Wilbur M. Stine, of Chi-
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C. & C. Electric Motor Applied to Pump.

C. & C. Electric Motor Applied to Hoist.
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cago, 111. Managers: Charles P. Scott, of Pittsburgh;

Bion J. Arnold, of Chicago; Carl Hering, of Philadel-

phia; Cary T. Hutchinson, John W. Lieb, Jr., and F. A.

Pickernell, of New York City; Wm. L. Puffer, of Boston,
and L. B. Stillwell, of Niagara Falls.

The Reports of Council and the Treasurer were pre-

sented and accepted.

The report of the Committee on a new design for the

Institute badge which had been referred to this meeting
by the Executive Committee was taken up and thoroughly
discussed, resulting finally in the adoption of the new de-

sign recommended by the Committee. Arrangements for

the withdrawal of the old design and substitution of the

new one will be made at an early date.

The paper on " The Synchronograph " presented April

21st by Dr. Crehore and Lieut. Squier was then taken up
for discussion. Mr. F. W. Jones opened the discussion,

which was participated in by Dr. Kennelly and Mr. Delany.

A paper on "The Application of Hyperbolic Analysis to

the Discharge of a Condenser " was presented by Dr.

Macfarlane. Owing to a lack of time discussion was
postponed until the General Meeting, July 26.

The announcement by the tellers of the election of Dr.

Crocker was greeted with hearty applause and the Presi-

ident elect was escorted to the chair and briefly acknowl-

edged his appreciation of the honor bestowed upon him.

At seven P. M. the meeting adjourned and the members
immediately reassembled at the "Arena," 41 West 31st

street, where arrangements had been made for the Annual
dinner under the direction of Mr. Herbert Laws Webb,
Chairman of the Committee on Papers and Meetings and
Mr. T. C. Martin. Although a sudden increase of about

fifty per cent, of the number of guests necessitated the

laying of ninety-three covers, the overflow was provided

for, and the event passed off pleasantly under the skilful

guidance of Toastmaster Martin. Toasts were responded

to by Dr. F. B. Crocker, Mr. F. W. Jones, Dr. M. I. Pupin,

Dr. C. E. Emery, Dr. A. E. Kennelly, Mr. Ralph W.
Pope, Mr. J. W. Lieb, Jr., Mr. Herbert Laws Webb, Mr.

Nelson W. Perry and Mr. Joseph Sachs.

The exercises were interspersed with instrumental and
vocal music by Mr. George Heli Guy and Mr. Charles

McL. Paine. Mr. Guy played a waltz of his own compo-
sition, which he dedicated to the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Frank W. Hawley, chairman of the committee to

receive and entertain Governor Morton at the opening of

the electrical exposition last, and whose energetic efforts

in connection with the gun firing and the sending of mes-

sages around the world contributed so largely to the suc-

cess of the exposition, has just called at this office upon his

return from a trip to Calfornia.

Mr. Hawley happened to be in San Francisco on the

anniversary of the opening of the exposition, and in com-
memoration of the government gun firing on that occa-

sion, which gave rise to so much agitation on the part of

the city fathers of San Francisco, the military comman-
dant at that post gave Mr. Hawley a very elaborate din-

ner at the Presidio, which was so timed as to be served

at the exact moment at which the gun was fired just one
year before.

Mr. Hawley says that San Francisco is still talking of

the excitement produced on that occasion, and also says
that there is a strong feeling in that city in favor of an
electrical exposition there next year.

MAGNOLIA METAL COMPANY.

A letter containing the following matter has been re-

ceived by us : That the firm of Sugden, Pound & Wag-
ner of London, former selling agents of the Magnolia
Co., have been dispossessed of their agency by the Eng-
lish courts, the London office and foreign business of the

above company now being under the management of Mr.
Chas. B. Miller, the president.

In addition the following firms were enjoined from mak-
ing anti-friction metal : Atlas Metal Co., ltd., John Sug-
den, Max Wagner, Arthur George Brown, the Globe En-
gineering Co., ltd., and the Atlas Bronze Co.

Justice Collins gave judgment against Sugden, Wagner,
Brown and the Globe Engineering Co., ltd. An appeal
from the injunction before Lord Esher, of the Court of

Appeals, only confirmed the decision of Justice Collins.

Other piratical attempts are being made in this country,

.and warning is hereby given to consumers buying fraud-

ulently stamped material.

The Riker Electric Motor Co., 45 York street, Brook-
lyn, manufacturers of electric carriages, have tried a

number of storage batteries in the past two years, none
of which being satisfactory they are now building their

own cells, which gives the same output as those they have
tried and weigh two-thirds less.

The American X-Ray Journal, a new periodical pub-

lished monthly, has made its first appearance.

The application of X rays to surgery and examinations

have become so important a department of a physician's

vocation that this journal will find a ready sale among
them., Heber Roberts, M. D., is editor. The journal

states as its commendable object—Devoted to the prac-

tical application of the new science and the physical im-

provement of man.

WESTON
ARC
LIGHT
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Niagara Falls.

The Money-Making Cliff.

THE CONVENTION AT
NIAGARA FALLS.

was at

period

least

which

EARLY all organizations have
a beginning that is more or

less interesting, and the fol-

lowing account may prove
so to some of our friends.

On the 25th of February,

1885, a body of men inter-

ested in electric lighting

met at the Grand Pacific

Hotel in Chicago and there
laid the foundation of the

present National Electric

Light Association. This
twelve years ago, and since that eventful
marked the birth of this great and useful

association a healthy growth has" taken place, its mem-
bership has swelled, and it has assumed a position among
the powerful organizations of this country as the repre-

sentative of its class.

The gentlemen through whose foresight the N.E. L. A.

grew in consequence and influence, those that were pres-

ent at its inception, can never be too well remembered as

the first year of the association's existence sinks further

and further into the past. The last meeting of the

N. E. L. A. was held in New York City, at the Industrial

Building May 5, 1896, with Mr. C. H. Wilmerding in the

chair. A great electrical exposition was carried on simul-

taneously with many electrical novelties and new man-
ufactures on exhibition. Speech, or rather the voice
of the Falls, was heard in the Hall by telephone; the X
rays were allowed to play upon countless hands and
a room fitted up by Mc Farlan Moore shed the glories of

dawn in the hours of night. The proceedings were
opened up by Governor Morton of the State of New York,
and for several weeks crowds entered the hall devoted to

the N. E. L. A. meetings, and the most satisfactory elec-

trical exhibition ever given in New York city.

The headquarters of the N. E. L. A. have been made
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in quite a number of widely separated places in the course
of its existence. The following list may be of interest

to our friends covering the various steps made by the as-

sociation since 1885.

Conventions of the Association.

First—Chicago, Feb. 25, 26, 1885.

Second—New York, Aug. 18, 19, 20, 1885.

Third—Baltimore, Feb. 10, n, 12,

Fourth—Detroit, Aug. 31; Sept. 1

1886.

1886.

lighting and the tremendous spread of electric power
over the country in the shape of trolley roads, transmis-
sion lines, etc., the importance of these conventions
have become more and more evident not only to the
technical press and the interests it represents but to the
greater masses, the general public, the thousands that

each new achievement benefits and in a certain sense ex-

alts. The roar of Niagara, the cry of a stream rending
itself with excess of power, leaping a precipice to create at

its base a foaming void, is of all places best suited for a

" Rock of Ages."

Fifth—Philadelphia—Feb. 15, 16, 17, 1887.

Sixth—Boston, Aug. 9, 10, 11, 1887.

Seventh—Pittsburgh, Feb. 21, 22, 23, 1888.

Eighth—New York, Aug. 29, 30, 31, 1888.

Ninth—Chicago, Feb. 19, 20, 21, 1889.

Tenth—Niagara FallSjiAug. 6, 7, 8, 1889.

Eleventh—Kansas tity, Feb. n, 12, 13, 14, 1890.

Twelfth—Cape May, Aug. 19, 20, 21, 1890.

Thirteenth—Providence, Feb. 17, 18, 19, 1891.

Fourteenth—Montreal, Sept. 7, 8, 9, 10, 1891.

View of Horseshoe and Rapids above the Falls from the
Canadian Side.

Fifteenth—Buffalo, Feb. 23, 24, 25, 1892.

Sixteenth—St. Louis, Feb. 28 ; March 1, 2, 1893.

Seventeenth—Washington, Feb. 27, 28; March 1, 2, 1894.
Eighteenth—Cleveland, Feb. 19, 20, 21, 1895.

Nineteenth—New York, May 5, 6, 7, 1896. . ;

The twentieth convention is that to be held at Niagara
Falls, June 8, 9 and 10, 1897. Some very interesting pa-

pers will be read by men distinguished in their various and
special lines of work. Since the vast increase in electric

meeting of engineers whose main subjects of discussion

relate so closely to the power thundering at their very
feet. Prof. Elihu Thomson will read a paper at this meet-
ing treating of the " Recent Progress in Arc Lighting."
Next to Brush there is no name better known in that par-

ticular field than Thomson's, none that is the embodi-
ment of such stored experience and radical thought.
The illustrations used in connection with this article

are eloquent in themselves. The familiar scene at the

falls, the famous cliff from which escapes the streams that

The Whirlpool Rapids.

drive turbines for several large concerns, thus giving

them in truth "life and power," and the likeness of many
N. E. L. A. representatives are readily rcognized.

The past presidents of the association have in every case

left same noteworthy evidence of their executive power

upon the work performed and progress made by the

N. E. L. A. The president of so important an organiza-

tion is like the pilot of a large vessel; it is in his power

to guide the boat through the safest waters, to bring it
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to a fair haven, and to gain by his scill the respect, ad-

miration and, best of all, the confidence of his passen-

gers. The N. E. L. A. is a craft of growing dimensions;
only the best of pilots have served their worthy terms
of office and in every case they and the association have
been mutually honored.

Presidents of the Association.

of Baltimore.

POWER FROM NIAGARA FALLS.

James F. Morrison,

Samuel A. Duncan,
Edwin R. Weeks,
Marsden J. Perry,

Pittsburgh.

Kansas City.

Providence.

The 16th of November, 1896, marks an epoch in the

history of Buffalo and one in which the whole manufactur-
ing aspect of that busy city within a short time may be
metamorphosed. One minute after midnight, with the

closing of five sets of switches the power from the cata-

ract at Niagara was brought into the city of Buffalo.

The history of the generating station of the Niagara
Falls Power Co. is already so well known to our readers

that we will not refer to it except to say that the three

great two-phase generators are all in use furnishing power

......

Whirlpool Rapids, Showing Electric Railway.

Charles R. Huntley,

James I. Ayer,

Edward A. Armstrong,

M. Judson Francisco,

C. H. Wilmerding,

Buffalo.

St. Louis.

Camden.
Rutland.

Chicago.

The executive in office at present is Frederic Nicholls,

who will open the proceedings at the International Hotel

at Niagara by an address to the convention delegates.

There are many world-renowned scientists, honorary

members of this association, Thomas A. Edison, Lord

Kelvin, Nikola Tesla, being amongst the number. Upon
the list may be noted the names of Prof. I. Fujioka Of

Tokio, Japan, Baron Alphonse de Rothschild of Paris,

and Marcel Deprez.

At the last meeting many important subjects were con-

sidered by the Associaton; on this occasion much of the

spare time will be devoted to visits to places of interest.

The great power houses, aluminum works, etc., will be

included.

The picturesque scenery, which can be fully viewed by

a ride in the electric cars of the Niagara Falls and River

Railway will impress itself in all its wild beauty npon the

novitiate.

The seething cauldron where the water of four inland

seas tosses with headlong fury over the rocky cliff has

been described by poet and musician.

The Indian of the long-forgotten days saw in the leap-

ing waters a mighty spirit; this spirit we are chaining to

long hours of toil, guiding its wild efforts to purpose,

leading it to labors that glorify our civilization.

We beg to state that the management of the Interna-

tional Hotel has changed hands. Mr. S. A. Greenwood
is at present in charge, and not Mr. Horace Fox, as men-
tioned in last week's issue, May 29.

to the factories in and immediately around Niagara. The
most recent addition to the powerhouse equipment is one
of the General Electric Company's converters to take
the two-phase current from the generators at 2,200 volts

and turn direct current into the lines of two or three rail-

road companies at a pressure of from 575 volts to 600
volts.

When the question of the transmission of power from
Niagara to Buffalo was under discussion, the merits of the
three-phase system as compared with the two-phase sys-

tem for transmission purposes were canvassed. It was
shown to the satisfaction of the Power Company that, in

using the three-phase system for transmission, a large

economy could be made in the transmission installation,

and the three-phase system of the General Electric Com-
pany was selected.

The current from the Falls is generated by the Niagara
Falls Power Co., which transmits the power as far as the

city limits of Buffalo. All the construction work in con-
nection with this installation was effected by the Catanct
Construction Company, while the distribution, after it las
reached the city limits, is in the hands of a sub-company
entitled the Cataract Power & Conduit Co.
The two-phase current, starting from the generators in

the power house, is led first to the switchboard and then

in lead-covered cables through the covered "Bridge of

Sighs," which passes over the canal of the Niagara Falls

Power Company to a spacious transformer house which
has been erected on the opposite side of the canal. Here
the cables are connected to four switches on a blue mar-
ble switchboard. From this board they pass to the step-

Up transformers, the largest in the world, erected on a

platform at one end of the power house and placed over

an air-tight chamber. Each has a capacity of 935 K.W.,
or 1,250 horse-power, and stands ninety-four inches high,

on a base sixty-four by fifty-six inches, and weighs 25,000
pounds.
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The problem of cooling these transformers has been
solved by driving a blast of cold air up through the air

passages provided in the core and coils. The blast is

furnished by a large blower driven by a five horse-power
multipolar motor, which is belted to it. It is in these

cial fuse carriers. From the transformer house the wires

pass through lightning arresters to the first pole of the

pole line standing immediately in the rear of the build-

ing.

The pole line erected by White, Crosby & Co. runs

Rotary Converters, Buffalo.

transformers that the two-phase system is abandoned and
the current given three-phases, and raised from 2,200

volts alternating to 11,000 volts. Provision is also made
in these transformers for raising the voltage to 22,000
volts as soon as higher pressure shall have become neces-

sary.

From the transformers three cables pass to the high

along one side of a special right of way thirty feet wide.

The number of poles in this line is about 21,000; they
range from thirty-five to sixty-five feet in length and are

set about seventy-five feet apart. Each pole is provided
with two twelve-feet cross-arms for the transmission line,

and one small cross-arm for a telephone line. Each side

of each cross-arm has space for three pins to carry three

Step-up Transformers, at Niagara.

tension switchboard standing beside them. This switch-

board is also of marble, and carries three high tension

switches, each switch being separated by a marble barrier

about one inch thick. This partition prevents arcing

from switch to switch at the high pressure used. The
switchboard also carries current indicators and three spe-

culators, provision being thus made for four circuits of

three wires apiece; the capacity of each circuit being 5,-

ooo-H.P. at 11,000 volts pressure, and 10.000-H.P. at

22,000 volts pressure. On the outside of each upper
cross-arm is a small iron pin, eighteen inches high, which
serves to carry a galvanized barbed wire used as a light-
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ning conductor and connected to the ground at the foot

of every fifth pole.

The insulators used are of the double petticoat pattern.

Each weighs about twelve pounds and is provided with

two annular grooves in the bottom, which effectually pre-

vent any moisture getting to the central pin on which the

insulator is placed. The outside of the insulator is pro-

vided with a gutter running to a point on each side to

carry off the water. These insulators were subjected to

a rigid test of 40,000 volts alternating, to determine the

electrical resistance, and not until they had withstood

this pressure satisfactorily were they accepted.

The length of the line is twenty-six miles. The over-

head conductors are of bare, stranded copper, each con-

ductor having a diameter of 350,000 circular mils., and

each lies in a groove at the apex of the insulators. When
the line approaches the station at Buffalo, which it does

along the banks of the Erie Canal, it is changed from

overhead to underground, the wires passing from the last

pole into a small brick terminal house. In this house,

connections are made with the underground cables

through lightning arresters. The underground cable is

rubber covered and sheathed with lead, and is of the same

diameter as the overhead conductor. It is laid in a sub-

way consisting of vitrified tile ducts, each duct having a

hole three inches in diameter. The subway consists of

twelve of those ducts, laid, eighteen inches below the sur-

face of the ground, and surrounded on all sides by four

inches of concrete. Three ducts only are in present use.

The insulation of these cables was tested to withstand

80,000 volts.

The subway terminates in a small brick structure

erected in the rear of the Niagara street power house of

the Buffalo Railway Company. This contains the step-

down transformers. On entering this small house, the

wires are connected to another switchboard carrying high

voltage switches and fuse carriers separated by partitions

of marble in the same manner as on the high tension

switchboard at the Niagara Falls end of the transmission.

From this board, cables are carried through lightning

arresters to the transformers, of which there are three,

two being in use and the third being held in reserve.

Each weighs 7,000 pounds, is eighty-two inches high with

a base measurement of forty-seven by thirty-six inches.

In the step-down transformers, the pressure is reduced

from 10,700 volts to 370.

A system of cooling the transformers similar to that

used with the step-up transformers at the Niagara end is

used.

From the step-down transformers, the three-phase cur-

rent, divided into two circuits, passes over six cables to

the main floor of the power house of the Buffalo Railway

Company, where they are connected to another switch-

board. Thence they pass to the two rotary converters,

each of 500 H.-P. capacity. These converters are six-

pole machines, and in their operation, the three-phase

alternating current at 370 volts is changed into direct

current at 500 volts, suitable for delivery to the feeder

line of the electric street railway. Each converter arma-

ture is provided with three collector rings at one side

and a commutator at the other, and may be started either

by the alternating current or by direct current from the

railway lines. The converters may be used in parallel

with the other generators, or the current can be thrown

directly into the feeders of the railway system.

The lightning arresters of the Wirt type have been es-

pecially designed for heavy voltage transmission work and

are single pole. They consist of strips of marble upon

which are mounted eleven cylinders, giving one air gap

space one thirty-second of an inch for each thousand

volts, with an allowance of twenty-five per cent, rise in

the potential. In the action of the arrester, the large

metal cylinders serve to chill the arc so that, on' reversal

of the current, the arc is extinguished, no dependence be-

ing placed upon any non-arcing property of the metal to

put out the arc. In order to limit the current on short

circuit, and thus the heating effect, a special solid graph-
ite rod of low non-inductive resistance is used. The ar-

resters are similar to those used on the Big Cottonwopd
transmission at Salt Lake City, which have effectually,

protected the machinery in many severe storms, and are

now being used extensively in transmissions where high
voltages are employed.
The entire apparatus used in the transmission of the

current from Niagara Falls to Buffalo is from the shops of

the General Electric Company, having- been designed es-

pecially for this special service.

LECTURE ON "THE DIRECT CONVERSION OF
HEAT INTO ELECTRICITY."*

President Emery introduced Mr. Cox, who said:

Mr. President and Gentlemen: I have to apologize at

the start for the incompleteness of this lecture, but my
neglect of it has been due to my ill-health since I returned
from England. I think that the change of climate was
what affected me, but I really have been seriously ill and
unable to give this lecture the attention it deserves. My
ill-health has not, however, affected the action of the ma-
chines I am going to show you this evening.

It may interest you, perhaps, to know how I came to

take up the subject of thermo-electricity. Thermo-elec-
tricity is a much tabooed, much maligned and much mis-
understood subject. People think that immediately one
takes up the problem of thermo-electricity that it is not
exactly a guarantee of the healthy condition of one's

mind. I have been studying the subject for a great many
years, and I do not know but that it has affected me. I

think it will interest you to know that I took up the sub-

ject from reading a newspaper clipping when I was but a
young boy. I saw the clipping, I think, in "Harper's
Weekly," or "Bazaar." The clipping was this : "There
are three great inventions to come—the first is the direct

conversion of heat into electricity; the second is a light

without heat, and the third a successful flying machine."
I concluded that the greatest of these problems was

the direct conversion of heat into electricity, and imme-
diately I took up the work with the courage and confi-

dence of youth, little dreaming of the years of hard work
before me.

It may amuse you to know what means I first tried,

with the view of producing the result which I desired. I

will illustrate to you on this blackboard the way in which
I tried to produce electricity by what we know as thermo-
electricity, or the thermo-electric effect. In other words,
electricity directly from heat by thermo-electric action.

First, I went to the Cincinnati public library and got a
text-book on electricity, and read it very carefully, and
from the deductions which I made from the statements of

the text-book regarding the subject I concluded it was
simply a question of bringing two metals together some-
where or somehow, and if heat was applied tothe metals

someway or somehow, that the effect desired would be
produced. I concluded to make a machine and try it

—

that if nobody else had succeeded in producing such a

machine that of necessity I certainly could, there being

no doubt about that. I started with the firm conviction

I could do it and was going to do it. The idea that came
into my mind was to have two dissimilar myetals so that

they did not touch and yet apply heat to them. I then

got up a machine in this way (illustrating). Here are

two disks of metal and here is a piece of insulation be-

tween. My conception was that I wanted as fine a piece

of insulation as I could get. Here was another disk of

metal that was insulated from the others. Then I put

another piece of metal with another insulating disk be-

low. Then the fourth piece of metal was insulated in a

* Delivered before the New York Electrical Society, Thursday,
May 20, 1897, by H. Barringer Cox.
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SEEING ACROSS THE ATLANTIC OCEAN.

Americans will experience the unique pleasure of seeing

the Queen's Jubilee take place. They will by the aid of

science gaze upon faces and forms moving with all the

similitude of life, yet by magic art brought to the very

threshold of their homes. They will view a great page-

ant, its struggling onlookers, its martial trappings, its

slow procession through multitudes in the very heart of

England. This they will see in all realism transplanted

across the broad bosom of the Atlantic to the metropolis

of the United States.

There is no greater triumph to be recorded on historic

pages than this wonderful event. In the Mail and Ex-
press of May 24 an account is given of the arrangements

being made to secure and transport scenes of the Jubilee.

It will take but fifteen days for the people of San Fran-

cisco to see revived into deceptive animation scenes that

to many participants had become but a cloudy recollec-

tion. In one day after being taken the films used in this

improved biograph will be ready for shipment across the

ocean. In this manner great national events can be re-

corded, and years after, possibly when many of the chief

actors have passed away to the land of shadows, science

will breathe a cold, automatic life into them and call them
forth like wholesome spectres to play their parts and make
their exit. To those that have not seen the flying train

depicted, the Empire State express rushing forward at

the rate of sixty miles an hour, we advise immediate ob-

servation.

This train rushing forward to the accompaniment of a

bell which strikes with increasing vigor has never failed

to make the orchestra rows rise in involuntary fright. The
delusion is perfect and the awakening brings out a burst

of applause.

There is no dividing line to be drawn between the in-

sulator and conductor, except in a relative sense. The
mechanism of conduction has not yet been clearly an-

alyzed or understood. It is sufficient for us to say that a
great class of materials can carry electrical energy from
point to point with varying degrees of ease; that others
do not naturally possess this property and therefore
noticeably fail in the undertaking. It is on a basis simi-

lar to this that a general classification has been made
dividing the conductor from the partial conductor and
insulator.

The effect of a sustained pressure upon an insulator is

such that it breaks down in the course of time under the
strain.

To those interested in the phenomena associated with
high potential experiments this gradually decreasing
power of resistance in fairly good insulators has received
considerable attention. An insulator "fatigues" under
the influence of a high pressure and acts as an organism
would, striving for life in the midst of. conditions that are
ultimately fatal to its existence. A sudden pressure ap-
plied to a given insulator will be successfully resisted for

quite an interval, but then a weakening occurs and the
material slowly deteriorates and ruptures. The effect of

a pressure that alternates is noticeably severe upon in-

sulators that would be capable of standing the test well

with a uniform pressure.

In all probability the alternating pressure causes heat-
ing in the insulator due to "dielectric hysteresis." The
insulator in that case becomes ruined and unsafe. The
transmission line stretching from Niagara to Buffalo was
affected in this manner, some of the insulators failing to

perform their functions as non-conductors.

The insulating power of a given material and its natural

property of transmitting inductive action deserve, on all

occasions, separate attention. They do not seem to bear
any relation to each other. A good insulator may have a

high specific inductive capacity. A poorer insulator a

lower capacity, etc.

Mica has a resistance of eighty-four million ohms per
cubic centimeter and an inductive capacity of five as com-
pared with air. Olive oil has a resistance of only one
million ohms per cubic centimeter and a specific inductive

capacity of 4.78.

Thus, there are properties to insulators that outline to

us new and interesting probabilities regarding the rela-

tion they bear to the conductor, and the influence of

high potentials under continued strain.

The Cutter Electrical and Manufacturing Co. of Phila-

delphia, announce that they have opened an office, in

charge of Mr. H. B. Kirkland, in the Beard Building, 120
Liberty street, New York City.

No stock of any kind will be carried in this office, but
the extensive line of

I-T-E Circuit Breakers and C-S Switches will be on
exhibition.

Mr. Kirkland will be pleased to extend to his friends

and the electric trade generally the facilities of this office,

and a continuance of your esteemed patronage is re-

quested.

Owing to the press of new matter the article on the

Synchronograph, as well as the Lesson Leaves, have been
discontinued this week to appear as usual in next week's
issue.
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similar way, and so on, building up my pile until I had
quite a lot of disks. I had a strong conviction that the

chief idea in thermo-electric work was to use dissimilar

metals, and apply heat properly, and then we had the

problem solved. I made up my mind not to get metals

that someone knew about, because in that event my pros-

pective patents might be defeated, so I very carefully in-

structed one man to make one metal disk, and went to

another man and got him to make the other one. After

I got the pile arranged all right— built up as shown—up
through the centre of it I placed the heating device, which
was an ordinary argand lamp burner, that was to heat the

metals. My conception of the problem was simply to

have two dissimilar metals someway or other heated ; so,

after I had my argand burner, with the pile surrounding

it, I carefully took off a wire from there and here (illus-

trating) and then looked for results. Now, if there had
been any attainable results from the thing I never would
have found it with the device I had to indicate the cur-

rent. I had been led to believe that all you needed to

indicate electrical energy was a compass with a wire run-

ning underneath it, in which there flowed an electrical

current. So I took an ordinary compass and run a wire

underneath it, and with my pile in circuit I carefully

watched for the deflection. I did not find it then and
I would not expect to find it now with such a combina-
tion of devices (laughter). I had carefully insured against

every possibility of effect ; it was impossible to get any.

That was my start in direct conversion, and I think you
will agree with me that it was enough to discourage even
a youth.

(To be continued.)

pated in by Dr. Emery, Dr. Crocker, Dr. Pupin, and
Messrs. Mailloux, C. S. Bradley, Sachs, Ward Leonard,
Lieb and others. Mr. Gano S. Dunn made the readings
in testing the operation of the thermopiles, as there was
a brisk dispute as to what the theoretical and the actual
output of such devices ought to be.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE NEW YORK
ELECTRICAL SOCIETY.

The New York Electrical Society held its annual

meeting on Thursday, May 20th. The officers elected

were, President, Dr. M. I. Pupin ; Vice-Presidents,

Gano S. Dunn, Max Osterberg, W. W. Ker, A. L. Riker,

Willard E. Case, H. B. Coho ; Secretary, George H.
Guy, Treasurer, Henry A. Sinclair. The society has

now 397 members. The president read a letter from the

treasurer, in which was stated that a large number of

members had failed to pay their dues. The president

urgently requested that these arrears should be remitted

forthwith, as the society, while in good financial con-

dition, has plans for extended work for next season, the

carrying on of which will be impossible without proper

funds. After the disposal of the business part of the

meeting Mr. H. Barringer Cox lectured on "The
Direct Conversion of Heat Into Electricity," showing
the present conditions of the practical relations between
heat and electricity, in regard to the direct conversion

of the energy of fuel into current.

Following up the meeting which has attracted so much
attention, at which Mr. Case experimented with his

carbon consuming cell, Mr. H. Barringer Cox, who for

many years has been working on the developments of

thermopiles, gave a very interesting lecture, which he
illustrated with three of his thermo-electric generators,

using gas flame as the source of heat. These generators

consist of a number of thermo-electric couples of ingen-

ious construction, grouped circularly around the flame,

in which hangs a deflector, or series of baffle plates. The
elements are encased in fire resisting clay, backed up by a

metal case, which forms the water jacket. From this

small contrivance, which is about half the size of a silk

hat, sufficient output is obtained upon the consump-
tion of 2^ feet of gas per hour to run a small ordinary
fan motor, or to operate such devices as electro-medical

circuits, telegraph keys, X-ray apparatus, gongs and
other devices.

There was an animated discussion which was partici-

INQUIRY COLUMN.

In this column we shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds

of our subscribers.

(Q.) SOLDER FOR ALUMINIUM.
Niagara, May 24, 1S97.

Electrical Age Publishing Co.

Dear Sirs: While attempting some experiments with
different metals for the purpose, of finding out what will

best braze or solder them I found, in my experiments
with aluminium, that nothing I could use would adhere
to the metal with ordinary heat. I thought this very ex-

traordinary, and inquired at the aluminium works here
whether any method existed, but was told that none was
known.
Thinking a suggestion from the Electrical Age of value

I hereby beg to inquire whether they know of anything ?

Yours respectfully,

R. L. SIGMUND.
(A.) We cannot recommend any combination that will

satisfy you. The soldering of aluminium or aluminum is

a difficult task and no reason can be given by us why it is

not possible. The chemist may operate in this field to

advantage, a great demand at present existing for an alu-

minum solder.

(Q.) DIFFERENTIALLY WOUND MOTOR.
Toledo, May 22, 1897.

Electrical Age.
Dear Sirs: If a differentially wound motor is suddenly

stopped what will occur ? I have puzzled over the ques-
tion quite some time and await your answer with great
curiosity. Yours respectfully, Jonah Case.

(A.) When a differentially wound motor is suddenly
stopped the series coil, called in this case the differential

coil, has a heavy rush of current passing through it, be-

cause the back E. M. F. has ceased. The shunt coils re-

main unaffected, but the effect of the differential winding
is to reverse the field, and if the ampere turns of the

shunt coils are less than those of the series coil the field

will reverse.

(Q.)_LIGHTNING ARRESTERS.
Phila., May 8, 1897.

Electrical Age Publishing Co.

Dear Sirs : Can you give me any information on the

following subject ? (1). The general principle of the
lightning arrester. (2). The reason why they will not
all operate successfully. My experience with them has
been such that I cannot always depend upon them, and I

think they may be improved in a practical manner so as

to be perfectly reliable. Yours truly,

L. Sheehan.
(A.) 1. The lightning discharges have a choice of two

paths, one to earth via the air gap ; the other, along the

line. The impedance or opposition along the line usually

forces the discharge to earth. The choice of paths is

determined by the frequency of the oscillations. 2. The
greater the frequency the less likelihood of the discharge

passing along the line, but the less frequency the greater
possibility of the discharge entering the station and de-

stroying valuable machinery. The entire explanation

reduces down to the fact that a conductor opposes the

passage of a high-frequency discharge, but permits a low-

frequency one to pass. Hence the ground connection
and the air gap should be arranged to invite discharges

of comparatively low as well as high frequency.
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TYPES OF AMERICAN DYNAMOS.

The advance every few years in the direction of im-
provements in dynamos has received considerable atten-
tion from the student of electro-technics. The changes

that are comparatively
recent, in construction
and design, have been in

the general order of pro-

gress. Multipolar types
prevail, and slotted ar-

matures ; the iron-clad

dynamo has found a per-

manent place and carbon
brushes are in common
use. The framework of

the machine itself is made
of steel, and all the ad-

vantages of a metal more
than eighty per cent, as

good as wrought iron,

without the disadvant-
age and expense of being

forged, has asserted itself. The shop methods have re-

duced themselves to a system which leans toward econo-
my and despatch ; there is no longer either crudity or
uncertainty about the building of a dynamo.
A healthy change has manifested itself throughout the

entire field of electric lighting. It has been the cause of

a myriad of improvements, and has aided American man-

Commercial Electric Co.

direct-driven each by a 50-H.P. Ames engine. In the il-

lustration an idea can be gained of the general appear-
ance of this plant, its engineering finish and businesslike

completion.
The building was wired on the three-wire system and

the switchboard containing all the connections made of

Tennessee marble. A Lundell 10-H.P. motor drives a

large blower in the restaurant. The General Electric dy-
namo frames are made of cast steel, possessing a high
permeability. A strong steel shaft supports the slowly
revolving armature, which is carefully wound and con-
nected to a somewhat massive commutator.
The corps of engineers employed to oversee and intro-

duce innovations in des'gn have been successful in pro-

ducing a dynamo whose detailed excellence leaves but
little to be desired. The armature of this dynamo is able

to radiate heat with the utmost facility. In consequence
thereof an overload can be sustained that would be a

severe trial to some others of similar construction. A
toothed armature, into each slot of which the inductors
are carefully fitted, supplies a feature of great mechanical
and electrical value. Sparking and heating of the com-
mutator rarely occurs; thus, as may be seen, all the func-

tions a good dynamo is supposed to perform are being
faithfully executed in the General Electric generators.

THE LUNDELL DYNAMO.

Among the manufacturers of up-to-date machinery of

high efficiency and known reliability the Interior Conduit

Ellicott Square Building, Buffalo. Latest Type of Dynamos for Isolated Plant. General Electric Co.

ufacturers in producing machines which for economy and
design are fit standards for our foreign cousins to model
from. The following represent a few of the standard
types manufactured by well-known builders with as much
description and attention to detail as space would allow:

GENERAL ELECTRIC DYNAMO.

The machinery constructed by the General Electric

Company needs but few words from us to further its in-

terests, as the immense plants operated by them for the

purpose of manufacturing every available kind of electri-

cal apparatus is world-renowned.
In a plant installed in the Ellicott Square Building,

Buffalo, N. Y., four multipolar 30-kilowatt machines were
set up. They rotate at 30 revolutions per minute and are

and Insulation Co., of 527 W. 34th street, New York, oc-

cupy a position of considerable prominence.
The Lundell Dynamo manufactured by them and repre-

sented in the illustration is built on the best scientific

principles. It combines within itself the elements of de-

sign that contribute toward the best construction and
most efficient operation. In the illustration is repre-

sented the latest type of Lundell dynamo. The machine
is iron-clad, thus protecting all internal parts from injury

or abrasion. The cross section of the field cores is of

sufficient size to not only provide a strong field but to

allow of a surface radiation for the coils which keeps them
cool. A solid steel shaft prevents any possible vibration

of the armature, and bearings which are self-oiling and
self-aligning secure the most important mechanical fea-

tures.
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The bearings never heat, due to the -three essential re-

quirements of a good dynamo, a well-balanced field, a

perfect lubrication and alignment. kh'i

The armature is carefully wound, being of the slotted

type, each slot carefully insulated and the wire fitting

the commutator. These dynamos can be direct-connected

or driven separately as desired.

They combine some of the best features, such as will

lead to excellent service in practice and the confidence of

the consumer at all times.

Lundell Dynamo.

tightly in place. A large surface of radiation keeps it

cool at normal speed and allows it to stand quite a per-

centage of overload without danger. The commutator is

large and of sufficient cross section to provide excellent
conducting surfaces.

BRUSH ARC DYNAMOS.

The first Brush arc dynamo was made and sold in 1877.

Since then twenty years have passed and thousands of

Brush arc dynamos and lamps are used in every country

Brush Multi-Circuit Dynamo.

The brushes press firmly upon it without clatter or un- in the world. The Brush Company have kept abreast of

usual friction. The surface of contact between segment the times in the development of their arc system and the

and brush being large, therefore preventing any heat at multi-circuit dynamo which they have placed on the mar-
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ket during the past year has met with great success. A
large number of them have been sold wherever central

station men or parties running isolated plants want more
floor space, increased efficiency, and have an eye always
watching for a reduction in expenses. These advantages
can be secured by substituting large Brush arc dynamos

designed 80-light and 160-light. All of the machines are

of the multi-circuit type. Three or four circuits will be
run from the 300-lighter. The widespreading success the

Brush Company have met with in the sale of their arc

light machinery is universally known. Their address is

Schenectady, N. Y.

C & C. Dynamo.

for smaller units. The problem of not changing their

circuits is met by the divided circuits of the machine.
A party with fifty lights on a circuit and running two cir-

cuits from two small machines can run the same two cir-

cuits by replacing the two machines with one large new
arc machine divided into two circuits without necessitat-

ing any changes in the circuits.

John Wanamaker, in his store in Philadelphia, ex-

changed twelve small dynamos ranging from sixteen to

sixty-five lights and replaced them with five 125-light dy-

namos each running two circuits of sixty-two lights each.

The Carnegie Steel Company did the same thing at their

great works at Bessemer, Pa. Eight of these divided cir-

cuit machines have recently been installed in the electric

C. & C. MULTIPOLAR GENERATOR.

The demand has gone forth for well-constructed, effi-

cient, slow-speed dynamos. The concerns that have
anticipated this cry have prepared for the necessary

change in engineering practice the advent of such
machines would cause. The C. & C. Electric Co., of 143
Liberty street, New York, were among those sharp

enough to see the future of machines possessing these

characteristics, and as a result their shops turned out a

six-pole generator as illustrated, running at a slow speed,

of high efficiency and admirably finished in every part.

The magnetic circuit is of soft steel, the field concen-
trated around the armature and the coils running cool.

Warren Electric Manufacturing Co.

light station at Newark, N. J. Eight more of them will

soon be erected in the electric light station at Worcester,
Mass.

The Brush Company have on the market an 8o-)ight,

roo-lrght and 125-light, 2,000-candle-power arc dynamo,
and are just about completing a 300-light, 2,000-candle-

power Brush arc dynamo. They have a 120-lght, 1,200
c.-p. arc dynamo, and are just about completing a newly-

The brush holder, built on the plan of the "reaction

type," special C. & C. design. The armature and com-
mutator are easily removable from the shaft, the commu-
tator being supported by the framework on the armature.

The self-oiling bearing and shaft that is fully competent
to bear any strain from the machine completes the sketch.

This well proportioned machine is a fine example of

American engineering.
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WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. The principal features of design embodying these
points are represented in the line sketches. The value of

In the following illustrations are represented line cuts these two types of drawings is highly evident; the reader
of the interior of the Warren alternator and photographic being able by their aid to judge not only of the exterior
reproductions of the same. of the machine but to-gain some idea of the internal con-
The headquarters of the Warren Electric Manufacturing struction, the parts that mean either long life to the dy-

Pulley End of Warren ilectric Manufacturing Ca.'s Dynamo.

Co. are at Sandusky, Ohio. They have started out with

the evident intention of making an alternator that will do
its work effectively and well. It has been called " the

modern dynamo for station work," and the name is de-

served.

namo or " a short shrift."

The outward appearance of a dynamo is often its sell-

ing feature, and this in itself greatly depends upon its

excellence of design. A poor architect cannot build a

beautiful house; neither can an incompetent engineer de-

View of Exciter of Warren Dynamo.

In this dynamo, which is of the induction type, the

armature is at rest. This is a great feature in a generator

as the banding and labor required to support the armature
securely to the shaft is dispensed with. In addition to

this great advantage the field is stationary.

sign a handsome dynamo. The finish of the generators

made by the Warren Electric Manufacturing Co. is in

every respect an evidence of care, design and construction.

With a stationary armature and field, that is, no moving
wire, the machine can last indefinitely.
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Any voltage or multi-voltage can be obtained ; the

absence of brushes and a fairly low speed makes it a ma-
chine particularly safe and useful. If it were not for oc-

casional lubrication, absolutely no attention would be

required. The efficiency of the Warren alternator is

high and- much care has been paid to the regulation to

secure a close uniformity of pressure.

The armature consists of a laminated and ventilated

core of sheet iron, mounted on a sleeve which is forced
on and keyed to the shaft. The windings are made up
of copper rods of rectangular section, embedded in insu-

lated slots in the surface of the core, and spirally shaped
copper ribbons connecting them on the ends of the arma-
ture.

Eddy Dynamo.

EDDY MFG. CO.

The Eddy Mfg. Co., of Windsor, Conn., are a well-

known firm of dynamo builders. Many of their machines
are used in the largest hotels and apartment houses of

this city. The following description is interesting to the

technical reader:

The Eddy, type "G" generators consist of a cast iron

octagonal frame, to which are bolted four cast steel poles,

with flanging tips. Each pole is excited by a field coil,

wound on a metal spool, the shunt and series portions in

The commutator is made up of segments of hard cop-

per beveled on the ends and held in place by collars

bolted together. The bolt nuts are secured by an efficient

nut lock which simultaneously binds all the nuts. Either
tangential or radial holders are supplied with these

machines. In either form the brush is held against the

commutator by a pressure regulated at the will of the

attendant, and in such a way as to prevent rattling and
jumping.
The Eastern agent is H. B. Coho, St. Paul Building,

New York.

Type K. Type B. Elbridge Electrical Manufacluring Co.

separate compartments. Each layer of wire is insulated

from the next by a sheet of tough paper, and the whole
winding is thoroughly insulated from the spool by layers

of paper, cardboard and mica.

Cast with the lower portion of the field frame are ex-

tensions for supporting the pillow block bearings. The
bearing shells are self-aligning and self-oiling, and well

babbitted.

THE ELBRIDGE ELECTRICAL MANUFACTUR-
ING COMPANY.

The Elbridge Electrical Manufacturing Co., of El-

bridge, N. Y., was established in 1891, beginning with the

manufacture of experimental school apparatus, which is

now in use in many of the best schools and colleges in

the country.
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Keystone Electric Co. Royal Electric Co.

Card Electric Co., Mansfield, Ohio.

Elektron Manufacturing Co. Commercial Electric Co.
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Their type B was designed for a cheap but substantial

machine for use in shops needing only a small number of

lights. It is well constructed, of good material, and is

giving excellent results as an 8-light or one-half horse-

power motor. At a speed of 2,700 revolutions it has an
output of 450 watts.lt is ordinarily wound for 55 or no
volts, but may be arranged for electro-plating.

In the design and construction of their larger dynamos
and motors this company has spared no pains to make
them equal to any on the market. They have departed
somewhat from the ordinary methods of construction em-
ployed in this country, and their machines embody a num-
ber of points of special excellence.

The base and bearings are in one casting, giving large

floor support and the greatest attainable solidity of con-

struction. Great pains are taken to perfectly balance the

running parts, and this, in connection with the large base
and low bearings, insures perfect smoothness of operation.

Another departure from old customs has been recently

made by omitting the handle to the rocker-arm, unless it

is specially ordered. The reason for this is, that the

brushes do not require readjustment for changing load,

and are therefore set by a screw at the non-sparking point

before leaving the factory. This has its obvious advant-
ages where the machines are to be run by inexperienced
persons, who are more apt to get the brushes out of ad-

justment than to set them as they should be. The rock-

er-arm is, however, adjustable, and a handle is attached
when required.

This company claims the highest efficiency for their

machines, and comparatively slow speed for their type.

Thus a 35^-h. p. 220-volt motor which was recently ship-

ped to Texas was found to run at full speed, without load,

on 1^ amperes.
The latest production of this firm is their Type K dy-

namo for gas engine sparking, which may be wound for a

speed of 1,000 and 2,000, and has an output of fifteen to

forty-five watts.

The brushes are of carbon and the brush holders are

very well designed, securing firmness of pressure and
good brush contact. These machines may be overloaded
with impunity, they run slowly, are sparkless and repre-

sent a high standard of efficiency.

KEYSTONE ELECTRIC COMPANY.

The above concern, with main office and works at Erie,

Pa., manufacture a class of high grade electrical machin-
ery that has met with the highest approval from the

trade.

Frame.—The base or lower part, having combined with
it the journals, is strongly constructed of cast iron, but so

designed that no unnecessary amount of metal is used,
thereby reducing the floor space occupied by the machine
and, furthermore, effecting a saving in transportation
charges.

The field yoke or ring, cast in two parts, is made of

open hearth steel of the highest magnetic permeability,
and is consequently very light for the output of the ma-
chine.

The journals are cast in the base, and as the one at'the

pulley end of the machine is much larger than the one at

the commutator end, the most substantial mean
t
sare em-

ployed for withstanding the extra strains due to belt ten-

sion.

Windings.—The spools on which the 'field coils are
wound, as shown herewith, are placed on the poles before
the latter are bolted to the field yoke, thereby making Jhc

la readily accessible by simply removing the cap screws
that hold the poles in place.

The armature is of the well-known ironclad type, wound
with coils placed in slots and completely embedded below
the surface of the core ; by this arrangement the iron of

the armature is brought closer to the poles and the reluct-

ance of the magnetic circuit reduced, so that the capacity
of the machine for a given weight is increased ; arid fur-

thermore, by lessening the air-gap, the efficiency materi-
ally improved.
The commutator is large and each bar is of ample cross

section, being made of the purest copper.,

CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY.

There is a satisfaction gained in reading the opening
words of a circular printed by the Card Electric Company
of Mansfield, Ohio. They say, the growing demand for

a simple, compact and serviceable generator or motor for

factory use and isolated plants has induced them to bring
out their generator. In many respects the conclusions
reached by them could only be due to a full appreciation
of the needs of the above places, and they are right in

claiming the highest commercial efficiency for their appa-
ratus.

The dynamo from an electrical standpoint is built on
good engineering principles. The field core and frame is

cast in one piece ; a perfect radiation is secured for the

field coils and a slow speed is obtained. Bearings that

are self-oiling and adjust themselves to the proper posi-

tion of the shaft are employed in this construction. There
is no shifting of brushes required, and the brushes used
are made of carbon, which touch at the exact point of

commutation without heat or sparking.

Being a thoroughly modern machine its parts are inter-

changeable, and its general perfection of design and oper-
ation has secured for it from conservative men an excel-

lent reputation. Each machine is fully tested before
leaving the factory. All the generators are wound for

no, 220 and 500 volts without load, and compounded for

125, 250 and 550 volts at full load.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO.

The Elektron Mfg. Co.'s latest type of dynamos manu-
factured in sizes of 18 K. W. and upwards is to be seen in

the illustration. The field magnet is a steel casting with
the four inwardly projecting poles cast with the ring.

The permeability of this metal is very high and it is but
a trifle less valuable magnetically than wrought iron. The
field coils are machine wound and slip on the pole-pieces.

The radiation of the coils is secured by leaving a small
air space between the steel core and the wire.

The machine may therefore be placed in a hot engine
room and regulated well without the hampering influence
of a hot field of increasing resistance to contend against.

The armature is of the tooth ring type with wire wound
on the outside. A two-path winding is generally em-
ployed, thus admitting the use of two brushes. When the
current is heavy and the voltage low, four brushes are
used.

In the illustration the machine is seen equipped with
four self-adjusting radial carbon brushes. The fields are
wound by machinery on forms which are perfectly in-

sulated and taped before being filled with wire. The
armature coils are laid in slots likewise insulated sepa-
rately.

The rocker-arm never requires rotation, the diameter
of commutation being fixed ; it is there permanently se-

cured. The pedestals and bearings are very substantial.
The bronze bearings are individually oiled by two loose
rings dipping into an oil-container below.
The amount of oil present is indicated by a gauge.

Each dynamo is provided with a sliding base belt tight-

ener, screw ratchet lever, pulleys and non-combustible
field rheostat.

The dynamo terminals are mounted on a handsome
polished slate slab attached to the lower half of the field

ring. This machine possesses qualifications that place it

among the foremost of American types.
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ROYAL ELECTRIC CO.

The Royal Electric Co., of Peoria, 111., manufactures a
line of high grade alternators and their acessories that
do not fail in comparison with the best on the market.
In this alternator, which is of the "inductor type," there
are no moving wires of any description.

Both armature and field wires are entirely at rest, thus
removing from the dynamo the great chance of injury
that exists in others not possessing this desirable feature:
There are no brushes to wear out, no wires that in mov-
ving can be abraded, but large areas of radiation and a
capacity for overload that is the greatest recommenda-
tion in itself.

This machine has self-oiling bearings that are self-

aligning, is readily connected up for 1,000 or 2,000
volts and has but few losses of an electric or magnetic
nature.

Having stood tests of eight years' continual service,

the central station people are heartily in favor of it and
endorse it on every occasion.

The alternators of the present day, many of well-known
make, are after a lengthy run apt to be found faulty.

While this may be due to electrical deficiencies it is more
often caused by mechanical defects and weaknesses in

construction. The Royal Electric Company have taken
special pains to place upon the market a substantial, relia-

ble and thoroughly serviceable alternator.

high efficiency the greatest possible desideratum. The
popularity of the Commercial Electric Co.'s apparatus is

an indication that their future and reputation is assured.

COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.

The Commercial Electric Co. of Indianapolis, Ind.,

have entered into the field of electrical manufacturing with
the intention of producing the best and most trustworthy
class of apparatus that labor, and brains can originate.

The following description will show in what respects they
have succeeded.

Fields.—The field frame is of cast steel of the highest
permeability wound with coils that are well protected by
taping and able to radiate heat freely, thus keeping this

part of the machine at a low working temperature.
Armature.—The Gramme armature adopted by this com-

pany is wound so that crossings and overlappings are

avoided. The coils with great differences of pressure are
further apart and those intervening well insulated from
each other. Ready repair is also practicable by having
each coil independent.
Being constructed with excellent ventilating surfaces

the heat escapes freely. In an armature this is a most
important point, as it determines the future of the machine.

The commutator is large and well adapted to the needs
of heavy service.

The brushes are carbon, and may be lifted away while
the machine is running. Their large cross section and
excellent contact prevents any possibility of heat at the

commutator.
The bearings are self-oiling and are lined with phosphor

bronze sleeves, easily renewed. A solid steel shaft that

rotates without vibration or bend is a noticeable mechan-
ical feature. The absence of sparking at full load accen-
tuates the fact that the design of these dynamos is har-

monious; this in certain respects being the final test. A
smooth running machine, without heat in either armature
or field, and sparkless commutation constitutes with a

THE ROOT BOILER has been before the steam-
using public for thirty years and has during that time
become the most popular boiler of its type manufactured.
There is much to interest the progressive steam user in

the advertisement of the manufacturers, the Abendroth
& Root Mfg. Co., which appears in this issue, and our
advice to our readers is, look it up!

MR. F. S. DeRONDE, general manager of the Standard
Paint Co., is in many respects the most popular young
man in the trade. He is at the head of one of the largest
industries. His portrait may be found among the group
presented in this issue. The Standard Paint Co. are
going to present handsome souvenirs to the ladies pres-
ent at the Niagara Convention and fine leather bill-

holders to the gentlemen. The Electrical Age have al-

ready received a set.

The following out of-town visitors are registered at the
headquarters of the National Electric Light Association
for the week ending May 23, 1897:

J. W. Wilson, Sheffield, England.
E. L. Babcock, Cuyahoga Falls, O.

E. B. Douglass, Allentown, Pa.

W. H. Stewart, London, England.
W. F. Bossert, Utica, N. Y.

H. T. Digar, Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. StillwelPs lecture will be delivered in the Park

Pavilion on the evening of Wednesday, June 9, instead of

at the Lyceum Theatre, as heretofore announced. The
pavilion is located in the park of the New York State

reservation, and is near both the International Hotel and
Cataract House.
From the amount of correspondence being received at

this office from central station managers, a most unusual
interest is being taken all over the country in the meeting
of the association. Several new members were added to

both active and associate list during the past week, and
numerous inquiries are being answered daily regarding

qualifications for membership and usefulness of the asso-

ciation.

WESTON STANDARD
""——»««iinm-

PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS and

WATTMETERS
FOR ALTERNATING AND DIRECT

CURRENT CIRCUITS.

The only standard portable instru-

ments of the type deserving

this name.

Write for Circulars and Price Lists
8 and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 WILLIAM STEEET, FEWAKK, K J,

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
Sarta/bllsliocl 1873.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Rdd, Black and Gray. Send for Catal >gue and Prices.

in'W The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. 1* •«"";.».
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 1.

THE SYNCHRONOGRAPH.*

A New Method of Rapidly Transmitting Intelligence by the

Alternating Current.

BY ALBERT CUSHING CREHORE AND GEORGE OWEN SQUIER.

(Continued from page 349.)

Description of the Transmitter used.

In these experiments, the operation upon the alter-

nating current according to the principles already stated,

was accomplished by means of a prepared perforated paper
tape, which was caused to move by the generator itself.

A view of this tape, showing a method of operating upon
the current is given in Fig 6.

The line current is brought through the wires w w to
two brushes be' not shown in the view, held by the ad-
justable supports. The plan of the brushes is shown in

Fig. 7. One brush b bears upon the tape from above,
and the other brush b' bears from below immediately op-
posite the other brush so that they will meet through the
perforations in the transmitting tape t. When the brushes
meet through the perforations in the tape, the line circuit

is closed, and when paper passes between them, separat-
ing the brushes, the line circuit is broken.

It is so arranged that the brushes pass off from, and on
to the paper, thus making and breaking the circuit, at the
instant corresponding to the points in the current wave,
Fig. 1, when the alternating current is naturally zero.
The tape 1 passes over a wheel P geared to the generator
shaft, so that for one revolution of the armature the tape
advances a fixed distance. If the generator has ten poles,
this fixed distance on the tape corresponds to five com-
plete waves or ten alternations or semi-cycles of the gen-

erator current. One-tenth of this fixed distance corre-

sponds to one alternation or semi-cycle of the current,

and may be taken as the unit of distance in perforating

the tape. If therefore a hole is made in the tape equal in

length to this unit, and the brushes b and b' happen to

pass off from the paper so as to meet through the hole at

the instant the current is naturally zero, then they will

pass on to the paper again, breaking the circuit at the

next following instant when the current is also naturally

zero since the length of the hole corresponds to one semi-

cycle of the current.

Suppose that a succession of these unit holes is made,
the tape between the holes being also of unit length, then
the circuit will be made and broken as by the first hole

at the points of zero current. In practice it would prob-

ably not happen that the brushes were at first so situated

as to pass of from and on to the paper at the instant the cur-

rent is zero. In this case a succession of sparks appears,

one each time the brushes pass on to the tape, and by
moving the brushes along the tape it will be observed that

this spark either increases or decreases in intensity, ac-

cording to the direction moved; but at regular intervals,

equal to the unit mentioned above, it disappears. This

position of the brushes for no sparking is easily found by
trial, and once obtained remains fixed. By this simple

practical operation which experience shows requires but a

moment to accomplish, the essential condition of synchro-

nously operating upon the current in the manner de-

scribed is secured. The brushes once adjusted always

so remain, and since there is no sparking, it is possible

to use high electromotive forces upon the line without in-

jurious effect upon the brushes and tape. It is also plain

that this method of operating upon the current is not

affected by the speed of the generator, since the trans-

mitting device is always in synchronism with the genera-
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tor, whatever the speed. The speed of the generator,

and consequently the rate of sending, as far as the trans-

mitter is concerned, can be varied at pleasure between
wide limits, without any effect upon the synchronous op-

eration described.

An example, giving the data from an early experiment,

will illustrate how this is accomplished. The generator

was a Fort Wayne io-p©le alternator giving a potential

experiment is shown in Fig. 8, where a represents the
alternator, t the transformer, b the brush bearing upon
the transmitting wheel w, and l the line. Another dia-

gram illustrating how the method may be used with cur-

rents of the same or different frequencies, is given in

Fig. 9, where several generators, a, a 2 , a
3 ,

etc., are

represented upon the same shaft, and each is connected
to a separate brush, b 1} b

2 , b
3 , etc., bearing upon the

_*/__

Fig. 7-

at its terminals of 1,000 volts. This was transformed to

about 300 volts, being convenient to handle, and suffi-

ciently high for the purpose. The end of the shaft e,

Fig. 6, of the generator carries a small pinion which en-

gages the gearing g, and revolves the wheel p once in

every 18.4 revolutions of i
the armature. This makes the

r£j part of the circumference of the wheel p correspond

wheels w lf w 2 , w 3 , etc., upon a common shaft and con-
nected to the line. By placing the insulating papers in

the proper positions upon the wheels it becomes possible

to transmit in succession, first a current of one frequency
and then of another, or of all at the same time.

If any error is made in laying off the units upon the

tape, or if the length of the tape changes in any way after

w

MWW\

A

to one semi-cycle of the current. The circumference of

the wheel was about 100 cms., and the length of a unit,

therefore, T^¥ of this, or .54 cms.

For convenience, a tape made of ordinary paper had
its two ends joined so as to make a continuous belt, which
made it possible to use it repeatedly. The tape passed
from the large wheel p to the loose pulley q mounted
upon a base-board, a, and under the guiding pulley at-

\m

Fig. 8.

they are accurately laid off, the effect of this error is cumu-
lative from period to period, and, although at any partic-

ular time the tape might be in phase, sometimes later it

would not be so, and pparkinj would occur. This would
also be the case if therj were any slipping of the tape

around the wheel p. To overcome these difficulties it is

only necessary to have holes punched at regular intervals

in the tape which engage in pins at corresponding inter-

w, w
2
w9 w4

QQQQ
A,

m
|Fig. 9.

tached to the support s which controlled the tape, imme-
diately before passing the brushes bb.'

In preparing the tape, the Continental code was employed

as described, the omission of two half-waves meaning a

dash, and one-half-wave a dot. Having obtained the length

of a unit on the wheel, the tape is first divided into these

equal units, and then the proper units are cut out to form

a message. The units which are not cut out form the

dots and dashes. To use a continuous tape it is neces-

sary for its length to be some exact multiple of the unit

in order that it may start on the second revolution ex-

actly as it did the first.

The generator current of high potential passed directly

through the primary of a transformer, and the secondary

was used as the source of electromotive force for the

line. This secondary circuit which includes the line was
brought to the transmitter to be operated upon as de-

scribed.

A diagram of the electric circuits as employed in this

vals on a wheel made to receive it.

A simple experimental method which does away with

the necessity of making pins to feed the tape, is to glue

strips of thin paper, seen at c, Fig. 6, having lengths cor-

responding to the paper intervals of the tape, that is, one

unit for a dot and two units for a dash, upon the circum-

ference of the wheel p, which has a smooth polished metal

surface.

One brush is continually in contact with the wheel, and
the other rides on to and off from these paper strips, mak-
ing and breaking the circuit at the zero phase of the cur-

rent. The length of message permitted is limited by the

number of units in the circumference of the wheel, which

in the example taken was 184.

Instead of using any gearing, as in the example given,

to reduce the speed of revolution of the wheel p, the tape

might be run directly from a small wheel upon the arma-

ture shaft. The unit on*this small wheel is one-tenth of

its circumference, if there are ten poles to the generator,
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so that any message sent by fastening papers upon this

wheel would be limited to ten semi-cycles. If a single

unit of this small wheel is covered by paper, and the

brush adjusted for no sparking, one semi-cycle in every
ten will be omitted. A record obtained in this case with

the polarizing receiver is shown in the circle at a, Fig. 10,

in which each light spot corresponds to one semi-cycle of

current, and it is seen that one in every ten is omitted.

efficiency in the way of voltage and high efficiency in the
way of amperage, that that was not the whole problem.
I believed that there was another and very important
problem, and that was the amount of heat required, and
how much would the completed device cost ? Cost to

make ; cost of fuel and cost of attendance—and finally,

the length of life it would have in ordinary work. How
long will it last, and how much will it cost to purchase

The record in the circle b of the same figure was obtained
by using two units of paper on the same wheel, having.
two units between them, and shows that two semi-cycles
are omitted in every ten.

Records obtained by the use of paper fastened upon
the large wheel p, Fig. 6, are shown in Fig. 11, where it

is seen that the word " telegraph" was transmitted. A
record obtained by the use of tape is shown in Fig.- 12,

where the sentence " one wire will do work of ten" was
transmitted on August 10, 1896. This message was sent
at the rate of 337 semi-cycles of current per second, thus
requiring about half a second altogether.

To be Continued.

LECTURE ON THE DIRECT CONVERSION OF
ELECTRICITY FROM HEAT.

(Continued from page 360.)

Following that time I was called to Europe r and while
there I continued to study the subject of thermo-electric-
ity, and looked into the practical facts and details of what
had been accomplished, and then came to something like

a sensible conclusion in regard to it. In the first place I

concluded that thermo-electric action was due to the
junction of two dissimilar metals, or action in a single
metal in which there was a rupture of some kind. For
instance, if we take an iron wire and tie it into a knot or
bf.nd it, and apply heat at the knotted or bent point,
we get the thermo-electric effect. I then concluded that
the thermo-electric effect was entirely different from the
problem which I had undertaken, that is, the direct con-
version of heat into electrical energy. I did not believe
in the singleness of the problem; that is, if I succeeded
in producing a thermo-electric couple, which had a high

and ^Operate, or the question of cost from the practical

standpoint, the same as we consider cost in our everyday,
work-a-day practical devices ; that is, after all, the true

objective point of most inventions.

As to the efficiency of thermo-electric couples, it is usu-

ally stated in the text-books that the electromotive force

of antimony and bismuth is so much, of antimony and
platinum so much, and iron and copper so much, but you
will seldom or ever see a statement made as to the am-
perage output of the couple. The ampere is the real,

practical side of the thing, aside from the electromotive

force. In my investigations I have paid very little atten-

tion to thermo-electric couples from the standpoint of

their electromotive force. My chief attention has been
paid to this-—that thermo-electric couples were deficient,

not so much in their electromotive force but in their me-
chanical construction; in the fact of their disintegration;

in the fact of their general worthlessness ; but I did not

believe that there was a possibility of producing thermo-

electric elements which would of themselves unquestiona-

bly solve the problem. The real question beyond the

couple was the question of heat and of the mechanical

construction and cheapness of cost of the device. Sup-

pose the question of price should be ignored, and you
were simply shown something which produced an electro-

motive force of, we will say, 25 volts, which is quite within

the bounds of possibilities to produce in a device of the

size and gas consumption of the one before you. The
question you as practical men would ask is, How much
does the device cost? how long does it run? and what
does it cost to operate'

There is a considerable difference between thermo-elec-

tricity and the direct conversion of heat. I could interest

you, I suppose, far more by thermo-electric illustrations

than I could by any possible illustrations of direct con-
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version as shown by these generators. The ones I have
to show you tonight, you must remember, are simple,

demonstrated commercial facts, and not theoretical pos-

sibilities. In taking up the subject of direct conversion
of heat, I first looked into the subject from the point of

view of the mechanical difficulties that were in the ther-

mo-electric couple. This is what I found, and it was
quite alarming to find such difficulties in one problem,
conceding it to be a simple problem. I found, first, if

you joined two metals together, that there was a great li-

ability to oxidation of the joint. How would oxidation

affect the output of the machine? The ampere current
which you obtained this minute would be less the next
minute, and become less and less gradually, until practi-

difficulty in the couple, and that was the fact that they
were so fragile that taking a couple of three-quarters of

an inch in thickness, you could take it in your fingers and
crush it almost to powder ; it was totally impracticable
from a commercial point of view, for it was impossible to

use any such delicate thing.

I finally started with a view of overcoming these three

difficulties ; first, the oxidation of the joint ; second, the

disintegration of the element, and third, its extremely
fragile nature. I think it will be well if you will concede
the fact for a few minutes that I have overcome the de-

fects, so that I may describe how I produce the couples

right from the raw metal, clear up to their use in the

completed devices which you see before you—just how

r a

Pig. 11.

Fig, I2 .—Polarizing Receiving Record. Message sent at Fort Monroe, Va., Aug. io, 1896, at the rate of

about 1,200 words per minute. This particular message sent in one-half a second. The number of

"dots" per second is 337. Continental Code is used.

cally there was no ampere output whatever. Secondly,

conceding the fact that we had overcome the oxidation

of the joint, was there any other difficulty? Yes, there

was, and a very serious one—about as serious as was the

difficulty of oxidation; that is, the serious difficulty of the

disintegration of the element, its breaking apart or dis-

ruption. In this difficulty you have an element which

would be all right and apparently strong today, and it

would owing to defective structure rupture or break apart

without warning. No practical machine could be made
with any such couple as that. Another point about the

couple was this, conceding that both these difficulties

could be corrected, there was still another very serious

the work is done, and every detail, as I remember the de-

tails now. Then we can see as to how far I have suc-

ceeded in producing a practical working thermo-electric

device, to what extent I have been able to produce a suc-

cessful one. I am very sorry that I have not some ther-

mo-electric couples here tonight. I ordered them by ca-

ble from England, and they have arrived here and are

going through the custom house, but anyone familiar with

the customs knows that a long delay in delivery is consid-

ered necessary. However, I found in my gripsack today

just three couples. Anyone after this talk is over is wel-

come to look at them and try them and see whether they

are fragile or easily broken, particularly as they are only
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one-quarter of an inch in thickness. They are made of

two parts antimony and one of zinc, which is Seebeck's

old metal, which he used back in 182 1. I have always rec-

ognized Prof. Seebeck as the father of thermo-electricity.

N. E. L. A. CONVENTION.

f

IAGARA has at last been the

scene of a unique assemblage,
rendered more so on this oc-

casion than any other by the

peculiar fitness as it were of

the surroundings and its visi-

tors. In everyone's mind at

present there is an immediate
association of Niagara with

mighty wonders. Not alone

those of nature but of man
himself. The gladiators of

a marvellous science have met
in the very arena of their

greatest efforts to live for a while in the midst of palpita-

ting power, of resistless force and organized energy. The
meetings of the N. E. L. A. are to be devoted to ques-

tions of lighting and power, and then the various power
generating stations will be visited by the delegates.

The big International Hotel has electrical appliances

in almost every room and about the corridor. On the

big verandas there are rows of arc lights of new styles

and designs, which at night illuminate the surroundings

with a dazzling brilliancy.

Crowds of Sight-seers.

In the rooms where electrical exhibits were placed,

crowds were gathered. Special wires had been run from

the Schoellkopf Power House, and there was a supply of

electric power for everyone. The Westinghouse Com-
pany had six machines in operation, three were two-

phase motors, alternating current and others were gener-

ators. There were voltmeters, ammeters, switchboards,

and different styles of lamps, and best of all the machines

were in actual operation.

The General Electric Company had some remarkably

fine exhibits of meters and delicately constructed appara-

tus. Besides all this there were electric fans and

small appliances used commonly in stores, hotels, restau-

rants, etc.

The array of every conceivable style of lamps was

elaborate, and many different manufacturers are repre-

sented in this display.

Executive Session.—Thursday, June 10, the Executive

Committee of the association will meet at 9 o'clock. This

committee is composed of A. Markle, of Hazleton, Pa.

;

W. VV. Carries, of Memphis, Tenn. ; W. R. Gardener, of

Pittsfield, Mass. ; G. A. Redman, of Rochester; H. A.

Wagner, of St. Louis, Mo.; John Seeley of New York;

A. J. De Camp, of Philadelphia; A. M. Young, of Water-

bury, Conn.; and Charles R. Huntley, of Buffalo, who is

chairman of the committee. The convention assembled

at 10.30 o'clock.

Opening Address.

Members of the National Electric Light Association.

Ladies and Gentlemen: In arriving at a decision as to

the most suitable place at which to hold the twentieth

convention qf the National Electric Light Association,

the executive committee and your president were guided

largely by the desire to select a spot where our members
COtild have some practical illustration of the most recent

advances in electrical development as applied to everyday
imercial use on an extended scale.

Niagara Falls, N. Y., appeared to offer superlative in-

ducements as our place of meeting, judged by this stand-

ard, and was accordingly given the precedence; and with

a knowledge of the programme that has been prepared
for the instruction of onr members and the many interest-

ing features for the entertainment of themselves and
their friends, I am confident that before the close of the

convention, those present will unanimously be of the

opinion that our choice was wisely made.
When we consider that only five years since many of

us were in attendance at the fifteenth convention of the

association held in Buffalo and were listening to the dis-

cussion which followed Dr. Carl Hering's paper on
"Transmission of Power," ever the most sanguine of us

but little imagined that in half a decade we should be
holding our twentieth convention at Niagara Falls, prin-

cipally with the object of seeing and realising the actual

application of motive power derived from the Falls, to

some of the most novel and most important industries of

the country.

To "harness Niagara" had long been a dream, but is

now an actuality, and who can tell the reslutant progress

and advancement that we may be destined to celebrate

within the next few years.

There is no parallel in history for such rapid develop-
ment of any industry as that of the manufacture of elec-

trical apparatus and its application, or to be strictly cor-

rect and quote ex-president of the association, Mr. M. J.

Francisco, who is an authority on the subject, the only

parallel was when the world was created in six days out
of nothing. Five years ago we were discussing the possi-

bilities of transmitting power in small units to moderate
distances. Today the problem is solved and innumerable
installations are transmitting power in large quantities for

long distances, and yet we have only crossed the thresh-

old.

In this connection I am of the opinion that the lecture

to be given tomorrow evening by Mr. L. B. Stillwell will

serve as a tidal mark. At the Buffalo convention we oc-

cupied ourselves in discussing the possibility or otherwise
of transmitting Niagara power to Buffalo. Mr. Stillwell's

paper will set forth the various applications of Niagara
power at the present time, including transmission to Buf-
falo ; and future presidents of this association will in all

probability refer to his paper and draw comparisons when
adverting to the strides which will by then have been
made in the wider utilization of this mighty power, which
for countless ages has been simply running to waste so

far as any economic use is concerned and apart from its

value as the greatest scenic wonder of the world.

I fully appreciate the honor of presiding at this meeting
which for the reasons I have just referred to will be em-
bodied in the annals of the association as marking an
historic epoch in the advancement of the science of elec-

tricity as applied to industry, and it is therefore with
more than ordinary satisfaction that I am authorized to

state that at no previous meeting has this association been
so prosperous, shown greater vitality or commanded such
respect. It is now an acknowledged authority on matters
electrical; its membership confers a privilege that has
more than a sentimental value, and its gathering strength

will offer a bar to use of powers municipal or corporate
unjustly or arbitrarily directed for the purpose of destroy-

ing the capital investment of those who look to it for

protection.

In union is strength, and today our membership num-
bers more active members than ever before, and the finan-

cial statement to be presented in due course by the chair-

man of the finance committee will show that, after making
provision for all expenditures necessary to maintain the

usefulness of the association, an unusually large credit

it balance is at your disposal.

It is certainly cause for congratulation that increasing

prosperity has been followed by an access of dignity and
influence and the more recent meetings have been re-
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markabie for the greater interest that has been taken in

the actual work of the association and the lesser attention

that has been given to the merely social and entertaining

features of the programme.
The desire to make the twentieth convention notably

a business meeting has so far predominated that we have
neither asked nor accepted any favors other than from
the electric power companies and several of the manufac-
turing establishments using electric power for the opera-

tion of their works.
Although several delightful and interesting excursions

have been arranged for, the association has made, on be-

half of its members, a business-like arrangement for the

several trips and excursions set forth in the programme
of the convention, preferring to pay our way rather than

tax the courtesy of the transportation and other com-
panies by accepting dead-head privileges. In view of

the fact that I have had occasion to communicate with

our members from time to time during the past year by
the issuance of the of printed "Interim Reports" refer-

ring to the work undertaken by your executive, it is un-

necessary to give an account of my stewartship in this

address, but I may say that many matters of urgent im-

portance are pressing for settlement and which will

doubtless receive the most careful attention at your
hands during the next few days.

As we have a lengthy programme before us and several

important reports of committees to receive and discuss
before we adjourn for mid-day recess, I now declare the
Twentieth Convention of the National Light Association
opened and ready for the transaction of business.

The report of the committee on safe wiring was heard;
the details of the report may be found in later issues of

this paper being too lengthy for immediate publication.

Likewise the details of the sessions of the N. E. L. A.
convention meeting. At the opening session letters of
invitation from the following concerns were produced :

Niagara Falls Power Co.
Niagara Falls Power and Hydraulic Co.
Buffalo and Niagara Falls Electric Light and Power Co.
American Telephone and Telegraph Co., and a letter

from B. A. Green, Grand Central Palace, New York.
Letters of regret from the following: Prof. Edw. L.

Nicholls of Cornell University; Sir Wm. Dawson, Magill
University, Montreal, and Lord Kelvin of Glasgow Uni-
versity, Glasgow.

B

PAPERS READ AT THE CONVENTION.

The Establishment of a Base Price for Current. J.
Cahoon, Elmira, N. Y.

Samuel Insull, President-Elect N. E. L. A.

The list of papers to be read at this convention is an
exceptionally good one, and the authors are of more than

continental reputation, and I, the referee, trust that our
members will show the appreciation of the care and study
given to these papers by being present in force at every
session and taking an active part in the discussions that

will ensue.

Notwithstanding the progress that has been made in

the perfection of apparatus and the application of new
principles, there never was a time when there was more
to learn than now, and no more fitting occasion is likely

to present itself to us to familiarize ourselves with the
latest procedure in our chosen profession, and the papers
to be read and the discussions thereon will find hundreds
of readers and students, thanks to the electrical journals,

of which we are all justly proud.
No other art, science, industry or profession has been

so well and faithfully served by an enlightened and pro-
gressive technical press as our own, and who can esti-

mate the fair share of credit justly their due for the part

they have taken in aiding and advancing the introduction

of electromotive force in its many and varied applica-

tions.

The Daylight Work of Central Stations. T. C. Martin,
New York.
Recent Progress in Arc Lighting. Elihu Thomson,

Lynn, Mass.
The Induction Factor, a New Basis of Dynamo Cal-

culation and Classification. Prof. Chas. A. Carns-Wilson,
Montreal, Canada.

Municipal Lighting. W. Worth Bean, St. Joseph, Mo.
Report of Committee on Data. H. M. Swetland, chair-

man.
Report of Committee on Standard Candle Power of

Incandescent Lamps.
Rotaries for Transforming Alternating into Direct Cur-

rent.

. The Polyphase Motor.

ARRIVALS ON SPECIAL TRAINS.

The members and guests on the special train that left

New York City at 10 a. m. June 7th arrived at Niagara
Falls at 11 :45 p. m. They were received by a large con-

tingent of early arrivals, with a band of music. Presi-

dent Nicholls, assisted by Messrs. Peck, Carroll, Ayres,

Harrington, Johnston, Hunt and many others, gave the
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ANOTHER TROLLEY VICTORY.

The advent of the trolley is no new thing to either the

city or suburban resident. The cobweb of lines radiating

out from power stations in many large cities is something

surprising; in fact, in many cases, awe inspiring. But

when the line begins to stretch beyond, to pass the sub-

urban districts, and to reach out like the arm of an octo-

pus to a point that is a considerable distance away, anew
interest in the trolley springs up. The advantage to any

large and busy centre of being connected by this means
with a somewhat remote but growing town is immense.

It is generally the case that these widely separated points

become included eventually within the city's limits very

rapidly when connected with the city proper by some
easily available means of transit. The Cincinnati &
Miami Valley Traction Company have completed a new
line that is operating very well according to report. The
announcement was worded in one of the daily papers of

that place as follows:

Miamisburg, Ohio, May 26.—The first car on the Cin-

cinnati and Miami Valley Traction Company's new elec-

tric line was run through to Franklin to-night. Its

arrival at Franklin was greeted by the citizens en masse
amid a wild chorus of cheering. General Manager W. G.

Wagenhals was at the motor, while Stern, of Philadelphia,

and G. L. Shermerhorn, general engineer, and Judge
Dwyer, of Dayton, were interested passengers. Enthusi-

astic speeches were made by Judge Dwyer, of Dayton,
and ex-Mayor Harding, of Franklin. Traffic will now
begin regularly between Franklin and Dayton.
The road to success in this case seems to be indicated

pretty clearly. A trolley road running through the

Sahara Desert, we think, would eventually be lined with
a series of little connecting towns; as this seems to be
the ultimate result of its installation in almost any
locality.

NIAGARA CONVENTION.

The delegates that arrived at Niagara for the purpose
of attending the convention of the National Electric

Light Association enjoyed themselves as well as their

expectations had led them to believe they would.
Special train loads arrived until the rendezvous, the

International Hotel, was filled with the representatives of

a myriad of interests. It may be generally known already,

but is worth while stating again, that of all classes of

professions able to enjoy themselves together none can
surpass, if equal, a conclave of electricians. Some mutual
sympathy draws them together, and not a moment is

wasted in becoming well acquainted in spite of the great-

est opposition. It may be due to the strong personal
magnetism of the N. E. L. A. members or the inductive
effect of this central cause upon the assembled visitors

and guests; be it what it may, it provides a healthful

social atmosphere in which move with buoyant animation
president, officers, committeemen and members.
They meet with the intention of doing work as well as

enjoying themselves and can proudly say that on every
occasion of their unification have achieved something of

value to the general interests they represent.

Thus far the literature produced by the N. E. L. A., is

truly the most refreshing reading of its kind. It enters

into particular fields of electric lighting that require con-
siderable experience on the part of their exponents to

give them power to produce a clear and logical essay,

which, without entering too closely into details, gives the

subject the proper treatment and the reader thorough
satisfaction.

Many of the members were deeply interested in the

visits to various power concerns distributed around in the

neighborhood of Niagara. It is there, we might say, that

one might view the verified predictions of the last decade
in the use of the power of N agara and its application to

a great variety of commercial interests. The future of

Buffalo, to a large extent, depends upon the develop-
ment of the power resources of Niagara, and the only
matter of doubt remaining is that which relates to the

use of it. Restrictions may be imposed by the American
and Canadian authorities limiting the power used to a

certain maximum figure which will thus prevent the waters
from being appreciably affected, or in any way destroying
the magnificent wildness that characterizes Niagara and
its vicinity.

The election of Mr. Samuel Insull as president of the

N. E. L. A. is considered by all an excellent choice. Mr.
Insull has the interests of the association at heart; has
worked in many quiet ways for its advancement, and has

striven to his utmost on all occasions to support its dignity

and uphold its worth. It is quite an honor to be the

chief representative of an organization that includes

among its members the most able electrical engineers of

this country, and many of the greatest names of England
and other foreign countries.

Edward King, colored, of St. Louis, has been sent to a

hospital in that city for observation as to his sanity.

King is an enthusiast on electricity, and says his heart

generates any amount of it while he is at prayer. It goes
from his heart to the ground and returns by way of his

feet and limbs, forming a complete circuit, but interfering

more or less with his devotions. He was about to enter

upon a series of experiments, with a hope of diverting the

current from his body for commercial purposes, when
his employer thought he needed medical surveillance and
had him taken to the hospital.

—

Electricity.
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new guests a good reception and all reached headquarters
in order, signed the register and retired, to be ready for
an early start on Tuesday.

Members and Guests Present :

Swetland, H. M., Power, N. Y.

Richards, Wm. F., Newport E. L. Co., Newport, N. H.
Tenney, M. W., " " " " "

Paine, F. B. H., West. Elec. & Mfg. Co., Boston.
Bottomly, H. B., Marlborough Elec. Co., Mass.
Holmes, W. E., N. & VV. G. Light Co., Newton, Mass.
May, H. A., Elec. Eng. & Supply Co., Syracuse.
Bilyeu, S., N. E. L. & P. Co., Phila.

Sigg, J.,
" "

Parsons, W., Marble City Elec. Co., Rutland, Vt.

Winchester, S. B., Holyoke W. & P. Co., Holyoke, Mass.
Laylor, O. P., L. H. '& P. Co., New Phila., O.
Garland, J. C. C, Buffalo General Electric Company.
Hanley, G. W., Marionette, Wis.

Stevens, E. H., Subway Electric Co., Elizabeth, N. J.

Sandt, G. F., Georgia Electric Light Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Dee, J. R., Peninsula E. L. & P. Co., Houghton, Mich.
Bean, W. W., St. Jo, Mo.
Allen, H. L., Wyckoff Conduit, Williamsport, Pa.

Gillets, E. K., General Electric Co., Cincinnati, O.

Martin, Messrs. T. C. and R. G., E. E., New York.
Vail, J. H., Brush Electric Light Co., Philadelphia.

Meyer, H. G., Dolgeville E. L. & P. Co., Dolgeville, N. Y.

Brophy, Wm., Wire Department, Boston, Mass.
Conklin, L. H., Flatbush G. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Jones, A. T., New Brunswick, N. J.

Price, C, B. P. A. Co., Boston, Mass.
Hall, A. F., G. & E. Co., Southbridge, Mass.
Kick, T., P. B. Electric Co., Savannah, Ga.
Schutt, D. A., Peru E. & Mfg. Co., Peru, Ind.

Covington, F. D., "

Holman, G. G., Chit. E. L. H. & P. Co., Philadelphia.

Lynch, A. H., Morris Co. Elec. Co., Morristown, N. J.

Sewell, J. E., Waterbury T. Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Gates, H., Walker Co., Chicago.

McCabe, E. F., General Electric Co., Chatham.
Coster, M., Western E. & M. Co., Chicago.

Harding, W. H., Baltimore G. E. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Davis, D., Salem E. L. P. Co., Salem, Q.
Osborne, W. F. , Western Electric, N$w York.-i

Jenning, J. J., Wilks Electric Co., Wilks, Pa,

Wilkinson, C., D. W. Electric Co., Chicago.

Grier, G. G., D. W. Electric Co., Chicago.

Johnson, E. O., Boston Electric Co.

Hybroo, H. C, Los Angeles, Cal.

Whitehead, J. B , Niagara Falls Power Co.

Dunlop, W. K., Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg. Co., Pitts-

burgh.
Barrett, W. J., Roebling's Sons, Los Angeles, Cal.

Schoellkopf, A., S. N. F. Ry, P. Mfg. Co.

Carroll, John, E. F. Phillips Electric Wks., Montreal.

Rothney, J. A., N. F. Park R'way, Niagara Falls.

Latt, F. G., Buffalo and N. F. E. L. & P. Co.

Candee, Willard L., Okonite Co., N. Y.

Manson, Geo. T., Okonite Co., N. Y.

Peck, E. H., Phoenix Glass Co., N. Y.

Chase, Samuel A., Western Electric Co., N. Y.

Crane, N. F. D., H. W. Johns Co., N. Y.

Williams, J. P., Paragon Motors, N. Y.

Benedict, W. P., Standard Paint Co., N. Y.

Biggar, E. B., E. E., Niagara Falls.

Hoover, P. H., N. Y. Ins. Wire Co., N. Y.

Packard, W. D., N. Y. & O. Co., Warren, O.

Packard, Miss C, Warren, O.

Tremaine, H. A. Crouse, Tremaine Carbon Co., Fostoria,

Ohio.

McDonald, W. B., Peoples E. L. & P. Co., Chicago.

Radford, J. A., Peoples E. L. & P. Co., Chicago.

Doan, J. P., Jacksonville G. Lt. and Coke Co., Jackson-

ville, Fla.

Isaacs, M. J., Chicago.

Isaacs, Mrs. M. J., Chicago.
Astruck, J. H, Pioneer Arc Lamp, N. Y.
Brooks, H. H., Amer. Cir. Loom Co., Boston.
Insull, Samuel, Edison Co., Chicago.
Ferguson, L. A., Edison Co., Chicago.
Lieb, J. W., Jr., Edison Ill'g Co., N. Y.
Habirshaw, Dr. W. M., Habirshaw Wire, N. Y.
Morris, E. P., New York.
Murphy, J., Ottawa Electric Co., Ottawa, Can.
Wilson, William, Milwaukee, Wis.
Nicholls, F., Toronto E. Light Co.
Coles, S. L., Elec. Review, N. Y.
Daniels, A. L., H. R. Lamp Co., Aultman, O.
Fessenden, R. T., Hope Electric Appliance Co., Provi-
dence, R. I.

Bradley, J. M., Consol. Elec. Co., Birmingham, Ala.
Ayer, J. L, Amer. E. H'tgCorp., Boston.
Roehl, C. E., St. Jo L. H. & P. Co., St. Jo,' Mo.
Peabody, D. W., Fenton E. L. Co., Fenton, Mich.
Hills, C. L, Perkins E. Co., New York.
Kimball, F. M., General Elec. Co., Boston.
Copeland, F. A., Edison Co., La Crosse, WT

is.

Barstow, W. C, Ed. El. 111. Co., Brooklyn.
McQuaide, J. P., Nat. Conduit & Cable Co., N. Y. .

Cummings, J. F., Armorite Int. Conduit Co., Pittsburgh,
Penn.

Arnold, W. L., General E. Co., Chicago.
Fairbanks, H. H., Worcester Elec. Light Co., Worcester,

Mass.
Paine, S. B. , Gen. Elec. Co., Boston.
Bush, A. R. , Gen. Elec. Co., Boston.
Haskins, C. D., Gen. Electric Co., Boston.
Ryan, W. D. A., Gen. Elec. Co., Lynn, Mass.
Hastings, A. C, Mayor, Niagara Falls.

Johns, S. C. D. and wife, Cleveland E. I. Co., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Phillips, W., N. F. Park & R. Ry., N. F.

Livingston, M. L., Std. Chem. Co., Peabody, Mass.
Solomon, J. I., Bryan Marsh Co., N. Y.

Smith, T. C, Keystone L. & P. Co., Phila.

Drake, J. I., Hope Elec. Appl. Co., Providence, R. I.

Hughes, T. E., Std. Und. Cable Co., N. Y.

Wiley, G. L., Manager " " " N. Y.

Perry, N. W., Electricity, N. Y.

Shain, C. D., New York.

McGhie, J., Gen. Elec. Co., N. Y.

Sachs, J., Elec. World, N. Y.

Adams, T. E., A. B. Elec. Co., Cleveland.

Cox, G. E., Acetylene H. & P. Co., Niagara Falls.

Mason, J. H., Simplex Elec. Co., Boston.

Lewis, R. E., Paranite Wire Co., Jonesboro, Ind.

Marks, L. B., Electric Arc L. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Chamberlain, W. W. , Electric Co. of Va. , Norfolk, Va.

Benine, J. "McN., Wash. Carbon Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Hurlburt, T., Norwich, Conn.
Smith, W. S., Toledo Consolidated Electric Co., Toledo.
Howard, F. S., Standard Paint Co., Chicago.

McLeod, T. I., McLeod, Ward & Co., New York.

Kieley, T., Kieley & Mulle, New York.

Voorhees, F. M., Subway Traction Co., Elizabeth, N. J.

Stevens, J. F., Keystone Elec. Inst. Co., Philadelphia.

Heinrichs, E. H., Westinghouse Elec. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Merceine, T. R. , Northwest Elec. Ass'n, Milwaukee, Wis.

Engel, W. P., Charlotte Elec. Co., Charlotte, Mich.

Tarbert H., Dubuque L. & T. Co., Dubuque, Iowa.

Young, A. M., Central Elec. & Rwy. Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Harper, T. J., Supt. City Elec, Atlanta, Ga.

Smith, F. E., Somerville, E. L. Co., Somerville, Mass.

Sparrow, E. S.,
" " "3 *

Cutter, Mr. & Mrs. H. B. C, Elec. & Mfg. Co., Phila., Pa.

Hammer, W. J., E. E., New York.

Clay, Mr. & Mrs. H., N. E. L. & P. Co., Philadelphia.

Moore, W. E., Augusta Railway & Elec. Co., Augusta, Ga.

Prentiss, I. R., G. E. Co., Cleveland.

Wyant, R. E., Derby Elec. Co., Derby, Conn.
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Stierenger, L., E. E., NewYork.
Reid, J.,

Stetson, G. R., N. B. G. & Edison Light Co., New Bed-

ford, Mass.
Price, P. P.,

" " " "
Davis, Mr. & Mrs. C. B., Boston.

Lawrence, W. H., Cleveland.

Tullech, S. W., Wash., D. C, U. S. Elec. Light Co.

Greene, L. W., Brooklyn E. L. Co., Brooklyn, Mich.

Crider, J. S., Wash. Carbon Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Lean, G. R., Jandus Elec. Co., Cleveland.

Brayton, M. J., Utica Elec. L. Co., Utica, N. Y.

Pyle, J. E., Edison E. I. Co., West Chester, Pa.

Purse, H. A., Pawtucket, Elect Co., Pawtucket, R. I.

Smith, A.,

Henderson, A., NewYork Fire Department.

Williams, A., Edison Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ackerman, P. C.,Amer. Elec. Works. "
Stover, H. B., Stover Elec. Engineering Co., NewYork.
Durland, D. C, Int. Con. Co., NewYork.
Beggs, J. I., Central Edison Co., Cincinnati, O.

Godfrey, J. W., Habirshaw Wire, New York.

Eyre, M. K., G. E. Co.

Baker, C. O. Jr. and wife, New York.

Bradley J., Bernstein Lt. & P. Co., Boston.

Calesch, J. C, G. E. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Morton, C., Temple Elec. Co., Montreal.

Smith, R. D., Westboro, G. & E. Co., Westboro, Mass.

Law, D. W., Wellsville G. & E . Co.. Wellsville, Ohio.

Greene, S. Dana, G. E. Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Claflin, G. E., Lewis & Clafiin, Providence, R. I.

Miller, A. M., Red Oak Electric Co., Red Oak, Iowa.

Harting, J. J., American Electric Co., Detroit, Mich.

Mills, E., Pontiac Ed. E. L. Co., Pontiac, Mich.

Titgell, W. W., Jersey City Elec. Lt. Co., Jersey City.

Armstrong, E. A., Camden L. & H. Co., Camden, N. J.

Armstrong, Master M. V., Camden, N. J.

Flash, E. L., Jandus Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Grier, E. R., Bryant Electric Co., Chicago, Ills.

Baker, M. H., Puritan Electric Co., Boston, Mass.

McConnell, M. J., Electrical Engineer, Cleveland, Ohio.

Barnes, C. R. , City Electric, Rochester, N. Y.

Bernard, E. G., Troy, Electrical Engineer.

Canfield, M. C, C. C. Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Laughlin, F. M., Solar Carbon Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Meestard, O. H., Wagner Electric Co., New York.
Rockefellow, E. W., Western Electric Co., New York.

Gaffney, A. J. Jr., Newark E. L. and P. Co., Newark.
Adams, H. C. J., Phillips Wire, Pawtucket, R. I.

Luphe, P., Trenton L. and P. Co., Trenton, N. J.

Carrier, A. E., Faraday Carbon, Jeannette.

Baker, E. F., Brush Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.
Douds, H. J., Brush Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Rogers, W. S., Brush Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Lyman, H. M., Canton L. H. and P. Co., Canton, Ohio.

Smith, J. B., Manchester Elec. L.Co., Manchester, N.H.
Watts, G. W., Canadian G. E. Co., Toronto, Canada.
McCormick, E. D., Canadian G. E. Co., Toronto, Canada.
McCollough, W. M. H. Reisinger, New York.
Smith, F. D., Sawyer-Man, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.

French, S. L., Brooklyn. N. Y.

Upton, F. R., New York.
Harvey, O. W., C. A. Shieren & Co., New York.
Scheefer, G. A., Diamond Electric Co., Peoria, Ills.

Ballda, W. C, Utica Elec. and Mfg. Co.. Utica, N. Y.

Andrews, J. M., G. E. Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Rice, J., Cleveland Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

f renyear, T. C, Westg. Electrical Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Dixon, T. W. G. E. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

Wilcox, N. T., Seneca Falls, N. Y.

JOHN R. MASSEY, in charge of the Buckeye Elec-

tric Co., exhibited in vestibule of hotel. Their lamps
were of all colors and shapes, some of beautiful design,

a variety of candle-powers were open for examination.

THE KEYSTONE ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
CO., of Philamuth street and Montgomery avenue were
represented at the N. E. L. A. Convention by Mr. J. F.

Stevens, The instruments of this company, as well as

the gentlemen in charge, cannot be better described than

with the words taken from their own catalogue, "Pleasing

in appearance, sensitive and accurate, constant and dura-

ble."

THE WALKER COMPANY, with main office at

Cleveland, Ohio, was represented at the Niagara conven-
tion by Mr. M. C. L. Harding. This company stand ready

to take orders for alternators and motors. Their inductor

alternators are wound for single, two or three-phase

transmission.

PARTRICK & CARTER CO., dealers in electric sup-

plies, 125 Second street, Philadelphia, were represented

by Thos. L. Townsend. One of this company's signs

read: " Our health is good, consequently we are in busi-

ness for sometlrng else."

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., of Chicago and New
York, had a fine exhibit in the rotunda in charge of C.

D. Wilkinson and Thos. R. Grill, of Chicago, and Samuel
Chase and Ed. Rockefellow, of New York. Excellent
line fan motors were exhibited. They sell everything
electrical.

SCHEEFER WATTMETER exhibit attracted quite

some attention. It is manufactured by the Diamond
Electric Co., of Peoria, 111. Mr. G. Scheefer took care

of his own exhibit.

GALES COMMUTATOR COMPOUND for the pre-

vention of sparking occupied the attention of many visi-

tors. K. McLennan & Co. are the sole manufacturers of

Chicago; their representative was Mr. M. J. Isaacs.

THE CLOOS HIGH POTENTIAL JUNCTION
BOX for alternating and direct currents, patented and
manufactured by Jacob Cloos, of Milwaukee, Wis., was
in charge of Wm. Wilson, E. E.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT CO., of 687-689
Broadway, N. Y., pioneers in enclosed arc lighting, had
the private office of the International Hotel fitted out
with a number of different styles of enclosed arc lamps.
Mr. J. H. Astruck installed the lamps. The company
gave away silver match boxes as souvenirs. Mr. Louis
B. Marks, E. E., the chief-engineer of the Electric Arc
Light Co., looked after the exhibit.

J. P. WILLIAMS had an exhibit showing a pyramid of

running Paragon fan motors. Their New York address
is 39 Cortlandt street.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO., manufacturers of

water, acid and alkali proof paints and compounds, had
an exhibit of their goods at the International Hotel.
They were represented by F. S. Howard, of Chicago, and
H. W. Benedict, New York. A full line of standard
goods were ready for inspection.

THE JANDUS ELECTRIC CO., of Cleveland, Ohio,
were represented by Geo. R. Lean, superintendant and
inventor with Jandus. This company will hereafter sell

their own lamps. The Jandus arc lamps were formerly
known as the Manhattan. Their lamps are made for all

currents, and the whole field of arc lighting is now
covered by their improvements and new methods.

THE WIEMANN LONG BURNING OPEN ARC
LAMPS were used for lighting up the front of the N. E.

L. A. headquarters, the International Hotel. Broad car-

bons of substantial appearance are used in this lamp,
which is of solid mechanical construction and long hours
of burning. Address Wieman Electric Co., Washington,
Pa.

MR. C. C. GARTLAND, of 370 Maryland street, Buf-
falo, N. Y. , manufacturer of arc regulators, was present
at the convention.
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THE STANDARD THERMOMETER AND ELEC-
TRIC CO., of Peabody, Mass., manufacturers of arc
lamps and thermometers, were represented by M. L. Liv-
ingston, the assistant manager.

THE D. & W. FUSE CO., 53 Aborn street, Provi-

dence, R. I., were well assisted by their representative,
Mr. Wm. C. Woodward. A full line of non-at ring fuses

were on exhibition. All high tension circuits of Boston
are protected by these fuses. The souvenirs of this com-
pany were fuse cases enclosing a fragrant Havana. The
case was inscribed "The contents of this tube maybe
of service to you." Were they wrong ?"

THE IMPROVED GARTON LIGHTNING AR-
RESTERS were in charge of Elmer P. Morris, selling

agent, rooms 40, 41, 42, No. 15 Cortlandt street, New
York. These excellent arresters are in use by street rail-

ways, central stations and isolated plants, etc. It is fur-

nished with a wooden cover if desired. They are positive

in action and last indefinitely. Also Nowotney Arc
Lamps and Monarch Insulating Paint.

MR. T. H. BRADY, manufacturer of arc cut-out box-
es, Brady mast arms, pole hoods, sleet proof pulleys and
all kinds of brackets, of New Britain, Conn., took indi-

vidual care of his own interests at the Convention hall.

MR. A. L. DANIELS, representing the H. B. Camp
Co., manufacturers of Camp's Underground Conduit, of

Aultman, O, enjoying the sights and convention. Had a
big show of samples.

BRYAN-MARSH COMPANY, manufacturers of Im-
perial incandescent lamps, of 136 Liberty street, were
ably represented by John P. Solomon, an engaging gen-
tleman of popularity, ability and enterprise.

THE CHAPMAN DIRECT CURRENT VOLTAGE
REGULATOR was represented by Mr. Brewster, of the

Brewster Engineering Co., selling agents, Greenwich and
Thames streets, New York, also the Belknap Motor Co.'s

motors, which did credit to their name.
j

THE PHGENIX GLASS CO., of Pittsburgh, had cov-

ered the hotel with "Glad Hands," index fingers with di-

rections engraved on them and an incandescent lamp
within. Room 6 was a centre of attraction. Mr. E. H.
Peck, the representative of the Phoenix Glass Co., has

made a hit. This is his habit.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANU-
FACTURING CO., of Pittsburg, Pa., issued a handsome
circular making mention of a few of their largest installa-

tions at Niagara: The Niagara Falls Power Co., Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power and Manufacturing Co., Buffalo

and Niagara Falls Electric Light and Power Co., Niagara
Electric Chemical Co., Acetylene Light, Heat and Power
Co. and the Mathieson Alkali Works.

MR. SAMUEL INSULL, general manager of the Edi-

son Illuminating Co., Chicago, was elected president of

the National Electric Light Association at the June 10th

meeting of the executive committee.

C. F. PERRY, of the Brooklyn Edison Illuminating

Co., and C. E. STUMP attended the convention on their

way from Detroit, where they had been present at the

Great Shriners' meeting.

MR. E. WARD WILKINS, general manager of Par-

trick & Carter, was on hand to enjoy the N. E. L. A.

convention.

Representatives of the Fort Wayne Electric Corporation

at the Electric Light Association at Niagara Falls were
Charles S. Knight, vice-president and general manager

;

James J. Wood, from Fort Wayne, ind. general superin-

tendent of the factory ; Thos. Duncan from Fort Wayne,
in charge of meter department; C. H. Philbrook, Buffalo

representative; John H. Finney, Rochester representa-

tive; Thos. Cooper, Pittsburg representative; F. A. Wun-
der and J. C. Lott, New York office.

The above are a fine looking lot of men and make a
very strong team. They are all liberal fellows and freely

dispensed their cigars, which were of exceptional quality.

It was also remarked by several of the central station

men that they were excellent entertainers and took pains
to show visitors all points of interest in the city, upon
which they seemed to be very well posted.

ARMORITE.

Mr. James F. Cumming of De-
troit is the chief promoter of the

use of Armorite interior conduit or

wood-lined tubing. This manufac-
tured article is called Armorite,
and its use and production has
been developed in detail by Mr.
Cummings. The conduit consists

of ten-foot lengths of iron tubing
lined within with basswood. There

is considerable ingenuity exercised in forming the

wooden tubing, each half of which is made to fit tightly

and securely into the other. The wooden interior is

made in two parts—two halves which are tongued and
grooved to fit perfectly, so that when they are placed in

conjunction within the tube a substantial wooden-lined
pipe results. During the last few weeks the labor of

moving the entire plant from Detroit to new headquarters
in Pittsburgh has been going on. This transposition will

be of great value to the company as it will then be at a

centre from which transportation is greatly facilitated.

The Pittsburgh Tube Works have entered into negotia-

tions with the Armorite Company giving them the rights

to a section of its great works on Brady street and Second
avenue. The difficulties met with in getting their iron cov-

ering quick enough to meet the demand brought the com-
pany to a focus of opinion on the subject of moving to a

place better suited to their needs.

When armorite lead became a known and indispensable

adjunct of electrical work the Armorite Interior Conduit
Co. of Detroit was organized. A considerable number
of patents were obtained by this concern and the Cum-
mings Conduit Co. The protection afforded by the Patent

Office in the interests of Mr. Cummings was made use of

on every occasion.

His executive power was effective in forming the Ar-

morite Interior Conduit Co., on April 3, 1896. The fol-

lowing officers were elected :

James F. Cummings, president and general manager.

John Thomas, secretary and treasurer.

William Cummings, superintendent.

The Cummings Conduit Co. have as their chief execu-

tive J. F. Cummings; W. C. Yawhey, vice-president, and
T. J. Austin, secretary and treasurer.

Mr. James Cummings is a man of strong personality.

His persistence and bull dog tenacity have had the effect

of making obstacles disappear from his path, and his abil-

ity and judgment enabled him to retain the respect and

esteem of all his friends.

Mr. Cummings received many hearty congratulations

at the N. E. L. A. Convention for the success he has

achieved.

Geo. L. Wiley represented the Standard Underground
Cables and Wires. Mr. Wiley received word from the

West that his company had secured a big order for over

100,000 feet of cables. While at the convention he wore
his usual suave manner.

Leonard F. Requa, E. E., general manager and inven-

tor of Safety insulated wires and cables, lent his presence

at the convention.

J. I. Ayer, E, E., represented the American Electrical

Heating Corporation of Boston. He had a fine line of

goods; also exhibited his Automatic Circuit Breaker.
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THE INTERNATIONAL ARC LAMP CO.

A lamp that has given general satisfaction, and whose
excellent design leaves nothing to be desired, is being

manufactured and sold by The International Arc Lamp
Co., of New York City. Their office and salesrooms, at

At the headquarters of the National Electric Light
Convention at Niagara, Mr. G. R. Macentire, the elec-

trical engineer and general manager of International Arc
Lamp Co., had a lot of lamps on exhibition. They were
looked at from a technical and artistic standpoint by all

the visitors present.

> &4

The International Arc Lamp.

Mercer and Houston streets, give an opportunity to all The illustration, which is exactly half-size, with the
interested to call and see the operation of these perfected ornamental globe is called "La Isabella." It is a 150-
lamps, to admire their beautiful finish and remarkable illu- hour lamp, and is used for interior lighting. The pris-

minative powers. matic "Arkolier" is illustrative of another beautiful
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application of this new departure in arc lamps. The and illumination will tend to place them within the parlor

ready use of these lamps indoors for home lighting will library and sitting room as a permanent feature. Being
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institute a great change in electric lighting. Their limited strongly built, well ventilated and ably protected they

field will be expanded and the. great gain in efficiency will last well and become a household necessity.
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Two other illustrations are appended which show types

of lamps that are absolutely new in design and novel in

their application. A partial section in the shade of one
enables the reader to view the interior, and form an idea of

its general construction. The decoration of a large hall,

theatre, etc., will be considerably assisted by the employ-
ment of these superb lamps, adding a most desirable

element to the interior of such places in the shape of a

handsome, compact and highly efficient source of illumi-

nation. These lamps may be used for either direct or

alternating current with equal satisfaction.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BT NEWTON HARRISON. E. E.

Many systems of railroading have been attempted in

Motor Truck.

this country. The labors and extensive experiments of

Siemens in Germany, Edison, Daft and Sprague of Amer-

from progressing with any rapidity. The result of their

efforts has been, as we well know, very successful from a

practical standpoint. The electric railway of to-day is

but part of a vast system that will replace all else and
whose lines will reach from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

The systems of railroads that have been tried with more
or less satisfaction are contained in the following list:

Railway Motor Exposed.

SYSTEMS :

The Trolley,

Conduit,

Block,

Storage battery.

STORAGE BATTERY CARS.
Several combinations of the above have occurred, such

as a block-storage battery system of Johnson and Lun-
dell. A method once suggested was that of having steam
and dynamo plant on the train and feeding direct to the

motor beneath. This was thought far superior in effi-

Johnson Lundell System.

ica, were not always crowned with success. The diffi- ciency to the use of a steam locomotive whose record of
culties that beset the path of the inventors, the poorness usefulness does not exceed four per cent. The diversity
in one sense, of the mechanism, and the difficulty of ob- of opinions existing relative to the gain and excellence of
taining the proper materials, greatly prevented them different systems hardly exist at present. The storage-
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battery traction method would be first-class if the storage

battery were not so heavy, less troublesome to handle and
a little more efficient in delivery of power. The trial

made with these cells and other hybrid types has been in

this city, at least, without other than temporary success.

The trolley, conduit and block systems carry only the

motor, but the storage-battery car moves along dragging
at the same time a ton or more of cells. These cells do
not pay any fare and necssitate extra contrivances for

their hasty transfer from car to station or the converse.

Many managers of bankrupt companies could supply elo-

quent testimony in relation to the subject.

joining the parts entering into the circuit. The circuit in

an open conduit system is two continuous copper wires
or something similar reinforced by a system of feeders,

that is, auxiliary lines leading from the dynamo room or
station to different parts of the line. When a set of

cars takes current simultaneously from the circuit a heavy
flow of current ensues. The drop of potential, calculated

by the rule—drop equals current multiplied by resist-

ance—may vary from 50 to 150 volts or more. In trolley

lines the tracks being part of the circuit must be electric-

ally joined or bonded together. The overhead line or

trolley wire is the remainder of the circuit. By having

High-Speed Engine Power Plant.

CONDUIT.
Germany has enjoyed the privilege of having within its

confines one of the few successful open conduit electric

roads in the world. It had the first. The desire to emu-
late the example of German engineers caused several sub-

scriptions in that direction which in this country last

year signally failed. The development of a railroad

scheme having a conduit road as its basis was looked
upon as impossible. An open slot cable conduit differs

in no particular from the cavity used for electrical

purposes. Two conductors, insulated as carefully as pos-

sible and protected from the drippings that might cor-

rode and injure them, are laid within side by side. A trol-

ley wheel slide or equivalent arrangement takes current

from the wire to the motor above.

As far as the running of the system is concerned, it

has proven a success. The financial end is not open for

public inspection. The travellers who employ the car

from point to point express satisfaction, so that from a

popular point of view the road is all right. The future of

this road embraces that of many others. The trolley is

dispensed with and the wholesome objections of munici-

pal authorities to all external appliances. The leakage

within the conduit may be brought to a minimum by hav-

ing large, open and frequent sewer connections. The
drainage is thus rapidly removed, and the only loss of

power is that due to the moisture and condensation on
the exposed wires and their supports.

DROP OF POTENTIAL.
It is necessary to appreciate the fact that the loss from

leakage and the drop of potential seriously interferes with

the efficiency and growth of a line. The leakage may be

reduced by careful insulation, but the loss of pressure

only by a successful and necessarily practical method of

the tracks or rails welded or at least carefully joined the

drop of potential is greatly reduced and the system in-

finitely improved. In trolley lines careful attention to

these points will mean a saving of thousands of dollars in

installation and running.

AT N. E. L. A. CONVENTION.
Messrs. J. W. Godfrey and Frank Harrington assisted

Dr. Habirshaw in receiving the congratulations of their

many friends. Habirshaw's wires and cables are so well

known they need no description here.

J. P. McQuaide represented the National Conduit Cable

Co. of New York. Mr. McQuaide needs no introduction,

as he is as popular as their well-known paper, wire and
cables.
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Fig. 13.—The Pupin High-Frequency Alternator, attached to Synchronous Transmitter,

Fig. 15.—Chronograph Records of the Alternating Current, under Varying Conditions of Circuit and Speed of Plate.

THE SYNCHRONOGRAPH.

(Continued from page 369.)

Since the speed of transmission depends upon the fre-

quency of the alternating current, the limit of speed is

determined by the particular alternator used. In the

above example the alternator available was designed to

rnn at a speed of about 1600 revolutions of the armature
per minute, corresponding to a frequency of 133, or 266

alternations per second. To increase the speed of trans-

mission, this alternator was run as high as 2400 revolu-

tions per minute, beyond which it was thought dangerous
to go. This corresponds to a frequency of about 200
complete cycles or 400 alternations per second. Through
the kindness of Dr. M. I. Pupin of Columbia University,

a special high-frequency alternator was loaned for the

purpose of testing this system at higher speeds of trans-

mission. This alternator, shown in Fig. 13, is in fact

four alternators upon the same shaft, having 18, 22, 26,
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and 30 poles respectively. To obtain the highest speed,

the 30-pole machine was used, and the transmitting wheel

geared to the shaft as with the ten-pole alternator. The
speed of armature used was 2180 revolutions per minute,

corresponding to 1090 semi-cycles per second, or 65,400
per minute, or a frequency of 545. No difficulty was ex-

perienced in sending and recording messages at this rapid

rate, which corresponds to between three and four thousand

words per minute.

The Polarizing Receiver.

The statement of the general principles employed in

this receiver has previously been given, and it remains to

describe the actual form. This instrument was designed

for a military chronograph to measure the velocity of pro-

jectiles, and is known as the Polarizing Photo Chrono-

graph.* A view of this is shown in Fig. 14.

Without giving a complete description of the instru-

ment, which may be found in the reference cited, it will

suffice to describe its essential elements. A sensitive

photographic plate 12x12 inches square is carried in a

metal plate holder, which revolves in the wheel w driven

by the motor m. A powerful beam of light from the arc

lamp, a, situated upon an inverted T-rail, o', serving as

an optical bench, is condensed by the lens, l, and passes

through the polarizer, p, a Nipol prism, thence through

the glass tube t, containing liquid carbon bisulphide, and
surrounded by a coil of wire, through the analyzer a, a

second Nicol prism. The light received through_ ..the .._

analyzer is finally passed through a second lens l' to

focus the beam upon the horizontal radial-slit in front of

the moving sensitive plate. In its operation, the analyzer

a is rotated until the light is completely extinguished,

when no current is passing around the tube t. The
coil upon the tube is in circuit with the line from the

transmitter, and the closing of the circuit at the trans-

mitter thus sends a current around the tube, and light

immediately appears upon the camera slit. This is ac-

complished instantly upon closing the circuit, without in-

volving the motion of any material thing. Upon breaking

the circuit the light immediately disappears, and by ob-

serving the light comte and go, it is easy to read with the

eye as rapidly as can be sent by hand. To produce a

permanent record it is only necessary to rotate the pho-

tographic plate in the wheel w. The time required by
the photographic plate to make a clear record depends

largely upon the intensity of the light; but the intensity

of light which it is practicable to obtain allows the time

of exposure to be much shorter than is required for the

purpose of a telegraph receiver. For instance, suppose

the width of slit is one millimetre at a distance of 150

millimetres from the centre of revolution, and the plate

rotates 1000 times per minute, the velocity of a point on

the plate is 1570.8 cms. per second, and the exposure is

therefore about .000063 second; for the point crosses the

millimetre slit in this time. The above figures are those

actually used with the chronograph in measuring the

velocity of projectiles inside the bore of a gun and the

records obtained are perfectly clear. The rapidity of

this receiver is illustrated by stating that as many as

seven observations upon a projectile inside the bore of a

U. S. 3.2-inch breech-loading field rifle have been re-

corded in the first 57 centimetres (1 foot.10^ inches) of

its travel, and observations as near together as 3.8 cms.

(i}4 inches) have been obtained. These correspond in

time to intervals less than a thousandth of a second, or

they bear about the same relation to a second as a

second does to a third of an hour.

In chronography as applied to gunnery, sincfr the

agent which operates upon the transmitter circuit is the

projectile itself making and breaking the circuit by pas-

sing through screens, evidently if the screens are proper-

* "The New Polarizing Photo-Chronograph," Crehore and Squier.

John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1897. Chapman and Hall Ltd.,

London.

ly placed according to a code, a message could be trans-

mitted to the receiver by a projectile in its flight.

The Chemical Receiver.

In a practical form of receiver, it is an advantage to

have the messages received in such form that they are

ready for immediate use, and this is the case with the
chemical receiver to which reference has already been
made.
Through the kindness of Mr. Delany, some of the sen-

sitive paper tape used in his system of machine teleg-

raphy was obtained for experiments with the synchronous
transmitter. A simple method of obtaining records of

currents with this tape, which is certain in its action and
does not involve any special apparatus, is to place the
tape upon a smooth metal surface, which serves as one
electrode, and to draw a steel needle, serving as the other
electrode, along it guided by the straight edge of a ruler.

If a direct current is used, no record appears when the

current is in one direction, and it does appear when the
current is reversed. If a second needle is substituted for

the plate electrode, the record appears on one side of the

tape for a direct current and on the other side for the

reversed current.

If the two needle electrodes are placed side by side

upon the tape, a record will appear at one needle for a

direct current, and at the other for the reversed current.

Employing the alternating current with the single needle

-.and. plate as electrodes, the record shows a regular suc-

cession of distinct marks, separated from each other by
equal intervals. Each mark exhibits an intensity varying
approximately according to the sine curve. Since by
this arrangement the current makes its record in one
direction, only the result is that alternate semi-cycles of

the current are suppressed, and alternate ones are re-

corded.

By receiving with two needles side by side, all the al-

ternations are recorded, those that were suppressed
before now appearing at the second needle. The record
then appears as two parallel lines of marks having the

maximum intensities in one line opposite the spaces in

the other. Using the transmitter as already described
with a semi-cycle as a unit in preparing the tape, and re-

ceiving in two lines, it is found that some of the marks
are omitted in one line and some in the other, and to

facilitate translating it -is simpler to bring the two lines

into coincidence .to observe the dots and dashes of the

message./' A message was then prepared upon the trans-

mitter wheel, usingii Complete cycle as a unit, instead of

a semi-cyclev When received in a single line this mes-
sage is complete, no matter to which terminal of the cir-

cuit the receiving needle is connected, because each unit

now contains both a direct and a reversed current, one of

which will record.

(To be continued.)
:

RAILWAY MOTORS.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

The great increase of electric roads in this country
clearly shows that the experimental stage has been
passed. There have been many millions of dollars in-

vested in this species of traction that have proved a source

of profit to the capitalist. In the steam railroads of this

country a decrease of thirty-three millions of dollars has
taken place in passenger receipts.

The essential parts of a railway installation may be
enumerated as

—

Power house,
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Track
>

.
imagine it a bottomless pit for all their wealth. On the

Car equipment. other hand the great assistance given by an economically
kach of these constitute a department of engineering run power house to the yearly receipts will evince itself

that calls upon the greatest skill and experience to by the fact that dividends will be frequently and liberally
perfect, distributed.

o
a.
n

o
o

o

Power House.—In the power house losses may occur To make a power house pay, or to run it under condi-
which will at the end of the year be so effective in re- tions that are favorable, an examination of the
ducing the earnings of the road that its stockholders will Fuel
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Boilers,

Engines,

Dynamos,
Labor,

must be successively made. It may so occur that the

machinery installed requires too much attendance and a

large salary list in the consequence. Repairs and addi-

tions are of consequence in addition. The cost of fuel

is so very important an item to consider that it may well

be said that its consumption determines the expense of

operating the plant. Coal is costly because it requires

transportation; the less there is of this the more money

ing on within ; whether the steam is entering in quantity
and not properly expanding, or whether the required
amount enters and delivers up its energy. In other words,
the engine of a power house should use its steam to the

best possible advantage. The frequent and heavy
changes of load must be met without incurring changes
of speed. The point at which the steam is cut off should
touch as much upon the point of economical expansion
as upon the point of sufficiency for heavy demands of

power.
It is generally conceded that steam tends to expand

differently with different pressures; it is therefore best to

^loo

. t

Section of Standard Rail.

is saved. Boilers have been so improved that it is possi-

ble to burn the refuse of coal heaps, the culm that aggre-

gates in tons near every mine. The cheapness of the

fuel depends upon the location of the power house. If

electric light stations were situated near large mines the

power would be much cheaper than at present, provided
the scale of distribution was large enough. To produce
the current with economy the station must be near the
railroad or mine and consume cheap fuel.

Limits of distance are of course to be considered. The
cost of feeders, etc., in an installation whose powerhouse
is far removed from the track would be considerable.

Boilers.—The boilers used must be of a kind that can
consume cheap grades of coal, that will not be difficult to

clean, and whose soot is not so considerable that their use

is impossible. The nature of the water may have a

serious effect upon the boiler; briny water leaving heavy
deposits behind, the removal of which endangers the

boiler shell.

Engines.—In earlier days engines that would do con-

siderable work, but in a wasteful manner were employed.

On modern engines an indicator card shows changes go-

allow expansion to occur to an extent compatible with

each particular pressure. The experience of the engineer
will lead him to this point in daily practice.

It is not the quantity of steam generated or the amount
consumed by the engine that brings economy, but the

extent of its expansion.

Track.—Power is wasted in the outside of the station

as well as within. It may be lost due to

Leakage,
Poor bonding,
Bad feeding,

Inefficient motors.

The leakage is a matter of insulation; to keep the road
free from heavy grounds is a matter that is neither diffi-

cult nor impossible, if ordinary care be bestowed upon it.

The bonding of the track is the connecting of one rail to

another by a conductor of sufficient size to prevent a

drop of potential at each junction. The fish-plates con-

necting rail to rail are not sufficiently good. Copper
conductors are used in addition; as they corrode and
otherwise deteriorate, the loss may be considerable. They;
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introduce resistance, lose pressure and waste power if not

properly installed and attended to.

The trolley line is supported at intervals along the line

by feeders—heavy copper conductors that run from the

power house to different points of the line. The tracks,

if well bonded with copper, being grounded, will be an

excellent return. The trolley line is not so well situated;

it depends upon the feeders for the maintenance of its

pressure, and these feeders will have to be heavier the

poorer the bonds.

Motors.—The efficiency of the motors is a point of great

consequence in the outfitting of a railroad. The two elec-

trical features are the generator and the car motors. If

each were of an average working efficiency of 80 per

cent., without considering other losses the balance of

power would be 64 per cent. ; additional drains due to

leakage, bonding, feeding station losses, etc., would re-

duce these figures in practice to about 40 to 45 percent,

as the total efficiency of installation. Motors that do not

wear well because of bad design will be a continual source

before the casting is made complete in all its joints, and
we are now, or will in a very short time, be running a ma-
chine that will make a casting which goes from the bot-

tom of this device clear to its top, with absolutely no
joint in the entire device. In making this casting, it is

not a jointing of this cross strip with this lag, as we term
it in shop parlance, but it is a shading of one thing into

the other. Just as if we take a heavy bar here, and a

light bar here (indicating), there is a distinct connection;
but if we shade this down here (indicating), and again

bring it down here, there is really no line of demarcation,
no line where there is a joint. Perhaps it would be best

to consider this as having been spread out to take a heavy
line here and an entirely different line there, there is

the line of demarcation. We do away with that line, and
shade it off from one into the other, gradually shade
from one line to the other, so that there is no line of de-

marcation; if there was a line of demarcation there could

always be a possibility of oxidation, separation or disinte-

gration. If there is no line of demarcation, it is impos-

McLaughlin's Conduit System.

of trouble. This item of expense, repairs, must be kept
down to its lowest point and can only be reduced by using
motors that represent the best design and practice cf the

day.

LECTURE ON THE DIRECT CONVERSION OF
ELECTRICITY FROM HEAT.

(Continued from page 373.)

The cross connection piece is made of copper. I have no
necessity for concealing the metals used, for it is simply
in my treatment of the metals which makes them tough,

easily handled, and not liable to rupture, and useful as

practical couples.

But to get to the subject of the couple, for that is the

real starting-point of the device. We make them now by
machinery. There is no soldering or brazing or joining,

except a machine joint. The castings are made in a spe-

cial room, the room being heated up to a considerable
temperature, and it is quite disagreeable to stop in the

room. All the work is done under as high a heat as it is

possible for the men to stand. The cross connection
parts are dropped into the machine and the couples are
made quicker than it would be possible for me to walk
from here to the door ; not only one but fifteen are made
in that time. It is impossible to count five, I suppose,

sible even to imagine where there might be the possibility

of rupture.

In thermo-electric couples the fact has been conceded
that if we had a couple like this (indicating) the closer we
could get to the surface, the higher the electromotive

force. I do not find it so. Instead of putting our junc-

tion there, we turn this cross connection piece (indicat-

ing) down into the element, that way, and turn the op-

posite piece up that way, which you can see would very

materially tend towards lowering the internal resistance of

this lug, and we find no decrease in the electrical output

from the standpoint of the electromotive force. This is

contrary to the way thermo-electric elements have been
made.

After these thermo-electric castings are made we sub-

ject them to a bridge test. We make a bridge measure-

ment of it to get the internal resistance when it is cold.

Strange to say, these thermo-electric couples as built give

a current at all times absolutely independent of the fact

whether you apply heat or not. There is a difference of

potential indicated at all times by a casting of these ther-

mo-electric couples. When we find this natural current

in our testing we offer it in this way. If the current, for

instance, is in this direction (indicating), we place a hand
in the neighborhood of the casting and bring the galvan-

ometer needle to a balance. If the current is in the op-

posite direction we place the hand here (indicating) until
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we bring the needle to a balance. Now, after we have pro-

duced the casting, and after we have tested it in the way
described, we form the castings up on a spindle and braze

the connection of the castings together; using five castings

with a total of seventy-five junctions, made in five differ-

ent operations, which take about, I should say, a total of

ten minutes to produce the entire number required. This

brings us to the first point in the construction of the ma-
chine. We term it a machine. We label this (indicating)

as having an internal resistance of so much. After these

couples are built up, we cement the interior with vitrified

cement. When it is all cemented, the plates which have

held this built up device are retained, and it is put in the

oven and baked and vitrified. It is then tested again
;

and all this time it has the tag on which it started with,

which indicates the internal resistance of it when first

built up, and the internal resistance of it in the various

processes of its manufacture. It started with first being

baked in the interior ; that is the first baking ; then we
cement the outside of the machine, bake it and check the

Beggs, the general manager says, will be equal to any
electrical power station in the world. The negotiations

for the property on which the power house is to be
erected are well under way, and will likely be closed

within a week, but the location of the new plant will not
be disclosed until the deed for the property is made out

to the company. These matters were decided upon yes-

terday at the annual meeting of. the stockholders, and it

was also decided to increase the capital stock of the

company from $1,285,000 to $2,000,000, in order to

secure the funds necessary for the contemplated improve-
ment of the company's service. The election of directors

resulted as follows: John I. Beggs, L. C. Black, W. N.
Cromwell, Lowe Emerson, J. B. Foraker, C. A. Gordon,
A. Marcus, C. E. Prior, Geo. R. Sheldon, C. A. Spofford,

C. W. Wetmore.

AMERICAN IMPULSE WHEEL CO.

In our issue of April 17 we gave a description of the

Fig. 1.

resistance again; all bridge measurements having for their

object the substantiation of the fact that the internal re-

sistance has not changed—has not increased or decreased.

It is simply to substantiate the original value of these five

castings, which go to make up the machine. Now we
have cemented the inside and outside. Then we cement
the top and the bottom, and put it through another
bridge measurement when it comes out of the oven. If

it passes that bridge measurement its jacket of metal is

cemented on and firmly joined to it, and it becomes a

hard stone cylinder firmly joined to it, and the copper has
become so closely connected with it that it becomes an
integral part of the cement and of the machine itself.

(To be continued.)

The power house of the Cincinnati Edison Electric

Light Company on Eighth street is to be abandoned, and

not later than the 1st of July that company will com-

mence the erection of a power house which, Mr. J. I.

Cazin power wheel manufactured by the American Im-
pulse Co., 120-122 Liberty street, New York. The in-

stallation of impulse water-wheels in connection with
electrical power transmission has become a general prac-

tice, and electricians have shown an eagerness for taking

hold of whatever improvements are being made in the

line of water wheels for the purpose of increasing their

efficiency.

The manufacturers of the Cazin power wheel have issued

a general challenge (see page 42 of their pamphlet) to the

manufacturers of any or all other impulse wheels for a

comparative test before impartial competent judges, but

as yet none of them has accepted this challenge and the

engineering fraternity have to rely on their own wits in

the matter of realizing whether the claimed superior

merits were in fact incorporated in the new wheel.

We find therein the following expressions:
" In the mounted impulse wheel there may be consid-

(Continued on Page 392.)
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EFFECT OF ELECTRICITY UPON PLANT LIFE.

It is Huxley the scientist who states that our vitality or

vital force is merely the transformed energy of a lot of inor-

ganic matter which has been absorbed and assimilated by
the plant, and within ourselves becomes human power, mus-
cular strength and brain tissue. To consider ourselves

as mere organized masses, permeated, so to speak, with the

molecular forces of phosphorus, lime, sulphur and iron is

somewhat repulsive to the spiritual-minded, yet as a fact

it stands unabashed in the light of criticism.

It may therefore be accepted by the reflective mind
that if the living power of living things, of all organisms,

depends entirely upon the latent forces residing in mat-
ter, then perhaps these forces to which we are forever tied

may be able to affect an organism in their turn—possibly

mould its future growth, if applied in time, or exercise a

marked effect npon its development and rate of growth.
In a past editorial published in the Electrical Age mention
was made of a most remarkable experiment in relation to

an egg that was being hatched. It was found that an
electric current of sufficient strength to kill the fowl was
not capable of destroying the vitality of the germ re-

siding within the egg. But it was subsequently noticed
that the chicken when hatched was of abnormal shape,
monstrous in appearance, and indicated physically the
severity of the cause that had destroyed its normal ap-
pearance. These facts are interesting in so far as they
tend to prove that the organization of a growing thing

is influenced by the impress of a force upon it before it

reaches maturity.

The Massachusetts Agricultural College have proved
that in certain respects electricity stimulates the growth
of plants. Mr. Asa S. Kinney, an expert in agriculture,

has made a series of experiments which extend over a

period of three or four years. They prove that a seed
planted in the ground does not grow as quickly as one
artificially rushed in its development by the use of elec-

tricity. The method followed is this: Two lots of twelve
groups, each made up of one hundred and twelve seeds.

They were well soaked in water and then placed in glass

vessels open at each end. The receptacles were of

cylindrical shape and had dipping into them copper disks,

to which a current was applied for several minutes. The
seeds were planted after this and kept at a temperature
of from 45 to 50 degrees. Expressed numerically the

seeds planted in the ordinary manner lacked rapidity of

growth to the extent of thirty per cent., that is to say,

the seeds treated electrically in the manner described

grew 30 per cent, quicker than those treated in the reg-

ular manner.
The experiments were performed in the botanical labo-

ratory of the agricultural college, and were carried on
without fear of interruption or possibility of error.

Three general objects were held in view, (i) To deter-

mine whether the seed could be influenced by the current.

(2) To find out whether the action occurring was bene-
ficial or injurious to the seed. (3) To qualify, so as to de-

cide upon the proper strength of current to use. The ex-

periments were of a more scientific than practical charac-

ter, yet the results obtained show that the use of electricity

may save the farmer and agriculturalist considerable
money in the course of five years by enabling him to start

the growth of seeds in the manner described before
planting.

A great percentage of the seeds are wasted, as a rule,

and no effort is ever made to save them; they rot in the
ground or dry up on the outside. By the above process
germination is started beforehand, thus increasing the

chances of growth and maturity immeasurably. The
apparatus used was constructed with two plates, one of

porcelain outside, and an inner one of clay, six or seven
inches i n diameter. The inner plate carried filter paper.

The outer plate was constantly supplied with water,

which eventually permeated the porous plate and kept it

damp. Seeds were thrown upon the filter paper and
another piece of filter paper placed on top. The whole
was kept in darkness. Leclanche cells were used for

the supply of current, as the current was never allowed
to flow for more than five minutes. A Ruhmkorff coil

was connected to the cells, the seeds being stimulated

by a high tension discharge.

An electric clock performed the service automatically
of allowing current to affect the seeds once an hour for

about thirty seconds. Slow growing seeds were readily

affected by the current, growing rapidly after the treat-

ment.

Philadelphia, June 5, 1897.
Electrical Age Pub. Co.

Dear Sirs: Self-oiling bearings seem to be in general

use for dynamo motors, etc. Have any of the manu-
facturers ever made use of graphite bearings ? I have
experimented a little on that line and believe I have
struck a good thing. Is there any particular benefit

gained by oiling a graphite bearing ?

Yours truly,

M. Beeler.

(A.)—A self-oiling bearing is the best thing to use.

Graphite bearings or graphite bushings are not the best

means of securing ease of running. A graphite bearing
that is lubricated with oil has lost its initial object, that

is, independent lubrication. A babbitt metal bearing
oiled is better than a combination of oil and graphite.
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ered three sources of loss, the nozzle not being considered

a part.

i. Loss due to non-reversal of stream.

2. Loss due to mechanical action, interference of par-

ticles and friction of water on the surface of the buckets.

3. Loss due to friction of the wheel in its bearings.

3. In the Cazin power wheel only the most improved
kinds of bearings (globular and self-lubricating) are made
use of, and if there were any better in existence, its man-
ufacturers would surely adopt them as others might, leav-

ing no difference on this score.

But the author referred to has overlooked a fourth pos-

Fig- 3-

No clearer exposition of the main causes of loss of effi- sible source of loss of efficiency, which fc urth source con-
ciency in an impulse wheel driven by force jets could pos- sists in a possible or eventual diversion of the jet direction

sibly be given than the one just quoted. On the other without benefit, as the means of power transmission,

hand, the following facts might be considered as remov- Such useless diversion may possibly result from the jets

ing all doubt in the present test.

1. That in the Cazin wheel the reversal of the stream

is complete and continuous on a parallel line to injection,

as due to the patented figuration of the Cazin vane, which,

striking any part of the exterior of the vane, giving a
slanting direction to the jet or a part of the jet.

The illustrations represent two competing impulse
wheels and permit a comparison in the matter of such

Fig. 5-

unless patent right has no meaning, cannot be achieved possible diversion. Fig. 1 shows the Cazin power wheel
by any one of the other vanes. in its standard form, with the nozzles, jets and a number

2. Solid particles being ejected against the wheel of vanes in plain view,

vanes, cause additional friction, whenever there is in the Figs. 2, 3, show details of jet impact and vanes,

course of the liquid, when in contact with the vane, what Fig. 5 shows a front view of a vane.

TfttOA A5J JO AHVdnoO TEHA- «•• 4CTI umpBXV
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Fig. 2.

Bodmer calls "abrupt curvature" or a "non-continuous
curve," but when the solid particles partaking in the ve-

locity of the jet and surrounded by the liquid medium fol-

low, virtually as a part of the liquid, its course on true

curves and their tangents, no additional friction is expe-

rienced. In the Cazin power wheel the entire figuration

of the vane is a combination of true curves and tangents.

Fig. 6 shows the general arrangement of one of the

older forms of impulse wheels.

The same Cazin wheel is made to serve as rotary steam
engine by supplying the nozzle with pressure-steam in

place of water under head, and be made to serve as water
—and steam wheels simultaneously, by providing steam

—

nozzles diagonally opposite the water-nozzles.
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SPECIAL NOTICE TO TRADE AND CONSUMERS.

Discharged ex-employes of this company are making
false claims as to the founding of The Peerless Rubber
Manufacturing Co., 16 Warren street, New York, and the

manufacture of its goods. For the benefit of the public

we will say that this company was founded in the year

1872 by Charles Foster, Jr., and Henry S. Winans. who
associated with themselves as superintendent Mr. John H.
Deming, who has had entire charge of the manufacturing
department. Mr. Deming has been with this company
continuously since 1872, and is at present our general

superintendent. He has had thirty-four years' continu-

ous experience in the manufacture of fine mechanical

rubber goods. This long experience places Mr. Deming
in the front rankjof manufacturers. They believe him to

be without a peer.

Rainbow packing was suggested by a prominent mer-

chant to C. H. Dale, then general sales agent, and with

all other goods made by this company was introduced to

the trade solely by Mr. Dale, and Mr. John H. Deming
is the only man who has ever manufactured Rainbow
packing, and is the only man who knows how. We would
also say that Mr. Deming is the only superintendent this

company has employed, or bad in its employ as superin-

tendent, since it was founded in 1S72. All other claims

are false.

Peerless Rubber- Mfg. Co.,

C. H. Dale,

President and General Manager.

SOME ELECTRICAL ANCESTORS.

By Associated Trade and Industrial Press.

Washington, D. C, April, 1897. The preservation of old

inventions or models of them, is a good idea. It not

only honors the inventor, who so often gets but little

more than honor for his work, but preserves to pos-

terity the links of the valuable chain of inventive

progress.

In a portion of the National Museum of this city, one

is taken a long way back in the matter of electrical inven-

tions; and he sees there, among other things, some of

the original work of that old pioneer in electrics, Profes-

sor Joseph Henry, the first secretary of the institution.

One of the very interesting objects exhibited is the little

sound-maker which gave voice to electric force in 1830,

when Professor Henry was carrying on experiments at the

Albany Academy. This little instrument is the father of

the electro-magnetic telegraph, for it was the first of its

kind used to demonstrate the idea that sound could be

produced at a distance through the medium of battery

wire and magnet.
In operating this invention, a permanently-magnetized

steel bar was used. This was mounted upon a pivot, so

that one end would swing between the two arms of a

horseshoe^magnet which, when excited by a current from

the battery, attracted the bar causing its outer end to

strike a small bell. The wire used in the experiment was

one mile in length, arranged about ten inches long by two
inches wide and the steel bar about ten inches long.

A model of Henry's intensity magnet is in the collec-

tion. It (the magnet) was made in 1820, and is now at

Princeton. In making this magnet a long coil of wire

was used and was connected with an intensity battery,

from which it took its name. In speaking of this appa-

ratus Mr. Henry says:

"I was the first to point out in my paper in Silliman's

Journal that when magnetism was to be developed by
means of a compound battery, one long coil must be em-
ployed, and when the maximum effect was to be produced

by a single battery, a number of single strands must be

used.

Telegraphy owes much to this old magnet, for by it

was shown the possibility of transmitting signals to a dis-

tance; of ringing bells and making d

The discovery of the " extra current " was made by
Professor Henry in iS:g; and when he took up the sub-

ject of electro-magnetism from Sturgeon's "infant"
electro-magnet, he immediately employed insulated wire,

with which to conduct experiments. He also gave atten-

tion to inductions at a distance (something which is at-

tracting so much attention in the electrical world toda
and obtained results which would have delighted that glo-

rious old philosopher Benjamin Franklin. In speaking of

these experiments, Mr. Henry says :

"I connected a copper wire to the roof of the house
and passed the kwer extremity into a well; the wire «

divided near the window, and a compound spiral inserted.

I placed a needle in the spirals: at each distinct flash

from a thunder cloud the needle was rendered masrnetic:

one of these at a distance of eight miles" from the

cloud.

In the electrical exhibit is the old Morse telegraphic

instrument used on the Baltimore end of the first wire

employed in sending messages to a distance. Not far

from this venerable invention is a model of a plow made
by Morse and intended to be used in making trenches in

which to lay the Washington and Baltimore wire. Mr.
Morse desired to first put the wire in lead pipe and then
bury it in the ground. But this idea was abandoned after

due consideration, and the wire was strung upon poles.

The plow has a reel on top of its shaft, from which the

wire was to be reeled and guided into the trench as the

plow was forced along through the soil.

A specimen of the earliest type of Brush-Swan electric

storage battery is seen in the collection. It consists of

one cell only, is about two feet square and four inches

wide, and is a part of a battery of twenty cells used for

incandescent electric lighting in the National Museum
from 1883 to 1SS6.

The Museum possesses some models of electric motors
and one (a genuine old "ancestor") which accomplished
wonders in the way of speed. This motor which now lies

outside the Museum Building is the invention of D. G.

Weems, who said that it developed a speed of one hun-
dred and twenty miles an hour. This was accomplished
on a circular track, two miles in circumference, near Lau-
rel, Maryland. These speed tests were made nearly
twenty years ago.

The motor car which made such fast time, is 16 feet

long, 24 inches high and 30 inches wide. The head is

pyramid-shape, and the weight about three tons. At
each side of the two axles a twenty horse-power motor
worked, with the armature wound directly over the axle.

The current came from a central power to a conductor
over the track, thence through a brush, kept in spring-

contact with the conductor to the motors. To complete
the circuit the electric fluid, after reaching the motor,
flowed down to the track and was led back to the central

station by a return wire. This apparatus was not a suc-

cess from a practical standpoint, but it demonstrated the

value of electricity as a speed-maker.

Buffalo, N. Y.—R. G. Parsons, secretary Board of

Public Works, may be addressed concerning establish-

ment of an electric light plant at the pumping station of

the bureau of water, foot of Massachusetts street.

Baltimore, Md.—The Pikesville & Emory Grove Elec-

tric Railway and the Falls Road Electric Railway have con-

solidated, and will enlarge electric power plant of the

first-named road, located at Owing's Mills, near Balti-

more.

Holly Springs, Miss.—An electric light plant will be
established, and Walter G: Kirkpatrick, of Nashville,

Tenn., will prepare plans for same.

Langdon, N. D.—Paul Gardner has been granted a five-

year franchise to construct an electric light plant.
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FAMOUS ENGINES FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

The American Engine Company of Bound Brook, N. J.,

are busily engaged in the construction of the American
Ball Engine of the simple tandem and cross compound
types.

petus been given to this particularly unique branch of

work by Mr. Ball.

The American Ball engine is distinctly separate from all

past designs with which Mr. Ball's name is associated,

and in these few lines we hope to give the more important
details some attention.

Steam Chest Without Valve.

This corporation, which has earned a name for itself in

the field of mechanical applications and electricity, have
improved and completed the present type of American
Ball Engine so that it stands alone as a striking example
of mehanical excellence, embodying within itself charac-
eristics that place it foremost among the most prominent
types.

The first two views refer to the standard, simple en-

gine of familiar design. Their staying power has enabled
them to resist all the innovations of the period and thus

supply all the evidence required to prove their value and
vitality from a practical and mechanical standpoint.

The valve in place in the steam chest and the steam
chest empty is shown in further illustrations.

Steam Chest Showing Valve.

Mr. Frank H. Ball has achieved an enviable reputation

in this field of work, and his engines and methods of

regulation have been associated with the rise and devel-

opment of^electric lighting in the United States. To such

an extent is this true that it may be said that a retarda-

tion of years would have been experienced had not im-

The appearance of the valve itself from two points of

view will enable the readers to judge of the value and ex-

cellence of this engine for electric lighting. The valve

shown is employed in at least four thousand engines to-

day. It consists in two parts, being really two valves

with backs connected by telescopic sleeves. A continu-
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Side View.

Governor Side
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ous passage is thus formed. In this double valve the two
faces perform similar functions with respect to oppositely
situated seats in the steam chest.

The steam entering the central opening on the top of

the steam chest passes into the inside of the valve. Each
face of the valve is kept in place on their seats by steam
pressure, which pressure is determined by the diameter
of the telescopic sleeve.

tailed attention and finish each part of this machine re-

ceives during the process of construction. The officers

of this company are R. V. Pierce, president ; Frank H.
Ball, vice-president and general manager, and U. G.
Tingley, secretary and treasurer.

Married—Wednesday, June 2, at 5:30 p. m. , Mr. and
Mrs. Sigmund Bergman's eldest daughter, Miss Louise

Side View of Valve. <
-

There is none of the friction of unbalanced valves ex-

perienced and no leakage, and its durability for a long
period unquestioned.

Plan View of Valve.

Helen Bergman, to Mr. Joseph Pschorr of Munich, Ger-

many.' The engagement was announced last autumn.
The wedding took place "at the home of the bride, 725

Connecting Rod.

The conecting rod is made of forged steel with the St. Nicholas avenue, New York. Mr. Pschorr is an offi-

regular strap and pay connection at the cross-head ex- cer in the German army, 1st Cavalry of Bavaria, and is

tremity. The nuts and bolts held by means of set screws attended here by his brother, Dr. Robert Pschorr of Ber-

Crank Shaft.

are independent, thus making the rod easy to manipu-

late, the outer half of the box being movable without in-

terfering with the rod anywhere else. Movable liners of

babbitt and a crank end of the marine type complete the

brief description of the rod which the reader will under-

stand the general gist of. The crank shaft and cross-head

are good samples of workmanship and illustrate the de-

lin. Among the guests at the wedding were Mr. E. H.

Johnson, President of the Interior Conduit Co. ; Mr. Sam-

uel Insull of Chicago Edison Illuminating Co. and many
prominent electrical people. Mr. Bergman is President

of the Electric Equipment Co. of New York, and the In-

candescent Arc-Light Co., the largest manufacturers of

low-tension arc lamps in this country. Mr. Bergman is
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just recovering from a severe shock and injury to his

knee received three weeks ago by a fall from his horse.

THE WING DISC FAN.

On and after March 24, 1897, the business of The M.
cV M. Electric Co., manufacturers of electric sand, bat-

teries, battery and fan motors, will be carried on by the

Imperial Electric Co. as their successors.

The high standard of workmanship, as established by

The hot weather is gathering its forces together for an
onslaught upon this unfortunate town. When the hot
wave arrives woe betide the restaurant without fans or

the basement minus a ventilator.

It will not only be a matter of keeping cool but of keep-
ing customers from going to hated rivals in trade, all be-

Cross Read (See i^age 3y6.)

them, will be maintained and improved upon if found
necessary.

They are manufacturing a very slow speed, direct cur-

rent motor and dynamo, descriptive circular of which will

be sent upon application.

They also contract for manufacturing mechanical or
electrical articles in large quantities.

cause the ventilators and fans had not been ordered in

time. L. J. Wing & Co., 109 Liberty street, New York,
can remove these sad prospects by an array of famous
disk fans and ventilators. In addition they manufacture
marine gas engines for yachts, launches and business

boats and motors for horseless carriages.

The Wing Disc Fan.

They trust to being favored with your patronage, and
thank you for past favors. Very truly yours,

The Imperial Electric Co.

THE PEERLESS RUBBER MANUFACTURING
CO., 16 Warren street, New York, have come out with a

new stock of their chief specialties: Rainbow, Honest
John and Peerless Packings, as well as Eclipse gas jets.

The Eclipse has no waste ; all pieces, no matter how
small, can be formed on the metal tubes into a sectional

gas jet. Mr. John H. Deming, the general superintend-
ent, commonly called the Rainbow King, is the inventor
and only man that knows how to make it.

WHITE & MIDDLETON are in the field selling lots

of gas and gasoline engines for all power purposes includ-
ing electric lighting. Their address is 107 Liberty street,

New York City.

Camden, S. C.—S. Logan Lang desires estimates and
proposals on electrical machinery to convert 15,000 horse-

power into electricity and convey it five miles.

Siloam Springs, Ark.—W. H. Daney, secretary, may
be addressed concerning construction of electric light

plant.
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A NEW LINE OF AMMETERS AND
VOLTMETERS.

Appreciating the demand for a reliable, but low-priced,
line of testing ammeters and voltmeters for both direct

and alternating current the Whitney Electrical Instrument
Company, of Penacook, N. H., have brought out a modi-
fied form of their well-known Hoy t type. While it is not by
any means their intention to discontinue the manufacture

very compact, occupying a space of only 6X6, they have
a scale length of nearly five inches, giving very open de-
flections.

MAGNOLIA METAL COMPANY.

willThe following notice from the Magnolia Metal Co.
be of interest to our readers:

We beg to inform you that the firm of Sugden, Pound &

Whitney Voltmeter.

of the latter instruments, it has been found that although

by far the most accurate method of taking measurements,

instruments operated on the dynamometer principle are not

as convenient for rapid testing as are the indicating type;

hence the new instruments are in this form and are con-

structed with especial reference to making them conve-

nient when used as portable instruments. They are

mounted upon handsomely finished mahogany bases and

covered with neat dust-proof cases of aluminum while a

Wagner of London (former selling agents for Magnolia
Metal in Europe and who traded under the name of the
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal Co. , Great Britain, by special

permission of our Company) have been dispossessed of their

agency by the English Courts and that our London office

and our foreign business are now under the management of

Mr. Charles B. Miller, the president of this company.
We beg also to inform you that Messrs. Sugden, Pound

& Wagner were recently perpetually enjoined, together

Whitney Ammeter.

strong, well-made, hard-wood case with lock and key, ac-

companies each instrument. This case is designed so

that the instrument can be used without removing from

the case, although it can be removed when it is desired to

use the instrument for laboratory work. Both the am-
meters and voltmeters will read correctly on alternating

current of any frequency as well as on direct-current cir-

cuits, and. there is no appreciable heating error.

The ammeters are made in a variety of ranges from one

ampere up to one thousand, and the voltmeters up to

10,000 volts, both in single and double scale. These in-

struments are tested to stand 2,000 volts between the

terminals and cap, thus eliminating all danger in the case

of grounds on the line. Although the instruments are

with the Atlas Metal Co., Limited, of London, John Sug-

den, Max Wagner, Arthur George Brown, The Globe En-

gineering Co., Ltd., of Manchester, Atlas Bronze Co.,

Limited, and the Atlas Bronze Co., from continuing the

fraudulent business of making an anti-friction metal and

branding it with the trade-mark of the Magnolia Metal

Co. of New York, imitating their ingots, marking the

boxes in which the metal is packed " Made in the United

States," and otherwise deceiving and imposing upon pur-

chasers of anti-friction metal in Great Britain and Europe.

Justice Collins heard this case and gave judgment

against Sugden, Wagner, Brown, The Globe Engineering

Co, Ltd., and others for selling counterfeit goods and de-

ceiving the public by representing the goods they sold
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were made in the United States by the Magnolia Metal

Company.
An appeal was taken from the injunction above referred

to. This appeal was tried before the Court of Appeals,

Lord Esher presiding, and the perpetual injunct on granted

by Justice Collins was confirmed. It was in this trial that

Lord Esher denounced the action of the parties above

IMPERIAL ELECTRIC CO.

The following illustrations refer to types of machines
manufactured by the Imperial Electric Co., 140 Washing-
ton street, New York City.

The no-volt direct-current fan manufactured by this

concern is warranted from every standpoint either elec-

Imperial Electric Co.'s

named and characterized their performance as "A Dis-

gusting Fraud."
It has come to our notice that parties in this country

have attempted to perpetrate a similar fraud, and we now
have one Western firm in the courts over this matter, and
we desire through your columns to warn the engineers and
the general public, users of anti-friction metal, against

no-Volt Fan Motor.

trical or mechanical. It is beautifully finished and is sup-
plied with a brass fan and guard running smoothly and
noiselessly. Its efficiency is very high and the complete
absence of sparking is an indication of the best design.

These fans are made of two speeds and sizes; the 14-inch

fan, 1,700 revolutions and 1,400 revolutions; the 12-inch
fan running at 1,800 and 2,000 revolutions per minute.

Imperial Electric Co.'s Battery Motor.

these fraudulent attempts to pirate and appropriate the

use of our trade-marks and name of our metal.

Every bar of Magnolia Metal bears the steel stamp of the

Magnolia flower and the impression of the steel die "Pat-
ented June 3rd, 1890" and "Manufactured in the United
States," with the exception of the metal manufactured by
this Company in Russia, which bears the stamp of the

Magnolia flower and the words, "Manufactured in Russia."
The president is Chas. Miller; vice-president, E. C.

Miller.

Magnolia Metal Co.,

266 & 267 West street,

New York.

The new pedestal fan motor forms part of an outfit con-

sisting of a battery equipment complete in a polished oak
case and supplies for the same.

The motor as illustrated is wound for six volts and is

called type K. It is supplied with a seven or ten-inch

polished brass guard, double connecting cords and a sub-

stantial base very prettily ornamented. One charge of

the batteries will run the pedestal motor about 50 hours;

it may be used for the operation of a phonograph, etc.,

for fifteen hours, if the batteries are used occasionally

and allowed to recuperate. For a strong breeze this out-

fit can compete with the best on the market.

Martin, Tenn.—City Clerk may be addressed concern-

ing establishment of electric light plant.

Valley City, N. D.—City Clerk may be addressed con-

cerning establishment of municipal electric lighting plant.
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AT THE N. E. L. A. CONVENTION.

The Interior Conduit and Insulation Company of New-
York, while they did not have a whirl of motors at the

convention, Mr. D. C. Durland, their representative, kept
the air moving with his presence about the rotunda of

headquarters. The rotunda of the International Hotel
was a busy mart every day of the convention, so that Mr.
Durland only had to mention " Lundell Motors" when
this popular standard was at once recognized. A num-
ber spoke of the absence of Lundell goods and remarked
that they were so well known they needed no exhibition.

Lundell goods are sold up to the capacity of the works.

GEORGE R. LEAN, superintendent, Jandus Elec-

tric Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, represents Buckeye Electric

Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, with a complete line of incan-

descent lamps.

The H. W. Johns Mfg. Co. had an exhibit of a

number of samples of moulded mica and Vulcabeston
material for insulating electrical apparatus, also their new
Giant arc lamp hanger and insulator, Toggle clamp
insulator for field cables, H. W. J. street car heaters and
the Electrothorn heating pad, in which the temperature
can be kept constant by manipulating the regulating

switch, and the automatic operation of the thermostat
situated within the pad to prevent the pad from exceeding
a given temperature, was fully explained by Mr. W. F. D.

Crane, who represented the company at the convention.
MONARCH INSULATING PAINT, manufactured

exclusively by the Bradford Belting Co., of Cincinnati,

Ohio, was represented by Mr. E. P. Morris, of No. 15
Cortlandt street, New York. The many uses of this fa-

mous paint are well known to the trade.

THE NOWOTNY ELECTRIC CO., of Cincinnati,

Ohio, was represented by Mr. E. P. Morris, of No. 15
Cortlandt street, New York. Some of their celebrated
long-burning inclosed arc lamps were on hand for inspec-

tion by the N. E. L. A. delegates.

MR. FOSTER M. VOORHEES, of Elizabeth, N. J.,

the receiver for a large electric company, was present at

the N. E. L. A. He is the duplicate of Barringer Cox,
the thermo-generator man.
Members and guests not mentioned in last issue :

Edgar, H. T., New York.

Jenning, J. J., Wilks Electric Co., Wilks, Pa.

Humphrey, C. B., Heine Boiler, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Phillips, E. F., Mutual Elec. Co., Detroit.

Allen, E. H., Beacon L. & P. Co., Chicago, O.
Estabrook, C. E., G. E. Co., New York.
Newell, D. E., Para. Phem. Pulley, New York.
Burns, C. V., Rochester, N. Y.

Peoples, G. L., S. G. Flagg Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Foster, R. C, Cleveland, O.

Brady, T. H., Mast Arms, New Britain, Conn.
Levine, J. P., Acetylene Gas, Newfoundland.
Latt, J. C, Fort Wayne Electric Company, New York.
Dee, A. V., Philadelphia, Pa.

Wetzler. Mr. and Mrs. Jas., (E. E.) New York.
McKinlock, G. A., Chicago, Illinois.

Hale, R. S., Boston, Massachusetts.
Smaill, A. E., Montreal.
Webster, N. D., American Electrician, New York.
Noecker. F. M., Edison Co., Renova, O.

Murphy, J., Edison Co., Renova, O.
Armstrong, F. C, Can. Gen. Elec. Co., Toronto.
Le Blond, F., N. F. Elec. L. & P. Co..

Johnston, W. J., Electric World, N. Y.

Johnston, Mrs. W. J., New York.
Johnston, F. A., New York.
Scheeffer, Louis, Antwerp, Belgium.
Lloyd, H., Elec. Stor. Battery Co., Phila.

Child, C. T., Elec. World, N. Y.

McRoy, J. T., Chicago.
Ross, C. A., Sawyer-Man Co., Chicago.
Law, W. W., Elec. Appl. Co.
Hunt, W. T., Electrical Age, N. Y.

WESTON

NEW TELEPHONE COMPANIES.

Wesson, Miss.—The Wesson Mill & Improvement Co.
contemplate the erection of an electric light plant. They
desire estimates on same.

Eastman, Ga.—The Eastman Electric Light & Tele-
phone Co. : W. N. Leitch, F. B. Stubbs, J. B. Caldwell
and others, have obtained a franchise for lighting and
contracted for erection of plant.

Taunton, Mass.—The Providence and Taunton Elec-
tric Railway Co. directors have petitioned for a franchise
for road through towns of Seekonk, Rehoboth and Digh-
ton.

Nevada, Mo.—H. C. Moore has been granted franchise
for electric lighting.

POSSIBLE CONTRACTS.

Kings Mountain, N. C.—The Dilling Cotton Mills will

put in a 500-horse power engine.

Denver Colo.—City Clerk may be addressed concern-
ing construction of new electric light plant.

Glasgow, Ky.—Glasgow's electric light plant has been
totally destroyed by fire at a loss of $15,000, with $10,-
000 insurance.

STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are

based upon the same general
principle and are just as accurate as
our regular Standard Portable Di-'

rect Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working parts are inclosed in a
neatly designed dust-proof cast-

iron case, which effectively shields

the instruments from disturbing
influences of external magnetic
fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U.S.A.

VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY,
maiBUI^cIo^ TOTS* &XSstAblislxecl. 1873.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wilmSnVdel. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. hd°eut
e
;n.y.
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A Revolving Field Armature.

REVOLVING FIELD ALTERNATORS.

The development of the revolving field type of alter-

nating current generator and the standardization of a

complete line both for the monocyclic and three-phase

systems has of late occupied the attention of the engi-

neering department of the Geneial Electric Co. with

successful results. The alternators are designed for the

standard frequency of sixty cycles and for pressures

ranging between 500 and 5,000 volts.

The machines are built on the same lines as the

General Electric type of induction motor. The station-

ary armature is built up of laminations stamped from
specially selected and tested steel plates. Ample spaces

are left for ventilation and the coils are covered and pro-

tected by shields. The base of the armature is of smooth
cast iron and the pedestals supporting the bearings are

provided with spherical seats which support the boxes
and allow of perfect alignment.

The removable bearings are, of course, self oiling with

the oilways so cut as to give an even flow of oil from the

resting places of the rings in the shaft to the end of the

bearings where the oil returns to the reservoir.

The revolving field is extremely simple in construction.

It is merely an iron spider mounted on a shaft carrying

a soft steel ring serving as a yoke for the pole pieces,

which are made up of laminated iron with polar projec-

tions. The field coils are removable and in the larger

sizes are wound with flat copper strips placed edgewise,
to allow of free egress from the coils of any heat. The
armature can be moved along the base to facilitate ac-

. to fields and armature winding.
With a high efficiency these altermtors combine good

inherent regulation and can be, if desired, compounded
for accurate automatic regulation. Such compounding

in certain cases is not necessary to convenient operation,

and may be omitted. When compounded a commutator
is mounted on the shaft and rectifies current supplied

from a series transformer in the main circuit. These
compounding devices are not, however, included in the

generator properly so called. They come under the head
of extras. The temperature of the armature and the field

windings does not rise above 45 Cen. above that of the
surrounding atmosphere.
The new type of generator is not, of course, intended

to displace the revolving armature type. The revolving
field type has its own special field of usefulness. It is

free from high potential collector rings and commutators,
the only collector rings being the two used to bring the

exciting current to the revolving fields. The high poten-

tial part of the alternator—the armature—being a station-

ary structure, can be wound and insulated for much
higher pressures than is desirable for revolving armatures,

and the current can be fed directly into the line without
the intermediary of step-up transformers. All the high

potential terminals are effectually insulated.

The revolving field alternators can be wound for two-

phase system when desired, and when so wound are so

arranged that armature coils can be cut in or out to give

independent regulation of the two-phase.

During the past year the General Electric Company
has built a number of machines of this type; some for

belt drive, but principally for direct connection to water
wheels and steam engines. The illustration shows a 750-

kilowatt, forty-pole, three-phase machine running at 174
revolutions and delivering current at 4,400 volts. It is

one of the twelve which will be used on the great

Lachine Rapids installation.
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REGULATOR FOR DYNAMOS.

The following is a description of a new regulator for

constant series arc generators, and it is especially adapted

to the large Brush arc generators, Nos. 9, 10, 11. It can,

however, be applied toothers.

On the Brush arc generators it is placed in the same

position as t'-,eir present regulators, whrch is now attached

to the rheostat, it being only necessary to drill and tap

two three-eighth-inch holes into rheostat case to secure it

in position. The regulator consists of but a few mechan-

ical parts which are operated by a single electro-magnet

of new design, which is connected in series with the lamp

circuit and which throws the combination in and out of

action.

It has no sparking contacts to become oxidized and in-

If now the current of the dynamo decreases, from in-

crease of load or otherwise, the decreased power of spool

will allow the armature (3) to be lifted by tension spring

(6), and this will rock the lever (8) and allow the pawl (12)

to engage the ratchet wheel (14). (As shown in print).

The constantly oscillating arm (17) will then cause the

pawl to move the rachet (12) toward the right and slightly

move the brush rocker the opposite Way and at the same
time rotate the gear which meshes with the rack (16) and
this will move the rheostat arm (22) to which the gear

(15) and rachet wheels (14 and 14) are all three secured

together by screws (not shown).

The rocking lever (8) is pivoted on a stand or support

(9), which is vertically adjusted, as by screw "A." On
rocking lever (8) are pins (10 and n), which form seats

for the pawls as they slide to and fro. When lever (8)

operative, no wall controller, no shunt coils or circuits,

and when it is once adjusted to the desired current it will

always remain so, making it unnecessary to interfere with

it at any time when starting or stopping the generator,

being perfectly controlled by the current generated in

the machine. The combined movements of rheostat and
brushes are operated with such promptness that an in-

crease or decrease of about one-tenth of an ampere in the

circuit will bring the regulator into action.

Figure (1) shows the regulator attached and in work-
ing order on one of the large Brush machines, while

Figure (2) shows the general arrangement of the regu-

lator in which (1) is the spool and which is wound to

have a power sufficient to hold the armature (3) balanced
in line with the poles (2), acting, of course, against ten-

sion spring (6). In this condition the armature is main-
tained midway between the stops (5) and the rocking
lever (8), which is connected to armature by connecting
link (7), is maintained in position which supports the

pawls (12 and 13) out of engagement with the ratchet

wheels (14 and 14), and the whole is in a state of equi-

librium.

is tilted, supporting pin departs from pawl, which engages
the ratchet wheel (14). On the other hand it will be
noted that supporting pin lifts opposite acting pawl further

away from its ratchet. Thus it is impossible for both of

the pawls to engage the ratchets at the same time. (18)

is a table cast rigidly to the oscillating arm and upon
which the pawls are mounted. (21 and 23) pertain to rheo-

stat. A small belt driven by the armature shaft of gener-

ator runs the pulley wheel (19), which has a rigid eccen-

tric (24) giving a constantly oscillating motion to the

oscillating arm (17), to which the pawls are attached.

(20) is a rigid shaft on which rachets 14 and 14, gear (15)
and rheostat arm (22) are all secured, revolving together

by the operation of the pawls. (25) is a bracket fastened

to rheostat supporting the mechanical parts of regulator,

but broken away to show parts, while the bracket (26)
supports the electro-magnet.

Balancing screw (4) performs but one duty, that is, to

adjust the armature (3) to a vibrating balance. Of course

this is to be done when spool is not energized by current

and with tension spring (6) unhooked, but all the other

parts in place. After vibration of armature is obtained,
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the wheel (19) is given a few revolutions by hand to ascer-

tain that neither of the pawls engage the ratchets. Should
they engage the ratchets, perhaps they are adjusted too

close. If found to be in their right position, tension

spring (6) is hooked in and adjustment is obtained by
threading up on nut (27), which increases strength of cur-

rent, while the slackening of tension will reduce the

strength of current, this being the only adjustment for

increasing or decreasing current. The limit of motion
to each of the ratchet wheels is obtained by the omission
of one of the teeth on each wheel, the reciprocating pawl
traveling between the increased space thus formed as at 28.

Latch (D) is adjusted by screw (E), which sets the arma-
ture (3) so that neither of the pawls will engage their

ratchets, giving free command of the brush rocker by
hand until the required strength of current is reached,
when the latch automatically releases itself, placing the
regulator in operation. The only change which is neces-

sary to place the regulator on a left hand machine is the
connecting of armature (3) to the opposite side of rocking
lever (8).

The application of this regulator for constant potential

been at the yards closely watching the construction of the

vessel. The vessel was christened The Holland by Mrs.
Nixon, wife of Lieut. Lewis Nixon, the constructor.

There were but few present at the launching.

Inventor Holland says there will not be any attempt at

submarine evolutions for several weeks.
The construction of the boat has been eagerly watched

all over the country. The boat is cylindrical in shape, is

fifty feet three inches long, with a four-foot screw-pro-
tecting extension. The diameter is ten feet three inches

amidships and the moulded diameter is the same.
The boat can travel under water eight knots an hour

for eight hours and ten knots on the surface.

The power comes from a gasolene engine and a dyna-
mo, the former to be used when the boat is sailing along
the surface and the latter when she is submerged.

It will take less than a minute to submerge the boat
and about the same length of time for her to rise to the

surface.

The armament consists of three torpedo tubes, one at

the upper bow of the boat being an aerial torpedo throw-

er, with a range of one mile.

Sleetrie. \Slegulator

SDynamos.

<J-
1/ L \J^T\i'.<3

13 i*-r*>.

Fig. 2.

is in the same manner, the spool (1) being wound accord-
ing to the E. M. F. required. It may also be applied to

the regulation of alternating current machines as well as

to separately excited machines generally, by connecting
the rheostat in series with the field coils .of the exciting
machine, and in the case of the alternating machine, pref-

erably connecting the spool (1) in the secondary circuit

from a transformer in which circuit a second rheostat
operated by a spool in the primary circuit of the alterna-

tor is also interposed; said second resistance being so ar-

ranged as to give to the spool (1) the same amount of cur-

rent (and hence of strength) with no volts potential
around it as at 100 volts, thus automatically taking care
of the line loss on primary circuit in exact proportion to
the loss, at any and all variations of load. When used
to regulate the speed of machinery, the arm (B) is con-
nected to any suitable speed governor, and electric cur-
rent is supplied to the spool (1) from any convenient
source.

A SUB-SEA TERROR.

Elizabeth, N. J., May 17.—The Holland submarine tor-

pedo boat was launched at the Crescent Shipyards in this

city at 8:45 tn ' s morning.
The inventor of the boat is John P. Holland. He had

Six projectiles weighing 180 pounds each, with charges

of 100 pounds of explosives, are to be stored for this gun.

There is an expulsion tube for Whitehead torpedoes al-

most directly beneath the torpedo thrower. But three of

these will be carried, as each weighs 850 pounds.

There is a submarine gun at the stern of the boat which,

with a 100-pound charge of explosive, can hurl a 400-

pound projectile one hundred yards through the water.

Five of these will be carried.

Six men will constitute the crew. As soon as she was
launched the boat was boarded by a force of engineers to

make any alterations necessary.

Mr. Holland was asked by the United States, English

and Spanish governments to allow a representative on

board during the trial trip of the boat, but he refused the

request.

After a trial trip, he says, he will allow an engineer

from each government to see the workings of the boat,

which it is believed will revolutionize warfare.

Several foreign nations have bid for the vessel, but it

is likely that Mr. Holland will sell her to the United

States, because this government has approved of the pat-

ents for the boat.

—

N. Y. World.

Grand Marais, Mich.—An electric light plant will be

established.
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A New Method of Rapidly Transmitting Intelligence by the Alternating Current.

By Albert Cushing Crehore, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics, Dartmouth College, and George Owen Squier, Ph.D.,

First Lieutenant of Artillery, United States Army, Instructor Department of Electricity and Mines, U. S. Artillery School.

(Continued from page 386.)

The same message was then received in two lines, and a system of intelligence transmission employing the alter-

one line gave the complete message as before, while in nating current.

the other line there appeared a record for each complete The use of the alternating current as a means of send-

unit in which the current was made. The papers of either ing intelligence in connection with the fact that a message
the first or the second half of each complete cycle compos- can be sent through condensers, suggests the possibility

ing the message upon the wheel were next removed, and of using the principles of electrical resonance employing
the message received in two lines as before. The result circuits having natural periods of their own which will

showed the message complete in one line, while in the pick out and respond to currents from the line having

other line appeared an uninterrupted succession of marks their own frequency.

just as given by the simple alternating current received in

one line.

Fig. 14, referred to in last week's article, is reproduced

in this issue.

If then an uninterrupted line of marks can be received

in one line at the same, time that a message is being re-

ceived in the other, this uninterrupted line can be used

for a second message entirely independent of the first.

The next experiment accomplished this, and it is now
possible to use the same line to send two entirely inde-

Although the above illustrations have employed for

the most part the Continental code representing a dot
and a dash in a particular manner by the omission of cer-
tain waves, and the spaces between letters and words by
the presence of waves, yet it is evident that this is but
one of many combinations which this system permits,
and that mentioned above is not to be understood as rep-
resenting the most desirable one.

A characteristic of the records made by electrolysis is

the natural separation of the positive and negative waves
pendent messages in the same direction at the same time of current, which is an advantage in interpretration.

at a high rate of speed. The preparation of the trans- This separation is also accomplished in the polarizing

mitting tape to accomplish this, simply requires that the receiver by employing two receiver tubes. Instead of

two messages, each prepared with a double unit, shall be setting the polarizer and analyzer for extinction they are

displaced a semi-cycle with respect to each other as they so placed that some light is normally transmitted through

pass through the transmitter. each tube. The tube coils are so connected that a posi-

The advantages of duplexing the line, that is, sending tive current produces approximate extinction in one tube,

two independent messages in opposite directions over one

wire at the same time seem more important than those of

diplexing the line. An arrangement of circuits which ac-

complishes this proves to be very simple. Moreover it

permits entirely different frequencies to be employed by
the transmitters at the two ends of the line, and as before

involves no synchronous receiver at either end. By duplex-

ing the line the speed of transmission over a single wire is

practically doubled ; for example, a line that carries 3,000

words simplex can carry 6,000 words per minute duplex.

It is desirable in many cases to manifold the original

copies of the message received, and experiments were
made to accomplish, this. All that is necessary is to at-

tach to one terminal, instead of a single needle, as many
needles as the number of copies desired, having each
make its record upon a sensitive surface. The manifold-

ing process evidently applies to either simplex or duplex
receiving:. Manifold copies of messages may be received

and a maximum transmission of light through the other.

A negative current transmits a maximum of light through
the first tube, and produces approximate extinction in the

second. An alternating current therefore causes a record

of the positive waves through one tube, and the negative

waves through the other, and thus accomplishes all in this

respect that the chemical receiver does.

The Line.

It is generally understood that the line limits the speed
of telegraphy. The limit is usually reached because of

the distributed electrostatic capacity of the line rather

than its resistance. The influence of the distributed ca-

pacity is to change the form of the wave as well as reduce
its amplitude. With a given length of line having a cer-

tain static capacity, there exists limits to the speed ob-

tainable with any given set of instruments which would
be a difficult mathematical problem to predetermine.

in widely different localities at the same time from one The difficulty in making this calculation is in the influence

and the same transmitter, by connecting the receivers in

series or in parallel.

The alternating current is adapted to use with conden-
sers in series with the line where a direct current cannot
ordinarily be employed. An experiment was carried out

to send a message through a condenser having a capacity

of 9.57 microfarads in series with the line, and it was
found that the message was transmitted correctly. One
object of this experiment was to establish the possibility

of using a set of Morse instruments upon the line at the

same time that the messages were being transmitted at a
high rate of speed by the alternating current. By shunt-

ing condensers around the set of Morse instruments it

was found that the operation of either system did not
affect the working of the other, so that it becomes pos-

sible to use the same high speed line for a complete sys-

tem of quadruplex telegraphy at the same time. Indeed
it seems possible that the present Wheatstone system
could be operated over the line in conjunction with the

alternating-current messages. The experiments with the

chemical tape which have been outlined above, togeiher

with others not here given, demonstrate the flexibility of

exerted by the particular instruments used. With differ-

ent instruments the upper limit of speed is very different

with the same line. It therefore seems that the only way
to determine this question is by submitting the system to

actual trial over a long line.

In order to test this system over as long a line as was
available, th? land telegraph and telephone lines upon the

military reservation at Fort Monroe were joined in series

making about thirteen miles of iron wire having a resist-

ance of 320 ohms. Not only was no difficulty experienced

in transmitting and receiving messages over this line, but

resistance was introduced making about 1,500 ohms total

including the polarizing receiver coil of 390 ohms. This
trial was at a frequency of about 200 complete periods per

second. With the chemical receiver a coil of 10,900 ohms
was used in the laboratory and the record was plainly re-

ceived at a frequency of about 545 complete periods per

second.

Since the polarizing receiver gave indications showing
the approximate strength of the varying currents by the

intensity of the light upon the plate, it was used to study
the effects upon the currents of arbitrarily introducing
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capacity and inductance in series into the line, especially

the effect upon the make of an alternating current at dif-

ferent points of phase. Fig. 15 shows the general appear-

ance of the simple alternating current with different ex-

posures, at different speeds of the plate and the same fre-

quency of alternation. In Fig. 10 the inner record C is

that of a circuit having 390 ohms resistance, 1.03 henrys

inductance, and 4.78 microfarads capacity at a frequency

of 137. At each make it is observed that the first wave is

small, followed by a large one. The record at D is for a

similar circuit in all respects except that the capacity is

doubled, being 9.57 microfarads. Theoretical curves*

have been computed for these cases and they are in agree-

ment with the records shown.
The method of neutralizing the effects of the distrib-

uted capacity of lines by introducing distributed induct-

ance as is now done in some telephone lines, would have
an especially useful application in a line employing the

alternating current for telegraphy.

Conclusion.

When the extent of the transmission of intelligence at

the present time is considered, and the direct influence

which this service has upon the development of the

world's progress, any proposition which promises to in-

crease its efficiency should be received with consider-

ation.

To better comprehend the volume of this service it is

of interest to observe the statistics on the subject.

These have been prepared for the United States mail

service, the Western Union Telegraph Company, and the

American Bell Telephone Company of the United States,

and are exhibited in graphical form in Fig. 16. The sta-

tistics for the United States Mail service for the last few
years were furnished through the courtesy of the Post-

master-General.

It is noticed in general, that there is an increase in all

departments of the intelligence transmission service from
the earliest dates. The number of pieces of mail sent
during 1896 was 5,693,000,000, which is the greatest

amount ever sent in a single year. The greatest number
of telephone messages on record for a single year is

757,000,000 in 1895. The largest number of telegraph
messages was sent in 1893 and amounted to 66,000,000.
Thus the greatest number of telegraph messages as com-
pared with telephone messages is in the ratio of 1 to 11^.
The greatest number of pieces of mail is in the ratio of

86 to 1 as compared with telegraph messages, or in the
ratio of 7 ^ to 1 as compared with telephone messages:
It is also seen that the cost of the mail service of the
United States in 1896 was $90,626,000, or about $1.25
per capita. The greatest receipts for any year of the
American Bell Telephone Company were in 1895 $16,-
400,000, about 25 cents per capita, while the greatest
receipts of the Western Union Telegraph Company were
in 1893 $24,978,000, about 35 cents per capita.

It appears therefore that the people of the United
States pay for a telegraph service of about one-eighty-
sixth the amount, about one-fourth of that paid for the
entire mail service of the United States. It also costs
one-and-a-half times as much for telegraph service as for
the telephone service, although the number of telephone
messages is about eleven-and-a-half times as great.
A conclusion to be drawn from the above general data

seems to be that the people are willing to pay more in

proportion for a kind of service like that of the telegraph
than any other. From the point of serving the people,
as well as from a business standpoint, it appears that
improvement in this class of intelligence transmission is

at present much to be desired. The present state of the
art of telegraphy points to improvements along the line
of automatic machine transmission.

It is of interest to inquire what effects a system of te-

* " The New Polarizing Photo-Chronograph"—Journal of the
U. S. Artillery, Fort Monroe, Va., Nov.-Dec, 1896.

legraphy capable of sending continuously 3,000 words a

minute would have on the existing methods. To take a

simple example of the business between New York and
Chicago, where about 40,000 letters are carried daily, it

would require but two lines in continuous operation to

handle the entire business. At present it takes three
days to receive by mail a business reply between New
York and Chicago. This transmission by machine teleg-

raphy could be accomplished easily the same day. It is

thought that an effect of this would be to increase busi-
ness transactions to such an extent that the total volume
of intelligence transmitted would be augmented, rather
than to diminish the business now' done by existing

methods.
The class of business which such a system would prob-

ably at first obtain would be the less urgent telegraph
business of greater volume, such as the Associated Press
dispatches and newspaper press reports. Among the pos-
sibilities is the simultaneous publication of the same news-
paper in different parts of the country. For example, in

an edition of a daily paper having twelve pages and
eight columns per page, making ninety-six columns in all,

there are less than 185,000 words. At the rate of 3,000
words per minute it would only require about an hour to

transmit the entire contents of the paper. This calcula-

tion furthermore assumes that the whole paper is uni-

formly printed in fine type. It would require a single

operator, working by hand and averaging twenty words
per minute, over six days of twenty-four hours each to

send this amount.
The system proposed is especially adapted to meet the

demands of this class of business; for the great flexibility

of the alternating current as employed, permits if neces-
sary considerable amounts of power to be transmitted
over the line which may be used for making simultaneous
manifold copies of the same dispatches in each of widely
separated cities. In this manner each of the several

newspaper company subscribers in each city receives the
identical service with the minimum delay, since each copy
received is an original. Each additional subscriber to

this service represents no appreciable expense to the com-
pany, since it requires but another receiving needle.

Furthermore, the use of the alternating current permits
the line to be used quadruplex at very rapid speeds, that

is, four entirely different dispatches maybe sent over one
wire at the same time, two in each direction, and any
number of copies of one or all the dispatches may be re-

ceived independently at the same time.

In addition to the above it is practicable to employ the

line for a system of the ordinary quadruplex telegraphy

at the same time. In trial experiments in the laboratory,

particular instructions were given to the operator of the

Morse instrument to observe if possible when rrjessages

were being sent by the alternating current, and absolutely

no effect was detected.
- The objection maybe urged, that it is already ^difficult

to handle the business at the present rate of operation

of the 'Wheal stone system, and if the instruments worked
faster it could not be handled. This objection is undoubt-
edly a real one in some cases, and it is partly this fact

which indicates that it may be easier to inaugurate new
methods than to attempt to adapt the new rapid trans-

mitters to the present .methods.

A telegraph office of the future will probably present a
different appearance from that which may now be seen
in any of the large cities. At present in operating the

Wheatstone system in this country, sending to lqng dis-

tances at the rate of 150 to 200 words per minute, both
those who prepare the sending tape and thofee who
translate the receiving tape are employes of the telegraph

company and are near the sending and receiving instru-

ments. If it requires about ten men to prepare tape, and
as many more to translate it for a single instrument op-

erating at 150 words per minute, it will require twenty

(Continued on Page 408.)
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THE MICA INDUSTRY.

It is strange that a misconception of the true status of

affairs exists in the legislative departments of this country

regarding the use and production of mica. The electrical

fraternity, with the necessities of their business confront-

ing them every day of their existence, are better pre-

pared to give an opinion on this subject than those whose
life and experience are so different and whose technical

opinion is in many respects less valuable than that of a

layman. It being obtained frequently from individuals

in whom they repose faith and trust but whose words are

guided by their desires and advice; such as they give is

either the echoed cry of an ignorant multitude or biassed

by a love of personal interests which includes gain, or the

hoped-for development of their own mines

Great producing centres like India and Canada supply

moa in quantity to this country. Laborers are paid for

proriui ing it— in India next to nothing; in Canada wages
that support life. This strange industry is the means of

keeping certain manufacturing concerns afloat without

inconvenience. The cessation of importations from the

same would almost cause a suspension of their business.

It may not be generally known that mica mined in this

country from North Carolina and Dakota is hard and
only used with the greatest difficulty by electrical engi-

neers, whereas that coming from Canada and India is soft

and eminently suited to the demands of practice. Why
then should measures be resorted to for raising the price

of the imported article and forcing open a lot of mica
mines whose produce would flood the market and ruin its

present prices by over-production. Mr. Charles W. Jef-

ferson, manager of the Mica Insulator Company, makes
the following statement :

"Whatever tax is put upon the mica imported from
other countries will not increase the price of mica mined
in this country. There is already an over-production.

It would increase the price of the soft mica imported
from Canada and India, and there would be a stronger
tendency than there is now for the electrical manufac-
turers to use entirely different substitutes. It is due to

the electrical manufacturer that he has scoured the
world over to find a suitable cheap mica for his pur-

pose, and the present duty of 20 per cent, is a severe
tax upon his business, and the question of using mica
at all is always before him. If from any cause the price

is greatly increased, a great blow will be struck at the
mica business, and the miner, whether he be in Dakota
or in India, will equally suffer. It will not only be the
miner but the electrical manufacturer also. There is no
business in the country which has brighter prospects of

sending their product abroad than the electrical manu-
facturer. Only the other day one of them secured con-
tracts in England and Australia entailing an outlay of over
one million dollars. In fact they arc now looking for-

ward to their export business as their chief outlet, and
any tax on them when competing with Germany and Eng-
land—and the one on mica is about the only one—might
result in a loss to the foreign business to the amount of

millions of dollars.

"Mica, by the by, has played no unimportant part in se-

curing these contracts. Owing to its large use American
insulation stands very high abroad.

" This debate about mica in Congress shows a general
pressure put upon the various representatives for a higher
duty on mica. This pressure has come from those who
own a bit of land with mica upon it.* They are not in a
position to know if a duty would help them or not. I

most emphatically say that it would not. The remedy is

a greater demand, not a higher price. I may be like one
crying aloud in the wilderness, but for the benefit of the
miners, the thousands of men and women who are em-
ployed in working the mica after it has been mined, and
for the mica business generally."

There are then two views taken; that of the countries'

representatives and that of the manufacturers. The wisest
course to pursue is not that of raising the price of mica
simply because such a remedy seems to be the best, but
the appointment of a committee of level-headed men
whose investigations will be conducted systematically and
unbiassedly, and whose conclusions will be drawn from
the present state of the mica trade, its centres of produc-
tion and consumption.

Electricity from the Nile Catai acts.—Prof. Forbes, the
electrician, who has just returned to Cairo from Wady
Haifa, expresses a highly favorable opinion about utilizing

the power of the cataracts for generating electricity, and
considers the general circumstances of Egypt exception-
ally well adapted for its use as motive power. Irrigation

could be extended as well as cheapened by the saving in

cattle, and especially in coal, which becomes enormously
dear in Upper Egypt owing to the expenses of transport
from Alexandria. He considers that the cataract power
would be available all the year round for working the rail-

way, cotton ginning mills, sugar factories, irrigation ma-
chines, etc., also that it could be supplied over distances
of several hundred miles at a cost much below that of

coal. Prof. Forbes is leaving for England, but will re-

turn in September to make a complete survey and present
the Government with a project for utilizing the electricity

to be generated at the Nile cataracts.—London Inven-
tion.
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times this working force for one of the rapid machine as now, but the tendency of the offices proper will be to

transmitters. Evidently changes would be required in transmit and receive letters already prepared rather than

the present methods to handle this business. to undertake the preparation of the letters as well. The
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It is thought-that a telegraph company of the future

will fulfil a somewhat different function from the present

ones. The company will own its wires and rights of way

income of the company will be derived from the rent of

its lines at a fixed price per minute, or a fixed price per

hundred words. The service of the telegraph office then
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becomes like that of the post-office, its duty being to

receive and deliver letters already prepared, as the post-

office does. The difference between the two offices is in

the manner in which this is accomplished. The telegraph

office becomes a post-office which employs an electric cur-

rent in a copper wire to carry its letters instead of a

railroad train. The advantages in point of speed of de-

livering letters by the former method are apparent. In-

stead of requiring twenty-four hours to deliver letters be-

tween New York and Chicago, it will require but a few
hours at most, and make it possible to receive a reply the

same day. It is probable that such a system would take

more business from the present postal system than any
other; for when telegraph letters can be sent at reason-

able rates comparable with postage, in a few hours instead

of many days, a certain amount of present post-office

business will be diverted. More than this, when business

can be done with greater facility than at present, the total

volume of business will undoubtedly be increased, because
transactions may take place in a day which formerly re-

quired a week.

It would be to the interest of such a company to seek

that class of less urgent business now done by corre-

spondence, rather than the class handled by the present

telegraph companies, where the highest speed of delivery

is expected. If one trunk line becomes established be-

tween large business centres, it will draw business from
a surrounding area. For instance, if a line were estab-

lished between New York and Chicago, and a person in

Albany desired to communicate with Chicago or points

beyond, it would be quicker to send the letter to New
York for transmission over the trunk line to Chicago, and
then by rail to its destination, than to send directly by
rail from Albany. "With a few trunk lines in successful

operation it would not be long, before they would be

multiplied.

It is understood that these telegraph letters are sent

by mail in envelopes in the usual manner, except that the

envelope contains the prepared message ready to be sent

through the transmitter, and thus the telegraph office

becomes relieved of the preparation of the letters which
is not strictly a part of its business. When the system
comes into general use, business offices will have their

own perforators, and it will become necessary for the

operator to learn the telegraph alphabet as a part of his

preparation as a stenographer and typewriter. The three-

key perforating machine is comparatively inexpensive,

but undoubtedly a machine could be devised at an early

date, as an attachment to the present typewriter, for the

purpose of perforating letters at the same time that they

are being written by the typewriter in the usual way.
This could be constructed to operate by the use of elec-

tro-magnets, and can be attached to a typewriter without
interfering in any way with its operation. No extra

power would be required, for this can be derived from an
electric current which operates the attachment. The
writing may be perforated at the present rate of speed of

typewriting without the operator having any knowledge
of the telegraph alphabet as far as perforating is con-

cerned. This machine will cost more than the three-key

perforator, but it would in a short time more than pay
for the difference in cost on account of the great gain in

speed, and also because it prints a copy of the letter

which may be kept on file. Before these perforators are

introduced into common use it will be necessary to es-

tablish offices in the immediate vicinity of the terminals

of the trunk lines, to prepare letters for persons furnish-

ing printed or written copy, as well as to furnish a printed

translation when desired of letters received from the

central office. The opportunity to obtain a cheaper rate

for prepared letters will act as an inducement to those
employing a stenographer to add a perforator to their

(To be continued.)

GEORGE F. i'OP'l IT,
secretary of the N. E.

L. A., has been ap-

pomted manager for

Wm. Brixey, Kerite

Wires and Cables, 203
Broadway, N. Y. Mr.
Brixey is to be con-

gratulated on securing

the services of so able

a manager. Mr. Por-

ter was a representative

of the Western Elec-

tric Company, of New
York and Chicago, be-

fore he was appointed
secretary of the N. E.

L. A. some five years
ago. The N. E. L. A. was never in a financially good
condition until Mr. Porter took the helm. His acquaint-

ance throughout the United States will be of great

benefit to Mr. Brixey. We wish him every success in his

new position, and we know that his numerous friends

throughout the country will be greatly pleased to learn

of this change in Mr. Porter's position.

Geo. F. Forter.

A TRIBUTE TO ELECTRICAL JOURNALISM.

It fills us with the deepest satisfaction to receive from
one whom we esteem and respect an unsolicited letter of

dignified approval. We place it before the reader as it

was received, feeling that this recognition of our efforts

should be published in the same frank spirit that it was
written. It is French style to exchange compliments,
yet we forbear, in this case, knowing that a lightning

stenographer would be required to do justice to our senti-

ments regarding him:
Toronto, June 21, 1897.

The Editor of Electrical Age, New York, N. Y.
Dear Sir:—My term of office as president of National

Flectric Light Association expiring on the 1st, proximo,
I desire as one of the last acts of my administration
to thank yourself and the editors of other electrical

journals, officially and personally, for the interest you
have shown in the work of the Association during the

past year, and for yourkindness in promptly publishing
any information that has been forwarded to you for that

purpose by the association.

As I took occasion to point out in my annual address,
the electrical industry at large owes a debt of gratitude
to the electrical press, and for my part I am glad to have
had an opportunity of acknowledging this obligation.

Yours very truly,

Frederic Nicholls.

OBITUARY.

Eugene E. Bogart, son of the late Abraham L. Bogart,
the well-known manufacturer of electric gas-lighting ap-

paratus, of No. 22 Union Square, N. Y. City, died on the

morning of June 24, from the result of injuries received
from being thrown from a cable car in this city, on Feb-
ruary 5 of this year. Mr. Bogart succeeded to the

business of hisjfather, who died suddenly July 25, 1896.

The deceased was forty-five years of age and leaves a

widow and three grown children. His brother, A. Liv-
ingston Bogart, the well-known electrician and electrical

expert, is the only remaining son of Abraham L. Bogart.
Mr. Bogart was very popular and liked among the trade,

and we sincerely condole with the widow in this hour of

affliction.
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RAILWAY MOTORS AND CONTROLLERS.

LESSON LEAVES
FOR

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OP ELECTRICITY.

BY NEWTON HARRISON, E. E.

The use of motors for track service is limited to those

brush to brush via armature and field. The speed and
pull of the armature can be changed at will by varying
the pressure applied to the armature and its current and
field.

The pulling power of any armature depends upon the
(i) Current in the armature.

(2) Strength of field.

The series motor is naturally adapted by its construc-

Details of Third Rail.

of the series type. A series motor possesses advantages
over the shunt that both experience and theory advocate.

The current flowing through a series motor passes from

tion to an easy system of regulation. Not only c;n the

current be varied outside by having a rheostat in series

with the motor, but the magnet coils can likewise act in

Third Rail Car Equipment.
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this capacity b}- being subdivided. A series motor con-

nected to a rheostat and having commutated or subdivided
field coils can be regulated both in speed and power by
these means.
A trolley car is. usually equipped with two motors.

They are both series motors with commutated field coils.

A small rheostat is in series with the pair. To vary the

speed and pull of the car an automatic switching device
called a controller is used.

Function of a Controller.—When the car is at rest the
rheostat and both motors are in series. To start the
car and put it through its different speeds, the controller,

which consists of a cylindrical vertical commutator, is

revolved. The general result is as follows:

The heaviness of motor cars has necessitated the use

of strong steel rails and a secure bond. The cars used

are not very different from the old horse-car style, except
that they are better furnished, more capacious and in

every respect more comfortable. Both station, track, car

and motors are a source of expense to the company. The
station has machinery which depreciates; the track re-

quires many repairs unless well put down, and even then

the rails wear out; the motors have armatures which con-

stantly burn out and the cars become scratched and
shabby from daily use.

Trolley lines running over hilly ground are apt to in-

cur more expense from repairs than those installed on

more level road. The reason for this is traced to the

Truck Exposed—Third Rail System.

(i) The rheostat and two motors in series.

(2) The two motors thrown in multiple.

(3) Subdivided fields thrown into multiple

To c.zl'M of these general processes there are sub-

divisions; that is, the rheostat contains steps which reg-

ulate to some extent—the motors may be thrown in mul-
or their fields and armatures separately, and in

addition different combinations may be made of the com-
mutated fields. The practical result of all these changes
is to increase the current flowing through the motors by
successive stages until the pressure and current is at a

maximum.

greater strain upon the motors when climbing hills. The
work the motor performs is divisible into two parts—that
of advancing and that of lifting itself the height of the
hill. In certain localities it seems evident that a cable
system would be best; that is, a very hilly distikt.
Block electric, open conduit and storage battery systems
are occasionally heard of. In New York City, perhaps,
the conduit system is receiving the best trial of all. Sev-
eral of our largest railroads are about to permanently
adopt electric cars for special purposes; the B. & O.
being the most prominent of all.
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SWITCHBOARDS AND THEIR EQUIPMENT. plant is the switchboard. From it spread the wires that
carry energy to various circuits of lamps or motors for

A great electric light plant with its throbbing centre of lifting, carrying or ventilating. The switches upon it
electrical distribution, its various circuits spreading out place these main lines under absolute control the meters
in many ramifications and its points of control all guided register the current and pressure and the circuit breakers

Six Panel Railway Switchboard.

Back of Six-Panel Railway Switchboard.

to one piece of mechanism, the switchboard, has frequently prevent any disastrous rush of current from occurring,

been compared with the human body, whose nerve gang- The board itself is made of material to stand the possible

lions and untiring heart is functionally the same. The burns and scorches that are apt to scar or set it on fire,

great nerve centre of an electric light station or private The triple duties of a switchboard are therefore, evident
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to the analytic mind; they are the control, measurement
and distribution of the current. A fireproof board, good
switches and accurate meters will make this problem easy
of solution. For convenience sake switchboards are
divided up into divisions or panels, whereas in railway
work the control and measurement of a certain portion of
the plant is particularly desired. Such divisions or
panels may be devoted to the kilowatt output of a single
machine, the measurement and control of the feeders or
the purpose of controlling and measuring the entire load.

Panels may therefore be individually called generator
panels, feeder panels or main panel's. Two of the illus-

trations show the front and back of a six-panel railway
switchboard, manufactured by the Walker Company, of
Cleveland, Ohio.

breaker, an ammeter and a kicking coil which opposes
static discharges. A charge of this description, on enter-

ing, is retarded by the kicking coil and sent to earth by
the lightning arrester at the bottom of the panel.

Illustrations are given of the equipment of several

boards built up of sections on the panel system. The
utmost satisfaction prevails among those utilizing boards
built by the Walker Co.

THE DAYLIGHT WORK OF CENTRAL STATIONS*

BY THOMAS COMMERFORD MARTIN.

The development of the central station industry has
been, in some respects, a disappointment. We have now

Front View of Railway Switchboards made for Cleveland and
Chagrin Falls Electric Railway Co., Chagrin Falls, O.

The Generator Panels made by the Walker Co. are per-

fectly equipped with illuminated dial instruments. Two
single-pole switches for the throwing of the leads onto the

line and an equalizer switch placed on a separate pedestal

or on the main panel are supplied. The switches are

multiple jawed and tarry an overload of 50 per cent.

The rheostat is of the improved enamel type operated
by a handle on the front of the board. Push buttons
control the ammeter and voltmeter. The voltmeter push
button automatically disconnects from the "bus" bars

when pressed and attaches to the generator which that

panel is devoted to. There is no voltmeter switch and
no live contacts on the front of the board.

The Main Panel.—On the main panel are mounted in-

struments that are too important to be placed elsewhere,

as for instance the summation ammeter, which measures
the entire station output, wattmeter ground detector, etc.

A voltmeter is mounted on this panel which will indicate

the pressure of each generator respectively upon turning
the connecting switch to any desired machine.

The Feeder Panel \s so equipped that the feeders take
their power from a positive " bus " bar on top of the

board. They then connect with a single-pole circuit

Back View of Railway Switchboard made for Cleveland and
Chagrin Falls Electric Railway Co.

had nearly twenty years of central station work in this

country, and have witnessed an enormous growth in that
period within the field of work covered by this organiza-
tion, but it is apparently as true today as when the asso-

ciation was formed, that the companies restrict themselves
injuriously in their natural and logical advance by remain-
ing mere lighting corporations. What would happen to

us all if some new lighting medium came into vogue
that deprived us of our illuminating business entirely? If

we had to fall back on daylight work, might we not be
better off ?

That question suggests an extreme view of a rather
impossible situation, the fact being that electricity, as an
illuminant, gains steadily in public estimation, and has at

this moment, no new rival within speaking distance. But
there is vital importance in the opinion of a local com-
pany as to whether it exists only to furnish light, or, on
the other hand, to supply current for a variety of uses,
new and old. My own opinion, modestly expressed, is

that the intrinsic value of a company rises just in propor-
tion as it gets off the lighting basis and builds itself up on

*Read before the National Electric Light Convention, held at
Niagara Falls, June 8, 9, io, 1897.
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that of current; just in proportion as it ceases to limit its

activities by a moonlight schedule, and, like the British

drum-beat, chases the sun with an insatiable desire for

more territory and more trade.

A brief retrospect will not be out of place, if followed

by a study of the present situation. It is as well not to

go back further than 1886, for, although arc lighting is a

full decade older than that, the industry ten years ago
took its great leap forward. A careful investigation

shows that, in 1886, there were about 410 central stations

in this country. Of these, only 300 furnish available

statistics, and it would appear that 226 of the companies
were then only doing a night arc lighting business. It is

safe to assume that all the companies which did not

report were in the same category as the 226; so that out

of the 410 local companies, some 325 were doing business

only between dusk and daylight, and were standing idle

all the rest of the time. In other words, taking the year

through, they were idle nearly two-thirds of the day, if

the average running be taken at 3,000 hours a year.

To what degree have these conditions been improved
in the ten years ? This is an extremely difficult question

to answer, but a few tentative figures may be acceptable

as a basis for study and discussion. At the close of 1896
there were about 2,400 central stations in operation in

this country, so that in ten years the number had increased

sixfold, a gain that is simply stupendous. Of these 2,400,

however, 975 had, from the figures obtainable, no day
circuits, and 220 others had only arc apparatus, so that

1,195 local companies, by their own admission, were lim-

ited to night work. The case is not, however, so encour-

aging as might be implied from these figures. Of the

remaining 1,200 companies, only 327 report day circuits,

and if it is safe to assume that half of the 900 companies
and plants not giving these details were without day cir-

cuits, it would appear that, out of 2,400 local plants, at

least 1,500 are limited to the night hours for their earn-

ing capacity. It must be noted, however, that nearly all

the 900 companies not specifying day circuits are operat-

ing incandescent circuits, very largely with the alternat-

ing current, so that the means for day operation are

generally there under more or less favorable conditions.

It is obvious at once that an immense amount of capi-

tal and machinery are standing idle that might otherwise

be productive of profit and dividends. Of the 1,200
companies confessing that they have no day circuits,

only some 780 give their figures of capital and generating
capacity in steam or water. It would appear that these

plants, with a moderate capitalization of $46,908,000, and
with an engine and water-wheel capacity of 164,000
horse-power, are standing idle two-thirds of the day and
often a great deal longer.

Such figures are given broadly, and may be a little in-

accurate in precise detail, but it is the mere fact that is

so striking. It is obvious that these figures apply to the

great bulk of small stations. And yet some of them are

certainly not small. At least sixty-five or seventy of

them have each a capacity of 500 horse-power and up-

wards, and several of them are legitimately capitalized at

above a million dollars each. A company of such size

ten years ago was rare and exceptional, and would have
been difficult to start, except on the general hypothesis
that its business would include something beyond simple
street illumination, with a little house lighting thrown in.

It may be doubted whether capital of any magnitude
could be enlisted today for a company that had no ideas

beyond ordinary lighting work.
Without presenting this state of affairs as a cause for

alarm, or intending to imply that a business is necessarily

on a bad basis because limited to a few hours, it is not
improper to inquire whether there is no chance for im-
provement. It can not be said that local lighting com-
panies have become notorious, like some gas companies,

for paying large dividends; so that a slight amelioration

of financial condition might not be objected to. Even

trolley roads, running every hour of the day, find it diffi-

cult, sometimes, to make ends meet, but they have the
satisfaction of a continuous use of their plant and of

knowing that they get all the business that offers. If

there is any sufficient reason why a local lighting com-
pany should operate its generating machinery fewer hours
than a trolley road, it has not made itself specially mani-
fest, except in one direction, which will be briefly referred
to in a later paragraph. T believe every gas company is

on a twenty-four-hour basis of supply.

(To be continued.)

In the old days a journey to the Adirondacks was not
much less formidable than was a voyage to Europe.
Then the traveler journeyed by rail to Westport, on Lake
Champlain, or to Keeseville, near Port Kent and thence
penetrated the mountains by stage, a tedious journey.
Now he can go away through to his destination in the
heart of the woods in ten or a dozen hours from this city,

without a change of cars, and occupying a seat in a par-

lor car or a berth in a sleeper—a trip so comfortable and
speedy that he thinks nothing of running up to the moun-
tains for a day or two to attend personally to the matter
of engaging board for the summer. But this would not
have been obtained had not the railroads pushed their

tracks and their trains into the wilderness and, by over-
coming time and distance, brought the whole region close

to the metropolis, and made it easily accessible also from
New England and the West. Only half a dozen years
ago the Adirondack and St. Lawrence road, now the
Adirondack division of the New York Central, and other-

wise known as the Mohawk and Malone road, was built

through the forest, connecting Utica with Malone. A
large summer traffic was immediately created, and all

the resorts of that part of the woods benefitted by the

construction of the new line. The track is well ballasted

and smooth to ride over, and at convenient intervals are

neat stations, at which travelers by rail leave the cars to

enter stages or tally-hos for the second and final stage of

the journey to their summer home.
The New York Central, with a view to meeting the.

:

requirements of that large class of occasional travelers

who can get away but for a short vacation each year, has
arranged a series of specially reduced rate tours for this

season, occupying from two to fifteen days. These tours

embrace visits to the Adirondacks, Saratoga, Lake George,
Thousand Islands, Montreal, Niagara Falls and the lead-

ing resorts in New York State and Canada.
A copy of "Two to Fifteen Days' Pleasure Tours"

will be sent free, postpaid, to any address in the world,

on receipt of a two-cent stamp, by George H. Daniels,

general passenger agent, Grand Central Station, New
York.

LECTURE ON THE DIRECT CONVERSION OF
ELECTRICITY INTO HEAT.

(Continued from page 390.)

When we get to this point, we conclude, after the

machine has gone through all that baking and testing,

that it is worthy to be put together in the form of a

machine, so we take these bottom and top plates (illus-

trating), and put one on here, bottom plate here, top

plate here, and then we put on this outer cover which
forms a water-jacket and solder that on, and when we
have done that, we make a test under 15 pounds water
pressure for leakage; after the water pressure has been
completed we submit the machine to heat, slowly apply-

ing it, in order to thoroughly vitrify the inside, and then

we make final resistance test of the machine; and if the

resistance test, after this test has been applied, corre-

sponds with the resistance test as originally made from
the five rows of elements, we conclude that the device is

then worthy of being put out and it is then finished. But
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before it is sold it is always subjected to one week's work.

I am not the slightest bit alarmed at the possibility of the

fan on the table which is run by one of these machines
stopping. Of course, it might. I cannot guarantee that;

with all our precautions, some machines are going to be

defective, but the chances are that fan is not going to

stop revolving. Now, we have brought it down to the

completed machine, to a machine such as this (indicating).

There is, however, one other point which comes in here,

and which you will concede is an important point, and
which most people give as the most important point in

thermo electricity—and that is, how much heat do you
use ?

Taking that machine, as it is running now, we find

there is about two and one-half cubic feet of gas used in

the machine for the work which it is now doing; that

costs, I believe, at the ordinary rate of New York gas,

which is extremely high, three-tenths of a cent to operate

that fan motor per hour. In the heating of the device

the problem is this—in the first place we have a device

which is small in circumference, so that we can confine

the heat as closely as possible, and following that, we
have this deflector (illustrating), which gradually increases

in size; it is a simple device, the hottest part of the flame

being at the bottom; it is the smallest in the deflector

bar, and is further away from the sides of the device, and
the higher up the flame goes the larger it gets, and the

greater the heat is confined the higher up it goes. The
device works very efficiently. You may say that the de-

flector bar, being iron and working at a red-hot heat, will

burn out. No; strange to say, it does not burn out,

because there is a curious provision of nature, in the

shape of some form of carbon deposit, which gas ordi-

narily gives off when burning as a Bunsen burner, and by
using that Bunsen burner the way we do, throwing it on
the red hot disk, this gas or this waste product of the

gas, is formed on there in the form of a scale. It is what
is known as "barfing" in mechanics.

This formation barfs this device so that it is coated

and there is no further action on it. You may say that

the coating will get thicker and thicker until it will be-

come objectionable. When it becomes of a certain thick-

ness it naturally breaks off; especially when the gas is

put out, you will hear a snap in the machine and you will

find that little particles of this scale are being broken
away. The deflector, even if it was destructible, can be

replaced for a very few cents. I know of nothing in the

machine, except the deflector, in which there is a ques-

tion or probability of renewal.

Now, after slating how this machine is made, and how
the heat is used, the question is, To what extent have
you succeeded in making a practical machine ? There is

no doubt whatever that it is producing electricity. There
is no doubt that it is producing it direct from heat. We
see this in the machines on the table. But how far will

the device be used ? I think the best way will be to show
some of its uses. I will operate this six-inch gong, this

medical coil, this telegraph instrument and these fans.

I think the best way, possibly, to get information on the

subject is to have the matter open for discussion. You
recognize the fact that this is a commercial device which
is on sale, and possibly I am presuming in talking to a

scientific body on a device which can be purchased in

open market. One of these machines will ring twenty-six

inch gongs at one time. It can be used in telegraph work,

and has been so used very successfully. It will operate this

induction coil, ring the bell and operate the telegraph in-

strument all at the same time. I will let your own judg-

ment say whether or not the device is valuable. You must
remember it is using only 2}4 feet of gas per hour,

which costs three-tenths of a cent in New York; in Eng-
land it would cost about one-tenth.

(To be continued.)

INQUIRY COLUMN.

In this column we shall endeavor to answer all questions relat-

ing to the science of electricity that may arise in the minds

of our subscribers.

(Q.)-STORAGE BATTERY FOR TWO LIGHTS.
Editor Electrical Age, New York City.

Dear Sir: As I am desirous of constructing a portable

storage cell which will light two i6-candle power lamps,

I hereby apply to you for the necessary information con-

cerning the size of plates, cell, etc.

Yours respectfully, W. U. T.

(A.)—A portable cell to run two i6-candle power
lamps will have a size and weight entirely dependent
upon the number of hours the two lamps are to burn and
the voltage of the lamps. Let us know

—

(i) The number of hours the lamp will be lit.

(2) The voltage of the lamps.

(Q.)—WELDING BICYCLE TUBING.
Albany, June 3, 1897.

Dear Sirs: I have heard of a method of joining bicycle

tubing so that it becomes seamless, thus making it better

and stronger than the regular kind sold. Do you think

it possible to substitute welding for brazing in the con-

struction of a bicycle frame? The heating and uncer-

tainty of results may be dispensed with if the above
method has any features of value. Pardon the space I

occupy. Hoping to receive a speedy answer, I remain,

Yours respectfully,

Alfred R. Gibbons.
(A.)—The seamless bicycle tubing can be bought at

any large general supply company. The welding of frame
parts together might be attempted with good results.

We know of no case in which the entire frame was joined,

but think that the solidity and strength would not be
greatly enhanced. If the brazing is poorly done the

danger of riding the wheel is no greater than if the weld-

ing is imperfect.

(Q.)_CAR CONTROLLERS.
Schenectady, June 3, 1897.

Electrical Age.
Dear Sirs: Electric railroads have been a sort of hobby

with me for the last few years. But in spite of that my
theoretical knowledge of the motor is very small. The
car controller has often bothered me because, although
the connections were not hard to understand, I do not
see why the changes in speed occur, and take this oppor-
tunity of asking you to explain the same.

Yours respectfully,

R. T. Hope.
(A.)—Each move of the controller alters the resistance,

the motors as a whole, the armatures, fields, etc., being
thrown into parallel.

The reason why a car increases in speed is because the

increased current in the armature and stronger field en-

ables it to exert more torque and hurry the car forward.
Generally speaking in motors this rule may be followed.

The speed increases with the volts and the pull increases

with the current. The combination is effected by means
of a controller, the pressure and current being undoubted-
ly increased.

Park Rapids, Minn,
established.

-An electric light plant is to be

Minneapolis, Minn.—J. T. Fanning, engineer, is build-

ing improvements on the upper Missouri, near Helena, of

8,000 horse-power. The power is to be transmitted elec-

trically and used for East Helena; also to electrically

light Helena, and furnish power for the street-car service.

Olean, N. Y.—The Olean Electric Street-Railway Co.

has increased its capital stock to $300,000. A six-mile

extension to Portvile is to be constructed.
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POSSIBLE CONTRACTS.
Auburn, 111.—Address Town Clerk, concerning electric

light plant to be installed. Local election recently, and
favorable to this enterprise.

Jackson, Miss.'—D. D. Porter, Jr., City Clerk, may be

addressed concerning lighting of streets with electricity.

Greenville, S. C.—J. S. Lawrence, of Charleston, S. C.

,

may be addressed concerning electric railway, which is

to be constructed in Greenville by new company, which
has obtained franchise for same. A power plant will be

erected for supplying electricity.

Georgetown, Tex.—The McElroy-Brett Electric Co.

will establish a new electric light plant.

Washington, D. C.—The capital Railway Co., A. H.
Walker, engineer, will erect power-house at cost of

$2,500.

Jackson, Miss.—Frank Sharp, of Chicago, has been
granted franchise for construction of gas works, electric

light plant, electric street-railway, etc.

Carthage, N. C.—W. H. McNeill is interested in estab-

lishment of water supply and electric lighting sytems.

Milledgeville, Ga.—The Mayor may be addressed con-

cerning establishment of an electric light plant.

Griffin, Ga.—It is reported that B. R. Blakely will not

erect electric light plant.

Greenville, S. C.—J. S. Lawrence and others have been
granted a thirty-seven years' franchise to establish an
electric street-car system.

Grand Forks, N. D.—City Clerk may be addressed con-

cerning construction of a new electric light plant to cost

$21,000.

Morris, Minn.—Wells Bros. & Hanson will light their

store by electricity.

Park Rapids, Minn.—Geo. Mandigo is interested in the

establishment of an electric light plant.

Fisher, Minn.—An electric light and telephone system
will be established at Fertile.

Redfield, So. Dak.—Work on the electric light plant

will shortly be commenced.

ELECTRICAL and STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
Issued January 19, 1897.

575,322. Incandescent Lamp Socket. R. B. Benjamin,
Chicago, 111. Filed March 16, 1896.

575'33 2 - Electrically Illuminated Jugglery Apparatus.
M. Cronin, London, Eng. Filed October 30, 1896.

575,341. Clutch for Arc Lamps. E. Finkbeiner, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. Filed July 27, 1896.

575)346. Electric Railway. W. Grunow, Jr., Bridge-
port, Conn. Filed Oct. 28, 1895.

575.354- Electric Rail Bond. W. Jens, Johnstown, Pa.

Filed June 30, 1896.

575»366. Electrical Controller. W. H. Morgan, Alli-

ance, O. Filed Sept. 4, 1895.

575.388. Rail-Bond and Connection. M. K. Bowen,
Chicago, III. Filed Oct. 9, 1895.

575,394. Magneto-Telephone. S. D. Field, Stockbridge,
Mass. Filed Aug. 11, 1896.

575,419. Telegraphy. P. B. Delany, South Orange, N.

J. Filed April 21, 1896.

575,449. Telegraph Battery Jar. A. L. Werner, Dela-
no, Pa. Filed June 29, 1896.

575.454- Series Multiple Controller for Electric Motors.
E. M. Bentley, Lawrence, N. Y. Filed Nov. 13, 1896.

575.479- Electric Elevator or Hoisting Machine. R. M.
Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed April 5, 1894.

575,488. Floating Traction Device. T. P. Milligan,

Cambridge, Mass. Filed March 26, 1896.

575,499. Means for Operating Electric Motors. J. F.

McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Sept. 1, 1891.

575,523. Push Button. C. O. Mailloux, New York, N.

Y. Filed June 4, 1896.

575.573- Electrical Controlling Apparatus. O. H. and
A. F. Pieper, San Jose, Cal. Filed Dec. 19, 1895.

575,601. Railway Signal. W. F. French, Omaha, Neb.
Filed April 23, 1896.

575)6i5. Electric Motor and Device for Conducting Cur-
rents Thereto. D. N. Osyer, Newark, O. Filed Oct.

17, 1889.

575,641. Wire Couplers. W Gerard, St. Bernard, and

J. H. Lawrence, Bond Hill, O. Filed Nov. 23, 1896.

575)653- Electric Condenser. J. C. Lee, Brookline;

W. R. Westcott, Cambridge, and E. C. Robes, Med-
ford, Mass. Filed July 8, 1896.

575)658. Galvanic Attachment for Eyeglasses. A.

Mayer, New York, N. Y. Filed June 3, $896.

575,668. Illuminant for Incandescent Lamps. A de

Lodyguine, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed April 10, 1894.

575.979- Magnetizing Bok. C. A. Hussey, New York,

N. Y. Filed Aug. 10, 1895.

WESTON STANDARD
"•luniiHiimif

PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS and

WATTMETERS
FOR ALTERNATING AND DIRECT

CURRENT CIRCUITS.

The only standard portable instru-

ments of the type deserving

tliis name.

Write for Circulars and Price Lists
8 and 9.

WESTOtf ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 WILLIAM STEEET, NEWAKK, K J.

VULCANIZED
IBstAlollslied. 1873.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Bods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Rj<), Black and Gray. Send for Catal >gue and Prices.

wilM
f

i N
c
gtoTdel The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

OFFICE:
14 DEY ST., N.Y,
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.

Associated Trade and Industrial Press viii

Automatic Circuit Breaker Co vii

American Impulse-Wheel Co i

Belknap Motor Co iv

Bibber-White Company x

Big Money iii

Brlxey, W. R i

Bubeck & Co., E viii

Climax Gas Engine Co vi

Consolidated Typewriter Exchange ix

Egbert, F. W.... iii

E. I. O iii

Elbridge Electrical Mfg. Co ii

Field & Beattie i

Gleason Mfg. Co., E. P xi

Gordon-Bur.iham Battery Co vii

Hatton, L. D iii
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Habirshaw Wires and Cables i, v

Hinds, C. H vii

Hine & Robertson iii

Himmer, Vitalis ii

Hull, J. H xi

International Electric Co ii

International Hotel x

Jordan Bros iii
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Lieber Publishing Co vii
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Mason Co., James H iv
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National Conduit and Cable Co i

New York Telephone Co vii

Niagara Falls ix

Okonite Co. , Limited i
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Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co i

Phillips Insulated Wire Co i

Phoenix Glass Co vii

Prentiss Clock Improvement Co., The viii

Rosenbaum, Wm. A i

Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co i, *"

Sellew, T. G, & Co... viii

Smith, A. T viii

Standard Underground Cable Co >

Stucky & Heck — -Iii

Tupper, W. W. & Co vii

Vosburgh, Mfg. Co., Limited, W. C vi

Vulcanized Fibre Co -4' 6

Watson-Stillman Co

Wedderburn, John, & Co ii, viii

Weston Electrical Instrument Co 4 10

Whitney Electrical Instrument Go xi

Worcester Polytechnic Institute ix

DYNAMO and ARMATURE
Bewinding Repairing and Reconstructing Armaturei,

Dynamoi.Railway MotoM,Tr«Mformers, Commutators.

Stucky & Heck Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

35 N. J. B. R. Ave., Newark, N. J.

Mclntire Patent Connector „AND TERMINALS.
Fuie Wire, Fuse Links and Strips.

C. MclNTIRE CO.
15 Franklin M., Newark, N. J.

WANTED.
One 2 50-Volt Dynamo No. 20—Edison

preferred. State present condition and
price. Address,

E. I. P., care Electrical Age, N. Y.

JUKUAn DStUdts and MAdllXIFTK
Dynamo Motorand Arc LiKhtRopai ring, t'ominntatorp

insta'L-il re nil- <t.nnd » UiTid»nf ArnjatureHie-wound.
ijnrge 1 'oiu urn laiom turned without leninvii.R ariua-

ure. Ex,.eriiue t«lwo n a i-pecialt> . 1 10 Maiden Lane,
\>w Vnr' . T 1- !.'ir>n <• 1 :!":i5 ('d ri land t.

tlectrical

Engineers and
Contractors,
RECOMMENDED BY

THE ELECTRICAL AGE.
idvrrt Idemerit* of 4t line* or le** under this head
$26 per year, additional Una* at proportion-
ate rate*.

ZIMDARS A HUNT.
General Electrical Contractor!. Wiring
complete plants, etc. 127 Fifth Ave., New
York. N. Y.

HATZEL & BUEHLER <"

Electrical Engineers and Contractors. 114
Fifth Avpnue, Now York.

F. W. EGBERT,
(Formerly with the Edison Genl. Elee. Co.)
Prac. Elec. Engineer, General Elec. Con-
structing and Repairs, Elec. and Lhtg.
Sups. Bennett Blrig., N. Y. Branch, 48
Arrietta St., Tompklnsville, S. I.

WANTS. FOB SHE, ETC.

ON INSTALMENTS
INDICATORS, PLANIMETER8 AND

WHEELS. Fully Guaranteed.
SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOO.

J18. L. BOBEETSON & SOYS. 204 Fulton St., N. T.

BIH MET FOR ENGINEERS
WHO WILL USE THE

BEST DYNAMO BRUSH.
Address, S, care Electrical Age,

World Building, New York.

SELLING AGENT FOR GrlJL/lL/ &I C^O.j MAKERS OF THE

LARGEST, BEST AND MOST SATISFACTORY LINE OF

OPAL. WHITE. ACID ETCHED AND TINTED

Electric Light Globes and Shades
IN THIS COUNTRY. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES;
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WIRETO

ZINC "V^

wmrra

CARBON 67 LIBERTY
MANUFACTURER OF

H. XftASOlff CO.,
ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Mason's Batteries, Battery Motors and

Mason's Famous Battery Compound.
With One Charge of Solution.

Two No. 9 cells will run Edison phonograph 12
to 15 hours.

Four No. 9 cells will run a 6-c. p. lamp 30 hours.
Six No. 9 cells will run an 8 o. p. lamp 35 hours.
Eight No. 9 cells will run a 10-c.p. lamp 35 hours.

Dynamo Current Outdone.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
and PRICE LIST of our

FAN MOTOR OUTFITS
for Offices, Stores, Hos-

pitals, Sick Rooms, etc. j

BATTERY AND
MOTOR OUTFITS

for running all kinds of

small machinery.
JAMES H. MASON CO.'S BATTERY MOTOR.

STEADY LIGHTS from

*

UNSTEADY POWER.

THE CHAPMAN REGULATOR
controls the voltage of varying speed dy-

namos. Lamp Renewals Reauced, Perfect

regulation of voltage by an automatic device mag-

netically controlled. 2 5 to 5o per cent, variation in

speed of water-wheel or engine controlled within

two per cent, of the normal, and it acts as quick as

a circuit breaker. Every central station should have

them; generators can be worked nearer the limit of

their capacity by their use, thus increasing their

effective working power.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Patents Owned and Controlled Exclusively by

HOME OFFICE AND MANUFACTORY,

Send For Circular F,

AND NAMK
Thk Electbicai. Age.

Boston Office, 154 Congress St.

New York Office, Brewster Eng. Co.

Thames Building, New York City.
Portland, Me., U.S. A.
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From the Niagara Convention.

A TAIL OF THE SHIRT

Three

Phase

or any

Other

Phase.

3 A.M.

HIGH

TENSION

AND

DIRECT

CURRENTS

FREE

NO

CHARGE.

WANTED.-An Owner

for this Shirt.

WANTED.—An Owner

for this Hat.

THE

India Rubber k Gutta Percha Insulating Co.

MAIN OFFICE. Glenwood Works. YONKERS. N. Y.

J. W. GODFREY, Manager Sales,

15 CORTLANDT STREET, EW YORK,
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Here is the "GLAD HAND"

DAVIS

RUBY Clear Letters. [Patented.] RUBY, Clear Letters.

Manufactured Only by The PkwmX GlOSS CompaUV
Manufactu~r

o
s
f Electric and Gas Globes, Shades, Etc.

42 Murray Street, NEW YORK.
Length of Davis Globe,

ii inches.

To Fit 3X inch Holder.

a

WRITE US FOR
PRICES and
DISCOUNTS.

<?

USEFUL,
PRACTICAL,
PROFITABLE.

413 Penn Ave., PITTSBURG, Pa.

RUBY, Clear Letters. RUBY, Clear Letters.

At full load we guarantee voltage fluctuation not ex
ceeding two volts, and gas consumption not exceeding 5c

cubic feet per kilowatt hour, equal to from sixteen t<>

twenty-five full powered 16 c.-p. lamps, according to watt-

age of lamp used.

CLIMAX GAS ENGINE CO.,
Manufacturers of Gas Engines for Electric Light and all

other power purposes.

3 1 FULTON ST. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The only Gas Engine exhibited with ammeter, voltmeter
ana gas meter in full view, which enables intending pur-

chasers to test the truth of our statements before purchas

ing engines, instead of having to take statements and
engines on faith.

*• "fllMtriotl kg%" Inoi Oct. IT, p»g« (08, »ad/»W«it«ni Bl»otrician," Usa*

w. c. . CO. LM.

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OP

GAS,

ELECTRIC,

COMBINATION

FIXTURES,
LICENSED

TO MANUFACTURE ELECTRIC
AND COMBINATION FIXTURES

269-281 STATE ST.,
,,EAR

„
sZ,Ls:--BR00KLYN, N. Y.

114 AND 116 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE GORDON PRIMARY CELL speaks for

itself, and we speak for it by guar-
anteeing it as represented, and
others speak for it because
they have found it to be

as represented in

every respect. ^\%^ ^ *£
Police Signal.Tele-

phone, Telegraph, Rail-

road and Marine Service.

For Testimonials, descriptive cir-

cular and price list, apply to

Gordon-Burnham Baitery Co.,

82 to 86 WEST BROAD U A\- 1NEW lOBE

Gas Lighting by Electricity.
Static Electric Machines and

Burners tor the Multiple
System.

CHARLES H. HINDS,
MANUFACTURER,

13th and Hudson Sts., N. Y.

TRIO BUILDING. n

"THE OLD RELIABLE."
Tlxe

Swinging Ball

LiqUtDinQ Arrester

INSULATED

Has Never Failed

When Properly Installed.

BIG PROTECTION.

SMALL EXPENSE.

A. BLACKBURN, Proprietor.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

JAMES
2G.

d. Mcintosh, a#3
rortlandt St., NE*V TO'TTC CITY.

NON-ARCING-AUJ0MAFIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS
GUARANTEEDTO b?^i^f^$00i0^4OK^b^FJmA^i/C^ FG>R ALTERNATING OR

:
>*

DIRECT CURRENT.' ANY.VOLTAGE; CATALOGUE FREE.' - :

f

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY, NEWAYGO, MICHIGAN, U. S, A.

J=PK
UNIVERSAL

KOS ARCIKU

LlGHTHIKG HhRESTER

LIGHT AND POWER.
Direct and Alternating, Switchboard,
Pole and Car. No Magne s. Springs

Pendants. Cyiinders or
Fuses,

And does not depend upon air

Gaps alone.

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC CO.,

126 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK, V. S. A.

Philadelphia, Jio. Mustard, Belz Baildinu. Boston, Bibber-White Company, 4i) Federal Street.

AAAAAA
o o

1
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ROCKING GRATES. DUMPING GRATES.

Bend for Circular. Mention "The Am."

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

GRATE-BAR
FOR ANY KINO OF FUEL.

W. W. Tupper & Co.,

39 & 41 Cortlandt St., New York.

Taylor Bldg., Room 131.

Id

a

a
a

B

Modern

Telephony
MEANS ....

METALLIC CIRCUITS
MESSAGE RATES
MODERATE CHARGES

New York Telephone Co.,

15 DBY STREET,
18 CORTLANDT ST.

952 BROADWAY, (23d St.)

113 WEST 38th ST.

NEW YORK CITY.

5g5H5E5a5H5aga5H555E5r2

B

1

LIEBER'S TELEGRAPHIC CODE,
THE STANDARD CODE OF THE WORLD. Price, $13.00.

Contains 75,000 code words with phrafccs, numbered 00000 to 74 999. Used by the LEADING BANKERS AND MERCHANTS
throughout the world, and acknowledged the best code extant. Over 3,000 sold since date of issue, January, 1896. THE ONLYCIPHER CODE ever offered the public in connection with which each purchaser receives bi-monthly a list of those usin" it.

LIEBER'S APPENDIX.
Contains 25,000 code words of blank tables, numbering 75,000 to 99,999

$10.00.

2 STOKE ST.,

HEW YORK.
112 QUEEN VICTORIA ST.

LONDON, E. C.

20 RUE N-D ae NAZARETH,
PARIS.

123> POTSDAMERSTRASSB II,

BERLIN.
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PRENTISS CLOCKS,
CALENDARS

AND TIME SWITCHES
Send far Catalogue No. 2897.

The Prentiss fleet Improvement Co,
Dept. X, 49 Dey St., New York.

J.L ... 4UIII.UW SM

Wanted-An Idea £&33
Protect your Ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDEHBURN & CO., Patent Attor-
neyg, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize offer
and list of two hundred Inventions wanted.

Mention the ELECTRI-
CAL AGE when communi-
cating with advertisers.

WM. MARSHALL,
Electric Condensers.

STANDARDS A SPECIALTY.
M>9 Ismxtmgmm A«*„ «««r roRK.

KNAPP

BATTERY

MOTORS,

•HI Knapp Electric

& Novel r Co.,

47 Warren St.

NEW YORK.

T. SMITH'S
ELECTRIC LAVA

GAS BURNERS,
Interior Telephones,
Burglar Alarms. Bells, and

Klectric Light Wiring.

6 W. 14th ST., NEW YORK.

T. G. SELLEW,
ROLL TOP DESKS,

BOOKKEEPERS' CYLINDER AND FLAT TOP DESKS.
CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES.

OFFICE FURNITURE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
I I I FULTON ST., - NEW YORK

e. w. coe. THFO. POLDSMITU

"Your plan possess a great deal of merit."
—Hon. Chauncey M. Depew.

LE
IS THE

WEST NITER
OF ELECTRICAL GOODS

IN THE WORLD.

DO YOU WANT TO SELL o
TO THE GOVERNMENT i

Writo (on your letterhead) for particulars.

Comm. re al Intelligence Department,

Associated Trade & Industrial Press,

WASHINGTON, D. C.
10th year.

UYDRAULIC PRESSES
1 1 and HIGH PRESSURE HYDRAULIC WORK.

Presses, Valves, Hydraulic Lifting Jacks,

Fittings, Dies, Etc. Polishing Machinery.

The Watson- Still man Co., • 204 to 210 E. 43d St. N Y.

FOB Cataloouh IT.
RIIMMKrtBFP COIL BASE.

E.BUBECK&CO.
FANCY POLISHED WOOD

Boxes and Bases for

Electrical Work,
CASES FOR SURGICAL AND
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

ESTIMATES INVITED.
115-121 E. 13th St., New York.

FILL OUT AND MAIL TO US.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.

Payable Strictly in Advance.

For United States, Mexico and

Canada,

For one year, - - ^ $2.50

For six months, - - $1.25

Foreign Countries in the Postal

Union and Australia,

For one year, . - $3.50

© © ©

The Electrical Age Publishing Company, MMers,
WORLD BUILDING, NEW YORK.

/ enclose herewith -100
Dollars,

for which send me the ELECTRICAL AGE for

from _

Name

Address-

SUBSCRIBERS WILL KINDLY SEND ONLY 1 OR 2-CENT STAMPS WHEN
REMITTING FRACTIONS OF A DOLLAR.
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P&HMI FULLS...

Is most comfortably reached

by the magnificent fast

through trains of

"America's Greatest Railroad,"

Jiw Tim mural
& Hndson River Railroad.

by the

by the

Only 9J£ hours from New York by the
New York Central.

Only 1 6 hours from Boston
New York Central.

Only Q lA hours from Albany
New York Central.

Only 4> hours from Syracuse by the
New York Central.

Only 2.14 hours from Rochester by the
New York Central.

Only 1 3)4 hours from Montreal by the
New York Central.

he Worcester Polytechnic Institute
WORCESTER, MASS.

T. C. MEXDEAHALL, President.

ourses of study In Mechanical, Civil and Elec-
al Engineering, Chemistry and General Science,
w and extensive laboratories in Engineering,
etrieity. Physics and Chemistry. Special facili-

in Steam and Hydraulics. 176-page <;a»a-

e, showing positions filled by graduates, mailed

. Address J. K. MARSHALL, Registrar.

TYPEWRITER BARGAINS. 2
Practically new KemlngtoiiR, ^J
Callgmphs, &DiIth-I'remier«, f
Hajnmond»,YostH,Denftmore*, fJ
fully guaranteed, only ^120 to \^
$50—Cost $100. Good ma- (^

r ^fj8
-"• ~^* i^^ Hichines rented $4 monthly.^

,*- " - i ,-J"W B^ Free Handsome Colored£w "---— -' "-** Price List. Also, list of Re- £
w

vised Amerlenn Standard Pit- 9
D aiaa Shorthand Rook*, arranged for self-instruction. 3
£• f ofi«o11dat*d TTp»wrH«r Exchange, 245 B*way, N. Y. (J

BINDERS
FOR

he Electrical Age
ient postpaid on receipt of price,

in postal note or 2 cent stamps.

Sent free with one year's sub-

aiption to The Electrical Age.
In sending order mention the

inder.

riLL OUT BLANK ON PAGE VIII.

Popular Books for Students, Laymen and Novices.

How to Build

Dynamo -<

Electric
' Machinery!

EDWARD TREVEftT

Electricity

RecentAppuotmp
|

BV
eOWAKO TUfVl"T

Everybody's Hand Book of Electricity.
With a glossary of electrical terms and tables for

wiring. By Edward Trevert. 120 pages, 50 illus-
trations. Cloth, 12mo., 50 cents. Paper, 25 cents.

Dynamos and Electric Motors.
And all about them. By Edward Trevert. Cloth

12mo. 50 cents.

Electricity And Its Recent Applications
By Edward Trevert. A book complete on all sub-

jects of electricity. Price, $2.00

Electric Railway Engineering.
Embracing practical hints upon power-house dy-

najnbs, motor, and line construction. By Edward
Trevert. Cloth, 12mo. $2.00

Electric Hotor Construction
Amateurs.
Parkhurst.

for

By Lieut. C. D. Parkhurst. 16mo., 115 pages,
illustrated, cloth. Price, $1.00
An excellent little book, giving working drawings.

Practical Handbook of Electro-Plating.
By Edward Trevert. 75 pages, limp cloth, 50c.

* Hand Book of Wiring Tables.
For arc, incandescent lighting and motor circuits.

By A. E. Watson. Price. 75 cents.

How to Build Dynamo-Electric

flachinery.
A complete and practical work on this subject.

350 pages, numerous illustrations. By Edward
Trevert. With working drawings. $2.50

Questions & Answers about Electricity.
A first book for students. Theory of electricity

and magnetism. Edited by Edward"T. Bubier, 2d.
Cloth, 12mo. 50 cents

Experimental Electricity.
By Edward Trevert. Tells how to make batteries,

bells, d "mos, motors, telephones, telegraphs, elec-
tric bells,, .^e. A very useful book, finely illustrated.
Cloth. Price, $1.00

How to Hake and Use a Telephone.
By Geo. H. C. .y, A.M A thorough and practical

work on this s b;ect. Clo h, illustrated. Price, $1.00

Arithmetic of Hagnetism & Electricity.
Up to date. The latest and best book on thesub-

ject. Now ready. By John T. Morrow, M. E., and
Thorburn Reid, M. E., A. M., Associate Members,
American Institute of Electrical Engineers. $1 .00

SENT FREE ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

I The Electrical Age Pub. Co.. New York.
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SEE THAT CUT?

Carbon Cylinder
Batteries

A T REDUCED PRICES.

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.

» «

MADE BY

•w^spS^^ 49 FEDERAL ST.

BIBBER-WHITE COMPANY,
BOSTON, MASS

INTERNATIONAL HOTEL

THIS IS THE HOTEL WHERE THE N. E. L. A. MET JUNE 8, 9, 10, 1897.

The Management of this Hotel cannot be surpassed. Every accommodation, convenience and comfort. Guests interest first, last

and always. Address all communications for coming Conventions to the

JSTl&i&eiifa, Frills, N.
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HOW TO SECURE A

PATENT.
We have established a bureau in connection with

our journal for the purpose of procuring Patents for
our customers, or others. This branch is in charge
of our counsel, John Henry Hull, room 164 , Times
Building, to whom all communications should be
addressed. The Government fee is $35; payable,
$15 when the application is made, and $20 when the
Patent is granted. To this we add our fee, $10,
and upwards, for a simple specification, according to
the nature of the matter. Send a model, or a simply
worded narrative of yoar invention, and the proper
documents will be mailed for your signature.
When the patent is granted we will give it an

illustrated notice, gratis.
Trade-marks registered, and copyrights procured

tor $5, in addition to the Government fee-

THE ELECTRICAL AGE PUB. CO.

THE IMPROVED STANDARD

HKME TK.

STRICTLY UNIFORM SCALE

VERT DEAD BEAT.

Whitney Electrical Instrument Co.,

Penacook, N. H., and Sherbrooke, Que.

INSULATING JOINTS.

T0E GLEflSOKHOP JOljIT

Is the Most Perfect Manufactured.

Made of Composition Brass.

Insulated with Sheet Mica.

Armored Against Mechanical Injury.

APPROVED BY THE FIRE UNDERWRITERS
AND FIRE DEPARTMENTS.

E. P. GLEASON MFG. CO,
181-189 Mercer St.,

New York.

'*

L. J. WING & COMPANY,
-) SPECIALTY (-

WING GAS E!VGI.\E.

WI\(.H niHC FAN,
With Electric Motor Direct-Connected.

ISOLATED ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS,

USING GAS ENGINES FOR POWER.
MANUFACTURERS OP AND DEALERS IN

Marine Gas Engines,

Motor Wagon Gas Engines,

Stationary Gas Engines,

High-Speed Steam Engines,

Electric Motors and Dynamos.

OFFICE! AND SHOW ROOMS:

J 09 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK.
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WIRES AND CABLES

FOR EVERY SERVICE.
For Underground, Aerial and Submarine use,

"Safety" Wires and Cables have the indorse-

ment of some of the largest users in the

United States. ssffiSffiSEfiffiffis

1,000 Miles Underground, Rubber and Lead-Incased "Safety" Cable now in use in New York City.

800 Miles Underground, Rubber and Lead-Incased "Safety" Cable now in use in Boston.

100 Miles, 1,000,000 CM., Underground, Rubber and Lead-Incased "Safety" Cable in use by The Union Trac-

tion Company, Philadelphia.

400 Miles Underground, Rubber and Lead-Incased "Safety" Cable now in use in Chicago.

Write for our booklet containing the experience

of users -

1

4

Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.

225 to 239 WEST 28th STREET, NEW YORK.

LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager.
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